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ABSTRACT 

This habilitation thesis describes research and pedagogical activities in the field of 

active elements and their applications in analog signal processing. The first part 

concerns research and development which is focused on signal generation, 

reconfigurable active filters providing different transfer responses without the necessity 

of reconnecting input and output ports. A short text has been added to the contribution 

dealing with the area of synthesis of fractional-order circuits. The results of modeling 

and development of active elements in CMOS technologies are described in a further 

subpart. The research and development activities are supported by a short overview of 

selected practical products. The discussed topics present an overview of the 

author/applicant’s activities especially in the years after the defense of his Ph.D. thesis. 

References of older results (2-3 cases) are required for context in explanations and 

discussions. The part focused on pedagogical activities deals with the engagement of the 

applicant in education and teaching at his workplace, creation of teaching aids/materials 

for students (HW and lecture notes/guidance documents for practical lessons), brief 

description of selected final works of bachelor and master students and their 

contribution to research activities of the applicant. 
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ABSTRAKT 

Tato habilitační práce popisuje výzkumné a výukové (pedagogické) aktivity v oblasti 

aktivních prvků a jejich aplikací v analogovém zpracování signálů. Část věnovaná 

výzkumu a vývoji se zabývá generací signálů, rekonfigurovatelnými aktivními filtry 

realizujícími různé přenosové funkce bez nutnosti přepojení vstupní a výstupní brány. 

Menší část je věnována přínosu v oblasti syntézy obvodů neceločíselného řádu. Další 

část stručně pojednává o výsledcích v modelování a vývoji aktivních prvků v 

technologiích CMOS. Výzkumné a vývojové aktivity jsou podpořeny krátkým popisem 

vybraných produktů. Popisovaný výzkum shrnuje aktivity uchazeče především v době 

po obhajobě doktorské práce. Pokud je odkazováno na starší výsledky (asi 2-3 případy), 

je to z důvodu kontextu a návaznosti. Část zaměřená na výukové aktivity pojednává o 

zapojení uchazeče do výuky na pracovišti, tvorbě výukových pomůcek (přípravky pro 

praktickou výuku a skripta/návody do cvičení) a podává krátký popis vybraných 

závěrečných prací a jejich přínosu pro výzkumné aktivity uchazeče. 

KLÍČOVÁ SLOVA 

Aktivní filtry, aktivní prvky, CMOS, elektronické řízení, modelování aktivních prvků a 

analogových systémů, oscilátory, rekonfigurace, syntéza a návrh obvodů. 
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1 PREFACE 

Research and pedagogical activities forms two main directions of this thesis. The area 

focused on achieved research results is thematically divided to five topics (analog signal 

generation, advanced reconnection-less reconfigurable filtering, small-contribution to 

synthesis of fractional-order circuits, modeling and development of advanced active 

devices and selected practical results and products). The area focused on pedagogical 

activities describes courses and pedagogical activities of the applicant as well as works 

of students where the applicant served as supervisor and these works significantly 

contributed to the described research. 

This thesis has the title “Applications of advanced controllable active elements 

in electronic circuits”. It means that cores of proposed circuit solutions presented in 

this work and enclosed copies of research papers are types of active devices generally 

different from standard and most-known operational amplifiers typical for many 

common circuitries widely used by designers and scholars in constructions and in 

processes of education. The research part of this thesis is written with an accompanying 

commentary of achieved results. 

Topics discussed in this work are focused on advanced active elements and their 

applications in analog systems concerning signal generation, advanced filtering and 

advanced circuit solutions for purposes of modulation and fractional-order circuit 

synthesis. Results (details in enclosed papers) are described in the form of circuit 

structures and their simulation or experimental (laboratory) results based on 

commercially available active and passive devices. Several parts of the described 

research are supported by IC implementation of newly designed and fabricated 

advanced active elements within the frame of the project of Czech Scientific Foundation 

no. P102/14-24186P (2014-2016). This work covers achieved research results of the 

author/applicant obtained between the years 2011 and 2016. The majority of results 

obtained during the Ph.D. study of the author (from 2008 to 2011) is excluded. The 

presented results include 39 papers in total (25 papers in SCI-E journals with impact 

factor and 14 papers presented at international conferences) written by the applicant 

(author or coauthor) published since 2011.  
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2 RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

Research activities of the applicant can be briefly summarized by the following four 

topics (accompanying comments of achieved results). The first topic deals with signal 

generation focused on aspects of the simplest solutions of harmonic (sine wave) 

oscillators, specific aspects of the design for operation in units and tens of MHz, 

solutions for enlargement of tunability range, simple multiphase structures (reducing 

general complexity of standard chains of subsequently phase-shifted loops of 

integrators) and triangular and square waver generation. 

The second topic discusses advanced electronically reconfigurable reconnection-

less (different transfer functions available in the same single-input and single-output 

circuit topology without reconnection of input and output terminals) filters of the first- 

and second-order (biquads). 

The third topic discusses the author’s other interests and already achieved results in 

the field of fractional-order circuit synthesis and design. 

The fourth topic includes modeling and development of new original active devices 

with electronically independently controllable parameters especially at the level of 

behavioral modeling (utilization of commercially available devices) as well as 

development of own active elements in CMOS technologies that is required for further 

experiments. 

Selected practical results achieved within the frame of the national (Czech 

Scientific Foundation) project and European project (FP7) are discussed at the end of 

the part describing research activities 

2.1 Introduction and motivation 

The operational amplifier has been a practically available part (active element) in analog 

signal processing for decades. Lack of adjustability of parameters (by external 

electronic control) of applications designed with an operational amplifier is an 

important drawback for many applications (variable gain amplifier, filter, oscillator, ...). 

Therefore other active elements were formed and began to be used in circuit design. 

These active elements are still being developed and interesting modifications or 

elements working with different principles are still appearing. These active elements 

with controllable features have received increasing attention in recent years. Active 

elements are very important parts of communication systems for analog signal 

processing, amplification, filtering, generating, mixing, shaping, etc. of signals in 

almost all electronic devices. They cover frequency ranges from audio to microwave 

systems. The analog way is still used in many cases and the search for new active 

elements and approaches is an actual topic in many research and developing teams all 

over the world. 

Novel approaches in active element conceptions could bring interesting results in 

the field of standard circuit synthesis, fractional-order circuit synthesis or dynamical 

nonlinear circuits and unconventional design and modeling of real physical systems. 
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The modular approach of designing active elements allows simplification of the 

resulting circuit structures (filter, oscillator, …) and design procedures. The modular 

approach supposes the utilization of more elementary active parts (active cells) in one 

complex element.  

There are several reasons for development of analog solutions of communication 

subsystems. Requirements for variability and adaptability of complex electronic 

systems increase constantly. It is the reason for the utilization of direct electronic 

control, i.e. adjusting of application directly by parameters of active elements 

(transconductance, gain, input/output resistance). Electronic adjustability of parameters 

in an analog solution allows to compensate the influences of temperature, fluctuances of 

supply voltage, etc. in quite a simple way. The typical problems of analog solutions 

(thermal issues, aging of parameters, etc.) could be several-times lower and suppressed 

or even compensated in the case of on-chip implementation. Modern approaches in the 

design of active circuits allow to target all requirements for control into active 

element(s). Only a few (or even no) external passive elements with fixed values are 

necessary in applications. Analog solutions are able to offer lower cost, higher 

efficiency in some cases (high frequencies) and lower power consumption (on a chip) in 

comparison to digital solutions. A digital solution also has a certain processing delay 

and it is not able to react to changes in the system immediately. A digital signal 

processor (DSP) brings many advantages also for higher frequencies but high power 

consumption is a price for these benefits. A solution employing DSP can not be 

adequate if particular specifications are given (DSP and its accessories requires a larger 

area, high power consumption (hundreds of mA of power supply current) and it is more 

complicated in comparison to a simple analog circuit). Implementation of digital 

processing may not always be optimal if a simpler, cheaper and sufficient analog way 

exists. 

Electronic control has been a topic of interest for many years. We can divide 

electronic control in analog circuits into two groups. The first group includes solutions 

where control (referred to as indirect) employs digital potentiometers, field effect 

transistors (FET) in linear regime (ohmic) of operation or other active elements 

(operational transconductance amplifier/transconductor1 abbreviated as OTA for 

example), which replace grounded or floating resistors. The worst situation occurs if it 

is necessary to replace a floating resistor because such a solution could be quite 

complicated.  

Digital potentiometers are very useful in adjustable circuits where parameters are 

controlled by the value of the resistor. Implementation of digital potentiometers seems 

to be one of the best methods for electronic control (indirect) of circuits in audio-

bandwidth (several tens of kHz) with classic operational amplifiers. Unfortunately, 

digital potentiometers are not suitable for higher frequency bands due to their large 

parasitic capacitances (tens of pF). Discontinuous changes of resistance values and a 

low number of steps may cause further problems and inaccuracies. Discrete digital to 

analog converters (DAC) also offer the possibility of electronic control. However, high 

cost and other complications (area, additional power consumption, sufficient number of 

bits, discontinuous control, ...) in the circuit are the main disadvantages for low-power 

                                                 
1 BIOLEK, D., SENANI, R., BIOLKOVA, V., KOLKA, Z. Active elements for analog signal processing: Classification, Review, 
and New Proposals. Radioengineering, 2008, vol. 17, no. 4, p. 15-32. 
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systems at high frequencies.  

 Approaches, where the parameters of an active element are directly controlled 

by an external force (bias or control DC current, voltage), belongs to the second group. 

Some suitable approaches are accessible in literature. These approaches have one of the 

following typical characteristics. Many new and modified active elements are feasible 

for voltage, current and mixed mode operation1. Many theoretical solutions of active 

elements were discussed that are convenient for direct electronic control in circuit 

structures (active frequency filters for example). We can mention multi-output current 

conveyors (MOCCII)1,2, current differencing transconductance amplifiers (CDTA)1,3, 

multi-output transconductors (MOTA)1,4 and other elements which are applied in analog 

systems. Many interesting conceptions of new non-standard active elements were also 

introduced1. Nevertheless, many of them are still only hypothetical, they are not 

commercially available and have not been investigated yet and used for circuit 

synthesis. Bias currents are used very often for electronic control of parameters of these 

active elements. The common approach is based on controlling the intrinsic resistance 

of current input (RX)2 and transconductance (gm)3.  

Taking into account the above discussed problems, it is observable that several 

fields are open for further research in analog signal processing. In addition, it is really 

important to introduce the obtained results to students in the form of computer and 

practical exercises in courses and lectures focused on analog signal processing and 

circuit theory because these approaches should be disseminated between a modern 

technical society of young workers, designers and experts in the field. Unfortunately, 

their knowledge is limited to an operational amplifier and its applications in most cases. 

2.2 Signal generation 

The author’s biggest interest (in recent years) has been given to synthesis, design and 

development of new and improved types of harmonic oscillators of various structures, 

employing various electronically controllable active elements and providing interesting 

features. Harmonics (sine wave) oscillators form the majority of the content of this 

research part. Moreover, several works concerning triangular and square wave 

generators have been prepared and published. 

2.2.1 Sine-wave oscillators 

A part of these results can be divided according to the purpose of the specific solution. 

Attention of the author in this topic is focused on simplicity, direct electronic control 

(parameters of the circuit are adjustable by electronically controllable parameter of used 

active element – single device of more than one device), tunability range enlargement, 

and multiphase generation. Of course, all features can be achieved simultaneously only 

                                                 
2 PANDEY, N., PAUL, S. K., JAIN, S. B. A new electronically tunable current mode universal filter using MO-CCCII. Analog 

Integrated Circuits and Signal Processing.  2009, vol. 58, no. 2, p. 171-178. 

3 KESKIN, A. U., BIOLEK, D., HANCIOGLU, E., BIOLKOVA, V. Current-mode KHN filter employing Current Differencing 

Transconductance Amplifiers, AEU - Int. Journal of Electronics and Communications, 2006, vol. 60, no. 6, p. 443-446. 

4 BHASKAR, D. R., SINGH, A. K., SHARMA, R. K., SENANI, R. New OTA-C universal current-mode/trans-admittance biquad. 
IEICE Electronics Express, 2005, vol. 2, no. 1, p. 8-13. 
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in a limited number of solutions. Therefore, specific approaches to the synthesis and 

design have to be used. Another reason for the investigation in this research field arises 

from the lack of simple systems serving for amplitude stabilization and gain control 

during the tuning process. Because these important systems were missing in the 

majority of already published designs, the author’s interests were also focused on the 

simplest and logical implementation of these systems in proposed structures of circuits. 

It is impossible to obtain a pure sine waveform with minimal total harmonic distortion 

(THD) and with almost constant amplitude during the tuning process without these 

systems for amplitude stabilization. 

Research in the field of simple (simple means utilization of three active elements 

with a low-number of terminals maximally) electronically tuneable oscillators starts 

with the development of oscillator structures employing two independent active 

parameters (current gains) for control of condition for oscillation (CO) and adjusting of 

frequency of oscillation (FO). Research work [1] deals with utilization of three-

terminal-based advanced active elements so-called current follower buffered amplifier 

(CFBA) or current inverter buffered amplifier (CIBA), both with electronically 

controllable current gain, and current and voltage amplifier (CVA), where both gains 

(current and voltage) are electronically adjustable. These elements have low-impedance 

current input, auxiliary high-impedance terminal and low-impedance voltage output 

(consisting adjustable current amplifier and voltage buffer/inverter or voltage adjustable 

amplifier). Literature [1] discusses two solutions where FO (nonlinear control) and CO 

are controllable independently by current gain of used CIBA and CFBA. The third 

solution offers linear tuning of FO by two current gains in the frame of both used active 

elements (CFBA and inverting CVA) simultaneously and the second controllable 

parameter of inverting CVA (voltage gain) serves for CO control. Due to space 

limitations, the third solution was not tested in [1]. The presented circuits provide 

quadrature outputs. 

A simple solution of similar complexity (only two active elements and two 

resistors and capacitors are used) was presented in [2]. In comparison to [1], there were 

used only commercially available devices as such (not their combinations for behavioral 

modeling of a complex active device as will be discussed in further text) as voltage- and 

current-mode multipliers (AD835 and EL2082 for example) are. The variable gain 

voltage amplifier (VGA) and electronically controllable current conveyor of second 

generation (ECCII) were easily established. The main intention of this work consists in 

a special type of enlargement of the tuning range by specific form of symbolical 

equation for FO. Voltage controllable gain (in both polarities – negative and positive) of 

the VGA based on voltage-mode multiplier ensures wider control of FO than available 

for one polarity of voltage gain. Design of this oscillator was provided for tens of MHz 

due to high-frequency transfer responses of used active devices. Unfortunately, this 

circuit structure serves for single phase generation only (theoretical drawback of 

topology). 

The simplest example of the quadrature oscillator solution has been found and 

published in literature [3]. Only a single active device has been implemented in the 

oscillator core. The newly proposed active device, so-called voltage differencing current 

conveyor (VDCC), has also real CMOS implementation fabricated in ON 

Semiconductor I2T100 0.7 m technology in 2015. This advanced active element 

consists of two subparts (OTA based on voltage-mode Gilbert multiplier and current 
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controlled current conveyor of second generation) that offer direct electronic control of 

transconductance and input resistance (two independent parameters). It means simple 

and independent electronic control of FO in the proposed application (oscillator). 

Three active elements (two with controllable features - voltage and current gain) 

have also been implemented in a simple oscillator structure (three passive elements 

only) presented in [4]. The main purpose of the design was focused on the high-

frequency features that was confirmed by experiments in tens of MHz. This circuit 

offers control of FO by adjustable voltage gain and CO by adjustable current gain, 

similarly as in [2], but circuit structure is completely different. 

Enlargement of FO tunability range in oscillators has been the subject of interest 

also in work [5]. In comparison to previous approaches [2]-[4], simultaneous control of 

two parameters for control of FO has been used here. The presented circuit employs two 

special types of current feedback amplifiers (CFA) with so-called dual current control 

(internal transistor structure proposed). It brings the possibility of control of current gain 

of the current conveyor part as well as input resistance of the current input terminal. In 

comparison to [2], this structure provides quadrature outputs. 

The majority of other works regarding this topic has the same aim. This aim 

consists in proposing multiphase solutions (other phase shifts than quadrature only). 

Logical limitation of the design on simple solutions (number of active and passive 

elements as minimal as possible) cannot be fulfilled in many cases. Therefore, also 

several solutions providing quadrature signal generation utilizing complex circuitry are 

also included in these discussions. In addition, they have other benefits (despite 

increased complexity), for example, linear control of FO while output amplitudes are 

constant during the tuning process and simple implementation of the system for 

amplitude stabilization. 

Literature [6] deals with an interesting solution of the simple multiphase oscillator 

producing output signals with specific phase shifts of 45 and 90 degrees between three 

output signals that is not available in similarly simple structures employing 

commercially available active devices (diamond transistors OPA860 and current 

conveyors of second generation). Unfortunately, only CO can be controlled 

electronically. The main reason for investigation arises from lack of these simple 

solutions providing multiphase outputs (except quadrature). Multiples of k/4 and k/2 

phase shifts in simple second-order circuits are not subjects of investigation in literature 

very often. Of course, there are many multiphase solutions based on cascades (chains) 

of lossy blocks in one loop that allow various integer phase shifts but circuits are very 

extensive (many active and passive elements) and tunability complicated in some cases. 

Paper [7] introduces an oscillator producing three output signals with mutual phase 

shift of 45, 90 and 135 degrees. The solution of the circuitry is really simple (only 

single active device and four passive elements). The active element, so-called current 

and differential voltage amplifier (CDVA), offers control of current and voltage gain 

(two independent parameters provided by an adjustable current amplifier section and 

adjustable voltage amplifier section). Operation of the device was confirmed 

experimentally by a behavioral model employing an adjustable current amplifier and 

differential input variable gain voltage amplifier. 

Quadrature oscillator proposed in [8] utilizes quite a large number of active 

elements (majority of them are electronically controllable current conveyors with 
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adjustable current gain) and five passive elements. However, all of them are really 

simple (three terminal devices). The frequency of oscillations can be tuned linearly 

while produced waveforms have constant amplitudes during the tuning process. Two 

current gains serve for linear tuning of FO and the third for control of CO from an 

external automatic gain control circuit (AGC) for amplitude stabilization (two solutions 

tested) keeping almost a constant level of output amplitudes during the tuning process. 

Very stable output levels during the tuning process, low THD, and FO tuning range 

larger than one decade (almost two decades) are beneficial. 

Work [9] brings new simple structures of a multiphase oscillator utilizing single or 

two so-called voltage differencing buffered amplifiers (VDBAs) with differential 

outputs and five passive elements producing phase shifts of 45, 90, 135, and 180 

degrees. A simple OTA and voltage buffer in single or differential output version is 

composed of a VDBA device. However, electronic tunability is not easily possible. CO 

is electronically controllable by value of transconductance. A special version of VDBA 

(extended by variable gain voltage amplifier – so-called voltage differencing buffered 

voltage amplifier, abbreviated VDBVA) offers an additional parameter for electronic 

control (voltage gain) in the frame of a single active device that was used (together with 

simple VDBA) in the quadrature oscillator allowing differential output waveforms or 

single ended phase shifts of 90, 180, and 270 degrees. Both transconductances (in 

VDBA and VDBVA) are used for linear control of FO and variable voltage gain of 

VDBVA serves for CO control while output levels are constant during the tuning 

process. Active elements can be established as behavioral models created by 

commercially available devices but full CMOS structures of these devices were 

proposed in this work [9]. 

Multiphase oscillator presented in [10] utilizes a single active device VDCC 

(already noted). However, this device has been modified in order to obtain various 

controllability of more than two parameters. Similarly as the device introduced in [3] 

conceptual subparts are OTA and current conveyor of second generation (CCII). In 

addition, the current conveyor subsection also allows electronic controllability of 

current gain between current input and current output terminals (it behaves like ECCII). 

Therefore, three parameters (transconductance, resistance of current input terminal and 

current gain) are now available for independent electronic control that gives beneficial 

possibilities for applications where this modification of VDCC will be used. An 

application example presented in [10] introduces a new type of harmonic oscillator 

providing linear control of FO (special simultaneous control of transconductance and 

input resistance) and phase shifts of 45, 90, 135 and 180 degrees. Simultaneous control 

of both discussed parameters ensures invariant output levels of two signals with phase 

distance 45 degree during the tuning process. Simulations with full CMOS structure of 

VDCC were used for verification of theoretical presumptions. 

The circuit presented in [11] has been derived from a known structure of the so-

called Collpits LC concept employing an inductor, two capacitors and a single bipolar 

transistor. This circuit is not discussed in the group of simple solutions because it 

belongs to third-order structures. It was found and proved that a bipolar transistor can be 

easily replaced by a current amplifier with adjustable gain in this structure to obtain the 

parameter for controlling CO. Replacement of the inductor by a synthetic emulator 

based on two OTAs offers simple electronic control (linear) of FO and accessibility of 

additional nodes (are not available in general Collpits circuit) where a quadrature phase 
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shift between two from three produced signals can be easily accessed. Tunability of FO 

was tested in the frame of more than one decade. The circuit was tested by Spice 

simulations (CMOS structures of controllable current amplifier and OTAs were 

designed) as well as by experiments with commercially available devices (diamond 

transistors and current amplifier established by current-mode multiplier). 

Progress has been moving forward in simple multiphase solutions of the second-

order oscillator [12]. The presented circuit utilizes two active devices (so-called voltage 

controlled current follower differential input transconductance amplifiers, abbreviated 

as VCCFDITAs) and provides phase shifts of 45 and 135 degrees between produced 

signals. An important finding consists in all unchangeable output levels during the 

tuning process. The previously discussed simple structures provided only one phase 

distance where both output levels are constant during the tuning process given by 

theoretical expectation of synthesis. In addition, FO can be easily controlled linearly by 

two parameters (simultaneous change of their values). The presented results were 

confirmed by simulations (quite extensive behavioral model based on ECCIIs, current 

followers/inverters, and a variable gain voltage amplifier) as well as experimentally. 

However, experimental results have not been published yet. 

As discussed in the previous text, an interesting circuit employing two advanced 

active elements (current follower differential output buffered amplifier with controllable 

current gain abbreviated as CG-CFDOBA, and buffered current and voltage amplifier 

with controllable current and voltage gains abbreviated as CG-BCVA) presented in [1] 

was not deeply studied. Only a theoretical concept of operation has been indicated in 

[1]. Therefore, a detailed study of the modified solution has been prepared in [13]. The 

modification consists of outputs of both polarities for multiphase (90, 180, 270 degrees) 

or differential output mode purposes (quadrature phase shift with two times higher 

output level). Two adjustable current gains serve for electronic control of FO (in a range 

of more than one decade) and voltage gain of BCVA for control of CO. All output 

levels are unchangeable (and very stable) during the tuning process due to simple 

implementation of an inertial system for amplitude stabilization. Detailed symbolical 

and computer (simulation) studies as well as experimental verifications have been 

presented. Full CMOS implementations of used active elements have been designed. A 

deep discussion on oscillation condition fulfillment in these structures has been 

provided and verifications illustrated on the proposed circuit. 

A similarly complex circuit has been published in reference [14]. However, the 

main aim was in utilizing the same active elements in places of integrators in a single 

loop. Dual output controlled gain current follower buffered amplifiers (DO-CG-CFBA) 

are used at these places and ensure linear electronic controllability of FO by two 

controllable current gains. However, the necessity of an additional loop creating 

negative resistance from an additional adjustable current amplifier is the price for 

simplicity of the main active elements in a closed loop in comparison to [13]. Active 

elements can be emulated (implemented) by commercially available devices (current-

mode multipliers and differential output differential input operational amplifiers). A full 

CMOS structure of DO-CG-CFBA has been shown and used for simulations. Moreover, 

experimental results based on the above discussed commercially available devices also 

supported theoretical presumptions. Multiphase outputs of 90, 180, and 270 degrees 

suitable also for differential mode were tested for FOs in the range of more than 3 

decades. 
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A detailed investigation of possibilities for multiphase generation in second-order 

multi-loop structures is provided in paper [15]. These structures suppose OTAs in basic 

building blocks (integrator in loops) and adjustable current amplifier for fulfillment of 

CO. Two presented structures of oscillators are suitable for generation of phase shifts in 

multiples of 90 and 45 degrees. The difference in both structures is in utilization of both 

lossless or one lossy integrator in a loop. All produced output levels are theoretically 

unchangeable during the tuning process of FO and both circuits offer linear control of 

FO by two transconductances simultaneously. All expectations were confirmed by 

simulations with proposed CMOS structures. 

An interesting and simple structure of an oscillator providing 45 degree phase shift 

has been presented in [16]. The circuit consists of a single active device – so-called 

modified current differencing unit (MCDU). The basic principle of the MCDU creates a 

difference of two input currents weighted by two independently controllable current 

gains. In addition, inputs of the MCDU are intended as inputs of two current conveyors 

of second generation (additional voltage terminals). Even the input resistances of 

current input terminals are also adjustable. These features give various advantages of 

controllability for further applications. Exemplary implementation of MCDU in a 

simple oscillator uses only two external capacitors. One current gain of the MCDU 

serves for CO control and both controllable internal resistances (adjustable by DC 

voltage) of current input terminals serve for linear tuning of FO. Both output signals 

keep a constant phase distance of 45 degrees and levels are unchangeable during the 

tuning process of FO. This behavior was confirmed experimentally by a quite complex 

model of the MCDU based on commercially available devices (ECCIIs – current-mode 

multipliers, and diamond transistors). 

Linear controllability of second-order quadrature oscillators is a very interesting 

topic for further studies. Linear controllability of FO does not directly mean also 

constant value of output amplitudes during the tuning process of FO. Therefore, a study 

of this aspect has been provided in [17]. It was revealed that the resulting behavior 

always depends on the position of controllable parameters in the loop. Comparison of 

two almost identical structures (only position of controllable parameters in a loop was 

different) confirmed expected results. We found that implementing both controllable 

parameters in a lossless integrator creates linear dependence of FO on these parameters 

(simultaneous change). However, it damages the relation between the produced output 

responses and amplitude ratio depends on these parameters also under the condition of 

their equality (simultaneous control for linear tuning). Nevertheless, specific 

implementation of controllable parameters on different places (to both integrators – 

lossless and lossy) may remove this drawback. Expected behavior has been verified 

experimentally by implementation of commercially available devices (current and 

voltage-mode multipliers, differential input voltage buffer) up to frequencies of tens of 

MHz. Similar studies are missing in recent literature. 

Generating an arbitrary phase shift between two signals seems to be a very 

interesting topic for discussion. A logical way in implementing an all-pass filter 

connected to the output of a signal generator exists. However, such an approach 

significantly complicates overall circuitry in many cases (oscillator core can be very 

simple). Therefore, the author’s interests were also focused on arbitrary generation of 

two signals with a continuously settable phase shift directly in the oscillator structure. 

Some attempts are available in recent literature. However, circuits producing multiples 
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of the minimal integer phase step (discontinuous multiples of basic phase distance 

available in nodes of subsequently connected lossy sections in loop) and its multiples 

(π/6, π/4, etc.) are also called arbitrary phase shift oscillators. The main goal of this 

research was to find the simplest circuit where the phase shift between two generated 

signals will be adjustable continuously by an electronically controllable parameter (at 

least in a theoretical range from 0 to 180 degrees). A possible concept of synthesis is 

described in [18]. These types of oscillators can be designed by utilizing two all-pass 

sections with a controllable zero/pole characteristic frequency (simultaneously) and a 

variable amplifier in a single loop. The main idea of control inheres in independent 

control of each all-pass section. Symbolical analysis of phase relations in the circuit 

revealed dependence of phase shifts on the ratio of controllable parameters serving for 

adjusting of characteristic frequency. Unfortunately, oscillation frequency of the system 

depends on multiplication of these parameters. Therefore, correct design requires 

careful calculation of parameters and their accurate setting in order to obtain precise 

values of oscillation frequency and phase shift. An example of such an oscillator was 

given in [18] where OTAs were used for practical tests. Real active elements limit the 

presented method. It results from constraints of adjusting real parameters of active 

elements. Therefore, the actual available range of phase shift setting is always limited. 

The worst situation occurs in the corners of control (very high ratios of both parameters) 

where dependence reaches targeted values (0 and 180 degrees) asymptotically. 

Experience from design of phase shifters and oscillators was also applied in the 

study of these signal generators for phase shift modulation and keying. The previously 

discussed circuit can be easily used for these purposes as presented in literature [19]. 

“Oscillator core” only (presented in [18]) can be used by itself. However, design 

requires development of a quite complicated control (logic circuits, comparators and 

conversions) system that transforms TTL levels to DC control voltages desired by the 

oscillator. As discussed in [18], independent adjusting of parameters (ratio) responsible 

for phase shift setting also influences FO. Therefore, very precise adjusting of both 

transconductances (very accurate values) is required in order to obtain required phase 

shift as well as expected FO (given by the product of both parameters), because FO and 

phase shift are (and must be in such simple structures) mutually dependent. Inaccuracy 

may cause two-tone modulation (short “hopping” of frequency FO around intended 

value) except phase shift switching in the worst case that can be evaluated as the most 

important drawback of the proposed method. This type of phase shift keying modulator 

has been presented in [19], where the described results were supported by simulations 

employing macromodels of commercially available devices. Detailed tests provided by 

real experiments with these active devices (current-mode multipliers, diamond 

transistors, differential input voltage buffers) as well as CMOS representations of 

required active elements were published in [20]. 

2.2.2 Triangular and square wave generators 

Not only sine wave generators (oscillators) but also triangular and square wave 

generators are very important sources of very useful shapes of waveforms useful in 

analog signal processing. Square wave signals are really important for pulse width 

modulation (power supply sources - DC-DC converters for example, audio amplifiers in 

advanced classes D, E, F, …, etc.), converters,  for digital signal processing as clock, 

sources of ramps and impulses for various analog/digital systems, etc. Circuitry of 
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triangular and square wave generators is less complex than circuitry of harmonic 

oscillators due to their generally pure nonlinear principle of operation (charging of C by 

constant current). In fact, the basic structure requires only an integrator and comparator 

with hysteresis in a single closed loop (positive feedback ensured). Any other additional 

circuitry, for example, for amplitude stabilization typical for sine wave oscillators, is not 

required. The basic concept regarding operational amplifiers (no electronic control, 

external passive elements, etc.) can be significantly improved (electronic controllability, 

reduced complexity, minimal number of active and passive elements) by utilizing 

advanced active elements similarly as we already discussed in harmonic oscillators. The 

author’s interests are focused on really minimal solutions (minimal number of active 

and passive elements) of these generators. These reductions are available due to specific 

features of advanced active elements (independent electronic controllability of several 

parameters and combination of principle of several active devices/sub-blocks in single 

active element). 

The solution of the generator presented in [21] introduces how to implement the 

beneficial device CDVA (already discussed in [7]) here. The adjustable voltage 

amplifier section serves as a comparator with hysteresis (positive feedback) and 

adjustable current amplifier as the source of settable constant current charging C. 

Overall circuitry is really simple (grounded capacitor, single resistor and single CDVA 

device). Control of repeating frequency can be provided by the adjustable current gain 

and the voltage gain serves for setting the width of the hysteresis window. An additional 

DC current source may influence the duty cycle easily.  

A fully differential (two-times higher output amplitudes) triangle and square wave 

generator employing dual output and fully balanced VDBA (active device with single 

controllable parameter - transconductance), single capacitor and two resistors was 

presented also in [9]. The structure utilizes OTA subparts of VDBAs (one serves for 

integrator and second for comparator operations) for control and voltage buffered (low-

impedance) outputs 

The next paper [22] introduces a similarly complex generator (also based on a 

single active device) utilizing the already discussed VDCC. VDCC has been 

implemented in the form of a CMOS structure consisting OTA and ECCII (controllable 

resistance of current input terminal and current gain) subsections. Two grounded 

external resistors and grounded capacitor are used in the resulting circuit. The OTA 

subsection serves as comparator and current conveyor section as current source 

charging C. Output current is busted by adjustable current gain serving for control of the 

repeating frequency. The designed generator offers square wave outputs in the form of 

voltage and current simultaneously. Application of the generator was verified in a 

simple pulse width modulator, where additional VDCC serves as a comparator (without 

hysteresis) of triangular output waveform with input signal. 

The order of subsections in the frame of the VDCC can be interchanged (the 

current conveyor ECCII part also serves as comparator and the OTA part as 

integrator/current source) to create a generator. Verification of this modification was 

published in [23]. Overall circuitry of this solution is really simple (single VDCC and 

external grounded capacitor). Maximal output current of the OTA subsection drives C 

(and directly controls repeating frequency) and setting of current gain in the frame of 

the VDCC controls the hysteresis window. A behavioral model of the VDCC has been 
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established in order to prove expected and simulated operation of the generator and its 

application (pulse width modulator) experimentally. Variable gain voltage amplifiers, 

current-mode multipliers and voltage buffers were used to construct the model.  

2.3 Reconfigurable reconnection-less filters 

Classic multifunctional filters offer one input and several outputs accessible 

simultaneously or several inputs and one output. It means that such a structure requires 

reconnection of the input/output terminal in order to obtain a different transfer response. 

Therefore, such an approach is not very beneficial for solutions of systems where 

additional (mechanical for example) change in circuitry (reconnection) is not easily 

allowed. This is a typical problem for on-chip implementation – after fabrication when 

changes of topology are not possible. Of course, there are some ways how to provide 

reconnection. However, switching may bring some undesired problems – increasing of 

the level of distortion from interferences (close position of analog and digital signal 

paths) of the clock and useful signal (if required changes are fast), overshoots, 

additional complication of the design, additional area, additional control logic, 

additional power consumption, etc. Therefore, other ways how to avoid the above noted 

problems are welcomed, especially in low-voltage and low-power systems. 

Beneficial behavior of reconnection-less reconfigurable filters allows immediate 

and continuous reaction to changes in the processed useful signal (temporarily 

increasing distortion, noise floor, and undesired spectral components in some parts of 

the band). Such processing is also suitable for some kinds of adaptive control. We can 

imagine a useful signal that needs to be digitized in an analog to digital converter 

(ADC) and some undesirable frequency components suddenly occur. Now, the signal 

path with constant/flat frequency response should be changed to high-pass, low-pass or 

band-reject (for example) response and tuned (bandwidth change) in order to remove 

undesired signals and noises. Unfortunately, circuit systems with these features do not 

seem to be feasible using standard operational amplifiers due to lack of electronically 

controllable parameters. However, advanced special active elements with controllable 

features can be very useful for purposes of this synthesis. Electronically controllable 

reconnection-less filters allow some kind of multifunctionality even in the case when 

one input and one output terminal are the same for the entire time. 

This research focuses on a filtering solution that allows control (or selection) of the 

type of the transfer function as well as parameters (pole frequency, etc.) of the filter 

electronically by parameter(s) of an advanced active element. 

2.3.1 First-order filters 

A voltage differencing current conveyor has various advantages in versatility and multi-

parameter controllability. This device can also be easily implemented in reconnection-

less electronically reconfigurable filters as shown in ref. [24]. The filtering structure 

consists of only a single VDCC and external grounded capacitor. Three electronically 

adjustable parameters can be used for control and reconfiguration of the first-order 

filter. Suitable configuration of values of resistance of a current input terminal, 

transconductance and current gain provides reconfiguration of the filter response 
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between all-pass, low-pass and inverting direct (unity gain) transfer responses. Tuning 

of the pole frequency (all-pass and low-pass response) is available by current gain. 

Experiments were performed for the designed CMOS structure as well as for the 

established behavioral model (in laboratory) based on commercially available devices 

(diamond transistors and current-mode multiplier). 

Reference [25] introduces a filter utilizing the same subparts as VDCC (OTA and 

ECCII). However, their interconnection differs from the general convention prescribed 

for VDCC (OTA connected to z terminal of ECCII). The proposed circuit provides all-

pass and low-pass response, inverting direct transfer, adjustable zero and adjustable 

low-pass filter with zero. Unfortunately, all responses are not available at the same 

output terminal. Two output terminals are accessible. Simulations with macromodels of 

diamond transistors and a current-mode multiplier confirmed intended behavior. 

The modified current differencing unit with various controllable parameters and 

interesting signal operation of subtraction, as already discussed in topics regarding 

oscillators, can also be beneficially used in the design of reconfigurable reconnection-

less filters. The first circuit reported in [26], representing this family of filters, employs 

only a single MCDU and single floating capacitor. The filter operates in current-mode 

and offers all-pass, inverting high-pass, low-pass and direct transfer responses in single-

input and single-output structure. Zero/pole frequencies of responses are controllable 

electronically. The behavioral model of the active element based on current-mode 

multipliers (EL2082) and diamond transistor confirmed intended features in simulations 

and laboratory experiments. Note that full controllability of the MCDU is not necessary 

in this structure (only single current input resistance is electronically adjustable). Two 

other solutions of the MCDU-based filters have been reported in [27]. Full 

controllability of current-input resistances (of MCDU) is now required. Paper [27] 

introduces three additional solutions (one voltage-mode and two current-mode circuits). 

The complexity of circuitries is identical to [26], only feedback interconnections are 

different. However, it yields completely different transfer responses. The first solution 

operates with inverting all-pass, high-pass and direct transfer responses, the second 

filter provides almost identical transfers (only output inversion) because the structure is 

the same (also general symbolical transfer response has very slight modification), only 

working in current-mode. The last current-mode circuit operates as direct transfer, low-

pass filter, inverting high-pass filter and all-pass filter. All solutions utilize a single 

MCDU and floating capacitor. 

Active elements with multiparameter controllability seem to be very useful for 

these purposes as shown also in [28] where a different type of active device has been 

implemented in these types of reconfigurable filters. So-called current follower 

differential input transconductance amplifier (CFDITA), in the version controllable by 

bias currents and having copy of auxiliary terminal, has been implemented together with 

an adjustable current amplifier in reconfigurable filters. The principle of this active 

device is different (current inputs and outputs) than VDCC, as already noted in previous 

text (oscillators). The behavioral model of the active element has been established from 

variable gain voltage amplifiers, differential voltage buffer, current-mode multiplier and 

diamond transistors and employed for simulations and laboratory experiments. The 

active element consists of two controllable features (resistance of current input terminal 

and transconductance). Also, CMOS implementation of the device is available. Two 

almost identical structures (difference only in polarity of some terminals of active 
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devices) of reconfigurable reconnection-less first-order filters are studied in [28]. 

However, their general symbolical transfer functions are different. The first solution of 

the filter allows inverting high-pass, all-pass and inverting direct transfer responses. The 

second solution has similar capabilities to obtain previously noted transfer functions. 

However, an important disadvantage of the first structure consists in the requirement for 

current gain (current amplifier) in both polarities (positive and negative) in order to 

change transfer type. The second solution solves this problem (negative gain is not 

necessary) but requirements for current gain are higher (maximal value of gain). 

2.3.2 Second-order filters 

Development of first-order structures is quite simple and may not be sufficient for 

requirements on rapid increase of attenuation (slope of magnitude response between 

pass and stop band). Therefore, filters of higher order (biquads especially) are 

welcomed. However, their synthesis is not such an easy task as will be discussed. 

Work on this topic started in paper [29], where a simple (two active elements 

based) voltage-mode solution of the biquadratic (second-order) reconnection-less 

reconfigurable all-pass and band-reject (notch) filter has been introduced. Difficulties 

(complexity) of standard synthesis based on multiple-loop integrator structures for these 

purposes were indicated. Therefore, partial general autonomous admittance network and 

proper selection of passive elements has been used for synthesis in order to obtain a 

simple solution. The resulting circuit employs two active elements (two current 

conveyors of second generation - one of them with controllable current gain between X 

and Z terminal, second utilizes only a voltage follower part between Y and X; two 

resistors and two capacitors). The final structure allows reconfiguration between all-

pass and band reject response. Continuous change of transfer type between both 

responses is observed and studied. Nevertheless, the circuit has many drawbacks. 

Topology does not allow a higher quality factor than 0.5 (not controllable 

electronically), pole frequency is not easily tunable without utilization of electronically 

adjustable replacements of resistors. The input and output impedance is frequency 

dependent (and dependent also on intentionally adjustable parameters). Therefore, 

practical utilization requires additional buffers for impedance separation. However, the 

value of maximal attenuation (in band-reject configuration) is not given by the equality 

of current gain to 0. Therefore, quite high attenuation can be obtained (almost 50 dB at 

1.69 MHz in experiments based on utilization of current-mode multipliers). 

Drawbacks of the second-order circuit reported in [29] lead to searching for 

another way of synthesis (standard multiple-loop integrator structure [30]). Almost all 

reported disadvantages of the circuit in [29] were removed. However, complexity (2 

active devices in [29] vs. at least 6 active devices in [30]) is the price for these benefits. 

Signal-flow graphs directly indicates purposes of synthesis for reconfigurability of 

band-reject and all-pass response. The structure reported in [30] uses ECCIIs, current 

followers/inverters and voltage buffer or OTAs and buffer (two solutions available from 

the same topology). Quality factor, pole frequency and pass-band gain can be set 

independently. However, the parameter serving for reconfiguration (gain or 

transconductance at linear member of numerator of the second-order transfer response) 

may reach a value of 0 for band-reject configuration. It means disconnection of one 

transfer branch. Nevertheless, ideal disconnection is not possible due to real parasitic 
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features of active devices. Current gain of the amplifier will not be accurately equal to 

zero, even transconductance of OTA cannot be set directly equal to zero. 

Complexity of previously reported synthesis led to other ways how to design 

biquadratic types of reconfigurable reconnection-less filters. The matrix method of 

unknown nodal voltages seems to be a very powerful tool for the intended tasks. It 

allows almost directly to establish the required form of the second-order transfer 

function (numerator and denominator). Based on these formulas (modified to sub-

determinants), the creation of a general circuit structure is quite straightforward. Only 

knowledge about the position of capacitors (floating/grounded) in nodes (in admittance 

matrix) must be known as the initial step. This method has been firstly used for 

synthesis of reconfigurable reconnection-less biquads in [31]. Three structures (each 

employing four OTAs) are introduced. Two of them utilize only active devices and two 

capacitors (floating and grounded). The third solution also requires floating resistance 

(but it can be replaced by OTA too). Specific electronic configuration of 

transconductances allows various operations (for example: band-reject, all-pass, high-

pass, low-pass with zero, high-pass with zero and asymmetric band-pass response 

available in the first type of the circuit). For detailed discussions see ref. [31]. All 

structures reported in [31] use four differential-input single-output OTAs. One 

differential-input and differential-output OTA has replaced one of them in [32]. 

Features available in this circuit are almost identical to the above noted. Intentions of 

the synthesis were verified experimentally (diamond transistors as OTAs). Synthesis 

and design of higher-order (higher than biquads) reconfigurable reconnection-less filters 

was not solved in current-state-of-the-art. 

2.4 Synthesis of fractional-order circuits 

Fractional-order5 circuit synthesis and applications of fractional-order systems are 

really up-to-date topics of interest and activities of many researchers today. Many works 

in this field are focused on the design of active filters. However, in my opinion, 

practical applications of these filters are really limited. The designer will rather select an 

integer-order solution than a complicated fractional-order structure requiring many 

subsections and active devices in order to emulate the intended frequency response (in 

magnitude and phase) in a wide frequency bandwidth. Complexity of the circuit is 

directly proportional to desired accuracy and bandwidth of valid approximation6,7. On 

the other hand, fractional-order systems for applications in oscillators and phase shifters 

as well as emulation of fractional-order immittances can be found as useful also in 

industry (analogue control systems8 and voltage regulators9 for example). Therefore, 

space for further research is still open here. As already stated, emulation of fractional-

                                                 
5 ELWAKIL, A. S. Fractional-order circuits and systems: An emerging interdisciplinary research area. IEEE Circuits and Systems 

Magazine, 2010, vol. 10, no. 4, pp. 40-50. 

6 VALSA, J., DVORAK, P., FRIEDL, M. Network model of CPE. Radioengineering, 2011, vol. 20, no. 3, p. 619-626. 

7 VALSA, J., VLACH, J. RC models of a constant phase element. International Journal of Circuit Theory and Applications, 2013, 

vol. 41, no. 1, p. 59-67. 

8 PETRAS, J. Fractional-order feedback control of a DC motor. Journal of Electrical Enginnering, 2009, vol. 60, no. 3, p. 117-128. 

9 KADLCIK, L., HORSKY, P. A low-dropout voltage regulator with a fractional-order control. Radioenginnering, 2016, vol. 25, no. 

2, p. 312-320. 
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order devices by electronic circuits is a quite complex task. However, there is no other 

way. Many researchers believe that commercially produced fractional-order elements 

will be available soon. Several concepts of electrochemical and polymer materials 

(layers of organic and inorganic matter) that are capable of creating a fractional-order 

device have also been published quite recently10,11. 

Our team contributed to this field with several works regarding fractional-order 

filters. Works where the applicant took larger part of effort are focused on development 

of first-order bilinear transfer sections with independently electronically controllable 

zero and pole locations. These structures may serve for emulation of fractional-order 

devices if they are connected in cascade. Work [33] introduces several simple structures 

of bilinear sections for emulation of fractional-order transfers in the form of fractional-

order integrator or differentiator. An example of the so-called “half integrator” (ks0.5) is 

verified in [33] by cascade of five bilinear sections and their proper setting (zero and 

pole locations in accordance to prescribed approximation).  

A similar approach can be used for emulating fractional-order immittance. Special 

bilinear grounded impedance with electronically and independently adjustable zero and 

pole location was developed and presented in [34]. A special type of feedback system 

for multiplication of impedances/admittances, where a specific number of proposed 

bilinear grounded impedances is inserted, allows quite simple emulation of fractional-

order impedance (verified as so-called fractional-order half inductance). Seven sections 

have been used in order to emulate accurate behavior in the frame of approximately four 

decades with a phase ripple of 1.5 degrees. As noted, complexity of this circuit is really 

huge. Requirements of synthesis include seven grounded capacitors and 29 OTAs based 

on diamond transistors. 

2.5 Modeling and development of active devices 

An important part of the author’s work is focused on modeling, behavioral modeling of 

active elements based on commercially available parts and development of CMOS 

advanced active elements (these activities started in 2014 based on close cooperation 

with colleagues at department of Microelectronics). 

Many behavioral models (from recent years) served for experimental verification 

of complex single-purpose systems included in many published papers. However, it was 

necessary to develop behavioral models of active elements in the frame of the received 

post-doctoral project (2014). Advanced active elements suppose electronic 

controllability of several parameters that must be modeled and emulated by features of 

commercially available devices. Emulation of electronically controllable resistance of 

current input terminal of current conveyor (CCCII) or current amplifier (for example) 

seems to be the most difficult task. This difficulty consists in intended independence of 

input resistance on current gain and vice versa.  

                                                 
10 ELSHURAFA, A. M., ALMADHOUN, M. N., SALAMA, K. N., ALSHAREEF, H. N. Microscale electrostatic fractional 
capacitors using reduced graphene oxide percolated polymer composites. Applied Physics Letters, 2013, vol. 102, no. 23, article no. 

232901. 

11 ADHIKARY, A., KHANRA, M., SEN, S., BISWAS, K. Realization of carbon nanotube based electrochemical fractor. In 
Proceedings of IEEE Int. symposium on Circuits and Systems (ISCAS), Lisbon (Portugal), pp. 2329-2332, 2015. 
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We solved these problems in paper [35] where several suitable approaches were 

presented. The first approach utilizes ECCIIs (current-mode multipliers EL2082) and 

the second employs variable gain voltage amplifiers (VCA810). The range of resistance 

control, dependence of resistance on DC control voltage, linearity, stability, AC 

responses (bandwidth), complexity are evaluated experimentally (measured) and 

discussed in [35]. The disadvantage consists in matching two controllable current gains 

in the case of using ECCIIs. Based on key information reported in [35], many further 

behavioral models of active elements have been prepared, for example control of input 

resistance of an MCDU model in [16], [26] utilizes this approach (two-three ECCIIs). 

Paper [36] reports a complex behavioral model for an advanced type of current 

conveyor having input resistance(s) controllable in accordance to a different principle 

than presented in [35]. This principle has also been implemented in the behavioral 

model of VDCC presented in [23] for example. In comparison to [35], matching two 

current gains in the frame of ECCIIs is not required but two additional voltage buffers 

are used. The model of an advanced current conveyor presented in [36] offers special 

inter-terminal features (not available in standard concept), i.e.: adjustable voltage gain 

between the Y and X terminal (including weighted voltage difference of two pairs of 

input voltages – 4 voltage input terminals available), adjustable current gain (weighted) 

between three current inputs and one output Z terminal and adjustable input resistances 

of X terminals (each independently). The VDCC device has been modeled also by 

simpler behavioral models than the structure reported in [35] (for example [24], [37]). 

However, their electronic controllability is limited to features (parameters) required for 

target applications shown in these works only. 

The VDCC device can be implemented in single purpose all-pass filters quite 

easily as shown in [37]. Various application field, variability and beneficial features of 

VDCC led to selecting this device (in 2014) for further design and fabrication in a 

CMOS process as a really available IC device for analog signal processing. As already 

noted several times, VDCC covers two subparts (OTA and CCCII) suitable for a 

modular approach. We designed both subparts in ON Semiconductor 0.7 m I2T100 

technology (5V supply voltage). Design specifications of the current conveyor part with 

controllable input resistance at the X terminal, taking into account all aspects of precise 

design (large dynamic range, DC accuracy, ESD protection), were presented in [38]. 

The OTA section employing voltage-mode multiplier of Gilbert’s type12,13 

(supplemented by current output) offers transconductance adjusting in both polarities. 

These sections itself were applied for designing simple reconfigurable first-order filters 

as discussed in [39]. Finally, full VDCC implementation (both subparts together) has 

been presented in the application of the quadrature oscillator in [3]. Two papers 

regarding VDCC have already been accepted for the prestigious 59th IEEE Midwest 

Symposium on Circuits and Systems held in Abu Dhabi in October 2016. 

Our team is working on developing active devices in the ON Semiconductor 

0.35 m I3T25 process in the frame of the postdoctoral project P102/14-24186P. Our 

works are focused on experimental verification of developed cells (subparts suitable for 

                                                 
12 GILBERT, B. A precise four-quadrant multiplier with subnanosecond response. IEEE Journal of Solid-State Circuits, 1968, vol. 

SC-3, no. 4, p. 365-373. 

13 GILBERT, B. A high-performance monolithic multiplier using active feedback. IEEE Journal of Solid-State Circuits, 1974, vol. 
SC-9, no. 6, p. 364-373. 
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a modular approach) in current state. The proposed subparts in the frame of the new IC 

are also suitable to establish a VDCC device with significantly better frequency features 

than cells in I2T100. We expect dissemination of the first results from the fourth quarter 

of 2016.  

2.6 Selected practical results and products 

The applicant took part in several research projects connected with basic and applied 

research. He has coauthored several products. The selected products are listed in the 

following text. Full records of products are available at websites14,15. 

Six-channel bondwire tester 

Six-channel tester of bondwire (authored by: R. Sotner, J. Petrzela, T. Gotthans, J. 

Drinovsky, T. Kratochvil)16 provides current stress tests of metallic bonding wires 

(different materials) between substrate surface and IC package pads. The tester ensures 

continuous DC current flow or pulsed current with adjustable amplitude of pulse 

(square wave) shape through bondwire, sensing of this current together with sensing of 

voltage drop across the bondwire and further processing. The tester allows sequential 

measurement in six channels, i.e. six bonding wires that are included in the SOIC28 IC 

package (provided by our partner ON Semiconductor BVBA, Oudenaarde). A powerful 

computer workstation with a measuring card is responsible for amplitude control, duty 

cycle, number of pulse repetitions of current flowing through bondwire, addressing of 

specific bondwire, gain control of internal amplifiers and processing of sensed signals. 

This product was created in 2014 for nanoCOPS FP7-ICT project “Nanoelectronic 

COupled Problems Solutions” no. 619166 (2014-2016) solved by Centre of Sensor, 

Information and Communication Systems (SIX). 

Experimental prototype of modified CMOS Gilbert multiplier with 

current output 

This cell (authored by: R. Sotner, R. Prokop, V. Kledrowetz, J. Jerabek, L. 

Fujcik)17 was designed (2014) and fabricated (2015) in AMIS/ON Semiconductor 

CMOS07 0.7 m I2T100 (5 V supply) technology in the frame of the Europractice 

(mini@sic) academic consortium. The designed circuit serves for experimental 

verifications of advanced multi-parameter electronically controllable active devices 

based on a modular approach (interconnection of several basic sub-blocks) and their 

applications. The multiplying core utilizes the modified Gilbert conception and the 

differential voltage to current converter is used at the output of the circuit in addition. 

Input range of both differential voltage pairs (X and Y) is up to ±300 mV approximately 

and 3 dB bandwidth of current transfer (to short) up to 2 MHz. The range of adjustable 

                                                 
14 https://www.vutbr.cz/lide/roman-sotner-88799/tvurci-aktivity 

15 http://www.urel.feec.vutbr.cz/index.php?page=products&lang=eng 

16 http://www.urel.feec.vutbr.cz/web_documents/produkty/2014/Sotner_bondwire_tester_EN.pdf 

17 http://www.urel.feec.vutbr.cz/web_documents/produkty/2015/Sotner_MLT_EN.pdf 

https://www.vutbr.cz/lide/roman-sotner-88799/tvurci-aktivity
http://www.urel.feec.vutbr.cz/index.php?page=products&lang=eng
http://www.urel.feec.vutbr.cz/web_documents/produkty/2014/Sotner_bondwire_tester_EN.pdf
http://www.urel.feec.vutbr.cz/web_documents/produkty/2015/Sotner_MLT_EN.pdf
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transconductance (by DC voltage – one input voltage is used for control) is 0 to 

2.8 mS (for 0 to ±1.4 V). This product was tested in 2015 for the project of Czech 

Scientific Foundation no. P102/14-24186P “Research for electronically adjustable 

advanced active elements for circuit synthesis” (2014-2016) solved by Centre of Sensor, 

Information and Communication Systems (SIX). 

Experimental prototype of CMOS current conveyor (CCCII) with 

current controllable resistance of current input terminal 

AMIS/ON Semiconductor CMOS07 0.7 m I2T100 (5 V supply) technology 

(mini@sic Europractice) was used for the design (2014) and fabrication (2015) of this 

active cell (authored by: R. Sotner, R. Prokop, V. Kledrowetz, J. Jerabek, L. Fujcik)18. 

The presented active part is specified for experiments focused on advanced multi-

parameter electronically controllable active elements based on a modular approach 

(interconnection of several basic sub-blocks) and their applications. The unity-gain 

transfer between X and Z terminals achieves a 3 dB bandwidth up to 18 MHz, unity-

gain transfer between Y and X terminals achieves a bandwidth up to 30 MHz (in dep. 

on DC control/bias current: tested from 5 to 300 A - the input resistance (X) is 

adjusted from 2.1 to 0.3 k). The active part has great linearity and dynamical range of 

the current transfer (more than ±1000 A). This product was tested in 2015 for the 

project of Czech Scientific Foundation no. P102/14-24186P “Research for 

electronically adjustable advanced active elements for circuit synthesis” (2014-2016) 

solved by Centre of Sensor, Information and Communication Systems (SIX). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
18 http://www.urel.feec.vutbr.cz/web_documents/produkty/2015/Sotner_CCCII_EN.pdf 

http://www.urel.feec.vutbr.cz/web_documents/produkty/2015/Sotner_CCCII_EN.pdf
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3 PEDAGOGICAL ACTIVITIES 

3.1 Lessons and lectures in courses at workplace 

The applicant’s pedagogical activities (from 2008) are spread over several areas of 

analog and digital circuits and systems. He serves as lecturer of several topics in fields 

of analog filter design, electronic circuits theory, modern wireless communication and 

pulse and digital techniques taught for bachelor and master students in the field of 

Electronics and Communication (M-EST, B-EST) in the programme Electrical, 

Electronic, Communication and Control Technology at the Faculty of Electrical 

Engineering and Communication, Brno University of Technology. In addition, he serves 

as supervisor for master and bachelor theses in mentioned areas. 

 He is responsible for lectures focused on signal flow graph approach in analysis 

and synthesis of linear electronic circuits (in Electronic Circuit Theory – MTEO, winter 

semester) from 2009. Lectures includes graphical description of topology of linear 

electronic circuits (from elementary passive elements to chains and loops of active 

building blocks) Mason, Coates, Mason-Coates (MC) graphs, rules for evaluations 

(transfers, impedances, characteristic equation), simplifications and work with these 

graphs (Mason rule, etc.), definition of graphs for basic building elements (two-

terminal, two-port, loop and self-loop), mutual conversion between voltage and current 

(description by signal flow graph), analysis of passive (regular) circuits by MC graphs, 

analysis of irregular circuits (graphs of active elements, transformation rules for 

irregular elements), graphs without self-loops for analysis, synthesis and description of 

blocks (Mason) in voltage-, current- and mixed-mode of operation, examples of 

synthesis of multi-loop feedback based filters (follow-the-leader structures with lossless 

integrators). Correspondence of graph methods with matrix method of unknown nodal 

voltages is clearly explained. Practical examples and results (experimental/simulation) 

complement explanations and intentions of synthesis and design. The author also 

provides practical lessons in the laboratory/experimental part of this course (from 

2008). During his work (Ph.D. study), he prepared several innovations of these lessons 

in the frame of projects of the Council of Higher Education Institutions (FRVŠ) entitled 

“New laboratory exercises based on modern active elements (103/2009/G1)” and 

“Enlargement of laboratory education in the field of signal generation (450/2011/G1)”. 

Financial support of these projects significantly improved practical exercises and the 

experimental workplace. It allowed to prepare new topics (instructions + forms + 

hardware devices) in the field of multifunctional and electronically controllable active 

filters using different principles (also including the switched capacitor principle), 

autonomous circuits, oscillators (also unconventional chaotic dynamical systems) and 

generators. Many of them use modern active elements (current conveyors, multipliers, 

transconductance amplifiers, etc.) because the author’s effort is also concentrated on 

transferring obtained research results to the process of education. It means that some of 

the author’s solutions published in literature (where hardware was created in order to 

verify operation experimentally) were modified (protections and precise mechanical 

construction), fabricated in several samples and complemented by precise instructions 

how to measure and evaluate required features. Therefore, absolvents of these lessons 

should be informed about the existence of active devices with electronically controllable 
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parameters in most cases (they know only opamps from their past experience). Students 

learn their typical as well as special implementations in linear and nonlinear electronic 

circuits. The applicant (main author) with his colleagues prepared an electronic tutorial 

and instructions (202 pages) entitled “Laboratorní cvičení kurzu teorie elektronických 

obvodů” including theory and principle, precise instructions (step-by-step) and blank 

forms (with empty tables and graphs) for evaluating measured results. Therefore, the 

electronic text also serves as a workbook. Topics (18 lessons) included in this workbook 

are concentrated on active filters (Sallen key, gyrators and impedance converters in 

active filters, biquads with current conveyors, Kerwin Huelsman Newcomb structure, 

fourth-order multifunctional filter with transconductance amplifiers, integrated filter 

based on switched capacitors, current-mode biquad with transconductors), oscillators 

and generators (RC Wien oscillator with operational amplifier, design of the oscillator 

with current feedback amplifier, operational transconductance amplifier based 

electronically tunable oscillator with stepwise shifted phase, oscillator based on tunable 

active band-pass biquad filter, second-order oscillator with multiphase outputs – study 

of oscillation condition, tunable quadrature oscillator with electronically controllable 

current conveyors, tunable triangular and square wave generator in discrete and 

integrated solution, analog computer – nonlinear dynamical systems) and simple 

applications (capacitive load compensation in amplifiers, analog voltage-mode 

multiplier and its applications). 

 The next pedagogical engagement (less than half of a semester) of the applicant 

(from 2013/14) consists of computer lessons for bachelor students in the course Pulse 

and Digital Techniques (BICT, summer semester) and it covers the transfer of impulse 

signals through linear and nonlinear transmission systems, design of power switches 

(diodes and transistors in pulse circuits), comparators and basic work with the 

simulation software LTspice. 

 The applicant serves as lecturer (from 2010/11) in the bachelor course Analog 

Filter Design (BELF, summer semester) where he focuses his talks on topics regarding 

multifunctional active filters (in all modes of operation – explanation of voltage and 

current mode) with various active elements (their synthesis, analysis and design with 

attention on correct selection of proper type of the filter and active devices) and he deals 

especially with multifunctional active filters based on loop and multi-loop integrator 

structures allowing various electronic control of their features (pole frequency, quality 

factor, pass-band and stop-band gain, reconfigurability, etc.) and study of real parasitic 

influences in these structures. The applicant also gives lessons in computer trainings of 

this course occasionally. 

 He also provides one lecture yearly (from 2014/15) in a course for bachelor 

students Modern Wireless Communication (BMBK, winter semester). The lecture 

called “Design and analysis of analog electronic circuits” generally summarizes 

important aspects and topics of analog electronic circuits for purposes of modern 

communication systems. This lecture presents some overview starting from basic simple 

linear circuits and proofs of elementary facts, laws and principles (superposition, 

reciprocity, duality, Thevenin and Norton theorem, Kirchhoff’s laws, matrix methods, 

signal flow graphs) in these circuits to complex computer supported modeling and 

analyses (DC, AC, bias point, transient, parametric, noise, Worst Case, Monte Carlo, 

etc.) of large circuit structures. Attention is given to demonstrating these analyses in 

modern simulation software, especially on: NAF, FilterCAD and FilterSolution for 
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computer aided design of filters, Snap for symbolical solution of linear and linearized 

circuits, OrCAD PSpice for standard discrete active and passive circuits and Cadence 

CDS-IC design tools (virtuoso, spectre) for design, simulation and layout preparation of 

analog integrated circuits. 

3.2 Supervised works of bachelor and master students 

The applicant supervised 28 successfully defended bachelor and master theses 

(from 2009). Several topics of these works directly supported his research activities or 

developments in the frame of several projects. Selected examples of interesting and 

useful theses are briefly discussed in the following text. Interests of students were 

focused on digitally controllable resistors/potentiometers and their features. Students 

selected commercially available types with various types of control (buttons, I2C, etc.), 

applied these devices in standard operational amplifier based filtering applications19,20 

and compared obtained features to analog control (potentiometer). Some works were 

focused on modern multi-terminal active devices applied in multifunctional filters21,22 

and electronically controlled multifunctional filters of Kerwin Huelsman Newcomb 

structures23. Several students’ works contributed to investigating commercially 

available voltage and current-mode multipliers in the form of active elements24,25. 

Practical experiments provided by the developed circuit25 significantly supported the 

acceptance of research paper [4]. Controllable generators (analog and digital solutions) 

of current impulses were investigated26,27 due to requirements of our industrial partner 

for possible future cooperation on the development of these systems (tests of 

detonators). I really appreciate work where a student28 provided a complete 

“retranslation” (manual creation of models from simulated results in many cases) of 

                                                 
19 ŠEVČÍK, B. Elektronicky řiditelný aktivní filtr 2. řádu. Brno: Vysoké učení technické v Brně, Fakulta elektrotechniky a 
komunikačních technologií. Ústav radioelektroniky, 2009. 54 s., Diplomová práce. Vedoucí diplomové práce Ing. Roman Šotner 

20 SEDLÁŘ, P. Digitálně řízený rezistor. Brno: Vysoké učení technické v Brně, Fakulta elektrotechniky a komunikačních 

technologií. Ústav radioelektroniky, 2009. 55 s., Diplomová práce. Vedoucí práce: Ing. Roman Šotner 

21 MIKSL, J. Toleranční analýza filtrů s CDTA. Brno: Vysoké učení technické v Brně, Fakulta elektrotechniky a komunikačních 

technologií. Ústav radioelektroniky, 2009. 51 s., Bakalářská práce. Vedoucí práce: Ing. Roman Šotner 

22 MAŇAS, S. Více-výstupové aktivní bloky a jejich aplikace v proudovém módu. Brno: Vysoké učení technické v Brně, Fakulta 
elektrotechniky a komunikačních technologií. Ústav radioelektroniky, 2010. 50 s., Bakalářská práce. Vedoucí práce: Ing. Roman 

Šotner 

23 HARSA, J. Multifunkční elektronicky nastavitelné filtry KHN. Brno: Vysoké učení technické v Brně, Fakulta elektrotechniky a 
komunikačních technologií. Ústav radioelektroniky, 2010. 45 s., Bakalářská práce. Vedoucí práce: Ing. Roman Šotner 

24 MIKSL, J. Analýza, vlastnosti a aplikace komerčně dostupných proudových násobiček. Brno: Vysoké učení technické v Brně, 

Fakulta elektrotechniky a komunikačních technologií. Ústav radioelektroniky, 2011. 79 s., Diplomová práce. Vedoucí práce: Ing. 

Roman Šotner 

25 KOPEČEK, P. Analýza, vlastnosti a aplikace komerčně dostupných napěťových násobiček. Brno: Vysoké učení technické v Brně, 
Fakulta elektrotechniky a komunikačních technologií. Ústav radioelektroniky, 2011. 68 s., Diplomová práce. Vedoucí práce: Ing. 

Roman Šotner 

26 SVOBODA, K. Zdroj generující definovatelné proudové impulzy. Brno: Vysoké učení technické v Brně, Fakulta elektrotechniky 
a komunikačních technologií, 2014. 34 s., Bakalářská práce. Vedoucí bakalářské práce Ing. Roman Šotner, Ph.D. 

27 DUJÍČEK, M. Digitálně řízený zdroj generující proudové impulzy nastavitelného náběhu a trvání. Brno: Vysoké učení technické 

v Brně, Fakulta elektrotechniky a komunikačních technologií, 2014. 46 s., Diplomová práce. Vedoucí práce: Ing. Roman Šotner, 
Ph.D. 

28 VEVERKA, V. Modely tranzistorů technologie CMOS 0,35um I3T. Brno: Vysoké učení technické v Brně, Fakulta 

elektrotechniky a komunikačních technologií. Ústav radioelektroniky, 2014. 106 s., Diplomová práce. Vedoucí práce: Ing. Roman 
Šotner, Ph.D. 
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transistors from ON Semiconductor 0.35 m I3T process in Cadence Spectre simulator 

to PSpice simulator. It was necessary for further works and designs with this CMOS 

technology on common workstations without linux operational system and installed 

Cadence IC tools that is expensive and extremely demanding on maintenance (access to 

local area network with license server and project server). Models from Spectre are not 

directly compatible with PSpice. Significant attention has been given to modeling 

(create behavioral models based on commercially available devices – variable gain 

voltage amplifiers and diamond transistors) of current amplifiers29 and modeling and 

applications of high-speed voltage-mode multiplier (PSpice model not available in 

general libraries not even available at the website of the producer)30. Some of the 

obtained results (improved features and controllability of some applications) should be 

processed in future publications. Despite several problems and lower quality of formal 

point of view, significant contribution to further research can be found in a master 

thesis31 finished quite recently. Advanced active elements that were only hypothetical in 

recent scientific literature are discussed there. A student prepared several real behavioral 

models of these controllable devices and he has also shown basic experimentally tested 

features of these models. Further progress and works with developed models are 

expected in the future. Experiments with newly derived triangular and square wave 

generator structure have been obtained in the work of a bachelor student32. The structure 

improves some features of already known solutions in literature. In conclusion, it seems 

that cooperation with students can be really useful for further growth, interesting hints 

and ideas for research. 

Several students attended competitions and conferences for young designers and 

researchers EEICT (Electrical Engineering, Information and Communication 

Technologies) between 2009 and 2016 under the applicant’s supervision. Part of a 

master thesis19 has been published and presented at a conference in the form of a paper 

entitled “Universal interface for control of digital potentiometers in analog systems”33. 

Part of the thesis21 has been presented in the section of bachelor contributions entitled 

“Universal KHN filter with CDTA”34. A student’s work on an audio power amplifier 

“Simulation and implementation of the audio power amplifier – class A”35 was also 

                                                 
29 KOS, D. Model řiditelného proudového zesilovače s diamantovými tranzistory a napěťovými zesilovači. Brno: Vysoké učení 

technické v Brně, Fakulta elektrotechniky a komunikačních technologií, Ústav radioelektroniky, 2015. 41 s., Bakalářská práce. 
Vedoucí práce: Ing. Roman Šotner, Ph.D. 

30 KUŘÁTKO, D. Model čtyř-kvadrantové analogové násobičky AD835 pro Pspice. Brno: Vysoké učení technické v Brně, Fakulta 

elektrotechniky a komunikačních technologií, Ústav radioelektroniky, 2015. 41 s., Bakalářská práce. Vedoucí práce: Ing. Roman 
Šotner, Ph.D. 

31 NOVOTNÝ, J. Behaviorální modely aktivních prvků s nezávislým víceparametrovým elektronickým řízením. Brno: Vysoké 

učení technické v Brně, Fakulta elektrotechniky a komunikačních technologií, Ústav radioelektroniky, 2016. 88 s., Diplomová 

práce. Vedoucí práce: Ing. Roman Šotner, Ph.D. 

32 ŠUSTEK, V. PWM modulátory s moderními více-branovými aktivními prvky. Brno: Vysoké učení technické v Brně, Fakulta 
elektrotechniky a komunikačních technologií, Ústav radioelektroniky, 2016. 60 s., Bakalářská práce. Vedoucí práce: Ing. Roman 

Šotner, Ph.D. 

33 ŠEVČÍK, B. Universal interface for control of digital potentiometers in analog systems. In proceedings of the Student EEICT 
2009 conference, available at www: http://www.feec.vutbr.cz/EEICT/2009/sbornik/02-Magisterske%20projekty/01-

Elektronika%20a%20komunikace/13-xsevci34.pdf 

34 MIKSL, J. Universal KHN filter with CDTA. In proceedings of the Student EEICT 2009 conference, available at www: 
http://www.feec.vutbr.cz/EEICT/2009/sbornik/01-Bakalarske%20projekty/01-Elektronika%20a%20komunikace/09-xmiksl00.pdf 

35 SVADBÍK, P. Simulation and implementation of the audio power amplifier – class A. In proceedings of the Student EEICT 2010 

conference, available at www: http://www.feec.vutbr.cz/EEICT/2010/sbornik/01-Bakalarske_projekty/01-
Elektronika_a_komunikace/10-xsvadb01.pdf 

http://www.feec.vutbr.cz/EEICT/2009/sbornik/02-Magisterske%20projekty/01-Elektronika%20a%20komunikace/13-xsevci34.pdf
http://www.feec.vutbr.cz/EEICT/2009/sbornik/02-Magisterske%20projekty/01-Elektronika%20a%20komunikace/13-xsevci34.pdf
http://www.feec.vutbr.cz/EEICT/2009/sbornik/01-Bakalarske%20projekty/01-Elektronika%20a%20komunikace/09-xmiksl00.pdf
http://www.feec.vutbr.cz/EEICT/2010/sbornik/01-Bakalarske_projekty/01-Elektronika_a_komunikace/10-xsvadb01.pdf
http://www.feec.vutbr.cz/EEICT/2010/sbornik/01-Bakalarske_projekty/01-Elektronika_a_komunikace/10-xsvadb01.pdf
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finalized as an excellent hardware prototype for practical laboratory education. Partial 

results from master theses24,25 were presented in the paper “Adjustable square-triangle 

wave generator”36 as well as application of commercially available current-mode 

multipliers in the paper entitled “Electronically adjustable oscillator employing 

commercially accessible current mode multipliers”37. Results of a new active element 

based on a lossy inductance simulator applied in multifunctional filter were presented as 

a doctoral contribution called “Current-mode multifunction filters utilizing losses of 

inductor simulator”38. Papers were presented in sections of Electronics and 

communications and Signal processing. 

The applicant also served as consultant for students of high schools with technical 

scope of interest (in electronics) in the frame of a competition called “Středoškolská 

odborná činnost (SOČ)39. Results of the work of these students were presented as 

posters at the EEICT conference in 2011 (section Microelectronics40) and 2013 (section 

Electronics and communications41) and included to proceedings as papers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
36 KOPEČEK, P. Adjustable square-triangle wave generator. In proceedings of the Student EEICT 2011 conference, available at 

www: http://www.feec.vutbr.cz/EEICT/2011/sbornik/02-Magisterske%20projekty/01-Elektronika%20a%20komunikace/05-

xkopec01.pdf 

37 MIKSL, J. Electronically adjustable oscillator employing commercially accessible current mode multipliers. In proceedings of the 

Student EEICT 2011 conference, available at www: http://www.feec.vutbr.cz/EEICT/2011/sbornik/02-Magisterske%20projekty/02-
Zpracovani%20signalu,%20obrazu%20a%20dat/08-xmiksl00.pdf 

38 KARTCI, A. Current-mode multifunction filters utilizing losses of inductor simulator. In proceedings of the Student EEICT 2016 

conference, available at www: http://www.feec.vutbr.cz/EEICT/2016/sbornik/EEICT-2016-sborn%C3%ADk-komplet.pdf 

39 http://www.jcmm.cz/cz/podpora-soc.html 

40 BAŠTA, M. Aplikace analogových proudových násobiček v elektronicky řiditelném oscilátoru. In proceedings of the Student 

EEICT 2011 conference, available at www: http://www.feec.vutbr.cz/EEICT/2011/sbornik/04-Stredoskolske%20projekty/06-
Mikroelektronika%20a%20technologie/01-bastamilos.pdf 

41 ŠOUKAL, P. Microprocessor-based control module for four-channel audio amplifier. In proceedings of the Student EEICT 2013 

conference, available at www: 
http://www.feec.vutbr.cz/EEICT/2013/sbornik/04stredoakolskeprojekty/01elektronikaakomunikace/10-soukal23.pdf 

http://www.feec.vutbr.cz/EEICT/2011/sbornik/02-Magisterske%20projekty/01-Elektronika%20a%20komunikace/05-xkopec01.pdf
http://www.feec.vutbr.cz/EEICT/2011/sbornik/02-Magisterske%20projekty/01-Elektronika%20a%20komunikace/05-xkopec01.pdf
http://www.feec.vutbr.cz/EEICT/2011/sbornik/02-Magisterske%20projekty/02-Zpracovani%20signalu,%20obrazu%20a%20dat/08-xmiksl00.pdf
http://www.feec.vutbr.cz/EEICT/2011/sbornik/02-Magisterske%20projekty/02-Zpracovani%20signalu,%20obrazu%20a%20dat/08-xmiksl00.pdf
http://www.feec.vutbr.cz/EEICT/2016/sbornik/EEICT-2016-sborn%C3%ADk-komplet.pdf
http://www.jcmm.cz/cz/podpora-soc.html
http://www.feec.vutbr.cz/EEICT/2011/sbornik/04-Stredoskolske%20projekty/06-Mikroelektronika%20a%20technologie/01-bastamilos.pdf
http://www.feec.vutbr.cz/EEICT/2011/sbornik/04-Stredoskolske%20projekty/06-Mikroelektronika%20a%20technologie/01-bastamilos.pdf
http://www.feec.vutbr.cz/EEICT/2013/sbornik/04stredoakolskeprojekty/01elektronikaakomunikace/10-soukal23.pdf
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4 APPLICANT’S PERSONAL PROFILE 

Education and employment overview 

Roman Šotner was born in Znojmo in 1983. He attended high school focused on 

electronics (Integrovaná střední škola, Purkyňova 97, Brno) between the years 1999 and 

2003. He studied at the Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Communication, BUT 

Brno in the bachelor programme Electrical, Electronic, Communication and Control 

Technology (branch: Electronics and Communication) from 2003. He obtained his 

bachelor degree in 2006 (thesis: Oscillators based on modern active elements, 

supervised by prof. Tomáš Dostál) and continued his education in the master degree 

programme (the same branch). He graduated in 2008 (thesis: Multifunctional tunable 

active filter, supervised by prof. Tomáš Dostál). His Ph.D. study started in 2008 in the 

programme Electrical Engineering and Communication (branch Electronics and 

Communications) at the same faculty (Dept. of Radio Electronics) under supervision of 

prof. Tomáš Dostál in the topics of innovative applications of modern active devices in 

communications. When prof. Dostál retired (professor emeritus now), assoc. prof. Jiří 

Petržela was appointed as his new supervisor in 2010. He finished studies in February 

2012 by defense of doctoral thesis “Study of electronic control and real behavior in 

variable filtering and oscillating applications of modern active elements”. 

 He was a part-time employee at the Dept. of Radio Electronics and Dept. of 

Telecommunications from 2008 to 2012 during his Ph.D. study in the frame of research 

projects. He serves as researcher and lecturer or instructor in practical (laboratory and 

computer) lessons at the Dept. of Radio Electronics from 2012 (full-time employee) and 

researcher at Dept. of Telecommunications from 2016 (part-time employee).  

 He has taken part in several highly practically oriented activities during his 

career. He has been engaged as technician (serviceman of electronic equipment and 

instruments for measurement of electrical quantities – diagnostic and repairs) in the 

company ELEX (Richard Hrozek, Brno) many times from 2002 to 2007. 

 

Research interests and scientific aspects 

Modern analogue adjustable active elements, electronic control of circuits, circuit 

synthesis and design (including also IC design and layout), computer simulations and 

modeling, behavioral modeling and representation, real circuit behavior, parasitic 

analysis and experimental work belong to the applicant’s research interest. He has been 

a member of IEEE since 2008 and IEICE (Japan) since 2015. His record at the Web of 

Science (Thomson Routers) database contains 72 items (2016-07-28). He is author or 

coauthor of 44 articles (first author in 33 papers) in journals with impact factor (SCI-E) 

and 28 conference contributions indexed by this database. These papers received 121 

citations without self-citations. His current h-index: 12. He serves as invited reviewer 

for many conferences (Telecommunications and Signal Processing, 

Radioelektronika/MAREW, Design and Diagnostic of Electronic Circuits and Systems, 

Midwest Symposium on Circuits and Systems, Electronics, International Conference on 

Electrical and Electronic Engineering, etc.) and renowned international journals (Int. 

Journal of Electronics, Microelectronics Journal, Analog Integrated Circuits and Signal 

Processing, Circuits Systems and Signal Processing, IEEE Transactions on 
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Instrumentation and Measurement, IEEE Transactions on Industrial Electronics, Journal 

of Electrical Engineering, Radioengineering, IET Circuits Devices and Systems, IET 

Electronics Letters, Journal of Circuits Systems and Computers, Measurement Science 

Review, etc.). He has also been editorial board member/associate editor (section 

circuits) of Radioengineering Journal since 2014. 

 

Participation in research projects (selected) 

The applicant was member of a team in the following projects of fundamental research 

(supported by the Czech Scientific Foundation): Advanced methods, structures and 

components of electronic wireless communication (no. GD102/08/H027, project leader: 
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS 

 

ADC  analog to digital converter 

CCCII  current controllable current conveyor of second generation 

CCII  current conveyor of second generation 

CDTA  current differencing transconductance amplifier 

CDVA  current and differential voltage amplifier 

CFA  current feedback amplifier 

CFBA  current follower buffered amplifier 

CG-BCVA buffered current and voltage amplifier with controllable current and voltage gains 

CG-CFDOBA current follower differential output buffered amplifier with controllable current gain 

CIBA  current inverter buffered amplifier 

CO  condition of oscillations 

CVA  current and voltage amplifier 

DAC  digital to analog converter  

DO-CG-CFBA dual output controlled gain current follower buffered amplifiers 

DSP  digital signal processor 

ECCII  electronically controllable current conveyor of second generation (current gain control) 

FET  field effect transistor 

FO  frequency of oscillations 

gm  transconductance 

MCDU  modified current differencing unit 

MOCCII multiple-output current conveyor of second generation 

MOTA  multiple-output operational transconductance amplifier 

OTA  operational transconductance amplifier 

RX  resistance of current input terminal 

THD  total harmonic distortion 

TTL  transistor-transistor-logic 

VCCFDITA voltage controlled current follower differential input transconductance amplifier 

VDBA  voltage differencing buffered amplifier 

VDBVA voltage differencing buffered voltage amplifier 

VDCC  voltage differencing current conveyor 

VGA  variable gain voltage amplifier 
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Abstract. An idea of adjustable gain in order to obtain 
controllable features is very useful for design of tunable 
oscillators. Several active elements with adjustable prop-
erties (current and voltage gain) are discussed in this pa-
per. Three modified oscillator conceptions that are quite 
simple, directly electronically adjustable, providing inde-
pendent control of oscillation condition and frequency 
were designed. Positive and negative aspects of presented 
method of control are discussed. Expected assumptions of 
adjustability are verified experimentally on one of the pre-
sented solutions. 

Keywords 
Electronic tuning, adjustable current and voltage 
amplifiers, voltage and current followers, oscillators. 

1. Introduction 
Many active elements that are suitable for analog sig-

nal processing were introduced in [1]. Some of them have 
interesting features, which allow electronic control of their 
parameters. Therefore, these elements have also favorable 
features in applications. There are several common ways of 
electronic control of parameters in particular applications. 
One of the basic approaches is based on replacing 
grounded or floating resistors in so-called single-resis-
tance-controlled oscillator types (SRCO) [2]-[6], where 
resistors can be replaced by FET [3]. It could be useful, if 
there are solutions of active element that allows direct 
control of any parameter. Control of bias current and there-
fore of the input resistance is also very popular [7], [8] 
nowadays. Bias control of transconductance (for example 
[9-11]) and application of electronically adjustable gain in 
current conveyors and similar active elements [1], [12]-
[20] is another way for direct electronic adjusting. Recently 
introduced adjustable current transfers in feedback loops 
[21], [22] of electronic circuit are very suitable not only for 
the design of adjustable filters, but also for oscillator syn-
thesis. We can recognize two general ways of control. 

Direct control means that the functional block is adjustable 
(tunable) by externally controlled parameter(s) of active 
element (i.e. current gain, intrinsic resistance, transconduc-
tance, etc.). Indirect control is usually provided by some 
kind of controllable replacement. Simple resistor is re-
placed by FET transistor, digital to analog converter, or 
digital potentiometer, etc. 

The most important active elements for our approach 
are current followers (CF) [1], [23], current amplifiers 
(CA) [1], [24], [25], and voltage buffers/followers 
(VB/VF) [1]. Many applications were focused on current 
mode filters (for example [26]-[28]) or inductance simula-
tors (for example [24]). There are also attempts to control 
some of the parameters digitally and therefore the digitally 
adjustable current amplifier (DACA) was introduced in 
[26], [27]. The use of digitally controlled current transfers 
was given in so-called Z-Copy Controlled-Gain Current 
Differencing Buffered Amplifier (ZC-CG-CDBA) [29]. 
Similarly, digital control was also used in case of differen-
tial current conveyors [30].  

Current followers were used many times as basic 
elements of oscillators. Some important works that are 
following last development are discussed bellow. Chen et 
al. [31] introduced oscillator employing one CF with two 
capacitors and resistors providing quadrature outputs. 
However, condition of oscillation (CO) and oscillation 
frequency (f0) are complicated and therefore conception is 
not suitable for electronic adjusting. Abuelma´atti [32] 
proposed conception with one CF and autonomous passive 
section, but CO and f0 have complicated equation and pa-
rameters unsuitable for electronic control. However, the 
oscillator provides multiphase output responses. Similarly, 
Soliman [33] developed oscillator using CF and also VB. 
Finally, Gupta et al. [34] focused their research on adjust-
ability in oscillator circuits based on CFs and presented 
solutions utilizing four CFs, three or four resistors, and two 
grounded capacitors. Their solutions allow tunability by 
single resistor (SRCO), as it is similarly shown in [35]. 
Lately, interesting conception was published by Martinez 
et al. [36], where three or four CFs, two VBs, three resis-
tors, and two grounded capacitors in another SRCO type 
are used. Two multiphase SRCO oscillator realizations 
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with independent CO and f0 control were recently intro-
duced by Biolkova et al. [37], which also use the combina-
tion of two current followers/inverters and VBs, so-called 
current inverter buffered amplifier (CIBA), three and four 
floating resistors, and two grounded capacitors. 

There are not many conceptions that use the possibil-
ity to control the current gain of active element. We can 
discuss and compare the following solutions: Souliotis et 
al. [38] used three electronically controllable dual-output 
CAs (integrators) in generalized arbitrary-multiphase cur-
rent-mode oscillator as an example of directly electroni-
cally tunable oscillator. The oscillator is tunable by control 
current Ibias. Kumngern et al. [19] used current conveyor 
based integrators for generalized multiphase oscillator 
design similarly. The proposed conception is based on 
current conveyors with adjustable current gain between X 
and Z ports. Number of phases is reconfigurable by simple 
switches. Bias control of the current gain is used for 
matching of time constant of each integrator section. Syn-
thesis and results are not focused on electronic adjusting 
oscillation frequency. Kumngern et al. [39] also proposed 
the circuit, where combination of intrinsic input resistance 
and current gain was used for f0 and CO control. Electronic 
control of f0 in [18] is possible by adjustable current gain, 
but CO control is available only by adjusting of grounded 
resistor. Solution in [18] employs only one active element, 
but its disadvantage is the dependence of one of produced 
amplitude on tuning process and nonlinear control of f0. 
The same type of f0 control was also used in [40] and [41] 
in oscillators employing so-called Z-Copy Controlled-Gain 
Current Differencing Buffered Amplifier (ZC-CG-CDBA). 
Solution in [40] uses two active elements and five passive 
elements (capacitors are grounded). Discrete model of one 
active element employs four diamond transistors [42], [43], 
[61] and voltage buffer. It is not a problem for future on-
chip implementation. Oscillation frequency is controllable 
linearly by current gain, CO and f0 are mutually independ-
ent. Output amplitude is not dependent on tuning process 
and CO is controllable just by floating resistors. Solution in 
[41] requires two ZC-CG-CDBAs and 6 passive elements. 
CO is also controllable by floating resistor, but f0 is adjust-
able digitally (dependence of f0 on current gain is linear). 
In comparison to solutions presented in this paper, oscilla-
tors in [40], [41] require more sophisticated active ele-
ments (4-5 ports per active element). It is worth mentioning 
that our solutions require active elements that consist of 
only 3 ports and therefore final chip area of our solution in 
comparison with oscillators in [40] and [41] will be 
smaller. Subsequently, the power consumption is also sig-
nificantly decreased. Oscillation frequency and condition 
of oscillation are controllable directly, electronically, and 
independently.  

Oscillator solutions utilizing different active elements 
were presented in literature. Transconductor (OTA) [1], [9] 
is also useful active element for design of oscillators. We 
can discuss the following popular solutions. Directly elec-
tronically adjustable oscillators were proposed in [44]-[48]. 
Solutions use at least three active elements. Interesting 

circuits were published in [48]-[51], where grounded and 
floating, two-four capacitor and three or four OTAs were 
used. Quite complicated solutions (many passive elements) 
were presented in [52] and [53]. Oscillator utilizing dual-
output OTAs and four capacitors was discussed in [54]. 
Interesting current-mode types were published in [55]. 
Discussed solutions allow direct electronic control and 
independently adjustable CO and f0 (in many cases). How-
ever, all OTA-based solutions have one important disad-
vantage: additional voltage buffering of high-impedance 
nodes is necessary, if we require voltage (low-impedance) 
outputs. 

Typical representative of active element with similar 
type of low-impedance output (as our solutions) is current 
feedback amplifier (CFA) [1]. Oscillators consisting of two 
CFAs were widely investigated in the past. Important 
examples are included in [56]-[60]. CFA-based oscillators 
employing two active elements and grounded capacitors 
were proposed by Gupta and Senani in [59], [60]. Circuit 
topology with similar features is in Fig. 3 a, b in [60]. 
However, oscillators in mentioned literature [56]-[60] 
require additional voltage input (Y) of active element (CFA 
contains four ports - X, Y, Z, o) [1]. Our solutions use only 
current inputs and active element requires only three ports 
in contrary. Solutions presented in [59], [60] allow the 
control only by resistors (SRCO types). Direct electronic 
control with classical CFA is not possible. On the other 
hand, circuits in [59], [60] have some of resistors grounded 
when compared to our solutions, where all resistors are 
floating. Our approach uses direct electronic control (by 
the DC control voltage of active element) and characteristic 
equations contain different members and adjustable 
parameters of active elements. No additional circuit is 
necessary, except simple AGC.  

Oscillator conceptions that are focused mainly on 
direct electronic control are presented in this paper. Oscil-
lators provide the following important features: a) all 
capacitors are grounded (required for on-chip implementa-
tion); b) active elements with single current input and sin-
gle voltage output are sufficient; c) only two active ele-
ments are required; d) independent control of oscillation 
frequency and condition of oscillations without mutual 
disturbance; e) f0 and CO controlled without changes of 
any passive element; f) buffered outputs - no additional 
buffering is necessary; g) simple implementation of am-
plitude (automatic) gain control (AGC) for f0 adjusting and 
satisfying total harmonic distortion (THD) - only rectified 
output voltage is required; h) real parts of current input 
(intrinsic) impedance of active elements are absorbed to 
values of working (external) resistors. 

Above discussed solutions were the most important 
for our approach although many others were presented in 
literature. Current gain based approaches have not been 
frequently used for control the oscillators. It is clear that 
some of discussed solutions use less number of active ele-
ments, but direct frequency control and other advantages 
discussed bellow are not simultaneously allowed. Last 
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research was focused also on current-mode solutions (high-
impedance outputs, for example [55]). Solutions providing 
voltage (low-impedance) outputs are discussed in this pa-
per. Necessity of additional voltage buffers or current to 
voltage converters for voltage-mode operation is the most 
important problem of some previous works. Some hitherto 
published realizations are really economical (minimal 
number of active elements), but characteristic equation is 
not suitable for electronic control, active elements are quite 
complicated (many inputs and outputs), many of them do 
not provide quadrature outputs and in the most cases rela-
tion between produced amplitudes and total harmonic dis-
tortion in dependence on f0 adjusting are not mentioned or 
investigated. 

2. Elements with Controlled Gain  
Biolkova et al. [37] introduced novel active element, 

so-called dual output current inverter buffered amplifier 
(DO-CIBA). Application field of such active element is 
very spread, but possibility of direct electronic control was 
not discussed (direct electronic control in the frame of the 
active element). We used several modified versions of DO-
CIBA.  

Symbol of so-called controlled gain current follower 
differential-output buffered amplifier (CG-CFDOBA) [1] is 
depicted in Fig. 1 (a). The element contains four ports. 
Basic principle is explained in Fig. 1 (b). Low-impedance 
current input is labeled p, auxiliary high-impedance port as 
z, and buffered outputs (after voltage buffer/inverter) as w+ 
and w-, respectively. The output current at auxiliary port 
(z) is positive, which means that it flows out of the termi-
nal. The current gain (B) between current input port (p) and 
auxiliary port (z) can be adjusted electronically via external 
voltage. Possible implementation of CG-CFDOBA with 
commercially available devices [62]-[66] is shown in 
Fig. 1. (c).  

z

p

w-

w+

CG-CFDOBA

VSET

Ip

Vp

Vw+

Vw-

Iz

Vz    
                           a)                                                           b) 

 
                                                      c) 

Fig. 1. Controlled gain current follower differential output 
buffered amplifier (CG-CFDOBA): a) symbol, 
b) behavioral model, c) possible implementation.  

Simplified version (Fig. 2), where only one output w is 
necessary, should be also noted. This modification is usu-
ally called as controlled gain current follower buffered 
amplifier (CG-CFBA) [1]. Modification, where current at 
auxiliary terminal (Fig. 3) z is inverted, is marked as con-
trolled gain current inverter buffered amplifier (CG-CIBA) 
[1], [37]. 

    
a)         b) 

 
c) 

Fig. 2. Controlled gain current follower buffered amplifier 
(CG-CFBA): a) symbol, b) behavioral model, c) possi-
ble implementation. 

   
a)         b) 

 
c) 

Fig. 3. Controlled gain current inverter differential output 
buffered amplifier (CG-CIBA): a) symbol, b) behav-
ioral model, c) possible implementation. 

The following hybrid matrices describe generally our 
intention in order to obtain adjustability very well. Equa-
tion (1a) describes the modified DO-CIBA with adjustable 
current gain (B), (1b) explains extension providing adjust-
able current (B) and voltage gain (A) simultaneously 
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a)         b) 

 
c) 

Fig. 4.  Controlled gain current amplified voltage amplifier 
(CG-CVA): a) symbol, b) behavioral model, c) possi-
ble implementation. 

General adjustable element can be created if adjust-
able voltage amplifier is used instead of voltage buffer 
(Fig. 4). It provides full control, i.e. current gain (B) and 
voltage gain (A). We called this element as controlled gain 
current and voltage amplifier (CG-CVA). Version with 
inverting current amplifier is called controlled gain in-
verted current and voltage amplifier (CG-ICVA). Possible 
modification with dual voltage output (w+, w-) could be 
called dual output controlled gain current and voltage am-
plifier (DO-CG-CVA). Ideal behavior is clear from (1b).  

3. Proposed Oscillators 
We have used well-know and popular method for 

synthesis and design of oscillators. Approach is based on 
lossless and lossy integrators in the loop. Approach using 
state variable methods [2], [58]-[61] could also be used for 
this synthesis and results are identical. Elementary circuit 
presented in Fig. 5 represents basic building block with 
transfer constant Iz /Vi = B/R. This building block with 
grounded capacitors at z ports is the main core of future 
applications (oscillators). 

 
Fig. 5.  Elementary building block. 

The first designed circuit is shown in Fig. 6. It was 
created on the basis of discussed approach and elementary 

building block from Fig. 5, with the following characteris-
tic equation: 

  2 1 2 3 3 2 1 1 2
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   .  (2) 

Condition of oscillation and oscillation frequency are: 
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where adjustable current gain B1 stands for current gain of 
the first active element (CG-CIBA) and B2 represents cur-
rent gain of the second active element (CG-CFBA).   
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Fig. 6.  The first proposed oscillator. 
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Fig. 7.  The second version of the oscillator. 

The second solution of the oscillator shown in Fig. 7 
was derived from the circuit in Fig. 6 when the resistor R1 
is directly connected to the voltage output of the CG-
CFBA. This modification of the oscillator has positive 
effect on the characteristic equation, which has now the 
following form: 
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s .  (5) 
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Oscillation frequency has the same form as in (4), but 
condition of oscillation is now: 

 
3

2
2 1

G

G
B  .  (6) 

As shown later, we suppose equality of passive elements 
for further simplification: R1 = R2 = R and C1 = C2 = C. We 
used discussed simplifications and compared COs (3) and 
(6). Theoretical gains B2 = 3 (Fig. 6) and B2 = 2 (Fig. 7) are 
required to start the oscillations. Possibility of independent 
adjusting of f0 and CO by B1 or R1 and B2 is obvious. Con-
trol of f0 by only one parameter (B1) without another 
matching condition is advantageous. We are interested 
only in direct electronic control. Therefore, tuning by pas-
sive element is not appropriate for our approach. The 
oscillators also belong to SRCO types due to the controlla-
bility by R1. The ideal relative sensitivities of f0 on circuit 
parameters are 
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The ratio between amplitude of state voltages v1 and v2 
(therefore also between VOUT1 and VOUT2) is 
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Substitution of the ω by ω0 from (4) to (9) leads to  
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It confirms the fact that both produced signals are in 
quadrature. If we suppose equality R1 = R2 = R and C1 = C2 
= C then the relation between both voltages is given by 
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therefore amplitude of VOUT1 is dependent on B1 and in fact 
on adjusted f0. Produced signals have equal amplitudes for 
B1 = 1. This problem is not often discussed and studied in 
detail, but it is usually presented in many hitherto pub-
lished simple oscillator solutions (for example [18], [20]). 
Nonlinear dependence of f0 on parameter B1 (suitable for 
tuning) is next consequence. 

We also proposed a solution where dependence of 
produced amplitudes on tuning process is eliminated and 
tuning characteristic is linear. However, necessity of 
matching of two gains is now important [40]. The third 
oscillator (Fig. 8) is described by the following character-
istic equation: 
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The CO and f0 determined from (12) have forms: 
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Fig. 8. The third version of oscillator with direct electronic 

adjusting. 

The parameter A2 is the voltage gain of the CG-ICVA in 
Fig. 8. For more details see principle in Fig. 4. Relation 
between produced amplitudes is  
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and after modification it leads to 
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We suppose B1 = B2 = B and therefore (16) simplifies to 
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We also suppose above discussed simplification of equality 
of passive elements (R1 = R2 = R and C1 = C2 = C). There-
fore output amplitudes are equal to each other even if f0 is 
tuned.  

The ideal relative sensitivities of f0 in (14) on circuit 
parameters are very similar to the previous case: 
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Implementation of adjustable current gain is very fa-
vorable for direct electronically controllable applications, 
for example oscillators. For instance, both circuits in [37] 
allow tuning by changing the values of resistors only. For 
example, the second circuit in [37] does not allow tuning 
without changes of one amplitude as discussed by authors 
in [37]. Changing the value of only one resistor is suitable 
for f0 tuning. However, this approach [40] allows to control 
f0 similarly as it is shown in Fig. 8 (B1 and B2 for tuning of 
f0). This control approach removes remaining drawback of 
the second circuit in [37].  
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4. Experiments and Real Behavior 
The second solution of the oscillator (Fig. 7) was cho-

sen as an example for experimental verification and de-
tailed analysis. This selection is also caused by the reason 
that we would like to shown some drawbacks of the second 
solution (dependence of amplitude on gain B in case of 
quadrature signals is documented). 

Behavior of each circuit is affected by real features of 
active elements. Input resistance (port p or n) of both active 
elements is labeled as Rp or Rn. Output resistances Rw (at 
port w) are in most cases negligible because opamp (as 
voltage buffer) has values < 1  in wide frequency range. 
Input capacitances of active elements have minimal impact 
because they are together with quite small resistance. Im-
pedances of auxiliary port z consist of high resistive and 
capacitive part. High impedance node 1 and node 2 are 
influenced by output resistance of the used current ampli-
fier and by input resistance of voltage buffer. We labeled 
this parameter as Rz. Capacitances in auxiliary port are 
labeled as Cz. Basic models of used active elements for 
non-ideal analysis are in Fig. 9. 

Rz

Cz

Rn
1 wn

z

In

B.In

VSET

CG-CIBA
 

a)          b) 

Fig. 9.  Non-ideal models of used active elements. 

CG-CIBA was built from four-quadrant current-mode 
multiplier EL4083 [62] (it allows both negative and posi-
tive current output). However, current gain adjusting is 
limited only to unity [62]. The second part (voltage buffer) 
was constructed by dual opamp LT1364 [63]. CG-CFBA 
was created from current-mode multiplier EL2082 [64] 
because it allows larger range of current gain. Opamp 
LT1364 was also used. In our case is Rz  830 kΩ. Output 
impedances of EL4083 and EL2082 are approximately 
1 MΩ/ 5 pF and input impedance of LT1364 is approxi-
mately 5 MΩ/ 3 pF [63]. Both parasitic capacitances have 
approximately values Cz  8 pF. Input resistance of invert-
ing CG-CIBA (Rn) is dependent on auxiliary bias current 
and varies in range from 40 to 700 Ω if auxiliary bias cur-
rent is changed from 2.5 mA to 0.2 mA. It was tested ex-
perimentally, because it is not discussed in [62]. Expected 
value of Rn is approximately 300 Ω in our case (it is quite 
high value). Input resistance of CG-CFBA has fixed and 
lower value, Rp  95 Ω. 

Passive external elements of oscillator (Fig. 7) were 
selected as R1 = R2 = R3 = 1 kΩ, C1 = C2 = 100 pF and 
parameters of active elements were designed as B1 = 1, 
B2 = 2, respectively. The model of oscillator in Fig. 10 
takes into account also important parasitic elements placed 

in critical parts of the circuit (Rz1 = Rz2 = 830 k, 
Cz1 = Cz2 = 8 pF). 

 

Fig. 10.  Important parasitic influences in the circuit. 

Real values of passive elements are R1
/ = R1 + Rn  1.3 kΩ, 

R3
/ = R3 + Rp  1.1 kΩ, C1

/ = C1 + Cz1  108 pF,  
C2

/  108 pF. CO and f0 have now the following and more 
complex forms: 
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From (21) it is clear that B2 could influence oscillation 
frequency. Nevertheless, impact of the second sum term in 
(21) is very small because it has several times lower value  
in comparison with the first term and B2 has quite constant 
value (in comparison to B1). Possible influence on exact 
value of f0 appears for B1 < 0.1 only. Tab. 1 provides com-
parison of the order of terms magnitude in nominator from 
(21).  
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10 1015 1012 
1 1014 1012 

0.1 1013 1012 
0.01 1012 1012 

Tab. 1.  Magnitude difference of members of (21). 

Influences of imperfections of voltage followers were 
also found in f0. Modified equation (21), considering this 
problem is in form: 
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where α1 and α2 are non-ideal voltage gains. Practically, 
these gains are not equal to 1. Tab. 2 shows impact on non-
accurate gain (buffering) on deviation f0 ±Δf0 (worst case) 
based on calculation (22) for f0 = 1.293 MHz. Tolerances 
of these undesired gains (larger than 5%) could cause ad-
ditional significant problems with accuracy of f0 (Tab. 2). 
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Toler. α1,2 [%] α1,2 [-] ±Δf0 [kHz] 
±10 0.90-1.10 130 
±5 0.95-1.05 65 
±2 0.98-1.02 26 

Tab. 2. Impact of non-accurate voltage buffering on f0. 

The circuit was complemented by AGC system 
(Fig. 11) employing simple common-source transistor 
stage, which allows control of B2 through VSET2 by rectified 
output signal. Common bipolar transistor BC547B and 
diode 1N4148 was used in AGC. Voltage Vh in ACG cir-
cuit is derived from voltage setting the CO and its value is 
between 2 - 2.5 V. Increasing of output level causes larger 
base-emitter voltage and causes decreasing of VSET2 (there-
fore also B2). Decreasing of VOUT2 causes increasing of 
VSET2. A very precise and careful setting is necessary for 
correct operation of AGC. 

 
Fig. 11.  Important parasitic influences in the circuit. 

Results of experiments were obtained by oscilloscope 
Agilent Infinium 54820A and vector network/spectrum 
analyzer Agilent 4395A. Supply voltage was VDD = + 5 V 
and VSS = -5 V. Real active elements and their properties 
are considered. Expected oscillation frequency is 
f0 = 1.293 MHz (21) for selected and designed parameters 
(if B1 = 1). Measured value was 1.257 MHz. Deviation is 
mostly caused by inaccuracy of expected value of Rn1. This 
parameter is also dependent on bias current [62]. Transient 
response and spectrum of VOUT2 are shown in Fig. 12.  

 
a) 

 
b) 

Fig. 12. Measured results: a) transient responses, b) spectrum 
of VOUT2. 

Relation between control voltages and current gains are B1 
 VSET1/VDD [62] and B2  VSET2 [64]. Range of tunability 
was measured from 100 kHz to 1.257 MHz for B1 changed 
from 0.01 to 1, see Fig. 13.  
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Fig. 13.  Dependence of f0 on current gain B1. 

Output level (VOUT2) has quite constant value 
2.22 ± 0.06 VP-P in frequency range between 400 kHz and 
1.257 MHz (B1  {0.1; 1}), see Fig. 14 (a). Attenuation of 
higher harmonic components is greater than 40 dB (Fig. 12 
(b)) and THD is in range from 0.6 to 1 % (Fig. 14 (b)). 
THD of VOUT1 is about 1 - 1.3 % in almost whole range of 
f0 adjusting (Fig. 14 (b)). Output level of VOUT1 changes 
according to B1 from 0.22 to 2.24 V, see Fig. 14 (a).  
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Fig. 14.  Results of tuning process: a) dependence of output 
levels on controlled current gain B1, b) dependence of 
THD on oscillation frequency. 

Dependence of VOUT1 on B1 is depicted in Fig. 15. It 
confirms (11) very well. Measured prototype is shown in 
Fig. 16. 
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Fig. 15.  Dependence of VOUT1 on B1. 

 
Fig. 16.  Measured prototype. 

5. Conclusion 
The most important contributions of presented solu-

tions are direct electronic and also independent control of 
CO and f0, suitable AGC circuit implementation, buffered 
low-impedance outputs, and of course, grounded capaci-
tors. Independent tunability by only one parameter is very 
useful, but tuning characteristic is nonlinear. The most 
important drawback is dependence of amplitude VOUT1 on 
current gain B1 (if quadrature outputs are required), which 
was confirmed by experimental measurements. Circuit in 
Fig. 7 was selected in order to show all features and docu-

ment the expected behavior, which was first derived theo-
retically (equations). It is quite hidden problem at first sight 
without precise analyses. This problem was solved and 
possible conception (Fig. 8) was introduced. It is necessary 
to change oscillation frequency simultaneously by two 
parameters (adjustable current gains) and oscillation 
condition by adjustable voltage gain (all in frame of two 
active elements). Equality (and invariability) of generated 
amplitudes and linearity of tuning characteristic during the 
tuning process are required aspects. This feature is not 
novel advantage of circuit in Fig. 8. Detailed discussion is 
available in [40] for example. All favorable features were 
obtained without further extension of proposed circuit. 
Future work will be focused on detailed tests of proposed 
circuit in Fig. 8. However, controllability of f0 by one 
parameter (Fig. 8) was lost and simultaneous change of 
two parameters is necessary [40]. 
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This work presents an example of implementation of electronically controllable features to an originally unsuitable circuit structure of 
oscillator. Basic structure does not allow any electronic control and has mutually dependent condition of oscillation (CO) and frequency of 
oscillation (FO) if only values of passive elements are considered as the only way of control. Utilization of electronically controllable 
current conveyor of second generation (ECCII) brings control of CO independent of FO. Additional application of voltage amplifier with 
variable gain in both polarities (voltage-mode multiplier) to feedback loop allows also important enlargement of the range of the 

independent FO control. Moreover, our proposal was tested and confirmed experimentally with commercially available active elements 
(“Diamond transistor”, current-mode multiplier, voltage-mode multiplier) in working range of tens of MHz. 
 
Keywords: Current- and voltage-mode multipliers, oscillators, electronic control, mutual dependence of condition and frequency, diamond 
transistor, variable gain, voltage amplifier. 

 

 
  
 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Mutual dependence of condition of oscillation (CO) and 

frequency of oscillation (FO) is a problem of several 

conceptions of sinusoidal oscillators. This group of circuits 

has parameters (circuit element values) of FO included also 

in CO and vice versa. Typical examples can be found in [1]-

[2], for example.  

Another situation is when control of FO is provided by one 

parameter separated from others included in CO relation. 

Thus, control of FO seems to be really independent of CO. 

Unfortunately, parameter(s) required for CO control (startup 

of oscillations and amplitude stabilization during the tuning 

process) occur in the FO formula. Parameter that is 

unchangeable only seemingly may have impact on FO (it 

depends on specific solution and design, whether real 

frequency is influenced significantly, slightly or even 

insignificantly). It is significant especially if wideband 

tuning is required and, at least, stability of FO is affected. 

Typical examples can be found in [3]-[5]. 

On the other hand, simple solutions where CO is 

independently controllable are also available [6]. However, 

FO tuning has direct impact on CO fulfillment (parameter 

from FO is present in CO) and therefore the independent 

parameter that keeps CO fulfilled must be adjusted during 

the tuning process too. This is also unsuitable. 

Some of the previous works discuss also specific solutions 

with theoretically independent CO and FO. CO of such 

solutions is theoretically always fulfilled if equality of 

working capacitors and other passive or/and active elements 

is ensured (for example [7]). Theoretical control of FO 

without impact on CO and vice versa is available only if 

exact matching (equality) of two parameters simultaneously 

used for FO tuning and CO fulfillment is ensured. In most 

cases, the same passive elements (parameters of active 

elements) are included in CO and also in FO term (for 

example [7]-[12]) and critical matching of two parameters is 

required for simultaneous fulfillment of CO and tuning of 

FO (typical example: CO : gm1 = gm2; FO : √(gm1gm2/(C1C2)), 

see [8], [11], [12], for example).  
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   Unfortunately, startup of oscillations requires slight 

inequality of both parameters in CO relation which can be 

theoretically preserved during the FO tuning. In addition, 

CO driving is required in real situation for amplitude 

stabilization during the tuning process ([13] and references 

cited therein) and additional independent parameter suitable 

for this operation is not available in this kind of solution. 

Thus, CO and FO are mutually dependent also in this case. 

This dependence is not so obvious but it is caused by 

problematic matching (and driving) of two suitable 

parameters serving for FO control and CO fulfillment 

simultaneously. It is a common problem of very simple 

solutions having low number of active elements. This 

drawback is typical also for some of the simple or complex 

third- or higher-order systems (selected solutions available 

for example in [14]-[17]). 

Some of the above discussed circuits were designed in 

order to be very simple (minimal number of active and 

passive elements) and to provide linear control of FO ([10], 

[12] for example). However, lack of independently 

controllable parameter for CO control complicates their 

practical utilization. Very simple oscillator solutions (up to 

two simple active elements) usually offer only nonlinear 

control of FO (if CO and FO are really independent). Some 

types of the nonlinearly controllable oscillators have also 

minimal available FO [3]-[5] given by special relation in 

numerator of FO equation. Some realizations have even 

more unsuitable equation for FO, where FO control is quite 

limited even by two borders [4]. Important goal of this paper 

is to show that slight modification of these simple solutions 

could bring significant improvements. 

 
 

Table 1.  Comparison of recently published tunable oscillators. 
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[3] 3/4 discrete 0.6 – 2.2 N/A 0.4 – 0.9 250 
internal 

nonlinearity 
B No 

[4] 2/4 discrete 0.3 – 1.8 N/A 0.3 – 10 180 
manual 

adjusting 
B No 

[5] 2/3 CMOS 0.6 – 2.5 350 – 410 0.8 N/A 
internal 

nonlinearity 
gm No 

[10] 1/2 CMOS N/A N/A 2.9 N/A N/A RX No 

[11] 3/2 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A gm No 

[12] 1/2 BJT N/A N/A N/A N/A 
internal 

nonlinearity 
gm No 

[13] 2/5 CMOS/discrete 0.3 – 8.0 180 – 240 
0.3 – 5 

(0.3 – 0.5)* 
450 

inertial 

AGC 
B, A No 

[14] 2-4/2-4 CMOS up to 69.0 200 – 500 0.2 – 2.8 N/A 
inertial 

AGC 
gm No 

[15] 3/3 CMOS 0.1 – 4.0 
500 – 1 700 

0 – 3 000 
> 1 N/A el. resistor gm No 

[16] 3/3 CMOS 0.03 – 0.09 N/A up to 2.6 4 N/A gm No 

[17] 3/5 CMOS 4.0 – 9.0 N/A 0.5 – 1.8 N/A N/A R No 

[26] 1/4 CMOS 1.3 – 7.4 
50 – 60 

60 – 90 
0.5 – 3.8 

5.8 – 

6.8 

inertial 

AGC 
gm/RX No 

[27] 2/2 discrete 0.5 – 1.8 

600 – 700 

700 – 750 

950 – 1 150 

0.5 – 1 N/A 
inertial 

AGC 
gm/RX No 

prop. 2/4 discrete 3.7 - 27.1 175 – 205 
0.2 – 3.7 

(0.2 – 1.5)* 
300 

inertial 

AGC 
A Yes 

 

*in slightly reduced bandwidth 

B – current gain controllable by DC voltage 

A – voltage gain controllable by DC voltage 

RX – control of internal resistance of current input terminal by DC bias current 

R – passive resistance value change 

gm – transconductance controllable by DC bias current 

N/A – not available, not tested 
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Detailed qualitative comparison of previously reported 

related works is given in Table 1. It can be seen that only 

circuits in ref. [14] have better frequency features. However, 

in accordance with the results in [14], produced signals 

significantly change level during the tuning process and the 

structures with the best performances have more active 

devices (without considering AGC loop) than the solution 

presented in this paper. Higher power consumption of 

discrete active devices utilized in our circuit is the cost for 

utilization of commercially available devices based on BJT 

and technology target on great dynamical range and great 

linearity. It allows production of output signal level in 

hundreds of mVp-p in comparison to many CMOS solutions 

(highly nonlinear and with limited output swing to several 

tens of mV or V in many cases) presented in literature. It is 

worth mentioning that none from the compared and other 

known solutions in literature utilizes additional tunability 

extension in nonlinearly tunable oscillators by both 

polarities of voltage gain available in simple voltage 

multiplier presented in the frame of the VGA structure used 

in this oscillator. 

Presented example shows that some initially unsuitable 

solutions (with mutually dependent CO and FO given by 

passive elements in many cases) for electronically adjustable 

applications can be also modified to perform better. This 

modification consists only of additional feedback loop. 

Alternate polarity of gain in this loop brings extension of the 

range of FO control that was originally not possible and 

similarly simple circuits [3]-[5] have limit at the low corner 

of FO range (FO cannot be tuned from zero in ideal case).  

This paper focuses on implementation of electronic control 

to a simple type of the second-order harmonic oscillator, 

where independent (or even electronic) control of CO and 

FO is not possible in initial state. However, implementation 

of controlled current and voltage gains helps to control CO 

and FO independently. It also directly prepares for 

amplitude stabilization by a quite simple amplitude 

automatic gain control circuit (AGC). 

The paper is organized as follows: Reasons for this 

research and improvements in this area of simple oscillators 

and explanation of situation are given in the introductory 

section. Next chapter deals briefly with the principle of 

active elements used in our design. Proposal of the 

controllable oscillator is discussed in section 3. Real 

behavior and experiments are given in chapter 4 and finally, 

concluding remarks are in section 5. 

 

2.  INTRODUCTION TO THE PRINCIPLE OF USED ACTIVE 

ELEMENTS 

Basic ideal principles of used active elements are 

explained in Fig.1. and the following text. The function of 

electronically controllable current conveyor of second 

generation (ECCII+) [18]-[20] (Fig.1.a)) is described by 

quite common and simple equations (in ideal case): VY = VX, 

IY = 0, IZ+ = BIX. The current gain between X and Z ports (B) 

is adjustable by DC voltage (VSETB) and voltage gain 

(transfer) from Y to X port is fixed (equal to 1). Variable 

Gain Amplifier (VGA) in Fig.1.b) with gain (A) controllable 

by DC voltage VSETA in both polarities was constructed by 

high-speed voltage-mode four-quadrant multiplier that 

contains also additional summing point. Detailed connection 

of multiplier (AD835 in our case) as amplifier with A is 

shown in Fig.1.c). Transfer function of the amplifier has the 

form: 

 













 


2

21

f

ff

SETA
R

RR
VA ,                     (1) 

 
 

Z+

Y

X
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B (VSETB)

IX
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a) 
 

VGA

±A (±VSETA)

Vinp Vout

 
 

b) 
 

x1
+
-

+
-

x2

y2

y1

x1-x2 = x

y1-y2 = y
z

w
1

xy + z

Rf1

Rf2

±VSETA

Vinp

Vout

290 Ω

330 Ω
±A = ±VSETA (Rf1+Rf2)/Rf2

AD835

 
c) 
 

Fig.1.  Principles of used active elements: a) ECCII+, b) variable 
gain amplifier, c) detailed application of multiplier as VGA. 

 

3.  OSCILLATOR PROPOSAL 

Our goal is to not show a fully linearly controllable and 

multiphase type of oscillator. Instead we want to discuss 

useful application of the voltage mode multiplier in 

oscillator structure that is not normally suitable for 
electronic control. Structure shown in Fig.2. employs 

ECCII, two resistors and two grounded capacitors. It has no 

capability of electronic control of FO. When using classical 

positive current conveyor of second generation (CCII+) 

[21], [22], CO and FO are mutually dependent and the 

solution is not really suitable for practice. In our case, CO is 

adjustable by current gain B of the ECCII. In addition, 

control by passive elements is also not possible due to their 

mutual appearance in equations for FO and CO.  
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ECCII+ Z

Y

X

VSETB

R2 C2

C1

R1

 
 

Fig.2.  Simple single ECCII-based oscillator. 

 
Characteristic equation of the circuit in Fig.2. has the 

following form: 

 

0
1

21212121

1222112 



CCRR

s
CCRR

BCRCRCR
s .       (2) 

 

Initial circuit in Fig.2. is a good starting point for our 

modification, which consists of insertion of an additional 
voltage gain A (one active device to the circuit, VGA 

connected as in Fig.1.c). Resulting circuit has independently 

adjustable FO and CO by electronically controllable 

parameters. The number of passive elements remains the 

same, only resistors are floating as is obvious from Fig.3. 

 
VSETA

±A

ECCII+ Z

Y

X

VSETB

R2

C2

C1

R1

VGA

 
 

Fig.3.  Proposed modification of circuit from Fig.2. to fully and 

independently controllable oscillator. 

 
Characteristic equation is modified from (2) to: 
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where CO and FO are as follows: 
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 .         (5) 

Gain polarity of the voltage amplifier can be considered as 
positive only (+A). In this case, FO has lower limit given by 
1 (for A = 0) in numerator, as we can see from equation (5). 
Therefore, FO cannot be equal to 0 in ideal case. This fact 
also reduces frequency range of FO control. Due to root 
square, FO is not controllable linearly. But this is an obvious 
problem in such a simple circuit. Utilization of standard 
VGA, for example VCA810 [23], LMH6505 [24], leads to 
reduced FO control range. Fortunately, high-speed analog 
multiplier (AD835 [25]) applied as VGA in our case allows 
simultaneous change of gain polarity (±A), which seems to 
be very beneficial in this application. It offers enlargement 
of FO control (below 1 in numerator of (5)) with limit of 
A >  ̶ 1. 

Relation between nodal voltages on both capacitors is: 
 

21221

21

1

2

RRsCBRR

BRAR

V

V

C

C




 .                  (6) 

 
It indicates that FO control by A has direct impact on one 

generated amplitude (VC2) and compensation changes of 
gain in the structure for CO control (amplitude stabilization) 
by B also cause impact on phase shift. Therefore, similar 
simple oscillators are not suitable for tunable 
multiphase/quadrature signal generation, with some 
exceptions [26], [27]. Nevertheless, this solution is 
sufficient for single-output oscillator type (output voltage on 
C1) with mutually independent CO a FO. 

 
4.  REAL BEHAVIOR AND EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION 

Real solution of the oscillator from Fig.3. can be formed 
by commercially available devices as shown in Fig.4. We 
have to use ECCII- type (EL2082 [28]) and current inverter 
formed by “Diamond circuit”, well-known as “Diamond 
transistor” (DT) OPA860 [29], because ECCII+ is not 
directly available. Voltage buffer (subpart of OPA860) 
connected to the node with C1 ensures low-impedance 
voltage output for measurement purposes. AGC is also 
implemented in this real solution shown in Fig.4. 

Our aim is to design an oscillator operating in range of 
tens of MHz (used active elements allow it). Thus, working 
capacitors and resistors with very low values were selected 
(C1 = C2 = C = 33 pF, R1 = 120 + 95 Ω and R2 = 220 Ω), 
where R1 includes internal resistance of terminal X of ECCII 
(95 Ω) [28]. High-frequency design requires the best 
knowledge of all parasitic influences. Non-ideal model of 
the oscillator with important parasitic features is shown in 
Fig.5. The most important are parasitic capacitances in 
nodes, because they have values comparable with working 
capacitors. Therefore, their impact is substantial and they 
cause a very large difference between ideal and real FO. 
They are formed by capacitances of terminals of active 
elements [25], [28], [29] and also by PCB capacitances and 
parasitic feedback crosstalks. Thus, we expect them to be 
~20 pF. Estimated values are noted in Fig.5. (purple color). 

FO in influenced (real) case can be calculated as: 
 

/
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and real CO has the form: 

 

   
/
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1121

/

22

/
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CRRR

CRCRRRCRCRRR
B

pp

pppp 
 .   (8) 

 

CO actually influences FO in real case, see (7). 

Fortunately, impact of negative term –BRp2R2 is significantly 

lower than term ARp1Rp2. Therefore, its influence on FO is 

significant only for very low A or for large change of B 

while A is constant (not allowed by AGC). 
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Fig.4.  Real circuit for experimental tests. 
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Fig.5.  Model for estimation of parasitic influences  

in the structure of oscillator. 

 
Ideal range of tunability (for discussed ideal values of R, 

C) and A in range from –0.94 to 3.71 (VSETA from –0.44 to 

1.74 V) was calculated from 5.4 to 48.2 MHz. Results are 

shown in Fig.6. Estimation of FO range, based on analysis 

of model in Fig.5., was provided from a full representation 

of real FO (7). It provides range of FO from 3.3 to 

30.6 MHz. FO range from 3.7 to 27.1 MHz was obtained 

from experimental measurements (setup was shown in 
Fig.4.). Overlying of estimated and measured trace in Fig.6. 

occurs for Cp1 = Cp2 = 25 pF in (7). If gain A was available 

only in positive polarity, tunability range would be restricted 

only to 12–27 MHz. Note: We used RIGOL DS1204B 

oscilloscope and HP4395A spectrum analyzer. Condition of 

oscillation is ideally fulfilled for B = 2 (in case of equal C 

and R as stated above). However, as we can see in Fig.7., 

VSETB (practically equal to gain B, see [28]) indicates that the 

gain changes during the tuning process as was explained in 

[13]. 

 

 
a) 
 

 
b) 

 
Fig.6.  Dependence of FO on: a) voltage gain A – comparison,  

b) DC control voltage VSETA. 

 

 
 

Fig.7.  Dependence of VSETB  B (actually CO) on FO. 
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Fig.8.  Dependence of output voltage on FO. 

 

 
Fig.9.  Dependence of THD on FO. 

 

 
a) 
 

 
b) 

 
Fig.10.  Frequency spectrum for two selected frequencies:  

a) 10 MHz, b) 20 MHz. 

Fig.8. shows the dependence of output voltage (VC1) on 

FO and Fig.9. indicates total harmonic distortion (THD), 

both in the observed range of FO. Higher THD (above 1 %) 

is given by low and limited dynamical range of AD835 [25] 

and nonlinearity (DC transfer characteristic) of active device 

itself (second and third harmonic components at the output 

of AD835 are suppressed by 40 dB only for very high 

frequencies). 

Exemplary spectrum analysis results are shown in Fig.10. 

for two selected frequencies of oscillation: 10 MHz 

(VSETA = −0.16 V, A = −0.34) and 20 MHz (VSETA = 1.74 V, 

A = 3.71).  

 

5.  CONCLUSION 

Proposed oscillator offers interesting features for high-

frequency design despite the lack of multiphase outputs. 

However, this feature is not commonly available in case of 

very simple circuits utilizing only basic elements (with 

respect to many still hypothetical structures [30]). Output 

level slightly fluctuates but change of output peak-to-peak 

voltage in observed range of FO (3.7−27.1 MHz) is 

maximally 30 mV. THD varies between 0.2–3.7 %. Higher 

values are given especially by internal nonlinearity of 

AD835 (indicated in datasheet [25]), inappropriate time 

constant of AGC that is insufficient for very low and high 

FO (corners of tunability range) and achievement of limits 

of gain slope B (EL2082), see Fig.7. THD achieving 

maximally 1.5 % is allowed in narrower range (7-20 MHz) 

of FO change.  Both polarities of DC control voltage VSETA 

(utilization of voltage multiplier) allow important extension 

of FO control in comparison to single polarity control of 

gain A (only FO range from 12 to 27.1 MHz allowed for 

single/positive polarity of A). Power consumption is quite 

high in discrete solution (hundreds of mW). 

Parasitic analysis of real influences in the circuit is highly 

required for working capacitors below 100 pF. Results show 

that estimation is quite problematic and minimal deviation 

of expected and real values (combined with fabrication 

tolerances of active and passive elements) can be very large. 

In conclusion we can see that commercially available 

devices are really able to overcome the border of 10 MHz. 

Therefore, we can utilize them sufficiently for behavioral 

modeling of complex devices and systems [31], [32] 

operating in these bands. High-frequency features 

predetermine the proposed circuit, for example, as an easily 

tunable signal source in short wave and medium wave 

transmitters with amplitude or frequency modulation or 

digital amplitude keying. 
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Simple CMOS voltage differencing current
conveyor-based electronically tunable
quadrature oscillator

R. Sotner✉, J. Jerabek, R. Prokop and V. Kledrowetz
ELECT
A brief example of application of recently introduced concept of elec-
tronically controllable CMOS voltage differencing current conveyor of
second generation in electronically tunable second-order oscillator is
shown. On-chip experimental results confirm theory and design
intentions.
Introduction: Recent findings in approach to electronic control of cir-
cuit’s features consist of many interesting single and multiple-
parameters concepts, utilised in useful active elements, have been
reported in recent years [1, 2]. However, majority of them is still
hypothetical (basic simulations available) only [3]. Only several of
these concepts have been really fabricated and tested experimentally.
A typical example is current differencing transconductance
amplifier (CDTA) [3] experimentally applied in [4, 5] for instance.
Unfortunately, its key internal parameter (transconductance) has fixed
values [4]. Therefore, any control in frame of their application supposes
only change of value of external passive elements or their electronically
adjustable replacements. Many hypothetical active elements, allowing
electronic control of more than one internal parameter (transconduc-
tance, intrinsic resistance, voltage, current gain etc.) have been theoreti-
cally prepared and can be controlled independently and simultaneously.
The interesting examples employing current conveyor core are shown
in [1].

Our contribution presents oscillator based on the (to the best of
author’s knowledge) first really fabricated (in CMOS process) so-called
voltage differencing current conveyor of second generation (VDCC) that
offers independent electronic control of transconductance (gm) and also
resistance of current input terminal (RX). Only several solutions of oscil-
lator based on single active device (VDCC and CDTA as the examples)
have been introduced in recent literature [2, 4–7]. However, these simple
circuit topologies (generally [2]) suffer from several typical drawbacks:
(a) floating passive elements [4], (b) fixed (not externally controllable)
values of internal on-chip parameters [4, 5], (c) frequencies of oscil-
lations (FOs) and conditions of oscillations (COs) controllable only by
values of external passive elements while electronically controllable
on-chip parameter is available but topology of the circuit does not
allow using it [6], (d) many additional auxiliary terminals and features
leading to complexity not necessary for simple applications [7], (e)
reduced output level of oscillations [only tens of millivolts (mV)] due
to limited dynamical range and linearity of active element [7].
Therefore, a presented oscillator improves some features of the recently
reported solutions including simple voltage control of an FO, simple
implementation of amplitude stabilisation, compact solution and larger
output level that are not available simultaneously in the recent results
focused on implementation of this device.
Voltage differencing current conveyor: The device was first defined as
hypothetical by Biolek et al. [3]. We used I2T100 CMOS (of ON
Semiconductor) 0.7 μm process for design and fabrication of the
VDCC prototype. Symbol, explanation of basic small-signal behaviour,
implementation using operational transconductance amplifier [3] and
current controlled current conveyor of second generation (CCCII)
[1, 3] and microphotograph of the VDCC layout are shown in Fig. 1.
In comparison with standard VDCC definition there are several
important modifications. The transconductance (gm) has dual polarity
character (easily settable by DC control voltage). Transfer relation
between input (differential) voltages to auxiliary current is: (Vp− Vn).
(±gm) = ±IZ_TA. CCCII part has two outputs with both polarities and
available external control of bias current in order to adjust resistance
(RX) of current input terminal (X). This gives relation: VX = VZ_TA +
RXIX. Standard transfer function of CCCII is: Izp = IX and Izn =−IX.
The rest of the features are clear from Fig. 1. Our VDCC device was
designed with attention to DC accuracy, improved linearity and
dynamics, disabling to obtain very high gain bandwidth product
(GBW). Frequency features of fabricated VDCC (roll-off of frequency
responses) predetermine application field to hundreds of kilohertz
(kHz) (GBW of the gm is around 2 MHz).
RONICS LETTERS 9th June 2016 Vol. 52 N
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Fig. 1 VDCC block structure, explanation and on-chip implementation

a Symbol and behavioural explanation (internal subparts)
b Microphotograph of fabricated VDCC prototype (0.79 mm2)

Application of VDCC in quadrature oscillator: Simple circuitry of the
oscillator is shown in Fig. 2 including automatic gain control circuit
(AGC) for amplitude stabilisation. Characteristic equation has form

s2 + RX − R/

C2RXR/
s+ gm

C1C2RX

= 0, (1)

where CO has form RX≤ R/ and the FO is

v0 =
���������

gm
C1C2RX

√
. (2)
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Fig. 2 Experimental setup of oscillator structure with external AGC

Thus, the FO can be controlled independently on CO. Parameter R/

has specific purpose (is suitable for CO control). It is created by parallel
combination of R and Rd in series to RDS of used FET [R/ = R‖(Rd +
RDS)] in order to ensure simple amplitude stabilisation. Orthogonally
generated amplitudes across VC1 and VC2 have the following relation:
VC2/VC1 = gm/sC2. The oscillator generates quadrature (orthogonal)
waveforms with equal amplitudes when C1 =C2 =C and RX = 1/gm.
o. 12 pp. 1016–1018



Experimental results: The presented circuit in Fig. 2 was experimentally
tested with the parameters indicated in Fig. 2 in detail (C1 =C2 =C = 1 nF,
R = 1 kΩ, RXext = 0.6 kΩ). The DC bias current Iset_Rx was set to 160 μA

that yields internal RX≅ 500 Ω and it creates RX
/ ≅ RX + RXext≅ 1.1 kΩ.

Transient responses of output waveforms are shown in Fig. 3 together
with spectral analysis of each output wave (VC1, VC2) for setting:
gm = 1.07 mS (Vset gm = 0.54 V) and ideal value of f0 = 157 kHz.
Measured frequency was 150 kHz in this particular case. Total harmonic
distortion (THD) of produced signals is only 0.8%.
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Fig. 3 Measured transient characteristics and their spectral analysis

a Generated transient responses
b Spectrum of VC1
c Spectrum of VC2

Tunability range of the oscillator was tested from 29 to 230 kHz
by change of gm from 14 μS to 2.8 mS (7 mV≤ Vset gm ≤ 1.4 V;
gm≅ 2Vset gm ). Comparison of ideal and measured dependence of the
FO on gm is shown in Fig. 4 as well as dependence of phase shift (quad-
rature) error between produced waveforms on gm. Power consumption of
the oscillator without AGC reaches 45 mW maximally at supply voltage
±2.5 V.
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Fig. 4 Measured dependences of f0 and phase error while adjusting gm

Conclusion: This Letter presented simple quadrature oscillator appli-
cation of the recently introduced concept of CMOS VDCC device.
The benefits of presented solution are: (a) voltage controllable on-chip
transconductance allowing simple tuning of the oscillator, (b) improved
ELECTRONICS LETTERS
output levels (with respect to the results in [7]), (c) only one on-chip
active device required, (d) simple implementation of elementary and
low-cost external AGC (oscillator can work without AGC but is
always required for low THD), (e) all grounded passive external com-
ponents, (f) electronic controllability of RX offers simple disabling/
enabling of the output waveforms generation without overshoots and
ripple in standard case when oscillator is disabled/activated by discon-
nection/connection of supply voltage. Functionality of the oscillator
was confirmed experimentally with VDCC chip.
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Abstract—The paper deals with novel controllable oscillator 

where two types of electronic control are used. Proposed 

second-order circuit contains current follower, adjustable 

current amplifier, adjustable voltage amplifier, two resistors 

and two grounded capacitors. Oscillation frequency is tuned by 

voltage gain of used voltage amplifier that is represented by 

high-frequency voltage-mode multiplier. Oscillation condition is 

automatically regulated by current gain of the adjustable 

current amplifier which is based on current-mode multiplier. 

Experimental results confirmed workability of the circuit. 

 
Index Terms—Electronic control, oscillator, adjustable 

current amplifier, current follower/inverter, adjustable voltage 

amplifier. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Many active elements which are suitable for electronic 
control could be found in open literature [1]. Several ways 
how to control parameters of applications have been 
described [2]–[9]. Surakamponton et al. [2] and Fabre et al. 
[3] introduced active elements with possibility of current 
gain control. This active element is referred to as 
electronically controllable current conveyor of second 
generation (ECCII) and it allows adjusting of current 
transfer between current input and current output of the 
current conveyor [1], [4], [5]. Another way of control is 
change of transconductance [1], [6] by bias current. Geiger
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et al. [6] described several basic applications of 
transconductors (OTAs) and formulated background of 
knowledge in this topic. Fabre et al. [7] presented active 
element with different possibility of control. The biasing 
current in internal structure of the current conveyor was used 
for control of intrinsic resistance of current input. Minaei et 
al. [8] proposed ECCII with combination of two methods of 
control in one device (intrinsic resistance and current gain). 
Marcellis et al. [9] implemented control of the current and 
voltage gains. Digital potentiometers are popular solutions 
for control of applications with standard voltage opamps at 
low frequencies (hundreds of kHz maximally) because their 
frequency features are not satisfactory in this particular case. 
Methods how to control frequency of oscillation (FO) and 
condition of oscillation (CO), that were sketched out, are 
discussed in more detail in the following text. All discussed 
ways of control suppose direct electronic adjusting in frame 
of parameter of active element. Other ways which use 
passive elements (resistors in many cases) and their 
replacements (FETs, digital potentiometers, ...) belong to 
group of indirect methods. 

The first group of oscillator solutions employs 
controllable tranconductances (gm). In the past, only simple 
transconductors (voltage controlled current sources) with 
differential input and single output were used. Rodriguez-
Vazques et al. [10], Linarez-Barranco et al. [11], [12], 
Senani [13], Abuelmaatti [14] and many others presented 
simple and flexible solutions using at least two 
transconductors. Over the years, transconductor conceptions 
have been improved and also novel modified types were 
developed. Biolek [15], [16] introduced so-called current 
differencing transconductance amplifier (CDTA), where 
current differencing unit at the input of transconductor is 
used. Lahiri [17] proposed controllable oscillator with two 
CDTAs and two grounded capacitors or oscillator 
employing only one active element [18], [19]. Three CDTAs 
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were used by Tangsrirat et al. in [20]. Solutions of third 
order oscillators were also investigated. Horng [21], [22] 
built oscillator with three grounded capacitors. Prasad et al. 

[23] utilized novel approach in oscillator with one multiple-
output current controlled current differencing 
transconductance amplifier (MO-CCCDTA).  

TABLE I. COMPARISON OF IMPORTANT PREVIOUSLY REPORTED CONTROLLABLE OSCILLATORS 

Work Active element 

No. of 

active/passive  

elements 

Simple 

equations 

for FO / 

CO 

AGC 

proposed 
FO range THD 

Type of FO 

/ CO 

control 

DC voltage 

control of 

FO 

[11] OTA  4 / 3 YES / YES YES 3-10.3 MHz 0.2 % gm / gm NO (Ib) 
[12] OTA  2-4 / 2-4 NO / NO YES 12-56 MHz 2.5 % gm / gm NO (Ib) 
[13] OTA  3 / 2 YES / YES N/A N/A N/A gm / gm NO (Ib) 
[14] OTA  2 / 3 YES / YES N/A N/A (300 kHz)* N/A gm / R NO (Ib) 
[16] CDTA  2 / 6 YES / YES N/A N/A (1 MHz)* N/A R / R, gm NO 
[17] CDTA 2 / 3 YES / YES N/A N/A (10 MHz)* N/A gm / R, gm NO (Ib) 
[18] CCTA 1 / 4 YES / YES N/A 21-682 kHz N/A gm / R NO (Ib) 
[19] DVCCTA 1 / 4 YES / YES N/A 20-700 kHz 4.6 % gm / R NO (Ib) 
[20] CDTA 3 / 2 YES / YES N/A 0.2-1.8 MHz 2.5 % gm / gm NO (Ib) 
[21] CDTA 3 / 3 YES / NO N/A 3-9 kHz 1 - 2.6 % gm / gm NO (Ib) 
[22] CDTA 3 / 3 YES / YES N/A 0.4-0.8 MHz 10 % gm / gm NO (Ib) 
[23] MO-CCCDTA 1 / 3 YES / YES N/A N/A (114 kHz)* 0.6 % gm / R NO (Ib) 
[26] CCCDTA 2 / 2 YES / YES N/A 0.1-5 MHz N/A gm / RX NO (Ib) 
[27] CCCDTA 2 / 2 YES / YES YES 1-4 MHz 1.6 % gm / RX NO (Ib) 
[28] CCCII 2 / 2 YES / YES N/A 0.1-1.7 MHz 1 - 7 % RX / B NO (Ib) 
[29] ZC-CG-CDBA 2 / 5 YES /  YES YES 0.25-2.75 MHz 0.2 % BG / R NO (digital) 
[30] CCTA 1 / 4 YES / YES N/A 0.25-1.23 MHz 0.6 - 4 % BG / R YES 
[31] DT, CA 3 / 4 YES / NO N/A 0.6-2.2 MHz 0.4 - 0.9 % BG / R YES 
[32] ECCII-, CCII+ 3 / 5 YES / YES N/A 0.26-1.25 MHz 0.2 - 1.5 % BG / BG YES 
[33] CG-CIBA/CFBA 2 / 5 YES / YES YES 0.1-1.26 MHz 0.6 - 1.3 % BG / BG YES 
[34] PCA 3 / 4 YES / YES N/A 50-300 kHz N/A BG / BG NO (Ib) 
Prop. VA, CA, MO-CF/I 3 / 4 YES / YES YES 12-25.5 MHz 0.3 - 2 % AG / BG YES 

 

Notes (parameters and abbreviations which are not explained in text of the introductory section): 
Ib - bias current (type of control) 
gm / gm - two different transconductances are used for independent FO and CO control 
gm / R - transconductance suitable for FO and resistance value for CO control 
R / R, gm - resistance value(s) suitable for FO control and resistance or/and transconductance suitable for CO control 
gm / R, gm - two different transconductances and also one transconductance and resistance are suitable for independent FO and CO control  
gm / RX - transconductance suitable for FO and electronically controllable intrinsic resistance suitable for CO control 
BG / R - current gain suitable for FO and resistor value for CO control 
BG / BG - two different current gains are used for independent FO and CO control 
AG / BG - voltage gain suitable for FO and current gain for CO control 
CCCDTA - current controlled CDTA; DVCCTA - differential voltage CCTA; CCCII - current controlled (translinear) current conveyor of second generation; CA - current 
amplifier (controllable); VA - voltage amplifier (controllable); MO-CF/I - multi-output current follower/inverter; DT - diamond transistor; CG-CIBA/CFBA - controlled gain 
current inverted buffered amplifier / current follower buffered amplifier 
N/A - not possible, not available or not verified 
* verified only at stable FO (discrete value sets) 
 

The second group consists of oscillators which are 
controllable by adjustable intrinsic resistance of current 
input (RX) in novel modified active elements. Current 
conveyor transconductance amplifier (CCTA) introduced by 
Prokop et al. [24] was also frequently used in adjustable 
oscillators. Siripruchyanun et al. [25] introduced possibility 
of RX control and its usefulness in applications together with 
gm adjusting. The CDTA element was also extended and 
controllable RX and gm parameters were determined for 
control of resistor-less oscillator by Jaikla et al. [26]. Similar 
oscillator was proposed also by Sakul et al. in [27]. The 
third group contains solutions employing adjusting of the 
current gain (BG) in order to control the application. 
Kumngern et al. implemented combination of two methods, 
i.e. control of RX and current gain (BG) for adjusting of FO 
and CO in [28]. Biolek et al. [29] proposed oscillator with 
so-called z-copy controlled-gain current differencing 
buffered amplifier (ZC-CG-CDBA) where they also 
implemented possibility of current gain adjusting. Several 
applications of adjustable current gain were also discussed in 
[30]–[33]. Herencsar et al. [34] introduced programmable 
current amplifier (PCA, DACA) [35] and its application in 

oscillator.  
Several solutions of the controllable oscillators based on 

above discussed methods are compared in Table I. 
Following problems of the discussed results are evident:  
I. some solutions require larger number of passive elements 
[12], [16], [29], [32], [33]; II. only few works deal with 
applications that operate in frequency range above 10 MHz 
[11], [12], [17]; III. many solutions were designed as tunable 
(or have these abilities), but their verification was not 
provided [13], [14], [16], [17], [23]; IV. some variants suffer 
from high total harmonic distortion (THD) [19], [22], [28], 
[30]; V. automatic gain control (AGC) for amplitude 
stabilization was proposed in minimum conceptions [11], 
[12], [27], [29], [33]; VI. additional conversion of DC 
control voltage to bias current (controlling gm for example) 
is required [11]–[28], [34]; VII. in some cases equations for 
FO or CO are complicated - matching of several parameters 
(equality of several C or gm) required for electronic control 
[12], [21], [31]; VIII. intrinsic resistance (RX) is generally 
nonlinear temperature dependent parameter and intended 
control by RX [25]–[28] may cause problems for higher 
amplitudes of processed signals in some applications; IX. 
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some solutions require controllable replacement of passive 
resistor to control of CO [16], [18], [19], [23], [29]–[31].  

We prepared a solution that solves several above 
discussed problems simultaneously. Independent direct 
electronic control of FO and CO by adjustable voltage and 
current gain that was not discussed in hitherto published 
works is used in our approach. Advantages (fulfilled 
together) of proposed circuit are: I. direct electronic DC 
voltage control of FO allows comfortable driving from 
digital systems; II. simple oscillation condition suitable for 
direct electronic control; III. approach based on high-speed 
voltage- and current-mode multipliers (used as behavioral 
representation of active elements) allows operation range in 
tens of MHz; IV. precise AGC allows sufficient THD in 
adjusted frequency range; V. we avoid the RX control (for 
adjustable purposes) in this work; VI. CO is directly 
controllable by parameters of active element (no 
replacement of resistor is required). When on-chip 
implementation is performed, one resistor with low value is 
"absorbable" to the current input intrinsic resistance. Of 
course, other simpler circuits (Table I), controlled by several 
different ways exist, but above listed features are not 
fulfilled simultaneously in many of discussed solutions. 

II. PROPOSED OSCILLATOR 

The basic principle of active elements (adjustable voltage 
amplifier, adjustable current amplifier and current distributor 
- current follower/inverter) is explained in Fig. 1.  

We implemented two integrator loops with controllable 
current feedback in order to design simple type of the 
adjustable oscillator with minimum passive elements and 
grounded capacitors. Possibility of current and voltage gain 
control is very useful for tuning of FO and control of CO in 
our solution that is shown in Fig. 2. Basic component of the 
signal flow graph (SFG) is the current follower and inverter 
(MO-CF/I). Combined arrows substitute voltage to current 
(open-closed) and current to voltage (closed-open) 
conversion in Fig. 2(a). 

 
a)        b)        c) 

Fig. 1.  Active elements applied in proposed oscillator: a) adjustable 
voltage amplifier, b) current distributor c) adjustable current amplifier. 

We can briefly explain principle of the circuit in Fig. 2(b). 
The node 1, where three passive elements are connected 
together, is the most important part. These elements form 
significant impedance (conversion constant between current 
and voltage). Voltage in node 1 is transformed to the current 
through R1. The MO-CF/I produces identical copies of its 
input current (inverting or non-inverting output). Negative 
output is connected to C2, where current is changed to 
voltage (node 2). This voltage is amplified or attenuated by 
adjustable voltage amplifier (VA) with voltage gain AG. 
Finally, the output voltage of the VA is transferred through 
divider (R1, R2) with capacitive load (C1). The second loop 

(S2) contains current amplifier (CA) with the current gain BG 
and it is connected directly to positive output of the MO-
CF/I. The CA represents the feedback path which is 
connected back to the node 1. Output current of the CA is 
transformed from current to voltage at the impedance formed 
by R1, R2 and C1. 

 
a) 

 
b) 

Fig. 2.  Proposed oscillator: a) SFG for explanation; b) circuit 
representation. 

Analysis of the SFG in Fig. 2 (by Mason rule [36], [37]) 
yields to following characteristic equation 
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We can determine CO and FO as follows: 
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It is obvious that CO is controllable by BG and FO by AG 
and they are mutually independent. The relative sensitivities 
of FO on values of passive elements and gains, that are 
evident from (3), are: 
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III. REAL IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTAL 

VERIFICATION 

We created non-ideal model of the proposed circuit from 
Fig. 2(b). Additional nodal impedances that are caused by 
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real active elements and additional voltage buffers for 
impedance separation were added. Complete model is shown 
in Fig. 3. We implemented commercially available active 
elements for experimental verifications. The MO-CF/I 
element was implemented by EL4083 [38] current mode 
multiplier. The current amplifier (CA) with adjustable 
current gain is represented by EL2082 [39] current mode 
multiplier. We constructed adjustable voltage amplifier from 
high frequency voltage mode multiplier AD834 [40] and 
high speed opamp AD8045 [41]. 

 
Fig. 3.  Analysis of parasitic influences of proposed oscillator. 

 
Fig. 4.  Measuring setup for experimental tests. 

Additional (separation) buffers were BUF634 types [42]. 
We selected values of passive elements as follows: 
R1 = 39 Ω (real input resistance of MO-CF/I is considered), 
R2 = 78 Ω, C1 = C2 = C = 150 pF, BG = 2. Important 
parameters of the MO-CF/I (EL4083 [38]) are output 
impedances, both are characterized by Rout_MO-CF ≈ 1 MΩ/ 
Cout_MO-CF ≈ 5 pF and also input resistance, Rinp_MO-CF ≈ 40 Ω. 
Producer of EL2082 (modeling CA) indicates output 
properties as follows: Rout_CA ≈ 1 MΩ/ Cout_CA ≈ 5 pF, 
Rinp_CA ≈ 95 Ω. We suppose that influence of Rinp_CA is 
negligible because Rinp_CA << Rout_MO-CF. The voltage 
amplifier (VA) is characterized by input resistance Rinp_VA ≈ 
25 kΩ (AD834). High speed VA was built in accordance 
with recommendations in [40]. Output resistance of VA is 
negligible (datasheet of AD8045 shows value < 4 Ω up to 
100 MHz). Input impedance of additional separation voltage 
buffer is Rinp_VB ≈ 8 MΩ/ Cinp_VB ≈ 8 pF (BUF634). Outputs 
of the MO-CF/I are dominant in the node 1 where 
Rp1 ≈ Rout_CA║Rinp_VB ≈ 890 kΩ and Cp1 ≈ Cout_CA + Cinp_VB ≈ 
13 pF.  

The main problem is in the node 2, because input 
resistance of VA (AD834) is only 25 kΩ i.e. 
Rp2 ≈ Rinp_VA║Rout_MO-CF║Rinp_VB ≈ 24 kΩ. Capacitances in 
the node 2 have overall values Cp2 ≈ Cinp_VA + Cout_MO-CF + 
Cinp_VB ≈ 18 pF. Value of R1 is also influenced by Rinp_MO-

CF ≈ 40 Ω, i.e. real R1
/ ≈ R1 + Rinp_MO-CF ≈ 79 Ω. We can 

include parasitic capacitances to "working" values as 
C1

/ ≈ C1 + Cp1 ≈ 163 pF, C2
/ ≈ C2 + Cp2 ≈ 168 pF. However, 

estimation of parasitic features given by printed circuit board 
(PCB) is very problematic.  

 

 
a) 

 
b) 

 
c) 

 
d) 

Fig. 5.  Experimental results for f0 = 25.5 MHz, AG = 4: a) all transient 
responses, b) spectrum of VC1, c) spectrum of VC2, d) spectrum of VVA. 

Analysis of parasites in circuit in Fig. 3 leads to more real 
forms of CO and FO: 
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The term AGRp1Rp2 in (7) has more than hundred times 
higher value than term BG

/
Rp1R2 for BG = 2 and AG > 1. 
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Fig. 7.  Measured dependence of THD on FO. 

Therefore, its influence on FO is insignificant. 
Nevertheless, significant effects appear for lower AG (<< 1). 
This drawback increases with lower value of Rp2 (Rp1 >> Rp2 
in our equivalent circuit model). It is caused by specific 
feature of used VA. The next important problem is quite 
high value of Cp2. 

We tested proposed circuit in laboratory and find out the 
following results. The oscillator was modified 
(supplemented by automatic gain control circuit - AGC for 
amplitude stabilization, impedance matching) and carefully 
adjusted for adequate operation. The tested device was 
connected to measuring installation included in Fig. 4. 
Additional opamp in the AGC loop (pre-amplification) was 
necessary because output level of VB1 is quite low (about 
100 mVP-P) for sufficient THD (AD834 has restricted linear 
dynamical range of input voltage) and does not reach 
threshold voltage of the diode in the rectifier. Time domain 
results and spectral analyses for the highest achieved FO are 
shown in Fig. 5. 

  
a)           b) 

Fig. 8.  Measured prototype: a) top side, b) bottom side. 

 The dependence of FO on AG is depicted in Fig. 6. Ideal 
range (when only Rinp_MO-CF is included) of FO tuning was 
calculated between 14.81 and 27.05 MHz. Expected range 
(calculation from (7)) of FO control is from 13.43 to 
24.52 MHz. Measurements provided range from 12.01 to 
25.50 MHz. All results were obtained for AG adjusted from 

1.2 to 4. THD was evaluated as 0.3 to 2% (Fig. 7). Measured 
prototype is shown in Fig. 8. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

Presented work shows that two different ways of control 
(voltage and current gain) are also possible for tunable 
oscillator in comparison to classical method based on change 
of resistor(s) value or standard methods of electronic control 
by transconductance (gm) [10]–[23], intrinsic resistance [7], 
[8], [25] or their combination [26], [27] for example. 
Researchers try to find alternative methods of control of FO 
and CO (as we can see in [29]–[35]). Such methods may 
avoid using some not-generally advantageous ways of direct 
electronic control of parameters (control of intrinsic 
resistance RX for example). Presented solution is also an 
attempt, which shows how to avoid necessity of RX control 
in mixed-mode applications utilizing current-mode active 
elements (compared to [26]–[28]). 

Presented solution has several conveniences that are not 
fulfilled in many above compared solutions (Table I) 
simultaneously. Main advantages of the proposed solution 
are: I. direct simple DC voltage control of FO; II. simple and 
specially established CO - easy implementation of AGC by 
DC control voltage (no replacement of passive resistor is 
required); III. proposal of precise AGC system, which 
ensures sufficient THD level (0.3 - 2 %) in intended 
frequency range; IV. additional simplification for on-chip 
implementation - one resistor (R1) is "absorbable" to fixed 
value of intrinsic resistance of current input; V. no additional 
conversion of control voltages to bias current etc. is required 
- DC voltage is directly available to adjust the oscillator 
from control part or other device; VI. due to the high-
frequency devices and low values of passive elements, 
operational range of FO adjusting was at frequencies of 
several tens of MHz (between 12 - 25.5 MHz). In real case, 
an attention to sufficient values of nodal impedances 
(resistances and capacitances) and undesirable couplings 
must be given. 

Active elements were modeled by commercially available 
current multipliers, voltage amplifiers and buffers. This 
approach allows preliminary laboratory tests. The authors 
believe that if the circuit built from discrete commercially 
available elements works well, then appropriate and future 
on-chip implementation will work even better. 
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In this paper, a new electronically tunable quadrature oscillator (ETQO) based on two modified versions of current
feedback amplifiers (CFAs), the so called double current controlled CFA (DCC-CFAs) is presented. The frequency of
oscillation (FO) of the proposed voltage-mode (VM) ETQO is electronically adjustable by current gain or by varying the
intrinsic resistance of the X terminal of the active element used. The condition of oscillation (CO) is adjustable by current
gain independently with respect to frequency of oscillation. Simultaneous control of current gain and intrinsic resistance
allows linear control of FO and provides extension of frequency tuning range. In the proposed circuit all the capacitors
are grounded. The use of only grounded capacitors makes the proposed circuit ideal for integrated circuit implementation.
The presented active element realized by using BiCMOS technology and the behavior of proposed circuit are discussed in
details. The theoretical results are verified by SPICE simulations based on CMOS ON-Semi C5 0.5 µm and bipolar ultra
high frequency transistor arrays Intersil HFA 3096 process parameters.

K e y w o r d s: electronic control, sinusoidal oscillator, current feedback amplifier (CFA), double current controlled CFA
(DCC-CFA)

1 INTRODUCTION

Recently, in [1], the fact of plenty available analog
building blocks (ABBs) for analog signal processing is
discussed. In [1], the review of basic, modified, and novel
active elements is also given. In the last years in the liter-
ature interesting applications of components mentioned
in [1], such as operational transconductance amplifier
(OTA) [2, 3], current controlled second-generation current
conveyor (CCCII) [4, 5], dual-X second-generation cur-
rent conveyor (DXCCII) [6, 7], fully-differential second-
generation current conveyer (FDCCII) [8, 9], current feed-
back amplifier (CFA) [10], current controlled CFA (CC-
CFA) [11], modified current feedback operational ampli-
fier (MCFOA) [12], current differencing buffered amplifier
(CDBA) [13, 14], current differencing transconductance
amplifier (CDTA) [15, 16], current follower transconduc-
tance amplifier (CFTA) [17, 18], programmable current
amplifiers [19, 20], adjustable current followers [21], etc,
have been published. Many of these components offer fea-
tures for electronic control and great frequency response.
Mentioned elements find wide range of applications in
the field of sensor, control, measuring, automotive elec-
tronics, acoustic, and high-speed & radio-communication
systems (amplifiers, filters, oscillators, modulators, active
rectifiers, etc) [22–28].

The possibilities of electronic tunability of ABBs are
today focused to several ways. As an example internal (in-
trinsic) resistance RX control by bias current Ib [5, 11,

29], transconductance (gm ) control by bias current Ib
[30–33], control by one passive element (grounded or float-
ing resistor), so-called single resistance controlled oscilla-
tors (SRCO) [34–38] can be mentioned. Some suitable so-
lutions allow replacement of the resistor by FET and easy
voltage control of frequency of oscillation (FO) [35, 37].
Interesting approach based on synthetic negative capac-
itance control is published in [39]. Switching of working
capacitors is also suitable method, if continuous control
of FO is not necessary [40]. Another interesting way is the
use of current gain control, which is not so common. Sev-
eral solutions of electronically controllable current con-
veyors were proposed [41–45] and applied for electronic
control of frequency of oscillation [44, 45].

Short review of several important previously presented
solutions of oscillators with CFAs is summarized below.
Siripruchyanun et al [11] proposed oscillator employing
two CFAs and two capacitors with gm and RX control,
but FO tunability has not been verified. Verification was
provided by simulation at f0 = 820 kHz with total har-
monic distortion (THD) 2.7%. In [34], Gupta et al pre-
sented SRCO solutions based on two CFA and five passive
elements, where one of two capacitors is floating. Tun-
ability range of the verified type was from 45 to 150 kHz
with THD = 0.6%. In [35], Gupta et al presented similar
types of SRCO oscillators employing two CFAs and 5–6
passive elements. Oscillation frequency is tunable by FET
replacement of specific resistor approximately from 230 to
300 kHz with THD = 1.6%. Lahiri et al proposed several

∗
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Fig. 1. Circuit symbol of the DCC-CFA including parasitic ele-
ments representing small-signal properties

Table 1. Dimensions of CMOS transistors in Figs. 3(a) and (b)

Transistor W/L (µm)

M1, M2, M35 –M44, M53, M54, M60, M61, M65, M66 20/1

M3, M4, M7 –M25, M47, M48, M51, M52, M55, M56 40/1

M5, M6, M45, M46, M49, M50 10/1

M26 –M34, M57 –M59, M62 –M64 5/1

Table 2. Dimensions of CMOS transistors in Fig. 3(c) (voltage
buffer)

Transistor W/L (µm)

M1 –M3, M8, M9, M12, M13 5/1

M4 –M7, M10, M11, M14 –M17 10/1

variants of oscillators using two CFAs and 5 passive ele-
ments with grounded capacitors [36]. Furthermore, some
of them have FO controllable by a single resistor. Verifi-
cation was provided at f0 = 1.3 MHz with THD = 3%.
Bhaskar et al [37] showed several conceptions of SRCO
types employing two CFAs with 4–5 passive elements and
2 or 3 capacitors included. Tunability is based on FET re-
placement of resistor. The change of FO was verified ap-
proximately from 3 to 35 kHz with THD between 0.5–2%.
Herencsar et al [38] presented SRCO quadrature solu-
tions based on two CFAs and 5 passive elements. Tunabil-
ity was verified from 100 to 400 kHz with THD = 0.7%.
In [39], Lahiri et al introduced quadrature realizations us-
ing two CFAs and 4 passive elements, where one capacitor
is replaced by negative synthetic equivalent for purposes
of adjustability. In fact, the circuit contains three active
and 6 passive elements. The THD values in both outputs
are under 2%. Soliman presented solutions based on 2–
3 CFAs and 4–6 passive elements (all C grounded) [46].
The condition of oscillation (CO) of some of the proposed
circuits is quite complicated and the independent control
of the FO and CO is not allowed. Several realizations in

[46] of them have quadrature outputs and the feasibility

was verified on f0 = 159 kHz. In [47], Singh et al intro-
duced interesting solutions of SRCOs employing only one

CFA and 5 passive elements. Tunability was verified from
5 to 35 kHz and 123–270kHz with THD 1.4% and 3%,

respectively. Senani et al published SRCO solution based

on two CFAs and 5 passive elements with FO adjusta-
bility from 50 to 450 kHz [48]. In [49] it is introduced

a SRCO, which is designed by Martinez et al , wherein
two CFAs and 5 passive elements were used. The circuit

is tunable form 40 to 400 kHz with THD < 1%. The

SRCO conception presented in [50] by Shen-Iuan et al

contains two CFAs and 6 passive elements and it is de-

signed for low frequencies — tunability from 10 Hz up

to 550 Hz. Theoretical work [51] by Celma et al deals
with comparison of CFA based oscillators versus classi-

cal Op-Amp solutions. The proposed SRCO solution [52]
employing one CFA and 5 passive elements is tunable

from 330 kHz to 1 MHz. Senani et al proposed several

SRCO solutions published in [53], where 3 CFAs and 5
passive elements were used. Adjusting of FO is possible

from 5 to 15 kHz. Some theoretical information about
synthesis was given by Gupta et al in [54]. In [55], Abuel-

maatti introduced novel oscillator solutions based on par-

tial admittance autonomous networks with 1 and 2 CFAs
and verified circuits employ 3 and 4 passive elements, re-

spectively. Unfortunately, equations for FO and CO are
quite complicated. Workability was proved at frequencies

around 150 kHz. Gunes et al [56] presented interesting

approach about several realizations of SRCO oscillators
using one CFA and 5 passive elements with favorable and

also with complicated design equations. Tunability was
verified by R control from 5 kHz to 2 MHz by switch-

ing of the working capacitors. Very interesting solution

of controllable oscillator was introduced by Bhaskar et al
in [57], which is based on one CFA, 5 passive elements

and two voltage multipliers for electronic control of FO.

The tuning of FO by control voltage was verified from 15
to 73 kHz with THD in range 1.5–1.9%. Summarization

of suitable voltage controlled solutions is in [58], where
two CFAs are used with two voltage multipliers and 5–6

passive elements. The tunability of the selected circuits

was verified from 18 to 130 kHz and for the other vari-
ants approximately from 20 to 330 kHz. The THD is be-

tween 0.8–3.9%. Senani et al [59] also proposed several
conceptions employing one CFA and 6 passive elements

(3C/3R), however, tuning of FO is unfortunately not al-

lowed (the circuit is tested at fixed FO of 11.4 kHz). In
both cases the obtained THD is 0.6 and 1.2%.

In general it can be seen that in some of introduced

circuits (for example in [36, 37, 46]) the CO is very com-
plicated, and overwhelming majority of presented solu-

tions use R control (SRCO) for FO tuning. Hence, in case

of floating resistor the adequate voltage control by FET
or digital potentiometers can be difficult to implement.

Therefore, to eliminate above mentioned disadvantages in

the implementation of R control, we present a modified
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ABB of well known CFA so-called Double Current Con-

trolled CFA (DCC-CFA) in this paper. Main advantages

of presented active element is the current gain control

between ports X and Z terminals and control of input

(intrinsic) resistance (RX ) of current input X terminal

without mutually affection that allow simple electroni-

cally tunable quadrature oscillator (ETQO) design with

fine tuning. Moreover, this paper presents another point

of view on frequency of oscillation and condition of os-

cillation adjusting than use oscillators in many hitherto

published CFA based solutions. Hence, combination of

two ways of control is possible. Here proposed ETQO pro-

vides electronic CO and except “classical” SRCO type of

control allows also two another types of electronic control

of FO via RX (Iset RX ) and current gain B (Iset B ). In

addition, simultaneous change of both parameters (their

invariant ratio) allows linear FO tuning. Hence, indepen-

dent control of the CO and FO without any matching

conditions and without changes of any passive elements

are very useful features. For wider range of FO tuning

and for electronic CO control via current controlled cur-

rent gain, a simple implementation of automatic ampli-

tude gain control circuit (AGC) is presented.

2 DOUBLE CURRENT

CONTROLLED CFA (DCC–CFA)

The CFA device [1, 10, 11] is equivalent circuit to

second-generation current conveyor (CCII), which is fol-

lowed by voltage buffer. Principle of electronic control

of input (intrinsic) resistance (labeled as RX ) of current

input terminal X is already well known [11, 29], where

only one CCII and bias control (Ib ) is sufficient [4, 29].

Implementation of current gain control is more compli-

cated [42]. Previously, in the four terminal floating nul-

lor (FTFN) [60–62] has been implemented such solution,

which internal structure contains CCII with special type

of controlled current mirror sections, two auxiliary DC

currents (gain is given by ratio of these currents), and

also standard bias current. Therefore, theoretically it is

possible to change current gain and intrinsic resistance

RX in one modified CCII without their mutual affec-

tion. However, our further analyses demonstrate that RX

(Ib ) bias current control causes increase of nonlinear-

ity of input dynamical range and current gain interfer-

ence (RX−Iset RX
control affects linearity of B control by

Iset B ), if current gain (in this paper labeled by sym-

bol B ) is not unity. Therefore, in our design the section

for adjusting RX (Iset RX ) and gain control B (Iset B )

are separated and all interferences between RX and B

control are eliminated.

Circuit symbol of the DCC-CFA including parasitic

elements representing small-signal properties is shown in

Fig. 1, which can be described by the following hybrid

matrix
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, (1)

where YY = sCY + 1/RY , YZ+ = sCZ+ + 1/RZ+ ,
YZ- = sCZ-+1/RZ- , ZO+ = RO+ , ZO- = RO- are parallel
admittances and resistances at their relevant terminals.
The α is voltage tracking error between Y and X ter-
minals (α = 1 − ε , |ε| ≪ 1), β1,2 are current tracking
errors (β = 1 − δ , |δ| ≪ 1) between X and Z1,2 termi-
nals, and γ1,2 are voltage tracking errors between Z and
O terminals (γ = 1− η , |η| ≪ 1), respectively.

The behavioral model, the block diagram, and the
proposed internal structure of DCC-CFA are shown in
Figs. 2 and 3, respectively. The internal structure contains
two current conveyors (CC1 and CC2 ) and two voltage
buffers (VBs). In Fig. 3(a) the CC1 section is classical
CCII with cascoded mirrors [63–65]. The core of the CC2 ,
shown in Fig. 3(b), is based on modified CCII with addi-
tional mirrors for current gain control, which was intro-
duced in [60–63]. In Fig. 3(c), the last part of DCC-CFA,
the voltage buffer employing two classical transconduc-
tance sections is shown [65, 66]. The supply voltages of
DCC-CFA were chosen as ±2.5 V.

The input intrinsic resistance of CC1 stage is given by
the following equation

RX ≈
1

gm M54 + gm M56

=

1
√

2KPN

(

WM54

LM54

)

Iset RX +
√

2KPP

(

WM56

LM56

)

Iset RX

, (2)

where W and L are the channel width and length, re-
spectively, and KP = µ0COX (µ0 is carrier mobility,
COX is the gate-oxide capacitance per unit area) for
the used CMOS ON-Semi C5 0.5µm technology model
(LOT: T22Y TT, WAF: 3104) [67]. The dimensions of
the MOS transistors used in the DCC-CFA implemen-
tation are listed in Tab. 1 (CC1 and CC2 stages) and
Tab. 2 (voltage buffer), respectively.

The current gain control of DCC-CFA, which is im-
plemented in the stage CC2 shown in Fig. 3(b), is done
by special current mirrors formed by group of transistors
Q1–Q12 for purposes of electronic adjustability. More-
over, in comparison with PNP types of transistors, NPN
types have much better properties in particular tech-
nology, and therefore, design is done with NPN types
only. In the simulations the commercially available mod-
els of ultra high frequency transistor arrays Intersil HFA
3096 were used [68]. Applying the translinear principle
[20, 60, 61, 69–71] and assuming that all transistors are
well matched with the common-emitter current gains
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Fig. 4. (a)– signal flow graph of the proposed oscillator, (b) – the proposed oscillator, (c) – controllable negative resistance based on
DCC-CFA, (d) – minimal realization of proposed oscillator using intrinsic resistances of current inputs

h21e ≫ 1, then the relationship of the collector currents
can be characterized by the following equations

∏

n∈CW

In =
∏

n∈CCW

In , (3)

IC Q5IC Q2 = IC Q3IC Q6 , (4)

IC Q11IC Q8 = IC Q9IC Q12 , (5)

where CW means clockwise and CCW counter clockwise
direction of calculation in translinear approach. In (4)
and (5) IC Q5 and IC Q11 are input currents of the so-
called “gain producing bipolar section” and IC Q6 and
IC Q12 are the output currents. According to the previous
statement, (4) and (5) can be express as

IinIC Q2 = IC Q3Iout, IinIC Q8 = IC Q9Iout. (6)

Assuming that IC Q2 = IC Q8 = Iset B and IC Q3 =
IC Q9 = Ia , the current gain can be calculated as follows

B ≈
Iout
Iin

=
IC Q8

IC Q9

=
IC Q2

IC Q3

=
Iset B

Ib
. (7)

From (7), it is evident that the current gain can be
easily controlled by either Iset B and/or Ia .

3 OSCILLATOR DESIGN WITH TWO
WAYS OF FO AND CO TUNING

The are many approaches leading to synthesis of oscil-
lators in current technical literature[72]. As an example,
loop and multi-loop integrator systems, autonomous cir-
cuit nodal analysis, or the state variable method can be

mentioned [34, 37, 46]. Here proposed quadrature oscil-
lator is based on very common approach employing in-
tegrators in the loop. The signal flow graph (SFG) of
proposed oscillator and the corresponding circuit em-
ploying two DCC-CFAs and five passive elements is
shown in Figs. 4(a) and (b), respectively. It is based on
loop feedback system with one lossless voltage integra-
tor (DCC-CFA1 , R1 , and C1 ) and passive lossy voltage
integrator (PLVI), which is formed by R3 and C2 . In
addition, the PLVI requires a negative resistance that is
realized by another current amplifier included in frame of
the DCC-CFA2 , as it is shown in Fig. 4(c).

The determinant of SFG [73] for the oscillator from
Fig. 4(b) is shown in Fig. 4(a) and has a form

∆ = 1−

[

−B1

sC1(R1 − RX1)

R∗

2

sC2R∗

2R3 +R∗

2 +R3

]

= 0 ,

(8)
where R∗

2 represents a negative resistance given by

R∗

2 =
R2 +RX2

1−B2

. (9)

By substituting (9) into (8) we obtain the character-
istic equation (CE) of the circuit in the following simple
form

CE: s2 + s
R3 + (R2 +RX2)−R3B2

R2R3C2

+
B1

R3C1C2(R1 +RX1)
= 0 , (10)

where the condition of oscillation and the frequency of
oscillation are

CO : B2 ≥
R3 + (R2 +RX2)

R3

, (11)

FO : ω0 =

√

B1

R3C1C2(R1 +RX1)
. (12)
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From (11) and (12) it can be seen that in ideal case the
CO and FO are independently adjustable by current gains
of DCC-CFAs. Moreover, the FO can be adjustable by
floating resistor R1 , therefore, this oscillator can also be
added to the group of oscillators referred as SRCO types.
Unfortunately, the replacement or adjusting of floating
element can be complicated. Therefore, in our case we can
also use intrinsic resistance control of DCC-CFA (RX ),
which allows tuning by very simple way. Assuming that
the current gain of DCC-CFA1 is equal to 1 (fixed gain),
the FO in (12) turns to

FO : ω0 =

√

1

R3C1C2 [R1 +RX(Iset RX)]
. (13)

The equivalent minimal oscillator circuit is show in
Fig. 4(d) in case of only internal intrinsic resistances
RX1, RX2(R1 = R2 = 0) and one external R3 are consid-
ered.

The relative sensitivities of the frequency of oscillation
(12) on circuit parameters can be calculated as

Sω0

R1
= −0.5

R1

R1 +RX1

, Sω0

RX1
= −0.5

RX1

R1 +RX1

,

Sω0

R3,C1,C2
= −Sω0

B1
= −0.5 , Sω0

B2,RX2,R2
= 0 .

(14)

Equation (14) indicates that the ω0 passive and active
sensitivities are equal or not higher than 0.5 in absolute
value, and hence, the circuit exhibits an attractive sensi-
tivity performance.

4 SIMULATION RESULTS

In this Section, results concerning oscillator from
Fig. 4(b), ie time domain, tuning properties and quality
of produced signal are presented. Input resistances RX1,2

were set to 760Ω (Iset RX = 50µA). External resistors
have values 200Ω, therefore real values of (R1 + RX1)
and (R2 + RX2) can be considered as 960Ω. The pro-
posed oscillator is also able to operate without external
resistors, as it is shown in Fig. 4(d). However, the anal-
yses showed that the solution with external resistors of
small values is better in THD. Therefore, the usage of ex-
ternal resistors R1 and R2 is matter of spectral quality
of generated waveform. The current transfer B1 = 0.8 is
set by Iset B1 = 40µA. To fulfill the CO in (11) and to
start the oscillation, the B2 ≥ 2 must be satisfied, which
corresponds in the ideal case to Iset B2 ≥ 100µA.

Since we expect wider range of electronic tuning of
FO, stable output level, and lower THD, a precise auto-
matic amplitude gain control circuit (AGC) implementa-
tion (Fig. 4(b)) is necessary. In low-voltage CMOS and
BiCMOS technologies there is always problem with lin-
earity and amplitude of output signal, which is quite small
(tens - hundreds mV maximally). The implementation of
AGC is quite easy, since the CO is controlled by B2 pa-
rameter. Theoretically, the rectified output voltage is able
to control B2 , but here proposed and similar types of os-
cillators provides output amplitude with several tens or
hundreds of mV. Hence, before the rectification a suffi-
ciently larger level amplification (several times) is neces-
sary. Subsequently, the used amplifier before rectification
must have great frequency features and also great slew
rate. Such conception is better for higher output oscilla-
tion level, where pre-amplification (before rectifier) is not
necessary. Therefore, we utilized the current-mode rec-
tifier (based on current follower [74]) as it is shown in
Fig. 5. We engaged unused (grounded in practice) cur-
rent output Z- of DCC-CFA2 in this case. The current
follower in Fig. 5 was modeled by the diamond transistor
OPA860 [75]. An advantage of this rectifier is in precise
rectification suitable for low current amplitudes (tens of
µA). In the simulations, the BAS70 [76] high speed diode
with minimal threshold voltage and short recovery time
was used, which provides low output amplitudes.

Figure 6 shows the output oscillation at both out-
puts for B1 = 0.8 (Iset B1 = 40 µA). Oscillator pro-
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Fig. 8. Current gain control of oscillation frequency: (a) – dependence of FO on controlled current gain B1 , (b) – dependence of output
amplitudes on frequency of oscillation, (c) – THD versus oscillation frequency

duces quadrature outputs (see SFG in Fig. 4(a) – rela-
tion between outputs)s in steady state operation. Sim-
ulations provided oscillation frequency 1.23 MHz. Theo-
retical value is 1.45 MHz. Considering the parasitic in-
fluences of the circuit, the obtained frequency of oscilla-
tion is 1.32 MHz for both outputs with amplitudes about
160 mV peak-to-peak.

4.1 FO control via current gain

The first way of control the FO of the oscillator from
Fig. 4(b) is via current gain B1 (Iset B1 ). The output level
of VOUT2 achieved values between 150-190 mV peak-to-
peak, in the tuning range approximately from 470 kHz
to 2.5 MHz for B1 from 0.1 to 3.6. Figure 7 shows three
output waveforms for different oscillation frequencies to-
gether with corresponding responses of AGC (Iset B2 ) on
change of output amplitude and spectrum of VOUT2 . The
output VOUT1 changed voltage level rapidly from 56 to
400 mV, peak-to-peak (in the same frequency range of
FO adjusting). The difference between the approximately
determined, when small-signal parasitic influences Cp of
DCC-CFA are considered and simulated FO is caused by

non-ideal properties of active elements used and nonlin-
earity of B control. Figure 8 shows graphical representa-

tions of the obtained results ie dependence of FO on B1 ,
dependence of output level on FO, and THD versus FO,
respectively. Obtained results are in good agreement with

theory. Better results can be obtained by more careful CO
and AGC settings. However, due to complex DCC-CFA

transistor model, the optimization of oscillator parame-
ters is time consuming.

4.2 FO control by intrinsic resistance

In case of the second possibility of FO control, the
FO, given by (13), can be easily controlled by means

of control current Iset RX1 of DCC-CFA1 . The depen-
dences of FO on RX1 and dependences of output ampli-
tudes on FO are shown in Fig. 9, respectively. Output

level of VOUT2 is greater than in previous case of con-
trol, ie between 160–175mV peak-to-peak. The output

signal level of VOUT1 is changed in narrower range from
110 to 260mVP-P . However, the tunability range is nar-

rower than in previous case and it is approximately from
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Fig. 9. Intrinsic resistance control of oscillation frequency: (a) – dependence of frequency of oscillation on intrinsic resistance, (b)–
dependence of output amplitudes on frequency of oscillation

830 kHz to 1.93 MHz. The THD values are close to the
THD of the first type of adjusting.

5 DISCUSSION

First type of electronic control of frequency of oscil-
lation via B1 is suitable for wider range of tuning. Re-
sults show that the frequency is tunable approximately
from 470 kHz to 2.5 MHz. The AGC system defends os-
cillator against large fluctuations or outages of output
amplitudes, however, in direction to higher frequencies it
still brings small (40 mV) change of VOUT2 amplitude.
The second variant of electronic control by intrinsic resis-
tance RX is suitable for shorter range of adjusting with
better stability of the output level (VOUT2 ) in the range
of interest. In this case the variance of VOUT2 is only
about 15 mV and, in comparison to B1 control of FO, the
range of oscillation frequency adjusting is approximately
two times narrower, ie from 830 kHz to 1.93 MHz. This
weakness is given by the constraining technological limits
of RX caused by smaller and restricted changes of RX

(range between saturation and linear region of transis-
tors). The effect of RX on frequency of oscillation is also
determined by sensitivity of RX on FO that is decreas-
ing, if R1 ≫ RX1 . In both cases the THD is comparable.
If simultaneous adjusting of both parameters in Fig. 4(b)
(B1 and also RX ) is applied, it allows spreading of FO
range from 283 kHz (Iset B1 = 5µA, Iset RX = 5µA) to
3.48 MHz (Iset B1 = 200µA, Iset RX = 400µA), and also
linear control of FO (if B1 and (R1 + RX1) ratio keeps
preserved).

Analyzing of (12) from Fig. 4(a) and assuming that
C1 = C2 = C , the relation between VOUT2 and VOUT1

can be given as

VOUT1 = VOUT2

√

B1

R3

(R1 +RX1)
. (15)

From (15) it is evident that the output voltage level
at OUT1 (VOUT1 ) is dependent on current gain B1 ,

which affects the frequency of oscillation. Moreover, the
VOUT1 is also dependent on (R1 + RX1), which appears
in DCC-CFA1 based lossless integrator unit and both
amplitudes (VOUT1 and VOUT2 ) are unchangeable (or
even equal) during the tuning process if invariant ratio of
B1 and (R1 +RX1) is ensured.

6 CONCLUSION

In this paper, easy construction of oscillator with mu-
tually independent control of frequency of oscillation and
condition of oscillation was demonstrated. Used approach
employs standard loop integrator system with control-
lable negative resistance based double current controlled
CFAs. Advantage of introduced specific modification of
CFA in signal processing and electronically tunable ap-
plications is clear. Proposed ABB allows current gain
and internal (intrinsic) resistance control simultaneously.
The proposed oscillator in minimal configuration employs
three passive elements and it is tunable by current gain
(B ) or by internal resistance (RX ), both controlled by
auxiliary DC control currents. The full realization of the
oscillator with five passive elements belongs to the cat-
egory of the so-called SRCO types, because FO control
is also allowed by external floating resistor R1 . The tun-
ability range was verified by simulations from 283 kHz to
3.48 MHz by both ways of the electronic FO control si-
multaneously. For stable output voltage levels and wider
range of frequency tuning, a precise AGC system was de-
signed. Amplitudes of output oscillations and total har-
monic distortion are adequate to the used low voltage
technology, low dynamic ranges of used active elements
and quality of AGC circuit. Advantages of proposed solu-
tion are the following: sufficient range of tunability with
possible extension by two types of FO control, possibility
of linear control of FO, possibility of operation with equal
amplitudes, grounded capacitors, easy final construction,
and low sensitivities on passive components. Theoretical
study was confirmed by detailed SPICE simulations.
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The main aim of this work is to demonstrate the use of electronically controlled second-generation 
current conveyor in providing electronic control to the condition of oscillation (CO) of a new active RC 
sinusoidal oscillator. Electronic control of the CO, which is independently set and does not affect the 
oscillation frequency, is enabled by the use of an auxiliary amplitude control loop to regulate the 
amplitude and provide very good total harmonic distortion performance. The proposed oscillator 
employs only one standard second-generation current conveyor, one electronically controlled second-
generation current conveyor, five passive elements and is capable of providing three voltage outputs 
having phase shifts 45 and 90°, if specific design requirements are fulfilled. Similar simple types of 
oscillators do not provide such features. Non-ideal analysis of the circuit has also been carried out and 
the proposed oscillator has been verified by both PSpice simulations and experimental measurements 
using commercially available integrated circuits. 
 
Key words: Three-phase oscillator, special features, electronic control, electronically controllable current 
conveyor (ECCII), second generation current conveyor (CCII). 

 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The second generation current conveyor (CCII) (Sedra 
and Smith, 1970; Biolek et al., 2008) and its practical 
utilization (Svoboda et al., 1991) is a very popular active 
element for the realizations of variety of circuit solutions. 
However, active RC circuits based on CCII typically lack 
in inherent electronic control of the circuit parameters. 
Electronic control for such CCII based RC solutions is 
made possible by simulating resistor through metal-
oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistor (MOSFET) in 
triode region and thereby creating a voltage-controlled-
resistor. A unique way of creating electronically controlled 
RC circuits is to provide electronic control within the CCII,  
 

 
 
*Corresponding author. E-mail: sotner@feec.vutbr.cz. Tel: +420 
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which was first attempted by Surakampontorn and 
Thitimahshima (1988) by creating the so called 
electronically controllable current conveyor (ECCII). 
ECCII has controllable current gain between X and Z 
terminals. One of the most recent Complementary metal-
oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) implementations of the 
ECCII was presented by Minaei et al. (2006). To improve 
the features and adjustability other active elements were 
developed, that is, voltage gain controlled current 
conveyors (VGC-CCII) (Marcellis et al., 2009), that 
enables the gain control between X and Z terminals and 
furthermore the control of gain between Y and X 
terminals, and other active elements providing current-

gain (Kumngern et al., 2010a; Tangsrirat, 2008; Koton et 
al., 2010). Biolek et al. (2008) also lists many active 
elements for direct electronic control of circuits, but many 
of them are only hypothetical and not commonly available  
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for designers without microelectronic technology and 
production.  

As shown subsequently, ECCII is a very useful active 
element for the design of sinusoidal oscillators. It can 
provide direct electronic control of the frequency of 
oscillation (FO) and the condition of oscillation (CO) 
(Kumngern et al., 2010a; Sotner et al., 2011a, b, 2010). 
Electronic control of the FO is very useful for applications 
requiring variable frequency sources and frequency 
control on the fly. The control of CO can be very useful 
for applications requiring tight control of the amplitude of 
oscillation and having very tight total harmonic distortion 
(THD) requirements. Electronic control of the CO can be 
used to regulate the amplitude by sensing the peak of the 
amplitude and reducing the loop gain, thereby controlling 
the oscillation amplitude.  

In this paper, a simple three-phase oscillator employing 
a single ECCII- and CCII+ is presented, wherein elec-
tronic control of the CO has been enabled using ECCII. 
Thus, the proposed oscillator is able to achieve very good 
THD performance. Due to the very large number of works 
dealing with controlled current (CC) based oscillators, it is 
impossible to discuss all the previously published results 
and we restrict this discussion to state-of-the-art 
solutions. It should be pointed out that many of the RC 
oscilla-tors do not discuss the control mechanism and 
just state that the oscillation condition and oscillation 
frequency can be changed by varying the passives 
element values (e.g. resistors and thereby coming with 
terminologies like resistance-controlled-oscillators, etc). 
We divide RC oscillators based on CCs to the three 
following types: 
 

Type I: The first group contains mainly non-adjustable 
oscillators. It means that tuning of FO is complicated 
(simultaneous changes of several values of resistors) or 
is not allowed. These oscillators are more suitable to be 
used as fixed frequency oscillators. Several works can be 
introduced as examples (Nandi, 1977; Abuelmaatti and 
Humood, 1987; Martinez et al., 1995; Soliman, 1998; 
Soliman and Elwakil, 1999). Many circuits were designed 
as modifications of well known Wien-bridge oscillator. In 
the mentioned works two or more active and four or more 
passive elements were used. Soliman (1999) verified 

several solutions, where two or three CCII-s and four or 
six grounded passive elements were used. We can 
suppose that the current feedback amplifier (CFA) is also 
CCII with additional voltage buffer. Many authors were 
interested in this field for years. For example Senani and 
Sharma (2004) used one CCII/CFA and six passive 
elements (floating and grounded) in simple oscillators, 
where CO is adjustable independently with respect to FO 
by one resistor. 
 
Type II: All solutions that provide control of FO and CO 
by floating or grounded resistors to the second group 
were clubbed. This type of oscillators is classified as 
single resistance controlled oscillator  (SRCO).  Celma  et  

 
 
 
 
al. (1992) utilized only one CCII+, two grounded capa-
citors and three resistors in simple oscillator. There exist 
possibilities of FO and CO control, but the elements that 
provide adjusting are floating. Senani and Singh (1996) 
proposed solution, which allows the control of FO and CO 
separately by two resistor values. The circuit employs two 
CFAs, two capacitors and three resistors. Also Horng 
(2005) published several solutions, where SRCO 
oscillators using three CCII (positive and negative types) 
and grounded passive elements were proposed. 
Similarly, Chang (1994) showed us SRCO oscillator 
using three CCII (both types), two grounded capacitors 
and resistors. Toker et al. (2002) proposed SRCO types, 

where inverting type of CC (ICCII) was used. Martinez et 
al. (1999) built his SRCO with three CCII+s, two groun-
ded capacitors, and four resistors. Similarly, Khan et al. 
(2005) used commercially available CCII/CFA elements 
with four resistors and two grounded capacitors for 
SRCO design. Quite large and difficult solutions were 
presented by Soliman (2010). Circuits contain four CCIIs 
and maximally 6 passive elements, most of them are 
grounded. Recently, several solutions of SRCOs 
employing two current conveyors and maximally four 
passive elements are summarized by Lahiri (2011). 
 

Type III: This group covers such realizations, where FO 
and CO are adjustable electronically in direct way. One 
possibility is to control the intrinsic resistance (RX) of input 
terminal X of CCII (Fabre et al., 1996; Salem et al., 2006; 
Barthelemy et al., 2007; Eldbib and Musil, 2008) or 
simulate resistors by transconductance elements, e.g. 
operational transconductance amplifier (OTA). Of course, 
there exist many solutions with more sophisticated active 
elements like current follower transconductance amplifier 
(CFTA) (Herencsar et al., 2010), current controlled 
current differencing transconductance amplifier 
(CCCDTA) (Jaikla and Lahiri, 2012), etc., Biolek et al. 
(2008) worked on it, but it is not the intention of this work 
to discuss all of them. An example of such oscillator 
solution was published (Horng, 2001), where FO and CO 
are controlled by bias current setting RX of the active 
element. Abuelmaatti and Al-Qahtani (1998) presented 
multiphase (n-phases) oscillator using lossy integrators. 
Each integrator is based on CCCII and two grounded 
capacitors and hence, oscillator employs only capacitors 
as external components. Another way is to use 
adjustable current gain to control FO and CO. Recently, 
several active elements with this feature were published 
(Minaei et al., 2006; Marcellis et al., 2009; Kumngern et 
al., 2010a; Tangsrirat, 2008; Shi-Xiang et al., 2007). 
Kumngern et al. (2010a) proposed multiphase oscillator 
with oscillation frequency controlled by current gain in 
each integrator section. Similar solution is provided by 
Souliotis et al. (2009) with controllable current amplifiers. 
Biolkova et al. (2011) proposed two "SRCO compatible" 
oscillators with differential-output current inverter buffered 
amplifiers (DO-CIBAs). The circuit is quite simple and 
provides   four-phase   outputs,    which   is   suitable   for  



 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Electronically controllable current 
conveyor of second generation (ECCII-). 

 
 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Proposed oscillator. 

 
 
 
differential outputs. Kumngern and Junnapiya, (2010b) 
discussed the combination of both intrinsic resistance 
and current gain control to adjust the FO and CO in 
oscillator using only two current conveyors and two 
grounded capacitors. Main design approaches in most of 
the aforementioned types of oscillators are loop and 
multi-loop integrator structures, nodal admittance 
analysis (autonomous circuit) or state variable synthesis. 
Also, many of the discussed multiphase oscillator circuits 
provide phase shifts either in 90 or 180°(that is, 
inversion). This is provided by the presence of integrators 
in the circuit loop in most cases (Kumngern et al., 2010a; 
Sotner et al., 2011a, b; Abuelmaatti and Al-Qahtani, 
1998; Souliotis et al., 2009; Biolkova et al., 2011) or 
based on multifunctional biquad filter-band pass 
response (Bajer et al., 2011a) for example. Our oscillator 
provides both 45 and 90° phase shift, which is a special 
feature of our circuit. Two produced signals are 
accessible from high- impedance nodes and the third is 
the current response through grounded resistive  load.  In  
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comparison to some of the previously published 
solutions, CO control in our circuit is simpler and more 
effective, since the current gain of the ECCII is controlled 
by direct current (DC) voltage. This also provides 
compatibility with an auxiliary amplitude control loop to 
regulate the oscillation amplitude. The proposed oscillator 
has been experi-mentally verified by using commercially 
available Integrated circuits (ICs) and with an auxiliary 
amplitude control loop to prove the concept of the used 
ECCII in controlling the CO, to regulate the amplitude and 
provide very good THD performance. 
 
 
PROPOSED THREE-PHASE OSCILLATOR  
 

BG (adjustable transfer between X and Z port of the 
ECCII) was used in our contribution, which allows us to 
set the CO without disturbing the FO. It can remove the 
earlier discussed drawback also in some hitherto 
published solutions. However, it can not be always 
helpful. Specific solution (concerning controllable BG) is 
based on type of circuit topology. After this modification 
and proper design, FO is set by the passive elements 
and CO by the current gain (BG) in our circuit. As pointed 
earlier, the electronic control of the CO enables the use 
of auxiliary amplitude control loop to regulate the 
amplitude. Figure 1 explains the general principle of the 
ECCII element. The transfer relations between terminal 
voltages and currents are described as follows 
(Surakampontorn and Thitimahshima, 1988; Minaei et al., 
2006): VY = VX, IY = 0, IZ- = -BGIX. The CCII+ behaves as 
the ECCII only, it does not feature with the current gain 
possibility, and the relation between X and Z currents is 
IZ = IX (Sedra and Smith, 1970).  

Common design approaches discussed in introductory 
part are loop and multi-loop integrator structures, nodal 
admittance analysis (autonomous circuit) or state variable 
synthesis (Gupta and Senani, 1998a, b; Senani and 
Gupta, 1997). We used classical nodal analysis 
(instructive example of this kind of synthesis was used by 
Toker et al. (2002)) and found characteristic equation 
which provides possibility to control the condition for 
oscillation by BG. Proposed circuit is as shown in Figure 
2. The main advantage is that oscillator uses current gain 
of ECCII for automatic gain control (AGC). Five (six 
including RL) passive elements, ECCII- and CCII+ 
together form whole oscillator circuit. All capacitors are 
grounded. In the proposed oscillator, both floating 
resistors are in series to X terminals, which is advanta-
geous, because unwanted effects of the parasitic 
resistances at X terminals can be compensated by 
choosing sufficiently high resistor values. 
 
Characteristic equation has the form: 
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The CO derived from Equation 1 is: 
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The oscillation frequency has very common form for 
these types of oscillators: 
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The sensitivities of oscillation frequency on all 
parameters are in ideal case low: 
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CCII+ (CC1) provides not only the buffer functionality 
between terminal Y and X, but further enables the 
generation of an explicit-current-output (ECO) (Senani 
and Sharma, 2004) from the Z terminal. This current can 
be flown into an external resistive load to provide a third 
voltage output. 

Simple circuit analysis of the relationship between the 
produced voltage signals at the nodes (highlighted by red 
color) shows that: 
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If we suppose that all resistors in the oscillator structure 
are equal, that is, R1 = R2 = R3 = R and also both the 
capacitors have same value, that is, C1 = C2 = C, then the 
CO simplifies to BG = 3 and ω0 = 1/RC. If the CO is 
fulfilled (BG = 3), we can obtain: 
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From Equation 11, it can be seen that the phase shift 

between V3 and V2 is 90, that is, they are quadrature in 
nature. Similarly, relation between V3 and V1 can be 
derived as: 
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From Equation 13, it is evident that the phase shift 

between these signals is 45. The same phase shift is 
between V1 and V2 because 
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The relations between the amplitudes of the produced 
signals are given mainly by mutual ratio of RL and R.  

At this point, we should take note of the circuit 
proposed by Senani et al. (1990) (Figure 2c in discussed 
literature), where three OTAs were used. From circuit 
synthesis point of view, the circuit could be considered as 
similar. However, there are important practical differen-
ces. First of all, circuit discussed by Senani et al. (1990) 
contains three active elements (and any resistor, only two 
capacitors), but our solution contains only two active 
elements, three (four including RL) resistors and two 
capacitors.  

Two high-impedance nodes only are in Senani´s 
solution, but three nodes (including high-impedance ECO 
output) are in our contribution. Practically, it allows us to 
obtain outputs of three phases. This possibility is not 
discussed neither was it allowed in Senani´s solution. 
Additionally, characteristic equations of both circuits (our 
and Figure 2c) are completely different. 

Similar to the proposed circuit solution, recently Bajer 
et al. (2011b) discussed an oscillator, which is a 
derivation of Wien-bridge type with two CCIIs. It does not 
allow direct electronic control of FO, but CO is adjustable 
electronically using an opto-coupler (replacement of 
floating resistor). Our solution provides several advan-
tages with respect to Bajer et al. (2011b). Our circuit 
contains less number of resistors, it is not necessary to 
drive floating resistor for CO control and features with 
already mentioned properties.  



 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 3. Important parasitic influences in the analyzed 
circuit. 

 
 

REAL ACTIVE ELEMENTS NON-IDEALITIES 
 
For the description of the proposed oscillator under the 
earlier discussed proposed three-phase oscillator, we 
assume ideal active elements, as they were presented in 
the first paragraph. According to Equation 3 for R1 = R2 = 
R3 = 1 kΩ; C1 = C2 = 220 pF, the ideal value of oscillation 
frequency is 723 kHz. However, the real active elements 
feature with their non-ideal behavior. For the simulations 
and experimental measurements, these results are given 
subsequently in the simulations and experimental 
measurements. We use the current mode multiplier 
EL2082 as ECCII- and the diamond transistor OPA860 
as CCII+.  

High-impedance nodes 1 and 2 (Figure 2) are 
important in the presented circuit. Input and output 
impedances of active elements cause problems in these 
nodes. Parasitic influences in the circuit are as shown in 

Figure 3. We can notice Rp1  RY_CC2, Cp1  CY_CC2, and 

Rp2  RY_CC1║RZ_CC2, Cp2  CY_CC1 + CZ_CC2. Datasheet 

information indicates values as follows: RY_CC1  450 kΩ, 

CY_CC1  2 pF (OPA860) and RY_CC2  2 MΩ, 

RZ_CC2  1 MΩ, and CY_CC2  2 pF, CZ_CC2  5 pF (EL2082). 
We also have to consider input impedances of voltage 
buffer in these high-impedance nodes. We used LT1364 
for experimental purposes. This operational amplifier has 

input impedance Zinp_buff  5 MΩ/ 3 pF. In summary it 

means that Rp1  RY_CC2║Rinp_buff  1.4 MΩ, Cp1  CY_CC2 + 

Cinp_buff  5 pF, Rp2  RY_CC1║RZ_CC2║Rinp_buff  295 kΩ, 

Cp2  CY_CC1 + CZ_CC2 + Cinp_buff  10 pF.  
The following equations were derived from Figure 3 

where C1
/
  C1 + Cp1, C2

/ 
 C2 + Cp2, R1

/
  R1 + RX_CC1  

1013 Ω and R3
/ 
 R3 + RX_CC2  1005 Ω (RX_CC1  13 Ω, 

RX_CC2  95 Ω). It is clear that we choose R1 = 1 k and 

R3 = 910 . The characteristic equation is now in the 
form: 
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New formulas include discussed parameters. The 
oscillation condition and the oscillation frequency change 
to 
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R1

/
 and R3

/
 are problematic, because they can be 

influenced by large manufacturing tolerance. Literature 
(OPA860) shows dependence of RX_CC1 on bias current in 
range of 8 to 55 Ω. Therefore, we are not able to deter-
mine actual value with adequate accuracy. Nevertheless, 
for R1

/
 = 1013 Ω we calculated Equation 3 as f0

/
 = 719 

kHz. When more accurate calculation of Equation 21 is 
done, f0

/
 = 695 kHz is obtained. Additional parasitic 

capacitances of Cp1 and Cp2 and value of RX_CC1 have 
main effects on FO accuracy.  
 
 
SIMULATIONS AND EXPERIMENTAL 
MEASUREMENTS 
 

The final connection of the proposed oscillator 
supplemented by the amplitude gain control circuit (AGC) 
is as shown in Figure 4. Voltages generated in all nodes 
are available through additional voltage buffers. We used 
operational amplifier LT1364 together with internal buffer 
in OPA860 for this purpose. The AGC circuit contains 
cascade diode doubler and very simple common-emitter 
DC amplifier with bipolar transistor. The function of the 
AGC is based on nonlinear input-output transfer 
characteristic of this amplifier. Potentiometers are 
necessary for careful and very fine adjusting of CO. 

Power supply was  5 V. We used professional 
macromodels of the mentioned active elements for 
PSpice simulations and f0 = 695 kHz was obtained. 
Transient responses and frequency spectrum are as 
shown  in  Figure  5.  Accordingly  to  Figure  5b, the THD 
values obtained from simulations for output amplitudes 
VOUT1, VOUT2, and VOUT3 are 0.07, 0.05, and 0.43%, 
respectively. 

The subsequent experimental measurements were 
carried out using RIGOL DS1204B oscilloscope and 
HP4395A network vector/spectrum analyzer. The 

spectrum analyzer requires  impedance  matching  (50 )  
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Figure 4. Measured circuit with complete accessories. 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 5. Simulation results: (a) transient responses, and (b) frequency spectrum. 
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Figure 6. Measured transient responses: (a) all produced signals, (b) phase shift between VOUT1 and VOUT3, (c) phase 
shift between VOUT1 and VOUT2, and (d) phase shift between VOUT2 and VOUT3. 

 
 
 
and therefore the voltage buffers were very important. 

Measurement results are as shown in Figure 6. Figure 
6a shows all available transient responses together. 
Figure 6b presents phase shift between VOUT1 and VOUT3; 
Figure 6c shows the responses of VOUT1 and VOUT2, and 
finally Figure 6d shows voltages VOUT2 and VOUT3. 
Experimentally measured oscillation frequency was 
671 kHz, which matches well the simulation results. The 
difference between PSpice predicted FO (and also FO 
expected from Equation 21) and the experimentally 
obtained FO is about 3.5%, which can be accounted by 
the additional printed circuit board parasitic capacitances 
and tolerances of used working capacitors were not taken 
into account. 

The AGC circuit preserved VG (DC value, which is 
approximately representing BG) on value 2.95 V. Spectral 
analyses provide information of THD at all outputs 
(Figure 7). Figure 7a shows the spectral analysis of 
VOUT1. Suppression of higher harmonics (dominant is 
second) is about 52 dB and its calculated THD is lower 
than 0.25%. In Figure 7b, the spectral analysis of VOUT2 is 

depicted. Suppression of the second harmonic is more 
than 54 dB and THD is approximately 0.2%. The worst 
situation is at VOUT3 where suppression is only 43 dB 
(Figure 7c), with resulting THD of 0.75%. Photos of 
measured experimental circuit are as shown in Figure 8. 
 
 
CONCLUSION 
 

An oscillator with electronically controllable CO using 
ECCII has been demonstrated. The electronic control of 
the CO enables the use of an auxiliary amplitude control 
loop  to  regulate  the  amplitude  and  provide  very good 
THD performance. It is clear from symbolical analysis 
that control of FO is very complicated, but proposal of 
fully controllable oscillator was not the intention of this 
contribution. We have shown other special features of 
circuit. The proposed oscillator employs one ECCII, one 
CCII and five (six, including RL) passive components, and 
is capable to provide voltage outputs with either 45 or 90° 
phase shift,  which  is  a  special  feature  and  interesting 
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Figure 7. Measured spectral analysis: (a) VOUT1 (b) VOUT2, and (c) VOUT3. 

 
 
 
curiosity in simple type of the oscillator. Simulation and 
experimental results have verified the workability of the 
proposed oscillator. 
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Figure 8. Measured prototype. 
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Abstract—Presented contribution of the paper deals with 

novel active element Controlled Gain Current and Differential 
Voltage Amplifier (CG-CDVA) and its implementation in a very 
simple adjustable oscillator. Explanation of principle of the 
active element is complemented by possible behavioral model 
based on commercially available active elements. Therefore we 
are able to establish measurement setup that is suitable for 
preliminary experimental purposes. The proposed oscillator was 
analyzed by common symbolic approaches and as well verified 
experimentally. Important results of typical analyses were 
discussed. 

Keywords—Adjustable oscillator, current gain control, 
electronic control, voltage gain control.  

I. INTRODUCTION

ctual needs in analog signal processing requires compact 
and controllable active elements. Many novel 
conceptions and approaches were presented in literature 

[1] quite briefly but many of discussed approaches have not 
been studied in detail yet. Main aim of such approach is 
evident. More than one controllable parameter allows more 
possibilities of control in resulting application. Therefore, for 
synthesis and construction of application, lower number of 
active elements with equivalent abilities of adjustability is 
sufficient in many cases. 
 Two basic approaches of control of active elements were 
proposed in the past, namely transconductance (gm) control 
and intrinsic resistance control (Rx) by control of DC current 
of biasing circuits (Ib). Development of controllable elements 
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starts with discovery of current conveyor [2]. These elements 
allow adjustable current input resistance as showed Fabre et 
al. [3], for example. Operational transcodutance amplifiers 
are disposable as voltage controllable current sources with 
controllable transconductance. Brief summary of basic 
features and applications was given in [4]. Unfortunately, 
current conveyors and also transconductance amplifiers are 
basic elements and do not provide additional voltage 
buffering which is required in many applications. 
 Current gain control achieved attention of many 
researchers, especially in recent years, and it seems to be also 
very rich topic today. The first attempts were given by 
Surakampontorn et al. [5] and Fabre et al. [6] that deal with 
these possibilities in frame of current conveyors. Many of 
more sophisticated elements with controllable current 
amplification were developed in recent years. A basic 
structures of continuously adjustable current amplifiers or 
advanced blocks with various multi-terminal possibilities 
were given in [7]-[11], for example. Digital control is modern 
method of gain adjusting [12]-[13] of these and similar 
devices. Development of elements with current gain control 
started evolution in synthesis of current mode and also 
voltage mode circuits.  
 Our activities in this field are focused on combination of 
several different methods of control. Some interesting 
conceptions have been presented. Combination of several 
methods of control in frame of simple common active 
element like current conveyor is not so old idea. Minaei et al. 
[14] developed electronically controllable current conveyor 
where possibility of adjusting of current input resistance of x
terminal and also current gain between x and z terminal was 
available. Marcellis et al. [15] implemented methods of 
current and also voltage gain control between terminals of 
current conveyor. Similarly Kumngern et al. [16] proposed 
very simple current conveyor where intrinsic resistance and 
current gain are separately controllable but by different way 
in comparison to [14]. Proposed principles of combined 
control seem to be very useful for design of parts of advanced 
elements with various types of adjusting.  
 Our research is focused on combined active elements 
utilizing at least two basic principles because it allows to 
design interesting applications as explains following works. 
The frequently used active element with combined sections 
(current conveyor of second generation section and 
transconductance section) is so-called current conveyor 
transconductance amplifier (CCTA) [17] which was modified 
many times, for example [18]-[20]. Siripruchyanun et al. [18] 
utilized adjustable current conveyor and transconductance 
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section in the CCTA and also obtain two possibilities (Rx and 
gm) of control in frame of one active element.  
 Similar modifications were used in advanced version of so-
called current differencing transconductance amplifier 
(CDTA) [21], where current differencing unit with 
controllable intrinsic resistances complemented by adjustable 
transconductance section was designed by Jaikla et al. [22], 
[23].  
 However, the discussed and similar works are not 
employing current gain and voltage gain control in frame of 
combined active element that allows interesting features 
thanks to differential voltage input (another auxiliary terminal 
which means advantages in synthesis). We will present 
example of application of such active element in very simple 
oscillator.  
 In comparison to examples of some quite complicated 
solutions consisting of many active elements [24]-[25], our 
solution of oscillator allows simplicity, just one buffered 
voltage output and very simple utilization of automatic gain 
control circuit for amplitude stabilization (DC voltage 
control). Non-buffered high-impedance outputs are quite 
common problems which require additional buffering [26]. 
There were published also multiphase types of oscillators [7], 
but proposed structure belongs to quadrature types (as was 
shown for example in [9], [10], [20], [22], [23], [27], [28]) in 
theoretical point-of-view. However, utilization of only one 
active element is beneficial advantage (considering available 
adjustabilities). Similar electronically controllable features 
were achieved in [18], [29]-[30] where adjustable oscillators 
based on single active element were also presented. However, 
they used different methods of control and none output has 
been automatically buffered and ready for low-impedance 
load (50 � typically). 

II. CONTROLLED GAIN CURRENT AND DIFFERENTIAL VOLTAGE 
AMPLIFIER

The controlled gain current and differential voltage 
amplifier (CG-CDVA) seems to be novel active element that 
completes family of devices briefly summarized by Biolek et 
al. in [1].  

Presented active element consists of current input terminal 
p, auxiliary terminal (output of current amplifier section) z,
auxiliary terminal v (voltage terminal) and output terminal w.
Two terminals VSETA and VSETB are determined for purposes 
of control.  

So called current differencing differential input buffered 
amplifier (CDDIBA), current differencing differential input 
differential output buffered amplifier (CDDIDOBA), current 
differencing operational amplifier (CDOA) and current 
voltage differential input buffered amplifier (CVDIBA) are 
the most similar devices to our proposal. However, some of 
them have more complicated input section (current 
differencing unit) than our device and do not allow any 
possibility of control of parameters [1].  

Our proposal combines simpler sections (controllable 
current and voltage amplifier) and enables two ways of 
control in frame of active element i.e. current gain (B) control 
and voltage gain (A) control. Fundamental principle of the  

a)

b) 

c)

Fig. 1.  Controlled gain current and differential voltage amplifier: a) symbol, 
b) behavioral model, c) possible implementation from commercially available 
devices. 

current and voltage gain control in frame of so-called 
controlled gain current and voltage amplifier (CG-CVA) was 
briefly discussed in [27]. Proposed CG-CDVA has 
availability of combined current output and differential 
voltage input. The basic mathematical description of this 
element has form: 

pz IBI �� , � �zvW VVAV ��� .    (1), (2) 
Symbol, behavioral model and possible implementation of 
CG-CDVA was shown in Fig. 1. Behavioral model of CG-
CDVA employs current-mode multiplier EL2082 [31] and 
voltage controlled amplifier VCA810 [32]. 

III. PROPOSED SIMPLE OSCILLATORS

Proposed circuit is shown in Fig. 2 and has following 
characteristic equation: 

0
2121221

1212 �	
�	

	
CCRR

ABs
CRR

ARRRs .    (3) 

Condition of oscillations (CO) and frequency of 
oscillations (FO) are: 

A
R
R


	
1

21 ,
2121

0 CCRR
AB

�� .   (4), (5) 

It is obvious that FO can be controlled by B and CO by A.
However, FO depends also on gain A (CO) in case of this 
simple oscillator shown in Fig. 2. Therefore we modified 
circuit in Fig. 2 to following realization that is presented in  
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Fig. 2. Proposed simple second order oscillator using CG-CDVA. 

Fig. 3. Modification of simple second order oscillator using CG-CDVA with 
independent CO and FO. 

Fig. 3 which is more suitable for purposes of tunability. 
Circuit has characteristic equation: 

0
2121

1

221

211212 �	
�	

	
CCRR

BAs
CRR

AARRRs ,   (6) 

where A1 is internal controllable gain inside of CG-CDVA 
and A2 is adjustable voltage gain realized outside of CG-
CDVA. Oscillation frequency has same form as (5) but CO is 
different: A2 � (R1 + R2)/R1A1. Proposed modification allows 
separated control of CO (considering fixed A1 = 1) without 
influence on FO by A2 because this parameter affects CO 
only. Block of amplifier with adjustable gain A2 can be 
designed as non-inverting voltage amplifier with operational 
amplifier, for example. It allows gain control by simple 
replacement of grounded resistor by FET transistor. Our 
further attention is focused on detailed analysis of circuit in 
Fig. 2. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION

We created experimental PCB and measuring setup with 
commercially available devices (in accordance with 
behavioral implementation of CG-CDVA in Fig. 1c) and 
documented functionality of oscillator in Fig. 2 by real 
behavior. We designed measurement setup (Fig. 4) which is 
suitable for all necessary tests. High-impedance nodes of the 
oscillator were buffered by voltage buffers BUF634 [33] and 
matched to 50 � load (spectrum analyzer). Well-known low-
cost and low-frequency opamps TL072 [34] were used in 
automatic gain control circuit for amplitude stabilization 
(AGC).

Fig. 4. Measurement setup of simple oscillator. 

Fig. 5. Measured transient responses (f0 = 0.971 MHz, VSETB = 1.0 V, 
VSETA  -1.136 V). 

Parameters had following values: R1 = 910 � (internal 
resistance of p terminal has 95 � [31]), R2 = 1 k�,
C1 = C2 = 220 pF and minimal voltage gain which is 
necessary for start of oscillation: 

� � V
R
R

VSETA 15.1
2

22log
2

21log
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	��
�
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��
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� ,   (7) 

that was calculated from eq. for gain of VCA810 [32]. We 
calculated ideal FO as f0 = 1.023 MHz for B = 1.0 
(VSETB = 1.0 V). However, necessary gain A was  1.87 
(VSETA  -1.136 V) and measured frequency f0 = 0.971 MHz. 
Expected calculation from (5) considering measured value of 
A (provided by AGC) gives f0 = 0.987 MHz. However, 
parasitic capacitances of PCB plays important role and they 
were not included to this estimation. 

Results in time domain are in Fig. 5. There are three 
signals. Voltage VOUT is represented by red color, VC1 is 
highlighted by blue color and VC2 by green color. Spectral  
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Fig. 6. Frequency spectrum of VOUT.

features of selected output VOUT are observed in Fig. 6 where 
results of vector-network/spectral analyzer HP4395A are 
shown. This output has the worst-case total harmonic 
distortion (THD)  1%.
 Experimental results and also further symbolic analysis 
(considering equality C1 = C2 = C and R1 = R2 = R) shown 
that quadrature phase shift between voltages across capacitors 
exists because: 

� �12
2

1

10 	����
SETAV

SETB

C

C V
j

A
Bj

V
V .    (8) 

However, amplitude of VC1 highly depends on tuning process 
and also on small changes of A. The main aim of our 
selection (oscillator in Fig. 2) is demonstrations of main 
features of practical impact of interactive influence of A in 
FO caused by automatic (by AGC circuit) compensation of 
CO. Impact on dependence of FO on controlling parameter is 
evident because: 

� �
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However, experimental results reveal that influence is not 
significant in observed range of FO tuning. There are three 
traces in Fig. 7. The first trace (blue color) is ideal 
representation of equation (5) with fixed A = 2, the second 
trace (dotted purple color) represents so-called expected 
representation of (9) with influence of compensated A (CO 
control) and the third trace (red color) shows measured 
values. Observed impact of compensations of A on FO seems 
to be insignificant for lower B (VSETB is under 1.5 V and 
range of adjusting is approximately 1 MHz).  

Compensated value of A was obtained experimentally as 
we documented in Fig. 8. Range of FO adjusting was tested 
from 0.23 MHz to 1.7 MHz by VSETB changed from 0.05 to 
3.61 V. 
 AGC system keeps VOUT in one low-impedance output 
nearly constant. However, both voltages in high-impedance 
nodes (across capacitors) changed when tuning. THD 
achieves values maximally 1% between 0.75 MHz and 
1.7 MHz at VOUT and about 0.3% at VC1. We also analyzed 
dependence of phase shift between VC1 and VC2. The 
oscillator kept quadrature voltages in observed frequency 
range with deviation of � 2 degrees maximally, see Fig. 9. 
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V. CONCLUSION

The paper presents novel active element Controlled Gain 
Current and Differential Voltage Amplifier (CG-CDVA) and 
demonstrates its suitability in the adjustable oscillator. The 
presented type of oscillator satisfy simply one output (we do 
not expect direct quadrature engagement due to dependence 
of one generated amplitude on B) tasks in wider range of FO 
adjusting. This range is not so wideband because control of 
FO has quadrature character, linear dependence is more 
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suitable [9], [27] but not possible in such simple case of 
oscillator. Precise operation is possible for only slightly tuned 
(or fixed) applications where impact of changes B
(moderately also A) on generated amplitudes (8) is not critical 
(Fig. 7) and amplitudes are affected minimally. Despite of 
some discussed theoretical problems measured performances 
of the prototype are interesting and brought useful knowledge 
of behavior of these types of oscillators. Nevertheless, 
problem of interactive dependence of FO on CO can be easily 
overcomed by additional controllable voltage amplifier. 
Further work will be focused on study of the second type of 
proposed oscillator (with additional amplifier A2),
development and testing of CMOS implementation of 
proposed CG-CDVA and synthesis of novel applications in 
the field of controllable filters, oscillators, triangle and square 
wave generators, etc. 
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1Abstract—In this paper, an interesting design of precise 

quadrature oscillator employing electronically controllable 
current conveyors of the second generation (ECCII) is 
presented. The main purpose of this paper is to show 
advantages and features of direct electronic control of 
application by an adjustable current gain where help of signal 
flow graph approach was used to clearer and visual 
understanding of the design. The discussed circuit and its 
presented modification have several favorable features such as 
grounded capacitors, independent electronic adjusting of 
oscillation frequency and condition of oscillation by the current 
gain and easy automatic gain control circuit (AGC) 
implementation (non-ideal effects of tuning process on output 
amplitudes are suppressed). Oscillator was designed for 
frequency band of units of MHz and tested with two types of 
inertial AGCs. Theoretical presumptions were confirmed by 
laboratory experiments. 
 

Index Terms—Direct electronic control, current gain 
adjusting, electronically controllable current conveyors, 
quadrature oscillators, signal flow graph approach. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A. Overview of controlling possibilities in current 
conveyors and amplifiers 

Current or voltage-mode integrators employing current 
conveyors CCII [1-4] are very often used in modern analog 
circuit design. However, resistors (in most cases grounded) 
or adjustable resistance of current input called RX is the only 
way how to change the time constant. This parameter can be 
adjusted by the bias current Ib in limited range. This solution 
is very popular in novel on-chip implementations of new 
active elements. The examples of such elements, their 
definitions and descriptions can be found in [3-8]. Adjusting 
of current gain in current active elements and in current 
conveyors (CC) was firstly introduced in [9]. This approach 
is built on the adjustable transfer between X and Z ports in 
the CCII type. Authors defined so-called electronically 
controllable current conveyor of second generation (ECCII). 
There are already some works on this topic in the open 

literature. Nevertheless, it is still not so common way how to 
adjust circuit parameters and many solutions still use the R
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(Ib) control. Minaei et al. [10] introduced novel element 
called ECCII, where current gain control was also possible. 
Similarly, Marcellis et al. in [11], Tangsrirat in [12], Shi-
Xiang et. al in [13] and Herencsar in [14] proposed active 
elements with this useful feature. It provides interesting and 
special feature in many applications. In some recently 
published works that focus on the oscillator and filter design 
[14-25], the implementation of adjustable current gain (BBG) 
for control of parameters in application is quite a beneficial 
solution. 

B. Recently reported oscillators employing current gains 
We focused on state-of-the-art of oscillator solutions, 

which use current gain control for electronic adjusting in 
applications. Of course, there are many oscillators based on 
active elements working with different principles in 
contemporary literature. Hitherto published solutions 
employs such elements, e.g. transconductors (OTAs), 
current differencing transconductance amplifiers (CDTAs), 
current follower transconductance amplifiers (CFTA), and 
many others [3]. Our discussion will be specialized on 
solutions employing current-gain control.  

This work focuses on oscillator design, where the main 
aim is the electronic control of oscillation frequency (f0) and 
condition of oscillation (CO) using BBG simultaneously. 
Several hitherto published works were presented in this area. 
Souliotis et al. presented multiphase oscillator using lossy 
integrators based on the adjustable current amplifiers in 
[15]. All capacitors are grounded, CO and oscillation 
frequency are electronically and independently adjustable. 
The oscillator produces current output signals. Multiphase 
solution with cascade connection of lossy integrators based 
on translinear current conveyors (CCCII) was introduced by 
Kumngern et al. in [16]. Kumngern et al. also published 
work [17], where combination of both methods (intrinsic 
resistance and current gain control) was verified. A solution 
presented in [17] requires two active elements. CO is driven 
by current gain and f0 by RX (Ib). The oscillator does not 
provide quadrature outputs and linear control of f0. In [20], 
the ECCII was a functional part of modified active element, 
CCTA [3] and BGB  control was used for the oscillation 
frequency adjusting in simple quadrature oscillator. 
Electronic control of f0 is possible by BBG, but CO control is 
available only by adjusting of grounded resistor. It is a very 
simple solution employing only one active element, but 
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there are some drawbacks in this solution. The first problem 
is dependence of one produced amplitude on tuning process 
(BGB  which tunes f0) and the second problem is nonlinear 
control of f0. Very interesting oscillator in [22] provides 
control of f0 and CO by BBG, but these parameters are not 
independent and control of f0 is also not linear. In addition, 
only one capacitor is grounded. Independence between f0 
and CO parameters was achieved in [23]. However, there is 
dependence of one of produced amplitudes on BGB  under 
tuning process and control of f0 is not linear. It is a problem 
of very simple solutions using minimal number of active 
elements and grounded capacitors. Current-gain control 
suitable for f0 control was used also in [24] and [25] in 
quadrature oscillators employing so-called z-copy 
controlled-gain current-differencing buffered amplifier (ZC-
CG-CDBA). The solution in [24] is based on two active 
elements and five passive elements (capacitors are 
grounded). Nevertheless, active element is quite 
complicated. Discrete model requires four diamond 
transistors [26-27] and voltage buffer, but it is not a problem 
for future on-chip implementation. The oscillation frequency 
is controllable by BBG linearly. CO and f0 are completely 
independent. There is no dependence of output amplitude on 
tuning process. CO is controllable via floating resistors only 
(it is a small drawback of this solution). The authors used 
optocoupler for amplitude stabilization and automatic gain 
control circuit (AGC). The solution in [25] requires two ZC-
CG-CDBAs and 6 passive elements (capacitors are also 
grounded). CO is also controllable by floating resistor, and 
f0 is even adjustable digitally (dependence of f0 on BGB  is 
linear). Alzaher in [28] introduced interesting solution 
where digital adjusting of current gains was used to ensure 
linear f0 control and simple CO control (both by current 
gains). Complexity of circuit is similar to the discussed 
solutions (four resistors, two grounded capacitors). 

C. Our proposal and comparison 
We can summarize the important features of previous 

works focused on current gain control for adjustability and 
tuning purposes. There is linear dependence of f0 on BBG in 
our solution and output amplitude is not affected by tuning 
process in comparison to the work [17] or [20]. Only CO is 
controllable by BGB  in [17]. In [20] is still necessary to 
control CO by adjusting of passive element. A very simple 
solution in [22] allows to control f0 and CO by BBG, but f0 is 
dependent on CO. Both parameters are independent in [23], 
but dependence of f0 on BGB  is not linear and one of output 
amplitudes is changing if f0 is adjusted. Finally, in [24] and 
[25], there were many from previous drawbacks removed. 
However, CO is still controllable only by floating resistor. 
Digital control of current gain in order to adjust f0 and also 
CO was introduced in [28]. There were also almost all 
drawbacks solved but solution requires four resistors and 
similar number of active elements as in our case. A digital 
discontinuous control of CO (by current gain) may not be 
the best solution. Accuracy and precision of AGC require 
also careful and soft gain adjusting to minimize fluctuances 
of output amplitudes and obtain acceptable THD. 
Continuous control is better and maybe simpler than digital 
control because appropriate bit resolution of gain control is 
necessary for soft adjusting of CO. Linear control of f0, 

mutual independence of CO and f0 and direct continuous 
electronic control of f0 and CO only by current gain (BBG) 
simultaneously are possible in our solution with respect to 
works discussed above. CO and f0 are controllable by DC 
voltage and therefore easy implementation of inertial AGC 
is possible. There are no problems with dependences of one 
output amplitude on BGB . Our work practically complements 
the family of oscillators [22-25] employing current gain (BBG) 
for direct electronic control of oscillator parameters. 
Powerful approach using state variable methods ([29-31] for 
example) could also be used for this design and results 
should be identical. We can discuss examples regarding very 
impressive works written by Gupta et al. [29-30]. Many 
oscillator structures including current feedback amplifier 
based integrators (in fact) in the loops constructed by the 
state variable methods were introduced in both works [29-
30]. Oscillators in [29] are simpler (only two active 
elements, grounded capacitors) than solution described in 
our contribution. Unfortunately, oscillators in [29-30] 
belong to single resistance controllable types (electronic 
control is more complicated) and relations between 
amplitudes exist in case of tuning. Both stable output 
amplitudes while oscillator is tuned are required in many 
communication systems [24]. It is not novelty of our 
solution but this requirement was not considered for 
oscillator synthesis in many hitherto published works. 
Clarity of signal flow graph methods and descriptions is 
more suitable for help with design, better understanding of 
the behavior in the circuit (direct and feedback branches) 
and correct insertion of controllable active elements to the 
circuit in order to control f0 without influencing amplitudes 
through tuning process. 

The main aim of this paper is not to propose novel 
method of synthesis. This work focuses on investigation of 
controllable features in oscillators employing electronically 
adjustable current conveyors with current gain control for 
precise quadrature oscillator design operating without 
standard problems (non-linear control of oscillation 
frequency and amplitudes dependent on tuning process) of 
many reported and simpler solutions. The main result of our 
proposal is novel and precise quadrature oscillator (based on 
clear design and principle of operation) with wideband and 
linear f0 control, with easy implementation of AGC, 
acceptable THD level and unchangeable amplitudes during 
the tuning process.  

The paper is organized as follows: Known ways of 
electronic control in current conveyors and amplifiers, 
recent progress in the oscillator design based on continuous 
current gain control and comparisons are introduced in the 
Introductory section. Proposed circuit and design steps are 
discussed in details in the Section 2. Specific design, real 
behavior and experimental results are summarized in the 
Section 3. Concluding notes are in the Section 4. 

II. PROPOSED OSCILLATOR DESIGN 
We used two types of active elements (current conveyors, 

see Fig. 1) in proposed oscillator. The first is electronically 
controllable current conveyor of second generation (ECCII) 
[9]. The function is described by quite common and simple 
equations (in ideal case): VY = VX, IY = 0, IZ- = -BBGIX. The 
current gain between X and Z ports is adjustable and voltage 
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gain (transfer) from Y to X port is fixed (equal to 1). The 
second type is well-known current conveyor of second 
generation (CCII+/-) [1-3] with one or two outputs of both 
polarities (Z+/Z-). Transfer between X and Z ports and 
between Y and X ports of CCII+/- are fixed (equal to ± 1): 
VY = VX, IY = 0, IZ+ = IX, IZ- = -IX. 

 

 
a)   b) 

Figure 1. Current conveyors used in proposed oscillators: a) ECCII-, 
b) CCII+/- 

 
Design was based on frequently used integrators (loss-less 

and lossy) in two feedback loops (similarly to 
multifunctional filters [32-37]). The first attempt [23] of 
design of this type oscillator was provided with only two 
ECCII- and one CCII+. The first ECCII allows to control f0 
and the second was used for CO control and future 
implementation of AGC. However, detailed analysis shows 
one disadvantage in [23], which is caused by driving gain 
BBG influencing the amplitude of produced signal (therefore 
amplitude changed with adjusting of f0). While one of 
generated amplitudes has constant value, the second output 
amplitude is varying in dependence on tuning. Therefore, 
we improved this type of the oscillator in [23] and result is 
presented in this paper (two structures in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3). 
Our approach is based on the aid of signal flow graph (SFG) 
[38-39] which represents the two-loop circuit structure 
(Fig. 2) with current distribution [34], similarly as in [23]. 
The characteristic equation can be easily obtained by 
application of Mason rule [38-39] (Δ - determinant of SFG): 
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New modification (Fig. 3) contains additional ECCII, in 
order to eliminate the disadvantage of amplitude dependence 
and extend f0 range of adjusting. Dependence of f0 on BBG1,2 is 
linear, which is more suitable and typical in controllable 
oscillators. Simultaneous changes of two current gains BG1,2B  
is the only disadvantage of this solution. Transfers of the 
branches have the following forms: 
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Figure 2. General two loop system 

 

 
a) 

 
b) 

Figure 3. Proposed quadrature oscillator: a) circuit, b) detailed SFG 
 

 
a) 

 
b) 

Figure 4. Proposed modified oscillator with reduced number of passive 
components: a) circuit, b) detailed SFG 

 
We can discuss principle in more detail. In Fig. 3 we can 

see solution of the quadrature oscillator (autonomous 
circuit). Figure 3b shows simple signal flow graph (SFG), 
where conversion between voltage and current is 
documented by dotted and full arrows. The CC1, CC2 with 
R1 and C1 presents current-mode loss-less integrator. CC4 
and C2, R2, R3 create lossy integrator (node 2). Useful 
feature of such integrator with current distribution (CC3 + 
CC4) is the possibility to change current gain of one path 
and therefore also gain of one feedback branch (CC3 
presents adjustable feedback path). Our requirement is to 
achieve solution without problem of varying amplitudes 
during the tuning process. Therefore, we need two 
adjustable parameters in large loop L1 (F1H1H2). Adjustable 
gain BBG1 was implemented directly in current integrator 
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formed by CC1 and R1 and C1. Lossy integrator H2 was not 
primary constructed as adjustable. Product of F2H2 must not 
include any adjustable parameter which is determined for f0 
control, as we can see from (1) and also from the example 
(8). Mutually independent control of CO and f0 is the reason 
for this presumption. The second gain BG2B  (CC2) was solved 
as separate adjustable path (from output of CC4 to node 1). 
Additionally, CC2 could be considered as another 
complication (extra active element) but it brings also 
beneficial feature. Simultaneous adjusting of BBG1 and BG2B  
allows linear and wide-range f0 adjusting in comparison to 
the single-parameter-controllable oscillators and removes 
obstacle with amplitude dependences. The second loop 
created by F2H2 (1) has to ensure CO control without 
affection on f0. Separated feedback path created by CC3 
(BBG3) allows easy CO control, see (8). This step is really 
necessary. Therefore, we cannot use one simple CC instead 
of CC3 and CC4. The characteristic equation of the oscillator 
in Fig. 3 has the following form: 
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Condition of oscillation and oscillation frequency are: 
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Simultaneous change of BBG1 and BG2B  (B BG1 = BG2B  = BBG1,2) 
tunes oscillation frequency linearly without influence of 
output amplitudes as is clear from (12). Sensitivities of ω0 
on parameters of active and passive elements are following: 
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The modified solution of the oscillator from Fig. 3 is 
shown in Fig. 4. Resistor R2 was saved in this modification 
and only 2R-2C based oscillator with four CC was obtained. 
This designation (2R-2C) was used in [40-41] for oscillators 
which contain only two resistors and two capacitors. 
However, CC4 must be extended to two-output type (two Z 
ports) and then only four passive elements are needed. The 
CC4 is more complicated than simple three-port CCII+ but 
for internal topology of CC it is no problem [4-5], [15-16]. 
The characteristic equation for the modified oscillator in 
Fig. 4 is:  
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Oscillation frequency is given by formula (10) and CO is 
very simple: B BG3 ≥ 1. A relation between both produced 

amplitudes equals to (11) and (12). Sensitivities of f0 on 
circuit parameters are the same as in the first type of 
oscillator. 

III. REAL BEHAVIOR AND DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL 
RESULTS 

We choose first type of the oscillator for a detailed 
analysis, because it can be realized easily by available active 
elements. A circuit from Fig. 3 was extended by several 
passive elements. These elements are modeling the most 
important parasitic influences in the real circuit. Hatched 
resistors in Fig. 5 include intrinsic resistances of current 
inputs of used active elements or resistances of current 
outputs. Capacitors Cp1 and Cp2 were also added in order to 
represent important parasitic behavior. We used current 
mode multiplier EL2082 [42], diamond transistor OPA860 
[27] and buffer OPA633 [43] for experimental purposes. 
The expected values of parasitics are derived from their 
models.  

 
Figure 5. Important parasitic influences in the analyzed oscillator 
from Fig. 3 

From Fig. 5 we can determine the following parameters: 
Rp1 ≈ RY_CC1║RZ_CC2║Rinp_buff1, Cp1 ≈ CY_CC1 + CZ_CC2 + 
Cinp_buff1, Rp2 ≈ RZ_CC1║RZ_CC3║RY_CC4║Rinp_buff2, Cp2 ≈ CZ_CC1 
+ CZ_CC3 + CY_CC4 + Cinp_buff2, R1

/ ≈ R1 + RX_CC1, 
R3

/ ≈ R3 + RX_CC3 + RX_CC4. Datasheet information indicates 
values as follows: RY_CC1,2,3 ≈ 2 MΩ, RZ_CC1,2,3 ≈ 1 MΩ and 
CY_CC1,2,3 ≈ 2 pF, CZ_CC1,2,3 ≈ 5 pF, RX_CC1,2,3 ≈ 95 Ω (EL2082 
[42]); RY_CC4 ≈ 0.455 MΩ, CY_CC1 ≈ 2 pF, RZ_CC4 ≈ 54 kΩ, 
CZ_CC4 ≈ 2 pF, RX_CC4 ≈ 13 Ω (OPA860 [27]); input diamond 
buffer of OPA860 [27] characteristics 
Zinp_buff2 ≈ 1 MΩ/ 2 pF; Zinp_buff1 ≈ 1.5 MΩ/ 1.6 pF (OPA633 
[43]). The resulting values are: Rp1 ≈ 462 kΩ, Rp2 ≈ 192 kΩ, 
R1

/ ≈ 915 Ω, R3
/ ≈ 928 Ω; Cp1 ≈ 8.6 pF, Cp2 ≈ 14 pF. We 

suppose RX_CC2 << RZ_CC4. We can neglect these parameters 
because 95 Ω << 54 kΩ. Equations for oscillation frequency 
and CO considering real influences are: 
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Careful analysis reveals in equation (16) that  
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 Significant influence exists only for BBG1,2 → 0. 
 

 
Figure 6. Configuration of experimentally tested oscillator 
 

 
a) 

 
b) 

Figure 7. Two types of AGC for experimental purposes: a) based on BJT, 
b) based on opamp 

 

The circuit shown in Fig. 3 was experimentally tested and 
we obtained the following results. For better and clearer 
understanding, particular measured circuit with designed 
values and measuring devices included is shown in Fig. 6. 
For ECCIIs (CC1-CC3), modeled by EL2082 multiplier, 
BBG ≈ VG [42] is valid. Selected values of passive elements 
are R1 = R3 = 820 Ω, R2 = 1 kΩ, C1 = C2 = 47 pF. Supply 
voltage is symmetrical VDD = + 5 V and VSS = - 5 V. In 
accordance to analysis of parasitic influences, it is clear that 
real parameters of active elements play important role. 
Parasitic capacitances have main impact on accuracy of f0 

because they are comparable to the working values C1 and 
C2. Tolerances of C1 and C2 are very important too. Some 
estimations based on above discussion of parasitic elements 
are given: R1

/ ≈ 915 Ω, R3
/ ≈ 928 Ω, C1

/ ≈ 56 pF, C2
/ ≈ 61 pF. 

 

 
Figure 8. Transient responses of oscillator (when AGC from Fig. 7a was 
used) for f0 = 5 MHz 

 

 

 
Figure 9. Spectral analysis for both outputs (AGC from Fig. 7a) for f0 = 5 
MHz 

However, tolerances of passive elements and parasitics of 
printed circuit board (PCB) were not considered. 
Experimental verification was made with two different types 
of very simple inertial AGC circuit (Fig. 7). These circuits 
are suitable for voltage control of CO in similar oscillator 
solutions. The AGC circuits contain cascade diode doubler. 
The first type of AGC is based on very simple common-
emitter DC amplifier with bipolar transistor. The function is 
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based on nonlinear input-output transfer characteristic of 
this amplifier. The second type of AGC uses common 
opamp. Potentiometers are necessary for careful and very 
fine adjusting of CO. 

The transient responses and spectral analysis of the 
oscillator with first type of AGC (Fig. 7a) are in Fig. 8 and 
Fig. 9. Results are for f0 = 5 MHz (BBG1,2 = 1.63). 

The transient responses and spectral analysis of the 
oscillator with second type of AGC (Fig. 7b) are shown in 
Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 for same values of BBG1,2 as in previous 
case. The second type of AGC (Fig. 7b) offers larger 
suppression of higher harmonic components and therefore 
lower THD for nearly equal amplitudes, see Fig. 8 - Fig. 11. 

 
Figure 10. Transient responses of oscillator (when AGC from Fig. 7b was 
used) for f0 = 5 MHz 
 

 

 
Figure 11. Spectral analysis for both outputs (AGC from Fig. 7b) for 
f0 = 5 MHz 
 

In Fig. 12 ideal, expected and measured dependences of f0 
on current gain BBG1,2 are compared. Ideal dependence was 
obtained from eq. (10), where only expected values 
R1

/ ≈ 915 Ω, R3
/ ≈ 928 Ω were considered. Ideal range of f0 

adjusting is from 0.25 MHz to 8.84 MHz. Expected range is 
from 0.20 MHz to 7.13 MHz. The expected curve was 
calculated from (16). Range of f0 adjusting from 0.13 MHz 
to 7.87 MHz was gained from measurement. All traces in 
Fig. 12 were obtained for BG1,2 B from 0.06 to 2.4 (VG1,2 from 
0.06 to 2.6 V). We have measured and evaluated 
dependences of output level and total harmonic distortion 
(THD) on f0. Results are in Fig. 13 and Fig. 14. 
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Figure 12. Dependence of f0 on BBG1,2
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b) 

Figure 13. Dependence of voltage level of output signals on f0 for oscillator 
using: a) AGC in Fig. 7a, b) AGC in Fig. 7b 
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Figure 14. Dependence of THD on f0 for oscillator using: a) AGC in Fig. 
7a, b) AGC in Fig. 7b 
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b) 

Figure 15. Results of readjusted AGC (Fig. 7a): a) output levels in 
dependence on f0, b) dependence of THD on f0 
 

We can see fluctuation of THD between 0.4 and 0.9 % in 
almost whole range of f0 (AGC type from Fig. 7a). AGC 
type in Fig. 7b (with opamp) provides lower THD between 

0.1 and 0.6 %, but falling of output level with increasing of 
f0 is slightly faster. Therefore, better setting of the AGC 
circuit in Fig. 7a for next experiments was used. Output 
voltage was changed to half of values used in measurement 
documented in Fig. 13a and THD was decreased. Values are 
then between 0.2 and 0.5 %. This setting also improves 
stability of output level. The dependence of VOUT1,2 on f0 is 
now nearly constant. The results are shown in Fig. 15. 

The proposed circuit in Fig. 6 can be easily simulated in 
PSpice program. All used commercially available active 
elements (EL2082, OPA860, etc.) have models that are 
included in PSpice libraries. We provided statistical Monte-
Carlo analyses of the discussed oscillator for typical 
fabrication tolerances of passive elements (see Tab. 1) and 
Gaussian distribution. Fabrication uncertainty of key 
parameters of the active elements, that are responsible for 
control of oscillation frequency (BB1,2), was simulated by 
variation of VG1,2 (also in Tab. 1). The initial settings of 
oscillator was provided for f0 = 5 MHz. Table 1 contains the 
maximal and minimal (the most pessimistic case) f0, more 
optimistic (close to the real case) standard deviation (sigma) 
and mean value of f0. The analyses confirmed expected 
sensitivities of f0 on passive and active parameters in 
equations (13) and (14). High tolerances of VG1,2 (B1,2B ) mean 
high dispersion of expected f0. Figure 16 shows an example 
of Monte-Carlo set results. 

 
Tab. 1. Results of Monte-Carlo analysis (100 runs) 

tolerances [%] 
R1, R2, R3 C1, C2 VG1, VG2

mean 
[MHz] 

min 
[MHz] 

max 
[MHz] 

sigma 
[kHz] 

1 5 5 4.986 4.809 5.157 70.4 
1 5 10 4.982 4.682 5.249 111.6 
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n samples = 100
n divisions = 10
mean = 4.98175e+006
sigma = 111558
minimum = 4.68153e+006

10th %ile = 4.81948e+006
median = 4.98776e+006
90th %ile = 5.13201e+006
maximum = 5.24865e+006
3*sigma = 334675

 
Figure 16. Histogram of Monte-Carlo analysis (tol. 10% VG1,2, 5% C, 1% R) 

IV. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we discussed features of quadrature 

oscillator using ECCII and CCII elements, which was 
systematically designed by two-loop integrators synthesis 
and help of signal-flow graph approach for better 
understanding. In recent years, many works dealing with the 
quadrature oscillator synthesis and design have been 
published. However, our approach to this problem was 
based more practically and mainly on quality of produced 
signals, i.e. precise electronic adjusting of the CO (two 
AGCs) and tuning of f0  with minimal fluctuances of output 
level and low THD in comparison to common similar 
research works (simpler solutions employing minimal 
number of active elements for example). We obtained more 
accurate equations for oscillator design from more detailed 
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analyses of influences of real active elements which are 
useful for calculation of expected results. Experimental 
verifications with two very simple AGC circuits were 
provided and compared. Output amplitudes are not 
influenced by tuning of f0 (this is typical for simpler types of 
oscillators) and the proposed method of current gain control 
of CO allows simple implementation of AGC. Really good 
results (nearly constant output amplitudes for wideband 
tuning of oscillation frequency and low THD) were obtained 
for optimal setting of AGC.  
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Abstract. This paper presents some interesting new appli-
cations in the field of analog signal processing focused on 
signal generation. A novel modifications of recently devel-
oped and studied family of active elements, called voltage 
differencing buffered amplifier (VDBA) and voltage differ-
encing inverted buffered amplifier (VDIBA) are discussed. 
Our attention is focused on simple application of active 
elements like dual output VDBAs (DO-VDBAs) and fully 
balanced VDBAs (FB-VDBAs), where one or two z termi-
nals and always voltage outputs of both polarities are 
present. The last modification of VDBA allows additional 
electronic control of voltage gain in frame of active ele-
ment except standard transconductance control. Discussed 
active elements were used to build very simple multiphase 
oscillators with minimal complexity as a simple non-tun-
able alternative to classical conceptions utilizing lossy 
integrators in phase-shifted loop. Linearly tunable quad-
rature differential mode (balanced) oscillator or balanced 
simple triangle and square wave generator were chosen as 
other useful examples. Features of proposed circuits are 
discussed and selected examples verified and evaluated by 
computer simulations with appropriate low-voltage TSMC 
0.18 m CMOS technology models. 

Keywords 
Analog signal processing, low-voltage circuit, voltage 
differencing inverted buffered amplifier, VDIBA, 
voltage differencing buffered amplifier, VDBA, mul-
tiphase oscillators, quadrature oscillator, triangle and 
square wave generator, differential output responses, 
electronic control. 

1. Introduction 
There are many active elements in the field of analog 

signal processing, however new ideas in this area help to 
provide further improvements in order to obtain more 
effective and interesting circuits. Plenty of novel active ele-
ments were introduced by Biolek et al. [1]. Nevertheless, 
many of them are only hypothetical elements and offer 
further research mainly from practical point of view. Main 

aim of this paper is to show simple alternatives allowing 
multiphase generation, simple quadrature generation and 
square and triangle wave differential mode generation with 
help of modifications of novel active elements known as 
voltage differencing buffered amplifier (VDBA) [1]-[4] or 
voltage differencing inverted amplifier (VDIBA) [5]. Pre-
sented active elements and their modifications allow inter-
esting utilization and design of more profitable or more 
challenging application (differential mode operation, ad-
vanced electronic control, etc.) in comparison to classical 
VDBA or VDIBA elements. 

This paper is divided to three parts. The first part 
deals with behavioral principles of used active elements. 
The second part discusses possible applications in analog 
signal generation (there are three areas: multiphase oscil-
lators, quadrature/differential mode oscillator and simple 
functional generator). The third part deals with possible 
structures of discussed active elements that are mostly used 
in presented designs, their behavior and simulation results, 
and features of selected of proposed applications (multi-
phase oscillator and functional generator). 

Several approaches to design of multiphase oscillators 
are available in the open literature. The first way uses inte-
grators or similar selective sections in the loop [6]-[8]. 
Classical integrator phase shifted loops [6]-[8] were key 
circuits for generation signals with several phase shifts 
between them for many years. However, such circuits 
require many lossy integrators or selective sections (it 
depends on the number of multiplicand of basic shift - /2, 
/4 or /6 typically). Such structures were based on classi-
cal simple active elements like current conveyors (CC) [6], 
[8], current amplifiers [7], etc. However, complexity and 
number of sections required for such type of oscillators is 
high. It means at least 4 sections (4 capacitors and 4 active 
elements) for phase shifts 45, 90, 135 and 180 degrees for 
example in classical loop way of synthesis. The second 
possibility of construction of multiphase oscillators (un-
fortunately number of phases is more limited) utilizes all-
pass sections (for example [9]-[11]). Here simple (opera-
tional amplifiers for example [9]) or more complex active 
elements like current differencing transconductance ampli-
fiers (CDTAs) have been employed [10]. These already 
studied circuits usually allow quadrature phase shifts (or 
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multiple of /2) [11]. However, they usually do not allow 
nonstandard phase shifts such as 45, 90, 135 and 180 
degrees simultaneously in comparison to classical types 
employing phase shifted integrator loops. The last used 
approach is based on combination of active all-pass section 
with lossy or lossless integrators or differentiators or simi-
lar sections. This approach is also in field of our interest in 
design of multiphase oscillator used in this paper. Unfortu-
nately, our study below shows that not all published oscil-
lator structures have been analyzed carefully in the past 
and many other circuits with similar features probably exist 
in the literature. In addition, the analysis of possible out-
puts of oscillator circuits or analysis of the relation be-
tween them is also not provided in many papers. In the 
following paragraphs we summarized the most important 
features of approaches used in recent literature and also by 
us: 

a) Phase shifted loops with integrators or similar se-
lective sections and typical examples 

Advantages: tunability; easy synthesis; easy CO (con-
dition of oscillation) control by gain of amplifier cascaded 
in the loop; even and odd phases of /2, /4 or /6. 

Disadvantages: many sections (one section = the 
lowest available phase shift) for required number of phase 
shifts; higher power consumption (many active elements); 
in some cases simultaneously matched control of parameter 
of each elementary transfer in each section - complication 
of FO (frequency of oscillation) and CO control (some 
types are controllable by simultaneous changes of each 
time constant [7], some require special matching conditions 
[6], [8]). 

Abuelmaatti et al. [6] proposed multiphase current-
mode oscillator employing controllable current conveyors 
in lossy integrators. Loop structure utilizes two capacitors 
per section and FO, CO control require matching condition 
between capacitor values. Voltage-mode multiphase oscil-
lator based on classical operational amplifiers was pre-
sented by Gift [9] where all-pass sections with adjustable 
time constants (by R and C values only) were used for 
construction. However, number of passive elements seems 
to be very high for large number of phase shifts. Souliotis 
et al. utilized current amplifiers in cascade of lossy inte-
grators creating current-mode multiphase oscillator [7]. 
Adjusting of FO is quite simple by bias current of active 
elements. Kumngern et al. [8] also built their current-mode 
oscillator with lossy integrators utilizing current conveyors, 
where intrinsic resistance of the x-terminal and gain be-
tween z and x terminal simultaneously is possible. How-
ever, matching between capacitors is also required for 
realization of higher number of phases and therefore accu-
racy of such matching condition influences also accuracy 
of the phase shift. 

b) All-pass section in the loop based oscillators and 
typical examples 

Advantages: simpler circuits; lower number of pas-

sive and active elements (in many cases two sections are 
sufficient [10]); lower power consumption. 

Disadvantages: complicated tunability or CO control 
and matching in parameter values is required in many 
cases; accuracy of relation (transfers) between available 
outputs for accurate phase shifts required; phase shifts are 
available as multiple of /2 almost in all cases. 

Keskin et al. [10] published the perfect example of 
oscillator based on two all-pass sections employing two 
CDTAs and 6 passive elements that serve for CO and FO 
control. The oscillator produces output signals also in form 
of currents. The discussed circuit provides quadrature 
phase shifts only. Similarly, Songsuwankit et al. [11] also 
deal with phase shifter-based (all-pass section consists of 
three OTAs and one floating capacitor) oscillator design. 
Here, arbitrary setting of phase shift is possible, but the 
proposed oscillator provides only two outputs. 

c) All-pass sections in combination with integrators 
or integrators/differentiators in simple loops and typical 
examples 

Advantages: similar to the previous group; produced 
phase shifts are available similarly as in phase shifted loop 
oscillators (it depends on construction of particular circuit); 
CO control independent on FO in some cases. 

Disadvantages: similar to the previous discussion; if 
FO is controllable by specific parameter it influences phase 
or at least amplitude relations. 

Keawon et al. [12] proposed an oscillator employing 
single current controlled current differencing transconduc-
tance amplifier (CCCDTA), where two capacitors are 
required. Control of FO and CO is established by intrinsic 
resistance and tranconductance control. Output signals are 
in form of currents. Jaikla et al. [13] designed a circuit 
utilizing single CDTA and three passive elements. The 
independent CO and FO control is not possible and their 
adjustment is possible only by passive elements (also 
floating capacitor). Quadrature oscillator produces signals 
in form of currents. Also Pandey et al. [14] presented 
a circuit, which produces currents in quadrature phase shift 
with two CDTAs and two passive elements, where control 
is given by transconductances. Herencsar et al. [5] also 
discussed an oscillator, where one simple all-pass section 
and lossy integrator employing two VDIBA elements and 
three passive elements with control of CO were used. Ke-
skin et al. [15] also presented an oscillator producing volt-
age signals, which is based on two current differencing 
buffered amplifiers (CDBAs) in which 8 passive elements 
are required and independent control of CO is difficult. 
Songkla et al. [16] presented an oscillator, where three 
current controlled current conveyors (controlled by intrin-
sic resistance) of second generation and two passive ele-
ments generate current output signals. Minaei et al. [17] 
utilized differential voltage current conveyor (DVCC) and 
the circuit requires three DVCCs, four passive elements, 
and produces voltage output responses. All discussed 
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examples provide quadrature outputs. None of them show 
production of phase shifts such as 45, 90, 135, 180 de-
grees, which is the main contribution of our circuits. 

General conclusions from above discussions are that 
tunability of cascaded phase shifted loop is better, but 
complexity is several times higher. Therefore, simpler 
structures that utilize another design approaches are more 
interesting in some cases. Therefore, our intention in this 
paper is to design simpler solutions that have not been 
developed so far.  

The next part of our contribution deals with quadra-
ture oscillator design. Important quadrature oscillators with 
independent CO and FO adjusting, grounded capacitors, 
and voltage output responses are compared in the follow-
ing text. 

Many from recently investigated structures use pas-
sive elements for control of CO and FO, therefore their 
replacement by electronically adjustable equivalents is 
necessary. Soliman [18] utilizes current conveyors (two or 
three) and 5-6 passive elements in solution of an oscillator, 
where differential output signals are not easily available. 
Oscillator presented by Herencsar et al. based on general-
ized current follower transconductance amplifier (GCFTA) 
and voltage buffer employs two active and four passive 
elements. However, it does not provide linear control of 
FO (produced amplitude is dependent on tuning process) 
[19]. Tuning is realized by changes of passive elements. 
Similar type of FO and CO control is used in works [20]-
[22] as well. Gupta et al. [20] developed an oscillator based 
on current and voltage followers as active elements (2-4 in 
the proposed circuits) and 5 passive elements. Amplitude 
of generated signal was influenced by FO adjusting with-
out possibility of linear control. Oscillator with differential 
output signals and quadrature phase shift is proposed by 
Biolkova et al. in [21]. The circuit is based on two dual 
output current inverter buffered amplifiers (DO-CIBAs) 
and 5-6 passive elements. The FO control without influ-
ence on produced amplitudes is linear, but simultaneous 
change of floating resistor values is necessary. Lahiri [22] 
proposed an oscillator employing three current feedback 
amplifiers (CFAs) and 6 passive elements, where adjusting 
of resistor values is the only way how to control CO and 
FO. Lahiri et al. [23] also proposed another oscillator based 
on single current conveyor transconductance amplifier 
(CCTA) and four passive elements, where electronic con-
trol is realized by gm. Nevertheless, generated amplitude is 
influenced by tuning of FO and dependence of control is 
not linear. The same features were achieved in solution 
presented in [24], where two CDTAs and three passive 
elements were used. Rodriguez-Vazquez et al. [25] pre-
sented an oscillator based on 3-4 transconductors (OTAs) 
and two capacitors. Linear control of FO without influence 
on generated amplitudes is possible electronically by trans-
conductances. The oscillator in [26] utilizes special con-
figuration of three specially modified CFAs and five pas-
sive elements, which allows linear control of FO without 
impact on generated amplitudes. Digital control of such 

application has been also discussed in the past, for example 
by Alzaher et al. [27], where 3 or 5 active elements (cur-
rent amplifiers and voltage buffers) and 6 passive elements 
were used and linear control of FO without impact on gen-
erated amplitudes is allowed. Interesting digitally control-
lable solution was presented by Biolek et al. [28], where 
two active elements - so called z-copy controlled gain 
current differencing buffered amplifiers (ZC-CG-CDBAs), 
five passive elements are used and allow linear control of 
FO. Several solutions of quadrature oscillators, where 
control procedure was focused on current and voltage gain 
adjusting in frame of active elements called controlled gain 
current follower differential output buffered amplifiers 
(CG-CFDOBA), controlled gain current inverter buffered 
amplifiers (CG-CIBAs) and controlled gain current ampli-
fied voltage amplifier (CG-CVA), are discussed in [29] 
(five passive and two active elements are used in the pro-
posed oscillators). Some of them allow differential output 
responses and linear control of FO. Galan et al. [30] util-
izes four dual output OTAs (gm control) and four capaci-
tors to achieve fully differential output oscillator. The first 
note about utilization of FB-VDBA in differential 
(balanced) quadrature was discussed by Bajer et al. [31]. 
The oscillator consists of two FB-VDBAs, two resistors, 
four grounded capacitors and allows linear electronic con-
trol of FO and independent control of CO (unfortunately 
by a floating resistor). 

Oscillator structure presented in this contribution 
seems to be very economical in comparison to above dis-
cussed circuits, because only single DO-VDBA and dual 
output controlled gain voltage differencing buffered volt-
age amplifier (DO-CG-VDBVA) and three passive ele-
ments (only one of them is floating) are required. The pro-
posed oscillator provides differential outputs, linear control 
of FO by simultaneous adjusting of both gm, and CO con-
trol by adjustable voltage gain. In some above discussed 
solutions utilizing other type of active elements the poten-
tial possibility to obtain voltage or even voltage differential 
(balanced) outputs also exists, but additional current to 
voltage conversion or voltage buffering/inversion (out of 
active element) is required. However, if it is possible, than 
these discussed oscillators have other drawbacks such as 
control by passive elements [21] or high number of active 
elements [30].   

Principle of triangle and square generator (called 
functional) is known very well. There were interesting 
attempts to build very simple generator from active ele-
ments like basic operational amplifiers, current conveyors, 
etc. [1]. However, these simple circuits have some draw-
backs (many passive elements) and lack of electronic con-
trollability. The following discussion deals with typical 
examples.  

Biolek et al. [32] introduced an interesting circuit 
with single CDTA, 3 resistors and one capacitor which 
provides FO in range of MHz tunable by resistor value. 
De Marcellis et al. [33] proposed generator employing 2 
CCIIs, 6 resistors and one capacitor. Control of FO is also 
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possible by adjusting of resistor value. Chien et al. [34] 
presented solution based on two differential voltage current 
conveyors (DVCCs) [1], three resistors and control of duty 
cycle is also allowed. Almashary et al. [35] presented 
a generator, where 2 CCIIs, 3 resistors, and 2 capacitors are 
required. Tunability of FO is possible by value of resistor. 
Pal et al. [36] employed two CCIIs, three resistors and 
floating capacitor in his approach. Two current feedback 
operational amplifiers (CFOAs) [1] with two capacitors 
and two resistor utilized generator presented by Saque et 
al. [37]. Minaei et al. [38] introduced similar approach 
based on CFOAs and DVCCs. Two operational transresis-
tance amplifiers (OTRAs), three resistors and one floating 
capacitor based generator is shown by Lo et al. [39]. 

Electronically controllable active elements allow bet-
ter performance in these types of generators. Works [40]-
[42] brought key information for design of generators with 
transconductance (OTA) sections (controlled by DC bias 
currents) and special comparators with hysteresis (so called 
Schmitt trigger [40]), for example). Our presented topology 
of triangular and square wave generator is based on similar 
principles. Kim et al. [41] and Chung et al. [42] utilized 3 
OTA sections, one capacitor and two resistors, similarly 
Siripruchynanun et al. [43].  

Several generators were designed with current-mode 
outputs. Kumbun et al. [44] employed two multiple outputs 
through transconductance amplifiers (MO-CTTAs) only to 
realize adjustable generator. Two multiple output current 
controlled current differencing amplifiers (MO-CCCDTAs) 
were used for design of generator by Silapan et al. [45] and 
Sristakul et al. [46]. Silapan et al. [45] published a very 
excellent work (fundamentally very similar to our solu-
tion), where two controllable multi-output CDTA (MO-
CCCDTA) elements, and one capacitor is sufficient. In 
fact, there were used two independently adjustable OTA 
sections in each MO-CCCDTA and it allows to "integrate" 
resistor inside of the active element. The generator is 
designed with current output responses. 

In our topology only two OTA sections, one capacitor 
and one resistor are sufficient (reasons for the second are 
explained in a specific chapter - Schmitt comparator in our 
contribution is adapted for differential output purposes). 
Differential output means two times higher output signals 
and immunity to common mode disturbances, which is 
really important in modern low-voltage CMOS technolo-
gies. The resulting conclusion from hitherto published 
works is clear - to the best of the authors’ knowledge no 
generator (with electronic control of repeating frequency 
and duty cycle) for differential (balanced output) signal 
generation that is simpler exists in the literature and many 
presented single-ended solutions seem to be quite compli-
cated and use also floating passive elements ([33], [36] for 
example). 

2. Controllable Voltage Differencing 
Buffered Amplifiers 
Conceptions of VDBA/VDIBA [1]-[5] and their be-

havioral model are discussed in this chapter. Advantageous 
differences from classical VDBA [1]-[4] or VDIBA 
approach based on OTA and inverter section [5] are dis-
cussed and explained. Classical VDBA/VDIBA employs 
high-impedance voltage differencing input terminals (in 
this paper labeled as p and n), auxiliary high-impedance z 
terminal, and low-impedance output of voltage buffer/in-
verter noted as +w/-w. Modified conception uses transcon-
ductance section with one output polarity (one z terminal) 
and cascade of two voltage inverters. Therefore, both 
inverting (-w) and direct voltage outputs (+w) are available. 
However, some applications require two auxiliary termi-
nals z for special purposes of circuit synthesis. Internal 
structure of FB-VDBA [2] is more complicated, because 
different transconductance section with current mirrors is 
required. Advanced VDBA/VDIBA modification allows 
several types of electronic control as will be shown in more 
details. 

2.1 DO-VDBA 

The first possible modification of VDBA/VDIBA [1]-
[6] is created very simply by additional voltage inverter. 
Therefore, we have now also direct voltage buffered out-
put, which is very useful for differential mode signal op-
erations. Symbol and behavioral model is shown in Fig. 1. 

 
a) 

 
b) 

Fig. 1. Dual output voltage differencing buffered amplifier 
(DO-VDBA): a) symbol, b) behavioral model. 
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We called this element dual output voltage differencing 
buffered amplifier (DO-VDBA) in accordance to [1]. The 
main principle is obvious from behavioral model (see 
Fig. 1b). Control of transconductance is possible by 
external biasing (Ib). Relation between terminals can be 
written in hybrid matrix as follows: 
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2.2 FB-VDBA 

In some cases of circuit synthesis two auxiliary z 
terminals (both polarities for example) are required. A very 
useful and easily obtainable version [2], [3] is shown in 
Fig. 2. 

 
a) 

 
b) 

Fig. 2. Fully balanced voltage differencing buffered amplifier 
(FB-VDBA): a) symbol, b) behavioral model. 
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Matrix description is very similar to (1), but main differ-
ence is in additional equation for the second output current 
from the second z terminal, see (2). 

2.3 DO-CG-VDBVA 

Previous types of VDBAs (DO-VDBA and FB-
VDBA) [1]-[6] allow only one possibility of electronic 
control. However, in many applications various possibili-
ties of controls are required. As an example, sinusoidal 
oscillators can be mentioned, where one controllable 
parameter serves for control of oscillation condition and 
the second one adjusts oscillation frequency. Therefore, 
introduced modification contains two adjustable parame-
ters. These parameters can be obtained by additional volt-
age amplifier together with buffer/inverter in behavioral 
structure or by replacement of inverter/buffer by this con-
trollable voltage amplifier. This active element received 
a typical name consisting of main features typical for clas-
sical VDBA or VDIBA [1]-[6] but considering also con-
trollability of voltage gain (A). Symbol and behavioral 
model of the dual output controlled gain voltage differ-
encing buffered voltage amplifier (DO-CG-VDBVA) is 
depicted in Fig. 3. 

 
a) 

a 
p

z
DO-CG-VDBVA

(Vp – Vn).gm = Iz

n

A

+w 

Iz

Va = A.Vz

V+w = Vz

-1

1
-w 
V-w = -Vz

 
b) 

Fig. 3. Dual output controlled gain voltage differencing buff-
ered voltage amplifier: a) symbol, b) behavioral model. 

Matrix equations also include a new parameter - adjustable 
voltage gain as follows:  
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from which it is obvious that direct voltage buffering can 
be achieved by a simple way shown in Fig. 1 (two inverters 
in cascade). 
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3. Applications for Signal Generation 
The discussed active elements can be used in inter-

esting applications in analog signal processing and mainly 
in signal generation. Several types of sinusoidal oscillators 
and functional (triangle and square wave) generators based 
on the discussed active elements are presented in this sec-
tion.  

3.1 Multiphase Harmonic Oscillator SRCO 

So-called single resistance controllable oscillators 
(SRCO) [20] were very popular for many years due to their 
simplicity (one-two active elements maximally) and si-
multaneously independent control of CO and FO by resis-
tor values. The basic conception employs lossy integrator 
(R1, C1), one DO-VDBA and special impedance con-
structed from -R2 and C2) in an interesting circuit configu-
ration (Fig. 4).  

 
Fig. 4.  Simple multiphase oscillator using single DO-VDBA. 

Characteristic equation of the discussed oscillator has 
form: 
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where CO is controllable by -R2 value and FO by value of 
R1. Therefore, specifications for SRCO type of oscillator 
are fulfilled. Practical utilization of floating resistance -R2 
is different, because Fig. 4 serves only for theoretical and 
simple explanation of the principle. Controllability of -R2 
value in order to ensure soft CO control is not very com-
fortable. Therefore, we implemented the second active 
element to replace inconvenient floating negative passive 
element from another FB-VDBA. Transconductance con-
trol now realizes CO adjusting by a simple electronic way. 
Replacement of the impedance connected to z terminal of 
DO-VDBA is shown in Fig. 5. The principle of the design 
of the basic (Fig. 4) and modified circuit is clear from the 
diagram in Fig. 5. Two blocks with specific transfers (lossy 
integrator and special synthetic function) between current 
and voltage (transadmitance YT and transimpedance ZT) 
were used for synthesis of the discussed circuit. Impedance 
of serial R2C2 combination in Fig. 5 has form: 
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and from equivalent circuit resulting impedance: 
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The improved characteristic equation is now: 
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where CO and FO can be easily obtained as: 
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We can determine transfers between outputs of the oscil-
lator and get relations between produced amplitudes and 
phase shifts respectively as: 
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Fig. 5.  Modification of the oscillator in Fig. 4 with electroni-
cally controllable CO. 

We can simplify these equations considering fulfilled CO 
(8) and equality of C1 = C2 = C and determine relations as: 
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which leads to 45 phase shift in case of equality 
gm1 = 1/R1. The next relation has form: 
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which leads to 135 for fulfilled gm1 = 1/R1. The last rela-
tion that we can find between voltages across capacitors is: 
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where only amplitude relation depends on R1 value (FO 
control). We can find out that the proposed oscillator 
produces signals with phase shifts 45, 90, 135 and 180 
degrees for fulfilled CO and gm1 = 1/R1 as conclusion of 
this analysis. 

This type of oscillators is not very suitable for FO 
adjusting, if multiphase outputs are also required. Any 
change of FO leads to inequality of gm1 = 1/R1 through R1 
and causes disturbance of phase and amplitude proportions 
in the circuit. Only phase relation between VC1 and VC2 
keeps preserved (but not amplitude). Additional voltage 
buffering of VOUT_45 is also a complication for practical 
utilization. However, obtaining of four-phase outputs is 
possible by quite a simple way (similarly as in [5], where 
one disadvantage remains – floating capacitor) without 
necessity of many active elements in comparison to [6]-[8], 
for example. Therefore, the presented solution offers some 
benefits and improvements. 

3.2 Multiphase Oscillator - Special Require-
ments 

The previous type of the oscillator requires synthetic 
replacement of floating negative resistance. Therefore, in 
Fig. 6 another solution with similar phase shifts like the 
above discussed circuit is introduced, but usage of floating 
negative resistance is not required. This oscillator uses 
conversion (V  I, I  V) transfer sections in the loop 
based on only lossy integrators and additional positive 
feedback in comparison to the previous type (diagram in 
Fig. 6). The second DO-VDBA2 with R3 serves as a sub-

tracter, which allows to obtain required outputs with ap-
propriate phase shifts. Characteristic equation, CO and 
elementary FO have forms: 
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Relations between generated signals are: 
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which leads to (considering C1 = C2 = C, fulfilled CO: 
R2gm1 = 2 and R3gm2 = 1): 
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Simple solution of both DO-VDBAs (only one positive z 
terminal) is sufficient in this modification of the oscillator 
in comparison to the previous type. 

 
Fig. 6.  Modification of the proposed oscillator without neces-

sity of employing floating negative resistance. 

3.3 Adjustable Harmonic Quadrature 
Oscillator  

The solution presented in this section offers more 
benefits in comparison to the previous multiphase type, 
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where FO adjusting was limited or not possible due to 
request of four multiphase outputs (45, 90, 135, 180 de-
grees). The main requirement of the intended synthesis is 
the design of fully electronically controllable (CO and 
linear control of FO) oscillator with multiphase purposes 
(90, 180, 270 degrees) or quadrature differential (balanced) 
mode oscillator. The presented circuit consists of lossy and 
loss-less integrators in one loop complemented by negative 
resistance controllable by voltage gain. This application 
(Fig. 7) is the perfect example of utilization of the DO-CG-
VDBVA. Loss-less controllable (by gm2) voltage integrator 
forms the first part (C2 and DO-VDBA) of the oscillator. 
The second important part is the lossy integrator (control-
lable by gm1) together with negative resistance supplemen-
tary simulating circuit (R1, C1 and DO-CG-VDBVA), 
where negative resistance is adjustable by voltage gain A1. 
Characteristic equation, CO and FO have the following 
forms: 
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Relative sensitivities of oscillation frequency on parame-
ters in (33) achieve typical values ( 0.5). Linear control of 
FO is ensured by simultaneous adjusting of gm1 and gm2 
(gm1 = gm2) and independent control of CO by A1. The 
oscillator provides low impedance at each of the outputs, 
therefore, easy connection to low-resistance loads is al-
lowed. The relation between produced signals across the 
capacitors has form: 
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which means quadrature phase shift and equal amplitudes 
during the tuning process (FO) at all outputs in case of 
simultaneous control of both gm and when capacitors have 
equal values. Single-ended operation mode allows to ob-
tain the oscillator with unchangeable amplitudes providing 
four phase shifts (multiples of /2). Differential operation 
mode has benefit of two-times higher output amplitudes, 
but in quadrature form only. 

 
Fig. 7.  Fully controllable multiphase/quadrature differential 

mode (balanced) oscillator. 

3.4 Triangle and Square Wave Generator 

The last presented useful and quite simple application 
of the discussed active elements is a differential output 
(balanced) triangle and square wave generator. Explana-
tions of processes in the function of the generator are pro-
vided by charging of a capacitor and switching (turn-over) 
at reference levels. The loss-less integrator and comparator 
with hysteresis (Schmitt trigger) in the feedback loop are 
main building blocks of these types of non-harmonic signal 
sources [32]-[46]. We show possibilities how to build loss-
less integrator with VDBA elements (partial block of the 
oscillator in Fig. 7).  

 
Fig. 8.  Schmitt comparator with hysteresis employing FB-

VDBA. 

For construction of a dual-output Schmitt comparator 
(Fig. 8) one FB-VDBA with two z terminals was em-
ployed. Theoretically, the DO-VDBA (one z terminal) is 
also possible for construction of a comparator (we can save 
one resistor). However, the FB-VDBA (with current multi-
plying performed by current mirrors in internal topology - 
we will present it in experimental/simulation part of this 
paper) allows higher gain of the whole voltage feedback 
system, which is the key factor (in low-power and low-sup-
ply voltage technology) for precise flip-over process of the 
comparator. Quality of the comparator has a direct impact 
on accuracy of oscillation/repeating frequency (also noted 
by abbreviation FO) and accuracy of reference levels. 

The following equation is valid between the input and 
output voltage of FB-VDBA in the comparator (Fig. 8): 
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which leads to  

 isato VV _  ,  (36) 

if validity of gmR >> 1 is ensured. We found referencing 
value (Vref) for very high gains (given by transconductance 
gm and resistor R) which is necessary for turnover of the 
output of the comparator from a high output voltage level 
to a low output voltage level respectively in (36). The out-
put voltage (in ideal case also reference threshold voltage) 
is given by maximum output current I+z_max, which means 
maximum of positive or negative output saturation: 
V+z = R.I+z_max. Dynamical characteristic of the com-
parator has two comparative reference voltages determined 
as R.I+z_max, thanks to positive feedback from voltage 
across R and very high gain (gmR).  
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Fig. 9 shows the complete generator, where the loss-
less integrator employs the first type of DO-VDBA and the 
comparator presents the same circuit as we discussed in 
Fig. 8.  

Linear charging of the capacitor C starts at the nega-
tive reference voltage level (-VC_max) and is given by 
+IC_max = +Iz1_max + Id = k1.Ib1 + n.k1.Ib1, where constant k 
represents current gain in the internal topology of VDBA 
(multiplying by current mirrors), Id is auxiliary controlled 
DC current and n is the ratio between Id and Ib1 (Id = n.Ib1). 
The input voltage linear range of DO-VDBA is very small 
for higher gm and the slope of the DC transfer characteristic 
very sharp. 

 

Fig. 9.  Differential mode triangle and square wave generator 
employing DO-VDBA and FB-VDBA. 

Therefore, the output currents are given by one from both 
saturation corners limited by bias current Ib as 
±Iz1_max = ±k1.Ib1 (DO-VDBA) and ±Iz2_max = ±k2.Ib2 (FB-
VDBA), see Fig. 11a and Fig. 13a. Discharging that starts 
at +VC_max is given similarly, because -IC_max = -Iz1_max + Id. 
Both time intervals per one signal period are obtained 
from: 
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The distance between the negative and positive threshold 
values (-VC_max = +RIz2_max and +VC_max = -R.Iz2_max) can be 
expressed as: 

 max_max_,max_ 2)( CCCRC VVVVV  ,  (39) 
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Both time intervals are stated as: 
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The repeating period and frequency have forms: 
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It is obvious that current Id is DC component, which shifts 
linear trace (triangular signal), i.e. offset. It influences the 
duty cycle of the produced wave as: 
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The maximal theoretical limits of Id are given by ±Ib1 (n = 1 
for D = 0% and n = -1 for D = 100%). Therefore, change 
of the polarity of Id is required. The repeating frequency 
can be controlled independently with respect to the duty 
cycle if ratio Id/Ib1 = n is kept strictly constant while fre-
quency f0 is tuned by Ib1. 

4. Simulation Results 

4.1 Possible CMOS Implementations of 
Selected DO-VDBA Solutions  

We designed internal topologies of DO-VDBA and 
FB-VDBA to demonstrate functionality and practical fea-
tures of the designed applications. Models of TSMC 
0.18 m CMOS technology parameters [47] were used for 
our simulations. The first topology uses classical transcon-
dutance section with active load (PMOS mirror) and two 
simple voltage inverters, see Fig. 10. Lower gain of one 
transconductance section (higher gain requires cascading) 
and only one z terminal are the main disadvantages of this 
solution. Nevertheless, it is a useful solution in a specific 
situation and power consumption is lower in comparison to 
the second solution (it will be discussed later). PSpice 
analyses provided the following results (Ib = 50 A, 
VCC =  1.2 V): gm = 500 S, Rz  170 k, Cz  0.35 pF, 
Rw  53 , voltage gain between z and +w has value 0.926 
and gain between z and -w is 0.962. Differential input re-
sistance of OTA section is high - at 1 MHz has values 
higher than 1.1 M (parasitic capacitance  0.27 pF). 
Adjusting of Ib influences Rz value, for Ib = 200 A Rz 
value is approx. 46 k (value decreases with higher Ib).  

 
Fig. 10.  DO-VDBA with one z terminal. 
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a) 

 
b) 

 
c) 

Fig. 11.  Selected features of the proposed DO-VDBA:  
a) DC transfer characteristic of OTA section,  
b) dependence of gm on frequency,  
c) DC transfer characteristics of inverter/buffer. 

Adjusting of Ib in the range of 5 - 200 A causes changes 
of gm from 60 S to 1.4 mS. Some of the simulation results 
are documented graphically in Fig. 11. 

The FB-VDBA has a different construction (Fig. 12). 
Function of the second type (FB-VDBA) is practically 
similar, only internal topology is slightly complicated due 
to necessity of z terminals of both polarities and k-times 
higher gain of transconductance section and mirrors of FB-
VDBA. Many parameters of the second type of DO-VDBA 
are practically identical to the previously discussed type 
(parameters of voltage inverters). Simulations provided the 
following results (Ib = 50 A, VCC = 1.2V): gm = 1030 S, 
Rw  130 k, Cz  0.38 pF. The differential input resis-
tance of OTA section has higher values than 0.64 M at 
1 MHz (parasitic capacitance  0.25 pF). Adjusting of gm 
from 132 S to 2.76 mS was verified (Ib between 5 and 
200 A). The highest tested Ib = 200 A decreases Rz 
value to 53 k approximately. Selected results are docu-
mented in Fig. 13. 

 

Fig. 12.  FB-VDBA with z terminals of both polarities. 

 
a) 

 
b) 

Fig. 13. Selected features of FB-VDBA: a) DC transfer 
characteristic of OTA section, b) dependence of gm on 
frequency. 

4.2 Detailed PSpice Analysis of Some Pro-
posed Applications  

Multiphase oscillator - type without necessity of 
floating negative resistance 

Oscillator from Fig. 6 we designed for operation at 
f0 = 1.539 MHz with parameters: R1 = R2 = R = 2.2 k, 
C1 = C2 = C = 47 pF, R3 = 1 k, and gm2 = 1 mS. Obtained 
results of simulation are shown in Fig. 14. Voltage gain of 
subtracting point created by DO-VDBA2 and R3 is ap-
proximately equal to 1. Real value of gm1 necessary for 
start of oscillation was increased to 1.133 mS (Ib1 =  
=146 A). Oscillation frequency 1.506 MHz was obtained, 
which is very close to the ideal value (error about 2%). 
Achieved total harmonic distortion (THD) was 0.40%, 
0.39%, 0.26%, 0.81% and 0.81% for all outputs namely: 
VOUT0, VOUT180, VOUT45, VOUT135, VOUT-45. 
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a) 

 
b) 

Fig. 14.  Results of simulation of the oscillator from Fig. 6:  
a) transient responses, b) frequency spectrum. 

Functional generator 

We require operation in hundreds of kHz, therefore 
parameters of the design (considering solution shown in 
Fig. 9) are the following: C = 22 pF, R = 10 kΩ, 
Ib2 = 20 A, k2 = 2 and suitable range of maximal output 
current (given by k1.Ib1, where k1 = 1) adjusting between 
5 A and 100 A. Duty cycle was set to 50% (n = 0). Load 
resistances RL = 1 kΩ were connected at the output ports 
(w) in simulations. We used FB-VDBA based comparator. 
This solution has one disadvantage, which is the necessity 
of the second resistor. However, such OTA section with 
mirrors in FB-VDBA structure has higher available voltage 
gain (bias mirroring with gain k2 = 2, see Fig. 12) than 
simpler OTA section in the DO-VDBA. Of course, there is 
possibility to use simpler DO-VDBA, but validity of (36) 
is highly influenced by insufficient gain of the comparator 
in low-power solution. In fact, we are discussing a specific 
design for our requirements in the following text. Quality 
of the comparator directly influences oscillation frequency 
(threshold referencing voltage for changing of output po-
larity). The transconductance of OTA section of FB-
VDBA has value 470 S for Ib2 = 20 A. This value is 
quite low for sufficient voltage amplification in the com-
parator (it is better than for the same solution with DO-
VDBA). We expected equality between input threshold 
voltage and output voltage of the comparator. Unfortu-
nately, gain is not sufficient and therefore we achieved 
only V□  1.3V∆. In addition this gain is not valid in the 
whole DC transfer characteristic due to its nonlinearity in 
frame of the OTA section as part of the FB-VDBA based 

comparator. AC analysis allows finding small-signal gm for 
ideal calculation (35) of the comparator behavior. Never-
theless, gm has a lower value than in the origin of the char-
acteristic (around 0) in case of comparator in overturn 
corners (reference voltages) of DC transfer characteristic. 
The new equation for repeating frequency considering the 
above discussed inequality of input (reference) and output 
voltage of the comparator and D = 50% has the following 
form: 
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Maximal output voltage at terminal +z2 (VR) of FB-
VDBA has amplitude value VR = V□ = Ib2.k2.R  400 mV. 
This value is also expected for output amplitude of square 
wave signal (in case of single-ended solution). Considering 
the practical inequality of (36) given by (35) means that 
input reference voltage (causing overturn of the compara-
tor) is 1.3 times lower (approximately 300 mV) than V□. 
This value is expected for amplitude of triangle (symmetri-
cal ramp) wave signal. All these presumptions expect 
unity-gain followers/inverters and symmetrical referencing 
voltage (it is given by quality of the comparator), in real 
case it can be slightly different (non-unity gains of follow-
ers/inverters causes changes of expected amplitudes). Re-
peating frequency f0 is expected for selected parameters 
and Ib1 = 30 A and with help of (46) as f0 = 1.108 MHz. 
Simulated value of generator with models of VDBAs dis-
cussed above was obtained as 1.031 MHz. Results are in 
Fig. 15.  

 
a) 

 
b) 

Fig. 15.  Simulated transient responses of the proposed genera-
tor: a) single-ended mode, b) example of electronic 
control of f0 (differential-balanced output mode). 
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Differential mode of operation has advantage of two-times 
higher produced amplitude. Electronic adjusting of f0 was 
verified between 211 kHz and 2.83 MHz (Ib1 changed from 
5 A to 100 A), see Fig. 16 where comparison of calcu-
lated f0 (46) and simulation results are depicted. 

0.1
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10

1 10 100Ib1 [A]

f 0 

[MHz]

expected

simulated

V CC = ± 1.2 V

I b2 = 20 A

 
Fig. 16.  Calculated and simulated dependence of f0 on Ib. 

An example of operation of the generator with 
D = 24.5% at f0 = 1 MHz was provided. Expected f0 can be 
expressed by the following equation considering a finite 
gain similarly as (46): 
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Analysis used the same values of the rest of parameters as 
in the previous case. The bias current Ib1 = 39 A was set in 
accordance to (47) for the above discussed assignment. 
Results in differential output mode are shown in Fig. 17 
where possibility of adjusting of f0 between two values is 
documented while D keeps unchangeable. 

 
Fig. 17.  Examples of variability f0 in simulated transient 

responses with D = 24.5 %.  

5. Experimental Results 
The comparator in Fig. 8 was tested experimentally 

with behavioral model (Fig. 18) based on commercially 
available devices. All parameters and values are noted in 
Fig. 18. The circuit was tested for ramp-pulse excitation 
(±0.7 V, 1 kHz) and the results are in Fig. 19. 
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Fig. 18.  Schmitt comparator employing behavioral model of 

FB-VDBA (based on commercially available devices). 

 
a) 

 
b) 

Fig. 19.  Measurement results of the comparator: a) transient re-
sponses Vi (triangular), Vo, b) hysteresis characteristic 
of the comparator. 

6. Conclusion 
The designed active elements allow beneficial fea-

tures in specific applications. They were intended for utili-
zation in multiphase oscillators, quadrature oscillators 
(single-ended or differential mode) or triangle and square 
wave generators for example, where provided modifica-
tions of VDBA and VDIBA elements [1]-[5] with standard 
transconductance control or also additional electronic con-
trol of voltage gain in frame of active element were 
employed. Some of the presented circuits allow benefits of 
simplicity (multiphase oscillators for example) in compari-
son to classical design methods based on cascading lossy 
integrators or similar sections in phase shifted loop [6]-[8], 
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where higher number of active and passive elements is 
necessary. Higher demands on precise accuracy of relations 
between generated outputs and necessity of several 
matching conditions is cost of these benefits. Nevertheless, 
matching conditions are also drawback of some more 
sophisticated phase-shifted solutions. Both introduced 
quadrature oscillators and triangle and square wave gen-
erator offer advantages of simplicity and differential output 
responses. The proposed circuits were verified by simula-
tions at frequencies of several MHz and complemented by 
detailed discussions. 
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1Abstract—Interesting type of the second-order electronically
controllable multiphase oscillator is introduced in this paper.
Modified voltage differencing current conveyor, so-called z-
copy controlled gain voltage differencing current conveyor
(ZC-CG-VDCC), offers interesting features for synthesis of this
type of multiphase oscillator. Available controllable parameters
of the ZC-CG-VDCC (intrinsic resistance, transconductance
and current gain) are fully utilized for independent adjusting of
oscillation condition and oscillation frequency. Specific
matching condition allows linear control of oscillation
frequency that is not so typical in such simple types of
oscillators. Available phase shifts are 45, 90, 135 and 180
degree. Simulation results based on CMOS model of active
element confirms intentions of the proposal in the bandwidth of
several MHz.

Index Terms—Electronic control, current-gain, intrinsic
resistance, second-order multiphase oscillators,
transconductance, voltage differencing current conveyor, z-
copy.

I. INTRODUCTION

Applications of more than one type of controllable
parameter in frame of one active device have increasing
attention of many researchers. Several interesting solutions
of active element with these features were reported in
literature. For example, Minaei et al. [1], Marcellis et al. [2],
Kumngern et al. [3] and others presented interesting
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conceptions. Extended version of the current conveyor
introduced in [1] allows adjustable current gain (B) between
x and z terminals and adjustable intrinsic resistance (Rx) of
the current input terminal x. Modified current conveyor
introduced in [2] disposes controllable features of current
gain between x and z terminals and voltage gain between y
and x terminals. Combination of Rx and B control is
available in interesting version of translinear current
conveyor [3]. Typical examples of active elements with two-
parameter control are also modifications of the current
differencing transconductance amplifier (CDTA) [4], [5].
DC bias currents are also used for control of Rx and
transconductance gm [6], [7]. Transconductance section [4],
[8] combined with current conveyor of second generation
[4], [9], [10] are common subparts in so-called current
conveyor transconductance amplifier (CCTA) [4], [11],
where independent Rx and gm control is also possible [12].
Some modifications of CCTA provide also adjustable
current gain control [13].

Active element presented in this paper and used in
proposed application offers possibility of control of three
independent parameters. In case of oscillator, it is fully
utilized for control of oscillation condition and linear tuning
of oscillation frequency.

The reasons for utilization of active elements employing
several types of electronic control came from requirements
for comfortable electronic control in applications. The
important applications in the field of signal generation are
oscillators. Therefore, we provided detailed study of several
oscillator solutions and found following drawbacks
concerning mainly lack of electronically controllable
features of proposed circuits:

1. too many passive elements (for example [14]–[17]),
2. condition of oscillation given by equality of capacitors
only (for example [18]–[22]),
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TABLE 1. SOME OF RECENTLY REPORTED SOLUTIONS OF SIMPLE SECOND-ORDER MULTIPHASE OSCILLATORS.
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[6] 2012 2 2 CCCDTA Yes Yes No Yes (gm) Yes (gm) DC I k/2 current

[31] 2011 2 5 or
6 DO-CIBA Yes Yes No No (R) No (R) PE k/2 voltage

[32] 2013 2 3 VDIBA No No Yes Yes (gm) Yes (gm) DC I k/2 voltage

[33] in
press 3 5 DO-CG-

CFBA Yes Yes No Yes (B) Yes (B) DC V k/2 voltage

[34] 2014 2 5
CG-

CFDOBA,
CG-BCVA

Yes Yes No Yes (B) Yes (A) DC V k/2 voltage

[35] 2012 1 3 VDTA Yes Yes No Yes (gm) No (R) DC I k/2 current
[36] 2013 1 5 VDTA Yes Yes No Yes (gm) No (R) DC I k/2 voltage

[37] 2012 2 6 CCII+.
ECCII- No Yes No No Yes (B) DC V k/4 voltage

[38]* 2013 2 3; 5 DO-VDBA,
FB-VDBA No Yes No; Yes Yes(gm); No Yes (gm) DC I k/4 voltage

proposed 1 4 ZC-CG-
VDCC Yes Yes No Yes (gm, Rx) Yes (B) DC I k/4 voltage

Notes: A – voltage gain; B – current gain; gm – transconductance; R – resistor value
* ref. [38] deals with two types of the oscillator with phase shift k/4

3. matching of two controllable parameters or values of
passive elements required in order to fulfill oscillation
condition, and tuning of oscillation frequency is required
simultaneously [18]–[22],
4. linear control of oscillation frequency is not possible
especially in simple solutions having minimal number of
active elements [23]–[28],
5. none of discussed simple second-order solution allow
four-phase outputs with /4 shift i.e. 45, 90, 135, and 180
degree of phase shifts.
Of course, there are many multiphase solutions based on

cascades (chains) of lossy blocks in one loop (for example
[29] and references cited therein) that allow various phase
shifts, but circuit realization is very extensive (many active
and passive elements) and tunability complicated in some
cases [30]. Therefore, we focused our attention on simple
(minimal number of active element) electronically adjustable
solutions. Despite of fact that several second-order
multiphase and tunable oscillators were introduced [6],
[31]–[36], any solution from them does not allow to realize
phase shift between produced signals different than /2.
Detailed comparison is shown in Table I. Our solution
produces phase shift /4 between generated signals. The
same feature is available in [37], [38], but discussed
solutions do not have capability of electronic control (or any
other method) of oscillation frequency or they do not have
independent control of oscillation frequency (element
suitable for frequency control influences oscillation
condition). Therefore, oscillator presented in this paper
provides significant advantages (electronic control of
oscillation frequency independently on oscillation condition
and minimal number of active elements) in comparison to
previous works that realizes phase shift in multiples of /4
[37], [38].

II. SECOND-ORDER MULTIPHASE OSCILLATOR USING Z-
COPY CONTROLLED-GAIN VOLTAGE DIFFERENCING

CURRENT CONVEYOR

Presented second-order multiphase oscillator utilizes
active element referred as z-copy controlled gain voltage
differencing current conveyor (ZC-CG-VDCC). Detailed
description of the active element and its parameters are
discussed in [39]. Therefore, only very brief introduction is
given here. ZC-CG-VDCC is multi-terminal mixed-mode
active device that provides three independent types of
controllable parameters (Rx, gm, B). These parameters are
adjustable by DC bias currents. Difference of voltages Vp

and Vn at high-impedance input terminals is transformed to
current Iz_TA by transconductance section (gm). The identical
copy is provided for auxiliary purposes (high-impedance
terminal zc_TA). Voltage at low-impedance current input
terminal x is directly given by intrinsic resistance RX and
Vz_TA. Current Ix = (Vx − Vz_TA)/Rx is amplified by adjustable
gain B to positive and negative output (high-impedance
terminals zp, zn). Symbol, including internal behavioral
model, is shown in Fig. 1. Outgoing current (arrow in
direction out of the device) is meant as positive. Inter-
terminal relations are also included in Fig. 1. Possible
CMOS implementation and its features are shown in [39].

Circuit structure of the multiphase voltage-mode oscillator
is given in Fig. 2. Here it is worth to note that the circuit can
also work in current-mode if the load resistances RL1 and RL2

are omitted. In this case current responses are taken from
terminals zp and zc_TA. Characteristic equation of the
oscillator in Fig. 2 has very favorable form

2 2 1

1 2 1 2
0,m

x x

gC C Bs s
R C C R C C


   (1)
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where condition of oscillation (CO) and frequency of
oscillation (FO) are:

2

1
,CB

C
 (2)

0
1 2

.m

x

g
R C C

  (3)

Fig. 1. Symbol and behavioral model of the ZC-CG-VDCC.

Fig. 2. ZC-CG-VDCC based second-order simple multiphase oscillator.

The relation between outputs VOUT2 and VOUT1 is
represented by following expression

2

1 2
.OUT x m

OUT x

V B R g
V B sC R





(4)

If CO (B = 1) is fulfilled and gm = 1/Rx, C1 = C2 = C, (4)
can be simplified to

2

1
1 ,OUT

OUT

V
j

V
  (5)

that gives

 2 12 exp / 4 .OUT OUTV j V (6)

Relation for VOUT4 and VOUT1 has a form

4 2
2

1 2
.OUT m

L
OUT x

V sC g
R B

V sC R B





(7)

Simplified relation (gm = 1/Rx, C1 = C2 = C, B = 1), valid
at FO, has a form:

4 2
2

1
,OUT L

L m
OUT x

V RR g j j
V R

    (8)

 4 2 1exp / 2 .OUT L m OUTV R g j V  (9)

Between VOUT3 and VOUT1 we achieve very simple relation
(for discussed simplification):

3 1
1

1
,OUT L

L m
OUT x

V R R g
V R

    (10)

 3 1 1exp .OUT L m OUTV R g j V (11)

Detailed evaluation of above noted relations shows that
phase shifts keep preserved during the tuning process if
considered conditions (gm = 1/Rx, C1 = C2 = C) are ensured.
However, as we can see, amplitudes of two of produced
signals (VOUT3, VOUT4) vary during the tuning process.
Oscillation frequency can be adjusted linearly by gm and Rx

simultaneously while their ratio is kept constant.

III. SIMULATION RESULTS

We used CMOS model of the ZC-CG-VDCC introduced
in [39] for verification and analysis of proposed circuit.
Controllability of discussed parameters (Rx, gm, B) of the
ZC-CG-VDCC CMOS model from [39] is documented in
Fig. 3. Ideal traces are determined from theoretical equations
for Rx, gm, and B in accordance with the CMOS model
specifications [39]. Adjusting of the DC bias current Iset_Rx

between 5.9 A and 80 A allows control of Rx in
approximate range from 4 k to 0.67 k. Transconductance
control is in case of this proposed oscillator sufficient from
250 S to 1500 S by Iset_gm between 9.7 A and 99 A.
Current gain control B is in range 0.4 to 4 (Iset_B from
100 A to 10 A).

a)

b)
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c)
Fig. 3. Typical dependences of controllable parameters of ZC-CG-VDCC
element [39] on DC bias control currents: a) Rx, b) gm, c) B.

The oscillator in Fig. 4 (including circuit for amplitude
stabilization) was designed with following parameters:
C1 = C2 = 30 pF, Rx = 2 k (Iset_Rx = 13.3 A), gm = 500 S
(Iset_gm = 22 A), B ≈ 1 (control current had to be varied in
range Iset_B ≈ 79 A–81 A). Supply voltage was  1 V.
Values of load resistance are RL1 = RL2 = 2 k. Ideal
oscillation frequency has value 2.654 MHz.

Ideal phase and amplitude relations based on analysis in
(4)–(11) for these initial parameters and discrete frequency
are given in Fig. 5. Dots at the ends of lines of the constant
vectors mean constant unchangeable positions (obvious at
single FO value). Nonlinear tuning process based on fixed
Rx and adjusted gm is possible. However, amplitude (VOUT3

and VOUT4) and also additional amplitude and phase changes
between VOUT1 and VOUT2 occur, see Fig. 6 for further
information, where dynamical output vectors in polar plot
are shown (arrows signalize trends of amplitude changes
with increasing gm from 100 S to 1 mS). Voltage VOUT1 has
always constant value. Simultaneous control of both
parameters (gm = 1/Rx) is the best choice for the operation of
proposed system. Figure 7 shows that VOUT2 keeps constant
for gm = 1/Rx control of FO. Amplitudes of VOUT1 and VOUT2

are not equal but their ratio keeps invariant in process of
tuning and levels are constant (dot at the end of line of the
vectors). Unfortunately, VOUT3 and VOUT4 are still dependent
on FO control.

Fig. 4. Simulated oscillator circuit including automatic gain control circuit
for amplitude stabilization.

VOUT1/VOUT1

VOUT2/VOUT1

VOUT3/VOUT1

VOUT4/VOUT1

45

90

135

180

225

270

315

01 2

amplitude ratio [-]

phase [deg]

Fig. 5. Phase and amplitude relations between available outputs of ideal
oscillator (f0 = 2.65 MHz) in polar plot.

Fig. 6. Polar plot of output vector voltage relations for gm and FO
adjusting from 100 S to 1 mS (fixed Rx = 2 k).

Fig. 7. Polar plot of output vector voltage relations for control of FO by
gm = 1/Rx simultaneous adjusting from 100 S to 1 mS.

Value of FO, obtained from simulation, achieved
2.566 MHz. Simulation results are shown in Fig. 8, where
transient responses for all four outputs are available.
Simulated phase shifts were 44 degrees (VOUT1-VOUT2), 86
degrees (VOUT1-VOUT4), 181 degrees (VOUT1-VOUT3) and 139
degrees (VOUT2-VOUT4).

The FO control supposes simultaneous change of gm

and Rx. Theoretical range of FO control allows control in
between 1.327 MHz–7.960 MHz (gm = 1/Rx = <0.25; 1.5>
mS). Simulations provided adjusting from 1.331 MHz to
7.391 MHz. Corresponding results are in Fig. 9. Amplitudes
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of VOUT3 and VOUT4 still changes in accordance to discussed
theoretical relations (VOUT1 and VOUT2 are unchangeable if
equality gm = 1/Rx is ensured).
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Fig. 8. Transient responses of all available outputs.
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Fig. 10. Frequency spectrum of VOUT1 for selected oscillation frequencies.
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Fig. 11. Dependences of output levels on oscillation frequency.

Frequency spectrum of VOUT1 for four discrete frequencies
is shown in Fig. 10. Figure 11 shows dependence of output
levels on tuning process. It confirms theoretical relations
(4)–(15). Total harmonic distortion (THD) results obtained
at all available outputs are shown in Fig. 12 and reach
0.45 %–3.8 % (VOUT1: 0.45 %–1.48 %; VOUT2: 0.45 %–
2.28 %; VOUT3: 0.58 %–3.81 %; VOUT4: 1.17 %–3.15 %) in
whole range of oscillation frequency tuning. Last plot shows
power consumption of the oscillator that has very slight
dependence on tuning process (Fig. 13).
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Fig. 13. Dependence of power consumption on oscillation frequency.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The proposed simple second-order sinusoidal oscillator
fulfils multiphase requirements (produces 45, 90, 135 and
180 degree phase shifts simultaneously) and can work also
as the quadrature type. The matching of two parameters is
required for linear electronic control of the oscillation
frequency. Nevertheless, this matching is easily accessible
by adjusting of both parameters (transconductance gm and
intrinsic resistance of the current input Rx). The third
parameter (current gain B) controls the condition of
oscillation. All parameters are controlled electronically.
Verification of tuning was provided from 1.331 to
7.391 MHz.
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Abstract The paper deals with an interesting oscillator

solution derived from LC Colpitts circuit structure. Elec-

tronically controllable current gain of the current amplifier

is utilized for driving of oscillation condition together with

two transconductances in frame of voltage differencing

transconductance amplifier for adjusting of frequency of

oscillation. In the proposed structure these elements replace

common bipolar transistor and metal coil. Designed circuit

offers important advantages, i.e. absence of metal coil,

quadrature outputs, amplitudes of generated signals inde-

pendent of tuning process, linear electronic control of

oscillation frequency (independent of oscillation condi-

tion). Implementation of circuit for amplitude stabilization

and automatic control of oscillation condition for designed

circuit is simple. These benefits are not available in clas-

sical LC Colpitts structures or in many well-known third-

order oscillators. The theoretical conclusions are supported

by experiments with behavioral representation employing

commercially available devices and also by simulations

using CMOS model.

Keywords Adjustable current amplifier � Voltage

differencing transconductance amplifier � Quadrature

oscillator � Electronic control � Third-order oscillator �
Colpitts oscillator

1 Introduction

1.1 Brief review of adjustable possibilities in active

circuits and motivation

It is well known that classical LC sinusoidal oscillators are

important parts in analog and mixed-signal processing.

However, these types require metal coil(s). Therefore, only

complicated tuning is possible (external passive elements

L and C value change) and this is the main drawback of

such solutions, where electronic control is not directly and

easily possible. Fortunately, there are many types of active

elements that allow direct electronic control of some of its

parameter(s) [1] and therefore are suitable for control of

features of particular application. Frequently controlled

parameters are current gain [1, 2–4], intrinsic resistance of

current input [1, 5, 6] and transconductance [1, 7]. More

than one parameter could be controlled in frame of one

active device available in [2–7]. Advanced active elements

with interesting and useful features were introduced for

example in [8–12].

In this paper, our effort focuses on direct electronic

control of parameters of the Colpitts LC circuit/oscillator

[13]. Control of transconductance and current gain was

used in resulting circuit and proposed oscillator. Thanks to

the control features, the proposed oscillator has several
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favorable features in comparison with standard LC solution

and also in comparison with some other adjustable third-

order oscillators.

1.2 Comparison of important third-order oscillators

It is not easy to compare structures based on different

design approaches. Nevertheless, important third-order

oscillators producing signals with quadrature phase shift

are qualitatively compared in the following text. Unfortu-

nately, some of third-order circuits do not allow control of

parameters and deeper analysis is also not given (for

example in [14, 15]) and evaluation of phase shifts is not

possible. Similarly in [16], where two realizations of third-

and fourth-order circuit were introduced, their condition of

oscillation (CO) and frequency of oscillation (FO) are

electronically controllable by transconductances (gm).

However, CO and FO are controllable independently only

if a problematic condition (CO: gm1 = gm2) is fulfilled.

Since FO2 = gm1gm2/(C1C2), controllability is difficult in

real solution. Fully independent CO and FO means that

parameter(s) controlling FO are not present in CO and vice

versa.

Table 1 compares discussed solutions available in [16–

27] clearly. We can give a summarization of the following

drawbacks, which are present in known third-order circuits,

as follows:

(a) mutual dependence of FO and CO [16, 17, 22, 23];

(b) nonlinear control of FO [17–27];

(c) not proved independence of one generated amplitude

on tuning process [16–27];

(d) too many active elements [16, 20];

(e) too many passive elements [21, 22, 25, 27].

Presented research is a significant extension of the study

briefly given in [28]. Our solution of third-order oscillator

has quadrature outputs with amplitudes independent of the

tuning process and linear control of FO. Quadrature

oscillators operating at RF bands and generating

unchangeable output signals are mainly determined for

applications in modern digital multi-state modulations and

demodulations (quadrature phase shift keying—QPSK for

example) as source of carrier signal (coherent cosine and

sine wave components) in many communication systems.

All above discussed circuits employ grounded capacitors.

One floating capacitor in the structure is a drawback which

is characteristic also for standard Colpitts structure that was

used for synthesis of this oscillator. Nevertheless, in

comparison to all discussed circuits, important benefits of

our structure overcome this drawback. The following text

Table 1 Comparison of selected controllable third-order oscillators which generate quadrature outputs

Reference Active

elements

Number

of

passive

elements

Fully

independent

CO and FO

Matching of

parameters for

independent CO

and FO required

Linear electronic

control of FO

possible (yes, no,

conditionally)

Linear

electronic

control of

FO proved

Quadrature

amplitude

dependent on

tuning process

Type of output

signal (current,

voltage or both

available)

[16] 2, 4 OTA

(Fig. 2a, e)

3, 4 No Yes Conditionally No N/A Voltage

[17] 3 CDTA 3 No Yes Conditionally No N/A Current

[18] 3 CDTA 3 Yes No Conditionally No N/A Both

[19] 3 CCCII 3 Yes No Conditionally No N/A Both

[20] 4 CCCII 3 Yes No No No N/A Current

[21] 3 DVCC 6 Yes No Conditionally No N/A Both

[22] 3 DVCC 6 No Yes Conditionally No N/A Both

[23] 3 OTA 3 No Yes Conditionally No N/A Voltage

[24] 1 DDCC, 2

OTA

4 Yes No No No N/A Voltage

[25] 2 CCII 6 Yes No No No N/A Both

[26] 1 CCCDTA,

1 OTA

3 Yes No Conditionally No N/A Both

[27] 2 CCII, 1

UVC

6 Yes No No No N/A Both

Proposed 1 CA, 1

VDTA (2

OTA)

3 ? Ri Yes No Yes Yes No Voltage

Abbreviations: CA current amplifier, CCII current conveyor of second generation, CCIII current controlled current conveyor of second gen-

eration, CCCDTA current controlled current differencing transconductance amplifier, CDTA current differencing transconductance amplifier,

DDCC differential difference current conveyor, DVCC differential voltage current conveyor, OTA operational transconductance amplifier, UVC

universal voltage conveyor, VDTA voltage differencing transconductance amplifier
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is divided as follows: chapter 2 presents an idea used to

obtain proposed circuit; design of fully controllable oscil-

lator with synthetic inductor is discussed in chapter 3; real

behavior considering main parasitic influences is com-

mented in Sect. 4; experimental results of measurements

with behavioral models utilizing commercially available

devices are evaluated in Sect. 5; CMOS-based structure is

introduced in Sect. 6 together with simulation results and

study of parameters dispersion and uncertainty and con-

cluding remarks are given in Sect. 7.

2 Classical LC Colpitts circuit and its enhancements

Classical Colpitts oscillator [29] uses metal coil and its

tunability is possible due to values of passive elements

(LC). Therefore, direct electronic control of FO and CO is

not easily possible. Common active element used in such

oscillator is bipolar transistor. It is not promising element

from the point of view of direct electronic control of final

application. Hence motivation of our work is to focus on

extension of Colpitts circuit to electronically controllable

system where parameters of active elements serve for FO

and CO control. Several suitable modifications of bipolar-

transistor-based Colpitts circuit were presented in the past.

One of them is a model discussed by Kennedy [13] that

attracts our attention because connection of bipolar tran-

sistor to the LC circuit is quite unique. The circuit model

presented in [13] can be simplified and adapted to structure

shown in Fig. 1.

In common base configuration of bipolar transistor,

current transfer between emitter and collector is given by

its current gain (b, h21e, hFE) and is equal to 1 for very high

b [30] (b = icollector/ibase). Therefore, we can replace

bipolar transistor in Fig. 1 by simple current follower

(emitter of a bipolar transistor serves as low-impedance

input and collector as high-impedance output). Analysis of

the circuit provided the following characteristic equation:

s3 þ C1 þ C2

LC1C2

sþ 1

RiLC1C2

¼ 0; ð1Þ

where Ri is an input resistance of real current follower.

Unfortunately, Eq. (1) does not represent characteristic

equation of the oscillator. However, we can set the current

transfer between input and output of the current follower as

general variable and repeat the analysis. Characteristic

equation is now in form:

s3 þ 1� B

RiC1

� �
s2 þ C1 þ C2

LC1C2

sþ 1

RiLC1C2

¼ 0; ð2Þ

where B is generally controllable current transfer (gain/

loss). As we can see in (2), proper value of B can bring this

circuit (Fig. 2) to boundary of stability (oscillation), Ri is

now input resistance of the adjustable current amplifier

(CA).

Characteristic Eq. (2) of the oscillator in Fig. 2 has very

favorable CO:

B ¼ 1� C1

C1 þ C2

: ð3Þ

Design requirements of similar types of oscillators

suppose equal values of both capacitors. We can also use

this simplification (C1 = C2 = C) and (3) reduces to very

simple form: B = 0.5, which is the only theoretical

requirement for sufficient gain to fulfill CO. The FO of the

oscillator (Fig. 2) has a typical form for LC oscillators:

x0 ¼
1ffiffiffiffiffiffi
LC
p

ffiffiffi
2
p

: ð4Þ

3 Design of fully electronically controllable oscillator

and analysis of its theoretical features

The oscillator obtained in the previous chapter has inde-

pendently controllable CO and FO, but FO is not controllable

electronically. Metal wire inductor is not a very popular

component due to its dimension, weight and dependence on

mechanical influences (vibration, change of the shape,

change of coil distance, etc.). Classical inductor is not suit-

able for fulfilling our goal of fully electronically controllable

oscillator due to impossibility of electronic control of its

inductance. Obvious way how to create electronically con-

trollable oscillator from basic circuit in Fig. 2 supposes

utilization of a synthetic inductance equivalent. We selected

popular and known method for creation of the synthetic

inductor [7], where two OTAs [1, 7] and grounded capacitor

are used. Two OTA subsections of the voltage differencing

C1

C2

L1

2

REE

Fig. 1 Adapted LC Colpitts

circuit based on idea presented

in [13]

C1

1

C2

B

B control

CA

Ri

i o

2

L

Fig. 2 Modification of the

oscillator employing controlled

current amplifier
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transconductance amplifier (VDTA) [31–36] were used for

these purposes. Resulting circuit with synthetic inductance

simulator is presented in Fig. 3. Inductance replacement

brings one or two additional active elements—it depends on

VDTA understanding as one device or two OTAs. Never-

theless, we obtained additional node 3, which is very useful

as will be discussed later. Equation for FO has now very

favorable form:

x0 ¼
1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

C1C2

C1þC2

� �
C3

gm1gm2

r : ð5Þ

Supposing equality of all capacitors (C1 = C2 =

C3 = C) and both transconductances (gm1 = gm2 = gm)

yields simplification of (5) to form:

x0 ¼
gm

C

ffiffiffi
2
p

: ð6Þ

Classical Colpitts circuits (with bipolar transistor) are

intended for single-phase generation. Additional node 3

(Fig. 3) is useful for quadrature generation. The relation

between nodal voltages V2 and V3 has a form:

V3

V2

¼ gm1

sC3

; ð7Þ

where substitution of s = jx0 gives:

V3

V2

¼ 1

j

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
C1C2

C1 þ C2

� �
1

C3

gm1

gm2

s
: ð8Þ

Supposing above noted equality of values of capacitors

and transconductances (C1 = C2 = C3 = C and gm1 =

gm2), Eq. (8) reduces to numerical relation between

amplitudes and phases:

V3

V2

¼
ffiffiffi
2
p

2
exp

p
2

j
� �

: ð9Þ

The relation expressed in (9) proves that phase shift

between both produced signals is 90� and amplitudes are

constant during the tuning process (independent of FO)

with constant level difference
ffiffiffi
2
p

=2:

Relation between V1 and V2 is given by:

V1

V2

¼ sC2Ri

1þ s C1 þ C2ð ÞRi

: ð10Þ

The same kind of simplification leads to:

V1

V2

¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
gmRi

ffiffiffi
2
p� �2

1þ gmRi2
ffiffiffi
2
p� �2

vuut exp tan�1 1

gmRi2
ffiffiffi
2
p

� �
j

	 

: ð11Þ

Resulting Eq. (11) can be explained in detail as follows.

Amplitude of V1 reaches approximately 1/2 of V2 for

product gm.Ri = 1 and higher values. Steady state oscilla-

tion level of V1 decreases significantly for product

gm.Ri \ 1. Fortunately, high gm.Ri ensures almost constant

level of V1 also in case of tuning. Unfortunately, the node 1

(V1) is not suitable as output of the multiphase oscillator

because phase shift between it and V2 and therefore also

between it and V3 changes if FO is tuned.

Nodes 2 and 3 are useful to obtain quadrature phase shift

with constant amplitude level (9) during the tuning process.

In addition, Eqs. (5) and (6) show that linear control of FO

is available by gm1 = gm2. None of these features are

available in case of classical Colpitts circuits.

4 Brief study of expected real influences on behavior

This chapter discusses possible problems caused by real

influences of parasitic features and inaccuracies of used

active elements, considered model of the circuit is shown

in Fig. 4, where Cp1 = Co_CA ? Cp_VDTA ? Cx_VDTA,

C1

1
C2

B
CA

Ri

i o

2

gm1

OTA

gm2

OTA

C3

3

CO FO

Leq = C3/(gm1.gm2)

VDTA
p

n

z

x

gm controlB control

Fig. 3 Modification of the oscillator employing synthetic inductor—

final electronically controllable oscillator
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C3
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Fig. 4 Model of the circuit for non-ideal analysis
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Rp1 = Ro_CA || Rp_VDTA || Rx_VDTA, Cp2 = Cz_VDTA and

Rp2 = Rz_VDTA.

We provide two calculations of expected FO:

(a) analysis including only parasitic capacitances in

high-impedance nodes caused by terminals of active

elements:

x=
0 ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
gm1gm2 C1 þ C2ð Þ

C2C
=
3Cp1 þ C1C

=
3Cp1 þ C1C2C

=
3

s
; ð12Þ

(b) analysis including all terminal resistances and

capacitances of active devices in high-impedance

nodes:

Parasitic capacitances Cp1, Cp2 and also inequality of

gm1 = gm2 have the most significant impact on FO. This

inequality depends mainly on accuracy of simultaneous

control of both parameters and also manufacturing accuracy

of VDTA. Symbol C3
/ represents a result of parallel

connection of working and parasitic capacitance. These

impacts are discussed in more detail in the following chapter.

5 Measurement results with behavioral model

employing commercially available devices

Figure 5 includes complete measured circuit of the oscil-

lator based on commercially available devices. We

implemented well-known current-mode multiplier EL2082

[37] as adjustable current amplifier (B) and two diamond

transistors (OPA660 [38]) to build VDTA. The automatic

amplitude gain control circuit (AGC) was created from

opamp TL071. Two high-speed opamps OPA2650 [39] and

additional high-speed buffer included in OPA660 package

were used as supplementary output voltage buffers. Low-

impedance outputs were matched to 50 X. Values of pas-

sive elements are selected as: C1 = C2 = C3 = 220 pF,

Ri = 100 ? 95 X (including internal parasitic resistance

[37]). Transconductances (gm1, gm2) of the VDTA sub-

sections were adjusted from 0.24 to 8.85 mS.

B
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Fig. 5 Measured behavioral model of the complete oscillator

x==
0 ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
gm1gm2RiRp1Rp2 C1 þ C2ð Þ þ C2 Ri þ Rp1 þ BRp1

� �
þ C1Ri þ Cp1Rp1 þ C

=
3Rp2

RiRp1Rp2 C2C
=
3Cp1 þ C1C

=
3Cp1 þ C1C2C

=
3

� �
vuuut : ð13Þ
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Recommended supply voltage is ±5 V. The rest of

parameters is included in Fig. 5.

The AGC circuit provides DC voltage VSET_B derived

from output level at node 2 controlling the current gain of

the CA (EL2082 has voltage controllable current gain

[37]). This voltage VSET_B is approximately equal to cur-

rent gain B, see [37]. In comparison with transient simu-

lations in [28], real oscillator operates with large time

constants (Ca = Cb = Cf = 1 lF) for perfect peak

detection and stabilization of amplitude without high

amplitude fluctuations. Start of correct operation of AGC

requires precise setting of reference voltage from voltage

regulator RP.

We used Tektronix MSO 72004C oscilloscope and

HP4395A spectrum analyzer for experimental analyses of

the circuit from Fig. 5. As an example, resulting transient

responses for gm1,2 = 2.08 mS are shown in Fig. 6(a). FFT

analysis of the output voltages V2 and V3 are shown in

Fig. 6 Analysis of the

oscillator: a transient responses,

b FFT spectrum of V2 (lower)

and V3 (upper)
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Fig. 6(b). Oscillation frequency for these values achieved

1.99 MHz. The results from spectrum analyzer provide

better resolution in magnitude than digital oscilloscope

with limited bit resolution of A/D converter, see Fig. 7

(both useful outputs V2 and V3) for another FO example

(f0 = 6.06 MHz) obtained by gm1,2 = 6.33 mS.

Electronic tuning of the oscillator is documented in

Fig. 8, where dependence of FO on simultaneous change of

gm1,2 is shown and compared with ideal and expected trace

[calculated from Eq. (13)]. Ideal range of FO control was

calculated from 0.245 to 9.06 MHz (for ideally equal

capacitors and gm) for gm1,2 adjusted from 0.24 to 8.85 mS.

Simple estimation by Eq. (12) yields range from 0.237 to

8.164 MHz and complex estimation with help of (13) gives

range from 0.553 to 8.306 MHz. Experimental results of

FO are in range between 0.5 and 7.91 MHz.

Difference between expected calculations (12) and (13),

considering real parasitic influences, is minimal at fre-

quencies above 1 MHz. However, simpler expression (12)

does not represent slope break of the measured trace at low

frequencies. Complex non-ideal analysis result (13) models

also significant change of the slope. Dependence of the

oscillation frequency on gm1,2 is almost linear in measured

and expected range approximately from 1 MHz to 8 MHz.

Analysis shows that the most important impact on FO

accuracy has Cp1, Cp2 and disrupted equality gm1 = gm2

mainly for very high gm values (see the point at the highest

frequency in Fig. 8). An explanation is simple. Transcon-

ductance of the diamond transistor (used as subparts of

VDTA) is controlled by external so-called degradation

resistor (Rd, see Fig. 5). Very low values of Rd comparable

to internal emitter resistance RE % 8–13 X [38] cause

inaccuracy (RE has to be taken into account). In addition,

supplementary influence is caused by output resistance of

voltage buffer (approximately 7 X) inside IC package of

diamond transistor. At low values of gm, mainly gm2 has

slightly higher value than gm1, where problem with addi-

tional resistance of buffer output occurs. Importance of this

influence increases for increasing gm value (decreasing Rd).

Value of Rp1 and Cp1 are determined by output impedance

of the CA (EL2082) approximately 1 MX/6 pF [37], input

of the buffer in frame of VDTA (MX/2 pF [38]), output

(current output of the diamond transistor) of the VDTA

(25–50 kX/4 pF, we considered always the worst case - i.e.

25 kX) and input of the separation buffer created by

OPA2650 (16 MX/1 pF [39]). Overall estimated parasitic

value of Rp1 and Cp1 is 24 kX/13 pF. Values of Rp2 and Cp2

are created by output of the diamond transistor in frame of

the VDTA (25–50 kX/4 pF), input of the diamond tran-

sistor in frame of the VDTA (1 MX/ 2 pF) and internal

Fig. 7 Spectral analysis obtained by HP4395A (f0 = 6.06 MHz) for voltage: a V2, b V3

Fig. 8 Dependence of measured, expected/estimated and ideal

oscillation frequency on gm (gm1 = gm2 = gm)
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voltage buffer of the OPA660 for output separation. Values

of Rp2 and Cp2 are estimated as 24 kX/8 pF. Input capac-

itance (1 pF) of used separation buffer of V1 voltage at

node 1 has very small impact in comparison to the rest of

above discussed problems (resistance is 16 MX [39]). Due

to minimal influence it can be omitted in analysis.

There is a question about B occurring in (13). Does

B change have significant impact on FO accuracy? Change

of the B value in really extreme and practically unreal

range from 0.1 to 0.9 at fixed f0 (units of MHz) causes

dispersion about units of kHz. Fortunately, around fixed

FO, fluctuations of B (caused by AGC response) are many

times lower and therefore insignificant. The same testing

range of B was used at frequencies of hundreds of kHz,

where this impact is significantly higher (dispersion of tens

of kHz). However, AGC system operating at stable and

fixed f0 does not evoke so significant change (0.1–0.9) of B,

where CO is not practically fulfilled or output levels reach

saturation corners of active elements for substantial part of

discussed changes. In conclusion we can state that fluctu-

ations of B may influence the lowest frequencies (the

lowest corner of the tuning range) but only for high vari-

ation of driving DC voltage from AGC (incorrectly selec-

ted time constant of AGC for example). Note that this

discussion is not related with results in Fig. 12, where FO

is intentionally changed in wide range to see AGC

response.

Dependence of the output signal levels of V2 and V3

(useful outputs with quadrature phase shift) on FO is given

in Fig. 9. When FO above 1 MHz is considered, fluctua-

tions of the output levels are very small (±34 mV for V2

and ±85 mV for V3).

An accuracy of the quadrature phase shift beween V2

and V3 during the tuning process was experimentally ver-

ified, see Fig. 10. Phase error about ±3 % in FO range

from 1 to 8 MHz was obtained.

Total harmonic distortion (THD) is also very important

parameter. We recorded and calculated this parameter from

magnitude distance of spectral components (for V2 and V3),

where magnitude distance of fundamental harmonic com-

ponent and higher spectral components was about 50 dB

and higher. The results calculated from measurement on

spectrum analyzer HP4395A are in Fig. 11. THD achieves

values lower than 0.5 % in whole range of FO control.

Automatic control of CO provided by the AGC system

(shown in Fig. 5) is really necessary. In practice, it is not

possible to operate with fixed gain B = 0.5 as we derived

from ideal condition (3). Tuning of the FO by gm1,2 causes

gain changes in the loop. These changes have to be com-

pensated. Discontinuation of oscillation, high THD or even

saturation of generated signals to supply corners is possible

Fig. 9 Dependence of measured output levels V2 and V3 on FO

tuning

Fig. 10 Dependence of measured phase error of quadrature outputs

V2 and V3 on FO tuning

Fig. 11 Measured dependence of THD on FO tuning
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when operated without precise auto-compensating AGC

systems. This problem is discussed in [12] in detail in case

of different circuit structure. Nevertheless, the conclusion

of the analysis is similar also for circuit shown in this

paper.

6 Possible CMOS implementation

We proposed CMOS solution (Fig. 13) based on utilization

of block of adjustable current amplifier (CA) and VDTA

(where two OTA subsections are controlled separately as is

known from elementar principle of this device [1, 32]) two

simple in the complete oscillator. Solution was verified by

simulations with Spice models of subblocks based on

TSMC LO EPI 0.18 lm technology [40]. Connection of

the ACG system to bias control of the CA is shown in

detail in Fig. 12 too.

Basic building elements of the proposed circuit (CA or

VDTA) or their subblocks eventually are transconductors

[1], [7]. Their internal structure is well-known, see

Fig. 13(a), where designed aspect ratio of all transistors is

also included. We used standard OTA-based subblocks in

frame of VDTA due to their possibility of gm range

extension (to increase FO range) by current mirror gain in

comparison with standard Arbel-Goldminz cells that are

usually implemented in VDTA element [31], [32]. Trans-

conductance of the OTA in Fig. 13(a) is given by equation:

gm ¼ 2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ISET gmKPn

WM1;2

LM1;2

s
; ð14Þ

where multiplication by 2 is given by fixed gain of the

current mirrors M4, M5 and M3, M6. Control of the gm was

tested in range from 0.25 to 2 mS by DC bias current

ISET_gm between 10 and 162 lA.

CMOS structure of the adjustable current amplifier is

presented in Fig. 13(b). Basic idea of this topology was

published in [41]. Our modification consists of adding of

input current conveyor section in order to operate with

signal of both polarities without DC offset [12]. Input

resistance Ri is given by:

Ri ¼
1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

Ib1KPn
WM1

LM1

q
þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ib1KPp

WM2

LM2

q : ð15Þ

Small-signal value of Ri obtained from simulation is

533 X for Ib1 = 100 lA. Current gain B of the amplifier is

adjusted by DC bias current ISET_B (see Fig. 13b) in

accordance with the following equation [41]:

gm1

OTA

p

n gm2

OTA

z

-x
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Fig. 12 Solution of the

oscillator based on CA and

VDTA suitable for CMOS

implementation
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B ¼ NIb2

2Iset B

ffi Ib2

Iset B

; ð16Þ

where N is internal gain of current mirrors, in our case

N = 2 (Fig. 13b). Simulations showed that adjustable

range of B is approximately from 0.4 to 4 by DC control

current ISET_B adjusted from 100 to 9.9 lA. Technological

constants KPn, KPp are given by used technology (TSMC

0.18 lm [40] in our case), and are KPn = 170.4 lA/V2 and

KPp = 35.7 lA/V2.

Circuit shown in Fig. 12 with CMOS structures and

models from Fig. 13 was simulated in Spice software. AC

coupling was used to remove small additional DC offset of

the active devices (several mV). Parameters of the design

are following: C1 = C2 = C = 220 pF, Ri = 533 X, ini-

tial ISET_B = 83 lA (B & 0.85) and DC supply voltage

±1 V. Initial setting of the oscillator was given by:

gm1 = gm2 = gm = 1 mS (ISET_gm1,2 = 54 lA). Startup of

the oscillation at all three nodes (V1, V2, V3) is presented in

Fig. 14(a) together with initial response of the ideal AGC

system (Fig. 14b). Oscillation frequency had value

f0 = 0.957 MHz. Figure 15 shows steady state transient

responses for two discrete oscillation frequencies (0.957

and 1.982 MHz for gm1,2 = 1 and 2 mS). Dependence of

phase distance of V1 and both other signals (V2 and V3) on

FO is evident, as was already discussed in chapter 3.

Test of tunability for three selected discrete frequencies

(0.482, 0.957, and 1.982 MHz; gm1,2 = 0.5, 1 and 2 mS)

and only for useful nodes (2, 3) is provided in Fig. 16.

Results in frequency domain (FFT) for these three gm

values are shown in Fig. 17. Transconductance control of

the CMOS VDTA between 0.25 and 2 mS allows FO

tuning in range from 0.256 to 2.047 MHz theoretically.

Simulations yield range from 0.277 to 1.982 MHz

(Fig. 18). The limit of gm and therefore also of FO on
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Fig. 13 Possible internal CMOS structures of active elements or their sub-blocks: a transconductor, b current amplifier

Fig. 14 Startup of the oscillations: a transient response, b AGC response
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Fig. 15 Steady-state transient responses for two selected FOs: a 0.957 MHz. b 1.982 MHz

Fig. 16 Tuning of the FO observed on transient responses for: a V2, b V3

Fig. 17 Tuning of the FO observed in frequency domain for: a V2, b V3
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higher frequencies is caused by substantial increase of the

DC bias current ISET_gm1,2.

In comparison with measurement results obtained with

behavioral models, where higher gm and also FO was

available, enormous bias current ISET_gm is required for

higher gm. The changes of operation regime of CMOS

transistors cause degradation of OTA linearity and also

power consumption increases rapidly. Therefore, we can-

not reach similar range of FO tuning as when measured (in

almost identical conditions) because the maximal value of

gm of presented CMOS OTA model is limited approxi-

mately to 2 mS.

Dependence of the output levels on FO is documented in

Fig. 19. Operation of the AGC is similar but range of the

FO tuning is limited to 2 MHz in this case. Output levels

(peak to peak) are substantially lower (hundreds of mV)

than in measurements based on commercially available

devices. However, this is unavoidable because of lower

supply voltage and 0.18 lm technology.

We also analyzed phase distances of produced signals

(Fig. 20a) and dependence of phase error of both quadra-

ture signals V2 and V3 on FO (Fig. 20b). As already men-

tioned, it is clearly seen that phase distance between V1 and

other signals changes if FO is tuned. Therefore, this output

is really not useful for multiphase purposes. Phase error of

V2 and V3 outputs is maximally about ±2 % in observed

FO range (0.28–2 MHz).

Values of THD in observed FO range are higher

(approximately between 0.3 and 3 %) than values obtained

from measurement of experimental prototype due to worse

and limited linearity of used CMOS models.

Proposed CMOS structure has several parameters that

determine key features of the oscillator (FO accuracy and

dispersion). Ideal symbolical analysis implies that Ri (input

resistance of the used CA) has no impact on function.

Nevertheless, study of influences of real nodal impedances

caused by terminals of active elements connected to this

node reveals that Ri also influences real FO (13). Therefore,

further discussion deals with tolerance and thermal dis-

persion of Ri and also other important parameters (gm)

influencing accuracy of FO.

6.1 Study of independent impacts of Ri and gm

First of all, we tested impact of bias current Ib1 (Fig. 14b)

on small-signal Ri dispersion in the worst case simulations

and found out uncertainty interval of Ri between 476 and

640 X for 30 % dispersion of Ib1 = 100 lA (quite com-

mon worst case deviation of IC fabrication process).

Impact of these changes (worst case ±30 % deviation of

Ib1 value driving Ri) on the oscillator structure (Fig. 13)

consists of very small deviation of FO, approximately from

0.952 to 0.960 MHz (±4 kHz) from nominal value of

f0 = 0.957 MHz (gm1,2 = 1 mS). The worst case results

are very pessimistic and are not likely in practice. We

obtained results of the Monte Carlo analysis (for 100 runs)

of f0 samples for 30 % tolerance of Ib1 with Gaussian

distribution. Standard deviation Df0 = 1.43 kHz (sigma)

and 4.3 kHz (3 sigma) was obtained. Minimal and maximal

value (0.954 and 0.960 MHz) of the f0 almost corresponds

to the worst case results discussed above.

Deviation of gm of the OTA (Fig. 14a) caused by

uncertainty of ISET_gm has significant impact on FO. The

deviation of ±30 % of ISET_gm1,2 results in gm1,2 range

from 0.772 to 1.206 mS. Deviation of gm1,2 is thus more

than ±20 %. Therefore, accuracy of gm1,2 is critical for

overall FO accuracy. Such tolerance ±30 % of ISET_gm1,2

causes large deviation = ±215 kHz (range of FO uncer-

tainty belongs to interval from 0.73 and 1.16 MHz) which

Fig. 18 Simulated dependence of FO on gm1,2 values

Fig. 19 Simulated dependence of the output levels (voltages V1, V2,

V3) on FO
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is more than ±20 % of nominal f0. Standard deviation

(Monte Carlo analysis as in the previous case) Df0 = 47

kHz (sigma) and 141 kHz (3 sigma) was achieved, which is

significantly higher than impact caused by Ri.

Analyses conclude that Ri impact on function is almost

negligible, the most important problem is uncorrelated

deviation of gm1 and gm2 values.

6.2 Study of uncorrelated Ri, gm and C dispersion

simultaneously

We provide the results for tolerances of the most important

active and passive parameters noted in Tables 2, 3, 4.

Table 2 shows deviation of FO, results in Table 3 focus on

changes of output voltages (V2, V3) and Table 4 describes

impact of parameters distortion on accuracy of the phase

shift between V2 and V3. Nominal parameters have values:

gm1,2 = 1 mS (ISET_gm1,2 = 54 lA), C1 = C2 =

C3 = 220 pF, Ri = 533 X and f0 = 0.957 MHz.

7 Concluding remarks and discussion of achieved

results

Oscillator in Fig. 3 proposed as advanced modification of

the Colpitts circuit [13] offers interesting advantages that

are not available in common Colpitts LC circuits. The first

advantage is simple control of the oscillation condition by

current gain B of used adjustable current amplifier. The

second advantage, coming from replacement of the

Fig. 20 Simulation results of phase relations in dependence on FO: a phase distance b phase error between V2 and V3

Table 2 Results of the Monte Carlo analysis (100 runs) for FO

(nominal f0 = 0.957 MHz)

Tolerances (%) Mean

(MHz)

Min

(MHz)

Max

(MHz)

Sigma

(kHz)
Ri ISET_gm1,

ISET_gm2

C1, C2,

C3

30 5 1 0.955 0.934 0.976 8.6

30 5 5 0.955 0.927 0.989 13.1

30 10 1 0.954 0.911 0.994 16.5

30 10 5 0.953 0.908 1.002 19.7

30 20 5 0.950 0.868 1.033 34.8

30 30 5 0.945 0.818 1.067 50.9

Table 3 Results of the Monte Carlo analysis (100 runs) for V2, V3

values

Tolerances (%) V2; V3

mean

(mVp–p)

V2; V3

min

(mVp–p)

V2; V3

max

(mVp–p)

V2; V3

sigma

(mVp-p)Ri ISET_gm1,

ISET_gm2

C1,

C2,

C3

30 5 1 180; 123 177; 120 182; 127 1.2; 1.5

30 5 5 180; 123 169; 115 187; 130 3.7; 3

30 10 1 180; 123 177; 118 182; 129 1.2; 2.6

30 10 5 180; 123 169; 115 187; 132 3.7; 3.7

30 20 5 180; 124 169; 114 187; 137 3.7; 5.7

30 30 5 180; 124 169; 109 187; 143 3.7; 8.1

Table 4 Results of the Monte Carlo analysis (100 runs) for phase

distance between V2 and V3

Tolerances (%) Mean

(deg)

Min

(deg)

Max

(deg)

Sigma

(deg)
Ri ISET_gm1,

ISET_gm2

C1, C2,

C3

30 5 1 89.9 88.6 91.3 1.0

30 5 5 90.0 88.6 91.2 1.0

30 10 1 89.8 88.6 91.2 1.1

30 10 5 90.0 88.6 91.3 1.1

30 20 5 90.0 88.6 91.3 1.0

30 30 5 90.1 88.6 91.3 1.0
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inductance by synthetic equivalent based on VDTA, con-

sists of availability of quadrature output signals. Amplitude

levels of the both produced quadrature signals are inde-

pendent of tuning process if simple matching condition

(equality of both gm in frame of VDTA) is ensured. In

addition, linear control of oscillation frequency is also

allowed. Unfortunately, one disadvantage remains—float-

ing capacitor, but it comes from the principle of the Col-

pitts oscillator (structure always contains floating

capacitor). Current gain B is lower than 1 which is quite

favorable feature (lower power requirements) as we

showed also in the experiments. Proposed circuit was

studied experimentally and also in detailed Spice simula-

tions. Commercially available active devices allowed

construction of full behavioral representation (Fig. 5) of

the circuit together with precise AGC. Achieved range of

tunability was obtained from 0.5 to 7.91 MHz in mea-

surements and 0.277 to 1.982 MHz in simulations with

presented CMOS model (Fig. 12). Simulated range is

reduced due to the limited value of gm of used CMOS

OTA. Measured behavioral model provides output levels of

units of volts (peak-to-peak) with THD below 0.5 %.

Simulated CMOS model has several times reduced output

levels (hundreds of mVp-p) due to low supply voltage.

Therefore, linearity of active elements and THD is also

worse (units of %) than in measurements. Phase error

obtained in measurements is maximally ±3 % in observed

tuning range (1–8 MHz). Simulations offer slightly better

results of ±2 %. A study presented in this paper gives

detailed information about circuit features also in com-

parison with [28].

Simulations and experiments reveal that parasitic

capacitances in high-impedance nodes and inequality of

simultaneous change of both gm1, gm2 have the most

important impact on FO accuracy. Statistical Monte Carlo

analysis gives interesting results that there is very weak

dependence of phase distance of quadrature signals on

tolerances of the most important passive and active

parameters. On the other hand, oscillation frequency is the

most affected parameter. Minimal impact of real input

resistance (Ri) accuracy of the current amplifier is very

important finding. Operation of the oscillator and expected

features were sufficiently verified by the simulations

and experiments.
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Abstract—Simple multiphase second-order oscillator based on 

special active device, so-called Z-copy Voltage Controlled 
Current Follower Differential Input Transconductance 
Amplifier (ZC-VCCFDITA) is present in this contribution. 
Simple linear control of oscillation frequency by DC voltage is 
easily possible. Simple automatic gain control circuit (AGC) for 
amplitude stabilization is also presented. Three output signals 
have phase difference (multiples of /4) and amplitude of 
produced signal is not disturbed by the tuning process. 
Functionality of proposed application is verified by Spice 
simulations of newly proposed behavioral model based on 
commercially available devices that predetermines initial 
practical features of active element for future design or 
fabrication. 

Keywords—Electronic control, current follower, intrinsic 
resistance control, multiphase oscillators, transconductance 
control, voltage control, ZC-VCCFDITA, z-copy. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
ULTIPHASE oscillators are group of circuits that 
generates at least two output signals with specific phase 
shift between them [1]. Cascading of lossy blocks 

(integrators and differentiators) together with positive 
feedback in the loop is very suitable way of the design [2]-[6]. 
These structures provide integer multiples of /2, /4 or /6 
phase shifts typically. However, the complexity of these 
structures is large and many output phases cause rapid 
extension of the structures. This way of synthesis requires 
many sections. Simultaneous matched control of parameter in 
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each section for tuning of oscillation frequency (by 
simultaneous control of each of time constants [3]) can be 
complicated if special matching conditions are required [2], 
[4]. The basic three-phase variants presented in [5] require at 
least circuit of 3rd-order (3 capacitors and 5 transconductors) 
and sophisticated matching of parameters for their control 
(tuning). 
 The second and very extensive possibility to realize 
multiphase oscillators is utilization of all-pass sections ([7]-
[10] for example). However, these circuits realize phase shifts 
in multiples of /2 in the most cases. Solutions presented in 
[9]-[10] provide also lower minimal phase shift than /2 but 
modification of resulting chain of blocks is required. Ref. [11] 
presents arbitrary adjustable phase shifts in the oscillator. 
Unfortunately, only two output signals are available. 
 The other known way, how to construct oscillator with 
phase shifted outputs, is combination of all-pass section and 
loss-less integrator in the loop ([12]-[18] for example). These 
circuits are substantially simpler, than previously discussed 
examples, and provide several phase shifts (mainly quadrature 
- /2 multiples). However, condition for oscillation (CO) and 
frequency of oscillation (FO) are not independently 
controllable (one of them or both) [13], [18].  
 Multiphase oscillators could be obtained also by 
interconnecting of lossy and lossless integrator to one loop (or 
specific loops), see for example [19]-[22] and references cited 
therein. However, phase shifts and amplitudes of generated 
signals depend on tuning process in many cases, [21] for 
instance. 
 Simple second-order oscillators that provide /4 multiples 
of phase shifts, were published in [23] and [24]. 
Unfortunately, both solutions have some drawbacks. These 
two circuits provide multiphase outputs with elementary phase 
shift in multiples of /4 and allow independent control of CO. 
However, tuning of FO is not possible. One solution presented 
in [24] even does not allow independent control of CO.  
 Our solution of three-phase oscillator solves the main 
problem of above discussed circuits i.e.: independent control 
of CO and FO (by independent parameters), linear tuning is 
ensured by simple matching condition and phase shifts ( /4) 
and amplitudes are constant during the tuning process in 
simple second-order circuit. 
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a)           b) 

Fig. 1. Z-copy Voltage Controlled Current Follower Differential Input 
Transconductance Amplifier (ZC-VCCFDITA): a) symbol, b) behavioral 
model. 

II. Z-COPY VOLTAGE CONTROLLED CURRENT FOLLOWER 
DIFFERENTIAL INPUT TRANSCONDUCTANCE AMPLIFIER 

Basic principle of the active device used in proposed design 
requires brief explanation. Detailed explanation is given in 
[25]. Z-copy Voltage Controlled Current Follower 
Differential Input Transconductance Amplifier (ZC-
VCCFDITA) is a derivative of the recently introduced active 
device called Generalized Current Follower Differential Input 
Transconductance Amplifier (GCFDITA) [26], which belongs 
to the family of active elements deeply investigated by 
Herencsar et al. [27]-[29] and Biolek et al [30]. Symbol and 
behavioral model of the ZC-VCCFDITA is shown in Fig. 1. 
Active device can be divided to two subparts: current 
follower/inverter section (terminals f, z and zc) and 
transconductance section (terminals z, v, -x and +x). 
Auxiliary terminal z is common for both subparts. Current 
flowing into terminal f is mirrored (and/or inverted) to two 
terminals signed as z and zc. The current Iz from auxiliary 
terminal causes voltage drop on impedance connected to this 
port. Difference of this voltage and voltage on v terminal is 
transformed to two output currents of both polarities (I+x, I-x), 
see Fig. 1b for details. Behavioral model of the ZC-
VCCFDITA, used for simulations, will be explained later. 

III. PROPOSED OSCILLATOR STRUCTURE 
The proposed oscillator circuit is available in two variants 

(Fig. 2). The main difference between them is polarity of 
some output and auxiliary terminals. It is important to know 
both possible types because fulfilling of CO is not the same 
despite of fact that characteristic equation is nearly the same 
for both circuits.  

 Characteristic equation of the circuit in Fig. 2a has form: 

0
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where CO and FO are as follows: 
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Both parameters (gm, Rf) are controllable independently or 
simultaneously with no impact on CO. In addition, their 
simultaneous control allows linear tuning of the oscillator. CO 
is adjustable externally (outside of active device) by simple 
voltage inverting amplifier/attenuator, where  
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Fig. 2. Two proposed linearly controllable oscillator structures generating 
phase shift /4: a) requires decrease of gain A for startup of oscillations, 
b) requires increasing gain A for startup of oscillations. 
 
decreasing gain A causes startup of and increases level of 
oscillations. Therefore, this block can be easily replaced by 
simple voltage inverter and passive resistive divider 
(attenuator). Supposing equality of both capacitors, A  1 is 
required for startup of oscillation. 

 Produced amplitudes (nodes 1 and 2 in Fig. 2a) have 
relation:  

21

2 1
sCgR

Rg
V
V

mf

fm ,       (4) 

that gives (supposing equality of both capacitors C1 = C2 = C 
and gm = 1/Rf) 

)1(
1
2

1

2 j
jV

V ,       (5) 

that can be transformed to: 

11
1

2 4
exp21tanexp2 VjVV .  (6) 

Phase distance between V2 and V1 is 225 ( 135) degrees. 
Voltage at node v of the ZC-CCCFDITA (Vv) is inversion of 
V1 voltage: 

2

2

1 sCg
sCg

V
V

m

mv ,       (7) 

that leads to phase distance of 45 degrees between V2 and Vv. 
Characteristic equation and CO of the solution in Fig. 3b 

have form (only small difference in order of terms in linear 
coefficient): 

0
2121

212

f

mm

RCC
gs

CC
gACCs , 

2

1

C
CA ,  (8), (9) 

and FO has the same form as (3). Required gain A have to be 
 1 for startup of oscillations (if C1 = C2 = C). It is main 

difference between both solutions of presented structure 
(Fig. 2), except possible phase shifts, but it is really important 
for practical implementation of automatic amplitude 
stabilization of oscillations. 

Relation between produced amplitudes (Fig. 2b) in nodes 1 
and 2 has form: 

21

2 1
sCgR

Rg
V
V

mf

fm .       (10) 

Supposing again equality of both capacitors C1 = C2 = C and 
gm = 1/Rf (simultaneous control for linear tuning), relation 
simplifies to: 

j
jV

V 1
1

2

1

2 ,        (11) 

that gives 
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.
4

exp21tanexp2 11
1

2 VjVV   (12) 

It means that phase shift between V2 and V1 is 135 ( 225) 
degrees. Phase distance between voltage at node v of the ZC-
VCCFDITA and V1 is: 

2

2

1 sCg
sCg

V
V

m

mv .         (13) 

Vv is inversion of V1 voltage. Due to this fact, we have also 
phase shift 45 degree available between V2 and Vv (180-135). 

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 

A. Particular design 
Circuit in Fig. 2b was further analyzed by PSpice 

simulation. Active element was created by behavioral model 
introduced in [25]. Analyzed solution, including behavioral 
model of the ZC-VDCCFDITA, is depicted in Fig. 3 together 
with circuit for automatic gain control circuit (AGC) for 
stabilization of oscillation. Proposed behavioral model utilizes 
circuit for Rf control [31] based on electronically controllable 
current conveyors (ECCII1,2 - EL2082 [32]), current 
followers/inverters (CF/I3 - EL4083 [33]), transconductance 
section (ECCII4 and A6 - VCA610 [34]) with current outputs 
of both polarities (CF/I5). Controllable gain of the variable 
gain amplifier VCA610 is used as advantage for our AGC 
implementation because this gain A directly controls CO. 
Value of the gain A is derived from output amplitudes and 
driven by detected DC voltage (after diode doubler) 
as: 1210 AGCVA [34], that is given by constant value Vconst 
(slightly higher than 1) which is summed with modified level 
of detected signal (by Ra) from node 1. Driving voltage VAGC 
decreases and increases in order to minimize output 
fluctuations. Some values and parameters of the AGC system 
are shown directly in Fig. 3. Opamp can be implemented by 
known and high-frequency LT1364 [35], for example. Values 
of Cr, Rc1 and Rr are chosen in dependence on required time 
constants. However, these time constants cannot be long in 
simulations because steady state in the circuit depends on it 
and is reached after long time. But in practice, these values 
are in hundreds of nF (capacitors) and hundreds of k  
(resistors). Other working values and parameters were set as: 
C1 = C2 = 100 pF, A  1 (for ideal fulfilling of CO but driven 
by AGC). Both adjustable parameters gm and 1/Rf 
(gm  VSET_gm/R4 [32] and Rf   R1/VSET_Rf [31]) are set equal 
and adjusted simultaneously (VSET_gm = VSET_Rf). We can see, 
that gm = 1/Rf and equality of R1 = R4 = R14 modify (3) to form 

0 = VSET_f0/(CR14) , where VSET_f0 = VSET_gm = VSET_Rf. We 
suppose simultaneous change (equality) of both voltages. 

B. Discussion of nonidealities 
Ideal FO for VSET_f0 = 1 V is equal to 1.592 MHz. However, 

in the circuit of this complexity there are many real 
influences. The most important problems and real 
nonidealities are: 

 

1) Real impedances in both high-impedance nodes 1 and 2 
Impedance in node 1 is formed by output resistance of the 

Z terminal and Y terminal of the ECCII1 (1 M / 5 pF and 

2 M / 2 pF) [32], output impedance of the CF/I3 terminal 
(1 M 9 pF – estimated experimentally, datasheet [33] does 
not include this information), input impedance (negative 
input) of VCA6 (1 M 3 pF) [34], output impedance of the 
CF/I5 (1 M 9 pF) and input impedance of external voltage 
follower for AGC (5 M  pF) [35]. Therefore expected 
impedance in node 1 has parameter values Rp1  213 k  and 
Cp1  29 pF. 

Impedance in node 2 is formed as follows. There are only 
output impedance of the CF/I3 (1 M 9 pF) [33], input 
impedance of the Y terminal ECCII4 (2 M / 2 pF) and output 
impedance of the CF/I5 (1 M 9 pF). Parameters of the 
impedance in node 2 are Rp1  400 k , Cp1  20 pF. 

Note that R1 and R4 already take into account real input 
resistance of X terminal (95 ) of the ECCII. 

 
2) Tracking errors in the structure of the model 

We found out that the most important problem of the 
follower inaccuracy is in case of both CF/I blocks. Simulation 
shows that current transfers of the CF/I has non-unity gain 
(simulated value is about 0.93). It causes decrease of real 
transconductance (gm) or resistance Rf as: gm

/  VSET_gm0.93/R4 
and Rf

/
  R1/(0.93 VSET_Rf). 

Following equation for FO respects discussed nonidealities: 

221121
/

1
/

21
/

21
//

/
0

2

ppppf

pfppmppfm

CCCCRRR

RRRRgRRRg .   (14) 

C. Results 
Simulation of the oscillator with proposed behavioral 

model of the ZC-CCCFDITA were provided in OrCAD 
PSpice and results in time and frequency domain are 
presented in following graphs. Figure 4 shows startup of 
oscillations with reaction of the AGC system (VAGC driving 
gain A for CO control). Steady state waveforms in all 
available nodes 1, 2, v, are shown in Fig. 5. FO achieved 
value 1.158 MHz for VSET_f0 = 1 V (gm = 1/Rf = 0.93 mS) in 
simulation. In accordance to (14) we obtained expected value 
1.197 MHz. Total harmonic distortion at this frequency was 
calculated as 0.74, 0.47 and 0.92 % for V1, V2, Vv. According 
to simulation results, phase shifts are 137 degrees (between V1 
and V2) and 44 degrees (between V2 and Vv). Dependence of 
generated phase differences on FO are depicted in Fig. 6. 
Dependence of FO on VSET_f0 and output amplitudes on FO are 
in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. Expected trace (in Fig. 7) confirms 
impact of discussed real influences of behavioral model. 

V. CONCLUSION 
Useful oscillator generating three signals with phases based 

on multiple of /4 was constructed with special active device 
called z-copy voltage controlled current follower differential 
input transconductance amplifier. Behavioral model 
confirmed intention of the design and utilization of 
controllable features in application. Future work is focused on 
proposal of CMOS design of discussed active device and its 
implementation in this application. 
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Fig. 3. Simulated circuit (full implementation) consisting of behavioral model of the ZC-CCCFDITA and AGC. 
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Fig. 6. Phase differences between available nodes in dependence on FO. 
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Abstract A new oscillator suitable for quadrature and multiphase signal generation
is introduced in this contribution. A novel active element, called the controlled gain-
buffered current and voltage amplifier (CG-BCVA) with electronic possibilities for
current and voltage gain adjustment is implemented together with a controlled gain-
current follower differential output buffered amplifier (CG-CFDOBA) for linear ad-
justment of the oscillation frequency and precise control of the oscillation condition
in order to ensure a stable level of generated voltages and sufficient total harmonic
distortion. The parameters of the oscillator are directly controllable electronically.
Simultaneous changes of two current gains allow linear adjusting of the oscillation
frequency, and a controllable voltage gain is intended to control the oscillation con-
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dition. A detailed comparison of the proposed circuits with recently developed and
discovered solutions employing the same type of electronic control is provided and
shows the useful features of the proposed oscillator and utilized methods of electronic
control. Behavioral models based on commercially available ICs have been used for
experimental purposes. CMOS implementation of active elements was introduced
and utilized for additional simulations and studies. Non-ideal analysis, Monte Carlo
statistical evaluations of simulated models, and further analyses were performed for
the exact determination of the expected results. Laboratory experiments confirmed
the workability and estimated behavior of the proposed circuit as well.

Keywords Electronic control · Adjustable current and voltage gains · Current and
voltage amplifier · Current follower differential output buffered amplifier ·
Quadrature and multiphase oscillators · CG-BCVA · CG-CFDOBA

1 Introduction

Electronic control in modern applications for signal processing in inter-frequency
bands is a topic of many research works today. Development in this field started with
the discovery and development of current conveyors (CCs) by Smith and Sedra [67,
68], Fabre [21], and Svoboda et al. [82]. Many other active elements with possibil-
ities for electronic adjustability were introduced, innovated, and frequently utilized
for circuit synthesis and design in the past, for example, operational transconduc-
tance amplifiers (OTAs) [23] and current feedback amplifiers (CFAs) [12, 56, 62],
etc. A comprehensive review of old as well as recent discoveries in the field of ac-
tive elements is summarized in Biolek et al. [12]. Extensive descriptions of many
modifications and novel approaches are given in [12] and in references cited therein.

1.1 Methods of Electronic Control in Applications of Modern Active Elements

A basic way to control parameters in applications is by a manual change of values of
passive elements—floating or grounded resistors in most cases (see [24, 25, 32, 48,
51, 71], for example). Electronic control requires additional elements (e.g., the FET
transistor [24]), and the final solution is generally more complicated. A better way
is to use what are called bias currents for direct electronic control of parameters of
active elements (OTAs, CCs, etc.). Adjusting the intrinsic resistance (RX) by the bias
current (Ibias) is a very common solution for controlling parameters in many applica-
tions employing CCs [9, 18, 20, 34, 60] or adjustable CFAs [66, 73, 76]. Similarly,
adjusting the transconductance value of an OTA [23] also requires bias current con-
trol [10, 15, 22, 41, 43, 46, 59, 65, 69, 72, 85]. Another method which is used is the
current gain adjustment. The development of this method started along with the de-
velopment of current followers (CFs) [12] and their derivatives [1, 13, 26, 27, 35, 50,
70]. Applications of adjustable current followers and amplifiers (used to control cur-
rent gain) were reported in [58, 61, 84], for example. Many authors have also imple-
mented current gain controlling mechanisms with current conveyors and amplifiers
[19, 31, 39, 40, 49, 54, 63, 78, 81, 83]. Several conceptions also utilize a combination
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of two methods of adjustment (using two parameters) [40, 49, 54]. Minaei et al. [54],
Kumngern et al. [40], and Sotner et al. [73, 76] presented several different design
methods for current conveyors with the possibility of intrinsic resistance and current
gain control; Marcellis et al. [49] designed a conveyor with simultaneous adjustment
of current and voltage gain. Digital control of current gain has achieved increasing
attention in recent years. El-Adawy et al. [17] and Alzaher et al. [4–6] introduced
digitally programmable CFs, current amplifiers, and CCs, respectively.

1.2 Comparison of Oscillator Solutions Employing Controllable Current Gain

A short comparison of several previous results is now given. The following concep-
tions that use the possibility to control the current gain of active elements have been
introduced.

Sotner et al. [76] engaged three double current-controlled current feedback ampli-
fiers (DCC-CFAs) in a quadrature oscillator solution. This circuit has the advantages
of noninteractive electronic controllability of the condition of oscillation (CO) and
the oscillation frequency (f0, FO) without an impact on the changes of output am-
plitudes during the tuning process. All parameters of the oscillator are controllable
electronically by bias currents (current gains), and additional extension of the tun-
ability range is possible via adjustable intrinsic resistances (RX).

Three electronically controllable dual output current amplifier-based integrators
were utilized by Souliotis et al. [78] in an arbitrary-multiphase (in this particular
case, three-phase) current-mode oscillator as an example of a directly electronically
tunable oscillator. The CO and FO are tunable via the control current Ibias.

Current conveyor-based integrators for a generalized multiphase oscillator design
were used by Kumngern et al. [39]. They also designed an internal structure of the
current conveyor with an adjustable current gain between the X and Z terminals.
Matching of the time constant of each integrator section is ensured by bias control
of the current gains. Unfortunately, these results are not focused on electronic adjust-
ment of the oscillation frequency.

Kumngern et al. [40] also proposed a simple oscillator where the intrinsic input
resistance was used for f0 and the current gain for CO control (noninteractive). Only
two active elements and two grounded capacitors are necessary in their solution.
However, amplitude dependence and nonlinear control of f0 occurs.

An interesting solution which implements three programmable current amplifiers
(PCAs), two resistors, and two capacitors was proposed by Herencsar et al. [31]. The
dependence of FO on the current gain is not linear, but FO and CO are controllable
by current gains.

Alzaher proposed a very useful oscillator employing digitally adjustable active el-
ements [4]. His oscillator allows operation in both voltage and current modes. Control
of f0 is linear, and the CO is also adjustable via the current gain. Alzaher’s solution
requires three adjustable elements and six passive elements.

Souliotis et al. [79] also presented two simple solutions for a quadrature oscilla-
tor, where two active elements employing current gain adjustment and two grounded
capacitors were used.
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The current gain type of f0 control was also used in oscillators employing the
Z-copy controlled-gain current differencing buffered amplifier (ZC-CG-CDBA) in-
troduced by Biolek et al. in [8] and [11]. The solution in [8] requires two ZC-CG-
CDBAs and six passive elements. CO is controllable by a floating resistor, but f0 is
adjustable digitally (the dependence of f0 on the current gain is linear). The solu-
tions discussed in [11] engage two ZC-CG-CDBAs and five passive elements, and
f0 is controllable linearly. The output amplitudes are not dependent on the tuning
process; however, CO is controllable using floating resistors only.

Electronic control of f0 in [75] is possible via adjustable current gain, but CO is
only available by controllable replacement of a grounded resistor. Our oscillator in
[75] employs only one active element, but its disadvantage is the dependence of one
of the produced amplitudes on the tuning process and nonlinear control of f0.

The lack of electronic controllability of CO in [75] was improved in [77], where
an additional active element with controllable gain was used. Two similar solutions,
where active elements with low-impedance voltage outputs were utilized in the os-
cillator design, are discussed in [74]. Table 1 provides a detailed comparison of the
aforementioned solutions.

The digital adjustment of current and voltage gains is very useful for FO con-
trol (see [4, 8, 11], for example). However, discontinuous adjustment of CO can be
insufficient for satisfactory stability of output amplitudes and low total harmonic dis-
tortion (THD) in some cases. Sufficient bit resolution of digital control is critical.
An analog-to-digital converter is essential if digital control (derived from the output
amplitude) of CO is intended for automatic amplitude gain control (an AGC circuit),
which causes additional complications and increased power consumption. Therefore,
continuous control seems to be better for adjusting CO in order to ensure stable output
amplitudes and low THD.

1.3 Comparison of Important Oscillators Based on Other Active Elements

Important solutions reported in the past employing different types of active elements
are compared in Table 2, excluding circuits that employed current gain control dis-
cussed in Table 1 and the corresponding text. The most important problems concern-
ing these previously published oscillators are: (1) four-phase or differential quadra-
ture signal generation is not easily possible [4, 24–29, 32, 34, 36–38, 41–48, 50, 51,
57, 59, 65, 66, 70–72, 85]; (2) additional modification is necessary (current/voltage
transformation and/or voltage buffering) for differential quadrature signal generation
[10, 22, 27, 32–34, 36–38, 41–43, 45–48, 57, 59, 65, 72, 85]; (3) some are control-
lable by passive elements only [13, 25–29, 32, 37, 38, 42, 44, 47, 48, 50, 51, 70]; (4)
there are too many passive elements [24, 37, 85]; (5) floating capacitors are required
[25, 26, 33, 37, 38, 65, 70]; (6) there are too many active elements [22, 27, 41, 46, 50,
53, 59]. More detailed information is given in Table 2 and the comments below. None
of the listed solutions employs current and voltage gain control for adjustment of FO
and CO. Most of the discussed solutions are based on the state variable approach [25,
27–29], loop and multi-loop integrator (lossy and lossless) feedbacks [10, 39, 76,
78], all-pass sections [33, 37, 38, 53] (an active element-based solution only, without
external components was reported in [53]), resonator equivalents [4], autonomous
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admittance networks [70], or more complicated synthesis approaches [85], which un-
fortunately do not always provide solutions which are suitable for our requirements.

Our main required features are: (1) independent CO and FO control, (2) differen-
tial quadrature outputs (four-phase) for voltage-mode implementation (buffered for
low impedance load), (3) linear control of FO, (4) equal and unchangeable ampli-
tudes during the FO tuning process, (5) no additional matching condition required
for linear control of FO, and (6) easily adjustable CO by circuit for amplitude stabi-
lization and simple implementation of AGC.

Several oscillator solutions are compared in the following text. Many of them do
not allow quadrature outputs [24–26, 34, 47, 50, 51, 65, 66, 70, 72, 85] or only al-
low quadrature operation after fulfilling some matching condition [27, 29]. The main
problem of the reported solutions is to achieve all the required features simultane-
ously. If the above-mentioned problems are fulfilled, there are also other drawbacks
(additional current-to-voltage (I/V) conversion of output signals [10, 27, 36, 38, 41–
43, 45, 48, 53, 57, 70, 72], buffering [22, 27, 32–34, 37, 43, 45–47, 59, 65, 70–72,
85] etc.; see the comments following Table 2). The most similar or the same features
and parameters compared with our solution (number of active and passive elements)
are offered by the circuits in [22] and [13], as is clear from Table 2. However, the
solution discussed in [22] allows differential quadrature generation but requires four
active elements and additional buffering of outputs (high impedance nodes). The sit-
uation is similar for the oscillator reported in [13], where almost all the discussed
problems were solved. However, no type of electronic control is discussed in [13]
(simultaneous change of two resistors for linear control of FO is required), and CO
is controllable only by the replacement of the floating resistor with an opto-coupler.
None of the discussed two active element-based solutions allows similar features to
those of our proposed circuit. The situation is simpler in our case. CO is controllable
by an adjustable voltage gain in the frame of the CG-BCVA element.

Some simple one- or two-active element-based solutions require special matching
conditions (equality of two resistors or parameters of active elements) for linear ad-
justment of FO and fulfillment of CO (marked by c in Table 1, and by i in Table 2).
A typical example in the case of Ref. [57] has the following form (for transcon-

ductance control): CO: C1gm1 = C2gm2; FO: ω0 =
√

gm1gm2
C1C2

(adjustable parameters

gm1 = gm2 for fulfilled CO and for linear FO tuning simultaneously). One transcon-
ductance is determined for CO control and the other one for FO adjusting. However,
both adjustable parameters (two resistors, two transconductances, etc.) have to be
matched if linear control of FO is required; moreover, the CO is given by equality
of capacitance values [57, 70, 79]. This is the main drawback of some previously
published circuits, because only capacitor values are suitable for the startup of oscil-
lation (implementing an AGC circuit for wideband FO adjustment without fluctuation
of the output amplitude is not easy task). Therefore, we used two adjustable current
gains for independent linear FO control and one voltage gain for CO control without
matching constraints between them in our work.

In this work, we introduce a new type of oscillator utilizing a current follower
differential output buffered amplifier (CFDOBA) and a novel modification of the ac-
tive element, called the controlled gain-buffered current and voltage amplifier (CG-
BCVA). We introduced several remarks and possible applications in [74] without
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deep analysis and evaluation. In comparison to the conception of the current conveyor
presented by Marcellis et al. [49], where the voltage gain was adjusted between the Y
and X terminals and the current gain was adjusted between the X and Z ports of the
current conveyor, our solution utilizes a different approach. This approach includes
separate adjustable current and voltage amplifiers in the frame of the BCVA element.
Some similarity to the well-known CFAs [24, 25, 28, 29, 44, 62] exists. However, the
CFDOBA and BCVA do not require a current conveyor part [67, 68, 82], unlike the
CFA [24, 25, 28, 29, 44, 62]. The CFDOBA, BCVA, and CFA have current-mode and
voltage-mode parts, i.e., a current conveyor (voltage and current input terminals) and
simple voltage buffer in the case of the CFA, an adjustable current amplifier (only
a current input terminal) and a voltage buffer/inverter in the case of the CFDOBA,
and an adjustable voltage amplifier in the case of the BCVA. Nevertheless, the stan-
dard CFA contains an input voltage terminal Y (this terminal is required in circuit
synthesis [24, 25, 28, 29, 44] based on the CFA and its applications), and does not al-
low buffered direct and inverted voltage outputs simultaneously or any kind of direct
electronic control in application. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, no similar
active element (CG-BCVA) or its application in oscillators with controllable features
has been reported in the open literature so far.

2 Active Elements with Gain Control Features

The principle of the active elements used is described in the following text. The
current follower differential output buffered amplifier (CFDOBA) was introduced
in [12], a similar type, called the current inverter buffered amplifier (CIBA) was in-
troduced in [13], and its controllable derivative was presented in [74] (controlled
gain CIBA: CG-CIBA). It seems to be a very suitable active element for electron-
ically adjustable applications in signal processing. We used a modified version of
the CFDOBA, called the controlled gain-current follower differential output buffered
amplifier (CG-CFDOBA), where current gain (B) adjusting is allowed. The sym-
bol, behavioral model, and a possible construction based on commercially available
ICs are depicted in Fig. 1. This active element has the following terminals: a low
impedance current input terminal p, an auxiliary high impedance current output ter-
minal z, and two low impedance voltage outputs w (noninverting and inverting). An
additional auxiliary terminal allows control of the current gain between terminals p

and z. This terminal is called VSET_B in our case, because it provides gain control via
DC voltage [74]. The following matrix equations describe the ideal behavior:

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

Iz

Vw+
Vw−
Vp

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

0 0 0 B

1 0 0 0
−1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ .

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

Vz

Iw+
Iw−
Ip

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ . (1)

An improved conception of the CFDOBA allows controllability of both current
and voltage gains simultaneously in the frame of one active element, and it is a useful
approach for the design of controllable applications. We called this modification the
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Fig. 1 Controlled gain-current follower differential output buffered amplifier (CG-CFDOBA): (a) sym-
bol, (b) behavioral model, (c) possible implementation using commercially available ICs

controlled gain-buffered current and voltage amplifier (CG-BCVA). A detailed ex-
planation is provided in Fig. 2, where the symbol, behavioral models, and a possible
practical implementation employing readily available ICs are shown. The terminals
of the presented active element provide more possibilities than CG-CFDOBA; how-
ever, many of them have the same purpose. Low impedance current input terminal
p, auxiliary high impedance terminal z, and low impedance voltage output terminals
w± have the same meanings as for the CG-CFDOBA (see Fig. 1). The CG-BCVA has
additional dispositions. This active element was first used in [74] only theoretically in
the controlled gain-current and voltage amplifier (CG-CVA) and the controlled gain-
inverted current and voltage amplifier (CG-ICVA). The CG-CVA and CG-ICVA use
a voltage amplifier with adjustable voltage gain (A), unlike the CG-CFDOBA, where
only a voltage buffer/inverter is used. Control of current and voltage gains is sepa-
rated into two auxiliary terminals (two controlling DC voltages, VSET_B and VSET_A,
respectively). Terminal w is a low impedance voltage output of the voltage ampli-
fier for the CG-CVA or CG-BCVA. The additional voltage buffer, which can also be
used as an inverter (see Fig. 2c), gives an interesting advantage in multi-loop circuit
synthesis. The output(s) of the voltage buffer is (are) marked by b.

The ideal behavior of the CG-BCVA is defined by the following matrix equations:

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

Iz

Vw

Vb

Vp

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

0 0 0 B

A 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ .

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

Vz

Iw

Ib

Ip

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ , (2)

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

Iz

Vw

Vb+
Vb−
Vp

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 0 0 0 B

A 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0

−1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

·

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

Vz

Iw

Ib+
Ib−
Ip

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

, (3)

where Eq. (2) represents the model of the CG-BCVA in Fig. 2b and Eq. (3) the model
in Fig. 2c, respectively. Adjustable gains are very useful for oscillator design, as is
obvious from the designed solution that will be presented.
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Fig. 2 Controlled gain-buffered current and voltage amplifier (CG-BCVA): (a) symbol, (b) behavioral
model, (c) behavioral model with additional inverting buffer output, (d) possible implementation using
commercially available ICs (version without additional inverting output)

3 Multiphase Oscillator with Linear Control of Oscillation Frequency
and Automatic Control of Oscillation Condition

We used the above discussed active elements to design a precise adjustable oscilla-
tor with multiphase output properties. The proposed circuit and its modification are
shown in Fig. 3. The theory of the synthesis principle is the following. We put two
integrators (lossy and lossless) in a closed loop, where one integrator was comple-
mented by a negative resistance. We created this part by using an adjustable voltage
amplifier in the frame of the CG-BCVA and resistor R3. The characteristic equation
(CE) has the following form:

CE: s2 + R1 + R3 − R1A2

R1R3C2
s + B1B2

R1R2C1C2
= 0. (4)

The condition of oscillation (CO) and frequency of oscillation (FO, ω0, f0) are:

CO: A2 ≥ 1 + R3

R1
, (5)
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Fig. 3 Tunable multiphase oscillator employing two active elements based on controlled gains: (a) basic
solution, (b) modification for differential quadrature signal generation

FO: ω0 =
√

B1B2

R1R2C1C2
. (6)

The relative sensitivities of oscillation frequency (6) on the values of the passive ele-
ments and current gains are theoretically equal to ± 0.5. An analysis of the relations
between generated signals (high impedance nodes, voltage across capacitors) is pro-
vided as follows:

VC1

VC2
= B1

sR1C1
= B1

jωR1C1
= −j

√
R2C2B1

R1C1B2
. (7)

Considering the equality of both current gains (B1 = B2 = B1,2), Eq. (7) is sim-
plified as

VC1

VC2
= −j

√
R2C2

R1C1
. (8)

A simultaneous change of the current gains of both active elements, i.e., B1 =
B2 = B1,2 (VSET_B1 = VSET_B2) ensures linear control of FO, and voltage gain A2

(VSET_A2) allows control of CO and amplitude stability from an external precise (au-
tomatic) amplitude gain control circuit (AGC). In the basic variant (Fig. 3a), four low
impedance voltage outputs are available. Output voltages V OUT1 (terminal w+ of
CG-CFDOBA) and VOUT2 (b terminal of CG-BCVA) have a quadrature phase shift,
which is a consequence of (8). Output voltage VOUT1i is available at terminal w− of
CG-CFDOBA, and represents inversion of VOUT1. The generated voltage at the w of
CG-BCVA has same phase as VOUT2; the only difference is caused by amplification
between w and b of CG-BCVA. The solution in Fig. 3a produces three signals with
phase shifts of 90 and 180 degrees. The oscillator introduced in Fig. 3b is suitable for
four-phase generation or differential quadrature signal generation because terminals
(outputs of CG-BCVA) b+ (VOUT2) and b − (VOUT2i) are not influenced by gain A2

(VOUT3), which sets CO during the tuning process. Differential quadrature signals
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are available at OUT1, OUT1i and OUT2, OUT2i in the case of Fig. 3b. The solution
from Fig. 3a is analyzed in detail in the following sections.

The state variable method of synthesis ([28, 29], for example) could also be used
to obtain this oscillator. However, such sophisticated methods are not necessary for
this quite simple circuit; cascading integrators and negative resistance are sufficient
to complete the proposed oscillator. Examples of circuits derived by state variable
methods were reported in the impressive works written by Gupta and Senani [28,
29]. Many oscillator structures, including current feedback amplifier (CFA)-based in-
tegrators (in fact) in loops constructed by the state variable methods were introduced
in the works [28, 29]. The oscillators in [29] utilize simpler active elements (a lower
number of outputs) than the solution described in our contribution. Unfortunately, the
solutions reported in [28, 29] belong to the family of single resistance controllable
types (electronic control is more complicated), and also utilize high impedance volt-
age inputs (Y terminal of CFA), and relations between amplitudes exist in the case of
tuning. Requirements to have both stable quadrature amplitudes while the oscillator
is tuned are demanded in many communication systems [11], and our solution fulfills
these specifications.

4 Real Behavior and Experimental Results

Knowledge of the expected behavior and influences of real active elements is neces-
sary for practical utilization of the proposed circuit in complex communication sys-
tems. Non-ideal models of the active elements are shown in Fig. 4. We can neglect
some parameters (for example, the output resistances of w and b—these are very low
values below 1 �) because their effect on function is insignificant. However, the in-
fluences of real parameters of the p and z terminals are very important and they affect
at least FO (small or large shift) and CO.

We built a behavioral model of both active elements for real laboratory experi-
ments from commercially available ICs in order to verify the functionality (fabrica-
tion of one’s own IC structures is very time-consuming and expensive). In our opin-
ion, if the circuit built from discrete commercially available elements works well,
then the appropriate IC version consisting of current amplifiers, voltage amplifiers,

Fig. 4 The most important non-idealities of real active elements: (a) CG-CFDOBA, (b) CG-BCVA
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Fig. 5 Model of proposed
oscillator for non-ideal analysis

and buffers (designed via actual IC technology) will work even better. A model of the
oscillator, where important influences are highlighted by hatched and small elements,
is shown in Fig. 5.

We established a behavioral model of the CG-CFDOBA using current-mode
multiplier EL2082 [16] and differential voltage amplifier AD8138 [2] as voltage
buffer/inverter (full negative feedback). The parameters of the CG-CFDOBA are as
follows: intrinsic resistance of current input terminal of current-mode multiplier p

is Rp1 ≈ 95 � (EL2082 [16]), resistance of auxiliary high impedance terminal z is
Rz1 ≈ 860 k� (output impedance of current-mode multiplier and input impedance of
voltage buffer: 1 M�‖6 M� in parallel [2, 16]), and capacitance of high-impedance
terminal z is Cz1 ≈ 6 pF (capacitance of current output of EL2082 and input capaci-
tance of AD8138 in parallel: 5 + 1 pF [2, 16]).

The real parameters of the CG-BCVA, namely Rp2, are similar (Rp2 ≈ 95 �) to
those for the CG-CFDOBA (the real behavioral model also utilizes EL2082). We ex-
pect the main difference to be at terminal z, where three instead of two partial blocks
(current amplifier, voltage amplifier, and buffer) are interconnected. The estimated
value of the impedance of terminal z is Rz2 ≈ 470 k� (current output resistance of
EL2082, input resistance of adjustable voltage amplifier VCA810 [86], and input
resistance of voltage buffer BUF634 [14]: 1 M�‖1 M�‖8 M�), Cz2 ≈ 14 pF (out-
put capacitance of EL2082, input capacitance of VCA810, and input capacitance of
BUF634: 5 + 1 + 8 pF).

We selected the external passive elements as R1 = R2 = 910 �, R3 = 1 k�, and
C1 = C2 = 47 pF. The elements highlighted in Fig. 5 have the following estimated
values: R′

1 = R′
2 ≈ R1 +Rp1 ≈ R2 +Rp2 ≈ 1005 � [16], Rz1 ≈ 860 k�, Cz1 ≈ 6 pF,

and Rz2 ≈ 470 k�, Cz2 ≈ 14 pF. We included the values of Cz1 and Cz2 to obtain
C′

1 ≈ C1 + Cz1 ≈ 53 pF and C′
2 ≈ C2 + Cz2 ≈ 61 pF. The influence of the printed

circuit board was not estimated. A careful routine analysis provides the following
results in the form of more accurate design equations (CO and frequency) considering
important non-idealities:

CO: A′
2 ≥ R′

2Rz1Rz2C
′
1(R

′
1 + R3) + R′

1R
′
2R3(Rz1C

′
1 + Rz2C

′
2)

R′
1R

′
2Rz1Rz2C

′
1

, (9)

FO: ω′
0 =

√
B1B2R3Rz1Rz2α1 + [R′

1R
′
2Rz2(A2 − 1) − R′

2R3(R
′
1 + Rz2)]

R′
1R

′
2R3Rz1Rz2C

′
1C

′
2

, (10)
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Table 3 Impact of inaccurate
voltage buffering on
f0 = 3 MHz (B1,2 = 1.1)

Toler. α1 [%] α1 [–] ±�f0 [kHz]

±10 0.90–1.10 153

±5 0.95–1.05 77

±2 0.98–1.02 31

Table 4 Approximate
magnitude difference of terms
of (9)

B1,2 [–] B1B2R3Rz1Rz2 R′
1R′

2Rz2(A2 − 1) − R′
2R3(R′

1 + Rz2)

10 1016 109

1 1014 109

0.1 1012 109

0.01 1010 109

Fig. 6 Amplitude-automatic
gain control circuit for wideband
amplitude stabilization

where α1 represents the non-ideal voltage gain (transfer) of the voltage buffer (in
the frame of the CG-CFDOBA). The expected and measured oscillation frequency
achieves a value f0 = 3 MHz for selected parameters (R1 = R2 = 910 �, R3 = 1 k�,
C1 = C2 = 47 pF), and B1 = B2 = B1,2 = 1.1 (VSET_B1 = VSET_B2 = Vf0_control =
1.15 V). Paper [16] explains the relation between the current gain B and control DC
voltage (B ≈ VSET, exactly valid for VSET < 2 V). The impact of an inaccurate buffer
gain (α1) on the deviation �f0 (worst case) based on (9) and for above discussed
setting (f0 = 3 MHz) was analyzed, and the results are given in Table 3.

The second term in the numerator of (9) has minimal impact on the overall value
of f0 if B1,2 > 0.1 (A2 = 2), because it has a lower value (more than 100 times for
real parameters, see Table 4) in comparison to the first term (α1 supposes equality to
1 in this calculation).

The circuit in Fig. 3 requires an amplitude gain control circuit (AGC). We used
one of the more suitable solutions, as shown in Fig. 6. Classical low-cost and low-
frequency operational amplifiers and diode doublers are sufficient for these purposes.
Resistor Rf sets the slope of the input-output characteristic of the AGC circuit (inte-
grator), which ensures smaller or more extensive reactions to amplitude changes (Rf
achieves values from ∞ to hundreds of k�). Because VCA810 requires a negative
and decreasing DC control voltage to increase the output signal level, a voltage in-
verter is necessary. The outputs of the multiphase oscillator can be available as the
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Fig. 7 Transient responses at
all available outputs (VOUT1 -
blue, VOUT1i - green, VOUT2 -
red, VOUT3 - orange) for
B1,2 = 1.1
(Vf0_control = 1.15 V)

Fig. 8 Transient responses at
VOUT1 and VOUT2 for
B1,2 = 2.9
(Vf0_control = 3.17 V)

input of the AGC circuit (except for OUT3), and the output of the AGC is connected
to VSET_A2.

Laboratory measurements of the circuit in Fig. 3a showed the following results.
We used a RIGOL DS1204B oscilloscope and an HP4395A network vector/spectrum
analyzer (50 � matching of the oscillator outputs) for the experimental tests. The
transient responses at all available outputs are depicted in Fig. 7. Detailed mea-
surements for the quadrature signals across the working capacitors (buffered, of
course) are shown in Fig. 8 for the highest measured f0 = 8 MHz (B1,2 = 2.9;
Vf0_control = 3.17 V). The related frequency spectra are shown in Fig. 9.

Figure 10 shows the dependence of f0 on B1,2 (B1,2 was adjusted between 0.1–
2.9). The ideal trace was calculated from Eq. (6). The ideal range of the f0 adjustment
was calculated as 0.337 to 9.776 MHz. The expected estimation based on the more ac-
curate Eq. (10) provides a range from 0.279 to 8.077 MHz, and a range from 0.250 to
8 MHz was gained and verified by laboratory tests. We also tested the stability of the
output level during the tuning process and the total harmonic distortion (THD); see
Fig. 11. The stability of the output level during the tuning process changed slightly,
and the output voltage of both observed outputs was close to 200 mVP-P (Fig. 11a).
The measured THD reached values lower than 0.5 % for f0 above 2 MHz for both
observed output responses (Fig. 11b).
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Fig. 9 Measured frequency spectra (B1,2 = 2.9): (a) for VOUT1, (b) for VOUT2

Fig. 10 Dependence of f0 on: (a) adjustable current gains B1,2, (b) control voltage which is setting B1,2
(Vf0_control)

The phase error between available quadrature outputs was measured, and the re-
sults are shown in Fig. 12. Maximal deviation from −90◦ was up to ±3◦ (error ±
2.8 % from the nominal value).

5 CMOS Structures of Proposed Active Elements and Simulation Results

In this chapter we will present proposed CMOS implementations of the introduced
active elements based on their behavioral descriptions shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2.
We will also provide simulation results of their main features. The TSMC LO EPI
0.18 µm CMOS technology transistor models [55] were used in the simulations.
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Fig. 11 Additional characteristics: (a) output levels (VOUT1, VOUT2) versus f0, (b) THD versus f0

Fig. 12 Study of quadrature outputs: (a) phase shift dependence on f0, (b) phase error dependence on f0

5.1 Controlled Gain-Current Follower Differential Output Buffered Amplifier
(CG-CFDOBA)

The proposed CMOS implementation of the CG-CFDOBA is depicted in Fig. 13. The
model consists of three important blocks in accordance with Fig. 1. The first part is
the adjustable current amplifier. The input stage of this amplifier is solved as the input
section of a classical current conveyor [20, 67, 68, 82]. The presented solution of the
gain-controllable part is based on principles presented in [80], where bias current
ISET_B controls the current gain (N = 2, see Fig. 13):

B = NIb2

2Iset_B

∼= Ib2

Iset_B
. (11)

The voltage buffer and inverter sub-blocks complete the whole active element. The
buffer employs a simple transconductance amplifier [23] (a special type presented
in [7, 89]) and a high-gain complementary MOS inverter in full negative feedback,
which is beneficial due to its low output resistance. The voltage inverter utilizes the
same structure, but the input signal of this section is inverted by a simple common-
emitter follower. It is not favorable to use this common-emitter follower as is, because
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Fig. 13 Proposed CMOS model of the CG-CFDOBA

Fig. 14 Proposed CMOS model of the CG-BCVA

it has a quite high output impedance, and increasing the W/L ratio causes a higher
drain current with resulting higher power consumption. Therefore, additional buffer-
ing is more suitable than using M33 and M40 transistors only at the location of the
voltage inverter. Capacitors (0.2 pF) have frequency compensation purposes (high-
frequency resonant peak of transfer characteristics).

5.2 Controlled Gain-Buffered Current and Voltage Amplifier (CG-BCVA)

The proposed CMOS implementation of the CG-BCVA shown in Fig. 14 employs
the same sub-blocks as we discussed in the previous section and an additional voltage
gain controllable section. The adjustable voltage amplifier utilizes a transconductance
section and the electronic equivalent of a resistor [3, 87, 90] (a simple modification
of the solution presented in [87]) at the current output terminal of the OTA; i.e.,
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Fig. 15 Transfer characteristics of the voltage buffer/inverter part: (a) DC domain, (b) AC domain

the voltage gain A of this section is given as: A = gmC.Req. The high impedance
output (OTA) is buffered. The overall transconductance gmC can be calculated as
gmC = (gmP + gmN)/2, where gmN,P = √

2IdrainKpN,PW/L (KpN,P is a fabrication
constant given by the mobility of carriers and the gate oxide capacitance of the P or
N MOS, and Idrain is derived from the bias current: Idrain = 1/2ISET_A). The P and N
MOS are supposed to have identical features in most cases; therefore, the W/L ratios
(shown in blue in the figures) have to be matched to obtain almost identical P and N
types (the P type has a more than four times longer W in comparison to the N type in
many cases). An equivalent electronic resistor (Req) is given by gm and gds for both
the P and N types (M34, M42) and is controlled by a fixed bias current (small-signal
Req = 1/(gmM34 + gdsM34 + gmM42 + gdsM42)).

5.3 Main Features of Sub-Blocks Used for Construction of CMOS Models

We have provided PSpice simulations of the presented CMOS models. The main
features in the DC and AC domains of the voltage follower (buffer)/inverter sections
are presented in Fig. 15.

The simulation results of the adjustable current amplifier are depicted in Fig. 16
for selected gains (B). The current gain adjustment was verified from 3.0 to 0.5 by a
change of ISET_A from 37 µA to 93 µA, respectively. The adjustable voltage amplifier
was also tested for several selected values of voltage gain A, and the results are given
in Fig. 17. The voltage gain was adjusted (in Fig. 17) from 0.5 to 2.5 by changing
ISET_A from 10 µA to 100 µA.

Replacement of the bias current by voltage is possible by an interchange of the
appropriate illuminating current sources (Ib3, Ib4 in Fig. 13, for example) by current
mirrors (this modification was not provided in Figs. 13 and 14 because of their ex-
pected complexity and hard readability) and conversion of the bias voltage through
a resistor connected to the current input of the mirrors. All the important and some
additional (small-signal) parameters are summarized in Table 5 (for both active ele-
ments).
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Fig. 16 Transfer characteristics of the adjustable current amplifier: (a) DC domain, (b) AC domain

Fig. 17 Transfer characteristics of the adjustable voltage amplifier: (a) DC domain, (b) AC domain

Table 5 Achieved important
parameters of sub-blocks of
CG-CFDOBA and CG-BCVA

Controllable parameters

Parameter Tested range of adjustment

Current gain (B [–]) 0.36–3.76 (ISET_B = 100 µA–20 µA)

Voltage gain (A [–]) 0.3–2.5 (ISET_A = 5 µA–100 µA)

DC performances (ISET_B = 100 µA, ISET_A = 22.5 µA).
TF analysis

Parameter Value

Iz/Ip [–] 0.35

Vw/Vz [–] 1.00

Vb+/Vz [–] 1.00

Vb−/Vz [–] −0.98

Rp [�] 533

Rz [k�] 55

Rw, Rb+, Rb− [�] 6
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Fig. 18 Simulated responses of the CMOS model-based oscillator from Fig. 3b: (a) transient responses
at all available outputs, (b) FFT spectrum for selected outputs

Fig. 19 Additional simulated characteristics: (a) differential-mode operation, (b) initial startup of the
oscillation

5.4 Performances and Verifications of the Proposed Oscillator

The oscillator from Fig. 3b employing the above-discussed CMOS models of the
CG-CFDOBA and CG-BCVA was analyzed in detail. The parameters of the circuit
elements were selected as R1,2 = 1 k� (Rp = 533 �+external 467 �), C1,2 = 47 pF.
The initial PSpice results (the transient responses and spectra are shown in Fig. 18 for
all available outputs) are provided for f0 = 3 MHz, where the controllable parameters
of the active elements had values B1,2 = 1.1 (ISET_B = 77 µA). The calculated THD
was 0.7 % (VOUT1, VOUT1i) and 1.1 % (VOUT2, VOUT2i), respectively. Inverting the
outputs of both quadrature responses (VOUT1i and VOUT2i) allows differential-mode
operation (more resistant to common-mode distortion and noise than single-ended
solutions), and it offers the generation of two differential quadrature signals with a
two times higher output level (Fig. 19a). Figure 19b shows an example of the initial
startup of the oscillations. In the given results (Fig. 18, Fig. 19) the THD is at a
sufficient level, but the generated amplitudes reached tens of millivolts only. We note
that it is possible to operate with amplitudes of several hundreds of millivolts, but
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Fig. 20 Histogram of 500 simulation runs for 5 % value dispersion of bias control currents

simultaneously the THD increases rapidly due to nonlinearities of the DC transfer
characteristics of the active elements (given by the low supply voltage).

6 Performances of the Oscillator Dependent on Important Mismatches
and Temperature

The proposed oscillator was statistically evaluated using a Monte Carlo PSpice analy-
sis. Our main object of interest was the fluctuation of f0 changes caused by deviations
of the control parameters (B1,2). A Monte Carlo analysis was provided for the CMOS
model-based oscillator as well as for the behavioral model (the same as the one we
used for experimental purposes), because commercially available devices are easily
accessible as macromodels for PSpice libraries. The influences of temperature change
on the whole circuit with these macromodels were also studied.

6.1 Analysis of CMOS Model-Based Simulation Results

A Monte Carlo simulation (Gaussian distribution, 500 runs) was provided for 5, 10,
and 20 % tolerances (dispersion of their values) of bias currents ISET_B1 and ISET_B2.
The obtained standard deviation of the oscillation frequency (FO) from the nominal
value was �f0 = ±37 kHz (f0 can be found between the minimal and maximal val-
ues, i.e., 2.915 MHz and 3.117 MHz—the worst case) for 5 % dispersion of bias cur-
rents (Fig. 20). Standard deviations of �f0 = ±72 kHz and ±132 kHz were gained
for 10 and 20 % tolerances, respectively.
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Fig. 21 Histogram of 100 simulation runs for 5 % value dispersion of control voltages

6.2 Analysis of Commercially Available Macromodel-Based Simulation Results

An analysis of behavioral representation, where B1,2 gains were controlled by DC
voltages (VSET_B), achieved results similar to those presented in the previous section.
A standard deviation (for 5 % dispersion of VSET_B1,2 values) of �f0 = ±35 kHz
(min.–max.: 2.887 MHz and 3.060 MHz) was obtained (Fig. 21). The number of runs
is lower (only 100) due to the complexity of the simulated circuit (including sufficient
time for the amplitude stabilization response of the AGC), and the analyses are very
time-consuming (one Monte Carlo analysis set takes about 50 min). Standard devia-
tions �f0 = ±70 kHz and ±140 kHz were gained for 10 and 20 % dispersions of the
VSET_B1,2 values, respectively. Note that we also assume independent (not simulta-
neous) fluctuations of VSET_B1 and VSET_B2, and hence also B1 and B2. Influencing
elements are also the working capacitors and their tolerances. Considering their im-
pact, we find that �f0 = ±44 kHz (for 5 % tolerances of VSET_B1,2, 5 % tolerances
of working capacitors, and 1 % tolerances of working resistors).

6.3 Temperature Impact on Oscillator Performance

Temperature effects on the overall function (FO and CO) were also studied, and the
analysis of the simulated behavioral model provided interesting results. We tried to
analyze temperature fluctuations about 30 % from the nominal value θ = 27 ◦C (it
is approximately 20 ◦C to 35◦C). The results are given in Fig. 22. The amplitude of
the generated signal changed very slightly (the AGC system compensates these vari-
ations very well). The most important impact of temperature change was on f0. The
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Fig. 22 Temperature effects on oscillation frequency: (a) detail in spectrum, (b) simulated dependence

Fig. 23 Temperature effect on
produced DC control voltage
VSET_A driving condition of
oscillation

obtained change of f0 comes to 140 kHz, see Fig. 22b. The influence of temperature
effect on AGC (fulfillment of CO) does not cause important problems (discontinua-
tion of oscillations) in the observed range. The AGC system reacts to changes (the
main consequence of temperature effects is fluctuation of f0) by automatic driving
of VSET_A2 (gain A approximately between 1.4 and 3.2, recalculated from VSET_A2);
see Fig. 23.

7 Investigation of the Oscillation Condition by Open-Loop Gain Analysis

This analysis is given to explain the behavior and necessity of the automatic AGC
system. Many researchers suppose that just reaching A2 = 2 (and keeping it fixed all
the time, as was determined from Eq. (5) or (9)), is sufficient for wideband tuning
of f0. However, this is not entirely true in the detailed view. Let us break the loop
between VOUT1i and the terminal of R2 (see Fig. 24) and investigate fulfillment of
the loop Barkhausen oscillation criterion [30, 52, 64, 88] (gain and phase shift in the
loop) in the ideal case and in the case of simulating the AC model of the proposed
oscillator. In the ideal case, CO is fulfilled for the situation shown in Fig. 25a only
(for the exact value A2 = 1 + R3/R1 = 2) and for all values of B1,2. This means that
the gain in the loop reaches 1 (0 dB) and phase shift 0◦ (between VOUT1i and VINP).
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Fig. 24 Investigation of the
oscillation condition in the
oscillator by open-loop gain
analysis

Fig. 25 Ideal behavior of open-loop gain of the oscillator: (a) CO fulfilled A2 = 2, (b) A2 < 2, (c) A2 > 2

Both corresponding outputs in the direction of the loop (VOUT2 and VOUT1) are also
shown in Fig. 25 and confirm the achieved phase shifts of the generated signals. CO
is not fulfilled for different values of A2 (see Fig. 25b, c) for any value of B1,2.

Figure 26 offers more substantial information. To obtain the following results,
PSpice simulations of the oscillator were performed with the behavioral model em-
ploying macromodels of the active elements. The behavioral model used respects
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Fig. 26 Open-loop gain of the simulated behavioral model: (a) CO fulfilled for f0 = 5.36 MHz, (b) CO
fulfilled for f0 = 3.08 MHz, (c) CO fulfilled for f0 = 1.39 MHz

input and output impedances and frequency limitations of the active devices (see the
comments in Sect. 4 concerning Fig. 5). In Fig. 26, three scenarios are given for var-
ious A2, and from the results we can see that CO is fulfilled only for the frequency
(module crossing 0 dB), where the phase of VOUT1i crosses 0◦ and simultaneously
A2 is fixed. From Fig. 26 it is clearly shown that a smaller or larger change of A2 is
necessary to follow the current amplitude condition (crossing 0 dB) and therefore the
actual setting of f0. Tuning of f0 by B1,2 without AGC causes two consequences: (1)
oscillations may drop down (discontinue operation) in the first case (the phase and
amplitude conditions are not fulfilled simultaneously) or (2) amplitudes reach the sat-
uration limits of the DC transfer characteristic of the active elements and the THD is
terrible (higher gain than 1 in closed loop—the amplitude condition is not fulfilled
for stable sinusoidal oscillations/ limit of stability).

Figure 27 gives the best explanation of the behavior of the circuit. In Fig. 27a the
changes of A2 (driving of VSET_A2 manually) are shown. CO (amplitude and phase
condition) is only fulfilled for A2 = 1.84 (at B1,2 = 1.1). A higher gain A2 than nom-
inal (A2 = 1.84) causes an increase of the output amplitudes and also THD (because
the loop gain is higher than 1 at f0, the limit of stability is exceeded), and a lower
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Fig. 27 Investigation of amplitude and phase condition of oscillation in simulated behavioral model
(open-loop gain): (a) observation of amplitude condition fulfillment for different values of A2 and fixed
value of B1,2, (b) observation of phase condition fulfillment for different values of A2 and fixed value
of B1,2, (c) observation of phase condition fulfillment for different values of B1,2 and fixed value of A2,
(d) observation of amplitude condition fulfillment for different values of B1,2 and fixed value of A2

gain than nominal (at f0 = 3.08 MHz for B1,2 = 1.1 only) causes discontinuation of
oscillations (Fig. 27a). Similarly, the phase condition fulfillment can also be studied.
From Fig. 27b it can be seen that CO is not fulfilled for different A2 than the nominal
value (the phase shift in the closed loop is different from 0◦).

In Fig. 27c, during the tuning of f0 by B1,2, we suppose that A2 has a fixed value.
CO is not fulfilled for different than nominal values of B1,2 = 1.1, because the phase
shift in the loop is always different from 0◦. Similarly, CO at f0 = 3.08 MHz (A2 =
1.84) is not fulfilled for B1,2 = 0.5 (the gain in the loop is too low and <1). On the
other hand, a high value of B1,2 means high gain at f0 = 3.08 MHz and increasing
THD or limitation of amplitudes (Fig. 27d).

The reasons for the necessity of the AGC system seem to be clear. Adjusting B1,2
in order to control f0 causes changes in the gain in the closed loop (decreasing or
increasing), and the AGC has to compensate these fluctuations (decreasing or in-
creasing) in the gain by automatic driving of A2 (through VSET_A2). Therefore, the
symbolic CO (5) or (9) does not tell us the complete information and is valid in
the ideal case only. This problem is typical for many previously published circuits
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Fig. 28 Dependence of
automatically adjusted A2 and
VSET_A2 on f0 (B1,2)

(compensation of the loop gain by a directly electronically adjustable parameter of
an active element or by a value of the passive element is necessary), but in the past it
was not explained in detail.

Figure 28 shows measurement results for a real oscillator (including the response
of the AGC circuit in Fig. 6), where the DC voltage driving of gain A2 in dependence
on the current setting of f0(B1,2) is presented.

8 Conclusion

We have presented an interesting oscillator which is suitable for multiphase or
differential quadrature signal generation. A very recently defined active element,
i.e., the controlled gain-current follower differential output buffered amplifier (CG-
CFDOBA) [12, 13], and a newly introduced element, the controlled gain-buffered
current and voltage amplifier (CG-BCVA) were used for purposes of oscillator syn-
thesis. Electronic control of two parameters in the frame of one active element is
an attractive method which is very useful in particular applications. The proposed
methods of gain control allow the synthesis and design of electronically controllable
applications (an oscillator in our case) easily and with very favorable features. The
main highlighted benefits can be found in the electronic linear control of the os-
cillation frequency (tested from 0.25 MHz to 8 MHz) and electronic control of the
oscillation condition. The output levels were almost constant during the tuning pro-
cess and reached about 200 mVP-P. THD below 0.5 % in a range above 2 MHz was
achieved. In comparison to some previously reported types [40, 74, 75, 77], the de-
pendence of the output amplitudes on the tuning process was eliminated by simulta-
neous adjustment of both time constants of the integrators [11]. Grounded capacitors
are a common requirement in similar types of circuits. A precise analysis of the real
parameters and non-idealities of active elements allows the determination of more ac-
curate descriptions and simulations. Laboratory measurements confirmed the validity
and workability as well. Four-phase oscillators are useful for some types of modu-
lations (multiples of 90 degrees phase shift are required). An important advantage is
also the possibility to generate differential quadrature outputs. This is very important
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for low-voltage CMOS solutions, where produced amplitudes reach several tens or
hundreds of millivolts only—the differential mode means that one can achieve two
times higher output levels than those obtained in single-ended solutions.
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ABSTRACT

This paper introduces novel four-phase oscillator employing two Dual-Output Controlled Gain Current
Follower Buffered Amplifiers (DO-CG-CFBAs), single Current Amplifier, three resistors, and two grounded
capacitors suitable for differential quadrature signal production (floating outputs). To control the frequency
of oscillation (FO) and condition of oscillation (CO), only the current gain adjustment of active elements is
used. The circuit was designed by well-known state variable approach. The oscillator employs three active
elements for linear control of FO and to adjust CO and provides low-impedance voltage outputs.
Furthermore, two straightforward ways of automatic amplitude gain control were used and compared.
Active elements with very good performance are implemented to fulfill required features. Suitable CMOS
implementation of introduced DO-CG-CFBA was shown. Important characteristics of the designed
oscillator were verified experimentally and by PSpice simulations to confirm theoretical and expected
presumptions. Copyright © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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KEY WORDS: electronic control; adjusting; Current Amplifier; Dual-Output Controlled Gain Current
Follower Buffered Amplifier (DO-CG-CFBA); differential signals; quadrature oscillator
1. INTRODUCTION

There are lots of active elements that are available for analog signal processing. A very well-organized
overview of active elements was presented in [1] that gives suggestion for possible improvements.
Electronic control is very important feature of actual circuit design and synthesis. In general, we can
divide ways of electronic control to two groups. The first group provides control by replacing
selected passive components by controllable counterpart (FET, digital potentiometer, A/D converter,
transconductor, . . .). Such oscillators are called as single resistance controlled oscillators (SRCO)
[2]. One resistor usually serves for control the frequency of oscillation (FO) and second sets the
condition of oscillation (CO). This kind of control is called indirect. That means additional
enlargement of whole circuit is needed. The second type of control is direct. These circuits include
active elements with possibility of (direct) control of their parameters (i.e. transconductance [3],
intrinsic input resistance [4], current gain [5–12], and voltage gain [12]). Many active elements with
such a feature were introduced in the past, but attention was focused on quite simple elements only.
*Correspondence to: Roman Sotner, Department of Radio Electronics, Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Communi-
cation, Brno University of Technology, Technicka 12, Brno, 616 00, Czech Republic.
†E-mail: sotner@feec.vutbr.cz
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Many researchers are still interested in this field. Main focus is given to complicated elements with
various types of direct electronic controllability. Controllable current gain is used as a main
instrument for direct electronic control of parameters of application in this paper.

1.1. Development of active elements with possibility of current gain control

Surakampontorn et al. [5] introduced electronically tunable Current Conveyor (CC) with possibility of
current gain control between X and Z port. Similar active element was proposed by Fabre et al. [6].
Possibilities of current control (digital) were expanded into elements with differential signal
processing by Mahmoud et al. [7]. Finally, Minaei et al. [8] designed active element where
combination of several types of control was possible. Sedighi et al. [9] introduced very interesting
approach to current control. A Multi-Terminal Floating Nullor with current gain adjustability was
presented by Tangsrirat in [10]. Tangsrirat et al. [11] also proposed digitally controllable active
element (Current Follower). Several ways of control, including current gain and voltage gain in frame
of CC (VGC-CCII), were implemented by Marcellis et al. [12]. Alzaher et al. contributed to this
field with Fully Differential Digitally Controllable Current Followers, Amplifiers [13], and CCs [14].
El-Adawy et al. [15] used similar way of control in Digitally Controlled CC. Similar type of control
was also used also in Digitally Adjustable Current Amplifier (DACA) presented by Jerabek et al. [16].
Control of current gain has different definitions in hitherto published works but main goal
(amplification) is the same. Some papers deal with this active element under the designation
‘Adjustable Current Follower’, but this is confusing, because adjustability of current active element has
wide meaning (adjustable intrinsic resistance for example). Biolek et al. [17] implemented digital
control of current gain to so-called Z Copy-Controlled Gain-Current Differencing Buffered Amplifier
(ZC-CG-CDBA). This element is very complex; however, it provides many application possibilities.

1.2. Oscillator design and structures suitable for direct electronic control

Great attention was given to development of SRCO types of oscillators in the past. Many suitable
structures and design methods were introduced by Senani and Gupta [2, 18, 19]. Some solutions in
[19, 20] allow design of quadrature oscillators employing two active elements, but controllability of
such types is given by changes of resistors (grounded and floating) only, because structures are
based on standard Current Feedback Amplifiers (CFAs) and standard CCs of second generation
(CCII) [1]. Standard and classical CFA does not allow any electronic control of its parameters.
However, described methods of synthesis (state variable approach) [2, 18–20] is very useful for
further design of directly electronically adjustable oscillators. Gupta et al. [21] also showed how to
control these types of oscillators by simple FET. We can found similarities of discussed structures with
CFAs in solutions presented in many works, because state variable methods lead to loop and multi-
loop systems with integrators (lossy and lossless) [18–20]. Practically same solutions [2, 18–20] are
available by several design methods beside state variable synthesis. However, our solution has different
characteristic equation (CE) (any from solutions presented in [2, 18–20] do not contain adjustable
current gains for non-interactive control of FO and CO and linear tuning of FO). Brief summarization
of several important oscillator conceptions employing current gain control follows.

Souliotis et al. [22] proposed very simple two-loop oscillator with two Current Amplifiers and two
grounded capacitors, where quadrature outputs (current responses) are available. Linear control of FO
is possible, but matching between parameters, which control FO, is very important for fulfilling of CO.
Alzaher [23] presented two oscillators (similar to our solution) which are based on combination of
active elements (Voltage Followers and Current Amplifiers - Digitally Controllable Current
Followers). Both proposed circuits contain four resistors and two capacitors and generate both
current and voltage quadrature signals. Biolek et al. also used ZC-CG-CDBAs to design of
quadrature oscillators in [24] and [25]. Solution in [24] uses two active elements and five or six
passive elements (capacitors are grounded). FO is controllable linearly by current gain; CO and FO are
independent. Output amplitude is not dependent on tuning process. However, CO is controllable via
floating resistors only. In comparison to our solutions presented in this paper, oscillators in [24, 25]
require more sophisticated active elements. Very simple oscillator employing only one active element
and four passive elements was presented in [26]. Current gain was used for FO control, but CO is still
Copyright © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Int. J. Circ. Theor. Appl. 2014; 42:1264–1289
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controlled by grounded resistor. Dependence of FO on gain is not linear. Setting of CO employing current
gain control was discussed in [27]. However, nonlinear dependence of FO on current gain still remains in
[27]. Herencsar et al. [28] presented interesting solution, where three Programmable Current Amplifiers
(PCAs), two resistors and two capacitors were implemented. PCA operation is based on DACA
principle [16]. Dependence of FO on current gain is not linear but FO and CO are controllable by
current gains. Biolkova et al. [29] introduced interesting method and oscillators, which provide signals
with differential (symmetrical) quadrature outputs, i.e. four phase oscillator, where phase shifts 90, 180
and 270 degrees are accessible simultaneously. Nevertheless, these oscillators were proposed as SRCO
types. Detailed comparison of quadrature oscillators employing current gain for FO control, which
were published in recent years, is given in Table I. Some solutions allow to generate output signals in
current or voltage form simultaneously [23–25]. Additional current to voltage conversion and voltage
buffers are required in [23–25] in order to obtain voltage differential (symmetrical) quadrature outputs.
It is not necessary in our solution as will be shown later. Many active elements in discussed solutions
[22–25, 28, 29] and also in our oscillator do not require voltage inputs in comparison with CFAs
extensively used by Gupta and Senani [2, 18, 19]. This means certain simplification of internal
structure of active element. Classical CFAs (missing inverted voltage output) used for oscillator design
also do not easily allow to obtain differential quadrature signals.

A digital controlling approach is very interesting and profitable in many applications [16, 23–25, 28].
The digital adjusting is very useful for FO control. However, coarse and discontinuous adjusting
(steps) of CO (by current gain) could be insufficient for satisfactory fluctuances of output amplitudes
and total harmonic distortion (THD) in some cases. Sufficient bit resolution is very important.
Additionally, analog-to-digital converter is essential, if digital control (derived from output
amplitude) of CO is intended for automatic amplitude control. It means additional complication and
power consumption. Therefore, we decided to use continuous control.
1.3. Comparison of one, two, and more active element-based solutions

In this section, we selected several interesting oscillator solutions employing different types and
different number of active elements. Selected solutions employing one [30–33], two [34–45], three
[44, 46–51], or more [44, 51–60] active elements are listed in Table II and comparison with our
approach is provided except solutions that were discussed above in sections 1.1. Recently presented
circuits based on Differential-input Buffered and Transconductance Amplifier (DBTA) [30],
Current Differencing Transconductance Amplifiers (CDTAs) [31–35, 42], CCs (CC, CCII, CCCII,
DVCC) [36 – 40, 46, 49, 50], Current Feedback Amplifiers (CFAs) [41], Operational
Transconductance Amplifiers (OTAs) [44, 45, 47, 48, 51–53], and their modifications are compared.
Abbreviations of mentioned active elements are explained below Table II.

Some circuits employ many passive elements [43, 45], and electronic control of their parameters
(CO, FO) is not easily possible [43]. Circuits in [31–39, 44] are very simple because for their
realization, only minimal number of active and passive elements are necessary. Several solutions
belong to types controlled by passive elements [40, 42, 50], where suitable resistors (mainly
grounded) can be replaced by adjustable equivalents (FET) [21]. However, the quality of adjusting
is limited by features of used additional discrete FET transistor which also means increasing
complexity of the circuit in some cases. From historical point of view, the most often used type of
electronic control seems to be the transconductance adjusting [31, 34, 38, 44, 45, 47, 48, 51–53].
Intrinsic resistance control of low-impedance current input terminal in oscillators [36, 46] received
increasing attention in recent years despite of the fact that discovery of this method is quite old [4].
On the other hand, the idea of combination both discussed methods is quite new [32, 35]. A
combination of intrinsic resistance and current gain also allows some benefits from electronic
control point of view [37]. Very interesting approach was presented by Lahiri et al. [41], where
authors implemented adjustable capacitor-simulating circuit to control FO. Another possibility to
control FO is switching of capacitances, but it only allows discontinuous changes of FO [39]. Many
examples of two OTA-based oscillators were introduced in the past. Nevertheless, some of proposed
solutions require huge number of passive elements (many of them are floating resistors [45]), and
non-interactive control of CO and FO can be also difficult in some discussed solutions. Several
Copyright © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Int. J. Circ. Theor. Appl. 2014; 42:1264–1289
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realizations based on CFAs [2, 18, 19, 21] always allow non-interactive control of CO and FO
(FET replacement of resistor tunes FO), but some of these circuits require high number of passive
elements. Furthermore, these circuits do not allow linear control of FO and differential quadrature
outputs. Special matching condition of two parameters for correct operation (start of oscillations and
linear electronic control) of circuits presented in [31, 32, 34, 46, 47, 49] is required. Example of
typical matching condition is the following (in case of transconductance control): CO:

C1gm1 =C2gm2; FO: o0 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
gm1gm2
C1C2

q
(adjustable parameters gm1 = gm2 for fulfilled CO and for linear

FO tuning simultaneously). Solution presented by Senani [47] can work as electronically
controllable system with independent CO and FO control (one transconductance is suitable for CO
control and other one for FO adjusting). However, all adjustable parameters have to be matched if
linear control of FO is required and moreover the CO is given by equality of capacitance values so
as in [31, 32, 34, 46, 49]. This matching condition has to fulfill CO and ensures FO control
simultaneously. It is main drawback of some hitherto published two-active-device-based circuits,
because only capacitor values are suitable to adjust the startup of oscillation, if matching of all
easily controllable parameters (intrinsic resistance and transconductance by bias currents) is
required. In such cases from implementation of amplitude gain control (AGC) circuit for wideband
FO adjusting without fluctuances of output amplitude point of view, capacitance value adjusting in
order to control CO is not easy task. Therefore, in our work, we used three adjustable gains, because
they allow simultaneous control of CO and FO without matching constraints between them. Here it
is also important noting that any of the given solutions in Table II employing classical active
elements and their modifications do not allow obtaining of differential low-impedance voltage
outputs, because output signals are available in high-impedance nodes or in form of currents
(current-mode realizations) and additional conversion or/and buffers/inverters are necessary. Main
disadvantages of discussed oscillators are the following:

1. Too many passive elements [41, 43–45],
2. Non-interactive control of FO and CO is not possible [33, 43],
3. Matching of two parameters is necessary to fulfill CO and tuning of FO simultaneously

[31, 32, 34, 46, 49],
4. Linear control of FO is not possible [30, 36–38, 40, 48, 50],
5. Quadrature outputs are not provided [36, 37, 40, 47, 48],
6. Influence of FO control on amplitudes of generated signals [36–38, 40, 45, 48, 50],
7. Problematic implementation of AGC circuit for stable wideband FO adjusting [31, 32, 34, 46, 47, 49],
8. High-impedance voltage outputs - additional buffering necessary [30, 36–38, 40, 43–45, 47, 49, 53],
9. No differential outputs - additional current to voltage converters and/or voltage buffers/inverters

necessary [30–60].

Here proposed Dual-Output Controlled Gain Current Follower Buffered Amplifier (DO-CG-CFBA)-
based oscillator has none of above listed drawbacks of discussed solutions.
1.4. Active-only oscillator types

Active-only oscillators are very interesting since they operate without any passive elements (even
without discrete capacitors). Their behavior is defined by parasitic parameters of active elements
(finite frequency features - lossy integrator, parasitic capacitances, etc.). Therefore, we can estimate
only expected behavior, because exact description is not possible, and it is given by fabrication
tolerances of active elements, parasites on printed circuit board, etc., mainly for high frequencies.
Deviation of ideal, expected, and real oscillation frequency can be in tens of percentage. However,
active-only solutions are useable for high-frequency design (tens of MHz). Workability of active-
only oscillators is based on frequency limitation of used active elements and operational amplifiers
(opamps), which pole frequency is used for active-only oscillators design.

Synthesis and design principles are similar to common known approaches. Minaei et al. [54, 55]
used all-pass section without any external passive elements, for example. In Table II, we have also
compared some typical active-only solutions [54–60]. Electronic control of active-only oscillators is
Copyright © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Int. J. Circ. Theor. Appl. 2014; 42:1264–1289
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possible by transconductance control [54, 55, 57, 58], or by combination of intrinsic resistance and
transconductance control [56, 59, 60]. Linear adjusting of FO and tuning without amplitude
fluctuances and dependence on tuning process can also be possible. Benefits of low-impedance
voltage outputs are also achievable [54, 55, 60]. However, these solutions require higher number of
active elements (in most cases standard opamps [54–60] and additional active devices).

In comparison to our solution, discussed circuits offer similar features from electronic control point of
view. Some realizations also have low-impedance voltage outputs (outputs of opamps) [54, 55, 60], but
require seven active elements. Complexity of some discussed solutions, higher power consumption
(many active elements in some cases) in comparison to standard solutions, and not accurate design based
on estimations and large tolerances of parasites are main drawbacks of active-only oscillators. In addition,
inverted outputs for differential quadrature signal generation are not available. Solution discussed by
Prommee et al. [58] allows four quadrature output signals in form of current. Hence, differential output
signal generation is also possible after additional modifications, which increase complexity.

1.5. All-pass section-based solutions and multiphase types

All-pass filters are general building blocks of quadrature oscillators. Two all-pass sections are suitable
to establish quadrature oscillator (for example Keskin et al. [42], Herencsar et al. [61] and references
cited therein) with controllable features. Other approach requires one all-pass section and lossless
integrator ([32–34, 43, 46, 49], for instance). Interesting design approach was presented by
Songsuwankit et al. in [62], where OTA-based phase shifters were used in order to construct of
oscillator with arbitrary adjustable phase shift between both generated signals.

Attention was given to multiphase oscillator design that was also frequently investigated in the past.
Interesting approaches were discussed by Abuelmaatti et al. [63], Gift [64], Souliotis et al. [65], and
Kumngern et al. [66]. Multiphase approach allows also obtaining of quadrature outputs suitable for
differential signal generation. However, circuit realizations in [63–66] seem to be difficult and
extensive for quadrature output purposes, if simpler ways exist. In addition, electronic adjusting of
FO is not easy, and multiple matching of parameters is required (for example [66].

Oscillator presented in this paper simultaneously fulfils following requirements: (1) grounded capacitors
(preferred for on-chip implementation); (2) direct continuous electronic adjusting; (3) FO and CO control
without changes of any passive element; (4) both parameters (FO, CO) controllable by current gain only;
(5) linear control of FO; (6) independent control of FO and CO without mutual disturbance; (7) easy
implementation of amplitude (automatic) gain control (AGC) for FO adjusting and satisfying THD
requirements - only rectified output voltage is sufficient; (8) buffered outputs - no additional buffering is
necessary; (9) generated signals with four phase shifts available simultaneously - possibility of differential
(symmetrical) quadrature output signals (output level is two times higher in comparison to asymmetrical -
single ended solution: very advantageous in low supply voltage CMOS solutions); (10) equal amplitudes
of all signals (theoretically); (11) unchangeable amplitudes while FO is tuned; (12) all real current input
(intrinsic) resistances of active elements are absorbable to values of working (external) resistors.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 1 describes recent progress of adjustable active elements
and oscillator design. Definition and features of new DO-CG-CFBA are given in Section 2. Section 3
deals with proposed four-phase (differential-output) oscillator and its direct electronic controlling
possibilities. Real behavior, experimental, and simulation results are discussed in Sections 4 and 5,
and concluding remarks are given in Section 6.
2. ACTIVE ELEMENT SUITABLE FOR MULTIPHASE OSCILLATOR DESIGN

So-called Dual-Output Current Inverted Buffered Amplifier (DO-CIBA) was introduced by Biolkova et al.
in [29]. Dual-Output Current Follower Buffered Amplifier (DO-CFBA) or Current Follower Differential
Output Buffered Amplifier (CFDOBA) known from [1] has similar behavior, but only current follower
instead of inverter is used. We modified this active element in order to control current gain. We intended
Copyright © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Int. J. Circ. Theor. Appl. 2014; 42:1264–1289
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to use current amplifier with controllable gain instead of current follower or inverter in the block.
Therefore, we used section of adjustable current amplifier and section of voltage buffer and inverter.

Principle of the so-called DO-CG-CFBA is clear from following hybrid matrix equations:

Iz
Vwþ
Vw�
Vp

2
664

3
775 ¼

0 0 0 B
1 0 0 0
�1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

2
664

3
775:

Vz

Iwþ
Iw�
Ip

2
664

3
775; (1)

where B represents adjustable current gain. Port voltages and currents are explained in Figure 1a.
From (1) is clear that DO-CG-CFBA consists of two partial blocks: adjustable current amplifier and
voltage buffer/inverter. Schematic symbol and behavioral model of DO-CG-CFBA, where possible
implementation employs commercially available elements (current-mode multiplier as current
amplifier and differential operational amplifier/driver with unity gain as voltage buffer/inverter), is
shown in Figure 1. DO-CG-CFBA has low-impedance current input terminal p, high-impedance
auxiliary terminal z, and two low-impedance voltage output terminals (direct w + and inverted w-).
Current gain (B) is controlled by external DC current or voltage.

In fact, we can find some similarity of proposed DO-CG-CFBA to well-known CFA (CFA consists
of CCII and also voltage buffer). However, standard CFA contains an input voltage terminal Y.
Standard CFA does not allows buffered direct and inverted voltage outputs simultaneously and any
kind of direct electronic control (current gain) in oscillator application [2, 18, 19, 21, 41] for
example. In addition, CFA-based oscillators [2, 18, 19, 21, 41] require input voltage terminal Y in
most cases (to build lossy and lossless integrators), which is not available in DO-CG-CFBA. Our
oscillator solution was designed without necessity of this Y terminal.
3. PROPOSED FOUR-PHASE OSCILLATOR

We used standard state-variable approach [2, 18–20] for design of presented circuit. State matrix
equations are described generally by form _x ¼ A�x, where:

_x ¼
dv1
dt
dv2
dt

2
64

3
75; (2)

A ¼ a11 a12
a21 a22

� �
; (3)

x ¼ v1
v2

� �
: (4)
z

p

w-

w+

DO-CG-CFBA

VSET

Ip
Vp

Vw+

Vw-

Iz

Vz

1
w+

w-
p

z

Ip

B.Ip

VSET

DO-CG-CFBA

B

VSET

p

z

AD8138

EL2082

DO-CG-CFBA

w+

w-

a) b) c)

Figure 1. Dual-Output Controlled Gain Current Follower Buffered Amplifier (DO-CG-CFBA): a) schematic
symbol, b) behavioral model, c) possible implementation.
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Symbol A represents admittance matrix, x is vector of nodal voltages (on grounded capacitors), and
_x is vector of currents through capacitors defined as derivation of state voltages. CE is given by
following form:

det lE � Að Þ ¼ l� a11 �a12
�a21 l� a22

����
���� ¼ l2 � a11 þ a22ð Þlþ a11a22 � a21a12ð Þ ¼ 0; (5)

where l is eigenvector of A and E is unity matrix. CO and FO are defined as:

CO : a11 þ a22 ¼ 0; (6)

FO : o0 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
det Að Þ

p
¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

a11a22 � a21a12
p

: (7)

Above discussed approach supposes two grounded capacitors. Specific transfers are created between
these two nodes which form state equations (admittance matrix A) appropriately to required features
(quadrature, electronic control, simplicity, etc.). Basic building block with transfer Iz /Vi =G.B is
shown in Figure 2. This block is the main core of future oscillator.

Matrix state system of our four-phase oscillator has form:

dv1
dt
dv2
dt

2
64

3
75 ¼

0 �G1B1

C1
G2B2

C2
� G3 � G3B3ð Þ

C2

2
664

3
775� v1

v2

� �
; (8)

where coefficient a11 is intentionally equal to 0. It allows quadrature oscillator design as it is clear from
[2, 18–20] for example. CE, CO, and FO (f0 or angular o0) are:

CE : s2 þ s
G B3 � 1ð Þ

C2
þ B1B2G1G2

C1C2
¼ 0; (9)

CO : B3≤1; (10)

FO : o0 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
B1B2G1G2

C1C2

r
: (11)
z

p

w-

w+

DO-CG-CFBA

VSET

IpVi

Vw+

Vw-

Iz

Vz

Figure 2. Elementary building block.
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The ideal relative sensitivities of FO on circuit parameters are:

So0
B1

¼ So0
B2

¼ �So0
R1

¼ �So0
R2

¼ �So0
C1

¼ �So0
C2

¼ 0:5; (12)

So0
B3

¼ So0
R3

¼ 0: (13)

The final oscillator is shown in Figure 3. Two lossless voltage integrators are practically connected
to one loop and form circuit to ensure the appropriate controllability of time constants, which is also
clear from synthesis in (8).

The ratio between output amplitudes VOUT1 and VOUT2 is given by:

VOUT1

VOUT2
¼ �B1

sR1C1
¼ �B1

joR1C1
: (14)

Substitution of the o by o0 from (11) to (14) leads to:

VOUT1

VOUT2
¼ �B1

j
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

B1B2
R1R2C1C2

q
R1C1

¼ j

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R2C2B1

R1C1B2

r
: (15)

It is possible to control oscillator by B1 or B2 but appropriate output amplitude (VOUT1 or VOUT2) is
not unchanged during the tuning process and control of FO is not linear. Fulfilling of the equality
B1 =B2 =B simplifies (15) to:

VOUT1

VOUT2
¼ j

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R2C2

R1C1

r
; (16)

and produced amplitudes are equal theoretically (if R1 =R2 =R, C1 =C1 =C) and constant while
oscillator is tuned. The oscillator is tunable linearly by simultaneous change of B1 =B2 in wider
range than by B1 or B2 (separately) as is obvious from:
Figure 3. Four-phase oscillator employing two DO-CG-CFBAs and controllable current amplifier.
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o0 ¼ B

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
G1G2

C1C2

r
¼ Bffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

R1R2C1C2
p : (17)

4. REAL BEHAVIOR AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Possible CMOS implementation of active elements used for the design of the proposed oscillator were
discussed in [5, 6, 8, 10, 14, 15, 23], for example. In order to verify the functionality of the functional
block, the fabrication of ICs is very time-consuming and expensive. Therefore active elements used in
proposed oscillator were modeled by commercially available current multipliers and voltage buffers/
inverters. This approach allows to obtain real laboratory results. In contrast to many research papers,
where verification is based on only simulations of model employing specific fabrication technology,
analyses obtained by measurement with real elements provide more relevant results. Authors believe
that if the circuit built from discrete commercially available elements works well, then appropriate
IC version consisting of current amplifiers and voltage buffers/inverters, designed via actual and
specific IC technology, will work even better.

We designed oscillator with following values of passive elements: R1 =R2 =R3 = 820 Ω,
C1 =C2 = 47 pF. We have built real model of DO-CG-CFBA from current mode multiplier EL2082
[67] and differential opamp AD8138 [68]. Non-ideal model of DO-CG-CFBA is shown in Figure 4a.
Current amplifier is characterized by non-ideal model shown in Figure 4b. EL2082 has input resistance
95 Ω and output impedance 1 MΩ/ 5 pF. Differential opamp AD8138 has input impedance 6 MΩ/1 pF.
Output resistance is very favorable (< 1 Ω below 20MHz). We can estimate values of parasitic
elements from above discussed parameters: Rp =Ri� 95 Ω, Rz� 860 kΩ, Ro� 1 MΩ; Cz� 6 pF,
Co = 5 pF. Proposed oscillator including non-idealities is shown in Figure 5. We are able to include
intrinsic resistances of current inputs to working resistor values (it is important for exact calculation):
R1
/ = R2

/ = R3
/ � 915 Ω (R1,2

/ � R1,2 +Rp1,2 and R3
/ = R3 +Ri; Rp =Ri� 95 Ω). Expected values in

high-impedance nodes 1, 2 are: Rz1� 860 kΩ, Cz1� 6 pF; therefore, C1
/ = C1 +Cz1� 53 pF;

Rz2║ Ro� 460 kΩ, Cz2 +Co� 11 pF; therefore, C2
/ = C2 +Cz2 +Co� 58 pF. Influence of Rw� is

negligible because Rw�< 1 Ω (for frequencies below 20MHz).
When these non-idealities are taken into account, CO and FO are now in following forms:

CO : B=
3≤

Rz1
Rz2Ro

Rz2þRo

� �
C=
1 þ R=

3Rz1C
=
1 þ R=

3
Rz2Ro

Rz2þRo

� �
C=
2

Rz1
Rz2Ro

Rz2þRo

� �
C=
1

; (18)
Figure 4. Non-ideal models: a) DO-CG-CFBA, b) CA.
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FO : o=
0 ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
B1B2R

=
3Rz1

Rz2Ro

Rz2þRo

� �
a1a2 � R=

1R
=
2 B=

3
Rz2Ro

Rz2þRo

� �
þ Rz2Ro

Rz2þRo

� �
þ R=

3

h i

R=
1R

=
2R

=
3Rz1

Rz2Ro

Rz2þRo

� �
C=
1C

=
2

;

vuuut (19)

where a1,2 are non-ideal voltage gains (transfers) of voltage followers in DO-CG-CFBAs. Practically,
these gains are not exactly equal to 1. Second term in numerator of (19) has minimal impact on overall
value of FO if B1,2> 0.2 because it has lower value (more than hundred times for real parameters, see
Table III) in comparison with first term (a1,2 are supposed equal to 1 in this calculation). Therefore:

B1B2R
=
3Rz1

Rz2Ro

Rz2 þ Ro

� 	
a1a2 ii R=

1R
=
2 B=

3
Rz2Ro

Rz2 þ Ro

� 	
þ Rz2Ro

Rz2 þ Ro

� 	
þ R=

3

� �
: (20)

Second term in numerator of (19) has significant impact on accuracy of FO if B1,2< 0.1.
Table IV shows impact of non-accurate buffer gain on deviation Δf0 (worst case) based on

calculation (19) and for f0 = 2.507MHz. Tolerances of these undesired gains (larger than 5%) could
cause significant problems with accuracy of f0 (Table IV).

Relation between current gain of DO-CG-CFBA and CA (adjustable element is represented by
EL2082 multiplier) and DC control voltage is given by simple equation B�VSET [67]. However,
dependence of B on VSET is quite nonlinear when VSET> 2V, see [67]. Parameters of active
elements (current gains of DO-CG-CFBAs and CA) were set as follows: B1,2 = 0.8 (VSET1,2 = 0.8V)
and B3� 1. Ideal FO (when only R1

/ , R2
/ , R3

/ were taken into account) has value 2.962MHz.
Expected FO (19) is 2.507MHz and value obtained by measurement was 2.503MHz. Main
difference between ideal and measured FO is given by parasitic capacitances Cz1 and Cz2 and Co.
Two AGC circuits were used for amplitude stabilization and regulation of CO during tuning
process. The first type is based on opamp and the second type is employing common-emitter bipolar
transistor. Both methods are shown in Figure 6. All results were carried out for output and load
impedances equal to 50 Ω.
Figure 5. Proposed oscillator from Figure 3 including non-idealities.
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Table III. Difference of magnitudes of terms from (20).

B1,2 [-]
B1B2R

=
3Rz1

Rz2Ro

Rz2þRo

� �
a1a2 R=

1R
=
2 B=

3
Rz2Ro

Rz2þRo

� �
þ Rz2Ro

Rz2þRo

� �
þ R=

3

h i

10 1016 1011

2 1015 1011

1 1014 1011

0.2 1013 1011

0.1 1012 1011

0.01 1010 1011

Table IV. Impact of non-accurate voltage buffering in DO-CG-CFBA on f0.

Toler. a1,2 [%] a1,2 [-] �Δf0 [kHz]

�10 0.90–1.10 252
�5 0.95–1.05 126
�2 0.98–1.02 51

Figure 6. AGC systems used in oscillator employing: a) opamp, b) BJT.

Figure 7. Generated signals at all available outputs (blue - VOUT1, red - VOUT2, green - VOUT1
/ ,

orange - VOUT2
/ ).
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a) b)

Figure 8. Generated quadrature signals VOUT1 and VOUT2 (AGC from Figure 6a): a) f0 = 1MHz,
b) f0 = 2.5MHz.

a)

b)

Figure 9. Spectral analyses of generated signals (AGC from Figure 6a): a) f0 = 1MHz, b) f0 = 2.5MHz.
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Figure 7 shows results that were obtained from experiments with active elements discussed above.
All responses (both inverted and non-inverted) are shown only in this Figure 7 because their
amplitudes are the same and only phases are inverted. Because both inverted and non-inverted
Copyright © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Int. J. Circ. Theor. Appl. 2014; 42:1264–1289
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a) b)

Figure 10. Generated quadrature signals VOUT1 and VOUT2 (AGC from Figure 6b): a) f0 = 1MHz,
b) f0 = 2.5MHz.

a)

b)

Figure 11. Spectral analyses of generated signals (AGC from Figure 6b): a) f0 = 1MHz, b) f0 = 2.5MHz.
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responses are the same (except phase shift), other figures shows just two curves, each actually
representing two responses for better readability. All available output voltages are shown in time
domain. Transient responses of VOUT1 and VOUT2 for two different FO: 1MHz (B12 = 0.323) and
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Figure 12. Dependence of FO (f0) on B1,2.
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Figure 13. Measured dependences for AGC from Figure 6a: a) voltage level vs. f0, b) THD vs. FO.
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Figure 14. Measured dependences for AGC from Figure 6 b: a) voltage level vs. f0, b) THD vs. f0.
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2.5MHz (B12 = 0.800) are depicted in Figure 8. AGC from Figure 6a was used. Spectral
analyses related to results shown in Figure 8a and Figure 8b are presented in Figure 9. We
also tested second type of AGC, which was shown in Figure 6b. Results are summarized in
Figure 10 and Figure 11.
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a) b)

Figure 15. Experimental printed circuit board: a) bottom side, b) top side.

Figure 16. CMOS solution of dual output controlled gain current follower buffed amplifier (DO-CG-CFBA).

Table V. Aspect ratios of transistors in model from Figure 16.

Transistor W/L [mm]

M1, M2, M14–M18, M29–M36 34/2
M3–M7, M12, M13, M37 68/2
M8, M11, M19–M22, M24–M28 100/2
M9, M10 200/2
M23 98/2
M38, M39 16/2
M40, M41 12/2
M42–M55 4/2
M56–M60 6/2
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Ideal, expected, and measured dependences of FO on current gains B1,2 are compared in Figure 12.
Ideal dependence supposes only R1

/ , R2
/ , R3

/ . Expected results, when all non-idealities are taken into
account, were gained from (19). FO adjusting range in ideal case is from 41 kHz to 7.97MHz,
expected range is from 35 kHz to 6.76MHz and real values, which were obtained from
measurement, are 50 kHz to 6.82MHz. All results were carried out for B1,2 2 {0.01; 2.15} that
corresponds to VSET1,2 2 {0.01; 2.31} V. We also evaluated dependences of output level and THD
on FO. All results for both AGCs are depicted in Figure 13 and Figure 14. We can observe THD
between 0.4 and 0.9% in almost whole range of FO for the first type of AGC (Figure 13).
Fluctuations of output signals are ΔVOUT1 =� 45 mVp-p and ΔVOUT2 =� 25 mVp-p in almost whole
range of tuning (f0> 0.5MHz). For the second type of AGC, the THD between 0.3 and 0.9% is
observed (Figure 14). Fluctuations of output level are smaller (ΔVOUT1 =� 25 mVp-p and
Copyright © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Int. J. Circ. Theor. Appl. 2014; 42:1264–1289
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c) d)

Figure 17. Important characteristics of proposed model: a) dependence of current gain on frequency, b) DC
characteristics of current amplifier, c) dependence of current gain on control current, d) DC characteristics of

voltage buffer and inverter.

Table VI. Important small-signal parameters.

Rp [Ω] 693
Rz [kΩ] 44
Rw+ [Ω] 0.9
Rw- [Ω] 1.1
f�3dB (CA part) [MHz] 25
f�3dB (buffer/inverter) [MHz] 56/65
for ISET_B = 200mA (B= 1.11)
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ΔVOUT2 =� 15 mVp-p) for f0< 6MHz. Significant increase of fluctuations is typical for upper or lower
corner of f0 adjusting (for both AGCs). Amplitudes of generated signals are strictly identical only in
ideal case. Difference of output levels during the tuning process is caused by inequality of both
gains (B1 and B2). Dependences of B1 and B2 of both DO-CG-CFBAs on VSET are not exactly the
same. Measured prototype is depicted in Figure 15.
5. CMOS IMPLEMENTATION OF DO-CG-CFBA

In this section, we introduce the CMOS structure of proposed DO-CG-CFBA in Figure 1a that is
suitable for future on-chip implementation. The proposed model shown in Figure 16 complements
Copyright © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Int. J. Circ. Theor. Appl. 2014; 42:1264–1289
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b)

a)

Figure 18. Square response for: a) current amplifier, b) voltage buffer/inverter.
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theoretical proposal and behavioral model based on commercially available active elements.
Dimensions of transistors are listed in Table V. Our model consists of four parts. The first part is
current follower, which is realized by classical CC of second generation [4]. This partial element is
necessary because following part (current amplifier) requires symmetrical input signal and two bias
current sources. The second part (compact adjustable current amplifier) is based on solution
presented by Surakampontorn et al. [69]. Authors used this amplifier as a part of CMOS
electronically tunable CC. The voltage buffer and inverter were extracted from CMOS transistor
implementation of universal voltage conveyor presented by Koton et al. [70]. An equation for
current gain was noted in [69], and it is also valid for model that was introduced by us:

B ¼ NIb2
2ISET B

� Ib2
ISET B

; (21)

where Nmeans multiplication ratio of the current mirrors formed byM8–M9 and M10–M11. Several basic
characteristics of proposed CMOS structure are depicted in Figure 17. Computer analyses were performed
by PSpice program and with CMOS transistor models of TSMC LO EPI 0.18mm technology [71].

Small-signal parameters are summarized in Table VI. Responses to square excitation in order to
demonstrate stability of designed model are shown in Figure 18. Amplitudes of testing signals are
100 mA (current amplifier section) and 100mV (voltage buffer and inverter) at f = 100 kHz.
Compensation capacitors (Ck, units of pF, see Figure 16) are used in order to increase stability of
proposed CMOS model (voltage buffer/inverter). Overall power consumption of one DO-CG-CFBA
CMOS model achieve 8.5mW (for B� 1, VCC =�1.2V). Power consumption decreases for higher
current gains [69], and it is an advantage of this solution. However, current gain is theoretically
limited to B≤ 2N [69] (Figure 17c).
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b)

a)

c)

Figure 19. Simulation results of whole oscillator based on presented CMOS model: a) transient responses -
single ended mode, b) transient responses - differential mode, c) frequency spectrum.
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We used above introduced CMOS model in proposed oscillator shown in Figure 3, and results
are given in Figure 19. In the oscillator structure, the current amplifier was simulated by CA part of
DO-CG-CFBA in Figure 16, as it is expected. Parameters of design were: C1 =C2 = 100 pF,
R1 =R2 =R3 = 300 Ω (including Rp = 693 Ω is overall value R1,2,3

/ = 993 Ω), B1,2 = 0.66
(ISET_B1,2 = 300mA), B3 = 0.98 (ISET_B3 = 220mA). Ideal value of oscillation frequency achieves
f0 = 1.058MHz (11). Value gained from simulation is 978 kHz. Transient responses of all generated
signals are in Figure 19a, differential output responses are shown in Figure 19b and frequency
spectrum of all output signals is in Figure 19c. Suppression of higher harmonic components (the most
significant was second) was about 38–41 dBc for all available output signals which yields THD� 1%.
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6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented new quadrature oscillator having following beneficial features: independent
and direct electronic control of FO and CO by current gain, linear control of FO, availability of four-
phases and buffered voltage outputs, even differential (symmetrical) signals are available. Presented
conception provides all features which were defined in introductory section, but careful analyses
revealed also some problems. Adjustability range of f0 is restricted by achievable range of current
gain of specific current active element. Inaccurate and unequal gains cause differences between
generated amplitudes as well as unequal dependence of both gains on control parameter (DC voltage
VSET in our case). In case of on-chip low-voltage and low-power CMOS-VLSI implementation,
these problems could be minimized. Main problems in such case could be restricted dynamical
range and non-linearities of active elements. Therefore, available output levels will be very low
(tens–hundreds of mV maximally), and it is not very favorable for rectifier in AGC system. From
THD point of view, both of tested AGCs are very similar (obtained THD dependences are very
close to each other), but AGC with bipolar transistor seems to be more suitable. From the stability
of output amplitudes point of view (during tuning process), the AGC type with opamp is more
suitable. Proposed CMOS model of DO-CG-CFBA and its utilization in oscillator also confirmed its
workability and offers solution for future on-chip design. As we expected, in comparison to
experimentally measured circuit (DO-CG-CFBAs based on commercially available devices),
simulations of low-voltage CMOS implementation of the oscillator provided considerably lower
levels of generated output signals.
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This contribution  presents  two  types  of second-order  multiphase  oscillators  based  on  the  multiple-loop
transfer  modification.  The  main  aim  of this  paper  is to show  the  possibilities  of  two  structures  to  gen-
erate  multiphase  outputs  (phase  shifts  of  multiples  of  �/2 and  �/4)  and  the  features  resulting  from  this
type  of  synthesis.  We  focused  on  independently  and  electronically  adjustable  oscillation  condition  for
simple  implementation  of  automatic  amplitude  gain  control  circuit  (AGC)  and  linear  electronic  control  of
oscillation  frequency.  Basic  two-loop  structure  (typical  for band-pass  response  in  multifunctional  filter-
perational transconductance amplifier
uadrature oscillator
ignal flow graphs

ing structures)  with  additional  loop  of  the  feedback  for  control  of  oscillation  condition  was used.  There
are  two  different  requirements  for oscillation  condition  fulfillment  in  the  same  topology.  These  aspects
(actual  polarity  of  the  loops  transfers)  are  important  for design  of  the  AGC  in specific  case.  Mutual  rela-
tions  between  generated  signals  at  available  outputs  of  the circuits  are  studied.  Design  is supported  by
the detailed  signal-flow  graphs.  Final  circuits  were  verified  by  PSpice  simulations.

© 2015  Elsevier  GmbH.  All  rights  reserved.
. Introduction

Tunable oscillators with multiphase character (quadrature, for
xample) are under increasing attention of many researchers today.
espite the fact there are many interesting multiphase solutions,

hey are very often based on subsequently shifted phase of elemen-
ary blocks (lossy integrators, differentiators) [1–7]. These circuits
re typical by easy synthesis, easily controllable condition of oscil-
ation (CO) by gain in the loop, and generate phases in multiples of
/2, �/4, �/6 (phase shift of elementary building block). However,

uch realizations are very complicated (many cascaded building
locks) and difficult matching of several parameters is required for
uning [2,4]. Possibility of simultaneous adjusting of each time con-
tant is an advantage for tuning of frequency of oscillations (FO) in
ome cases [3,5].

Another conception is based on utilization of all-pass section

nd an integrator [8–14]. Oscillators designed in this way  produce
ess number of output phases and independence of CO and FO is
roblematic in some cases [8,10,12–14].

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +420 54114 6560.
E-mail addresses: sotner@feec.vutbr.cz (R. Sotner), jerabekj@feec.vutbr.cz

J. Jerabek), herencsn@feec.vutbr.cz (N. Herencsar), vrbak@feec.vutbr.cz
K. Vrba), tomas.dostal@vspj.cz (T. Dostal).

ttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.aeue.2015.01.012
434-8411/© 2015 Elsevier GmbH. All rights reserved.
We  can also use cascading of two  all-pass sections (for example
[15,16]). Substantial improvements in separation of CO and FO were
shown.

Simple (in comparison with standard multiphase solutions uti-
lizing cascading of sections [1–7]) circuit structures also enable the
output signals with multiphase character (not only two quadra-
ture output signals) if specific design requirements (and matching
of some parameters) are fulfilled [17]. However, tuning of the
oscillator is problematic and only CO is independently settable.
Fortunately, recently investigated structures [18] also reveal cir-
cuit where independent control of CO and FO occurs. Multiphase
features of two  simple circuits producing phase shifts of �/4,
�/2, 3�/4, 5�/4 and � without necessity of cascade of integra-
tors/differentiators were verified in [18]. However, these structures
require specific matching of parameters in order to ensure constant
and unchangeable output amplitudes during the tuning process
and that is the main problem of these circuits. This field requires
further attention.

This paper focuses on simple multiphase solutions (simpler than
usually used approaches based on cascading of subsections [1–7])
with minimum passive elements that allows obtaining of several

outputs typically (�/2) and non-typically (multiples of �/4) phase
shifted signals without dependence of linear tuning process on out-
put amplitudes. We  used a very illustrative way  of the synthesis by
means of signal-flow graphs (SFG) [19,20] and focused out attention

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.aeue.2015.01.012
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n the utilization of the proposed structures for differential-voltage
ode operation. Many suitable active elements exist and were

eported in recent years [21]. We  selected operational transconduc-
ance amplifiers (OTA) [21,22] and adjustable current amplifier (CA)
or the synthesis because they allow simple utilization in systems
ithout necessity of requiring resistors.

We compared known solutions of the similar electronically
ontrollable types of second-order oscillators based on OTAs and
everal advanced devices based on OTA (partially), i.e. current dif-
erencing transconductance amplifiers (CDTA), voltage differencing
ransconductance amplifiers (VDTA), current follower transcon-
uctance amplifiers (CFTA) and current conveyor transconductance
mplifiers (CCTA) – extensions of the OTA features by further active
lements [21] and our solutions from several aspects, see Table 1.
ll the circuits (discussed in Table 1) allow at least one phase
hift (�/2 in many cases). Our goal is to find electronically con-
rollable solutions where multiphase (or differential) outputs are
vailable and unchangeable in voltage level under condition of
O tuning which utilize minimal number of active and passive
lements and operate without requiring matching of parameters.
any solutions have been compared in detail in Table 1 but they

ave the following problems: (1) Some circuits employ 4 and more
ctive elements [23–29]; (2) Some solutions are electronically tun-
ble only under very unsuitable conditions [8,30] (see notes in
able 1); (3) Many of the studied circuits do not allow linear con-
rol of the FO [31–45]; (4) Many circuits allow linear control of
O under disadvantageous matching condition only – not suit-
ble in practice and for utilization of amplitude automatic gain
ontrol circuit (AGC) [8,10,30,46]; (5) There exist several oscil-
ators where all the generated output levels are independent on
inear tuning process [8,10,24–26,28,47–49] but almost none of
hem have multiphase outputs (circuit in [47] has multiphase
utputs but produced signals seems to be influenced by CO con-
rol, circuit in [28] allows multiphase operation but structure is
oo complicated); (6) Separated control of CO (by independent
arameter suitable for driving) of some solutions (typically in
ases discussed in point 6, 7, and 8) is not possible [8,10,30,46];
7) A majority of solutions is not suitable for differential outputs
8,10,23–27,29–34,36–43,48,49,51,52]; (8) A very small number
f studied types of circuits allow multiphase outputs (more than
) [28,32,35,47] but output amplitudes of some of them vary if
O is tuned [32,35] or do not allow differential outputs [32]; (9)
hase shifts in multiples of �/4 are possible in a limited num-
er of known circuits (for example [17,18]) except complicated
ultiphase (higher-order) solutions that employ cascading of inte-

rator/differentiator lossy blocks (for example [7]). As conclusion
f such analysis we intended to synthesize second-order oscilla-
or (recapitulation of required specification): (a) allowing linear
ontrol of FO, (b) having completely independent parameter for
O setting, (c) having multiphase output character of produced
ignal (available also for differential/symmetrical operation) with
nchangeable output levels during the tuning process (FO change),

d) providing the simplest circuit structure (minimal number of
assive and active elements).

Considering these points, we concluded that only two second-
rder solutions (employing OTAs and OTA-based active elements

gm1

1/sC1

L1
L2

V1
B

1 21/sC2

-gm1

gm2

-gm1

V2L3

a)
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[28,47]) fulfill the main above given conditions (but with some
drawbacks). A solution introduced by Galan et al. [28] utilizes
four OTAs (differential output) and four capacitors. Four additional
voltage buffers for impedance separation of four high-impedance
output nodes (nodes of capacitors) in case of low-impedance loads
are required. Therefore, it is too complex. Circuit presented by Jaikla
et al. [47] seems to be useful and beneficial. The authors discuss
very simple realization (two active and two  passive elements) but
output responses are available in form of currents only and further
current-to-voltage conversion with additional buffering is neces-
sary. It seems that relations between produced output currents
can be influenced by the CO adjusting. In fact, each active element,
used in [47], consists of two subsections (current differencing unit
[21] and multiple-output OTA). Therefore, there is still scope for
improvements in complexity of solution if simple single-purpose
active elements (active elements without sub-partial composition
by simple active parts) are used.

Our proposal provides all featured benefits (a)–(d) in solutions
with minimal number of passive elements (capacitors only) and a
sufficiently low number of active elements (always two  OTAs with
multiple outputs and one adjustable current amplifier). In compar-
ison with the previously reported structures based on OTAs only
[23–29,44,47] our solutions utilize also additional current amplifier
beneficially. Our proposed structures are comparable to the sim-
plest circuits that allow all the specified features simultaneously
[28] and remove some drawbacks of known similar circuits. Nev-
ertheless, same as all other circuitries, also our circuits presented
in this paper require additional buffering of high-impedance nodes
to obtain low-impedance voltage outputs. Fortunately, as we  will
see in further text, such buffering by special voltage buffer (non-
inverting and inverting output) can be also profitable in order to
ensure multiphase features.

The paper is divided as follows: Section 1 introduces recent
progress of the research in the field and shows imperfections of
available solutions that should be solved. A detailed comparison of
various hitherto published circuits is also given. Section 2 deals with
the OTAs and CA-based structures leading to featured advantages.
Detailed simulation results are shown in Section 3 and concluding
remarks are presented in Section 4.

2. Circuit structures

Our derivation is based on a very simple structure employing
only one multiple-output OTA and one single-output OTA together
with one current amplifier for CO control. A proposal of pre-
sented circuits was inspired by interesting work of [44] written by
Bhaskar-Abdalla-Senani. The authors proposed several structures
that require two  functional current outputs of the OTA  and employ
three active elements. Functional outputs mean a number of out-
puts required for interconnection between integrators and closing
functional loops in the circuit. OTA terminals for additional explicit

current outputs are not taken to this group (functional). However, a
lack of linear control of oscillation frequency in all the circuits pro-
posed in [44] is evident. All there presented types have frequency
of oscillation equal to ω0 = (gm1gm2/(C1C2))1/2.

-gm1

1/sC1

L1
L2

V1
B

1 21/sC2

gm1

-gm2

gm1
V2L3

b)

ased quadrature oscillator that requires for CO: (a) B ≥ 1, (b) B ≤ 1.
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Table 1
Comparison of electronically controlled simple second-order OTA (and active block extending OTA element) based solutions generating phase shift of �/2 or �/4 that are not employing multiple cascading of integra-
tor/differentiator based building blocks in one loop.

Solution No. of
passive
elements

No. and type of active
elements

Type of the
lowest output
phase shift

Linear control
of FO possible

Simultaneous adjusting of
parameters setting FO and CO
for linear control of FO and
independent CO required

All produced
amplitudes
independent on
tuning process

Type of output
signal (current
or voltage)

Separated
parameter(s)
for CO control
without
influence on FO

Possibility of
differential voltage
�/2 or �/4 outputs
without additional
modification

Multiphase
type (more
than two
output
responses)

[8] 2 1 CCCDTA

�/2

*1 Yes Yes Current No No No
[10] 2 2 ZC-CDTA *2 Yes Yes Current No No No
[31] 2 2 CCCDTA No – No Current Yes No No
[30] 3 1 CDTA *3 Yes Yes Current No No No
[32] 2 1 DVCCCTA No – No Both Yes No Yes
[47] 2 2 CCCDTA Yes No Yes Current Yes Yes Yes
[50] 2 2 CCCFTA Yes No No Current Yes No No
[33] 3 1 CCCFTA No – No Current Yes No No
[34] 3 1 VDTA No – No Current Yes No No
[49] 3 1 VDTA, 1 CA Yes No Yes Voltage Yes No No
[35] 5 1 ZC-VDTA No – No Voltage Yes Yes Yes
[36] 4 1 CCTA No – No Voltage Yes No No
[51] 2 2 VDTA Yes No No Current Yes No No
[37,38] 3 2 CDTA No – No Current Yes No No
[39] 2 3 CDTA No – No Current Yes No No
[48] 2 2 CDTA Yes – Yes Current Yes No No
[40] 2 3 CDTA No – No Current Yes No No
[41] 2 1 DO-CCCDTA No – N/A Voltage Yes No No
[52] 2 2 CCCDTA, 1 VB Yes No N/A Voltage Yes No No
[42] 2 1 MO-CCCDTA (Fig. 2) No – N/A Current Yes No No
[43] 3 3 CDTA No – No Both Yes No N/A
[23] 3 4 OTA Yes No N/A Voltage Yes No No
[24] 2 3-6 OTA (Figs. 5b and 6b) Yes No Yes Voltage Yes No No
[25] 2 4 OTA (Fig. 2d) Yes No Yes Voltage Yes No No
[26] 2 4 OTA (Fig. 1c) Yes No Yes Voltage Yes No No
[27] 2 4-6 DO-OTA (Fig. 1b,c,e,g) Yes No N/A Current Yes No No
[28] 4 4 DO-OTA Yes No Yes Voltage Yes Yes Yes
[44] 2 3 MOTA No – No Current Yes No No
[29] 2 1 MOTA, 1 DO-OTA, 2 OTA Yes No Yes Current Yes No No
[46] 2 1 MCDTA *4 Yes Yes Current No No No
[45] 2 1 CCCDTA No – No Current Yes No No

Proposed  1 2 2 OTA, 1 CA �/2 Yes No Yes Voltage Yes Yes Yes
Proposed  2 2 2 OTA, 1 CA �/4 Yes No Yes Voltage Yes Yes Yes

Abbreviations and explanations: CA – current amplifier; CCCDTA – current controlled current differencing transconductance amplifier; CCCFTA – current controlled current follower transconductance amplifier; CCTA – current
conveyor transconductance amplifier; CDTA – current differencing transconductance amplifier; DO-CCCDTA – dual output current controlled current differencing transconductance amplifier; DO-OTA – dual output transcon-
ductance  amplifier; DVCCCTA – differential voltage current conveyor transconductance amplifier; DVCCTA – differential voltage current controlled current conveyor transconductance amplifier; MCDTA – modified current
differencing transconductance amplifier; MOTA – multiple output transconductance amplifier; OTA – operational transconductance amplifier; VB – voltage buffer; VDTA – voltage differencing transconductance amplifier;
ZC-CDTA – Z-copy current differencing transconductance amplifier; ZC-VDTA – Z-copy voltage differencing transconductance amplifier.
*1  simultaneous control of Rn and gm allows linear control of FO independent on CO but in ideal case only (strictly accurate equality both parameters required for CO fulfillment) – no parameters remain for CO control.
*2  simultaneous control of gm1 and gm2 allows linear control of FO independent on CO but in ideal case only (strictly accurate equality both parameters required for CO fulfillment) – no parameters remain for CO control.
*3  simultaneous control of gm and R allows linear control of FO independent on CO but in ideal case only (strictly accurate equality both parameters required for CO fulfillment) – no parameters remain for CO control.
*4  simultaneous control of gm1 and gm2 allows linear control of FO independent on CO but in ideal case only (strictly accurate equality both parameters required for CO fulfillment) – no parameters remain for CO control
(capacitance value is not suitable).
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.1. The first type of the multiphase oscillator with the minimal
hase shift �/2

Our solutions focus on multiple-output OTA-based solutions
ithout problems with CO separation from FO and fully electron-

cally adjustable FO by transconductances. Based on interesting
tructures, that were presented in [44], we provide the improved
odification in Fig. 1. Current amplifier is not used for CO con-

rol in [44]. Both important nodes of grounded capacitors are only
abeled in SFGs in Fig. 1 for better clarity of diagrams. Additional
odification of SFGs by explicit current outputs of the OTAs or sup-
lementary voltage buffer/inverters in nodes 1 and 2 in order (to
btain multiphase character of the circuits) is a very easy task that
s not necessary to be directly drawn in Fig. 1.
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4
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V1+
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a)

ig. 2. The full multiphase solutions based on Fig. 1a: (a) utilizes also explicit OTA curren
uffers.

able 2
valuation of amplitude and phase relations for oscillator in Fig. 2a.

Symbolical
relation

Relation for
s  = jω0

V2 − V1 − gm1
sC2

V2 =√
gm1C1
gm2C2

exp
(

j �
2

)
V1

V3 − V1 −gm1RL1 V3 = − gm1RL1V1

V4 − V1 gm2RL2
gm2
sC2

V4 =
gm2RL2

√
gm1C1
gm2C2

exp
(

−j �
2

V3 − V2 −gm1RL1

(
gm2

sC2+gm1(1−B)

)
V3 =
gm1RL1

√
gm2C1
gm1C2

exp
(

j �
2

)
V4 − V2 −gm2RL2 V4 = − gm2RL2V2
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L2 V1
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-gm1
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gm1
V2L3

a) 

Fig. 3. SFG solutions of the OTA-based and adjustable current amplifier based osci
un. (AEÜ) 69 (2015) 814–822 817

Solution in Fig. 1a has the following characteristic equation:

s2 + gm1(1 − B)
C1

s + gm1gm2

C1C2
= 0, (1)

where we can clearly see that CO in form B ≥ 1 is controllable by
current gain B and gm1 can be used together with gm2 for linear
control of FO without affecting CO. Different polarity of the outputs

of OTAs allows to obtain different form of oscillation condition in
the same circuit structure where polarity (sign) of some loops (L1,
L2, L3) in the SFG is opposite. A perfect example is shown in Fig. 1b.
The same circuit as in Fig. 1a has almost identical characteristic
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V2+
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b)

t outputs and (b) fully differential modification utilizing differential output voltage

Phase shift between two
voltages (fulfilled equality
of both gm and C, B = 1)

Amplitude relation
(equality of both gm

and C, B = 1)

+�/2
(+90◦ , V2)

1

−�
(−180◦ , V3)

gm1RL1

)
V1

−�/2
(−90◦ , V4)

gm2RL2

V2

+�/2
(+90◦ , V3)

gm1RL1

−�
(−180◦ , V4)

gm2RL2

-gm1

1/sC1

L1

L2 V1
B

1 21/sC2

gm1

gm2

-gm1
V2L3

b)

llator (providing �/4 phase shift) that requires for CO: (a) B ≥ 1 and (b) B ≤ 1.
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quation formally but CO is different. Characteristic equation of
he circuit in Fig. 1b is modified to:

2 + gm1(B − 1)
C1

s + gm1gm2

C1C2
= 0. (2)

Modification is only in sign in linear coefficient. Oscillation con-
ition of this version (Fig. 1b) is fulfilled for B ≤ 1. It is very useful
o know this information because it directly affects selection of the
ype and the design of automatic amplitude gain control circuit
AGC) for amplitude stabilization.

The structure in Fig. 2a, based on Fig. 1a, was drawn with addi-
ional explicit current outputs (mixed mode solution) that can
e useful for multiphase or differential voltage-mode purposes
it depends on specific solutions – it will be discussed later) if
onverter from current to voltage (simple grounded resistor) and
ppropriate voltage buffering is used. Amplitude and phase rela-
ions between available outputs of the oscillator (for oscillation
requency s = jω0) in Fig. 2a are given in Table 2.

The previous analysis shows that multiphase or differential
uadrature (it depends on utilization of the outputs) is really
btained. The relation on fourth line is valid only for B = 1. It is
learly seen that many of the relations are directly influenced
y gm1 or gm2 that are used for linear control (simultaneously –
m1 = gm2 = gm) of FO. Therefore, these outputs are suitable only if
he oscillator is working with stable or very slightly (in narrow
and) variable FO. Otherwise, phase relations keep unchange-

ble but output amplitudes of V3 and V4 varies in dependence on
m1 = gm2 = gm. Operation of the oscillator in voltage mode requires
dditional voltage buffering. It is a disadvantage of such a “mixed-
ode” circuit because it allows high-impedance nodes only and

able 3
valuation of amplitude and phase relations for oscillator in Fig. 4a.

Symbolical relation Relation for s = jω0

(fulfilled equality
of both gm and C,

B = 1)

V2 − V1
gm1

sC2+gm1
V2 =

√
2

2 exp
(

−j �
4

)
V1

V3 − V1 −gm1RL1
sC2

sC2+gm1
V3 = gmRL1

√
2

2 exp
(

−j 3�
4

)
V4 − V1 −gm2RL2

(
gm1

sC2+gm1

)
V4 = gmRL2

√
2

2 exp
(

−j 5�
4

)
V3 − V2 gm1RL1

(
sC1+gm2

sC1−gm1B

)
V3 = gmRL1 exp

(
−j �

2

)
V

V4 − V2 −gm2RL2 V4 = − gm2RL2V2

C1

C2
+

+

-

-

OTA

OTA

1

2

ISET_gm1

ISET_gm2

CA

3

ISET_B

gm1

gm2

B

1

2

RL1

3

RL2 4

1

V1+

V1-

VB

a)

ig. 4. The full multiphase solution based on Fig. 3a: (a) utilizes also explicit OTA current
uffers.
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four required voltage buffers are the cost for simplicity of opera-
tions (current-mode summing) in the structure. Fortunately, with
respect to the availability of differential quadrature outputs, only
two differential output buffers are sufficient and the disadvantage
of dependencies of the amplitude relations on FO is completely
removed if these buffers are connected to nodes 1 and 2, see Fig. 2b.

2.2. The second type of the multiphase oscillator with the
minimal phase shift �/4

It is a generally known fact [1–4,22,24] that the application of
lossy integrator in proposed systems allows obtaining phase shifts
of output responses with different values than 90 degree. An inter-
esting example also employing multiple-output OTAs is shown in
Fig. 3.

The characteristic equation of the oscillator in Fig. 3a (in pre-
sented configuration and polarities of outputs of active elements)
is almost identical to (1) and has the form:

s2 + gm1(C1 − C2B)
C1C2

s + gm1gm2

C1C2
= 0, (3)

whereas the CO is: B ≥ C1/C2. Therefore, fulfillment of CO (equality
of both capacitances C1 = C2 = C is supposed) is conditioned by B ≥ 1.
We can obtain reverse type of condition (B ≤ 1) if characters (polar-
ities) of the functional outputs (interconnections of the loops) of
OTAs are opposite, see Fig. 3b.
Fig. 4a presents full multiphase solution utilizing additional
explicit current outputs (mixed mode solution) of both OTAs.
Amplitude and phase relations between available outputs (Fig. 4a)
have forms noted in Table 3. We  also suppose simplification

Phase shift between
two voltages (fulfilled

equality of both gm and
C, B = 1)

Amplitude relation
(equality of both
gm and C, B = 1)

−�/4 (−45◦ , V2)
√

2/2

V1 −3�/4 (−135◦ , V3) gmRL1
√

2/2

V1 −5�/4 (−225◦ , V4) gmRL2
√

2/2

2 −�/2 (−90◦ , V3) gmRL1

−� (−180◦ , V4) gmRL2
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 outputs and (b) fully differential modification utilizing differential output voltage
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process parameters [53]. We  used the following elementary
CMOS structures of OTAs [18,22,24,25] CA, [49,54] and voltage
buffers/inverters [55]. All internal structures are shown in Fig. 5.
Fig. 5. CMOS structures for modeling of: (a) multiple-output transconduc

equality C1 = C2 = C, gm1 = gm2 = gm, B = 1) in the third column (for
 = jω0). Otherwise, relations are very complicated. Oscillator in
ig. 4a is suitable for purposes of multiphase generation only if sta-
le FO is required. Otherwise, the relations of the levels of almost
ll the outputs depend on tuning process (gm = gm1 = gm2). Phase
elations keep preserved if the oscillator is tuned. However, small
uctuances of B in order to control CO may  cause some problems

n the relation between V2 and V3. Voltages V1 and V2 only are
ot dependent on tuning process. In comparison with the previ-
us types in Fig. 2 (phase shifts available in multiples of �/2) the
ircuits in Fig. 4 offer finer steps of phase shift (multiples of �/4). A
imilar solution (Fig. 2b) with differential voltage buffers (Fig. 4b) is
uitable for generation of constant phase shift �/4 and its multiples
with independent output levels on FO) in multiphase and differen-
ial mode. However, the amplitude of V2 is

√
2/2 times lower than

1 but, fortunately, independent on FO adjusting.
. Simulation results

We  selected the following design parameters of each of the oscil-
ator: gm1 = gm2 = gm = 0.5–1.5 mS,  C1 = C2 = C = 68 pF, B ∼= 1. It allows

adjustable voltage gain

AGCINP

voltage to current converter

Cf

1 nF

Rf10 nF

100 kΩ
1 kΩ
Ra

Cv

V→I20x

5 μS

connected to the node of bias

current for set of current gain B
to CA

Fig. 6. Amplitude automatic gain control circuit (AGC).
amplifier, (b) voltage buffer/inverter and (c) adjustable current amplifier.

theoretical range of f0 tuning from 1.17 to 3.51 MHz. Supply voltage
was ±1 V.

3.1. Models of active elements

Active elements appearing in Figs. 2 and 4 were implemented
by PSpice models based on TSMC LO EPI 0.18 �m technology
Fig. 7. Startup of the oscillations stabilized by the AGC system.
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onses in single ended mode and (b) differential mode.
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Fig. 8. Transient responses: (a) all available resp

Unused outputs can be grounded or whole mirror section (P and
-MOS) can be removed from the structure to reduce a number of

ransistors. Overall transconductance (Fig. 5a) [56] is given by:

m = 2

√
ISET gmKPn

WM1,2

LM1,2
, (4)

ecause current gain of the current mirrors is multiplied by 2 (2
imes higher W).  Fig. 5b focuses on internal topology of adjustable
urrent amplifier (CA) with current gain given by [54]:

 = NIb2

2ISET B
∼= Ib2

ISET B
. (5)

Fabrication constants [53], given by gate-oxide capacitance and
obility of carriers, have approximate values KPn = 170.4 �A/V2 and

Pp = 35.7 �A/V2. Voltage buffers/inverters are easily constructed
rom the structure in Fig. 5c.

Above discussed parameters (f0 range) are obtained for
SET gm = 22–99 �A. Implementation of automatic amplitude gain
ontrol circuit (AGC) was necessary for oscillations with stable
mplitudes and low total harmonic distortion (Fig. 6).

.2. Simulation results of the quadrature oscillator (first solution)

An oscillator in Fig. 2b was tested with above introduced mod-

ls of active devices. Startup of the oscillations is depicted in Fig. 7
differential output: V1+ − V1−). All available waveforms (single
nded) in the output nodes V1+, V1−, V2+, V2− are shown in Fig. 8a,
ifferential-mode operation is then depicted in Fig. 8b. Oscillation

Fig. 10. Transient responses: (a) all available responses
Fig. 9. Tuning example for three discrete oscillation frequencies in differential-
mode (FFT spectrum).

frequency gained from simulation for gm = 1 mS  (ISET gm = 54 �A)
was 2.193 MHz  (ideal value is 2.340 MHz). Tuning of the oscillator
was verified in Fig. 9 (frequency spectrum) where three discrete fre-
quencies (1.087, 2.193, 3.271 MHz) were set by gm = 0.5, 1, 1.5 mS
(ISET gm = 22, 54, 99 �A). Output waveforms in differential-mode

were unchangeable in amplitude and reaches level about 140 mVP-P
with phase shift about 88.3 degrees. Total harmonic distortion
(THD) achieves value 1.8–2.2% for V1± output and 0.9–1.3% for V2±
output.

 in single ended mode and (b) differential mode.
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ig. 11. Tuning example for three discrete oscillation frequencies in differential-
ode (FFT spectrum).

The DC current source sets ISET B to 76 �A (approximate value of
 is 1.1). Actual value in simulation was slightly different. Tuning of
he f0 causes small changes of this current between 79 and 78 �A
hat was directly driven from the AGC circuit.

.3. Simulation results of the �/4 oscillator (second solution)

Design parameters of the type in Fig. 4b are the same as in
he previous case. We  tested the circuit in Fig. 4b (all available
utputs) in single-ended mode to obtain all phase shifts available
n the structure. The results shown in Fig. 10a are for gm = 1 mS
achieved f0 = 2.259 MHz; ideal frequency is 2.340 MHz). It proves
he validity of the calculations of the amplitude relations provided
n Table 3. Simulated phase shifts were obtained as: −45 (V2 − V1),
134 (V3 − V1), −221 (V4 − V1), −87 (V3 − V2) and −177 (V4 − V2)
egrees. Transient responses for differential-mode are shown in
ig. 10b. Tuning of the oscillation frequency was  verified also in
hree discrete values of gm (the same as in the previous case of
uadrature type) and the values gained from simulation are 1.147,
.259 and 3.342 MHz. The results in differential-mode are summa-
ized in Fig. 11 (FFT spectrum). Available amplitude levels reach
50 mVP-P for V1± and about 110 mVP-P for V2±. The phase shifts
etween V1± and V2± at these three frequencies were 44.4, 44.3
nd 43.8 degrees. THD were in the range of 0.4 to 1% (V1±) and
.3 to 0.9% (V2±). The observed inaccuracies of the FO are caused
y inaccurate setting of the gm1,2. We  estimated the error of the
ransconductance to be about 5% what is about 70 �S lower than
he expected value. In our case it means a shift of FO to lower fre-
uencies. Fortunately, each inaccuracy caused by gm can be easily
lectronically corrected.

. Conclusion

Our work brings and confirmed the interesting findings in oscil-
ator circuits with transconductors and current amplifier. First of all,
t is clear that the oscillation condition is not the same in practically
dentical circuit structures if polarities (signs) of the loop transfer(s)
re given by different polarities of transfers of active elements. Spe-

ific situation requires current gain B ≥ 1 or B ≥ C1/C2 for fulfilled
scillation condition and the second possibility how to establish
scillator based on the same systems of the loops has opposite form
or fulfillment of condition (B ≤ 1, B ≤ C1/C2). It seems to be quite
un. (AEÜ) 69 (2015) 814–822 821

important information for designers in practice. It is not sufficient
to know only what should be fulfilled for startup of oscillations but
what is also correct direction of driving this parameter (increasing
or decreasing?) for system of amplitude stabilization (automatic
amplitude gain control circuit). It has not been frequently solved
in recent research works. All these ideas were realized in two  final
circuit derivations providing quadrature or �/4 phase shifts where
also amplitude relation were investigated. Phase relations keep
unchangeable during the linear tuning process. However, ampli-
tudes of produced signals at all available outputs are not always
equal and unchangeable during the tuning process respectively.
Fortunately, this problem can be also solvable. We  can use sim-
ple differential voltage buffers in nodes where produced voltages
are not mutually dependent on tuning process to produce required
phase shift in single-ended or differential mode and the rest of the
outputs is unused or grounded (current outputs). Parasitic analy-
ses show that the function and fulfillment of oscillation condition
can be disrupted only for critical values of the resistances in high-
impedance nodes (units of k� and lower).

Standard design methods for quadrature or multiphase signal
generation were discussed in the introductory section. However,
there were also some completely different approaches to the design
of quadrature and multiphase oscillators in recent years. For exam-
ple Maundy et al. [57] presented concept based on fractional-order
all-pass transfer sections. In fact, such conception utilizes all-
pass section, fractional-order section (transfer containing fractional
exponent  ̨ of the Laplace operator s) and gain block. Fractional
character of the section is given by RC approximation of the frac-
tional order capacitor in the structure of the AP. Such approach
allows design of multiphase oscillators with theoretically arbitrary
phase shifts between generated amplitudes and extended range of
FO control (tuning) proportional to reciprocal time constant expo-
nentiated by 1/˛  [57]. However, only in case of easy change of
the exponent of fractional capacitances. It seems to be not pos-
sible in presented solution. Interesting unconventional approach
was also presented by Ozoguz et al. [58]. The authors used func-
tional blocks operating in approximated square-root domain for
the construction of multiphase oscillator. The described propo-
sals are very interesting and have some potential, unfortunately
a real application of interesting idea presented for example in
[57] is limited by unavailability of simple electronic adjusting of
fractional-order capacitor that is very important for real utilization
of fractional-order-based circuits in systems for signal generation
and processing. There seems to be many unsolved problems for
future research.
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Abstract: This paper presents a simple oscillator with 45 degrees phase

shift between output signals. A Modified Current Differencing Unit (MCDU)

was used for its design. The MCDU offers controllability of input resistances

of current inputs and controllability of current gains. These features are not

available together in the standard current differencing unit and it limits

usability in some applications. The proposed oscillator allows linear elec-

tronic control of oscillation frequency and independent control of condition

of oscillation with simple implementation of amplitude stabilization. The

PSpice simulations and measurements in laboratory with manufactured

behavioral emulator of the MCDU confirmed the expected features of the

solution.

Keywords: electronic control, behavioral model/emulator, oscillator,

modified current differencing unit
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1 Introduction

Development of active devices based on current difference starts with differential

current conveyor (DCCII) [1]. A detailed discussion of history of active elements

utilizing current difference is provided for example in [2] and [3]. These devices

contain so-called current differencing unit (CDU). CDU was studied as an inde-

pendent building part by Vavra et al. [4] and introduced as a suitable active device

for synthesis of applications in [5, 6]. The very-well known active devices utilizing

CDU part are so-called a current differencing buffered amplifier (CDBA) [6, 7, 8]

and a current differencing transconductance amplifier (CDTA) [6, 9]. There were

some attempts to extend the features of control in the frame of the CDU part. For

example Siripruchyanun et al. [10] presented modification of the CDTA where the

input resistances of both inputs of the CDU part are controllable. However, this

extent of control is insufficient for some applications. Therefore, modified current

differencing unit (MCDU) was introduced in [11] where the applications in

reconfigurable reconnection-less filters were discussed. Except electronic control

of the resistances of the input terminals (p and n), the MCDU supposes existence of

additional control of current gains in both ways (from p and n) before current

subtraction. This extension allows synthesis of the interesting applications espe-

cially oscillators.

The oscillators producing output signals with phase shift are required subsys-

tems in communication and measurement. The electronically controllable oscilla-
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tors utilizing current difference based devices are designed as quadrature (phase

shift equal to 90 degrees), for example [12, 13]. However, simple circuits producing

different phase shifts than 90 degrees have not been studied enough. Oscillators

with pi/4 phase shift can be used for special modulation purposes. Except multi-

phase solutions (sophisticated chains of lossy blocks, for example [14]), where

multiples of basic minimal integer phase shift are available, there were not many

simple structures reported in the past where 45 degrees phase shift is available.

There are some simpler electronically controllable solutions than multiphase chains

of blocks, where such phase shift is available. The papers [15, 16, 17] present

structures where phase shift 45 deg. and linear electronic control is available.

However, the circuit solutions [15, 16, 17] are more complex than presented in

this paper (additional passive elements [15] or additional controllable voltage

amplifier [16] are required, or more than 2 active devices are necessary for con-

struction and some of them have multiple-outputs [17]), see Table I. Our solution

here allows to utilize each of the MCDU parameter (namely: input resistances - Rp,

Rn, and current gains - B1, B2) in simple single active device based electronically

controllable oscillator where two output amplitudes (unchangeable during the

tuning process) with 45 deg. phase distance are available.

2 Proposed MCDU-based oscillator

The definition of the MCDU was given in [11]. The basic principle of CDU was

clearly explained in [4, 5, 6]. The principle of the MCDU is given in Fig. 1(a)

where ideal small-signal model is shown. Presence of two independent Y terminals

together with controllable gains B1 and B2 in the active device are the new features

in comparison to standard CDU. All inter-terminal relations are marked directly in

the Fig. 1(a).

We focused our design on special type of the oscillator where constant phase

shift �=4 is available and stays unchanged during the tuning of the frequency of

oscillations (FO). The really simple and resistor-less circuit structure of the

oscillator in Fig. 1(b) offers this feature. Notice that electronic controllability of

Table I. Comparison of simple linearly electronically controllable
oscillators providing independent FO and CO generating
output voltage amplitudes with �=4 phase distance.

Reference
Type of active

elements
No. of passive

elements
No of active
elements

[15] ZC-CG-VDCC 4 1
[16] ZC-VCCFDITA, VA 2 2
[17] OTA, CA 2 3

proposed MCDU 2 1

CA current amplifier; MCDU modified current differencing unit; OTA
operational transconductance amplifier; VA voltage amplifier; ZC-CG-
VDCC z-copy controlled gain voltage differencing current conveyor; ZC-
VCCFDITA z-copy voltage controlled current follower differential input
transconductance amplifier.
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the parameters of the MCDU is indicated by the DC control voltages (VSET B1,

etc.). Characteristic equation and FO of the solution in Fig. 1(b) are of the

following forms:

s2 þ ðC2 � C1B2Þ
RnC1C2

s þ B1

RpRnC1C2

¼ 0; ð1Þ

!0 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

B1

RpRnC1C2

s
; ð2Þ

where a condition for oscillation (CO) is: C2=C1 � B2. A concept of the oscillator

is based on the electronically controllable parameters available in frame of the

MCDU. The controllable current gain B2 serves for adjusting of CO and simulta-

neously adjusted intrinsic input resistances (Rp ¼ Rn ¼ Rp,n) ensure linear control

of FO. The generated signals in nodes 1 and 2 are of the following amplitude and

phase relation:

V1

V2

¼ 1

1 þ sC1Rn
¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 þ RnB1C1

RpC2

s

2
exp tan�1 �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
RnB1C1

RpC2

s !
j

" #
: ð3Þ

Supposing Rp ¼ Rn ¼ Rp,n, C1 ¼ C2 ¼ C1;2, B1 ¼ 1, it leads to:

V1

V2

¼
ffiffiffi
2

p

2
exp½tan�1ð�1Þj� ) V1 ¼

ffiffiffi
2

p

2
exp � �

4
j

� �
V2: ð4Þ

Voltage V2 foreruns V1 by phase distance of 45 degrees and their amplitude ratio is

constant if FO is tuned and equal to
ffiffiffi
2

p
=2. This ratio can be adjusted by simple

attenuator after separation (voltage buffer) of the high-impedance output node 2.

3 Experimental verification by laboratory tests

We prepared following behavioral model/emulator (including system for amplitude

stabilization) of the oscillator based on commercially available active elements. The

behavioral model (Fig. 2) employs several electronically controllable current con-

(a) (b)

Fig. 1. (a) Ideal model of CDU with advanced features referred as
modified CDU (MCDU), (b) Proposed oscillator based on
MCDU providing phase shift �=4 between outputs.
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veyors of second generation ECCIIs [18, 19, 20]) available in the frame of the

current mode multiplier EL2082 and diamond transistor (DT) OPA860. This

MCDU model was firstly reported in [11]. Input resistances and current gains are

defined as: Rp ffi R=
i =VSET Rp, Rn ffi R=

j =VSET Rn, B1 ffi VSET B1 and B2 ffi VSET B2

[21]. Supposing Rp ¼ Rn ¼ Rp,n (and R=
i ¼ R=

j ¼ R=
ij in frame of the model) and

constant B1 ¼ 1 (VSET B1), we can use specified equation for FO:

f0 ffi VSET Rp;n

2�R=
i;jC1;2

: ð5Þ

The parameters of the circuit are selected as C1;2 ¼ 100 pF, B1 ¼ 1 (VSET B1 ¼ 1V)

and Rp,n ¼ 3:2 kΩ (VSET Rp,n ¼ 0:32V). Such setting yields ideal f0 ¼ 0:507MHz,

simulations with behavioral model (Fig. 2) provided 0.459MHz and experimen-

tally measured value was 0.499MHz. Laboratory results are given in Fig. 3 (we

used oscilloscope RIGOL DS1204B and spectrum analyzer HP4395A). An exam-

ple of both measured transient responses (blue color - V1; red color - V2) is shown

in Fig. 3(a), spectrum of output responses (upper spectrum - V1; lower spectrum -

V2) in Fig. 3(b) and dependence of FO on VSET Rp,n in Fig. 3(c). Manufactured

MCDU module, used for experimental study of the oscillator, is shown in Fig. 3(d).

AGC was provided as an independent part. Measured outputs were separated by

voltage buffers and matched to 50Ω load. Phase difference 46 degrees of both

signals was observed. Experimental verification in laboratory brings the results that

indicate behavioral model/emulator suitability for operation up to units of MHz

Fig. 2. Manufactured oscillator based on MCDU behavioral model/
emulator employing commercially available active devices
including automatic gain control (AGC) circuit for laboratory
tests.
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(FO was adjusted from 0.147 to 1.911MHz by DC control voltage from 0.1 to

1.0V). An analysis of total harmonic distortion yields value about 1.5% (suppres-

sion of higher harmonic components more than 35 dBc).

4 Conclusion

The resulting features of the designed oscillator confirmed usefulness of advanced

controllable properties in the frame of the MCDU (behavioral emulator) for the

design of the interesting applications and suitability of this active device for future

IC implementation. Functionality was verified from frequencies of hundreds of kHz

up to units of MHz. Complexity of the MCDU emulator balances its four useful

controllable features and it is not an important issue for IC implementation. Except

the beneficial features of the MCDU in reconfigurable reconnection-less filters [11],

the discussed results here indicate that such advanced active device can offer the

useful features also for design of oscillators.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 3. (a) Measured transient responses of produced signals (blue
color - V1, red color - V2), (b) Measured spectrum of both
outputs (upper spectrum - V1; lower spectrum - V2), (c) Ideal,
simulated and measured dependence of FO on VSET Rp,n, (d)
Manufactured MCDU module used for experimental study of
the oscillator.
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voltage amplifier and electronically controllable current conveyor. Two methods for
achieving linear control (tuning) of frequency of oscillations (FO) are discussed. The
first method employs a simple structure. However, the generated signal level (ampli-
tude) depends on the tuning process. This is a drawback of this method. The second
method solves this drawback completely, and the generated signals have constant
amplitudes during the tuning of FO. The expected behavior is confirmed by laboratory
experiments utilizing commercially available high-speed active elements (current- and
voltage-mode multipliers, video difference amplifier). Operational range was tested
from frequencies of hundreds of kHz up to frequencies of tens of MHz.

Keywords Quadrature oscillator · Linear control · Current mode multiplier ·
Voltage-mode multiplier · Differential voltage buffer · Electronic control

1 Introduction

Many types of harmonic quadrature oscillators utilizing various active elements [6]
and design approaches have been presented in the literature. Quadrature oscillators
can be divided into two groups when only networks with fully independent conditions
of oscillation (CO) and frequency of oscillation (FO) are taken into account. Fully
independent CO means the existence of a controllable parameter (intrinsic resistance
of current input terminal, Rx, transconductance, gm, an adjustable current gain, B, an
adjustable voltage gain, A) in the equation for CO, and this parameter is not present in
the equation for FO. The first group covers oscillators with nonlinear control (square
root in almost all cases) of FO by electronically adjustable parameter(s). The second
group includes solutions with linear control of FO. A comprehensive review of two-
integrator loop-based nonlinearly and linearly controllable quadrature oscillators with
various active elements (many of them are commercially available, some of them allow
electronic control of application) was published by Soliman in [23]. Many interesting
solutions, where FO is controllable even linearly by passive resistors (see [7,14] and
references cited therein), have been introduced in recent research works. However, a
more useful method of electronic control is often not discussed or is not easily possible
(it requires additional circuitry—digital potentiometers, FET replacements, etc.). A
comparison of the important hitherto published results (electronically controllable
second-order quadrature oscillators only) is given in Table 1. As can be seen from the
comparison in Table 1, there are some issues that should not be overlooked.

a) Only a few solutions [4,9,13,18,21,23,24] can be implemented by simple com-
mercially available elements because they really do not require any kind of unusual
features (multiple outputs, special type of control, conversion of output current sig-
nals to voltage form, etc.),

b) Direct voltage control of FO (to obtain a voltage-controlled oscillator) without
additional circuitry is hardly ever available, except in [24,26,28],

c) Some implementations require parameter matching for linear control of FO aswell
as the ideal fulfillment of CO (no additional parameter for CO driving is available
for amplitude stabilization during the tuning process) [11,17,20],
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d) Many works deal with solutions based on multi-terminal active element(s) [5,10,
11,16,17,20,22,23,25–30], which could be a complication because of the inter-
connection of high-impedance nodes/terminals (it causes decreased impedance
and increased parasitic capacitance) especially in the current mode.

Easy implementation of the oscillator by using modern and available components
is an important aspect of this work. Proposing a useful, quite simple and high-speed
(up to several MHz) voltage-controlled oscillator suitable for designers who do not
have access to chip fabrication is the primary goal of our work. The number of known
solutions with the following features is quite limited, see, for example, [9,18,21]:

a) truly simple commercially available elements that are easy to apply
b) solutions that provide required features (linear electronic FO control and indepen-

dent electronic CO control, quadrature outputs, constant amplitudes during tuning
process).

Therefore, there is still scope for further valuable improvements. Our final solution
fulfills the standard requirements and can be implemented using commercially avail-
able elements with a minimal number of terminals (three terminals per active device
at most).

As can be seen from published works, recent research in this field has mostly been
focused on linear control of FO because it is quite a common and widely used method
of FO control in applications (simple control of FO driven by microprocessor and/or
D/A converters). It is worth mentioning that there are also other non-typical meth-
ods of oscillator design with modern active elements. The possibility of employing
negative capacitance in the design of oscillators [15] is a perfect example. Similarly,
active devices based on bulk-driven techniques (for example [12]) offer some benefits,
in particular, low power consumption) in such applications as oscillators. However,
linear electronic control of FO was not discussed in these works, and therefore, these
references are not included in Table 1.

The advantages of the proposals presented below can be briefly summarized. Note
that some of the discussed features are available in already known solutions but not all
of them are available simultaneously. In comparison with previously reported quadra-
ture systems, our solutions offer simultaneously:

a) direct and mutually independent voltage control of FO and CO without additional
circuitry or modification of the structure,

b) linear control of FO,
c) simple active elements (minimal number of terminals),
d) structure suitable for commercially available active elements,
e) the second network solution also improves the independence of generated ampli-

tudes of the tuning process.

This paper is divided into sections as follows. Section 2 provides an overview
of the active elements used (we have selected only commercially available devices)
and explains the principles of the sub-blocks constructed. The basic concept of the
novel (unusual) CO control is discussed. Several possible design modifications of
the oscillators which are subsequently modified to have the required features are
discussed in Sect. 3. Section 4 gives detailed experimental results and a comparison
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with the theoretical results. Finally, an overall discussion and the main conclusions
are summarized in the last section.

2 Active Elements and Building Blocks Used for CO Control

2.1 Active Elements

Since our design is based on the application of commercially available active elements
such as the difference amplifier AD830 [1], voltagemultiplier AD835 [2] and diamond
transistors, a description of the principles of the selected active elements is given below.

Difference amplifier AD830 [1] serves as a differential voltage buffer (DVB) and
realizes the transfer function: V+ −V− = Vout. Voltage-mode multiplier AD835 [2] is
very suitable for constructing a high-speed variable gain amplifier (VGA), where the
gain A is driven by the DC voltage VSETA. This VGA (Fig. 1a) can implement positive
or negative gain (±A) in accordance with the polarity of VSETA, as can be seen from
the definition [2]: A = ±VSETA(Rf1 + Rf2)/Rf2.

We use the current-mode multiplier EL2082 [8] for controlling the current gain
and implementing an electronically controllable current conveyor (ECCII). The basic
principle of a standard ECCII is given by the simple equations (in an ideal case):
VY = VX, IY = 0, IZ = BIX. The current gain between the X and Z ports (B) is
adjustable by DC voltage (VSETB), and the voltage gain (transfer) from the Y port to
the X port is fixed (equal to 1). A modified type, shown in Fig. 1b, can offer both

x1
+
-

+
-

x2

y2
y1

x1-x2 = x

y1-y2 = y
z

w
1

xy + z

Rf1

Rf2

±VSETA

Vinp

Vout

330 Ω

10 kΩ

VA

±VSETA

±A

VGAVinp Vout

AD835

(a) (b)

Fig. 1 Active elements with special control functions (gain changeable in both polarities) implemented
by commercially available devices: a controllable voltage amplifier, b electronically controllable current
conveyor and one of the possible behavioral representations
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Fig. 2 Sub-block suitable for
oscillator synthesis

DVB
1

R

VSETA

-A

VGA

Vinp

Vout

C

polarities of current transfer in general. This model utilizes two diamond transistors
(DT) OPA860 [31] and one controllable voltage amplifier (e.g., VCA810 [32] or
AD835 [2]). The ideal current gain B is given by the term: B = ±ARs1/Rs2. This
“replacement” offers features similar to that offered by ECCII based on EL2082.

2.2 Sub-block for Control of CO in Proposed Oscillators

The proposed implementations of oscillators contain a special feedback part shown in
Fig. 2. This part contains DVB and VGA, represented by a voltage-mode multiplier
from Fig. 1a and a passive RC network. The voltage transfer function of this sub-block
has the form:

Vout
Vinp

= 1

sCR + 1 − A
. (1)

As is obvious from Eq. (1), the actual value of the controllable voltage gain A of
VGA has a direct impact on the character (lossy/loss-less integrator, stable–unstable,
non-minimal argument) of this simple transfer section.

3 Proposed Solutions of Quadrature Oscillators

3.1 First Type of Oscillator

The first type of the proposed circuit is shown in Fig. 3. The sub-block for CO control
(shown in Fig. 2), included in the final structure, allows us to obtain oscillators where
the dependence of FO on a controllable parameter can be changed/modified easily. In
other words, only the integrator (its controllable specification) connected between the
input and the output of the sub-block from Fig. 2 determines the character of FO con-
trol. Quadratic or higher-order FO control function (i.e. increased tuning sensitivity)
can be achieved by using an appropriate number of the blocks (ECCIIs with parameter
B) in the integrator (Fig. 3).

An oscillator is obtained if a loss-less integrator is connected between the Vout and
Vinp terminals (Fig. 2). This integrator is also formed by R and C elements (R1, C1),
and two ECCII elements in order to obtain linear control. The characteristic equation
of this oscillator is:
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Fig. 3 First type of oscillator
designed to obtain linear control
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VSETB1

C1

ECCII-Z

Y

X

VSETB2

2

1

VGA

2

1

FO

CO

S2 + (1 − A)

R2C2
s + B1B2

R1R2C1C2
= 0, (2)

where CO is A ≥ 1 ; FO and the relation between generated amplitudes are:

ω0 =
√

B1B2

R1R2C1C2
, (3)

VC1

VC2
= −B1B2

sC1R1
. (4)

Truly linear control is available in the case B1 = B2 = B, in such a case:

ω0 = B√
R1R2C1C2

, (5)

VC1

VC2
= −B2

sC1R1
⇒ VC1

VC2

∣∣∣∣
ω = ω0

= −B−1

√
R2C2

R1C1
. (6)

As is obvious from (6), B−1 causes a change in the amplitude VC1 during the tuning
process. It could be a very important drawback if both outputs of the oscillator are
required. In addition, it causes total harmonic distortion (THD) to increase if the
amplitude reaches high levels (simply due to output limitations of the active devices).
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3.2 Second Type of Oscillator

In solution depicted in Fig. 4, the relationship of the produced signal level (VC1) and
FO is removed, see Eqs. (6) and (7). The control of FO is split into the two integrators,
see position of ECCII1(B1) and ECCII2(B2) in Fig. 4 and compare it to Fig. 3. The
sub-block for CO control (Sect. 2; Fig. 2) was modified (Fig. 5). The oscillator of
Fig. 4 has the same equation for CO and FO as the circuit in Fig. 3, but the relation
between the output amplitudes has a different form:

VC1

VC2
= −B1

sC1R1
⇒ VC1

VC2

∣∣∣∣ω = ω0
B1 = B2 = B

= −
√

R2C2

R1C1
, (7)

Fig. 4 Second type of
controllable oscillator with two
ECCIIs (linear control of FO)
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R
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ECCII- Z
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VSETB

VGA

C
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Fig. 5 Modification of sub-block suitable for synthesis of an oscillator with linear control of FO
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2xBAT42

AGCOUT

D1Ca
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Cb
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1 M

D2

1 µF

Rf

1 M

AGCINP

Fig. 6 AGC system for amplitude stabilization used during measurement of both oscillators

which ensures equal generated amplitudes during the tuning process of FO (B1 =
B2 = B).

In comparison with (1), the circuit in Fig. 5 has the following transfer function:

Vout
Vinp

= B

sCR + B(1 − A)
. (8)

4 Experimental Verification

Both circuits given in Figs. 3 and 4 were measured. These circuits were supplemented
with an amplitude automatic gain control circuit (AGC) shown in Fig. 6, which is
necessary for amplitude stabilization during the tuning process. The output DC voltage
of the AGC directly drives the VSETA input of VA responsible for CO control of each of
the oscillators. Output voltages (VC1, VC2) were buffered by voltage buffers based on
high-speed precise op-amp OPA2650 [19], and outputs were matched to 50 � load.
The buffered output of VC2 was selected as the input signal for the AGC system in both
cases. Both tested solutions were based on a differential voltage buffer made up of
AD830 [1], voltage multiplier AD835 [2] and current-mode multipliers (also known
as ECCII) EL2082 [8]. The supply voltage was ±5V. Detailed information about the
AGC is provided in Fig. 6.

4.1 The First Oscillator Type from Fig. 3

4.1.1 Low-Frequency Operation

The values of R1 = 225�(130� + internal resistance of ECCII2, Rx2 = 95� [28])
and R2 = 220 �were selected for verifying the circuit shown in Fig. 3. The capacitance
values (C1 = C2 = C) chosenwere 1 nF in this case. The term “low frequency”means
in our case that the oscillator operates in the region of gain-bandwidth product (GBW)
guaranteed by the manufacturer of the particular active element.
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Fig. 7 Low-frequency operation-dependence of: a FO on VSETB, b VC1,2 on FO

The results of behavior in the mentioned low-frequency range are documented in
the following figures. The dependence of FO on VSETB is depicted in Fig. 7a, where
ideal (5), expected (9) and measured traces are shown. The range of FO control was
experimentally verified from 100 kHz to 1.34MHz. The DC control voltage VSETB of
ECCIIs (current gain B) [8]was adjusted from0.14 to 2.8V.Thedifference between the
ideal and themeasured trace is quite large. Therefore, we studied the non-ideal features
of the structure.Weconcluded that additional parasitic capacitances in high-impedance
nodes, where working capacitors are also connected (node 1 and 2), have the most
significant effect on FO accuracy together with the Rx value of the real input terminal
X of ECCII1 in Fig. 3. Sinceworking capacitors have valuesmuch higher than parasitic
capacitances (1 nF×15 pF), in this low-frequency case, it is sufficient to only take into
account the Rx1(95�) [8] of ECCII1 in order to obtain more accurate results for FO:

ω′
0 =

√
B1B2

R2(R1 + RX1B2)C1C2
. (9)

We need not provide a full parasitic analysis in this case, because the RX1 effect has
the most important impact on FO accuracy. Fortunately, for the selected values of
C1,2(1 nF>> 15 pF), the contribution of RX1 to the estimation is sufficient to obtain a
correct estimation. The estimated range of FO (9)was found to be 96 kHz to 1.36MHz,
which is in good agreement with the measured results, see Fig. 7a. Figure 7b provides
the measured dependence of the output amplitudes on FO. It can clearly be seen that
VC1 depends on FO as was predicted by the theoretical relation (6). The dependence of
THD on FO and that of phase shift on FO are shown in Fig. 8. THD, in the case of VC1
increasing, increases rapidly in the highest corner of FO due to VC1 levels reaching the
saturation limits of the active elements used. An example of transient responses (VC1
– blue color, VC2 – red color) for f0 = 1MHz (VSETB = 1.85V) are shown in Fig. 9.

4.1.2 High-Frequency Operation

We also verified the correct behavior of this structure at high frequencies of tens
of MHz. The weakest cell of the oscillators is DVB (AD830) due to its quite low
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Fig. 9 Example of transient responses for stable FO (1 MHz)

3dB bandwidth, which is only about 30MHz for ±5 V supply. Since the working
capacitors have a low capacitance (C1,2 = 33 pF), additional parasitic capacitances
(15 pF) connected to nodes 1 and 2 have a significant impact and should be included
in order to get a precise estimation (9). These parasitic capacitances are formed by
the real capacitance of input and output terminals of active elements (approximately
8 pF in each node) [1,2,8,19]. The absolute maximum of FO, where amplitudes were
stable and minimally distorted, was found to be 20.06 MHz (at VSETB = 2.05V). The
measured range of FO was from 4.24 to 20.06 MHz (VSETB from 0.36 to 2.05 V).
The expected range, based on the above-discussed estimation, was calculated to be
between 4.41 and 19.7MHz. The results of FO dependence on DC control voltage
VSETB and the dependence of produced amplitudes on FO are shown in Fig. 10.
Dependence of THD and phase shift between produced signals on FO is demonstrated
in Fig. 11. Transient responses for f0 = 10MHz (VSETB = 0.91 V) are provided in
Fig. 12. Blue color represents VC1 and red color VC2. From Fig. 11b, we can see that
the amplitudes and phase shift change during FO tuning. The change in amplitude
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Fig. 10 High-frequency operation-dependence of: a FO on VSETB, b VC1,2 on FO
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Fig. 11 High-frequency operation-dependence of: a THD on FO, b phase shift on FO

Fig. 12 Example of output transient responses for stable FO (10 MHz)

is given by the theoretical principle (6). Unfortunately, the change in phase shift is
caused by a non-ideal frequency response (roll-off at high frequencies) of the AD830
used [1].
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Fig. 13 Low-frequency operation-dependence of: a FO on VSETB, b VC1,2on FO

4.2 The Second Oscillator Type from Fig. 4

4.2.1 Low-Frequency Operation

The circuit in Fig. 4 was designed for the low-frequency and the high-frequency
tests (similar to Sect. 4.1). The values of passive elements were selected taking such
requirements into account.

For the so-called low-frequency mode, the following passive components were
used: The working resistors were R1 = 470 � externally +95 � inside ECCII1 and
R2 = 470� externally + 95 � inside ECCII2, and therefore, R1 = R2 = R = 565�.
Both working capacitors were selected as C1 = C2 = C = 220 pF. The DC control
voltage was changed from 0.24 to 3.32 V. The ideal range of control between 306 kHz
and 4.26 MHz is calculated from (5). Note that the capacitances are lower than in the
case of the first oscillator type; therefore, the impact of the parasitic capacitances is
significant even in the low-frequency mode. As regards the parasitic capacitances at
the nodes of both working capacitors (additional 10 pF in each node), the estimation
leads to an expected FO range from 294 kHz to 4.09 MHz. It is close to the measured
results that are: 305 kHz–3.83 MHz. The results are shown in Fig. 13, where the
dependence of FO on VSETB and the dependence of both produced amplitudes on FO
are given. Figure 14 shows the THD values and phase shift for produced signals in the
available range of FO. The phase shift is constant below 2 MHz, as can be seen from
Fig. 14b. The transient responses for discrete f0 = 1.51 MHz (VSETB = 1.3 V) are
shown in Fig. 15.

4.2.2 High-Frequency Operation

The values of passive elements in Fig. 4were calculated for the high-frequency testing:
C1 = C2 = C = 33 pF and R1 = R2 = R = 215� (external 120 �, internal 95 �

of the intrinsic input resistance of Rx of the ECCIIs). Also, an example of full and
precise analysis of the parasitic influences in this circuit is provided, see Fig. 16. The
assumed values of parasitic influences (the values are shown in Fig. 16) were always
estimated in accordance with datasheets of the active elements used [1,2,8,19].
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Fig. 14 Low-frequency operation-dependence of: a THD on FO, b phase shift on FO

Fig. 15 Exemplary transient results for stable FO (1.51 MHz)

The resulting design equations, based on a routine analysis of the circuit in Fig. 16,
for estimating the expected FO and CO are in the form:

ω′
0 =

√
B1B2Rp1Rp2 + R1R2 + B2R1Rp2(1 − A′)

R1R2Rp1Rp2C ′
1C

′
2

, (10)

A′ ≥ R1R2(Rp1C ′
1 + Rp2C ′

2) + R1Rp1Rp2C ′
1

R1Rp1Rp2C ′
1

. (11)

Of course, R1 and R2 take Rx (95 �) into account. This value can be absorbed into
the working resistor, which is very useful when compared to the previous solution
(Fig. 3), where this absorption is not fully possible and Rx1 influences the dependence
of FO on the DC control voltage significantly. The measured results of FO dependence
on VSETB controlled from 0.12 to 1.22 V give a range from 1.97 to 20.18 MHz, see
Fig. 17a. Analytical estimation provides a range from 1.82 to 18.76 MHz (10). We
found that parasitic capacitances were the most critical parameters influencing FO in
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Fig. 16 Modeling of parasitic
influences for estimation of real
behavior
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Fig. 17 High-frequency operation-dependence of: a FO on VSETB, b VC1,2on FO

this circuit. The term B2R1Rp2(1 − A′) of (10) has at least a thousand times lower
magnitude than the dominant term B1B2Rp1Rp2. Because Rp1Rp2 � R1R2, Eq. (10)
can be simplified to:

ω′
0 =

√
B1B2

R1Rp1C ′
1C

′
2
, (12)

which can also be obtained in a similarway in the previous case (see the note “simple
estimation—additional parasitic capacitances only” in the Fig. 13a) and real experi-
ments confirm that this simplification is possible. We show this detailed analysis only
for this type of oscillator because this simplification is possible due to the high resistive
component of impedance at nodes where both working capacitors are connected. Note
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Fig. 18 High-frequency operation-dependence of: a THD on FO, b phase shift on FO

Fig. 19 Transient responses for stable FO (20.18 MHz)

that the solution in Sect. 4.1 is influenced by an additional impact of RX1, see (9). The
dependence of the output levels on FO is shown in Fig. 17b. The THD dependence
on FO and the evolution of the phase shift between VC1 and VC2 are documented in
Fig. 18. TheDVBelement of the oscillatormust be replaced by a devicewith better fre-
quency features if quadrature phase shift is strictly required at high FO (tens of MHz).
Transient responses are given in Fig. 19 for VSETB = 1.22 V ( f0 = 20.18 MHz),
where the blue line represents VC1and the red one depicts VC2. Figure 20 gives an
example of corresponding frequency spectrums of both the generated signals.

4.3 Phase Noise Measurement

We measured the phase noise of both proposed circuits. In practice, the offset fre-
quency is selected as 1/1000 of the fundamental (first) harmonic tone. In the case
of operating at f0 = 1MHz, the offset frequency is foff = 1 kHz (1.001MHz). We
provide four results for the first type of circuit from Fig. 3 (two output signals—the
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Fig. 20 An example of spectral analysis for stable FO (20MHz): a spectrum of VC1, b spectrum of VC2

Fig. 21 Phase noise results: detail of spectrum around fundamental tone: a f0 = 1MHz (R1 = 220�,
R2 = 225 �, C1 = C2 = C = 1 nF, VSETB = 1.846 V) and foff = 1 kHz for VC1, b f0 = 1MHz
and foff = 1 kHz for VC2, c f0 = 10MHz (R1 = 220�, R2 = 225�, C1 = C2 = C = 33 pF,
VSETB = 0.91 V) and foff = 1 MHz for VC1, d f0 = 10MHz and foff = 1 MHz for VC2

VC1 amplitude depends on the tuning process for f0 = 1 MHz, foff = 1 kHz and for
f0 = 10MHz, foff = 1MHz). The results of phase noise for VC1 are shown in the
case of the second oscillator from Fig. 4 (VC1 and VC2 are not dependent on FO). All
results are shown in Figs. 21 and 22.

The evaluated phase noises reach values of 49 dBc/Hz for VC1 and 52 dBc/Hz for
VC2 ( f0 = 1MHz, foff = 1 kHz in both cases) for the situation in Fig. 21. Supposing
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Fig. 22 Phase noise results: detail of spectrum around fundamental tone: a f0 = 1MHz (R1 = 565�,
R2 = 565 �, C1 = C2 = C = 220 pF, VSETB = 0.817 V) and fo f f = 1 kHz for VC1, b f0 =
10MHz (R1 = 215�, R2 = 215�, C1 = C2 = C = 33 pF, VSETB = 0.665 V) and foff = 1 MHz for
VC1

fundamental tone f0 = 10MHz and foff = 1MHz, we obtained 81 dBc/Hz for VC1
and also for VC2.

The phase noise of the second circuit type (Fig. 22) was evaluated for VC1 as
59 dBc/Hz ( f0 = 1MHz and foff = 1 kHz) and 80 dBc/Hz ( f0 = 10MHz with
foff = 1MHz).

5 Conclusion

This paper has presented two solutions as to how to construct linearly controllable
quadrature oscillators. The solution in Fig. 3 is based on the product of two simul-
taneously controllable gains (B1B2) in the time constant of the loss-less integrator.
However, serious problems occur here. The amplitude of one of the generated signals
depends on the tuning process (control of FO is achieved via this controllable gain),
and, as a consequence, it changes its value during the tuning process. An additional
problem is that THD increases if this amplitude comes near the saturation level of the
active elements used. Therefore, the second variant of FO control was studied. The dif-
ference from the first oscillator type is that it separates the gain control between the two
integrators, which are always required for constructing the oscillator. Both methods
were studied in detail via experiments using modern commercially available devices
and under similar real world conditions. The experimental results were obtained from
frequencies of hundreds of kHz up to frequencies of tens of MHz. A THD of about
1–2%was obtained for the measured waveforms. The dynamical features of the active
devices (the voltage multiplier AD835 especially) are responsible for the worse THD.
The bandwidth (−3dB) of the differential voltage buffer AD830 limits the usability of
the presented experimental circuits maximally to 2MHz. However, a limited utiliza-
tion of oscillator designs (with particular elements) can be extended to approximately
20MHz if the drawback of phase shift dependence on FO is not a very important issue.
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Abstract—This paper discusses new quadrature oscillator 
consisting of two all-pass sections and inverting amplifier that is 
capable of generating two signals with arbitrary phase shift 
between them. Constrains and limits of this simple idea are 
discussed. Verifications of theoretical expectations were provided 
by Spice simulations based on active devices with TSMC 0.18 μm 
NMOS and PMOS technological models.  

Keywords—Arbitrary phase shift, all-pass section, electronic 
control, multiphase oscillator, operational transconductance 
amplifier, quadrature oscillator 

I.  INTRODUCTION  
Harmonic oscillators with multiphase or/and arbitrary 

adjustable phase shift between output signals are still very 
interesting areas for many researchers, because many various 
active elements [1] can be beneficially utilized and allow 
interesting additional features in some cases. Unfortunately, 
there is no space for a detailed analysis of already known 
solutions. Therefore, we will provide discussion of selected 
typical examples found in recent papers. 

Principle of operation of known solutions can be divided to 
the following groups: a) lossy blocks (integrators or similar 
selective sections) in stepwise phase shifted cascade and full 
feedback (for example [2]-[4] and references cited therein); b) 
all-pass section in combination with integrators/differentiators 
in simple loops ([5]-[9] for example); c) all-pass sections (APs) 
in the loop ([10]-[11] for example); d) other principles (see 
[12] for detailed discussion). Most of discussed simple 
solutions focus on quadrature oscillator design (for example 
detailed literature discussion in [13] and [14]). Some attempts 
to design the simple oscillators with different phase shift than 
90 degrees were also provided ([12], [15] for example]). 
However, these solutions suffer from some drawbacks 
(mutually dependent oscillation condition and frequency of 
oscillations, required matching of several parameters and 
amplitudes dependent on tuning process [12]).  

Unfortunately, arbitrary setting of the phase shift between 
output signals is not always ensured [16]. Only typical phase 
shifts in multiphase types of oscillators are verified (phase 
shifts given by 2π/n, where n is integer value), typically in 

multiples of π/4, π/3, etc. Arbitrary phase shift means phase 
shift may not be in integer multiple of the minimal available 
phase shift generated by the basic lossy block of the structure. 
Moreover, solutions in [16] are quite complicated and require 
many active elements. However, from our point of view, it 
seems to be possible to generate not only integer multiples of 
basic phase shifts, as is presented in this contribution on a very 
simple example of circuit solution. 

II. OSCILLATOR ANALYSIS 
Implementation of oscillator with shifted phase, as it was 

introduced for example in [11], was carried out using two 
proposed AP-s and amplifier in one loop. All-pass sections, 
used in the design, are based on solution presented by Bajer 
[17], which was slightly improved (replacement of the current 
conveyor element by the operational transconductance 
amplifier (OTA) in order to reduce floating resistor). Very 
similar AP was presented also by Keskin et al. [18]. However, 
their AP circuit requires attenuated (1/2) signal from internal 
high impedance node to negative input terminal of the OTA. 
Simple block diagram is depicted in Fig. 1. Barkhausen 
criterion [19]-[22] is supposed for startup of oscillations 
fulfillment of the following conditions: 

( ) 1)()()( 21 =−= sKKsKsG APAP ,   (1) 

kKAPAP πϕϕϕ 221 =++ , k = 1, 2, ....  (2) 

In this case we obtain the following equation (we suppose to 
fulfill oscillation condition −K = 1, i.e. gain of the inverting 
amplifier in positive feedback loop has to be equal to 1 at 
oscillation frequency): 
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Oscillation frequency is given by: 

21210 / CCgg mm=ω .    (4) 

The first AP section has transfer function: 
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hence, the gain (modulus) and phase are: 
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Fig. 1. Multiphase oscillator based on two AP sections and inverter. 

Substitution of (4) to (7) gives phase shift (in degrees) of the 
AP1 for oscillation frequency as: 
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We can also express analogically phase shift for the second AP 
section with transfer: 

22

22
2 )(

sCg
sCgsK

m

m
AP +

−= .    (9) 

Inverting voltage amplifier (−K) has transfer given by: 
−K = gm3R. It allows very simple utilization of circuit for 
automatic amplitude stabilization, i.e. automatic gain control 
(AGC) circuit. 

III. ACTIVE ELEMENTS 
We used the following CMOS TSMC LO EPI 0.18 μm 

technology models [23] for implementation of required active 
elements in PSpice simulations, with supply voltage ± 0.9 V. 
Aspect ratios (W/L) of all transistors used are noted directly in 
figures (Fig. 2).  

OTA is well-known element [1] and suitable for many 
kinds of design due to its simple structure and controllability 
(Fig. 2a). Transconductance changes approximately between 
60 μS and 1 mS by bias current (Ib) adjusted from 5 to 235 μA. 
It changes also bandwidth (−3 dB) from 21 to 164 MHz and 
also output resistance from 1.4 MΩ to 90 kΩ. Input linear 
dynamical range is limited in the worst case to ±100 mV 
(output shorted to ground) due to the low-voltage CMOS 
technology.  

Differential voltage buffer (DVB) is very important for our 
design. A model shown in Fig. 2b consists of two OTAs (OTA 
and grounded resistor replacement) and voltage inverter. 
Transit frequency of the buffer is 195 MHz. Dynamical range 
is also about ±100 mV. Output resistance (Rw) of the DVB 
achieves value over 70 Ω. 

2,1

2,1

M

M
Pnbm L
W

KIg =

( ) mout gVVI −+± −±=

  
a)    b) 

Fig. 2. Simulation models: a) simple OTA, b) DVB. 

IV. DESIGN AND SIMULATION RESULTS 
AGC circuit is implementable very simply in this case. We 

used circuit shown in Fig. 3. Produced amplitude levels are 
quite low (tens of mV), practically under threshold voltage of 
used diode detector, therefore amplification of the signal for 
AGC before further processing is required. Diode D1 is formed 
by the NMOS transistor and transistor M1 operates in linear 
(ohmic) regime (typical example is BF245A). So, AGC 
operation ensures slightly variable resistor in parallel to R in 
Fig. 1. 

 
Fig. 3. AGC system used for amplitude stabilization. 

The following parameters for the oscillator in standard 
quadrature phase shift operation regime have been selected: 
C1 = C2 = C = 47 pF, gm1 = gm2 = gm = 500 μS (Ib1 = Ib2 = Ib 
= 66 μA), gm3 = 500 μS (Ib3 = 66 μA) and R = 10 kΩ. 
Calculated oscillation frequency is f0 = 1.693 MHz. Simulation 
results are in Fig. 4. Simulation with CMOS models lead to 
value f0 = 1.559 MHz.  

 
Fig. 4. Transient responses of the proposed oscillator in quadrature 
operation. 
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a) 

 
b) 

Fig. 5. Oscillation frequency adjusting (quadrature mode) for three different 
values: a) time domain, b) spectrum. 
 

Electronic control of the oscillation frequency by simultaneous 
change of both transconductances (gm1,2) is presented in Fig. 5 
for three different values. Tuning range of oscillation frequency 
f0 was verified from 0.194 to 3.016 MHz. Separation of higher 
harmonics components is 37 dB and higher, thus total 
harmonic distortion (THD) achieves only values about 1.5%. 

Oscillators employing AP sections allow design of 
oscillators generating signals with easily adjustable phase shift 
without impact on generated ratio of amplitudes. Our particular 
setting requires oscillator producing two signals with frequency 
f0 = 1 MHz and phase shift ϕOUT1-2 = -55°. Values of capacitors 
are again C1 = C2 = C = 47 pF. We used equation (8) that was 
slightly modified to form: 

21

12
2

21

2
tan

Cg
Cg

m

mOUT =⎥
⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡
⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛− −ϕ ,   (10) 

if we suppose equality of both capacitors, equation could be 
rewritten to: 

2
21

12 2
tan ⎥

⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡
⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛−= −OUT

mm gg ϕ .   (11) 

Resulting equation (12) was obtained by substitution of (4) to 
(11): 

Cg OUT
m 0

21
2 2

tan ωϕ
⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛−= − .  (12) 

Values of both transconductances were calculated by help of 
(12) and (4) as gm1 = 566 μS (Ib1 = 82 μA) and gm2 = 154 μS 
(Ib2 = 16 μA). At first, we calculated gm2 from (12) for known 
ϕOUT1-2 = -55° and f0 = 1 MHz and selected C, then gm1 from (4) 
was obtained. Simulation results are in Fig. 6. We achieved 
oscillation frequency 0.945 MHz and phase shift -55.5° from 

our simulation. Dependence of phase shifts on ratio of both 
transconductances is clear from (11). We documented this 
behavior in Tab. 1, where ideal phase shifts and values 
obtained from simulation were compared (also demonstrated in 
Fig. 7). Loop cascading of two APs with controllable features 
is useful because it provides phase shifts between outputs with 
arbitrary values (no multiples of minimal and constant phase 
shift value), in comparison to [2]-[4], [16] for example, where 
minimal phase shift and its multiples are fixed and determined 
by lossy blocks. 

 
Fig. 6. Transient simulation for designed parameters (“arbitrary” mode). 

TABLE I.  IDEAL (ϕOUT1-2I) AND SIMULATED (ϕOUT1-2S) PHASE SHIFTS. 
gm1 
[μS] 

gm2 
[μS] 

gm2/gm1 
[-] 

f0i 
[MHz] 

f0s 
[MHz] 

φOUT1-2i 
[º] 

φOUT1-2s 
[º] 

50 1000 1/20 0.757 0.674 -25.2 -23.2 
100 1000 1/10 1.071 0.962 -35.1 -32.4 
100 500 1/5 0.757 0.733 -48.2 -49.4 
250 500 1/2 1.197 1.117 -70.6 -68.8 
500 500 1 1.693 1.569 -90.0 -89.0 
500 250 2 1.197 1.193 -109.5 -109.1 
500 100 5 0.757 0.736 -131.9 -131.6 

1000 100 10 1.071 1.024 -145.0 -144.0 
1000 50 20 0.757 0.680 -154.9 -151.3 

 
In case we ensure constant gm2/gm1 ratio during the tuning 

process, we can also electronically tune this type of the 
oscillator with intended phase shift between produced 
amplitudes. Arbitrariness of the phase shift generation is given 
by possible gm2/gm1 ratio (in fact by minimal and maximal 
available gm value of used OTAs). Therefore, ranges of 
available phase shifts in Tab. 1 and Fig. 7 are also limited by 
gm adjustable from 50 μS to 1 mS (1:40). This fact also brings 
some limits for frequency tuning (extremely high ratios of 
gm2/gm1 are problematic but theoretically possible). 
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-60
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-20

0

1.0E-02 1.0E-01 1.0E+00 1.0E+01 1.0E+02
gm2/gm1 [-]

ϕ OUT1-2 

[°]

simulated

ideal

V CC = ± 0.9 V

 
Fig. 7. Dependence of phase shift on gm2/gm1 ratio. 
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Monte Carlo analyses were performed in order to discover 
parameters variations. Note that all results are actually worse 
than expected because all variations were mutually 
uncorrelated during simulation. When tolerance of gm1 and gm2 
is 1% and tolerance of capacitors (C1 and C2) is 5%, phase shift 
results in 54.8 deg. ±4.0 deg. Temperature variations were also 
analyzed. For phase shift setting equal to 90 deg. (55 deg. 
respectively), temperature dependences (0 to 40 deg. Celsius) 
were in case of phase error ±2 deg. (±5 deg. respectively). 
Frequency errors in the same conditions were ±10% (±5% 
respectively). VCC stepping analysis yields that supply voltage 
should be >0.75 V for correct operation for both variants (90 
deg. and 55 deg. phase shifts).  

V. CONCLUSION 
Straight-forward modification of quite simple AP-based 

oscillator structure can provide real arbitrary phase shift 
between two generated signals. As detailed analysis shows, this 
modification is based on adjustable ratio of gm2 and gm1 in AP 
sections, which are in standard design normally equal to each 
other. Tuning of the oscillator is provided by gm1 and gm2 
simultaneously. Their ratio has direct impact on the produced 
phase shift. Note that possibility of the design with very 
accurate ratios of parameters (and their highly-correlated 
temperature dependences) is one from main advantages of IC 
implementation. Therefore this is considered as advantage of 
our solution. Oscillation frequency with preserved phase shift 
can be tuned only if condition of constant ratio gm2/gm1 is 
always fulfilled in whole range of tuning. A practical example 
in our contribution for specific design parameters provides 
adjustable range of phase shifts between 23 and 151 degrees. 
Nevertheless, it is worth mentioning again that phase shift can 
achieve practically any value between these borders, which is a 
significant feature of our solution. However, there are also 
some limitations. Range of gm of the OTA is always restricted 
by minimal and maximal bias current to ensure operation of 
MOS differential pair (OTA) in saturation. Therefore, a range 
of phase shift adjusting is also limited by available minimal 
and maximal ratio of gm2/gm1 in particular solution. Spectral 
purity and phase noise of produced signals (in this case) is 
dependent mainly on the AGC circuit. Circuit was designed 
and simulated in PSpice software therefore study of 
temperature variations is not meaningful at this phase. 
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Abstract This paper presents two techniques of imple-

mentation of phase shift keying modulator. Both tech-

niques are focused on the utilization of special features of

an oscillator, which is based on first-order all-pass filters.

The first method leads to modulators having generated

signals with arbitrary phase shift between two outputs

using only special features of oscillators in order to use less

number of components in the structure. The second

approach utilizes the same oscillator and also additional

all-pass filter that increases the complexity of the circuitry,

but eliminates requirements for extra-complicated driving

circuit (control logic) and removes some undesired aspects

of the first solution. The related circuits and subsystems are

discussed in detail. Finally, features of all proposed

structures are verified via PSpice using TSMC 0.18 um

CMOS technology parameters and also by laboratory

experiments with commercially available active devices.

The experimental results agree both with simulation and

theoretical analysis.

Keywords Phase shift keying � Modulation � All-pass
filter � Electronic control � Operational transconductance
amplifier � Electronically controllable second generation

current conveyor

1 Introduction

Analog circuits used for signal generation are very

important in practice. Simple sinusoidal oscillators are

highly required in many areas of applied circuit theory.

Multiphase sinusoidal oscillators (MSOs) are specific types

of these systems. They are useful in areas of instrumenta-

tion applications, in wireless transceivers, direct conver-

sion transmitters (mixers), frequency synthesizers,

switched-capacitor filters, measurement purposes (selective

voltmeters), even in the study of biological systems and

many others [1]. Generally, MSO is a circuit providing

simultaneously more than one output, each having gener-

ated sine waveform with different phase shift. They are

determined mainly for applications in modern digital multi-

state modulations and demodulations (quadrature phase

shift keying—QPSK for example) as source of carrier

signal (coherent cosine and sine wave components).

Therefore, MSOs represent an important unit in these

general engineering areas [2].

Typical examples of the multiphase sinusoidal oscil-

lators can be found in [3–8] for instance. Quadrature

oscillators ([9] for example) belongs to group of MSO

A preliminary version of this paper has been presented at the 9th

International Conference on Electrical and Electronics Engineering—

ELECO 2015 [29].
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systems offering generally two outputs with p/2 phase

shift. Principles of operation of known solutions can be

divided to the following groups: (a) lossy blocks (inte-

grators or similar selective sections) in stepwise phase

shifted cascade and full feedback (for example [3–8]

and references cited therein); (b) all-pass filters (APFs)

in combination with integrators/differentiators in simple

loops ([9, 10] for example); (c) APFs in the loop

([11–14] for example); (d) two APFs and inverting

[15, 16] or non-inverting amplifier [17]; and (e) other

principles (see [17–19] for detailed discussion).

Moreover, there were introduced few multiphase

oscillators implementing some other approaches

[17–19]. Maundy et al. [17] constructed multiphase

oscillator using fractional-order all-pass filters. The

transfer function of this filter has fractional exponent a
as Laplace operator s, where the fractional character is

given by approximation of fractional capacitor using RC

emulator. This feature allows synthesis of the multi-

phase oscillators with theoretically arbitrary phase shifts

between generated signals and obtaining much higher

oscillation frequencies when the oscillation frequency is

proportional to reciprocal time constant exponentiated

by 1/a. Unfortunately, the fractional-order capacitor

limits real utilization of fractional-order-based circuits

in systems for signal generation and processing due to

unavailability of simple electronic adjusting. There are

still many open issues to be solved in the future and

also different interesting approaches. For example,

Ozoguz et al. [18] proposed approximate square-root

domain all-pass filter to construct multiphase oscillator.

Promee and Wongprommoon [19] used log-domain

approach [20] for multiphase generation, which reduce

complexity of all-pass filter and it has better dynamics

of linear operation, and wider tunability of oscillation

frequency.

Discussed approaches for multiphase solutions (ex-

plained in [7]) allow the design of oscillator with arbitrary

phase shifts between outputs. However, in the most cases

there is minimal (integer value) available phase step such

as p/6, p/4, p/3, or p/2. Additional multiples of the phase

shift can be done by auxiliary blocks (integrators, differ-

entiators in loop(s)) and appropriate feedbacks. Require-

ments on arbitrary setting of the phase shift between

produced signals are not solved very often directly in

second-order oscillator structures. Not many structures that

allow this feature have been presented in the open literature

[12, 15, 16]. However, to the best of authors’ knowledge,

the possibility of arbitrary setting of phase shift was not the

main goal of researchers in the past. Brief comparison of

these solutions (representing topology based on two all-

pass filters and inverting amplifier in one loop) is provided

in Table 1.

Selected solutions of typical MSO concepts published in

recent literature can be (after several minor modifications)

used for design of similar oscillator structure as used in this

paper. Therefore it is worth to discuss their benefits for such

type of synthesis. Tangsrirat et al. [5] published MSO based

on APFs (with two controllable current differencing

transconductance amplifiers—CDTAs and floating capaci-

tor). Similarly structure presented by Gift et al. [11] may

create suitable oscillator with arbitrary phase shift setting (2

APFs based on opamps and many passive elements).

Unfortunately, control of oscillation frequency and phase

shift is possible only through values of passive elements.

Keskin et al. [12] uses only two APs based on CDTAs to

create quadrature oscillator that can be modified to generate

arbitrary phase shifts. Similarly, Jaikla et al. [13] employs

APFs (based also on CDTAs) in chain/loop of blocks cre-

ating MSO. However, controllability is limited with the

values of passive elements only. Modification of active

device and AP section allows electronic control by intrinsic

resistance of low impedance input terminal(s) (see [14]).

Table 1 includes only solutions representing the same block

topology as we are beneficially using also in this study

[15, 16] and also structure reported in [12], because it offers

theoretical possibility to fulfill requirements for electroni-

cally settable arbitrary setting of phase shift.

This paper is divided as follows: In the introduction

section, we discuss the issues regarding to arbitrary phase

shift difference between generated waveforms in multi-

phase oscillators, features of the latest, attractive multi-

phase solutions, and few special approaches. A possible

topology of MSO based on all-pass filters as a special

application of configuration of arbitrary phase shift is

presented in Sect. 2. Beside this, the main feature of the

proposed simple second-order oscillator with theoretically

arbitrary phase shift of two generated signals is imple-

mented in phase shift keying modulator and related sub-

systems are also discussed together with simulations and

experimental results. The performances of oscillator are

tested both in quadrature and arbitrary mode. In Sect. 3, we

present alternative solution based on more common con-

cept (oscillator and all-pass filter) including its simulation

and experimental results. Finally, the main features are

summarized and both designed solution are compared in

conclusion (Sect. 4).

2 General concept of the oscillator based on two-
all-pass sections and inverting amplifier
in the loop

The first idea of electronically adjustable phase shift in the

oscillator structure was presented in [21] and is based on

two APFs and electronically controllable inverting variable
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gain voltage amplifier implemented in CMOS technology.

Each of all-pass sections [22, 23] utilizes operational

transconductance amplifier (OTA) [24], and differential

voltage buffer (DVB). Similarly as in our approach, many

recent works are indicated possible design of all-pass

sections utilizing intentional voltage [25–28] or current

input difference [28] in frame of active device of its sub-

part. However, some of them does not allow electronic

tunability directly [27, 28]. To do it, the replacements of

elements that are not controllable electronically are

necessary [27]. These solution are also added to Table 1 for

qualitative comparison.

The first solution of the oscillator based on OTAs and

DVBs that is shown in Fig. 1 was derived from solution

presented in [21] (similar concept used also in [29]). The

circuit is divided to three parts in the loop: APF1 with

transfer KAPF1, APF2 with transfer KAPF2, and inverting

amplifier allowing gain control (-K). This type of the

oscillator is analyzed for fulfilments of Barkhausen crite-

rion [30–33]. The relation between them is:

Table 1 Comparison of electronically controllable oscillators providing two outputs having features for arbitrary phase shift between them

based on two all-pass filters and inverting amplifier in one loop

Features of sub-building APFs Features of oscillator

Solution Type of

active

element

Floating

C

Number of

active/passive

(R ? C)

elements

Parameter(s) for

control

Overall

number of

active and

passive

elements

Arbitrary

phase

shift

available/

tested

Tested

phase

shifts

(�)

Linear/electronic

control of FO

Type of output

signal

(current/voltage)

[12] CDTA Yes 1/2 ? 1 passive/Rx 2/6 Yes/no N/A Yes Current

[15] OTA Yes 3/0 ? 1 gm 7/3 Yes/no N/A Yes Voltage

[16] DDCC No 2/0 ? 1 Rx 5/2 Yes/no N/A Yes Voltage

[25] ICDBA Yes 1/0 ? 1 2x Rx N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

[26] DVCC No 2/0 ? 1 Rx N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

[27] FDCCII No 1/1 ? 1 Passive R N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

[28] DXCCII No 1/2 ? 2

1/3 ? 1

Passive R N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

Proposed

Figure 1 DVB,

OTA

No 2/0 ? 1 gm 5/3 Yes/yes -23 to

-151

[21]

Yes Voltage

Figure 8 DVB,

ECCII

No 2/1 ? 1 B 5/4 Yes/yes -17 to

-141

Yes Voltage

CDTA current differencing transconductance amplifier, OTA operational transconductance amplifier, DDCC differential difference current

conveyor, DVCC differential voltage current conveyor, FDCCII fully differential current conveyor, DXCCII dual-X second generation current

conveyor, ICDBA inverting current differencing buffered amplifier, DVB differential voltage buffer, ECCII electronically controllable second

generation current conveyor, Rx resistance of current input terminal, gm transconductance, B controllable current gain

gm1

1

Ib1

C1OTA1

DVB1

w
gm3

Ib3

R

gm2

1

Ib2

C2OTA2

DVB2

w

VOUT_K

VOUT1

VOUT2

APF1 APF2-K

Fig. 1 Oscillator based on two all-pass sections and inverting amplifier in the loop [21]
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GðsÞ ¼ KAPF1ðsÞ �Kð ÞKAPF2ðsÞ ¼ 1; ð1Þ
/APF1 þ /APF2 þ /K ¼ 2pk; k ¼ 1; 2; . . .; ð2Þ

where /i for i [ (APF1, APF2, K) are partial phase shifts of

blocks in the loop. It is clear that combination of

/APF1 ? /APF2 = p (180�). If the condition of oscillations

(CO) is fulfilled (the gain of inverting amplifier is equal to

1), the following expression can be given:

�K
gm1 � sC1

gm1 þ sC1

� �
gm2 � sC2

gm2 þ sC2

� �

¼ �
s2 � C1gm2þC2gm1

C1C2

� �
sþ gm1gm2

C1C2

s2 þ C1gm2þC2gm1

C1C2

� �
sþ gm1gm2

C1C2

¼ 1: ð3Þ

The transfers of both APFs have typical forms:

KAPF1ðsÞ ¼
gm1 � sC1

gm1 þ sC1

¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
g2m1 þ x0C1ð Þ2

q
exp tan�1 � x0C1

gm1

� �
j

h i
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
g2m1 þ x0C1ð Þ2

q
exp tan�1 x0C1

gm1

� �
j

h i

¼ 1 � exp �2 tan�1 x0C1

gm1

� �
j

� �
;

ð4Þ

KAPF2ðsÞ ¼
gm2 � sC2

gm2 þ sC2

¼ 1: exp �2 tan�1 x0C2

gm2

� �
j

� �
:

ð5Þ

Hence, the gain and phase are:

KAPF1j j ¼ 1; ð6Þ

/APF1 ¼ �2 tan�1 x0C1

gm1

� �
; ð7Þ

and analogically valid for the APF2. Frequency of oscil-

lation (FO) of the circuit in Fig. 1 has the following

common form:

x0 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
gm1gm2

C1C2

r
: ð8Þ

Substitution of (8) to (7) results in phase shift at oscillation

frequency expressed as:

/APF1 ¼ �2 tan�1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
gm2C1

gm1C2

s !
180

p
; ð9Þ

and

uAPF2 ¼ �2 tan�1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
gm1C2

gm2C1

s !
180

p
: ð10Þ

Inverting variable gain of voltage amplifier is created by

OTA (gm3) and resistance R (-K = gm3R). This design

allows very simple utilization of the circuit for amplitude

stabilization (automatic gain control circuit—AGC) as will

be shown later.

2.1 Design of parameters for arbitrary phase shift

setting

Considering (9) and (10) and /APF1 = 180 - /APF2 =

/OUT1-2, we can express relation between target phase shift

and parameters of the circuit elements required for design.

Modification of (9) leads to:

tan �/OUT1�2

2

� �� �2
¼ gm2C1

gm1C2

: ð11Þ

Taking into account equality of both capacitors

C1 = C2 = C, (11) can be modified to:

gm2 ¼ gm1 tan �/OUT1�2

2

� �� �2
; ð12Þ

and by substituting (8)–(12) is rewritten to:

gm2 ¼ tan �uOUT1�2

2

� �
x0C: ð13Þ

Equation (9) or (10), i.e. phase shift as the function of

ratio of gm1 and gm2 is illustrated in Fig. 2. The trace is

close to both corners (0� and 180�) only theoretically for

very large ratio of both parameters that is practically not

available. The limitations are caused by practical restric-

tion of available range of gm values. However, possibility

of arbitrary adjustable phase shift (given by ratio gm1 and

gm2) between produced sine waveforms is evident. Using

common types of OTAs, we practically cannot ensure

ratios of gm1 and gm2 larger than 1/20 or 20. If gm1 = gm2

is simultaneously changed, i.e. gm1/gm2 = 1, this type of

Fig. 2 Theoretical dependence of phase shift of APFs (uOUT1-2) on

gm1 and gm2 ratio in case of oscillator shown in Fig. 1
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oscillator operates in quadrature mode, as obvious from

Fig. 2.

Internal CMOS structures of active devices OTA and

DVB are discussed in detail in [21]. We have availability

of gm setting from 10 lS to 1.1 mS controlled by bias

current adjusted in range from 1 to 300 lA (see Fig. 3).

General circuit including also amplitude stabilization part

is shown in Fig. 4. AGC circuit employs voltage amplifier

(VA), diode detector and unipolar transistor working as

adjustable resistor. Its system operates as variable resistor

in parallel with the resistor in inverting amplifier (set by

gm3 = 500 lS for IbAPF = 66 lA and R = 10 kX) driven
from output signal.

3 Application of the oscillator in phase shift keying
modulator: the first solution

The arbitrarily adjustable phase shift between generated

signals in this type of the oscillator was explained in detail

in [21]. Above discussed setting of the quadrature oscillator

(itself) cannot be used for purposes of modulation with

alternating phase shift. Based on (8) and Fig. 2, we can see

that two different phase shifts appear for two different gm2/

gm1, but FO has still the same value. This feature is useful

for modulation purposes. The initial phase shift of gener-

ated waveforms (if C1 = C2 = C) can be chosen to obtain

values for the first state based on (13) and (8). In this case,

the second parameter gm1 can be calculated from (8). The

design example has been chosen as: f0 = 1 MHz, /OUT1-2 =

-50�, C1 = C2 = C = 47 pF, R = 10 kX. Power supply

voltage is ±0.9 V. The parameters are found as:

gm2 �50�ð Þ¼ tan �uOUT1�2

2

� �
x0C

¼ tan � �50

2

� �� �
2p �1 �106 �47 �10�12 ¼ 138 lS;

ð14Þ

gm1 ¼
x0Cð Þ2

gm2

¼
2p � 1 � 106 � 47 � 10�12
	 
2

138 � 10�6
¼ 632 lS:

ð15Þ

Driving bias currents are approximately Ib1 = 100 lA
(gm1 = 632 lS) and Ib2 = 18 lA (gm2 = 138 lS). Phase
shift /OUT1-2 = -50� is valid for gm2 = 138 lS and

gm1 = 638 lS (gm1/gm2 % 1/5). The second state occurs if

Fig. 3 Dependence of gm on bias current for CMOS OTA reported in

[21]

gm1

1

Ib1

C1OTA1

DVB1

w
gm3

Ib3

R

gm2

1

Ib2

C2OTA2

DVB2

w

VOUT_K

VOUT1

VOUT2

Cf1

VA
A

100 nF
100 nF
Cf2

100 kΩ

Rt1

Rt2
2-3 kΩ

20x

D1

M1

47 pF

47 pF

10 kΩ

AGC

Fig. 4 Final structure of first oscillator including AGC circuit for amplitude stabilization
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gm ratio is opposite: gm1/gm2 = 632/ 138 % 5, hence

phase shift is calculated from (9) or (10) as -130�.
The transconductance ratio must be switched correctly

in order to ensure proper conversion of digital data symbols

(TTL logic 0 for L and 5 V for H as well) during modu-

lation. The adequate system to convert digital data to bias

current via OTAs in the oscillator is shown in Fig. 5.

Principle of the operation is as the following: Input data

in TTL logic (high—5 V, low—0 V) is converted to

respect maximal available voltage in the used technology

(TSMC 0.18 lm in our case [34]), which is ?0.9 V

(maximal positive supply voltage). Then, the input data is

compared in comparator based on OTA (gma5) with refer-

ence level. Output of the comparator provides high or low

saturation, which means that for VINP[VREF is output in

VDD = ? 0.9 V and for VINP\VREF in VSS = -0.9 V. In

order to reach both polarities, gma5 stage is supplied by

both the positive and negative voltage. Bias current

Iba5 = 100 lA is selected appropriately for sufficiently

high open-loop voltage gain (with very high impedance at

the output) of the OTA, which is important in order to

reach both saturation levels. On the other hand, further

OTAs in this system are supplied by only single supply

branch (positive VDD). Logic L causes saturation of gma5 to

VDD, while logic H turns gma5 to VSS. If high state (VDD)

occurs at the output of gma5, then gma1 and gma4 (fully

saturated) are providing current flowing to output current

mirrors. This current is equal to maximal bias Iba1 and Iba4
set in accordance to calculations of gm2 and gm1 of the

oscillator from (14) and (15). Remaining OTAs (gma2,

gma3) are not providing output currents, because positive

input voltage (VDD) at inverting inputs keeps them inactive.

Situation analogically repeats vice versa when VSS occurs

at the output of gma5 (H at the modulation data input). This

leads to effective alternation of ratio in the oscillator in

order to change phase shift between produced waveforms.

System serving for phase shift keying purposes based on

proposed data symbol converter and oscillator is shown as

block diagram in Fig. 6.

3.1 Simulation results

The proposed circuit in Fig. 6 is simulated via using PSpice

with previously discussed parameters and settings. Tran-

sient domain results are shown in Fig. 7 for fmod = 10 kHz.

Due to many inaccuracies in the system, bias currents Ib1
and Ib2 are not exactly identical as theoretically calculated

but results confirm the circuit capability of the modulator

and phase shifts are 135� (from left side) and 51� in this

particular case. Inaccuracy in bias currents leads to errors

in both phase shifts (in comparison to theoretical calcula-

tion), and simultaneously there is also inaccuracy of FO

(960 kHz was simulated). Overshoots at the moment of

phase shift alternation are caused by response of AGC

system due to step change of gm1 and gm2 affecting energy

conditions in the oscillator, but this issue is relevant for

very high speed of alternation (high value of modulation

frequency fmod) as well as final construction of the system

and selection of proper technology.

3.2 Experimental results: detailed explanation

of subparts

The proposed oscillator working as phase shift modulator is

designed with commercially available devices. These

devices serve for initial experiments confirming validity of

gma5

Iba5 = 100 μA

VDD

VSS

gma1

Iba1 = 18 μA

VDD

AGND

gma2

VDD

AGND

gma3

VDD

AGND

gma4

VDD

AGND

current mirror

current mirror

Ib1 to gm1

Ib2 to gm2

Iba2 = 100 μA

Iba3 = 18 μA Iba4 = 100 μA
modulation 
data input

VDD

RP1

100 k

0 V / AGND

 VDD

level 
conversion

0 V / AGND

TTL (5 V)

VINP

VREF = 0.45 V

Fig. 5 Converter of digital data to bias driving currents for OTAs in the oscillator (control logic)
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simulation results and also offer good opportunity for

designers to create such type of complex system without

expensive fabrication in form of integrated circuit. The

verified oscillator employing commercially available active

devices has been modified such that in the all-pass blocks

instead of OTA elements, electronically controllable cur-

rent conveyors have been used [29].

3.2.1 The oscillator realization using commercially

available devices

Both APFs, used in Fig. 1, can be replaced by APFs

(derived from [22, 23]) based on electronically controllable

second generation current conveyor (ECCII) [35–37] pro-

viding controllable current gain (B) tuning and voltage

Oscillator 
(with possiblity of phase-

shift setting)

VOUT1

VOUT2

digital symbols
(modulating signal)

commutated 
phase-shift

Control logic and symbol 
transformation to 

specified DC voltages 
(oscillator control)

Fig. 5 (Fig. 14) Fig. 1 (Fig. 8)

Fig. 6 Block concept of

proposed phase shift modulation

system

Fig. 7 Simulation results of the modulator: a transient response in larger scale around change of the phase shift, b detail on moment of the phase

shift alternation, c driving bias currents Ib1 and Ib2 in moment of phase alternation
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amplifier (VA) with electronically controllable gain (A) in

order to simplify the controllability of the oscillator (DC

voltage). The oscillator structure based on commercial

devices is shown in Fig. 8. It is equivalent to solution

which is previously described in Fig. 1. We used current-

mode multipliers EL2082 [38], diamond transistors

OPA660 [39] to construct APFs including one floating

resistor and variable gain amplifier VCA610 [40] to realize

transfer of inverting amplifier (-K). The EL2082 itself

represents ECCII-, therefore to create ECCII?, output

inversion is required using additional current inverter based

on diamond transistor, as shown in Fig. 8.

The transfer function of the single APF (for example

APF1) is:

KAPF1ðsÞ ¼
B1

R1
� sC1

B1

R1
þ sC1

¼ gm1 � sC1

gm2 þ sC1

; ð16Þ

which can be rewritten similarly as (4) to:

KAPF1ðsÞ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
B1

R1

� �2
þ x0C1ð Þ2

r
exp tan�1 � x0C1R1

B1

� �
j

h i
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
B1

R1

� �2
þ x0C1ð Þ2

r
exp tan�1 x0C1R1

B1

� �
j

h i

¼ 1 � exp �2 tan�1 x0C1R1

B1

� �
j

� �
:

ð17Þ

It is clear that operation of APFs in Figs. 1 and 8 is identical

because gm1 = B1/R1 % VSETB1/ R1 and�K ¼ 102 VSETK�1ð Þ

[40]. Thus, we can use this behavioral representation in

Fig. 8 as fully functional replacement of system in Fig. 1.

Now, the equation for FO is slightly modified to:

x0 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

B1B2

R1R2C1C2

r
ffi

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
VSETB1VSETB2

R1R2C1C2

r
: ð18Þ

The oscillator is linearly tunable if VSETB1 = VSETB2 =

VSETB, as obvious from (18) as well as if constant ratio of

VSETB1 and VSETB2 (as ratio gm1 and gm2 discussed in

previous sections) remains preserved in the tuning process.

Generated phase shift expressed by current gains B1, B2

instead of gms has the following form (supposing equality

of capacitors and resistors):

uOUT1�2

¼ �2 tan�1
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
B2

B1

R1C1

R2C2

q� ���� R1¼R2¼R
C1¼C2¼C

ffi �2 tan�1
ffiffiffiffi
B2

B1

q� �
:

ð19Þ

Note that also other parameters (R1, R2 especially) may

serve for definition of phase shifts (ratios) and then keeping

B1 = B2 and adjusting these parameters simultaneously

may serve for linear FO control. This is obvious advantage

with respect to solution in Fig. 1 employing OTAs,

although two additional resistors are required.
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1
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Fig. 8 Structure of the oscillator based on commercially available devices for measurement purposes [29]
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3.2.2 System for amplitude stabilization

Practical implementation of each oscillator working in low

and middle frequency bands (except GHz bands, where

different principles are used) requires design of amplitude

automatic gain control (AGC) circuit. The CMOS solution

in Fig. 4 is based on control of resistance, therefore alter-

native solution is required. We implemented AGC structure

based on the diode doubler (envelope detector) and two

simple opamps shown in Fig. 9. DC constant value 1.1 V

represents DC voltage for control of CO (VSETK = -1.1 V

in Fig. 8). Output oscillations (at AGC input) are trans-

formed to slowly and dynamically changing DC voltage

signal from rectifier (doubler) and this signal is amplified/

attenuated by inverting amplifier and summed with DC

constant 1.1 V. Therefore, AGC responses on signal

amplitude change by appropriate increase or decrease of

the DC control voltage (VSETK) for VA in Fig. 8.

3.2.3 The oscillator operating in quadrature mode

Our first tests are focused on quadrature mode only. The

required passive component values have been determined

as follows: C1 = C2 = C = 220 pF, R1 = R2 =

R = 565 X (470 X ? 95 X of the X terminal [38]) and

supply voltages ±5 V. Using (18), we obtain VSETB1 =

VSETB2 = VSETB = 0.79 V for f0 = 1 MHz. Results of

both output waveforms and their spectral analyses are

shown in Fig. 10. Tunability, spectral purity and changes

of output amplitudes are studied in Fig. 11, when FO was

changed from 0.23 to 2.0 MHz by VSETB adjusted from 0.2

to 1.9 V.

3.2.4 Arbitrary phase shift mode

This operation mode allows us to select FO and phase shift

of generated signals. The second phase shift is determined

by mutual dependence of (18) and (19) or (20), respec-

tively. Our design requirements are given as follows:

/OUT1-2 = -50� at f0 = 1 MHz. Hence, (19) can be

rewritten as:

B2

B1

¼ tan �uOUT1�2

2

� �2
: ð20Þ

By substitution (18)–(20), the value of B1 can be calculated

as:

B1 ¼
2pf0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R1R2C1C2

p

tan � /OUT1�2

2

� �
������ R1¼R2¼R
C1¼C2¼C

¼ 2pf0RC

tan � /OUT1�2

2

� � : ð21Þ

Numerical calculation yields B1 = 1.67 (VSETB1 = 1.67 V)

for /OUT1-2 = -50�. The second gain/DC voltage can be

calculated from (20) as B2 = 0.36 (VSETB2 = 0.36 V).

The transient response of output signals is shown in Fig. 12

and the measured phase shift is -47� while the FO is

slightly decreased to 937 kHz. Figure 13 shows the mea-

sured dependence of phase shift on B2/B1 (VSETB2/VSETB1)

ratio.

Considering Eq. (18), we have two possibilities for

phase shift driving for modulation purposes:

B2

B1

¼ const:; ð22Þ

B2

B1

¼ 1

const:
; ð23Þ

while product B1B2 is always the same in order to keep the

FO constant. When we define the first (initial) phase shift

then the second phase shift is given by mutual dependence

of (18) and (19). Therefore, (18) or (19) and (20) do not

allow selecting the second phase shift, i.e. product of B1

and B2 have to be the same in both cases to obtain

stable FO. Note that the change of state is referred as

commutation in further text. Therefore, we obtained two

pairs of values B1 = 1.67 (VSETB1 = 1.67 V), B2 =

0.36 (VSETB2 = 0.36 V) for L (data) and B1 =

0.36 (VSETB1 = 0.36 V), B2 = 1.67 (VSETB2 = 1.67 V)

for H from (20) to (22). Hence, the phase shift of VOUT1

and VOUT2 in the H is -130� (19) and -50� for the L.

VDD
RP

Rf

Rb

10 kΩ
TL072

2x1N4148

AGCOUT

D1Ca

Ra

Cb

20 nF
100 kΩ

D2

20 nF

AGCINP

Rc

3.7 kΩ

Rd

TL072

Re

10 kΩ

10 kΩ

10 kΩ

100 kΩ

1.1 V

Fig. 9 Automatic AGC circuit

for amplitude stabilization

designed for oscillator in Fig. 8
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3.2.5 Control logic: digital data to DC control voltages

converter

Due to requirements on the oscillator and APF blocks of

the structure (Fig. 8) to obtain phase shift commutation, we

have to ensure two driving signals for control of the current

gains B1, B2 where two specific values (levels) are required.

In other words, our task is to design controlling logic part

(similarly as in Fig. 5 for CMOS solution) or ‘‘data to

voltage converter’’ with two outputs, where commutation

of two VSETB (0.36 and 1.67 V) in dependence on the state

of input signal (L or H) is possible. Therefore, we designed

system based on low-cost components (opamps and com-

parators) shown in Fig. 14 for our laboratory experiments.

Proposed solution contains two channels, i.e. one for

Fig. 10 Experimental results of the oscillator in quadrature mode: a output waveforms, b spectral analysis of VOUT1, c spectral analysis of VOUT2

Fig. 11 Tuning process of the oscillator: a dependence of FO on VSETB, b dependence of THD on FO, c dependence of amplitude level (VP–P) on

FO

Fig. 12 Output transient response for arbitrary adjustable phase shift

Fig. 13 Comparison of theoretical and measured dependence of

phase shift of APF (/OUT1-2) on B1 and B2 ratio
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VSETB1 and another for VSETB2. The first section of each

channels is comparator part, where input modulation signal

(TTL data) is compared with reference level 1.5 V hence to

decide whether input signal is logic 0 or 1, i.e. 0 or 5 V. In

case that input level has character of log. 0, one of the

comparators has output in high state (saturation—

Vsat_LM239 = 4.85 V), while the second is in low state

(0 V). These results are evaluated by adder/subtractor

based on simple opamp. The amplification/attenuation is

set by resistors to ensure appropriate result of subtraction

(0.36 V for L and 1.67 V for H). Therefore, DC voltage of

the reference level coming to both subtraction stages is

-4.85 V. Based on this, selecting Ri1 = Rj1 in the direct

path with inverting unity gain as 100 kX, we can calculate

resistor values of the subtractor as:

Rg1 ¼
Rj1

1� VSETB1 L

Vsat LM239

� � ; ð24Þ

Rh1 ¼
Rj1

1� VSETB1 H

Vsat LM239

� � ; ð25Þ

that yields Rg1 = 152 kX (for VSETB1_L = 0.36 V) and

Rh1 = 108 kX (for VSETB1_H = 1.67 V). In order to ensure

correct setting of operation in experiments, resistor values

can be modified by trimmers to compensate influences of

real active and passive devices. The second section

employs the same values (Rh2 = Rh1 and Rg2 = Rg1), but

its logic is inverted, i.e. while L causes VSETB1 = 0.36 V

and VSETB2 = 1.67 V and in case of H VSETB1 = 1.67 V

and VSETB2 = 0.36 V. Modification of Rg, Rh values allow

to set output levels of VSETB easily.

3.2.6 Operation of the full system as phase shift keying

modulator

The phase shift keying modulator has been designed by

interconnection of proposed oscillator (Fig. 8), AGC

(Fig. 9), and control logic (Fig. 14). At the input of

control logic in Fig. 14, data input signal in TTL levels

(0; 5 V) and 1 kHz frequency were used. Obtained tran-

sient responses are shown in Fig. 15. Driving voltages

VSETB1 and VSETB2 are shown on the upper half of the

figure (green and orange color). Modulated signals VOUT1

and VOUT2 are given in the lower part of the figure to-

gether with zoomed details of both states of phase shifts.

Zoomed change of the state, Lissajous plot, and spectral

analysis of both outputs (upper—VOUT1, lower—VOUT2)

are given in Fig. 16.

TL072

Rg1

VDD

LM239

LM239
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data input

VDD
1.5 V

-Vsat (opamp)
-4.85 V

VSS
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100 k

comparators

100 k 100 k

108 k

152 k

RP2
100 k
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Ri1 Rj1

0 V

5 V

driving of all-
pass section 1

TL072

Rg2

LM239

LM239

100 k 100 k

108 k

152 k

Rh2

Ri2 Rj2
driving of all-

pass section 2

VSETB1

VSS

VDD

VDD

VDD

VDD

VDD

VSS

VDD

VDD

VDD

VDD

VDD

Rk1

Rk2

Rk3

Rk4

Rk1 – Rk4 = 3.3 kΩ

VSETB2

Fig. 14 Generation of two pairs

of adjustable DC voltages in

phase shift commutation control

logic
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3.3 Discussion

The workability of the proposed circuits is confirmed by

experimental measurements. Significant advantage is sim-

ple design based on oscillator with AGC and control logic

for data to driving voltages conversion. However, there are

also drawbacks. Range of B (gm in case of CMOS solution)

is always restricted. Therefore, adjusting of phase shift is

also limited by available minimal and maximal ratio in

particular solution (B2/B1, gm2/gm1, approximately

1/20–20). Second value of phase shift for H cannot be set

arbitrarily, i.e. independently on initial phase shift for L. In

addition, nonlinearity of dependence of B on control voltage

(for B[ 2 especially) as well as gm on Ib must be consid-

ered for accurate design. Otherwise, as it has been observed

in experiments, substantial problems may occur, for

example two tone modulation, because commutation of

gm1,2 or B1,2 causes also parasitic change of FO. It is pos-

sible to avoid it for very accurate design and trimming. Due

to the discussed issues, we prepared the second solution that

exhibits better features and removes many discussed dis-

advantages for the cost of the slightly higher complexity.

Fig. 15 Transient responses of the phase shift keying modulator in operation mode

Fig. 16 Detailed analyses: a zoomed change of the state, b Lissajous plot, c spectral analysis
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4 The oscillator with additional APF to provide
electronical set of phase shift in modulator:
the second solution

The second solution is logically established by using the

oscillator (Figs. 1, 8) with additional all-pass filter con-

nected to one available output in the oscillator structure.

The block concept is given in Fig. 17.

4.1 Simulation results

In the design, we used the same block as were reported in

detail in Fig. 1, therefore many parameters remain the same

(oscillator is operating in quadrature regime because

gm1 = gm2) and therefore design steps and considerations

will be provided in brief form. In the second concept of the

phase shift keying modulator, the oscillator is the same

structure as in Fig. 1 and only additional APF3, identical to

APF1,2 used for construction of the oscillator, is connected

to VOUT1 and forms VOUT2 (see Fig. 18). Considering initial

design parameters f0 = 1 MHz and gm1 = gm2 = gm, the

recalculated values are gm = 300 lS (Ib1 = Ib2 = Ib =

41 lA).
The transconductance of the APF3 (C3 has also 47 pF as

in APFs in the oscillating core) for two possible states (we

selected 30� and 120�) can be calculated as follows:

gmAPF �30�ð Þ ¼ x0C3

tan � uOUT1�2

2

	 


¼ 2p1 � 106 � 47 � 10�12

tan � �30
2

	 
	 
 ¼ 1100 lS;
ð26Þ

gmAPF �120�ð Þ ¼ x0C3

tan � uOUT1�2

2

	 


¼ 2p1 � 106 � 47 � 10�12

tan � �120
2

	 
	 
 ¼ 170 lS:

ð27Þ

Hence, IbAPF is set as 300 lA (-30�) and 20 lA (-120�),
respectively. The control logic for this oscillator in Fig. 18

must be slightly modified, see Fig. 19. It should be noted

that it is significantly simpler than solution in Fig. 5, since

only half of overall circuitry is used, because only single

driving bias current IbAPF is required.

PSpice simulations of the CMOS model provided tran-

sient responses shown in Fig. 20. Here the selected time

segment and detail on moment of the commutation of

phase shift are highlighted. Overshoot is significantly

reduced because there is no disruption of oscillation con-

dition in the oscillator loop in case of this solution when

compared to the circuit in Figs. 1 or 6. APF3 provides

independent control of phase shift at the output VOUT2 as

well as FO is now independent on phase shift setting.

Simulated f0 = 992 kHz and the first state for L achieves

phase shift between VOUT1 and VOUT2 26�. The phase shift

in the second state (H) reaches 127�.

4.2 Experimental results

Experimental results are performed for circuit structure

shown in Fig. 21. AGC system used in these experiments is

the same as in Fig. 9. Figure 22 introduces simplified

control logic system (data to DC voltage VSETB3 converter)

for phase shift keying modulator. The design of the oscil-

lator part in Fig. 21 is provided with the same values as in

Oscillator 

VOUT1

VOUT2

digital symbols
(modulating signal)

commutated 
phase-shift

Control logic and symbol 
transformation to 

specified DC currents or 
voltages (phase-shift 

control)

frequency 
tuning

adjustable 
all-pass filter

Fig. 18 (Fig. 21)

Fig. 19 (Fig. 22)

Fig. 17 The block diagram of

the second solution of proposed

phase shift keying modulator
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Sect. 2.3.3 (all C = 220 pF, all R = 565 X, B1 = B2 =

B = 0.79, f0 = 1 MHz). The all-pass filter discussed in

chapter 2.3.1 (Eq. 17) allows to calculate value of B3 for

AP3 as B3 = 2.91 (VSETB3 = 3.4 V due to significant

nonlinearity of dependence of B on VSET [38] for B[ 2, for

L state /OUT1-2 = -30�) and B3 = 0.45 (VSETB3 =

0.45 V, for state H, /OUT1-2 = -120�). Except simplifi-

cation of control logic to single channel solution, resistor

values of Rg and Rh had to be recalculated as 334 and

110 kX, respectively.

In this solution, the modulation signal has also

fmod = 1 kHz. Transient responses are shown in Fig. 23.

Labelling is as follows: green curve is modulation signal

with TTL levels (0; 5 V), and orange color is driving

signal of VSETB3. Lower traces are both output wave-

forms VOUT1 and VOUT2 together with details in both

states (L, H). Detail on change of the phase shift (from

H to L), Lissajous plot and spectral analysis of both

outputs (upper—VOUT1, lower—VOUT2) are depicted in

Fig. 24.
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Fig. 18 Oscillator with additional APF3 to provide adjustable phase shift
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Fig. 19 Control logic: converter of digital data to bias driving current for gmAPF in the all-pass filter
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4.3 Discussion

The second solution removes many of previously discussed

drawbacks of the first solution, such as mutual dependence

of FO and phase shift setting—i.e. impossibility of the

setting the second state, disruption of driving to oscillator

system—closed loop, overshoots, two tone production etc.

Hence, the second solution really offers independent tuning

of FO, both states of phase shift are selectable and control

logic is simpler. However, it is not driving directly the

phase shift between produced signals in the oscillator

structure anymore. Additional APF performs these opera-

tions. Therefore, despite of fact that control logic has half

complexity in comparison to the first solution, overall

circuitry is more extensive. Hence, it is on the designer’s

choice which solution will be better for particular purposes

in the application.

5 Conclusion

Availability of arbitrary phase shift setting in the simple

second-order oscillator can reduce the number of active

devices and device’s power consumption. Theoretically,

any phase shift can be achieved between 0� and -180� and
not only minimal phase step given by lossy blocks in

known multiphase/multi-loop structures. It was tested from

-17� to -141� (due to max. available ratio of gm1/gm2; B1/

B2 respectively, see Fig. 13) in experiments. In the first

case, tuning of the oscillator is provided by gm1 (B1 in

discrete solution) and gm2 (B2), simultaneously. Their ratio

has direct impact on the produced phase shift and it has to

be ensured as constant, if frequency is tuned. Second type

of modulator allows independent setting of frequency and

both phase shifts, however, it is more complex since

additional APF is required. Our computer and experimental

Fig. 20 Simulation results of the second modulator: a transient response in larger scale around change of the phase shift, b detail on moment of

the phase shift commutation, c driving bias current IbAPF in moment of phase shift change
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Fig. 23 Transient responses of the phase shift keying modulator

Fig. 24 Detailed results of measurement: a focused on state change, b Lissajous plot, c spectral analysis

Table 2 Comparison of ideal

design and results obtained from

simulations and measurements

TYPE1 TYPE2

f0 (MHz) uOUT1-2 (�) f0 (MHz) uOUT1-2 (�)

Ideal 1.00 50/130 1.00 30/120

CMOS simulated 0.96 51/135 0.99 26/127

Experimental results 1.09 47/129 0.99 31/121
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verifications confirmed expected behavior of both systems.

Comparison of simulated and measured features for both

modulation systems with both different approaches is

provided in Table 2.
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Abstract—Our contribution deals with combination of 
controllable current and voltage gain in frame of active element 
called controlled gain current and differential voltage amplifier 
(CG-CDVA). Proposed behavioral model was used for 
construction of very simple and electronically controllable 
triangle and square wave generator. Simulation results supported 
theoretical presumptions and confirmed workability. 

Keywords—adjustable current and voltage gain; electronic 
control; triangle and square wave generator   

I.  INTRODUCTION 
Many possible ways of control of active elements were 

studied in the past. Interesting theoretical overview of useful 
approaches provided Biolek et al. [1]. We can recapitulate 
significant ideas very briefly. Searching for suitable ways of 
control of active elements started after discovery of current 
conveyor (CCII) by Sedra et al. [2]. Intrinsic resistance control 
[3]-[4] belongs to frequently used methods. Transconductance 
(gm) control [5] allows benefits of the wide range adjusting 
(several decades) as we can see in [6]-[7]. An attention was 
also given to development of elements with controlled current 
gain. Electronically controllable current conveyors were 
introduced by Surakampontorn et al. [8] and Fabre et al. [9]. 
The author’s interest in this area has survived to the present 
time. Many interesting solutions of elements with controllable 
gain were introduced quite recently, for example simple 
controllable current amplifiers [10]-[12]. Advanced active 
elements utilizing current gain control in frame of more 
complicated structure offer more benefits than simple 
amplifiers, for example [13]-[14]. Digitally controllable 
equivalents are also interesting for many researchers [15]-[16]. 

Development of active elements with more than one way of 
electronic control started to be popular quite recently. 
Important progress attained Minaei et al. [17] with 
electronically controllable current conveyor of second 
generation (ECCII) where combination of current gain (B) and 
intrinsic resistance (Rx) control was proposed. De Marcellis et 
al. [18] enhanced possibilities of control in frame of current 
conveyor and implemented also voltage gain control. 

Kumngern et al. [19] proposed in their conveyor also intrinsic 
resistance and current gain control with different structure (in 
comparison to [17]). Electronic control of parameters was 
proposed in so-called current conveyor transconductance 
amplifier (CCTA) [20] where intrinsic resistance and 
transconductance control was realized separately by 
Siripruchyanun et al. [21]. Both methods of control were used 
in modification of the current differencing transconductance 
amplifier (CDTA) [22] presented by Jaikla et al. [23] and Sakul 
et al. [24]. 

Many solutions of generators allow only control of 
repeating (oscillation) frequency (f0) by change of resistor 
value [25]-[31]. Biolek et al. [25] presented interesting simple 
solutions generating non-harmonic signal. Generator employs 
one CDTA, grounded capacitor and three resistors. De 
Marcellis et al. [26] utilized two CCIIs, six resistors and 
floating capacitor. Solution presented by Chien et al. [27] 
requires two differential voltage current conveyors (DVCCs) 
[1], three resistors and control of duty cycle is also allowed. 
Almashary et al. [28] presented generator based on two CCIIs, 
three resistors and two capacitors. Pal et al. [29] employed two 
CCIIs, three resistors and floating capacitor. Two current 
feedback operational amplifiers (CFOAs) [1] were used in 
solution presented by Saque et al. [30] where four resistors and 
floating capacitor are required. Minaei et al. [31] used similar 
way based on CFOAs and DVCCs. Engagement of two 
operational transresistance amplifiers (OTRAs), three resistors 
and one floating capacitor was shown by Lo et al. [32]. 

Possibilities of direct electronic control were also studied. 
Interesting solutions were presented quite recently. The perfect 
example of design and theoretical background was given by 
Chung et al. [33] where three transconductors (OTAs) [1] and 
two resistors are sufficient for control of repeating frequency 
and also duty cycle by DC bias currents of transconductors, 
similarly Siripruchyanun et al. [34]. Some solutions were 
designed with current-mode outputs. Kumbun et al. [35] used 
two multiple output through transconductance amplifiers (MO-
CTTAs) only to realize generator tuneable by bias currents. 
Two multiple output current controlled current differencing  
transconductance amplifiers (MO-CCCDTAs) are also suitable 

Research described in the paper was supported by Czech Science
Foundation projects under No. 102/09/1681 and by internal grant No. FEKT-
S-11-13. The support of the project CZ.1.07/2.3.00/20.0007 WICOMT,
financed from the operational program Education for competitiveness, is
gratefully acknowledged. The described research was performed in
laboratories supported by the SIX project; the registration number
CZ.1.05/2.1.00/03.0072, the operational program Research and Development
for Innovation. 
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for discussed purposes as shown by Silapan et al. [36] and 
Sristakul et al. [37]. 

Our contribution has advantages of simple circuitry, low 
number of active and passive elements and simple electronic 
control by current gain in comparison to many discussed 
solutions. 

 
a) 

 
b) 

B

VSETB

p w

z

VCA810EL2082

CG-CDVA

A

VSETA

v  
c) 

Figure 1.  Proposed controlled gain current and differential voltage amplifier 
(CG-CDVA): a) symbol, b) behavioral, c) possible behavioral implementation 

employing commercially available devices. 

II. CONTROLLED GAIN CURRENT AND DIFFERENTIAL 
VOLTAGE AMPLIFIER 

We identified lack of the voltage gain controllability in 
many recently introduced active elements [1] and find 
similarity of our approach to some discussed elements, of 
course without possibility of voltage gain control or even 
without any control. The most similar active elements are: so-
called current differencing differential input buffered amplifier 
(CDDIBA), current differencing differential input differential 
output buffered amplifier (CDDIDOBA), current differencing 
operational amplifier (CDOA) and current voltage differential 
input buffered amplifier (CVDIBA). All discussed elements are 
based on two partial sections (current differencing unit [1], [25] 
and differential output voltage buffer in most cases). The 
similarity of our solution to above discussed elements consists 
of using of voltage differencing input of second section of 
active element. Nevertheless, the rest of significant characters 
is different. We utilized only one current input terminal p (not 
current differencing unit, which utilizing two ports), auxiliary 
terminal (output of section of current amplifier) z, auxiliary 
terminal v (voltage terminal) and output terminal w. Two 
supplementary terminals VSETA and VSETB provide voltage 

control of parameters (current gain B and voltage gain A). 
Similar element, so-called controlled gain current and voltage 
amplifier (CG-CVA), was firstly discussed in [38]. However, 
the name for this modification was not clear and therefore we 
called this device as the controlled gain current and differential 
voltage amplifier (CG-CDVA). Discussed active element is 
shown in Fig. 1. Basic principle of operation is obvious: input 
current is amplified by controllable current gain - Ip.B = Iz and 
through impedance connected to terminal z transferred to 
voltage output as amplified difference (Vv-Vz).A = Vw. 

III. PROPOSED TRIANGLE AND SQUARE WAVE GENERATOR 
Key block of the whole generator is comparator with 

hysteresis (so-called Schmitt trigger [33]). Our active element 
has capabilities to realize the comparator using controllable 
voltage amplifier section without necessity of any additional 
resistor, see Fig. 2. 

 
Figure 2.  Comparator with hysteresis (partial section of CG-CDVA). 

A positive feedback causes operation of output at two 
saturation levels (±Vo_sat) defined by catalogue parameters 
(between ±1.3 to ±1.8 V) [39]. Relation between input 
threshold voltages (marked as ±Vi) and output saturation ±Vo_sat 
level has form: 
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High gain A means equality of Vo (referencing value) to Vi 
causing turnover of Vo from −Vo_sat to +Vo_sat respectively. 
Equation )1(210 +−= SETAVA  [39] between voltage gain A and 
control voltage VSETA is valid and allows adjusting of gain from 
-40 to 40 dB (0.01x to 100x) by negative DC voltage changed 
from 0 to −2 V [39]. DC transfer characteristics of the 
comparator with hysteresis for selected gains A are shown in 
Fig. 3. However, term A/(A−1) is valid only in ideal case and is 
subject to significant inaccuracy. Therefore, very accurate 
calculations require knowledge of DC transfer characteristic 
shown in Fig. 3. 

Triangle and square wave generator based on CG-CDVA is 
depicted in Fig. 4. Maximal current through capacitor is 
proportional (1/R) to value limited by VSQ = ±Vo_sat and current 
gain B of current amplifier section. Linear dynamical range of 
current amplifier is sufficient and current limitation occurs at 
higher level than saturation limitation of Vo (voltage amplifier) 
because current gain is quite low (units) and dynamical range 
of current amplifier is very favorable therefore it influences 
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charging of C minimally. Maximal current limitation is given 
by: 

BI
R

V
I duty

SQ
C ⎟⎟

⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
+±=max_ ,   (2) 

where voltage limitation given by saturation level can be found 
above ±1 V [39] and highly depends on A (1). 
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A  = 100 (V SETA = - 2 V)

A  = 10 (V SETA = - 1.5 V)

A  = 1 (V SETA = - 1.0 V)

 
Figure 3.  Simulated DC transfer characteristics of the comparator with 

hysteresis (Schmitt trigger) based on partial section of CG-CDVA. 
 

 
a) 

 
b) 

Figure 4.  Simple triangle and square generator using CG-CDVA: 
a) proposed circuit, b) output waveforms, time sections and thresholds. 

The change of voltage across the capacitor increases linearly 
from −VC_max to +VC_max (reference voltage thresholds of the 
comparator) respectively: 

max_max_max_ 2)( CCCC VVVV =−−+=Δ .  (3) 
where difference between VC and VSQ is given by equation (1): 

( )satoC V
A

AV _max_
1 ∓⎟
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⎝
⎛ −=± .  (4) 

Output square wave voltage changes between saturation levels 
of output of comparator: 

satosatosatoSQ VVVV ___ 2)( =−−+=Δ .  (5) 

Therefore we can generalize (3)-(5) to: 
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It is very easy to derive equation for repeating frequency (f0) 
because voltage across capacitor increases or decreases linearly 
between ±VC_max limits all the time. Charging and discharging 
intervals (Fig. 4b) can be derived from following expressions 
by help of (2) as: 
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Both intervals are given by: 
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Repeating frequency and duty cycle have forms: 
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Theoretical limits of Iduty (D = 0;100%) are ±Vo_sat/R. Repeating 
frequency is controllable without affect on duty cycle. Equation 
(11) simplifies to following form for D = 50% without DC 
current source (Iduty = 0): 
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Repeating frequency is controllable by current gain B directly 
driven by VSETB [40]. 

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 
Preliminary simulation results were given by PSpice 

program with macromodels of current-mode multiplier EL2082 
[40] (classified as obsolete by manufacturer but available and 
sufficient for preliminary behavioral modeling) and voltage 
controllable amplifier VCA810 [39], that were used for 
behavioral modeling of CG-CDVA element. Parameters of 
design of the generator are following: R = 390 + 95 Ω (intrinsic 
resistance of current input of EL2082 [40]), C = 100 pF + 6 pF 
(parasitic [39], [40]), B = 1 (VSETB = 1 V), A = 10 (VSETA = -
1.5 V), D = 50% (Iduty = 0 mA), term A/(A−1) ≈ 1 in 
accordance with Fig. 3. 

 
Figure 5.  Simulated transient responses of both output voltages. 

Discussed design was focused on application in frequency band 
of units of MHz. Ideal calculation of repeating frequency 
(including 95 Ω of intrinsic resistance [40]) achieves 
f0 = 4.863 MHz. Simulated value of f0 was 4.820 MHz. 
Simulated transient responses of both outputs are depicted in 
Fig. 5. Simulations provided value of ±Vo_sat equal to ±1.15 V.  

 
Figure 6.  Simulated transient responses for three different values of 

repeating frequency and current gain B. 

Proposed oscillator has also very favorable adjustable 
features, i.e. electronic control of repeating frequency is very 
simple (11). We tested adjusting of current gain B in range 
from 0.1 to 2.7 (VSETB between 0.1 to 3 V) and repeating 
frequency was adjusted from 0.56 MHz to 11.39 MHz. 
Corresponding results are in Fig. 6 where waveforms for three 
selected discrete frequencies (three values of B) are shown. 

Dependence of repeating frequency on current gain B and 
control voltage VSETB is presented in Fig. 7. Important 
difference between ideal and simulated trace for higher gain B 
is caused by nonlinear dependence of current gain on VSETB and 
finite frequency features of used VCA810 (GBW trace does 
not stay flat perfectly for frequencies above 10 MHz [39], and 
impact of finite slew rate is also very important). 
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Figure 7.  Dependence of repeating frequency on control voltage VSETB and 

current gain B. 
 

An example of operation with different duty cycle 
(D = 25%) is shown in Fig. 8, for f0 = 3.528 MHz.  

 

Figure 8.  Simulated transient responses of non-asymmetric ramps. 

Amplitudes of produced signals in dependence on repeating 
frequency are shown in Fig. 9.  
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Figure 9.  Dependences of output amplitudes on repeating frequency. 

V. CONCLUSION 
Novel adjustable active element which combines two ways 

of control (current and voltage gain) was introduced and its 
behavioral model discussed. A simple application example of 
advantageous features of proposed active element was 
discussed and analyzed in detail. Proposed generator offers 
very simple circuitry, minimal number of active and passive 
elements and simple electronic control by DC voltage. Range 
of repeating frequency control wider than 10 MHz was 
obtained by simulations with suitable behavioral model of 
proposed active element employing commercially available 
devices. It confirms workability of circuit and validity of 
theoretical assumptions. Future work supposes proposal of 
CMOS structure of CG-CDVA and additional tests. 
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a b s t r a c t

This paper introduces interesting active element and its application in the field of square and triangular
wave generators. Active element, so-called Z-Copy Controlled Gain Voltage Differencing Current
Conveyor (ZC-CG-VDCC), has availability of three mutually independently and electronically adjustable
parameters (transconductance, intrinsic resistance of the current input terminal and current
gain between two terminals) that are very popular for control of applications today. In addition,
a proposed device utilizes very useful z-copy (additional auxiliary terminal) features and two
terminals providing voltage difference. All mentioned features are beneficial in mixed-mode circuit
synthesis and design of adjustable applications (active filters, oscillators, generators, modulators, etc.).
Electronically adjustable properties of the device are involved in the design of an adjustable generator.
The generator provides voltage- and current-mode square wave outputs that can be also used for
differential square wave output when very simply modified. Application of the generator in simple pulse
width modulator (PWM) is also introduced. A detailed analysis and Spice simulation results are given
and main features of the circuits are compared to electronically controllable solutions of recent
development in this field.

& 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Applications of electronically controllable active elements [1] in
the field of signal generation allow interesting benefits such as:
simple controllability of oscillation/repeating frequency, indepen-
dent control of oscillation condition, control of output amplitudes
(or ratios of amplitudes), duty cycle control, etc. by electronically
adjustable parameter that is controlled externally by DC bias
current or voltage [1]. We focused our attention on electronically
controllable functional (triangular and square wave) generator
with differential square wave outputs in this work because square
wave signals are important in many analog and digital commu-
nication subsystems (clock generators, pulse width modulators,
DC–DC converters, TTL and CMOS logic, etc.). Differential outputs
are beneficial mainly in low-voltage technologies (output level
rapidly decreases with decreasing power supply voltage – even
tens of mV in some cases) due to availability of two-times higher
output level and lower additional common-mode distortion and
better noise immunity. Table 1 compares several recently reported
solutions of generators [2–11]. We focused our overview on

electronically controllable solutions only. There are two ways of
understanding the number of active devices. Table 1 includes
solutions based on discrete active elements and also active
elements involving several (typically two) active subparts, in
Table 1 noted in separated columns.

Circuit presented in [2] allows differential triangle and square
wave outputs. However, circuit requires two active elements based
on composition of two subparts used in frame of the voltage
differencing buffered/inverted amplifiers (VDBA/VDIBA). There-
fore, solution presented here seems to be simpler. Chung et al.
[3] utilizes three OTAs (controllable by bias currents), two
grounded resistors and capacitor. A number of active elements
(considered also subparts of our device) in [3] is also higher than
in our case. Very similar solution to [3] was also proposed by
Siripruchyanun et al. [4]. An approach presented by Kumbun et al.
[5] is based on two so-called multiple-output through transcon-
ductance amplifiers (MO-CTTAs) and grounded capacitor. These
MO-CCTAs are complemented by current follower with two inputs
having special features (Iinpþ¼� Iinp�) and output transconduc-
tance section. Therefore, our solution is less complex than realiza-
tion in [5]. Silapan et al. [6] and Sristakul et al. [7] also proposed
interesting solutions (similar to [5]), where two multiple-output
current controlled current differencing amplifiers (MO-CCCDTAs)
and grounded capacitor were used. The CDTA device is also based
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on two counterparts (current differencing unit and transconduc-
tance amplifier [1]). A very interesting solution was introduced by
Chien [8]. His generator utilizes two differential voltage current
conveyors (DVCCs), four passive elements and it is controllable by
passive elements and by DC control voltage (electronic control
was elaborated very precisely). Generator utilizing two current
conveyors was presented by Janecek et al. [9]. It has also capability
of electronic control but requires four passive elements and also
additional diodes, however control of duty cycle was not verified.
However, circuit offers differential square wave output. Circuit
discussed in [10] requires three commercially available devices
(so-called diamond transistor and two voltage controllable ampli-
fiers) and knowledge of dynamics of used active elements (inte-
grator and comparator). Quite simple solution, introduced in [11],
was also designed by using of the active element that combines
internal subsections (adjustable current amplifier). Unfortunately,
generator does not have capability of current and differential
square wave output.

Discussed solutions in Table 1 have some drawbacks:

1) too many passive elements [8,9];
2) too many active elements [3,4,10];
3) not proposed/designed duty cycle control [5–7,9];
4) differential square wave output not available [3–8,10,11];
5) current and voltage square wave output not available simulta-

neously [3,11].

We can see (Table 1) that many drawbacks of recently reported
types are removed in our solution based on so-called Z-Copy
Controlled Gain Voltage Differencing Current Conveyor (ZC-CG-
VDCC). Simple VDCC was firstly reported in [1]. So-called differ-
ential difference current conveyor (DDCC) [1,12,13] or DVCC [1,8]
implements very similar types of voltage and current transfer
relations. However, no electronic control of basic CMOS structure
is directly possible, as will be discussed in the following section.
Despite the fact that internal structure of presented ZC-CG-VDCC is

Table 1
Comparison of important electronically controllable generators from available literature.

References No. of
passive
elements

No. of
active
elements

Abbreviation
of active
element

Internal
subsections

Type of control (DC V – DC
bias voltage; DC I – DC bias
current)

Duty cycle
control
available

Current and voltage
output of square wave
available

Differential
square wave
outputs available

Type of output
signals (current
or voltage)

[2] 3 2 DO-VDBA, FB-
VDBA

OTAþVBþVI DC I Yes Yes Yes voltageþcurrent

[3] 3 3 OTA - DC I Yes No No Voltage
[4] 3 3 OTA - DC I Yes No No Voltage
[5] 1 2 MO-CTTA sCAþOTA DC I N/A N/A N/A Current
[6] 1 2 MO-CCCDTA CDUþOTA DC I N/A N/A N/A Current
[7] 1 2 MO-CCCCTA CCIIþOTA DC I N/A N/A N/A Current
[8] 4 2 DVCC – DC V Yes No N/A Voltage
[9] 4 2 CCIIþUCCþ4

diodes
– DC V N/A N/A Yes Voltage

[10] 2 3 2x
VCAþDTþVB

– DC V Yes No No Voltage

[11] 2 1 CG-CDVA aCAþDVCA DC V Yes No No Voltage
Proposed 3 1 ZC-CG-VDCC OTAþECCII DC I Yes Yes Yes voltageþcurrent

Notes:
VB – voltage buffer; VI – voltage inverter; aCA – adjustable current amplifier; sCA current amplifier with special input features; CDU – current differencing unit; CCII –
current conveyor of second generation; UCC – universal current conveyor; VCA – voltage controllable amplifier; DVCA – differential input voltage controllable amplifier;
DVCC – differential voltage current conveyor; DT- diamond transistor;
DO-VDBA – dual output voltage differencing buffered amplifier;
FB-VDBA – fully balanced voltage differencing buffered amplifier
MO-CTTA – multiple output current through transconductance amplifier
MO-CCCDTA – multiple output current controlled current differencing transconductance amplifier
MO-CCCCTA – multiple output current controlled current conveyor transcoductance amplifier
CG-CDVA – controlled gain current and differential voltage amplifier
N/A – information is not available or verified

Fig. 1. Z-copy controlled gain voltage differencing current conveyor (ZC-CG-VDCC): (a) behavioral model based on controlled sources and (b) conception of behavioral sub-
block.
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very complex, the solutions of generators discussed in [5–7] also
require two active elements, which already combine at least two
elementary building sub-blocks. Therefore, generator utilizing only
one ZC-CG-VDCC seems to be simpler and more flexible from the
controllable features point of view. Our solution offers similar

benefits as some of the previously reported circuits, but in addition
it allows current output of square wave signal as well, which (after
transformation to voltage through resistor) can be useful for
differential (symmetrical) purposes.

Fig. 2. Proposed CMOS structure of ZC-CG-VDCC element (VDD¼�VSS¼1 V).

Table 2
Selected important features of the ZC-CG-VDCC CMOS model.

Controllable parameters

parameter tested range of adjusting

current gain Izp,n/Ix (B [-]) 0.36–3.76 (Iset_B¼100 μA – 20 μA), BW¼39–73 MHz
transconductance Iz_TA, zc_TA/Vp (gm [μS]) 255–1919 (Iset_gm¼10 μA – 150 μA), BW¼209–505 MHz
intrinsic resistance Vx/Ix (Rx [kΩ]) 2.53–0.451 (Iset_Rx¼10 μA – 150 μA)

Other DC performances (Iset_gm¼ Iset_Rx¼ Iset_B¼100 μA)
parameter value
Vz_TA/Vx [-] 0.98
Rp, n [Ω] 1E20
R7z_TA, zc_TA [kΩ] 34.6
Rx [Ω] 533
Rzp [kΩ] 55.0
Rzn [kΩ] 53.1

Other AC performances (Iset_gm¼ Iset_Rx¼ Iset_B¼100 μA)
parameter value
R7z_TA (Rzc_TA) [kΩ] 4 35 for Iset_gmr100 μA (fo10 MHz)
Rzp, Rzn [kΩ] 4 50 for Iset_Br100 μA (fo1 MHz)
Cp, n [fF] 30
C7z_TA, Czc_TA [fF] 110
Czp [fF] 120
Czn [fF] 190

Fig. 3. ZC-CG-VDCC-based triangle and square wave generator.

Table 3
Design parameters of the generator.

C¼40 pF
Rc¼5 kΩ
R¼1 kΩ
Rx¼1 kΩ (Iset_Rx¼34 μA)
gm¼1 mS (Iset_gm¼54 μA)
B¼1 (Iset_B¼81 μA)

Fig. 4. DC characteristic of the comparator as part of ZC-CG-VDCC.
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Organization of this work is following: Section 1 explains the
reasons for presented development and features (and comparison) of
several important hitherto published solutions. Basic behavior of the
proposed active device is explained in Section 2. Section 3 introduces
and investigates design of a generator based on ZC-CG-VDCC in
detail, including graphical simulation results (step-by-step for better
understanding of principle) and simple experimental test. Concluding
remarks and overall summarization of obtained results are given in
Section 4.

2. Z-copy controlled gain voltage differencing current
conveyor (ZC-CG-VDCC)

ZC-CG-VDCC is multi-terminal active device with three types of
electronic control (three adjustable parameters of the active element
are available and controllable mutually independently). Behavior of
the model of ZC-CG-VDCC is shown in Fig. 1. In fact, there are two
functional parts: operational transconductance amplifier (OTA) [1,14]
followed by electronically controllable current conveyor of second
generation (ECCII) [1,15–19]. The OTA has typical adjustable para-
meter referred as transconductance (gm) [14]. The ECCII part offers
typically one adjustable parameter: current input intrinsic resistance
(Rx) [15] of terminal X or current gain between X and Z terminals (B)
[16,17]. Rarely, these two parameters are adjustable in frame of
one active device [18–21]. All discussed parameters (gm, Rx, B) are
controllable by DC bias currents (Iset_gm, Iset_Rx, Iset_B). Our proposal
combines all available ways of control in one compact solution that
offers differential voltage input terminals (p, n), current input
terminal (X), auxiliary high-impedance terminal (z_TA) and its direct
copy (zc_TA) [1] and two high-impedance current outputs (zp, zn).

A composition of two active elements in one structure means
an additional complication in some point of view (realization from
discrete components). However, standard CMOS VLSI design is
beneficial for these and similar approaches to electronically con-
trollable active elements, because design and realization is quite
simple and increasing complexity of the active device is not so
significant. Fig. 2 shows proposed CMOS structure [26] (aspect
ratios in μm/μm units of transistors are included directly in Fig. 2).

Eqs. (1–5) from [14,22–24] define behavior of this structure.
Ideal relation between terminal voltages and currents is:

Iz_TA ¼ Izc_TA ¼ Vp�Vn
� �

gm; ð1Þ

Fig. 5. DC transfer characteristic of the transfer between Vz_TA and Vx (R¼1 kΩ).

Fig. 6. Simulated corners of DC transfer characteristic required for explanation of
integrator functionality and exact determination of repeating frequency.

Fig. 7. Transient responses of currents and voltages thru/on important passive elements/nodes and parts (generator is running).
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where

gm ¼ 2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Iset_gmKPn

WM1;2

LM1;2

s
: ð2Þ

Multiplication by current mirrors causes two time higher out-
put current (constant 2 in Eq. (2)) of the OTA section in Fig. 2.
Control of the both remaining parameters is focused on ECCII part
as:

Vx ¼ Vz_TAþRxIx; ð3Þ
where

Rx ¼
1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

Iset_RxKPnðWM11;12=LM11;12Þ
p

þ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Iset_RxKPpðWM13;14=LM13;14Þ

p ;

ð4Þ
and

Izp ¼ � Izn ¼ BU Ix; ð5Þ

where B¼NIb2/(2Iset_B)ffi Ib2/Iset_B (see Fig. 2). Technological con-
stants KPn, KPp are given differently for specific technology (in our
case: KPn¼170.4 μA/V2 and KPp¼35.7 μA/V2 [25] for CMOS TSMC
LO EPI 0.18 μm technology). All parameters (bias currents/current
sources) in Eqs. (1)–(5) are noted in Fig. 2. Parameters, ranges of

control and other features (AC, DC, dynamics, time domain …) of
proposed ZC-CG-VDCC CMOS model are given in [26,27]. Some of
them are summarized in Table 2.

3. Adjustable functional generator

Proposed ZC-CG-VDCC is also applicable in triangle and square
wave (functional) generator by very simply way. The circuit is
shown in Fig. 3 and it provides also current output of square wave
signal. OTA part of the VDCC serves as Schmitt comparator [3,28]
with hysteresis (parameters of the hysteresis window of the
comparator are adjustable by transconductance gm and Iset_gm)
and ECCII part forms loss-less integrator with electronically
adjustable time constant set by B.

A detailed explanation of principle is supplemented by design
steps. The parameters of our design are summarized in Table 3.

The transconductance section with Rc forms Schmitt trigger
(comparator), where ideal relation between thresholds and output

Fig. 8. Modification of the generator having possibility of duty cycle control.

Fig. 9. Available output transient responses VSQ, ISQ and VTR.

Fig. 10. Example of the tuning of the generator for two discrete values of B.
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levels has form:

7VSQ_ maxffi8VTR_ max:k¼ 8VTR_ max
gmRC

gmRC�1

� �
; ð6Þ

which gives 7VSQ_ maxffi8VTR_ max1:25. Starting information is
saturation output voltage of the comparator. This voltage achieves
two saturation corners 7VSQ_max that are given by VSQ_ max ¼
2Iset_gmRC . The constant 2 comes from current multiplication
by current mirrors in OTA section (Fig. 2). Expected value is VSQ_max

¼ 2 � 54e-6 � 5e3 ¼ 0.54 V. In accordance with (6), we can
calculate estimated value of VTR_max¼0.54/1.25¼0.43 V. The dyna-
mical characteristic of the comparator is depicted in Fig. 4.

Inaccuracy of thresholds and saturation corners is caused by
parasitic voltage offset. Additionally, Rc is smaller than 5 kΩ
because node of z_TA has DC resistance (internal parameters of
CMOS model of VDCC) Rz_TAE50 kΩ (for Iset_gm¼54 μA). There-
fore, overall value of the resistance in the node is smaller
(E4.55 kΩ and k¼1.28).

We can use limited dynamical ranges of active element or its
subsection as advantages. It seems to be a good idea for generator
design, because this application is nonlinear in general principle. The
voltage at z_TA terminal is the same as VSQ and because for CCII in

internal structure of VDCC it is valid that Vz_TA¼VxþVRx. Therefore, we
can state that Ix¼ IR

/ ¼(VxþVRx)/R/, where R/¼RþRx or also Ix¼ IR¼Vx/
R. However, it is valid only if voltage VSQ_max is found in linear range of
Vx¼ f(Vz_TA) characteristic, see Fig. 5 (for R¼1 kΩ).

Input voltage VSQ_max (input voltage in integrator point of view)
is in saturation corner of voltage buffer between Vz_TA and Vx

terminal of conveyor part of VDCC (we suppose theoretically
VSQ_max¼0.54 V at the output of comparator) and voltage at
X terminal is near to 200 mV. This setting was ensured by the
intended design of comparator to high output voltage (higher than
linear range of Vx). This fact also defines current Ix, which is also
out of linear range (Ix_max¼Vx_max/R¼0.2/1.103¼200 μA) of char-
acteristic Izp (or Izn)¼ f(Ix). Maximal saturation current limit of IC
(capacitor) is defined by current sources Ib1 in CMOS model
(Fig. 2), in fact Ib1.B (where Ib1 in Fig. 2 has value 100 μA) [26].
We can observe this behavior also in Fig. 6. The maximal current IC
charging the working capacitor is directly determined by Ib1.B.

We can determine equations for both half periods (in our case
in Fig. 3) as:

2VTR_ max

T1
¼ IC_ max

C
; ð7Þ

Fig. 11. Tuning of the generator: (a) repeating frequency vs. current gain and
(b) output amplitudes in dependence on repeating frequency.

Fig. 12. Transient response for f0 adjusting with D¼80%: (a) triangle wave and
(b) square wave.
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2VTR_ max

T2
¼ � IC_ max

C
; ð8Þ

where

T1 ¼
2VTR_ maxC
IC_ max

ffi2VTR_ maxC
Ib1B

; ð9Þ

T2 ¼
2VTR_ maxC
� IC_ max

ffi2VTR_ maxC
� � Ib1Bð Þ ; ð10Þ

and overall period is

T ¼ T1þT2 ¼
4VTR_ maxC

Ib1B
: ð11Þ

Repeating frequency can be expressed as:

f 0 ¼
Ib1B

4VTR_ maxC
¼ Ib1B
4 Iset_gm2RC=k
� �

C
; ð12Þ

where k means real ratio of both produced amplitudes. The
simulated results for above discussed design parameters are in
Fig. 7. The results presented in Fig. 7 are important for further
discussion. The results in Fig. 7 support validity of Eq. (12) and

further presumptions (Fig. 5) for design parameters. Repeating
frequency f0 calculated by help of VTR_max¼0.35 V (also observable
in Fig. 9 where amplitude of triangle wave is 2�VTR_max) has value
1.776 MHz and f0 calculated from the right side of Eq. (12) has value
1.628 MHz. Simulation provided f0¼1.7 MHz.

Proposed generator can be modified for duty cycle (D) control.
Modification of circuit includes DC current Id connected to the
node of capacitor and it causes offset of current IC and therefore
allows driving of the duty cycle. Modified version in Fig. 8 has both
time intervals and repeating period as follows:

T1 ¼
2VTR_ maxC
IC_ max

¼ 2VTR_ maxC
Ib1Bþ Id

; ð13Þ

T2 ¼
2VTR_ maxC
� IC_ max

¼ 2VTR_ maxC
Ib1B� Id

; ð14Þ

T ¼ T1þT2 ¼
4VTR_ maxIb1BC

Ib1Bþ Idð Þ Ib1B� Idð Þ; ð15Þ

and repeating frequency has then the following form:

f 0 ¼
1
T
¼ Ib1B 1þðId=Ib1BÞ

� �
1−ðId=Ib1BÞ
� �

4VTR_ maxC
≅
Ib1B 1þðId=Ib1BÞ

� �
1−ðId=Ib1BÞ
� �

k
4 2Iset_gmRC
� �

C
;

ð16Þ
where k is amplitude relation (6) between VSQ_max and VTR_max.
The ratio k can be used as a result of approximate Eq. (6) or as real
ratio of produced signal amplitudes. The duty cycle is defined as:

D¼ T1

T
¼ 1
2

1−
Id
Ib1B

� �
¼ 0 : 5 1−nð Þ; ð17Þ

where parameter n¼ Id/Ib1B represents relation between duty cycle
and repeating frequency. Limits of Id (and also D) are theoretically
restricted to maximal value given by 7 Ib1B. Available setting of
the repeating frequency independently on duty cycle is also
possible if matching condition of constant ratio n keeps fulfilled
(Id¼(1–2D)Ib1B). Repeating frequency can also be rewritten to
simplified form:

f 0 ¼
Ib1B 1�Dð ÞDk
2Iset_gmRCC

: ð18Þ

A possibility of simple control f0 independently of D also by
Iset_gm is obvious. However, such adjusting (gm) also changes level
of produced amplitudes, see (6).

The simulation results of available output signals are in Fig. 9
for D¼50%. Tuning of the generator is documented in Fig. 10, for
two discrete values of B¼1 and 3. Repeating frequency was 1.7 and
4.385 MHz. Simulated dependences of repeating frequency on B
and output amplitudes (peak-to-peak values) on repeating fre-
quency are in Fig. 11. Simulations prove that repeating frequency is

Fig. 13. Transient response for f0 adjusting with D¼20%: (a) triangle wave and
(b) square wave.

Fig. 14. Generator providing symmetrical (differential) square wave output (VSQþ , VSQ�).
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tunable approximately from 1 MHz to 4.385 MHz for B adjusted
between 0.5 and 3 (Iset_B¼93 μA, Iset_B¼37 μA). Expected range of
f0 is from 0.723 to 4.34 MHz, see Fig. 11a and b shows dependences
of output amplitudes on repeating frequency.

We also tested an operation for setting of two different
frequencies and constant duty cycle D¼80%. The source Id has to
provide DC current: Id ¼ Ib1B 1�2Dð Þ if independent control of f0
with differently set D is required. The results are in Fig. 12 (D was
78.5% in particular simulation). A similar test was provided for
ideal D¼20% (simulation as 20.6%), see Fig. 13.

The circuit in Fig. 3 offers differential voltage output if conver-
sion of ISQ current responses to voltage through resistor (addi-
tional Rc from zc_TA terminal – both equal values) is provided
(Fig. 14). It is very useful because it means two-times higher
amplitude for further application (beneficial mainly in low-voltage
and low-power solutions) and additional benefits like immunity to
common mode distortion and noises if symmetrical output is used.
Exemplary results (D¼50%, Id¼0) are shown in Fig. 15.

3.1. Simple experimental test

We have verified experimentally the proposed conception of
VDCC in non-tunable generator circuit based on concept presented
in Fig. 3. A model of the VDCC implemented in the generator was
based on diamond transistors (DT-s) [29,30] see Fig. 16. Voltage
buffers BUF1 and BUF2 were implemented using internal parts of
OPA660 [29] and BUF3 was external type BUF634 [31]. We used
RIGOL DS 1204B oscilloscope for measurement of transient
responses. Design parameters of the model are: RC¼4.7 kΩ,
Rx¼4.7 kΩ, gm¼1/Rd¼1 mS, and C¼100 pFþ8 pF parasitic capa-
citance (estimated from [29–31]). The repeating frequency was
calculated from:

f 0 ¼
VSQ

VTR

1
4RxC

¼ 1
4RxC

ðRC=RdÞ
ðRC=RdÞ�1

� �
ffi 1:27

4RxC
; ð19Þ

Fig. 15. Transient responses of differential square wave output for two selected frequencies.

Fig. 16. Behavioral model of the generator employing DT-s for preliminary
experimental tests.

Fig. 17. Measured transient responses of the triangle and square wave generator.
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and it provided the resulting repeating frequency 625 kHz. Mea-
surement results are in Fig. 17, where f0¼555 kHz was obtained.
Estimation (the first part of (19)) of repeating frequency from
produced amplitudes (VSQ, VTR) provides value of 583 kHz. The
results prove workability of the concept.

4. Pulse width modulator as exemplary application of the
designed generator

Functional generators providing triangular and square wave
outputs are applicable in many areas of signal processing, for
example as sources of clock timing, in pulse width modulators
(PWM), in serial sigma-delta converters, etc. We proposed the
following very simple pulse width modulator as very typical
example of utilization of triangular wave output of the generator.
Two ZC-CG-VDCCs are sufficient to provide simple PWM mod-
ulator, proposed solution is shown in Fig. 18. PWM generators are
very frequently used and very important for power supply sources
and converters (DC-DC, AC-DC) and high-efficient amplifiers (D
class for example).

Simple comparator without hysteresis was formed by input
OTA section of the ZC-CG-VDCC which is directly connected to the
current conveyor CCII input Y (z_TA). Thus, output response is
obtained after buffering by internal voltage buffer in frame of CCII
part (at x terminal). This terminal (output of the PWM) is
terminated by load resistance 1 kΩ. Unused terminals of the ZC-
CG-VDCCs are kept unconnected (open) or grounded. Values of
used passive elements are noted in figures (Fig. 18). Repeating
frequency of the generator was set as 4.385 MHz (C¼40 pF). The
rest of used constant values (bias currents) are noted in figures
including simulation results. The results of the PWM modulator in
Fig. 18 are shown in Fig. 19. We tested circuit in two situations:
(a) linear sweep of DC control voltage (Vcontrol) from �0.3 to 0.3 V
and (b) harmonic excitation (0.6 Vp-p, 100 kHz). Black traces show
the Vcontrol and the red colored traces represent output PWM
signals.

5. Conclusion

The details of designed generator are summarized in Table 4.
Our solution is useful for voltage- and current-mode signal proces-
sing, where square wave input signal is required. Simulations
confirmed analytical presumptions and expectations. Note that
functions of internal sections of ZC-CG-VDCC can be interchanged
(integrator is created by OTA and comparator by ECCII section, see
Fig. 1b) in order to obtain another solution of the generator. Simple
exemplary application of ZC-CG-VDCC in electronically controllable

Fig. 18. ZC-CG-VDCC-based pulse width modulator utilizing generator from Fig. 3.

Fig. 19. Results of the PWM simulation – solution from Fig. 18: (a) example of linear
sweep and (b) example of harmonic excitation.
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nonlinear circuits, as triangular and square wave generators is
shown. However, all controllable features of the device were not
fully engaged. Moreover, presented ZC-CG-VDCC offers interesting
features if all its controllable parameters are employed. It is useful
in reconfigurable and adjustable filters and harmonic signal gen-
eration [26,27].
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Table 4
Summarization of gained features from analysis and simulations.

No. of passive
elements

Repeating
frequency D¼50%

Range of
parameter
control

Frequency
range [MHz]

Output levels in single-ended
mode [VP-P] VTR/VSQ

Power consumption for
min. f0 [mW] D¼50%

Power consumption for
max. f0 [mW] D¼50%

Fig. 3a 3 f 0 ¼ Ib1B=4VTR_ maxC B 〈1; 3〉 Iset_B
〈81; 37〉 μA

1.0�4.385 0.78/1.10 6.28 4.94

a C¼40 pF, Rx¼1 kΩ (Iset_Rx¼34 μA), R¼1 kΩ, gm¼1 mS (Iset_gm¼54 μA)
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1Abstract—This paper deals with a very simple functional
generator employing single multi-terminal advanced active
device, so-called z-copy controlled gain voltage differencing
current conveyor (ZC-CG-VDCC). This active element offers
various inter-terminal relations and interesting possibilities of
multi-parameter electronic control, which are utilized to
control resulting application (triangular and square wave
generator). Simple pulse width modulator (PWM) based on two
ZC-CG-VDCCs is a further application example of presented
generator. Verification of expected behavior was performed by
simulation based on CMOS model of the ZC-CG-VDCC and
also by lab measurement.

Index Terms—Electronic control, functional generator,
multiple-terminal advanced active element, PWM, voltage
differencing current conveyor, ZC-CG-VDCC.

I. INTRODUCTION

Advanced or special active elements [1] are useful in
circuit synthesis and design from many substantial reasons.
First of all, they dispose of various interesting terminal
relations [1] useful for simplification of circuit synthesis of
standard, advanced or special applications. The next
beneficial feature of advanced active elements consists in
direct independent electronic control of several parameters
included in frame of active device, for example [2]–[5].
Common active elements for circuit design (operational
amplifiers for example) realize only one and very simple
signal operation (Vout = (V+ – V–).A, where A → ∞) [6], [7]
without possibility of electronic control of its parameter(s) in
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many cases. Beneficial features of advanced active elements
can be also used in the design of functional generators.

Electronically controllable functional (triangular and
square wave) generators are widely employed in many
analog and digital communication subsystems (clock
generation, pulse width modulation, TTL or CMOS logic,
DC-DC, AC-DC converters, etc.) [6], [7].

Operational transconductance amplifiers (OTA) [1], [8]
were the first active elements that were very suitable for
design of generators.

II. DISCUSSION OF RELATED RESEARCH

Siripruchyanun et al. [9] and Chung et al. [10] proposed a
generator based on three adjustable OTAs and three passive
elements. Three commercially available active elements
were utilized in solution presented in [11], where electronic
controllability of the solution was the main contribution.

Another solution employing two (indivisible to sub-
blocks) active elements and four passive elements was
reported by Janecek et al. [12]. However, his work does not
focuses on electronic controllability. Chien [13] proposed a
generator based on two differential voltage current
conveyors (DVCCs) that are multi-terminal active elements,
and four passive elements.

Kumbun et al. [14] starts with utilization of electronically
controllable active elements with active subsections. Their
active element, referred to as multiple-output through
transconductance amplifiers (MO-CTTA) employs current
amplifier with special input feature (sCA) and OTA. Two
MO-CTTA are required for construction of the generator.
The same number of active devices is required for
generators presented by Silapan et al. [15]. Silapan et al.
[15] used two multiple-output current controlled current
differencing amplifiers (MO-CCCDTAs) which consist of
current differencing unit (CDU) [1], [16], [17] and OTA
subsections. A solution presented by Srisakul [18] is based
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on multiple-output current controlled current conveyor
transconductance amplifier (MO-CCCCTA) where current
controlled current conveyor of second generation (CCCII)
[1], [19], [20] and OTA create subsections.

Two active elements are sufficient for construction of a
functional generator presented in [21], where dual-output
voltage differencing buffered amplifier (DO-VDBA) and
fully balanced voltage differencing amplifier (FB-VDBA)
were employed. These elements are created by internal
subsections in a form of operational transconductance
amplifier and voltage buffer (VB) or voltage inverter (VI).
The proposed generator allows differential outputs of both
generated responses.

Single active element, so-called controlled gain current
and differential voltage amplifier (CG-CDVA) is sufficient
for construction of the generator presented in [22]. Active
devices consist of adjustable current amplifier (aCA) and
adjustable differential voltage amplifier (DVCA)
subsections.

Therefore, a solution of generator, introduced in this
paper, offers some significant improvements. Employed
active element is not complex and only one element is
enough in order to form the generator. Number of external
passive elements is decreased to only one grounded
capacitor and both signals (square and triangle wave) are
available in both voltage and current form. Moreover,
functions of our solution are experimentally verified in order
to prove the correctness of our concept.

III. ACTIVE ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

Z-copy Controlled Gain Voltage Differencing Current
Conveyor (ZC-CG-VDCC) is an active device covering high
variability of terminal relations and controllable parameters
itself that is highly beneficial for many applications. A
detailed principle is discussed in [4] and [5], where we can
find also internal CMOS structure that was used for
simulations also in this paper. Therefore, we provide only
brief explanation of ideal behavior of this multi-terminal
active element. Simplified behavioral block model is shown
in Fig. 1. In fact, ZC-CG-VDCC is interconnection of two
main sub-blocks: OTA and electronically controllable
current conveyor of second generation (ECCII) [1]–[3].

Fig. 1. Behavioral sub-block model of the ZC-CG-VDCC.

Behavior of model in Fig. 1 is defined by:

 _ _ ,z TA zc TA p n mI I V V g   (1)

_ ,x z TA x xV V R I  (2)

,zp zn xI I B I    (3)

where controllable parameters are transconductance (gm)
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and current gain B

2 2

_ _
.

2
b b

set B set B

NI I
B

I I
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Parameters Iset_gm, Iset_RX, Iset_B, Ib2 are values of internal
bias sources of the CMOS structure, WM and LM are
dimensions of used transistors and KP are transconductance
parameters for used fabrication technology (for more details
see [5]).

IV. FUNCTIONAL GENERATOR

The proposed generator in Fig. 2 is formed by two parts:
integrator and comparator (Schmitt trigger). We can form
these subparts very simply by internal sections of the ZC-
CG-VDCC (integrator = capacitor + OTA section,
comparator = ECCII section). Square wave is available also
in form of current flowing from zc_TA terminal.

Fig. 2. Triangle and square wave generator based on ZC-CG-VDCC.

A part of the comparator (input z_TA, output zp) has the
following principle. The highest current gain in structure of
ZC-CG-VDCC has theoretical maximum limited to Bmax ≈ 4
[4], [5] for very low DC bias current Iset_B. Voltage transfer
between z_TA and zn terminals has ideal formula

_

1 ,
1

zn

z TA

V B
V B





(7)
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where transfer has character of unity gain voltage amplifier
for B < 1. In case of B ≥ 1, this part of active element
behaves as comparator with hysteresis [10]. Direct copy of
current IX (in saturation given by Ib1 = 100 A in [5])
multiplied by gain B is available at terminal zp. Voltage at
this terminal is in saturation corner without load resistance.
Between zn and z_TA terminals unity gain (7) still persists,
therefore threshold input voltages are equal to saturation
corners Vzn/zn_sat (approximately 0.8 V to 0.9 V in our
case). Due to this fact, we can obtain equal amplitudes of
triangular and square wave response. This statement is valid
only for B ≥ 1 in real case.

Supposing equality of threshold and output level of the
repeating frequency is given (for 50 % duty cycle) as

_
0

_ max
,

2
set gm

TR

I
f

V C
 (8)

where VTR_max = VSQ_max and 2 in denominator comes from
current mirror ratio in CMOS structure [5]. The proposed
variant of the generator can also operate with different duty
cycle (D) than 50 %, see Fig. 3. Only one additional DC
current source is supplemented into the structure.

Fig. 3. Triangle and square wave generator with duty cycle control based
on ZC-CG-VDCC.

Using routine analysis, we obtain the following expression
for repeating frequency
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where n = Id/2Iset_gm and represents relation between D and
f0. (Id is theoretically limited to 2Iset_gm). Constant 2 is also
given by multiplication of current mirrors in OTA section in

frame of the ZC-CG-VDCC element (see [5]). Setting of D
independently of f0 is also possible for constant ratio
n = 2D−1 (Id = 2.Iset_gm(2D−1)). Accurate ratio of two DC
currents is quite easily available in IC design.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

A. Functional Generator
We obtained the following simulation results for

parameters: C = 40 pF, Rx = 1 k (Iset_Rx = 34 A), gm =
1 mS (Iset_gm = 54 A), B = 2 (Iset_B = 58 A). Transient
responses (VTR, VSQ) are given in Fig. 4 for theoretical
f0 = 0.844 MHz. The repeating frequency obtained from
simulation was 0.904 MHz. The triangle wave signal has
inverting polarity (consequence of inverting Schmitt trigger).
Tuning of the generator (Fig. 5) was verified from 109 kHz
to 1479 kHz by adjusting of Iset_gm from 5 A to 99 A (ideal
range of f0 control is 78 kHz−1 547 kHz). Range of the
adjusting is proportional to Iset_gm.

Fig. 4. Transient responses of the generator from Fig. 2 (VTR, VSQ).

Fig. 5. Dependence of the repeating frequency on DC bias current Iset_gm.

The results of exemplary f0 tuning for two different
frequencies and D = 30 % or 70 % (simulated as 29.7 % and
30.8 % or 66.9 % and 69.7 %) are given in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7.
Utilization of current output terminal zc_TA (resistive load at
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this terminal) allows to obtain differential voltage output of
the square wave that is useful in low-voltage and low power
applications, where voltage swing is very limited.

a)

b)
Fig. 6. Transient response for f0 adjusting with D = 30 %: a) triangle wave,
b) square wave.

a)

b)
Fig. 7. Transient response for f0 adjusting with D = 70 %: a) triangle wave,
b) square wave.

B. PWM Modulator
Pulse width modulator (PWM) [23] is both quite

important and typical application of the functional generator.
PWM modulators are frequently used in power supply
sources/converters (DC-DC, AC-DC) and high-efficient
audio amplifiers (D class) for example. We established the
following PWM modulator (Fig. 8) as a simple example of
utilization of the triangular wave output of the generator.
Two ZC-CG-VDCCs are sufficient to provide simple PWM
modulator employing low number of passive elements (one
R and one C only). Input OTA section of the ZC-CG-
VDCC2 which is directly connected to the current conveyor
CCII input Y (z_TA) forms simple comparator without
hysteresis. Output response is available after internal voltage
buffer in frame of CCII part (at X terminal).

VTR
zc_TAp

x

n

gm

zp
Rx

Rx

z_TA

zn

ZC-CG-VDCC

VPWM

RL

B

Vcontrol

(DC - PWM control)

2

0.904 MHz

40 pF

1 kΩ

zc_TAp
x

n

gm

zp

Rx

Rx

z_TA
zn

ZC-CG-VDCC

C

B

1

Fig. 8. A simple pulse width modulator based on two ZC-CG-VDCC.

Output of the PWM is terminated by load resistance 1 k
and rest of terminals (ZC-CG-VDCCs) was kept
unconnected or grounded. Configuration of the modulator
was set as: repeating frequency 0.904 MHz, C = 40 pF.
Additional parameters (bias currents) are noted in figures
including simulation results (Fig. 9). We tested system in
two situations: a) linear sweep of DC control voltage
(Vcontrol) from −0.8 V to 0.8 V and b) harmonic excitation
(1.1 Vp-p, 50 kHz).
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a)

b)
Fig. 9. Results of the PWM modulator simulation: a) example of linear
sweep, b) example of harmonic excitation.

VI. MEASUREMENT RESULTS

Triangle and square wave generator based on ZC-CG-
VDCC (Fig. 2) was implemented to be measured in lab.
Behavioral model of ZC-CG-VDCC consisting of
commercially available active devices was prepared for such
a reason. Prepared behavioral model is depicted in Fig. 10.
The subpart consisting of ECCII-1, ECCII-2, VB1, VB2 and
CF/I1 (CF/I – current follower and inverter) emulates overall
ECCII section in Fig. 1. The rest of blocks (VCA1, ECCII3,
CF/I2) represents OTA section in Fig. 1. Three adjustable
parameters [11], [24] of the basic model in Fig. 1 are
defined as: RX  Rj

//VSET_Rx, B  VSET_B and gm  VSET_gm/Rk
/.

Our model includes also additional parameter A (voltage
gain) that is suitable for further development of applications
(additional degree of freedom) that is available in relation
between Iz_TA (Izc_TA and Vp and Vn) as: (VpVnA)gm = Iz_TA =
Izc_TA, where A  10-2(V

SET_A
+1).

We used discussed behavioral model for verification of
proposed generator in Fig. 2. Supposing equality of
amplitudes of generated waveforms (VSQ_max = VTR_max),
approximate equation for f0 has it this case form

_
0 _ / .

4
SET gm

m
k

V
f

R C
 (11)

The equation (11) is different than previous derivations
because model in Fig. 10 only emulates behavior of the ZC-
CG-VDCC device and it has not exactly the same principle
of operation as CMOS model of ZC-CG-VDCC in [5].

Fig. 10. Behavioral model of ZC-CF-VDCC (concept from Fig. 1)
consisting of commercially available active devices.

As an example, transient responses of triangle and square
wave signals with D = 50 %, and f0 = 11.1 kHz
(VSET_gm = 0.04 V), f0 = 110 kHz (VSET_gm = 0.63 V) were
selected (Fig. 11) were obtained for C = 1 nF. Values of
other parameters and constants during tests are noted in the
following Fig. 12. Dependence of f0 on VSET_gm and
dependence of output levels (peak-to-peak) on f0 are shown
in Fig. 12. Validity of approximate equation (11) was
verified by measurement (Fig. 12) up to 80 kHz
(VSET_gm = 0.32 V). As obvious from the graph, further
increasing of VSET_gm causes problems with linearity of
transfer characteristics and problems with slew-rate.
Proposed behavioral model is obviously not suitable for high
frequency operation with large signal levels (it reaches
supply saturation corners in our case – see square waves in
the graph), due to existence of high impedance node with
large parasitic capacitance (frequency dependent impedance)
of node of VSQ, where terminals n and zp are interconnected.

a)
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b)
Fig. 11. Measured transient responses for f0 adjusting with D = 50 % of
the generator from Fig. 2 based on behavioral model in Fig. 10: a)
f0 = 11 kHz, b) f0 = 110 kHz.

a)

b)
Fig. 12. Measured dependences of: a) output levels on f0, b) f0 on VSET_gm.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Presented functional generator requires only one active

element and really low number of external passive elements
(one capacitor only) and moreover it provides outputs
(square and triangle wave) in both voltage and current form.
By utilizing CMOS model of the active device from [5] we
obtained very large adjustability range from 109 kHz to
1479 kHz by adjusting of Iset_gm from 5 A to 99 A. For
comparison with already published solutions see Table I,
where a brief overview was provided. Note that our work
includes also real measurement results that prove the design
correctness. Behavioral model suffers from the significant
parasitics that limit useful bandwidth in this case, as was
discussed in previous section, therefore it was measured in
11 kHz to 110 kHz range. Proposed generator can be used
for PWM modulation by a very simple way – a part of
additional active device is used for comparisons of triangular
wave with constant DC component to create PWM signal.
All adjustable parameters (gm, RX, B) of the ZC-CG-VDCC
were not necessary in the presented applications.
Engagement of all controllable features is fully utilized in
reconnection-less reconfigurable active filters [5] or
multiphase oscillators [4] for example. Note that the
generator can be obtained also if internal subsections
(Fig. 1) of the ZC-CG-VDCC are interchanged (integrator is
created by ECCII and comparator by OTA section) [25].
However, solution presented here saves two resistors.

TABLE I. COMPARISON OF SELECTED GENERATOR SOLUTIONS.
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[9],
[10] 3/3 OTA - No No Voltage

[11] 3/2 2x VCA + DT
+ VB - No No Voltage

[12] 2/4 CCII + UCC +
4 diodes - N/A Yes Voltage

[13] 2/4 DVCC - No N/A Voltage
[14] 2/1 MO-CTTA sCA+OTA N/A N/A Current
[15] 2/1 MO-CCCDTA CDU+OTA N/A N/A Current
[18] 2/1 MO-CCCCTA CCCII+OTA N/A N/A Current

[21] 2/3 DO-VDBA,
FB-VDBA

OTA+VB+V
I Yes Yes Both

[22] 1/2 CG-CDVA aCA+DVCA No No Voltage

[25] 1/3 ZC-CG-
VDCC OTA+ECCII Yes Yes Both

Fig. 2 1/1 ZC-CG-
VDCC OTA+ECCII Yes Yes Both

Note: N/A – information is not available or verified
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1Abstract—A modified version of voltage differencing
current conveyor (VDCC) and its performance in detail is
presented in this paper. Modified VDCC, so-called z-copy
controlled gain voltage differencing current conveyor (ZC-CG-
VDCC), offers interesting features from adjustability point of
view. The active element allows independent electronic control
of three adjustable parameters: intrinsic resistance of current
input terminal, transconductance and current gain of the
output stage which is not possible in case of conventional
VDCC. The characteristics of proposed CMOS implementation
designed using TSMC LO EPI 0.18 m technology process
parameters are shown and discussed. Simple application in
reconfigurable reconnection-less first-order voltage-mode
multifunctional filter is shown and verified by SPICE
simulations and experimentally. The filter tuning and change of
the transfer function type is allowed by the controllable
parameters of the ZC-CG-VDCC.

Index Terms—Electronic control, current conveyor, current
gain, first order, intrinsic resistance, multifunctional filter,
reconfiguration, transconductance, voltage differencing current
conveyor, voltage-mode, z-copy, ZC-CG-VDCC.

I. INTRODUCTION

Active elements [1] with more than one controllable
parameter are very important for technical progress in this
field, because they allow more effective electronic control,
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increasing variability in applications, simple circuit design
and simple circuit structure. Frequently discussed active
elements use principles based on electronic control of the
intrinsic resistance (Rx) of the current input terminal x [2] (in
the frame of current conveyor [3]) and control of the
transconductance section (gm) [4]. Active elements with
possibility of current gain (B) control were presented by
Surakampontorn et al. [5] and Fabre et al. [6]. However,
only the current gain control is realized.

Some active elements that combine two externally
controllable parameters (by bias voltage or current) were
already discussed in applications of analog circuits and
systems [7]–[9]. Minaei et al. [7] proposed current conveyor
with adjustable properties i.e. adjustable B between x and z
terminals and adjustable intrinsic resistance of the current
input terminal x. Marcellis et al. [8] introduced modified
conveyor with controllable features of voltage gain between
y a x and current gain between x and z terminals. Kumngern
et al. [9] also combined Rx and B control in their version of
translinear current conveyor.

Several combined active elements, based on
transconductance section (OTA) [1], [4] and current
conveyor of second generation (CCII) [2], [3], were already
proposed. Typical examples of active elements with two-
parameter control are some modifications of the very known
current differencing transconductance amplifier (CDTA) [1],
[10], where Rx and gm control is implemented by DC bias
currents [11], [12]. For example, the current conveyor
transconductance amplifier (CCTA) [1], [13] also utilizes
independent Rx and gm control in some of its modifications
[14]. One modification of CCTA [15] also employs current
gain control, where current conveyor with gain-adjustable
properties was used. Controllable current gain in frame of
current conveyor [5], [6] seems to be an interesting and
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valuable advantage. Active elements having this advantage
attained many innovative modifications [16], [17].

The main aim of this paper is a design of an enhanced
active element with useful and feasible controllable features.
A voltage differencing current conveyor (VDCC) belongs to
family of novel hybrid elements presented by Biolek et al.
[1]. In this contribution the VDCC, used as main core of the
proposed new active device, is presented as z-copy variant
with controllable parameters. We refer this modification as
z-copy controlled gain voltage differencing current conveyor
(ZC-CG-VDCC). Hitherto published works have already
discussed so-called differential voltage current conveyor
(DVCC) [1], [18]–[21]. Nevertheless, both elements (VDCC
and DVCC) have different behaviour and also different
block structure that inheres from basic behaviour. The
DVCC has two differential voltage input terminals y and
realizes difference of two voltages [18]–[21]. The rest of the
conception is identical to common current conveyor [2], [3].
One current input terminal x and current output terminal z
(or multiple terminals z) are available. In comparison to
discussed DVCC, the VDCC also consists of
transconductance section (OTA) [1], [4] and offers
additional auxiliary terminal for more universality of such
element. Very interesting active elements, which belong to
this family, were also proposed by Soliman [22] under
designation pseudo-differential current conveyors (PDCCs).
For example, the CCTA [13]–[15] utilizes same types of
sub-blocks (CCII and OTA) as VDCC, however in reverse
order of interconnection. This different order of
interconnection also brings interesting features in
applications. However, any of above discussed active
elements and approaches do not allow control of three
parameters within the frame of one active device as is
presented in this paper. This approach allows construction of
very simple applications with minimum number of passive
elements.

II. Z-COPY CONTROLLED-GAIN VOLTAGE DIFFERENCING
CURRENT CONVEYOR

Proposed active element, so-called z-copy controlled gain
voltage differencing current conveyor (ZC-CG-VDCC) is
shown in Fig. 1. This element was derived from basic
theoretical concept of VDCC [1]. The conventional VDCC
consist of a transconductance amplifier [1], [4] connected to
the y terminal of classical second generation current
conveyor [3]. Important fact is that only transconductance
control is available in frame of conventional VDCC. Our
modification allows simultaneous and mutually independent
control of three important parameters, i.e. gm, Rx of current
input terminal x in frame of the CCII section [2], and also B
between x and z terminals of the CCII section [5]–[9].
Behavioural model consists of the transconductor OTA-
DISO (differential input and single output) and
electronically controllable CCII (ECCII) [5]–[7], [9]. The
OTA section allows gm control and ECCII section realizes
control of Rx and B.

Symbol of ZC-CG-VDCC in Fig. 1(a) utilizes high
impedance voltage differencing inputs p, n, auxiliary
terminals z_TA, zc_TA (outputs of transconductance

section), high impedance positive and negative current
outputs of section of current conveyors zp, zn, low-
impedance current input / voltage output x (current conveyor
part) and three terminals for external control of B, intrinsic
resistance, and transconductance by bias currents. Following
equations describe inter-terminal relations: Vx = Vz_TA+RxIx,
Iz_TA = –Iz_TA = Izc_TA = (Vp–Vn)gm, Izp = IxB, Izn = –IxB.

Figure 1(b) explains behaviour of the proposed device in
details and its possible block diagram is given in Fig. 1(c).
Such active element seems to be complex, but internal
CMOS topology is not challenging, see Fig. 2. Basic block
structure form Fig. 1(c) was taken into account for design of
CMOS realization in Fig. 2. There are three important parts
(transconductor, current conveyor of second generation and
adjustable current amplifier). The first part is the
transconductance amplifier [1], [4], [23] with differential
NMOS pair connected to a voltage input of CMOS current
conveyor. Intrinsic resistance control was performed in
frame of the current conveyor section [2], [23], which is
separated from the last block forming adjustable current
amplifier [24]. The reason for this subdivision is simple.
Bias control of intrinsic resistance in frame of current
conveyor with current amplifier section influences at least
dependence of current gain on control bias current
significantly as was discussed in [25]. Therefore,
independent current conveyor and independent bias current
serves for intrinsic resistance controlling purposes.

The transconductance of the OTA section is given by
ideal equation [23]

1,2
_

1,2
2 ,M
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M

W
g I K

L
 (1)

where constant 2 is given by current mirror gain (see Fig. 2).
Intrinsic resistance of current input x has expression [23]
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and adjustable current gain has form [24]

2 2
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,
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NI I
B

I I
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where N = 2 (see Fig. 2). Proposed CMOS model was
simulated and analysed with TSMC LO EPI 0.18 m
technology process parameters [26], where fabrication
constants (given by gate-oxide capacitance and mobility of
carriers) have approximate values of KPn = 170.4 A/V2 and
KPp = 35.7 A/V2.

III. SPICE SIMULATION RESULTS OF THE ZC-CG-VDCC
Main parameters of the proposed ZC-CG-VDCC with

power supply voltages 1 V are given in following figures.
Gain control of current from x to z terminals was verified by
adjusting of bias current Iset_B from 20 A to 100 A in range
of B from 3.76 to 0.36 (Fig. 3).
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a) b) c)
Fig. 1. Proposed ZC-CG-VDCC with independent control of three parameters: a) symbol, b) behavioral model, c) possible block conception.

Fig. 2. CMOS realization of proposed ZC-CG-VDCC.

Selected transfers for B = 3, 2, 1, 0.5 are shown in Fig. 3
(DC transfer characteristic and frequency response).

a)

b)
Fig. 3. Transfer characteristics of controlled current amplification for
selected values of current gain: a) DC transfers, b) AC frequency
responses.

Linear dynamical range of input current (IX) is almost
100 A and bandwidth 39 MHz for B = 3. The second
important adjustable parameter of presented active element

is transconductance. Bias control of Iset_gm from 10 A to
150 A allows changes of gm from 255 S to 1 919 S.
Dynamical range of Vp is approximately 100 mV and
bandwidth 505 MHz for gm = 1.5 mS. Characteristics in DC
and AC domain are shown in Fig. 4 in detail for three
selected values (0.5, 1.0 and 1.5 mS) of gm. DC
characteristic of voltage gain between z_TA and x port is
shown in Fig. 5(a).

a)

b)
Fig. 4. Transconductance characteristics for selected values of gm: a) DC
transfers, b) AC frequency responses.
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Figure 5(b) shows dependence of Rx on Iset_Rx. Input
resistance is controllable from 2.53 k to 451  by Iset_Rx

adjusted from 10 to 150 A. Important parameters of the
proposed ZC-CG-VDCC model are summarized in Table I.
Notes in Fig. 3–Fig. 5 mean information for connection of
remaining terminals for presented set of analyses.

a)

b)
Fig. 5. Important characteristics of the current conveyor part (Rx terminal):
a) DC transfer between z_TA and x terminal, b) dependence of Rx on Iset_Rx.

IV. APPLICATION EXAMPLE:
RECONFIGURABLE FIRST-ORDER MULTIFUNCTION FILTER

Controllable features of proposed active device can be
used in so-called reconfigurable reconnection-less tunable
multifunctional filter (no change of output or input terminal
or change of structure is required for change of the transfer
function [27] – electronic control allows contactless
reconfiguration) very beneficially. These solutions were not
studied in detail in the past and our initial experience shows
that such active elements like ZC-CG-VDCC with variety of
controllable possibilities are very useful for their synthesis.

zc_TA

p

x
n

gm

zp

Rx

Rx

-z_TA zn

ZC-CG-VDCC

C

VOUTVINP

B

Fig. 6. Reconnection-less reconfigurable and tunable low-pass and all-pass
filter.

Proposed solution is shown in Fig. 6. Note that circuit in
Fig. 6 requires z_TA terminal with opposite (negative)
polarity. It is indicated by dashed line in CMOS structure in
Fig. 2. Transfer function (TF) of the circuit in Fig. 6 has
form

 1
( ) ,m x mOUT

INP m

Bg sC R gV
K s

V Bg sC
 

 


(4)

where zero and pole frequencies (fz, fp) are given as:
z = Bgm/(C(Rxgm–1)) and p = Bgm/C. It is clearly seen that
current gain B serves for simultaneous control of fp,z. The Rx

configures type of the transfer function electronically
independently on other parameters. The all-pass (AP) filter
response is available in case when gmRx = 2 and its TF has a
form

( ) ,OUT m
AP

INP m

V Bg sC
K s

V Bg sC


 


(5)

TABLE I. SUMMARIZATION OF IMPORTANT FEATURES OF THE
ZC-CG-VDCC CMOS MODEL.

Controllable parameters
parameter tested range of adjusting

current gain (B [-]) 0.36 – 3.76 (Iset_B = 100 A – 20 A)
transconductance (gm [S]) 255 – 1 919 (Iset_gm = 10 A – 150 A)

intrinsic resistance (Rx [k]) 2.53 – 0.451 (Iset_Rx = 10 A – 150 A)
DC performances (Iset_gm = Iset_Rx = Iset_B = 100 A) .TF analysis

parameter value
Izp/Ix [-] 0.36
Izn/Ix [-] 0.35

Iz_TA/Vp (gm)[S] 1 517
Vz_TA/Vx [-] 0.98

Rp, n [] 1E20
Rz_TA, zc_TA [k] 34.6

Rx [] 533
Rzp [k] 55.0
Rzn [k] 53.1

AC performances (Iset_gm = Iset_Rx = Iset_B = 100 A)
parameter value

Rz_TA (Rzc_TA) [k] > 35 for Iset_gm ≤ 100 A (f < 10 MHz)
Rzp, Rzn [k] > 50 for Iset_B ≤ 100 A (f < 1 MHz)

Cp, n [fF] 30
Cz_TA, Czc_TA [fF] 110

Czp [fF] 120
Czn [fF] 190

And if gmRx = 1, the low-pass (LP) filter response is
obtained

( ) .OUT m
LP

INP m

V Bg
K s

V Bg sC
 


(6)

Special type of TF so-called inverting direct transfer
(iDT) is available for gmRx = 2 and B = 0. In these
conditions the circuit works as direct connection (constant
magnitude and phase response) between input and output
terminal. Pure direct transfer (non-inverting) is available for
gmRx 0 together with any value of positive gain B.

We provided simulations of the circuit in Fig. 6 with
proposed CMOS model (Fig. 2) and experimental
verifications with behavioural model of ZC-CG-VDCC
based on commercially available devices called diamond
transistor (DT) OPA860 and multiplier EL2082 (ECCII-),
see Fig. 7. Results presented in further text were gained for
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C = 470 pF and gm = 1 mS, see comments in figures (figure
captions) for obtained values and setting of parameters in
simulations and experiments. Supply voltage of the
behavioral model was 5 V (1 V for CMOS model).

Fig. 7. Behavioral model of the ZC-CG-VDCC in proposed reconfigurable
filtering application employing commercially available active devices.

Frequency responses of the TF change between AP, LP,
DT and iDT were recorded by network analyser E5071C
(fmin = 9 kHz, Pinp = -15 dBm/50 ), see Fig. 8–Fig. 11.

Fig. 8. All-pass filter response for gm = 1 mS, Rx = 2 k and B = 1.

Fig. 9. Low-pass filter response for gm = 1 mS, Rx = 1 k and B = 1.

Phase responses in Fig. 12 document electronic
reconfiguration between iDT, DT transfer and LP and AP
response for specific set of Rx and B values, see details in
Fig. 12 where also comparison of ideal, simulated (proposed
CMOS model of the ZC-CG-VDCC) and measured

(behavioural model) traces is given. Validity of the
behavioural model is supposed approximately to 1 MHz.
Features of the CMOS model (Rx, B) do not allow operation
of the filter (Fig. 6) in iDT and DT regime.

Fig. 10. Direct transfer response for gm = 1 mS, Rx = 0 k and B = 1.

Fig. 11. Inverting direct transfer response (gm = 1 mS, Rx = 2 k and
B = 0).

Fig. 12. Reconfiguration between iDT, DT, LP and AP (phase responses).

Transient response (oscilloscope Rigol DS1204B) of the
AP filter is shown in Fig. 13 (finp = 313 kHz, AP has the
same setting as we give in caption of Fig. 8). Tuning features
for AP and LP responses are shown in Fig. 14 and Fig. 15.
Ideal values of pole/zero frequencies (fp,z) are 169, 339 and
667 kHz (B = 0.5, 1, 2). Values of fp,z, obtained from
simulations were 187 kHz, 350 kHz and 696 kHz and
experiments yield values 166 kHz, 313 kHz and 610 kHz
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(see also Fig. 14).

Fig. 13. Transient response of the AP filter for finp = 313 kHz (gm = 1 mS,
Rx = 2 k and B = 1).
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measured: f p,z = 166 kHz; simulated: f p,z = 187 kHz; ideal: f p,z = 169 kHz
B = 0.5 (I set_B = 93 µA)

R x = 2 kΩ (I set_Rx = 13.3 µA)
g m = 1 mS (I set_gm = 54 µA)

ideal

measured (behavioral model)

simulated
(CMOS  model)

measured: f p,z = 313 kHz
simulated: f p,z = 350 kHz
ideal: f p,z = 339 kHz
B = 1.0 (I set_B = 81 µA)

measured: f p,z = 610 kHz
simulated: f p,z = 696 kHz
ideal: f p,z = 667 kHz
B = 2.0 (I set_B = 58 µA)

Fig. 14. Tuning of the AP filter (phase responses).

Fig. 15. Tuning of the LP filter (magnitude responses).

V. CONCLUSIONS

Our work is focused on design of modification of the
voltage differencing current conveyor, proposal of its model
and example of its useful features in simple application. The
most important advantages of proposed active element are
availability of three types of independent electronic control
and useful z-copy technique. Range of the B control of the
CMOS model was verified between 0.36 and 3.76 (Iset_B

from 100 A to 20 A), control of the gm value between
255 S and 1 919 S (Iset_gm from 10 A to 150 A) and Rx

value in range from 2.53 k to 0.451 k (Iset_Rx from 10 A
to 150 A). Frequency features allow operation of CMOS

simulation model to tens of MHz. Bandwidth (3 dB) of the
ZC-CG-VDCC model is determined by current amplifier
block, where minimal value 39 MHz was obtained for B = 3,
see Fig. 3(b). Further details are summarized in Table I.
Proposed active element was implemented in simple
electronically reconfigurable reconnection-less first-order
multifunctional filtering structure working in voltage-mode
which features were verified in frequency band of hundreds
of kHz by Spice simulations and experimentally with
behavioural model of the proposed active device employing
commercially available devices. Electronic control allows
change of the transfer type (direct transfer, inverting direct
transfer, all-pass and low-pass response) and tuning of the
fp,z frequency (even independent control of fz). Tuning was
tested for three values of B (0.5, 1, 2) that results in
simulated fp,z (187, 350, 696 kHz). Measurements provide
166 kHz, 313 kHz and 610 kHz (Fig. 14). Behavioural and
CMOS models of the ZC-CG-VDCC represent expected
behaviour of filtering application and confirm our
assumptions. ZC-CG-VDCC seems to be interesting choice
for circuit synthesis and possible fabrication.
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Abstract—This contribution deals with special first-order 
filtering structure design based on two operational 
transconductance amplifiers (OTAs) and single electronically 
controllable current conveyor of second generation (ECCII). 
Controllable parameters of OTAs and ECCII allow electronic 
reconnection-less reconfiguration among several types of transfer 
functions. Theoretical assumptions are supported by PSpice 
simulations with models of commercially available real devices. 

Keywords—Adjustable filters; current conveyor; current gain 
control; first-order filter; multifunctionality; reconfigurability; 
transconductor 

I.  INTRODUCTION  
Electronic filters [1] are widespread group of systems used 

in many various applications and subparts of communication 
systems. However, some features are not available or even 
possible in the simplest passive RC and RLC structures. Active 
elements [2] offer interesting features in controllability of 
many types of circuits [3]. However, current research and 
published works in the field of electronically controllable 
filters with active elements are mostly focused on solutions of 
control of filtering application parameters, i.e. pole frequency 
(fp) and quality factor (Q) independently and also above all on 
multifunctionality (several types of transfer functions available 
in frame of one structure). Many solutions use well known 
principle presented by Kerwin, Huelsman and Newcomb [4]. 
Immense amount of recent works deal with various circuit 
structures using various active elements [2] that provide 
independent control of fp and/or of Q [3], [4]. However, 
proposals, that allow also electronic control of the transfer type, 
are not often discussed. To the best of author’s knowledge and 
with respect to second-order all-pass/band-reject solution in 
[5], circuits providing electronically reconfigurable features in 
order to change type of the transfer function without 
reconnection of signal source and output node are not available 
in the open literature. Such reconfigurable features 
(reconnection-less change of the type of the transfer function 
between several filtering responses) can be useful for on-chip 
application. Unfortunately, these features seem to be not 
feasible by standard opamps due to lack of electronically 
controllable parameters. Special active elements [2] with 
controllable features are very useful for purposes of this 
synthesis. Our aim is to suggest one from many possible 

solutions of first-order filter realization, which allows 
reconnection-less reconfiguration across several transfer types. 

II. RECONFIGURABLE MULTIFUNCTIONAL STRUCTURE 
General structure of presented circuit is depicted in Fig. 1. 

Two OTAs [6] and one ECCII [7], [8] are employed in quite 
simple circuitry using only one grounded capacitor and one 
resistor. OTA has classical definition: (V+ − V−)gm = Io and 
ECCII is defined by following inter-terminal relations: 
VY = VX, IZ = B.IX, IY = 0. We have two possibilities to build 
ECCII and RX area of this circuit. The first way supposes 
commercially available elements and external parts. The 
second way takes benefits of the some recently introduced 
active devices [9] into account. In such modification, externally 
connected resistor is replaced by intrinsic current input 
resistance of ECCII, (IX = (VX−VZ)/Rx), at the X terminal (Rx) 
[10] that is controlled by DC bias current similarly as current 
gain B between X and Z terminal. Therefore, also resistor-less 
variant is available for further (mainly on-chip) 
implementation, see Fig. 1. Except CMOS solutions [9], [10], 
we can obtain electronically adjustable Rx also by 
implementation of commercially available devices. However, 
such solution requires at least two active devices [11]. 

 
Fig. 1. General circuit structure for realization of specific first-order filters. 

The circuit in Fig. 1 has two possible output nodes. 
Transfer functions of this circuit have forms: 
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There are three adjustable parameters in this structure: RX, gm1,2 
and B. First set of graphs (Fig. 2) illustrates the function K1(s) 
for stepping of parameter B and gm2 = 2gm1 = 1 mS 
(C = 100 pF, Rx = 1 kΩ). Figure 3 shows behavior of the circuit 
for constant B = 1 and change of the gm2. Magnitude response 
is always constant and equal to one in this case. 

 
a) 

 
b) 

 
c) 

Fig. 2. Behavior of the circuit (VOUT1) for B adjusting (gm2 = 2gm1 = 1 mS): 
a) magnitude responses, b) phase responses, c) complex plot (C = 100 pF, 
Rx = 1 kΩ). 

The circuit structure offers several electronically 
reconfigurable types of the transfer. We can obtain: 

A. All-pass (VOUT1) and low-pass filter (VOUT2)  
These responses are available for B = 1, gm1 = 1/Rx, and 

gm2 > gm1 in forms: 
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where gm1 and Rx have fixed value and gm2 serves for 
electronic tuning of the pole frequency (zero and pole in case 
of AP filter). In both cases, pole frequency has form: 

C
gg mm

p
12 −

=ω .    (5) 

 
a) 

 
b) 

Fig. 3. Behavior of the circuit (VOUT1) for gm2 adjusting (B = 1): a) phase 
responses, c) complex plot (C = 100 pF, Rx = 1 kΩ) 

B. Direct inverting gain (VOUT1) 
The desired transfer function is obtained for gm2 = gm1 and 

B = 1 as: KiDT = −Rx.gm1 (KiDT = −1 for gm1 = 1/Rx). This 
function allows independent adjusting of the gain by Rx 
control. 

C. Adjustable zero (VOUT1) 
This function is possible for B = 0 in form: 

x
INP

OUT
Z sCR

V
VsK +== 1)( 1 .  (6) 

It is not pure filtering function but transfer with adjustable zero 
(6) is very useful for synthesis of so-called bilinear filters [12]-
[15]. This form of adjustable zero is practically unavailable in 
classical passive structures. However, operation in this 
configuration is very hazardous (in proposed circuit structure) 
due to the high gain in positive feedback loop (possible 
instability and limitation of the output to saturation corners). 

D. Adjustable low-pass filter with zero (VOUT1) 
The filter with zero (and finite attenuation in the stop-band) 

is available also for B = 1 and gm2 > gm1. However, Rx value has 
to be different and higher than 1/gm1 as we can see in: 
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where Rx serves for zero frequency control and attenuation/gain 
control with no influence on pole frequency.  

 
Fig. 4. Controllable features of the LP filter (VOUT1) with control of the pole 
and zero frequency by gm2 (Rx = 100 Ω, gm1 = 1 mS, C = 1 nF, B = 1). 

 
a) 

 
b) 

Fig. 5. Features of the filter (VOUT1) with control of the pole and zero 
frequency by Rx: a) magnitude responses, b) complex plot (gm2 = 2gm1 = 1 mS, 
C = 100 pF, B = 1). 

Zero frequency is given by: 

 
1

12

mx

mm
z gCR

gg −
=ω ,   (8) 

which depends on relation of Rx and gm1 (K(ω → ∞) = Rxgm1) 
in stop-band control, see example in Fig. 4 (Rx = 100 Ω, 
gm1 = 1 mS, C = 1 nF). Distance of both frequencies (zero and 
pole) is given by Rxgm1. The pole and zero frequencies have 
equal values and structure behaves as AP filter for Rx = 1/gm1 
only. Adjusting of the Rx (gm2 = 2gm1 = 1 mS, C = 100 pF, 
B = 1) causes change of the gain at the high frequencies, see 
Fig. 5. 

III. BEHAVIORAL MODEL AND SIMULATION RESULTS 
Model of the circuit with commercially available active 

elements (their models in OrCAD PSpice) is shown in Fig. 6. 
We used diamond transistors (DT) OPA860 [16] as OTAs and 
current-mode multiplier EL2082 [17] as electronically 
controllable current conveyor (ECCII). Passive elements were 
selected as: Rx = 1 kΩ, C = 1 nF. Other parameters were 
adjusted to obtain specific transfers in simulated experiments 
(see comments in figures and figure captions). Basic default 
characteristics at both available outputs for gm2 = 2gm1 = 1 mS 
are in Fig. 7.  

 
Fig. 6. Simulation model of the designed circuit based on commercially 
available devices. 
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Fig. 7. Basic configuration of the filter: a) magnitude responses, b) phase 
responses. 

 

 

 



Tuning of the filter by gm2 was verified for LP response 
(Fig. 8). Change of the transfer function between direct 
inversion (gm2 = gm1) and AP response tuned by increasing 
gm2 when gm2 > gm1 is shown in Fig. 9 (phase responses). 
Example of modification of the output response at VOUT1 by 
adjustable zero (regulation of zero location and stop-band 
attenuation by Rx) is proved in Fig. 10. 
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Fig. 8. Tuning of the LP response (VOUT2). 
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Fig. 9. Change of type of the transfer function and tuning of the AP response 
by gm2 (VOUT1). 
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Fig. 10.  Modification of the AP response to obtain LP response with 
adjustable zero (VOUT1). 

IV. CONCLUSION 
We can obtain all-pass filter, low-pass filter with zero, 

inverting amplification and adjustable zero function in one 
structure only by changes of electronically controllable 

parameters gm2, Rx and B. Input (excitation) or output node is 
not moved to obtain these features (reconnection-less 
operation). In addition, classical low-pass filter is available at 
the second output. These features of the proposed circuit 
structure were confirmed by PSpice simulations. 
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1Abstract—Modified current differencing unit (MCDU) and 

its simple filtering application are introduced in this paper. 
Modification of the well-known current differencing unit 
consists in weighted difference of both input currents 
controlled by adjustable current gain, controllable intrinsic 
resistance of both current input terminals, and availability of 
additional voltage terminal(s). Definition of MCDU therefore 
requires four adjustable parameters (B1, B2, Rp, Rn). A 
presented active element offers and combines benefits of 
electronically controllable current conveyor of second 
generation and current differencing unit and allows synthesis 
of interesting adjustable applications, which are not available 
by classical approaches based on simple elements. MCDU 
brings variability of the transfer function into the structure. It 
provides several transfer types without necessity of input or 
output node change by simple electronic tuning. A presented 
structure represents so-called reconnection-less reconfigurable 
current-mode filter for realization of all-pass, inverting high-
pass, low-pass and direct transfer response. Behavioral model 
of the MCDU was prepared and carefully tested in filtering 
application. Spice simulations and measurements confirmed 
theoretical assumptions. 
 

Index Terms—Current differencing unit, controllable 
current gain, controllable intrinsic current input resistance, 
reconfigurability, multifunctional filter. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Reconfigurability of the systems is generally a very 
important requirement of present-day applications (on-chip 
especially). Microelectronic design of on-chip systems 
focused on analog parts and signal processing before 
digitization (A/D conversion) always uses filters, amplifiers, 
coupling blocks with defined bandwidth, etc. However, chip 
development is very expensive and, unfortunately, also the 
results are sometimes inaccurate. Enormous fabrication 
tolerances cause the main problems with accuracy (deviation 
of parameters) of analog systems. Therefore, electronically 
controllable systems based on electronically controllable 

active elements [1] are really important. We selected active 
filters as a perfect example of utilization of modern active 
elements. 
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Foundation under grant no. GP14-24186P. For the research, infrastructure 
of the SIX Center was used. Grant No. FEKT-S-14-2281 also supported 
this research. The support of the project CZ.1.07/2.3.00/20.0007 WICOMT, 
financed from the operational program Education for competitiveness, is 
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A. Classical example of approach to obtain different 
transfer types in multifunctional filters 

There are multifunctional or universal types of the filters 
in voltage- (examples [2-6]) and also current-mode 
(examples [3,4,7-10]) providing low-pass (LP), band-pass 
(BP), high-pass (HP), band-reject (BR) and all-pass (AP) 
filtering transfer function simultaneously at several output 
nodes [2-4] or current output terminals (see [10,11] for 
example and references cited therein). There are two 
possibilities of the synthesis of multifunctional multi-loop 
structures [8-10]. The first approach supposes one input and 
several outputs (so-called Follow the Leader Feedback state 
variable structure [4,10]) or several inputs and one output 
(so-called modified or inverting Follow the Leader 
Feedback structure [4,10]). The perfect practical example of 
mutual relation, similarity and difference of both approaches 
is shown in [12]. Therefore, the types of the filter with one 
input and several outputs are abbreviated as SIMO (Single 
Input - Multiple Output) and filters with several inputs and 
one output are abbreviated MISO (Multiple Input - Single 
Output). Generally, it does not mean that multi-loop state 
variable approach was used for their synthesis but it is one 
of the possible and best known way to obtain tunable 
multifunctional filtering structures [2-6]. Based on the 
discussion above, the most important information is that a 
classical multifunctional filter requires a change of the input 
or output in structure to obtain different transfer 
characteristic. 

B. Reasons for implementation of reconnection-less 
multifunctional filtering solutions 

Practical utilization of multifunctional filters in many 
analog systems is sufficient until a change of transfer 
function is required and we have no simple way to change 
input or output physically – in order to introduce galvanic 
connection (it is a typical problem for on-chip 
implementation – after fabrication when changes of 
topology are not possible). We can imagine useful signal, 
which is to be digitized in A/D and some undesirable low- 
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or high-frequency components suddenly occur. Now, the 
signal line with constant frequency response should be 
changed to HP or LP response and tuned (bandwidth 
change) in order to remove undesired signals and noises – it 
is no problem with reconnection of input or output terminals 
and electronic control of pole frequency in discrete solution 
of the filter. Required change of the filtering function can be 
realized also by switches. However, switching of inputs or 
outputs is not very favorable and brings the additional 
problems (power consumption and place on PCB or on 
chip). Additionally, some effects caused by discontinuous 
regime of operation and mechanical switching are 
undesired. Chip design requires the best effort to reduce 
occupied area and additional switches and their control 
cannot be in compliance with this requirement. We can also 
set a type of transfer function of the filter directly by 
controllable parameters of suitable active device. This idea 
has not been discussed in the literature very often [13-17]. 
Our paper focuses on filtering solution that allows control of 
type of the transfer function electronically by parameter(s) 
of advanced active element. 

C. Brief recapitulation of multi-parameter controllability 
in known active elements 

Electronic control of parameters in active circuit design 
came up from first type of rapidly used active devices, 
operational transconductance amplifier (OTA) [18], where 
electronic adjusting of the transconductance (gm) between 
input voltage and output current is possible. Discovery of 
OTA starts the era of amazing development in the circuit 
applications and active analog signal processing. Active 
elements with controllable current gain (B) [19,20] and 
controllable intrinsic resistance of the current input terminal 
(Rx) [21] came after short time. 

Combination of several controllable parameters in frame 
of one active device is quite a common way of development 
of new and improved (from controllability point of view) 
circuit structures and analog systems in the field of active 
filters, oscillators, generators, modulators, etc. Minaei et al. 
[22] proposed the first type of controllable active device that 
offers Rx and B control. The interesting features of electronic 
driving are also possible in a proposal published by 
Kumngern et al. in [23], where translinear current conveyor 
with similar possibilities has been shown. Marcellis et al. 
[24] created an active element with voltage and current gain 
control. Combination of gm and Rx control can be found 
many times in literature. Many recently developed active 
devices combine this way of control, for example several 
modifications of current differencing transconductance 
amplifier (CDTA) [1,25], see for example [28-30] and 
references cited therein. The same method of control was 
used in modifications of so-called current conveyor 
transconductance amplifier (CCTA) [1,31], see for example 
[32]. 

Despite the fact that a possible way to construct 
electronically controllable intrinsic resistance of the current 
input terminal (Rx) of active element from commercially 
available devices has been shown quite recently [33,34], 
many applications were designed with these controllable 
parameters as a primary mechanism of tuning or adjusting 
other parameters of filtering transfer function, for example 

[21,30,32]. However, control of DC bias current in the 
structure of current conveyor (allowing Rx or gm control 
typically) causes undesired influences of output resistance 
which damages stop band attenuation due to their effect in 
high-impedance nodes of filtering structure [35]. The 
development of multi-parameter controllable features of 
active elements was discussed also in [36] where active 
element also offers control of B and Rx in frame of special 
modification of current feedback amplifier (CFA) [1] 
without impact of Rx control on output resistance [36]. 
Advanced active element referred to as dual-output 
controlled-gain voltage-differencing buffered/inverted 
amplifier (DO-CG-VDBVA) [37] was designed with 
intention of voltage gain (A) and gm control. Electronically 
adjustable voltage and current gain was implemented in so-
called controlled-gain buffered current and voltage amplifier 
(CG-BCVA) [38]. A brief comparison of already known 
controllable active devices is provided in Table I. 

 

TABLE I. BASIC COMPARISON OF ACTIVE ELEMENTS WITH MULTI-
PARAMETER CONTROL (IT MEANS MORE THAN ONE) 

Ref. Abbrev. of 
active 

element 

Controllable 
parameters 

Typical type of 
control 

 
[22,28-30,32]  ECCII; 

CCCDTA; 
CCCTA 

Rx, gm two DC bias 
currents 

[23,36]  CCCII; 
DCC-CFA 

Rx, B two DC bias 
currents 

[37] DO-CG-
VDBVA 

A, gm - 

[24,38]  VGC-CCII; 
CG-BCVA 

B, A two DC bias 
currents; DC 

control 
voltages 

proposed MCDU two Rx, two B DC control 
voltages 

Explanations: 
ECCII – electronically controllable current conveyor of second 
generation 
CCCDTA – current-controlled current differencing transconductance 
amplifier 
CCCCTA – current-controlled current conveyor transconductance 
amplifier 
CCCII – current-controlled current conveyor of second generation 
DCC-CFA – double current-controlled current feedback amplifier 
DO-CG-VDBVA - controlled gain voltage-differencing 
buffered/inverted amplifier 
VGC-CCII – voltage and current gain second generation current 
conveyor  
CG-BCVA - controlled gain buffered current and voltage 
MCDU – modified current differencing unit 
A – general controllable voltage gain 
B – general controllable current gain 
Rx – intrinsic resistance of current input terminal(s) 
gm – transconductance 

 

The main contribution of this paper is a design of simple 
first-order reconfigurable filter employing modified version 
of current differencing unit (CDU) [1,25,27]. Despite the 
same basic principle (difference of two currents), the 
modified version of CDU (MCDU) is significantly useful 
for an application discussed in this paper. The paper is 
divided as follows: introduction and presentation of MCDU 
(section 2), reconfigurable filtering solution providing 
features interesting for practical applications (section 3), 
proposal of suitable behavioral model of the MCDU and 
simulation results of the application (section 4), study of 
important parasitic influences (section 5) and conclusion 
(section 6). 
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II. MODIFIED CDU 

Basic behavioral model of the CDU, presented by Biolek 
et al. [1,25-27] as a subpart of the CDTA element, utilizes 
two current conveyors of second generation (CCII+). Both 
voltage input terminals are grounded, see Fig. 1. The basic 
definition of the classic CDU operation is explained by 
equation: I-x = Ip − In. Current differencing buffered 
amplifier (CDBA) also offers very similar features, for 
example [1,39]. Classical CDU also does not provide 
possibility of control of input terminal resistances [21], 
which is very popular today in advanced types of CDTAs 
(for example [28-30]). A solution of differential current 
conveyor (DCC) presented in [40] also allows very similar 
possibilities (as standard CDTA). Unfortunately, very 
limited electronically adjustable parameters of the DCC (or 
its applications) are presented in [40]. 

 
Figure 1. Basic definition of CDU employing two positive current 
conveyors of second generation 

 
The introduced MCDU also utilizes voltage input terminals 
Y (two terminals, Y1 and Y2 are now available, not grounded 
as in Fig. 1), see Fig. 2. Ideal behavioral model is shown in 
Fig. 2a. Figure 2b shows a symbol of the MCDU and 
possible practical utilization based on commercially 
available active devices is introduced in Fig. 2c. Diamond 
transistor is used as a simple current inverter. Note that an 
order of the blocks (ECCII and diamond transistor) can be 
interchanged in the structure. 
 

 
a)  

   
b)    c) 
Figure 2. MCDU circuit: a) ideal behavioral model, b) symbol, c) possible 
practical utilization 

MCDU allows independent control of current gain in both 
current paths as: 

21 BIBII npx  ,   (1) 

that brings that interesting features in application which will 
be introduced later together with controllable input 
resistances Rp and Rn as is obvious from these relations: 

ppYp IRVV  1 ,   (2) 

nnYn IRVV  2 .   (3) 

III. APPLICATIONS OF MCDU IN ELECTRONICALLY 

RECONFIGURABLE FIRST-ORDER TRANSFER FUNCTION 

The proposed MCDU provides the useful features in 
simple active filters. Utilization of one or both Y terminals 
(Y1 and Y2) can bring the interesting features that are not 
available in applications of basic CDU. The MCDU (Fig. 2) 
was used in current-mode solution shown in Fig. 3. The 
additional feedbacks bring opportunity to obtain simple 
transfer function in a form: 

n

n
I sCR

BsCRB
sK





1

)( 12 ,  (4) 

Pole and zero frequencies are of the following form: 

1

2

BCR

B

n
z  , 

n
p CR

1
 . (5), (6) 

Current-mode filtering solution from Fig. 3 provides the 
following transfer functions: 
a) all-pass (AP) response for B1 = 1 and B2 = 1; zero/pole 
frequency is controllable by Rn value, 
b) inverting high-pass (iHP) response is available for B2 = 0, 
B1 = 1 (for unity pass-band gain); pole frequency control is 
possible by Rn, 
c) low-pass (LP) response for B1 = 0, B2 = 1; pole frequency 
controllable by Rn, 
d) direct transfer (DT) for B1 = −1, B2 = 1 and inverting 
direct transfer (iDT) for B1 = 1 and B2 = −1. 
 

p

MCDU

VSET_B1 VSET_B2

n

Y2

+x

Y1

C

Iinp

Iout

 
Figure 3. Multifunctional reconfigurable filter utilizing the MCDU circuit 

 
Independent control of zero frequency by B1 and B2 is 
possible as is obvious from (5). 

IV. BEHAVIORAL MODEL AND SIMULATION RESULTS 

We used structure from Fig. 3 for further analysis. 
Commercially available devices allow quite easy 
controllability in applications. Current-mode multiplier 
EL2082 [41] is very favorable for purposes of behavioral 
modeling of active elements and applications together with 
diamond transistors OPA860 [42]. Behavioral model of the 
MCDU in filtering application (Fig. 3) is shown in Fig. 4. 
The circuit in Fig. 3 does not require control of Rp. 
Therefore, this element was represented only by fixed 
passive resistor (its controllability is not necessary in this 
particular case). Controllable part Rn (dashed red color line) 
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was created by sub-block (Rn  (R1
/+Rx1+Rx2)/Vset_Rn)) 

discussed in detail in [33,34]. All parameters required for 
control (B1, B2, Rn) are adjustable electronically by DC 
voltages (Vset_B1, Vset_B2, Vset_Rn). 
 

 
Figure 4. Proposed filter including simplified behavioral model of the 
MCDU  
 

The values of passive elements are selected as follows: 
Rp = 470  (including resistance Rx5 = 95  of the terminal 
X of the EL2082 [41]), C = 1 nF. The Rn control was set and 
verified in range between 235 and 4.7 k by Vset_Rn 

between 2 and 0.1 V. Figure 5 shows the available types of 
adjustable transfer functions for particular values of Vset_B1 

and Vset_B2 (B  Vset_B for EL2082 [41]). Ideal pole frequency 
(fpi) is 339 kHz for setting: Vset_B1 = Vset_B2 = 1 V, 
Vset_Rn = 1 V (470 ). Value 331 kHz was obtained from 
simulation (fps). Transfers DT and iDT could not be 
analyzed because this particular behavioral model (Fig. 4) 
does not allow to set negative gains (B). Tuning of the pole 
frequency is illustrated in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. Figure 6 shows 
adjusting of pole frequency of the AP response and Fig. 7 of 
the iHP response. The value of resitance Rn was adjusted as: 
235  (Vset_Rn = 2 V), 470  (Vset_Rn = 1 V), 940  
(Vset_Rn = 0.5 V) and 4.7 k (Vset_Rn = 0.1 V) in both cases. A 
range of the pole frequency (fps) control from 35 kHz to 
623 kHz was obtained, which is very close to ideal values 
fpi = 34 kHz to 677 kHz. The filter was tested also in time 
domain in regime of AP function at frequency 339 kHz. The 
results are shown in Fig. 8. 

 
a) 

 
b) 
Figure 5. Simulated frequency characteristics of proposed filter in Fig. 4: 
a) magnitude responses, b) phase responses 
 

 
a) 

 
b) 
Figure 6. Simulation results in case of tuning of the AP transfer: 
a) magnitude responses, b) phase responses 
 

 
a) 
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b) 
Figure 7. Simulation results in case of tuning of the iHP tranfers: 
a) magnitude responses, b) phase responses 

 

 
Figure 8. Transient response of the input and output current for AP function 
(simulation results) 

V. STUDY OF PARASITIC INFLUENCES 

Discussion of parasitic influences is really important. It 
helps us to understand the real behavior of the circuit. Finite 
bandwidth of the iHP and AP response at the high 
frequencies is one of them. This gain drop is not caused by 
finite frequency features of the used active elements in 
behavioral model (Fig. 4). The most influencing is parasitic 
capacitor Cn (see Fig. 4) in the current input terminal n. 
High impedance input and output terminals of the subparts 
of the behavioral model have sufficiently high values of 
impedance and their impact in studied bandwidth is not so 
important, and therefore we can neglect them. Equation (4) 
is now of the following form: 

 

  pnn

n

ppnn

n
I

RsCsCR

BsCRB

RCCsCCsR

BsCRB
sK











11

1
)(

12

2
12/

     .  (7) 

We can see an additional pole (pp = 1/CnRp) that was 
created by combination of fixed Rp and parasitic Cn. Value 
of Cn is given by capacitances of Y and Z terminals of 
EL2082 (Cn  5-7 pF [41] without additional influences on 
PCB, etc.). Based on this discussion, expected high 
frequency gain drop should be obtained between 48 and 
68 MHz. A simulation result is 68 MHz (for example from 
Fig. 5, Fig. 6). 

Capacitance Cn is given by parasitic features - it cannot be 
optimized or reduced under minimal limit 5-7 pF if EL2082 

is used. Nevertheless, precise PCB design should minimize 
an additional influences. However, resistance Rp (positive 
current input terminal) can be adjusted or selected in order 
to control pp. We can see the impact of Rp value on overall 
frequency performance in Fig. 9 (observed at AP response). 
 

 
Figure 9. Impact of Rp value on overall frequency performances (AP 
response) 

 
A problem with parasitic zeros of the LP filter in case of 

B1 = 0 (Fig. 5) is caused by the used model of controllable 
Rn (highlighted part in Fig. 4 – ECCII1 and ECCII2). In such 
case, transfer function (4) in LP configuration (B1 = 0) is 
now of a form (including the main affecting parameters R1, 
Rx1 and Cx1): 

 2
2 1 1/ /

/ /

1
( )

( )I

x x pB s CC R R
K s

D s


 ,  (8) 

where 
 
   

/ /
1 1 1 1 1 1

2
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

3
1 1 1

( ) 1 n x x x n

x x p n p x x n x

x n x p

D s s C R CR C R CR C R

s CC R R R CC R R R C C R R

s CC C R R R

      

       


. (9) 

Location of parazitic zero (zeros – two roots symmetrical 
around y axis) is given by 

1 11/z x x pCC R R   . Minimal gain 

 calculated from (8) at zero 

frequency is approximately −28 dB. We obtained 
fz = 16.8 MHz from (8). It is in quite good correspondence 
with the results in Fig. 6. Of course, utilization of other 
possibilities to control Rn or active devices (ECCIIs) with 
lower Rx than behavioral model from [33,34] reduces the 
impact of this problem significantly. 

)(lim)( //
min

// sKK IzI
z






VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

We prepared a measurement setup based on ENA 
E5071C network vector analyzer and two converters 
employing diamond transistors OPA860 [42]. Established 
setup is shown in Fig. 10. Device under test (DUT) is based 
on behavioral model in Fig. 4 with the same values of 
external passive components. A knowledge of Rp and Rn is 
critical for estimation of the accurate operation of the 
MCDU. We measured frequency dependent impedance Zp 
and Zn typical of proposed MCDU (impedance analyzer 
HP4294A). An example of several traces for selected values 
of Vset_Rn (Vset_Rp) is plotted in Fig. 11.  

The controllable parameters of the circuit were adjusted 
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to confirm expected behavior. However, real values of 
control voltages are slightly different in comparison with the 
simulation results. This inaccuracy is given by nonlinear 
dependence of current gains of the EL2082 [41] on control 
voltages Vset_Rn, Vset_Rp, Vset_B1 and Vset_B2 and its fabrication 
deviations. Hardly estimable values of parasitic impedances 
of PCB (additional parasitic capacitances mainly) in high-
impedance nodes have also additional and very important 
impact on accuracy. 

B

EC
OPA860

B

E

C
OPA860

1/gm1

1/270 Ω

1

VB

1/gm2
1/270 Ω

50 Ω

Rinp

DUT - filter
Iinp

Iout

Vinp

Vout

voltage to current 
converter

current to voltage 
converter

50 Ω

Rout_ENA

~

ENA E5071C

50 Ω

Rinp_ENA

ENA E5071C

Figure 10. Established measurement setup of the designed filter from Fig. 4 
 

 
Figure 11. Measured impedances of n, p terminals in dependence on Vset_Rp,n 

 
Despite some differences, we can conclude that the 
experiments confirmed and verified functionality of the 
reconfigurable filtering structure and we have really 
emulated behavior of reconfigurable filter based on ideal 
conception of MCDU device. The results of the 
experimental tests are given in Fig. 12 – Fig. 14, where 
magnitude and phase responses of filter in all three basic 
configurations are shown. Tuning of the filter was verified 
in case of AP and iHP responses. Frequency characteristics 
for Vset_Rn stepping are given in Fig. 15 and Fig. 16. All 
constants and parameters of measurements are directly noted 
in figures. 

 
 

 
Figure 12. Frequency response of the iHP filter (Vset_Rn = 0.65 V, 
Vset_Rp = 0.89 V, Vset_B1 = 1.23 V, Vset_B2 = 0 V) 

 
 
 

 
Figure 13. Frequency response of the AP filter (Vset_Rn = 0.62 V, 
Vset_Rp = 0.89 V, Vset_B1 = 1 V, Vset_B2 = 1 V) 

 
 
 

 
Figure 14. Frequency response of the LP filter (Vset_Rn = 0.69 V, 
Vset_Rp = 0.89 V, Vset_B1 = 0 V, Vset_B2 = 1.1 V) 
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a) 

 
b) 
Figure 15. Tuning of the AP filter response by stepping of Vset_Rn: 
a) magnitude responses, b) phase responses 
 

 
a) 

 
b) 
Figure 16. Tuning of the iHP filter response by stepping of Vset_Rn: 
a) magnitude responses, b) phase responses 

VII. CONCLUSION 

The definition of the MCDU brings beneficial advantages 
in comparison with classic simple active elements and basic 
CDU that does not allow the above discussed controllable 
features in the filtering applications. The filtering 
application of the MCDU in Fig. 3 seems to be very 
interesting because no matching condition for tuning is 
required and circuit provides all filtering functions that are 
theoretically available in the first-order filter (namely iHP, 
LP and AP). Even direct transfer (or inverting direct 
transfer) is available. Proposed behavioral model of the 
MCDU allows electronic control of the required parameters 
(Rn, B1, B2) in proposed filter (Fig. 4) and operation 
sustainable up to tens of MHz. Moreover, the proposed 
structure allows independent pole and zero setting (pole has 
to be set at first and zero setting does not influence it). 
Therefore, LP and HP responses with intentional zero (finite 
attenuation in stop band) are also available from AP 
response. Simulation and measurement results confirmed 
theoretical hypotheses and validity of the synthesis.  
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Abstract—This paper presents simple electronically 
reconfigurable and reconnection-less filtering applications based 
on useful modification of current differencing unit (CDU). 
Modified CDU improves its controllable features and bring some 
other advantages. Three examples of first-order filtering 
structure in voltage- and current-mode were studied and 
compared. The last presented solution providing all-pass, 
inverting high-pass and low-pass (and theoretically also direct 
transfer) responses was investigated by PSpice simulations using 
complex behavioral model of the modified CDU, based on 
commercially available devices. It confirmed theoretically 
expected behavior. 

Keywords—Current differencing unit; CDU; electronic control; 
reconfigurability; reconnection-less filter; transfer function 
adjusting; tuning 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
Current difference seems to be quite important operation 

for analog signal processing [1]-[3]. It is commonly required in 
filtering structures [2], [3] working in current-mode. Active 
device [4] with this feature has some importance for field of 
electronically reconfigurable reconnection-less structures and 
its design. Presented approach utilizes multi-parameter control 
in frame of one active device. It was sufficiently used for 
applications of interesting synthesis several times, as was 
shown in works presented by Minaei et al. [5], Kumngern et al. 
[6] and Marcellis et al. [7] for example. However, their 
applications were focused on different types of applications, 
not on reconfigurability of reconnection-less structures of 
active filters. In this contribution, useful combination of 
electronically controllable features are discussed and 
implemented in advanced and improved type of current 
differencing unit (CDU) [4], [8], [9]. 

Classical multifunctional filters (for example [2], [3]) offer 
one input and several outputs or several inputs and one output. 
It means that such structure require reconnection of 
input/output terminal in order to obtain different transfer 
response. Therefore, such approach is not very beneficial for 
solutions of systems where additional mechanical change in 
circuitry (reconnection) is not easily allowed. However, 

electronically controllable reconnection-less filters allow 
multifunctionality even in case when one input and one output 
terminal are the same for all the time. Of course, there are some 
ways how to provide reconnection in frame of chip, however 
switching may bring some undesired problems – increasing of 
level of distortion from interferences of clock and useful signal 
(if required changes are fast), overshoots, additional 
complication of the design, additional power consumption, etc. 
Beneficial behavior of reconnection-less reconfigurable filters 
allow immediate and continuous reaction on changes in 
processed useful signal (temporarily increasing distortion, 
noise floor, undesired spectral components in some parts of 
band) – suitable also for some kind of adaptive control. We can 
expect following transfer functions in the first-order structures: 
low-pass (LP), high-pass (HP), all-pass (AP) response and 
direct transfer (DT), in non-inverting or inverting form (iLP, 
iHP, iAP, iDT). 

II. DISCUSSION OF RECENTLY PUBLISHED WORKS 
Reconfigurable first-order transfer functions were discussed 

also in several of our previously published works. The research 
started in [10] where several solutions reconfigurable 
reconnection-less filters based on the operational 
transconductance amplifiers (OTA) [4], [11] were synthesized 
by matrix method of the unknown nodal voltages. However, 
because OTA cannot reach transconductance gm = 0 S, 
utilization is partially limited (for instance by maximal stop-
band attenuation in case of some transfer types). Solutions in 
[10] also offer quite restricted possibilities of reconfigurations 
between transfer characteristics (mainly AP, HP and LP with 
zero). The second and more important problem is the mutual 
dependence of the parameters serving for reconfiguration and 
for tuning of the filter. For example (Fig. 1 and equation (2) in 
[10]) gm1 can be used for control of the pole frequency but 
meanwhile we require fulfilled equality gm1 = gm2 in 
configuration of the filter as HP. Therefore solutions, where 
reconfiguration is based on different controllable parameters 
and mutual independence of tuning and reconfiguration, should 
be designed. Our following work [12] reflects these 
requirements. We implemented also controllable current gain 
(B) and resistance of the current input terminal RX (in frame of 
the single additional electronically controllable current 
conveyor of second generation – ECCII [4], [5]) to the transfer Research described in this paper was financed by Czech Ministry of

Education in frame of National Sustainability Program under grant LO1401.
For research, infrastructure of the SIX Center was used. Research described in
the paper was supported by Czech Science Foundation projects under No. 14-
24186P. Grant No. FEKT-S-14-2281 also supported this research. The support
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function to obtain wider features of reconnection-less 
reconfigurability. The solution employs three active elements. 
We have available AP, LP, LP with zero, pure adjustable zero 
and iDT in [12] but, unfortunately, at two independent outputs 
(all responses are not available on single output) that is quite 
important drawback. However it was good start for the 
following work. Our following research was focused on 
implementation of single active element (so-called z-copy 
controlled-gain voltage differencing current conveyor) with 
three independently adjustable parameters (B, RX, gm) into the 
design of the reconnection-less reconfigurable filter presented 
in [13]. Two parameters allow reconfiguration between AP, 
LP, DT and iDT (pole frequency of the LP and zero/pole 
location of the AP can be controlled independently on 
configuration – mutual influence of parameters for 
configuration and tuning was removed). In presented work, we 
started to search solutions where also HP is available without 
mutual influence of parameters as in [10]). 

 An active device with special current differencing features 
(CDU) seems to be very useful for these purposes after certain 
modification leading to advanced variability of the adjustable 
parameters was prepared (modified CDU - MCDU). Two 
filters (voltage-mode and current-mode operation – general 
symbolical transfer functions are slightly different) in this work 
offer iAP, HP, DT and AP, iHP, and iDT. Mutual influence of 
tuning and reconfiguration is also eliminated, only simple 
matching Rp = Rn is required for tuning of (i)HP. The third 
(current-mode) solution offers DT, LP, iHP and AP response 
(all transfers available in first-order filters) that was not 
obtained in any of previous works [10], [12], [13]. Third 
solution presented in this paper is similar to solution (in 
current-mode) published quite recently in [14]. The filter in 
[14] offers the same transfers as presented in this contribution 
(DT, LP, iHP and AP). The difference between circuits is in 
slightly different interconnection of input terminals (solution in 
[14] requires utilization of Y terminal of MCDU). This 
difference leads to completely different general symbolical 
transfer function. In addition, there is also difference in MCDU 
conception. MCDU circuit, presented in this contribution, has 
full electronic adjustability of both current input resistances 
(Rp, Rn). In case of MCDU behavioral model in [14], current 
input p has fixed (and nonadjustable) resistance Rp. 
Verifications of the filtering solution in [14] reveal impact of 
parasitic influences on LP that seems to be substantially larger 
than in particular solution presented in this paper (Fig. 6).  

III. MODIFIED CURRENT DIFFERENCING UNIT 
Biolek et al. presented current differencing unit [4], [8], [9] 

as the first part of so-called current differencing 
transconductance amplifier (CDTA) [4], [15]. General 
behavioral model supposes interconnection of two current 
conveyors of second generation (CCIIs) [16]. However, their 
voltage input terminals are intentionally grounded to perform 
the main definition equation of the CDU behavior: I-x = Ip − In. 
Modification (Fig. 1), presented in this contribution, supposes 
availability of one voltage input terminal that is normally 
contained in CCII device. Of course, as known from some 
works [17] (or modified versions of the CDTA [18]-[20] for 

example), both current input terminals have controllable 
resistance: 

ppYp IRVV += , nnn IRV =  (1), (2) 
In addition, current transfer of both inputs p an n can be 
adjusted and their difference is available at the current output 
terminal x: 

21 BIBII npx −=+ .  (3) 
 

 
a) 

 
b) 

Fig. 1. Modified current differencing unit: a) symbol, b) ideal behavioral 
model. 

IV. FIRST-ORDER RECONFIGURABLE FILTER APPLICATIONS OF 
THE MCDU 

Proposed MCDU provides useful features for application in 
reconfigurable reconnection-less filtering structures that are not 
available in applications with basic CDU. We prepared three 
interesting examples in voltage- and also current-mode of 
circuit operation, where only one MCDU and one floating 
capacitor is required. Demonstration of ideal features of 
proposed applications were provided for C = 1 nF, and default 
values Rp = Rn = 1 kΩ, B1 = B2 = 1, unless otherwise stated. 

A. The first solution 
Simple but interesting circuit operating in voltage-mode is 

shown in Fig. 2. This solution has following transfer function: 

npn

nppn
V RsCRBR

RsCRBRBR
sK

+
+−

=
1

21)( , (4) 

where zero and pole frequency are given by: 

np

pn
z RCR

BRBR 21 −
=ω , 

p
p CR

B1=ω . (5), (6) 

The parameter B2 is very useful for direct control of type of the 
transfer function. There are available three types of operations 
(filtering functions): a) inverting AP (iAP) response for B2 = 2 



(B1 = 1); b) HP response for B1 = B2 = 1 and Rp = Rn, control of 
pole frequency is available by simultaneous change of Rp = Rn; 
c) direct transfer (DT), for B2 = 0, B1 = 1 (if Rp = Rn). 

p

MCDU

VSET_B1 VSET_B2

n

Y

+x

C

Vinp Vout

VSET_Rp VSET_Rn
 

Fig. 2. Voltage-mode multifunctional filter with controllable features. 

Details about ideal behavior of this solution are given in Fig. 3, 
where example magnitude and phase responses and also 
complex plot are given for fp = 159 kHz. Example of control of 
pole frequency of iAP response (in case of phase response) and 
pole frequency of HP (in case of magnitude response) are given 
in Fig. 4. 

 
a) 

 
b) 

 
c) 

Fig. 3. Ideal analysis of proposed filter in Fig. 2: a) magnitude responses, 
b)phase responses, c) complex plot. 

B. The second solution 
The current-mode type of the filter is available from the 

same circuit structure (the same position of input and output 
terminal), see Fig. 5. 

 
a) 

 
b) 

Fig. 4. Example of control of: a) zero/pole frequency of the iAP response, 
b) pole frequency of the HP response. 

 
Fig. 5. Current-mode implementation of the same structure as in Fig. 2. 

The type has transfer, where important differences are evident: 

npnp

npnp
I RsCRRR

RsCRBRBR
sK

++
−−

= 12)( . (7) 

Zero frequency has the same form as (5). Formula for pole 
frequency is different: 

 
n

np
p CR

RR +
=ω .    (8) 

The second structure also offers three types of the transfers (the 
lowest possible gains B are preferred): a) AP response for 
B1 = −1 (B2 = 1) or B2 = 3 (B1 = 1), control of zero/pole 
frequency is possible by Rp = Rn, or by Rp or Rn separately; b) 
inverting HP response (iHP) for B1 = 1 (B2 = 1) and Rp = Rn, 
control of pole frequency by simultaneous control of Rp = Rn; 
c) inverting DT response (iDT) for B1 = 3 (B2 = 1) and Rp = Rn 
or B2 = −1 (B1 = 1). Theoretical results of this type of the filter 
are similar to simulation results of filter from Fig. 2, therefore 
it is omitted.  

C. The third solution 
Different and interesting current-mode circuit, that has also 

reconfigurable features, is shown in Fig. 6 (terminal Y is not 
used in this case). Transfer function has form: 

( )
( )np

np
I RRsC

BRBRsCB
sK

++
−+

=
1

)( 122 , (11) 



where zero and pole frequencies are: 

( )12

2

BRBRC
B

np
z −
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p RRC +

= 1ω .  (12),(13) 

 
Fig. 6. Another structure of current-mode filter with reconfigurable features. 

Circuit in Fig. 6 produces: a) DT function for B1 = −1 (B2 = 1); 
b) LP response for B1 = 1 (B2 = 1), control of pole frequency is 
possible by simultaneous adjusting of Rp = Rn; c) iHP response 
for B2 = 0 (B1 = 1); d) AP response for B1 = 3 (B2 = 1) and 
Rp = Rn; simultaneous Rp = Rn allows control of zero/pole 
frequency. 

 
Fig. 7. Behavioral model of the MCDU. 

V. SIMULATION RESULTS 

A. MCDU behavioral model 
We prepared following model (Fig. 7) of the MCDU based 

on ECCIIs [21], [22] utilizing current gain control between 
terminal X and Z as main controllable feature, utilizing 
commercially available devices (EL2082 [23] OPA860 [24]). 
Control of Rp and Rn values was solved by subpart presented in 
[25], [26]. Relation between control voltage VSET_Rn and VSET_Rp 
has form: 

RpSET

X
p V

ECCIIRRR
_

/
1 )(2+≅ , 

RnSET

X
n V

RRR
_

/
2 2+≅ , (14), (15) 

Values of passive parameters are given in Fig. 7. Current gains 
B1, B2 are equal to VSET_B1, VSET_B2 up to value 2 V, dependence 
is quite nonlinear above this value [23]. Change of VSET_Rp,n 
from 0.1 to 2 V allows control of Rp,n in range from 4.7 kΩ to 

235 Ω (it is used for demonstration of filter adjusting as 
follows). Diamond transistor (in the structure of model) serves 
as current inverter to generate negative current in output 
summing node. 

 
a) 

 
b) 

Fig. 8. Frequency responses of available transfers: a) magnitude responses, 
b) phase responses. 

B. Filter performance 
We selected solution in Fig. 6 for detailed analysis, where 

above presented model was implemented. Values of passive 
elements were set as in ideal study (C = 1 nF, and initial values 
Rp = Rn = 1 kΩ, B1 = B2 = 1, unless otherwise stated). All 
parameters are noted directly in figures. Available transfer 
responses are shown in Fig. 8. We can ensure operation of the 
iHP response without gain-loss for B1 = 2, but we intentionally 
analyzed state when B1 = 1 to see 6.2dB attenuation, that 
corresponds to ratio of coefficients of linear member of transfer 
function in numerator and denominator (pass-band gain). 
Figure 9 shows tuning of the pole frequency by Rp = Rn change 
(by VSET_Rp = VSET_Rn), observed at the LP response. Note that 
DT is not available in this case due to unavailability of negative 
(inverting) gain B in presented behavioral model of the MCDU. 

VI. CONCLUSION 
Improved features (controllability of parameters) of MCDU 

overcomes standard CDU and allow design of interesting 
applications. We presented several simple structures of the 
filtering applications based on one MCDU and one floating 
capacitor. The first solution operates in voltage-mode and 
offers iAP, HP and DT transfer functions. Requirements on 



current gain (B1,2 values) are the lowest from the presented 
solutions. The second solution was derived as current-mode 
equivalent of the first circuit. However, transfer function is 
slightly different in detail and allows iDT, iHP and AP 
response. The third (also current-mode) solution seems to be 
the most beneficial. It provides iHP, AP and LP transfers 
(theoretically also DT). Transfer functions of the third solution 
were verified by PSpice simulations utilizing behavioral model 
of the MCDU based on commercially available devices. This 
behavioral model allows full control of current gains B1,2 and 
also Rp and Rn. 

 

 
Fig. 9. Tuning of the LP response. 
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Presented research introduces active filtering circuits which allow change of the transfer type without necessity of
reconnection of the input or output terminal that can be very useful for on-chip applications. Our attention is focused on
simple first-order filters that allow high-pass response (HP), all-pass response (AP) and also direct transfer (DT) with constant
magnitude and phase characteristics between two terminals (input and output) by adjusting of one controllable parameter
(current gain B in our case). Useful modification of the well-known current follower transconductance amplifier (CFTA),
the so-called Z-copy current-controlled current follower differential input transconductance amplifier (ZC-CCCFDITA)
and adjustable current amplifier were utilized in these circuits. Interesting possibilities (crossing between several transfer
functions) of presented circuits require different values of B to obtain desired transfer function that is very important
for practice and selection of specific way of control. Requirements on value of this continuously controllable gain B differ
among presented structures. Theory is supported by simulation and measurement results with behavioral models utilizing
commercially available active elements and simulation results with active elements based on CMOS models.

K e y w o r d s: active filters, electronic control, reconfiguration, reconnection-less multifunction, Z-copy current-controlled
current follower differential input transconductance amplifier, ZC-CCCFDITA

1 INTRODUCTION

Many suitable active elements for circuit synthesis of
various applications have been presented in literature [1].
Some of them allow interesting features and give useful
possibilities of electronic control in applications. However,
their further modifications bring some additional advan-
tages that are not available in their basic forms and defi-
nitions. These improvements mean additional implemen-
tation of controllable parameters in the active element in
the most cases. We know four types of electronic control in
frame of the active element. The first group utilizes con-
trollable transconductance (gm) [1, 2]. The second group
deals with controllable intrinsic resistance (Rx) of the
current input terminal (mainly in current-mode active el-
ements) [3]. Control of current gain (B ) [4] becomes very
popular in recent years mainly [5–11]. Utilization of the
adjustable voltage gain (A) is also very useful in many
cases, but complexity of active elements is worse [12] than
basic structures utilizing gm or Rx control [2, 3]. Design
of active elements in combination of several (at least two)
types of control in frame of one active element is one of
today’s trends [13–19].

We prepared overview of combined active elements em-
ploying current follower/inverter and transconductance
subparts. Active elements combining current inverter and
transconductance amplifier have been already investi-
gated precisely. For example current inverter transcon-
ductance amplifier (CITA) and its modifications (using
so-called Z-copy technique [20]) were reported in recent
literature [21]. Active elements presented in previously
discussed work have only one possibility of control by
electronically adjustable transconductance.

We provided detailed comparison of the CFTA/CITA-
based circuit structures (or their modifications) that pro-
vide first- and/or second- order transfer functions, to see
recent progress in the field of CFTA/CITA-based first-
order filters. Solutions discussed in [21–25] are simple
first-order circuits. Some of them provide also univer-
sal [23] or multifunctional filtering characteristics [24].
Typical distinctiveness of the multifunctional/universal
filters is the necessity of physical reconnection of the in-
put or output terminal for change of the transfer type.

Change of the transfer function of the filter is quite
important feature of applications on the chip. This fea-
ture is required if direct connection between two nodes
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Table 1. Comparison of the parameters of presented solutions to recently reported reconnection-less voltage-mode filtering structures
based on other active elements

Type of
Available

Active elements (number)
functions

transfer

functions

[26] ECCII- (1), VB (1)
biquadratic

AP, BR
(2nd order)

[27]
ECCII- (4), MO-CF/I (2), VB biquadratic AP, BR

(1) or OTA (5), VB (1) (2nd order)

[28] OTA (2), ECCII-(1) 1st order AP, LP, iDT

[29] ZC-CG-VDCC (1) 1st order AP, LP, iDT, DT

Fig. 3a ZC-CCCFDITA (1), CA (1) 1st order iHP, AP, iDT

Fig. 3b ZC-CCCFDITA (1), CA (1) 1st order HP, iAP, DT

Abbreviations:

ECCII- Current Conveyor of Second Generation (negative) with possibility of gain
adjusting between X and Z terminal

OTA Operational Transconductance Amplifier
VB Voltage Buffer
CA Current Amplifier (adjustable gain B)

MO-CF/I Multiple-output Current Follower/Inverter
ZC-CG-VDCC Z-copy Controlled-Gain Voltage Differencing Current Conveyor
DT direct transfer
iDT inverted direct transfer
BR band reject transfer function
AP all-pass transfer function
iAP inverting all-pass transfer function
LP low-pass transfer function
HP high-pass transfer function
iHP inverting high-pass transfer function

(in frame of the complex communication system — sub-
blocks) have to be replaced by HP or other filter response
in order to reject some type of wide-band or selective
noise or distortion. It is necessary to provide reconnec-
tion of the output by switches, it practice. However, some
types of the filter with specific features (reconnection-less
reconfigurable) allow change of the transfer function by
simple tuning of externally adjustable parameter [26] —
no physical/electrical reconnection is necessary. Recently
reported reconnection-less filtering circuits were summa-
rized in Tab. 1 for easy comparison. Solution discussed
in [26] allows change of the 2nd-order transfer function

between AP and BR by adjustable current gain. Solution
of some drawbacks of [26] was discussed in full state vari-
able follow the leader structure presented in [27]. How-
ever, circuit is quite complicated. The first order recon-
nection less filters were presented also in [28, 29]. Both
realizations, are focused on reconfiguration between AP,
LP and direct transfer (DT). Unfortunately, no realiza-
tion reported in the past (Tab. 1) was focused on AP, HP
and DT transfer functions that can be changed electron-
ically. For more details see Tab. 1.

This paper is focused on simple 1st -order circuits
where additional adjustable current amplifier was en-

ISET_Rf
ISET_ gm

ZC-CCCFDITA
IfVf

Ix+ Vx+

Vx-Ix-

VZC VZ Vv

IZC IZ

x+

x-

ZC Z v

(a)

ISET_Rf ISET_ gm

Ix+ = gm(VZ -VV)

ZC Z v

(b)
If

Vf

IZC = If IZ = If OTA

-

+
Rf

Ix- = -gm(VZ -VV)
x-

x+

ZC-CCCFDITA

f

f

Fig. 1. Principle of the ZC-CCCFDITA: (a) — symbol, (b) — behavioral model
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Fig. 2. Possible internal CMOS topology of proposed ZC-CCCFDITA active element
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x+
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(a)

RL

C

B
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ISET_ B
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ISET_ gm
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Z ZC n

(b)

RL

C

B

CA
Vinp

ISET_ B

f f

Fig. 3. HP/AP structures utilizing single ZC-CCCFDTA and adjustable current amplifier: (a) — using non-inverting controllable current
amplifier, (b) — using inverting current amplifier

gaged to obtain several types of transfer characteristics

including direct connection (non-inverting or inverting)
between input and output terminal (the same form of
the numerator and denominator of the transfer function
— transfer with constant magnitude and phase charac-

teristic) in several very simple circuits.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 shows def-
inition of presented modification of active element (so-
called Z-copy current-controlled current follower differen-

tial input transconductance amplifier — ZC-CCCFDITA)
and possible way of its CMOS implementation. Chap-
ter 3 deals with 1st-order electronically reconfigurable

transfers (HP, AP, DT) in simple circuits based on ZC-
CCCFDITA and adjustable current amplifier with min-
imal number of passive elements and their theoretical

analysis. Section 4 introduces method of implementa-
tion of the ZC-CCCFDITA by commercially available ac-
tive elements (behavioral model) and its application in

selected type of the reconfigurable filtering solution to-

gether with CMOS implementation. Comparison of ideal
and simulated results with CMOS and behavioral model
is also presented. Exemplary experimental results are
given in Section 5. Summarization of achieved features,
requirements and results is provided in conclusion.

2 Z–COPY CURRENT–CONTROLLED

CURRENT FOLLOWER DIFFERENTIAL

INPUT TRANSCONDUCTNACE AMPLIFIER

The Z-copy current-controlled current follower differen-
tial input transconductance amplifier (ZC-CCCFDITA)
belongs to family of modern active elements [1] deeply in-
vestigated by Herencsar et al , [30]. Principle of this useful
modification of basic CFTA is in controllable input in-
trinsic resistance Rf , transconductance (gm) of the out-
put section and additional differential voltage input [25]
of the output (transconductance section – OTA). Basic
CFTA does not use fully-differential input of the OTA
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Fig. 4. Behavioral model of the ZC-CCCFDITA employing com-
mercially available active devices

section (one input terminal is grounded) [1], however, it
seems to be advantageous. Principal conception of the
ZC-CCCFDITA is shown in Fig. 1.

Input current If is mirrored to two output terminals
of the first section (current follower). One current out-
put is connected directly to the second (output) section
based on operational transconductance amplifier (OTA)
and called z . The second auxiliary current output of the
first section is identical copy of the input current If , this
output is called zc . Negative input of the OTA section is
lead out of the device and noted as v . Two current out-
puts of the OTA section have both polarities or we can
use multiple-output OTA section. Principle is clear from
Fig. 1b. The CMOS structure utilizing current controlled
current conveyor of second generation [3] connected as
multiple-output current follower and dual-output OTA
section [2, 22] is shown in Fig. 2.

Controllable intrinsic resistance is given by [31, 32]

Rf =
1

√

ISET RfKPn
WM1,2

LM1,2
+
√

ISET RfKPp
WM3,4

LM3,4

, (1)

and transconductance of the output OTA section has
known expression [31]

gm = 2

√

ISET gmKPn
WM17,18

LM17,18
(2)

where constant 2 is given by gain of current mirrors
(P-MOS: M28–M27 and M29–M30 ) and KPn,p are tech-
nological constants (µ0Cox ) of used fabrication technol-
ogy [33] (TSMC 0.18µm).

3 FIRST–ORDER FILTERS WITH

ELECTRONICALLY RECONFIGURABLE

TYPE OF THE TRANSFER FUNCTION

Almost all active electronic systems are integrated on
chip today. Electronic adjustability of the systems is im-
portant for control of bandwidth, pole frequency, oscil-
lation frequency, quality factor, etc . However, extensive

reconfiguration like change of the transfer function of
the frequency filter is not possible because it requires
change of topology, reconnection of input/output nodes
(SIMO, MISO types) very often. Unfortunately, after fab-
rication no change of the internal structures is possible.
We present simple 1st-order transfer functions that are
available in advanced circuitry as HP or AP response
without necessity of changing the topology or reconnec-
tion of nodes (SISO — single input and single output
type). Only electronically adjustable parameter is used
for change type of the transfer function. Therefore this
way can be very useful for on-chip subsystems. We will
demonstrate principle on two solutions both are practi-
cally the same but different configurations of polarities of
the outputs of active elements give us significantly differ-
ent possibilities.

Circuit in Fig. 3a is HP/AP filter and DT based on
ZC-CCCFDITA and Adjustable Current Amplifier. It has
both of the z and zc terminals with positive polarity.
Transfer function has form

K1(s) =
gmRL

Rf

B − sCRf

gm + sC
. (3)

The circuit structure behaves as inverting HP (iHP) sec-
tion for B = 0. AP section is available for B = 1 for a
condition gm = 1/Rf . Inverting direct transfer (iDT) is
set by B = −1. Zero and pole frequencies are given by
ωz = B/RfC and ωp = gm/C .

Independent control of the zero and pole location (out-
side pure AP behavior) is possible also by Rf and gm
(bilinear filter). However, both parameters influence pass-
band gain.

The second solution of the filter has the same circuit
solution but direction (polarity) of output currents from
outputs and auxiliary terminal z are opposite, see Fig. 3b.
This difference is important for type (polarity) and value
of controllable current gain B . Despite the fact that both
circuits have the same structure, transfer function of the
solution in Fig. 3b is slightly different

K2(s) =
gmRL

Rf

2−B + sCRf

gm + sC
, (4)

where B = 1 gives DT response (constant unity magni-
tude and phase equal to 0 degrees) if gm = 1/Rf . The
transfer function of HP response is obtained in case of
B = 2 and the inverting AP (iAP) response is avail-
able for B = 3 (gm = 1/Rf). Zero frequency is given by
ωz = (2 − B)/RfC and pole frequency is the same as in
the previous case (ωp = gm/C).

The first case (Fig. 3a) requires controllable parameter
B ≥ 0 for change of the transfer type from HP to AP re-
sponse, the second case (Fig. 3b) allows change also from
HP to AP, but for B ≥ 2. Migration of zero from left
to the right side of the complex space is conditioned by
both polarities of B (B = ±1) in the first case in Fig. 3a,
which is sophisticated task for current amplifier. Fortu-
nately, solution in Fig. 3b allows migration of zero just
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Fig. 5. HP magnitude response obtained from structure utilizing

behavioral or CMOS model of ZC-CCCFDITA and adjustable cur-
rent amplifier
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Fig. 6. AP and DT magnitude responses obtained from structure

utilizing behavioral and CMOS models of ZC-CCCFDITA and ad-
justable current amplifier
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Fig. 7. All phase responses obtained from structure utilizing behav-
ioral and CMOS models of ZC-CCCFDITA and adjustable current

amplifier (three discrete current gains)

in one polarity of the B . Necessity of higher gain B = 3
(for AP response) is small disadvantage of this solution
(higher gain = higher power consumption in many cases).
Both circuits are suitable for cascading (high-impedance
input terminal). This solution will be analyzed in more
details in Chapter 4.

4 SIMULATION RESULTS

4.1 Simulation of the selected filtering solution

Circuit in Fig. 3b was chosen for detailed study. Its
features are interesting for investigation because it allows
HP, AP and DT functions simultaneously in one circuit
structure (without reconnection) only by change of pa-
rameter B (in one polarity). The rest of parameters was
selected as: Rf = RL = 1 kΩ, C = 470 pF, gm = 1 mS.
Current amplifier constructed from EL2082 [35] was used
for control of loop-gain and type of the transfer (commer-
cially available devices-based behavioral model).

We prepared the following behavioral model (Fig. 4)
of the ZC-CCCFDITA based on commercially available
devices (VCA610/810 [36], AD830 [37], EL4083 [38],

EL2082 [35] and diamond transistor OPA860 [39, 40]).
Supply voltage of the behavioral model was ±5 V. Dis-
cussed model employs controllable current amplifier/
follower part that allows voltage control of the Rf based
on voltage controllable amplifier (VCA) (method firstly
proposed in [41]). The resistance Rf is given by [41] as

Rf = R1

(

1 + 10−2(VSET Rf+1)
)

. (5)

Differential voltage amplifier (DVB) can be easily re-
placed by the second VCA to control also the current
gain [41]. Resistor R2 serves as voltage/current con-
verter. Transconductance section is utilized by two di-
amond transistors (DTs).

ISET_Rf
ISET_ gm

ZC-CCCFDITA

Vout

x-

x+

Z ZC v

RL

C

B

CAVinp

ISET_ B

Cp1

Rp1

Cp2

C‘

f

Fig. 8. Model representing the most important parasitic influences
in circuit from Fig. 3b

CMOS structure from Fig. 2 was also used (after ap-
propriate changes of polarities of the outputs and aux-
iliary terminals in accordance to Fig. 3b) for simulation
together with CMOS current amplifier based on section
used also in [11, 12] and [29] especially for example. Its
current gain [34] is given by

B =
NIb2
2Iset B

∼=
Ib2
Iset B

. (6)
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Fig. 9. HP response behavior under conditions of parasitic elements: (a) — stepping of Rp1 while B is constant, (b) — stepping of B

while Rp1 is constant

Figure 5 shows magnitude HP response for three traces:
ideal (fp = 339 kHz for B = 2, gm = 1 mS, Rf =
1 kΩ), simulation with behavioural model (fp = 296
kHz for VSET B = 2.46 V, gm = 1 mS, VSET Rf = 1
V) and simulation with CMOS model (fp = 378 kHz
for ISET B = 56.5 µA, ISET gm = 54 µA ISET Rf = 34
µA) using the ZC-CCCFDITA device. Figure 6 indi-
cates reconfigurability between AP, HP and direct trans-
fer in phase response. There ideal traces, simulation re-
sults with behavioural model and simulation results with
CMOS model of the ZC-CCCFDITA are compared. The
ideal trace, behavioural model and CMOS model re-
sponses are distinguished by style of the line (ideal trace
- thin solid line, behavioural model thick line, CMOS
model thick dashed line). Sets of parameters (in order
to obtain AP for ideal B = 3, HP for ideal B = 2 and
direct transfer for ideal B = 1) are following: AP (be-
havioural model - fp = 292 kHz, VSET B = 4 V, gm
= 1 mS, VSET Rf = 1 V; CMOS model - fp = 373 kHz,
ISET B = 35 µAS , ISET gm = 54 µA, ISET Rf = 34 µA),
HP (behavioural model - f3dB = 296 kHz, VSET B = 2.46
V, gm = 1 mS, VSET Rf = 1 V; CMOS model - f3dB
= 378 kHz, ISET B = 56.5 µA, ISET gm = 54 µA,
ISET Rf = 34 µA), direct transfer (behavioural model
- VSET B = 1.15 V, gm = 1 mS, VSET Rf = 1 V;
CMOS model - ISET B = 81 µA; ISET gm = 54 µA;
ISET Rf = 34 µ A). Magnitude responses for DT and HP
configuration are given in Fig. 7. Sets of parameters is
the same as note above (for AP and DT). Supply voltage
was always ±5 V for behavioural model and ±1 V for
CMOS model.

4.2 Parasitic analysis of selected filtering solu-

tion

We provided detailed analysis of important parasitic
influences in the selected structure (Fig. 3b). Main prob-
lems create additional impedance in high-impedance node
of working capacitor and parasitic capacitance in node
of working resistor RL (in parallel). Model representing
these problems is depicted in Fig. 8. We suppose follow-
ing simplifications, because they are nearly always ful-
filled: RZC ≫ RinpCA , Rx− ≫ RL therefore, we can

suppose RL in node operating as only dominant resis-
tance. Parasitic elements are estimated (determined from
behavioral model in Fig. 4 for example) as follows: Rp1 ≈
Rf‖Rz‖Rx+ ≈ Rf‖25 kΩ, Cp1 ≈ Cf + Cz + Cx+ ≈ 10 pF,
Cp2 ≈ Cout CA + Cx− ≈ 10 pF. We used also simplifica-
tion C′ = C + Cp1 . The rest of parameters was used as
in case of Section 4.1. Low value of Rx± (25 kΩ [39, 40])
seems to be the most important problem for us. Approx-
imate equation for overall transfer function of the filter
has form in this case

K ′

2(s) = gmRL

(

Rp1(2−B) +Rf + sC′RfRp1

)/(

gmRfRp1

+Rf + s [RfRp1C
′ +RLCp2(gmRfRp1 + 2Rp1 +Rf)]

+ s2C′Cp2RfRp1RL

)

. (7)

Simulation results of the HP response (that is the most
influenced by parasitic behavior) we have shown in Fig. 9.
Of course Rp1 has direct impact on zero location and
value of finite attenuation in the stop band, see Fig. 9a.

Ideal value B = 2 is expected for pure HP response
without zero. Existence of real Rp1 causes unintentional
creation of zero also for B = 2. However, problem of
low Rx± (the most important contributor of Rp1 ) can be
still easily solved by B control (as we suppose to utilize
for reconfiguration) to compensate impact of Rp1 and to
obtain pure HP again (for B = 2.04), see Fig. 9b.

Second order denominator of influenced transfer func-
tion has also impact on pass-band transfer drop at higher
frequencies (but maybe lower than available bandwidth of
active elements in some cases) that is visible in all trans-
fer responses (HP, iAP, DT). Estimation of this pole fre-
quency can be provided from: ωp2

∼= 1/RLCp2
∼= 16 MHz.

5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We measured discussed type of the filter (Fig. 3b)
based on behavioral model from Fig. 4 and additional
current amplifier (EL2082) under the same conditions as
described in Section 4. Measurements were provided by
network vector analyzer ENA E5071C. Brief exemplary
results of the filter configurations, particularly HP, iAP
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Fig. 10. Measured magnitude and phase response of HP configu-
ration, Vset B = 2.6 V

Fig. 11. Measured magnitude and phase response of iAP configu-
ration, Vset B = 4.3 V

Fig. 12. Measured magnitude and phase response of DT configu-
ration, Vset B = 1 V

and DT transfers, are shown in Figs. 10–12. Experimental
results are close to expectations and behavior of simulated
case.
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Introduction 
 
 There are many suitable active elements for electronic 
adjusting in the signal processing (high-speed data 
communication systems, regulation and measurement 
techniques, electro-acoustics, etc.). We can introduce for 
example operational transconductance amplifiers (OTA-s) 
[1], current differencing transconductance amplifiers 
(CDTA-s) [2], differential input buffered and 
transconductance amplifiers (DBTA-s) [3], current 
follower transconductance amplifier (CFTA-s) [4], single, 
dual and multi-output controlled current conveyors 
(ECCII-s, VCG-CCII-s, DO-CCCCII-s, MO-CCCCII-s) 
[5–9] or current controlled current feedback amplifiers 
(CC-CFA-s) [10]. Many another novel active elements and 
their properties are summarized in [11], unfortunately 
many of them are not commercially available yet. 
Electronic control of the parameters of mentioned active 
elements is possible due to the DC bias control current or 
voltage.  
 A lot of applications are focused on sinusoidal 
oscillators [12–15] and filters [16–20], in the voltage, 
current and also mixed mode. Many of active filters are 
multifunctional or universal (we can obtain low-pass, 
band-pass, high-pass, all-pass and band reject/notch filter 
within the same circuit) and sometimes there is a 
possibility of electronic tuning. Practically, there is no 
necessity to have all transfer functions in one circuitry. In 
particular applications, one type of filtering function is 
usually required. Main aim of this work is not to show 
multifunctional or fully adjustable circuit but to introduce a 
simple approach in case of the electronic adjusting of the 
stop-band attenuation. Some recent solutions are compared 
in the following text.  

Except circuits shown in [16–20, 30–32] realizations 
of single-purpose filters (all pass/notch filter) were 
published in [21–29]. Solution of the all-pass and notch 
filter based on single CCII- and 6 passive elements is 
described in [21]. Complicated solution is presented in [22] 
and is based on CCII- and CCII+ and 5 passive elements. 
Publication [23] presents multifunctional filter based on 

single CCII- and 5 passive elements where notch response 
is also possible. Ref. [24] deals with quite complicated all-
pass/notch filter employing two CCII+ and one CCII- and 
6 grounded passive elements. In [25, 26] multifunctional 
filters with notch response with CCII+ and CCII- and 5-6 
passive elements were also introduced. Solution described 
in [27] shows all-pass, notch and band-pass filter using 
single CCII+ and 7-9 passive elements. Similarly, one and 
two current-conveyor-based filter structures providing 
notch/all-pass responses were reported in [28, 29]. Other 
universal structures with CCII+ and CCCII- using 
minimum passive components are in [30, 31]. Circuit in 
[30] is quite similar to the presented solution but it has 
different configuration of ports of used current conveyor. 
Some mentioned solutions [21–27] do not provide 
capability of tuning the natural frequency. Control of the 
natural frequency in recent papers is often not possible. If 
it is present, it is based on the external control of current 
input resistance (Rx) [33] that is achieved by control of the 
bias current (Ib) of proposed active element or by change 
of the value of passive element or elements 
simultaneously. 
 Multi-loop integrator structures allow (in specific 
cases) control of the stop-band attenuation in case of notch 
filter, for example, but circuit solution is quite complicated 
in comparison with our solution. Example of principle 
signal-flow graph (SFG) of common KHN state-variable 
realization is shown in Fig. 1. These types of solution (and 
also other derived canonical forms) are very popular [2, 20, 
32, 34–38]. 
 

 
Fig. 1. An example of mutli-loop commonly-used realization of 
universal biquad 
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Structure contains two loss-less integrators in two 
feedback loops. Structure is universal and therefore we can 
obtain all biquadratic filtering responses. All-pass and 
notch responses are available on node designed as OUT in 
Fig. 1. Adjusting of the band-stop attenuation is possible 
due to change of k7 path transfer. Structure works as notch 
with adjustable stop-band transfer for k7 > 0 and for k7 < 0 
it works as all-pass filter. Maximal attenuation in stop band 
of the notch filter is obtained for k7 = 0. This path transfer 
represents middle coefficient of numerator of the 
biquadratic transfer function. However, this solution 
requires minimally three active elements to ensure 
mentioned adjustability. Of course, there main transfer 
functions like high-pass (HP), low-pass (LP), band-pass 
(BP) or also notch/band reject (BR) and all-pass (AP) are 
available. Tuning and quality factor Q adjusting is possible 
easily, but it requires additional active elements which 
complicates final circuit realization. Similar universal or 
multifunctional filter solutions can be found for example in 
[4, 6, 16–19, 32, 36].  

Our novel solution is much simpler. It contains only 
one current conveyor (CC) and one voltage buffer (VB). 
Variable current gain of the current conveyor allows 
electronic change between BR and AP response. Although 
there are some disadvantages described in following text 
(i.e. only one passive element is grounded, unsuitable for 
Q changes) it is very interesting and simple solution with 
electronic control that can be useful in special cases. 
Simple notch filter which provides a possibility of 
electronic control of the stop-band attenuation can be 
important for exact suppression of some frequency 
components for example in radio-frequency devices 
(suppression of interferences, mirrored frequencies, etc.) in 
the base band or the inter-frequency band (IF). It is usually 
necessary to keep given frequency mask in these cases. 
Our solution has some drawbacks that are discussed in 
further text but some of them are compensated by the 
simplicity and also by some special features (attenuation 
control) which are not commonly included in reported 
approaches. 
 
Notch filter based on controllable current conveyor and 
buffer 
 
 Fig. 2a shows principle of used active element CCII- 
(negative). This controllable element is called 
electronically controlled current conveyor of second 
generation (ECCII) in [5] or voltage and current gain 
controlled current conveyor of second generation VCG-
CCII in [7]. In our case we suppose controllable current 

transfer (B) of CCII via external control force (DC control 
voltage Vg, B = f(Vg)). Proposed notch filter (Fig. 2b) with 
electronically adjustable attenuation was designed by 
modification of the autonomous circuit structure with 
partial admittance network and two CCII- (similarly 
technique in [39]). There are two resistors and two 
capacitors, one of them is floating. Resistor-less variant is 
shown in Fig. 2c. RZ represents real part of internal CCII 
output impedance of unused output. VB is implemented by 
part of the CCII-. In this case, filter uses only internal Rx 
resistances (R1 = Rx1 and R2 = Rx2 in the following 
equations) of the current input of the CCII-. The transfer 
function, angular frequency, quality factor and sensitivities 
are expressed as: 
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where B represents current transfer of CC. The middle 
coefficient in the numerator in (1) contains controllable 
current transfer B which can be used for adjusting of the 
maximal attenuation of proposed notch filter. If the 
coefficient is equal to 0 we can obtain the utmost 
attenuation. It is fulfilled for B = 1 (when R2C1 = R2C2 is 
valid). The circuit works as adjustable notch filter if B ≤ 1. 
If B > 1 filter works as all-pass filter or circuit with non-
minimal argument (zeros are in right complex half plane).  
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      a)      b)     c) 
Fig. 2. Proposed solution of notch filter with electronically adjustable stop-band attenuation: a –the CCII- without fixed current transfer; 
b – notch filter employing negative CCII, voltage buffer and four passive elements; c – resistor-less variant of proposed filter 
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Design of the filter parameters and influences of real 
active blocks 
 
 Passive elements of structure from Fig. 2b have been 
selected as R1 = R2 = R = 100 Ω + 95 Ω (Rx), capacitors as                  
C1 = C2 = C = 470 pF. CCII- device knows as current 
mode multiplier EL 2082 [40] was used for the verification 
purposes. Second CCII- is connected as voltage buffer 
(only Y a X ports) or it is possible to replace it by any 
voltage buffer. We can control current transfer of the CC 
via DC control voltage Vg between 0 - 2 where B = f(Vg). 
B1 = 1 was set by Vg = 1 V. For higher values of Vg, 
dependence B = f(Vg) is nonlinear [40]. Parameters 
fC = 1.737 MHz and Q = 0.5 have been calculated from (2, 
3). 
 Parasitic influences are caused by the real input and 
output properties (Rx, Ry, Rz, Cy, Cz) of used active 
elements (Fig. 3a). They were added to filtering structure 
as shown in Fig. 3b. The voltage buffer as a part of CC2 
(Y, X) was used. Real parameters have been taken into 
account and eq. (1) changed to following eqs. (9-15) where 
R1* = R1 + Rx1, R2* = R2 + Rx2, C1

* = C1 + Cy2, 

T

T

s

B
B





 1*
1 . Transfer function and coefficients of 

transfer function in eqs. (9-15) do not contain Ry1 and Cy1, 
therefore they can be neglected. All equations contain 
frequency dependent current transfers B1

*. Real Ry and Rz 
resistances of EL 2082 are quite high (hundreds of kΩ) 
[18] and therefore the influence on fC and Q should be 
minimal. But results showed impact on max. achievable 
attenuation in the stop band. In ideal case it should be more 
than 60 dB, in real (and simulation) case less than 50 dB. 

Capacitances Cy and Cz caused slight shift of characteristic 
frequency fC.  
 

 
 

a) 
 

  
 

b) 
 

Fig. 3. Non-ideal features: a – non-ideal model of CCII-; b – 
parasitic input and output properties of active elements are 
included 
 

Characteristic frequency is about 50 kHz lower 
(1.687 MHz) than theoretically. It is also partly caused by 
inequality of Rx1 ≠ Rx2 (then R1 ≠ R2). Manufacturing 
tolerance of Rx (EL 2082 [40]) is quite large (about 
± 20 %). Real Rx value is about 95 Ω and therefore cannot 
be omitted: 
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Experimental results and discussion  
 

Network analyzer Agilent E5071C, two negative  
CCIIs EL 2082 [40] and common FET (BF 245A) 

transistors (two and two parallel for lower resistance value) 
were used for the experimental and computer (simulation) 
verification. Adjustment of the characteristic frequency (fC) 
is possible only by floating resistors R1 and R2 but if we 
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replace them by FET transistors, we can control the fC by 
the DC voltage VC, see Fig. 4a. Another approach (Fig. 4b) 
to fC-control is to use modified CCII- element with the 
possibility of control of the current input resistance Rx by 
DC bias current Ib (similarly like in [5, 7-8, 10, 33], for 
instance), where Rx = f(Ib). There is necessary to 
simultaneously change the R1 and R2 or Rx1 (Ib1) and 
Rx2 (Ib2) values. The results are summarized in Fig. 5. The 
simulation results were obtained in PSpice with 
professional macro-models. Notch filter from Fig. 2b was 
also measured. In Fig. 5a, comparison of ideal, simulated 
and measured magnitude responses is given, in Fig. 5b 
measured electronic adjusting of max. attenuation is 
shown, Fig. 5c shows dependence of the max. attenuation 
on the control voltage Vg. Finally, in Fig. 5d, example of 
adjusting the fC is included. Measured phase response of 
the notch filter is depicted in Fig. 6. Greater difference 
between simulated and measured traces at minimal 
transfers (over - 40 dB) in stop band (Fig. 5c) is caused by 
non-accurate relation between B and control voltage in the 
real scenario. It is given by one of used active element 
EL 2082 and it is significantly influenced by Rx = 95  
(CCII) causing R1 ≠ R2. Theoretically, using of FET 
transistor as replacement of R1 and R2 for tuning purposes 
is very easy. In final application, we are limited by 
nonlinearities caused by them, because they increase total 
harmonic distortion of whole application. Described 
solution is suitable only for small signal levels. Second 
possible solution (Fig. 4b) based on extended CCII with Rx 
control is widely used in present literature [8, 10]. It is 
better than the first one in some applications, but these 
active elements [11] are not commonly available. 
However, for microelectronic experts there is no problem 

to implement similar device directly on chip with adequate 
active element. When the control voltage exceeds Vg = 1 V 
(B > 1) zeros are shifting to the right complex half plane 
and filter produces all-pass response. Inequality 
R2C2 < R2C1 is valid for B > 1 and the middle numerator 
coefficient of (1) is then negative. Pure AP response is 
available for B = 3. Measured filter output response for 
Vg = 2.65 V is shown in Fig. 7. This feature of this filter 
realization with controllable current gain is very interesting 
and could be really useful in particular application. 
 

 
 

a) 
 

 
 

b) 
 

Fig. 4. Tunable variants of proposed notch filter: a - fC tunable by 
two FET transistors; b - tunable by extended CCII with Rx control  
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Fig. 5. Experimental and simulation results: a – detail of comparison of the simulated and measured magnitude response; b – measured 
adjusting of the max. attenuation; c – dependence of the max. attenuation on Vg1; d – simulated tuning of fC by FET transistors 
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Fig. 6. Measured phase response of the notch filter 

 

 
Fig. 7. Measured all-pass response (Vg = 2.65 V) 
 
Conclusions 
 
 Novel structure of the notch/all-pass filter with 
electronically adjustable attenuation in the stop band based 
on two negative current conveyors or one negative 
conveyor and voltage buffer and minimum number of the 
passive elements has been proposed. Resistor-less variant 
is also possible but it depends a lot on accuracy and 
tolerances of internal current input resistances (Rx) of used 
active elements. The macromodel of EL 2082 was used in 
order to obtain simulation results and EL 2082 served as 
real device for measurement purposes. Measured 
attenuation varied from 7 to 45 dB without disturbance of 
the characteristic frequency or the quality factor. Of 
course, there are also some drawbacks. Change of the 
quality factor is not easy (maximal achievable value is 
0.5), tuning and adjusting is possible only in limited range. 
However, main aim of this work is to show simple solution 
of notch filter with attenuation adjusting and electronic 
control of transfer function (from notch to AP). Presented 
solution could be useful in particular cases because of its 
simplicity. In recent literature there are many other 
filtering solutions which provide other transfer functions 
except notch response, but these usually multi-loop 
feedback conceptions are quite complicated (many active 
and passive elements) or electronic adjusting of attenuation 
is not easy. Presented conception is based only on 
adjustable conveyor and voltage buffer.  
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Abstract—The main aim of this paper is to show logical 
method how to obtain fully electronically adjustable active filter 
with electronic control of type of the transfer function without 
any change of topology and change of input excitation or 
reconnection of output. It is important for on-chip applications 
especially. Results of synthesis are demonstrated on biquadratic 
filter (band-reject and all-pass response) structure and two 
equivalent solutions are introduced and discussed. Achievable 
features are confirmed by PSpice simulations. 

Keywords—All-pass; band-reject; current conveyor; electronic 
control; transconductor; signal flow graph 

I.  INTRODUCTION  
Active filters and their transfer functions, namely low-pass 

(LP), band-pass (BP), high-pass (HP), and mainly band reject 
(BR) and all-pass (AP) transfers are important topic in analog 
signal processing. Realization of transfers as AP and BR 
simultaneously requires sophisticated approach and circuits are 
not so simple in many cases. Some filtering structures (so-
called multifunctional or universal) allow to achieve some or 
even all transfer functions simultaneously. The first approach, 
that allows this possibility, was provided as non-electronically 
tunable solution with operational amplifiers known as Kerwin-
Huelsman-Newcomb type (KHN) [1]. Possibilities of 
electronic control in filtering circuits attain substantial attention 
for many years. The most often used active elements are 
transconductors (OTAs) [2], [3]. These elements bring some 
advantages of biquadratic filtering structures namely in 
electronically adjustable parameters (some or all) as: the 
characteristic cutoff or pole frequency (fC), the quality factor 
(Q), the bandwidth of the BP response (BW) and the pass-band 
gain (K0). 

Almost all multifunctional filters are based on loop and 
multi-loop integrator structures [4]-[6]. The basic building 
(integrating or biquadratic) sections were formed with OTAs 
([7]-[10] for example). Design and synthesis principles of more 
complicated multi-loop OTA-based structures (also higher 
orders) were introduced in [11], [12] for example. These 
principles are important because describe pure mathematical 
approach to the design of multi-loop filters. We used signal 
flow graphs (SFGs) [4], [5], [13], [14] in this contribution. The 

idea of circuit principle is clear because SFG allows 
visualization of transfers in the multi-loop system. Symbolical 
transfer functions obtained by more designer-friendly SFG 
approach correspond to mathematical approaches [11], [12] 
and both methods can offer the same resulting circuit. 

Works [4]-[12] show that sufficient number of active 
elements allows availability of various transfer functions (also 
asymmetrical BPs) [5], [11], [12] and many possibilities of 
control of parameters (fC, Q, K0). However, increased number 
(several-times higher compared to [1], [7]-[8] in some cases) of 
active elements is the main drawback [15]. Some of discussed 
realizations are electronically controllable. In fact, in 
multifunctional filters two conceptions are possible: the first 
has only single input and offers more (in many cases at least 
three - HP, BP, LP) output responses (transfer characteristics) 
and the second has more inputs and only one output. However, 
none of proposed approaches was modified to provide control 
of the transfer by only electronic way. 

We can recapitulate all typical features of standard 
multifunctional filtering circuits: transfer functions are 
available separately in one structure but at least interconnection 
(change of input or output or both) or even change of structure 
is necessary for switching the transfer function. A fully 
adjustable BR and AP filter is subject of our discussion. In 
comparison to standard approaches, our solution does not 
require any physical changes of inputs or outputs. But there 
only electronic control of parameters allows a change of the 
transfer function and also ensures other adjustable properties 
(fC, Q, etc.). Method of "contact-less change" of the transfer 
type can be very useful in modern variable on-chip CMOS 
applications because no additional easy modification of 
filtering systems inside chip is available without expensive 
technological intervention (laser trimming, probe bonding) 
from manufacturer. Very simple solution of the filter, where 
electronic change of the transfer type between AP and BR was 
allowed, was discussed in [16]. However, the solution in [16] 
has some drawbacks namely only frequency fC is tunable and 
achievable quality factor is very low. It is given by the 
simplicity and different design approach. Despite of larger 
complexity, the BR/AP filter studied in this contribution 
removes many drawbacks of the simple solution given in [16]. 

Research described in the paper was supported by Czech Science 
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Our synthesis and filter solution derived from SFG 
representation uses modification of the most known active 
three-port (voltage input Y, current input X, current output Z), 
so-called current conveyor of second generation (CCII) [17], 
where adjusting of current gain between Y and Z terminal is 
possible. Adjustable modification is called electronically 
controllable CCII (ECCII) [18]-[21]. There are transfers 
between terminals are: VX = VY, IY = 0, IZ = -BIX, where 
parameter B represents electronically adjustable current gain. 
Other blocks used in discussed structures are simple current 
followers and inverters and voltage buffers. 

II. BAND-REJECT AND ALL-PASS STRUCTURE WITH 
ADJUSTABLE PROPERTIES 

Specific solution of the filter structure discussed in [22] 
derived from [9] that has multifunctional features and follows 
fundamentals of synthesis studied in [4]-[6], [11], [12] is the 
core of presented solution, where only electronic control of 
specific parameter changes transfer type between AP and BR 
response and other parameters control filter features (Q, fC, 
etc.). Interesting equivalent of KHN filter using ECCIIs was 
already introduced in [23]. However, structure was not exactly 
the same and discussion of only electronic control of change of 
the transfer function was not provided. We have used specific 
drawing of SFG, based on mutual conversion of voltage to 
current respectively [24], due to simplifying graph and better 
explaining principles in our two-loop structure. Note that a 
conversion between node variables (V and I) is marked by open 
and closed arrows. SFG and circuit representation of the 
proposed solution is shown in Fig. 1. The filter has also outputs 
of BP and LP responses but they are not subject of interest in 
our discussion. 

 
a) 

 
b) 

Fig. 1. Fully adjustable BR/AP filter: a) SFG representation, b) complete 
circuit. 

 

Solution uses two loss-less integrators with CC1, CC2 and R1, 
R2, C1, C2. Feedback loops are created by voltage to current 
conversion realized by voltage buffer (VB), R3 and CC3 (this 
loop-gain allows control of Q) and multi-output current 
follower/inverter (MO-CF/I2). Feed-forward loops are formed 
by MO-CF/I1 which is directly connected to node of resistor R4 
and by current-amplifier (can be realized also by ECCII 
element - Y terminal is grounded) connected to specific node 
between both integrators. Resistor R5 serves as conversion of 
input voltage to current (mirrored and inverted by MO-CF/I1) 
and determines input impedance. The transfer function derived 
from SFG in Fig. 1a by Mason rule [13], [14] has form:  
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where angular pole frequency, quality factor and pass-band 
gain are: 
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Possible equivalent circuit using single-input and single-output 
type of transconductors (OTA) is depicted in Fig. 2. This 
solution saves some additional and auxiliary blocks and 
elements (mainly resistors). 

 
a) 

 
b) 

Fig. 2. Simplified representation of the structure with OTAs: a) SFG, b) 
circuit. 

Resulting transfer function of the modification from Fig. 2 is: 
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where parameters of the filter are as follows: 
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This circuit is shown just for reference and will not be analyzed 
any further in this paper. 

Coefficient of the linear member of the transfer function in 
numerator allows control by current gain B4 (or 
transconducntace gm4) as it is clear from both SFGs and 
equations (1) and (5). This control realizes changes of the 
transfer type. All-pass filter response (Fig. 1) supposes B4 = 1 
and band-reject response requires B4 = 0, similarly for gm4 from 
Fig. 2. 

III. SIMULATION RESULTS 
In order to obtain realistic results, we performed 

simulations with PSpice models of commercially available 
devices (that are very suitable for presented behavioral 
modeling) to verify features of proposed solution from Fig. 1. 
Current-mode multiplier EL2082 [25] was used at the place of 
ECCII elements (CC1-CC3) and both MO-CF/I-s were modeled 
by current-mode multiplier EL4083 [26] with fixed unity gain 
and CA was modeled also by EL4083 where gain (in our case 
B4) was adjustable by DC control voltage from 0 to +1. 
BUF634 [27] was used as voltage buffer. Parameters of the 
design are following: fC = 370 kHz, Q = 1, K0 = 1. Selected 
values of passive elements are: R4 = R5 = 220 Ω, 
R1 = R2 = R3 = 195 Ω (including 95 Ω of intrinsic resistance of 
EL2082 [25]) and C1 = C2 = 2.2 nF. Initial controllable 
parameters had values: B1 = B2 = B3 = B4 = B5 = 1.  

Results of simulation are in Fig. 3. Real center frequency is 
fC = 360 kHz and quality factor is Q = 1.1. Both transfer 
functions are shown in magnitude and phase responses. Values 
of adjustable parameters of the circuit are always noted in 
figures. 

Change of stop-band transfer leads to change of the transfer 
type as we documented in Fig. 4, where step changes of B4 are 
observed in magnitude and phase responses. Phase 
characteristics confirm behavior where BR response passes to 
the AP response (circuit with non-minimal argument). 
Conjugate zeros of the transfer function migrate from location 
on imaginary axis (or close neighborhood of imaginary axis) to 
LHP of complex space. 

Proposed filter offers some benefits that are not available in 
solution discussed in [16]. Following examples prove these 
possibilities. Tuning of the pole frequency of BR response by 
change of B1 = B2 from 0.1 to 1.5 is demonstrated in Fig. 5. 
Pole frequency was adjusted from 38 kHz to 529 kHz. 
Electronic adjusting of the quality factor allows bandwidth 

(BW) control of the BR response between 31 kHz (Q = 12, B3 = 
0.1) and 651 kHz (Q = 0.7, B3 = 2), see Fig. 6. 
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Fig. 3. Electronically adjustable transfer function between BR and AP 
response : a) magnitudes, b) phases. 
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Fig. 4. Observation of stepwise adjusting of B4: a) magnitude responses, b) 
phase responses. 
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Fig. 5. Tuning of the pole frequency at BR response. 
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Fig. 6. Adjusting of Q and BW of the BR response. 

IV. CONCLUSION 
Electronic configurability is very important for on-chip 

applications. Main intention of this contribution is idea leading 
to simple synthesis of fully adjustable solution with 
possibilities of electronic change of transfer function and also 
all advantages of electronic control of filter parameters. 
Workability was confirmed by simulations. Despite of fact of 
complexity of this circuit, simpler realization presented in [16] 
does not provide benefits of very simple BW, Q and fC control. 
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Abstract—This contribution deals with special second-order 
(biquadratic) single-input and single-output filtering structures 
employing operational transconductance amplifiers (OTAs) for 
various electronic variation of parameters that leads to 
reconnection-less transfer response and is tunable. Structures 
allows change of transfer type between several types of responses 
(all or some of them) particularly high-pass, all-pass, band-reject, 
band-pass and low-pass and high-pass response with intended 
zero in transfer function. PSpice simulations with models of 
commercially available real devices support theoretical 
presumptions. 

Keywords—Adjustable filters; biquads; electronic control; 
method of unknown nodal voltages; multifunctionality; 
reconfigurability; second-order filter; transconductor 

I.  INTRODUCTION  
Modification of signal features is always very important 

requirement in signal processing. Filtering of the signal 
belongs to basic operation where we intend to remove, 
suppress or amplify some spectral components or part of 
bandwidth. Classical electronically controllable 
multifunctional filters [1], [2] can be utilized beneficially in 
discrete form of realization. In most cases, filter has one input 
and several outputs where different transfer responses are 
available. Inverse case is also possible (several inputs and one 
output). Examples of both types can be found in [3]-[6], for 
example. However, manual galvanic reconnection is always 
necessary to change type of the transfer response. 
Unfortunately, manual reconnection is usually not possible or 
suitable in some cases (on-chip implementation of the system 
for example). We can implement controllable switches to the 
system, etc. Unfortunately, some undesired products of 
switching (overshoots, interferences of clock signal to analog 
way) may degrade correct operation of the overall system. In 
addition, if we require many changes in a little time, such 
behavior is really disturbing. A question is: Why we need 
reconfiguration (response or other parameters) of the filter? 
Self-adjusting system with reconnection-less reconfiguration 
can react on changes in useful signal immediately and 
continuously. It evolves idea of adaptive filtering that is 

known from digital filters [7]. These specific changes in signal 
are temporarily appearing undesired spectral components, 
increased noise floor or distortion-interference level in useful 
bandwidth, etc. Several filtering systems with single input and 
single output, where reconfigurability was intentionally 
designed, were already introduced. 

We start our explanation with first-order solutions in [8] 
where general view on two active elements based solutions 
with reconnection-less electronically controllable features and 
their systematic synthesis is described. Circuits presented in 
[8] offer high-pass (HP), low-pass (LP) and all-pass (AP) or 
bilinear filter responses. Electronically adjustable first order 
AP, LP, inverting direct transfer (iDT), adjustable zero and 
low-pass filter with zero (LPZ) filter is presented in [9] and 
offers high variability but requires three active elements. 
Interesting solution was presented in [10], where one single 
active device allows utilization of its three adjustable 
parameters for control of reconfigurability in order to obtain 
AP, LP, iDT and direct transfer (DT). Second order 
(biquadratic) solution of the reconfigurable filter was 
introduced in [11], where solution based on two active devices 
providing AP and band-reject (BR) response was introduced. 
Unfortunately, quality factor is very low and limited in control 
and other transfer functions are not available. Problems of low 
quality factor and other issues were solved in [12]. However, 
circuit is very complicated and provides only AP and BR 
response. 

Design of single-input and single-output second-order 
filters with electronically reconfigurable features, allowing 
more types of transfer responses, is the main aim of this 
contribution. 

II. SECOND-ORDER FILTERS BASED ON INTERCONNECTION 
OF FISTR-ORDER SECTIONS 

Enquiring reader can raise a question if it is possible to get 
fully reconfigurable biquad by a suitable interconnection of 
bilinear filters [8]. For these filters a transfer function is much 
simpler, contains only three free parameters and final circuit 
realization will be simpler and coherent as well. To obtain a 
full control of the frequency responses of the first-order filter 
it is sufficient to adjust two parameters of bilinear filter, Research described in this paper was financed by Czech Ministry of

Education in frame of National Sustainability Program under grant LO1401.
For research, infrastructure of the SIX Center was used. Research described in
the paper was supported by Czech Science Foundation projects under No. 14-
24186P. Grant No. FEKT-S-14-2281 also supported this research. The support
of the project CZ.1.07/2.3.00/20.0007 WICOMT, financed from the
operational program Education for competitiveness, is gratefully
acknowledged. 



namely a0 and b0, as follows directly from: 
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where K0 is a transfer constant of pass-band gain. Using a 
cascade synthesis [13] of these fundamental filters we can 
form band-pass filter, additional operation of summation at the 
output allows us to construct BR response as shown in Fig. 1. 
However the main drawback of this concept lies in the low 
quality factor since all poles are placed on the real negative 
axis of the complex plane leading to Qp ≤ 0.5. 

 

 
Fig. 1. The possibility to realize low quality factor reconfigurable biquads by 
a combination of first-order blocks: (a) cascade of LP and HP, (b) cascade of 
general bilinear filters, (c) summation of LP and HP, (d) subtraction of HP 
and LP. 

Cascade connection of LP and HP filters with adjustable 
poles always results into BP where only bandwidth can be 
adjusted. When cascading two bilinear filters with 
electronically adjustable zero and pole we obtain a general 
second-order filter having transfer function: 
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with parameters [13]: 
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where number in lower index corresponds to a position of the 
particular filter in a cascade. At this point it is evident that, 
with exception of HPZ and LPZ, any filter type can be 
obtained if both transfer zeroes are properly positioned. For 
example choice −ωZ1 = ωP1 together with −ωZ2 = ωP2 leads to 
AP filter, by setting −ωZ1 = ωZ2 we obtain BP filter, equality 
ωZ1ωZ2 = ωP1ωP2 simultaneously with QZ > QP results into BR 
filter, typical situation for LP is when the angular frequencies 
of zeroes are much bigger than poles. Finally configuration for 
HP filter is achieved if angular frequencies of both transfer 
zeroes tend to zero. In spite of this universality realization of 
two filters implies the necessity of two active elements.  

Another possibility for reconfigurable biquad filter is to 

employ a summation block as shown in Fig. 1c and it seems as 
a promising idea. Assume a standard transfer function for LP 
and HP first-order filter, i.e.: 
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Manual analysis gives an improper form of the polynomial 
N(s) exploitable from the viewpoint of full reconfigurability: 
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If we design LP and HP filter, electronically change gain 
factor can automatically sweep between particular types of 
filters (beside cutoff frequencies). Of course this does not aid 
to improve poor quality factor performance. Almost exactly 
the same situation arises if we replace summation operation 
with subtraction block. There is only a slight change in 
polynomial N(s), in detail: 
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while denominator remains unchanged 
( ) ( ) 2121

2 ωωωω +++= sssD .  (7) 
According to (7) this biquadratic filter is always stable with 
overdamped impulse response. The polynomial (6) can be 
easily interpreted as follows. Choice of K1 = K2 leads to BR 
frequency response, by substituting K1 = 0 into (6) we learn 
that first transfer zero at location ω1 is compensated by first 
pole, second zero is at origin and second pole is at ω2 and such 
configuration leads to HP filter. Setting K2 = 0 causes similar 
situation except zero at origin and it results into LP. AP filter 
can be obtained only if K1/K2 = −1. 

As a consequence of above discussion we need to build the 
biquadratic filtering section as the natural second-order non-
autonomous deterministic dynamical system in order to design 
reconnection-less filter. 

III. MATRIX METHOD OF UNKNOWN NODAL VOLTAGES FOR 
SPECIFIC DESIGN OF RECONFIGURABLE FILTERS 

Matrix method of the unknown nodal voltages (MUNV) 
[13] is very useful approach suitable for symbolical analysis 
and also synthesis of linear circuits. Rules of this method 
directly follow from first Kirchhoff’s laws [13]. MUNV is 
especially powerful in the case when networks contains only 
active elements having self-admittance matrix such as 
operational transconductance amplifier (OTA) with single, 
balanced or multiple outputs [14], [15]. In MUNV, we 
suppose well known relation: 

IVY =. ,   (8) 
where Y is square admittance matrix, V is column vector of 
unknown nodal voltages and I is column vector of exciting 
current sources (only one in case of the filter with single input 
and single output as required). MUNV can be used for a task 
of naturally linear circuit synthesis like analog oscillators, 
filters, amplifiers or linear building blocks of the complex 
nonlinear systems. MUNV applied on the handmade process 



of the reconfigurable biquadratic filter construction is more 
likely intuitive task than systematic procedure. 

IV. RECONFIGURABLE BIQUADRATIC OTA-BASED FILTERS 
In order to preserve four degrees of arbitrariness and to 

keep minimum number of active elements, each synthesized 
network must contain at least four OTA elements. We suppose 
existence of three independent nodes in the circuits. Then 
expected system of equation of MUNV has the following 
form: 
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We can expect transfer function (2) as division of two sub-
determinants: 
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where Δ1,3 is sub-determinant of admittance matrix Y after 
omitting 1st row and 3rd column and Δ1,1 is sub-determinant 
of admittance matrix Y after omitting 1st row and 1st column 
(in system of three nodes).  

A. The first type of reconfigurable filter solution 
The first type of our particular transfer function for 

synthesis of related circuit has form: 
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where we can see, compared to general form (2), that 
parameter QP is adjusted by gm1, ωP is tuned by gm2, 
subsequently numerator parameter QZ and ωZ is changed by 
gm3 and gm4 respectively. Parameter configuration of gm3 → 0, 
gm2 = gm4 leads to BR filter, gm3 = gm1 leads to AP filter, and 
gm3 = gm4 → 0 configures HP filter. Special situations occurs 
for gm3 → 0 and gm2 < gm4 resulting in LPZ, gm3 → 0 and 
gm1 > gm4 resulting in HPZ. Unfortunately, inverting band-pass 
response (note that it is not pure BP) has asymmetrical low- 
and high-frequency behavior. Finite attenuation in the high 
frequency stop band occurs. 

Supposing one floating capacitor C1 between nodes 1 and 3, 
one grounded capacitor C2 in node 2 we can obtain result in: 
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To obtain (11), Δ1,1 and Δ1,3 should be in forms: 
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Therefore (12) has to be modified to final form: 
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Fig. 2. Circuit implementation of the first type of OTA-based reconnection-
less reconfigurable second-order filter. 

Because both conditions (13) and (14) must be valid together to 
obtain required transfer function (term at position Y22 and Y32 
has the same symbol in both cases), we have reached location 
of controllable transconductances (other way of location is not 
possible in (15)). Matrix system equations (15) can be directly 
used for circuit diagram preparation, see Fig. 2. 

B. The second type of reconfigurable filter solution 
We can derive filter topology (by similar way), where 

coefficient of linear member of numerator has form of 
difference of two parameters in comparison to (11). Thus, 
particular configuration leading to BR supposes equality of 
two parameters. Circuit is shown in Fig. 3 and is described by 
following transfer function: 
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Matrix equations of this system has form: 
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It comes directly from this formula that we can change QP via 
gm1. Equality ωZ = ωP means that we can change between AP 
filter (gm4 = gm1+gm2), BR filter (gm4 = gm2) or BP response 
(gm2−gm4 > gm1). On the other hand it is impossible to reach LP 
and HP frequency response in this case. Note that first OTA 
(gm1) is nothing more than electronically adjustable grounded 
resistor. 
 

OTA
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1
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Fig. 3. Circuit implementation of the second type of OTA-based 
reconnection-less reconfigurable second-order filter. 

C. The third type of reconfigurable filter solution 
This structure was established to remove one of drawbacks 

of previous solution, when even HP response is not available. 
Supposing existence of passive resistor between nodes 1 and 
2, we can modify (12) to 
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Future transfer function has form: 
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Then sub-determinants are as follows: 
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Complete matrix form obtained from (20) and (21) directly 
reflects positions of operational transconductance amplifiers: 
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Schematic representation of matrix (22) is shown in Fig. 4. 
This filter has fixed ratio ωP/QP (controllability of independent 
Qp and ωP is limited). Thus value of resistor R should be 
calculated after pole frequency and quality factor. The HP 
response is available for gm2 = gm3 = G and gm4 → 0. BR 
response is available for G = gm3, BP for gm2 = gm3 and 
gm4 → 0. AP, LPZ or HPZ configuration is possible but not 
very favorable due to high mutual dependence of parameters. 
 

 
Fig. 4. Circuit implementation of the third type of OTA-based reconnection-
less reconfigurable second-order filter. 

V. SIMULATION RESULTS 
We selected solution in Fig. 2 for detailed analysis due to 

it’s the best variability from discussed circuits. This circuit 
was established by utilization of diamond transistors (DTs) 
OPA860 [16] and simulated in PSpice. Values of passive 
elements were set as: C1 = C2 = 100 pF. Actual values of 
transconductances and pole or zero frequencies are directly 
noted in results (figures). Electronic reconfiguration between 
AP, BR, iBP and HP response is documented in Fig. 5. LPZ 
and HPZ behavior can be observed in Fig. 6. Figure 7 shows 
reconfiguration between BR and AP response. Figure 8 
indicates possibility to continuously change the slope of the 
transfer characteristic between pass and stop band in case of 
the HP response caused by pole migration (gm3). Tuning of the 
HP response is verified in Fig. 9 for simultaneous change of 
gm1 and gm2. 

VI. DISCUSSION 
The core idea (reconnection-less electronic reconfiguration 

of the filter) is the topic of several previously presented 
papers. Our team started research in the field of the 
reconfigurable filtering networks in [11]. Unfortunately, 
simple reconfigurable biquad from [11], based on two active 



devices, has very limited usability (AP and BR only) and 
several drawbacks (low and uncontrollable quality factor 
value). Reconfigurability is obtained by the current gain of the 
electronically controllable current conveyor (ECCII [17], 
[18]).  

 

 
a) 

 
b) 

Fig. 5. Results of AC analysis of the filter in four different configurations 
(AP, BR, HP, iBP): a) magnitude responses, b) phase responses. 
 

Work [9] deals with solution of the first-order filter employing 
two OTAs and ECCII where transfer type is adjustable 
between LP, LPZ, pure adj. zero and AP response or filter 
provides iDT. Unfortunately, all these responses are not 
available on single output that is quite important drawback. 
Our paper [12] focuses on systematic synthesis of the 
reconfigurable biquads by the signal-flow graph approach. 
The structure can be established by current and voltage 
followers/inverters, current amplifiers and ECCIIs. Equivalent 
based on OTAs was also presented. Unfortunately, presented 
circuits offer only electronic change between AP and BR 
transfer response and require large number of active devices 
(more than 5). Reconfigurability is controlled by one 
parameter of active element. On the other hand, in comparison 
to [11], quality factor and pole frequency can be adjusted 
mutually independently. Solutions presented in [8] utilize two 
OTAs. Systematic synthesis of presented filters is based on 

matrix method of the unknown nodal voltages. However, 
paper [8] is focused on simple first-order reconfigurable filters 
only. All previously discussed works [8], [9], [11], [12] utilize 
commercially available active devices. Paper [10] presents 
active device referred as z-copy controlled gain voltage 
differencing current conveyor (three independently 
controllable active parameters are available in the frame of 
this device) that forms core of the simple reconfigurable first-
order filter (providing iDT, DT, LP and AP response). 
Reconfigurability and tuning are controlled by two 
electronically adjustable parameters of the active device.  

Due to the restricted reconfigurability in case of the 
previously reported reconnection-less biquadratic solutions 
[11], [12] (very limited possibilities of transfer response 
selection), we presented new solutions in this paper that have 
improved features. For example, biquad filter in Fig. 2 offers 
simple electronic reconfigurability between BR, AP, HP, iBP, 
LPZ and HPZ responses. All solutions of reconfigurable 
biquads presented in this contribution provide substantially 
extended features then already studied types reported in [11] 
and [12]. Note that previously discussed structures are 
completely different (interconnections, active elements and 
symbolical transfers) in comparison to this work where 
significant improvements are achieved. 

 

 
Fig. 6. LPZ and HPZ magnitude responses. 

 
Fig. 7. Reconfiguration between BR and AP response. 



VII. CONCLUSION 
Simple cascading or interconnection of first-order basic 

blocks together with mathematical operation (subtraction, 
summing) can be used for synthesis of second-order systems. 
Unfortunately, limitation of quality factor to very low values 
(impossibility to obtain complex conjugate poles) and limited 
multifunctionality/ reconfigurability of solutions is very 
important disadvantage of such way of synthesis and design. 
Better method of synthesis, supposing direct construction of 
second order systems, is utilization of well-known method of 
unknown nodal voltages. Using MUNV and regular active 
devices (OTAs) can be efficiently applied also in circuit 
synthesis, not only in analysis as is widely used. However, fast 
hand solution of this task is restricted to three-nodal systems 
maximally. With respect to computer supported synthesis, this 
task can be of course extended to more complex systems. 

 
Fig. 8. Slope change at the HP response characteristic. 

 
Fig. 9. Tuning observed in the case of the HP response. 
 

We obtained three solutions where multifunctionality and 
electronic control is possible. Presented circuits can be used 
for purposes of electronic reconfigurability of transfer function 
type and other parameters of the filter. The first of them was 
analyzed in detail by PSpice simulations and expected 

operation of designed filtering structure verified. One 
disadvantage is presence of one floating capacitor, but it was 
directly appointed by design specification to find very simple 
solutions. We expect some modifications of synthesis to 
obtain structures without this possible drawback in future. 
However, we expect these solution will be more complicated 
than circuits presented here. 
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1Abstract—This paper deals with operational
transconductance amplifiers (OTAs) -based active voltage-
mode biquad filter with electronically reconfigurable transfer
functions. Due to utilization of the very favourable active
devices, this design is ready for immediate CMOS design.
Presented filtering solution contains four active elements where
each of them is directly used for reconnection-less change of
transfer function or modification including electronic control of
quality factor and tuning. The filter offers availability of all-
pass, high-pass, band-pass, band-reject transfer response and
special transfers as high-pass with zero and low-pass with zero.
Measurement results based on utilization of diamond
transistors confirmed expected behaviour of the circuit.

Index Terms—Active filter, biquad, circuit synthesis,
electronic control, multifunctionality, operational
transconductance amplifier, OTA, reconfiguration,
reconnection-less.

I. INTRODUCTION

Reconfigurability is a very useful feature of the analog
filters since it represents the possibility of immediate change
of type of the frequency response of two-port structure
without changing internal topology or a position of input or
output port. Its importance even grows in the case of full on-
chip implementation of complex electronic system
comprising one or several filtering stages where continuous
and smooth variability of their behaviour in the frequency
domain by the external dc sources became highly necessary.
It is not only trend in microelectronic design but also in
practical applications focused on effective high-speed signal
processing. Many recent scientific publications solve
simplified problem since these multifunctional second-order

Manuscript received November 3, 2014; accepted February 25, 2015.
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this research. The support of the project CZ.1.07/2.3.00/20.0007
WICOMT, financed from the operational program Education for
competitiveness, is gratefully acknowledged.

filters have particular transfer functions available between
different nodes of the network. Many methods useful for
design of “standard” multifunctional filtering functions have
been published [1]–[10]. Signal flow graph synthesis [1], [2]
is very useful and illuminating for these purposes. Perfect
explanations of synthesis of multifunctional filters based on
multiple-loop structures of integrators were given for
example in [3]–[10]. Many of them are based on operational
transconductance amplifiers (OTAs) [11], [12].
Unfortunately, reconnection-less reconfiguration of the filter
response is not discussed in basic literature [3]–[10].
However, our aim is to avoid using the filtering structures
where change of required transfer function is obtained by
manual reconnection of output (so called single-input and
multiple-output types - SIMO) or input (multiple-input and
single-output - MISO) terminal.

Research for these structures has real importance due to
complicated change of filter type in realization on chip. We
can use these filters beneficially when some undesirable
frequency components or distortions/noises occur in
processed signal and we have to modify (tune) or change
type of the transfer function (magnitude response)
immediately. Physical reconnection of appropriate
output/input of the filter by switches is traditional way how
to provide this intentional change. However, it means
additional problems (additional chip area for control logic
and switches, power consumption, additional distortion from
switching mechanisms – discontinuous operation –
undesirable frequency components).

Several works dealing with this topic were already
published in recent years. However, many of them are
focused only on the first-order filters [13]–[15].

Second-order solution of the reconfigurable filtering
structure was firstly reported in [16], where circuit based on
two active devices providing all-pass (AP) and band-reject
(BR) response was introduced. Continuous change of the AP
to BR response is possible together with electronic tuning.
However, quality factor of proposed solution is very low and
limited and other transfer functions are not available.
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Problems of low quality factor and other problems in
tuning are solved in [17]. However, circuit is very
complicated (at least five active elements) and provides
again only AP and BR responses. Multiple-loop integrator
structure [3]–[10] was used for synthesis in [17].

In this paper, we present structure of the reconnection-less
reconfigurable biquad (second-order) filter based on four
OTAs, that allows more types of transfer characteristic and
more possibilities of electronic control than previously
reported solutions. The paper has following structure:
Section I gives detailed introduction to this area and reasons
for this research, Section II deals with method of synthesis,
Section III introduces behavioural model and experimental
results and Section IV summarizes main findings of
synthesis and main features of proposed circuit.

II. METHOD OF SYNTHESIS

We used matrix method of the unknown nodal voltages
(MUNV) [18]–[21] to obtain discussed circuit. MUNV is a
widely used approach dedicated to symbolical analysis of the
linearized circuits. Its rules directly result from first
Kirchhoff’s laws [21], the individual equations represent
current balance at the particular nodes. To preserve a system
of the linear non-homogenous equations solvable, these
nodes must be independent on each other. This property is
indicated by regularity of the square admittance matrix Y.

The proposed design procedure starts with a defined
transfer function which must be as general as possible in
order to alternate transfer zeroes and poles independently on
each other. Design itself starts with defined form of the
voltage transfer function which should correspond to
equation
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where K0 is pass-band gain and QZ > 0 and QP > 0 are zero
and pole quality factors. Note that term (1) contains four
parameters (Z, QZ, P, QP) and this compact set covers all
possible frequency responses. Let us imagine a complex
plane ready to be filled by transfer zeroes and poles. To
preserve some degree of stability the poles should be real or
a pair of complex conjugated values but always placed in the
left half-plane of the complex plane. This implies that
polynomial D(s) have only positive coefficients with the
possibility to minimize linear part b1 down to a reasonable
value. In order to obtain all-pass filter we must be able to set
a negative value of coefficient a1 = −b1. For ideal high-pass
filter it is necessary to achieve equality a0 = a1 = 0 and for
ideal low-pass we must be able to set a1 = a2 = 0. Typical
configuration of band-pass (BP) filter is a0 = a2 = 0.
Situation is a little bit confusing in the case of band-reject
filter because it is bounded to the same circles of constant
angular frequency for zeroes and poles, i.e. to the relations
Z = P and QZ > QP. In some specific situations, the so-
called low-pass filter with zero (LPZ) and high-pass filter
with zero (HPZ) is required. First of them has Z > P and

QZ > QP and the second case Z < P and QZ > QP.
Thus we will focus on circuits which contain just three

independent nodes oriented to the overall ground reference.
Marking input and output node as first and third unknown
voltage respectively, Cramer rule [18] gives following
formula for the voltage transfer function:

 1 2 3 ,TV V VV (2)
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where V is a column vector of the unknown voltages and i,j

is a sub-determinant of admittance matrix after omitting i-th
row and j-th column. Input impedance can be established as
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where Iin is arbitrary input current and  is full determinant
of admittance matrix. We used described approach in system
of three nodal voltages where OTAs are used. The basic
OTA has differential voltage input and single current output
to provide: (V+  V).gm = Iout, where gm (A.V-1) is
electronically adjustable transconductance [11], [12]. Our
intended and specific transfer function has form
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Supposing presence of floating capacitor between node 1
and 3 (C1) and grounded capacitor (C2) in node 2, we have
system of linear equations in form

1 1 1 1
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(6)

Fixing this degree of freedom, we have to select correct
positions in admittance matrix where specific
transconductances (gm1 to gm4) are located. In accordance to
(3), it leads to sub-determinants:
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We can really see where particular transconductances
have to be located in final admittance matrix:
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and prepare schematic of the solution (Fig. 1). Such biquad
filter has significant degree of reconfigurability because gm1

influence both QP and P while gm2 affects zero and pole
frequency simultaneously. The relation between frequency
radius for transfer zeroes and poles are uniquely controlled
through gm4 since P/Z = (gm4/gm1)1/2 while QZ is adjusted
only by gm3 change. This filter realizes these transfers:

1. AP response for gm1 = gm2 = gm3 = gm4,
2. BR response for gm1 = gm2 = gm4, gm3 0,
3. high-pass (HP) response for gm1 = gm2, gm3 = gm4 0,
4. iBP (inverting) response for gm1 = gm2, gm4 0,
5. HPZ (derived from BR) and for gm1>gm4, gm3 0,
6. LPZ (derived from BR) for gm1<gm4, gm3 0.

Fig. 1. Synthetized reconfigurable biquad filter based on OTAs.

Note that iBP response is not pure BP (with symmetrical
sidebands – slope 20 dB/dec) because it has finite
attenuation at the high-frequency stop-band (intentionally –
resulting from design equations).

III. BEHAVIOURAL MODEL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Five single-output diamond transistors OPA860 [22] were
used for implementation of transconductance amplifiers as
evident from Fig. 2. Supply voltage became VDD = VSS = 5 V
and both working capacitors have value C1 = C2 = 470 pF.
Transconductances are given approximately by the so-called
degradation resistors Rdeg = 1/gm which were set to get
gm1 = gm2 = 0.91 mS. This design suppose ideal pole
frequency located at fp = 339 kHz and quality factor Q = 1.
The rest of parameters (gm3 and gm4) were changed in order
to show the overall filter performances in frequency domain.
Diamond transistors are beneficial due to high-frequency
features and variability. Unfortunately, wide-range control of
their basic parameter is possible only by changing value of
the passive resistor.

Results of the measurements are given in Fig. 3 up to
Fig. 10. Figure 3 shows configuration of the filter as HP
response (gm3 = gm4 = 0 mS), see (5) for clarity. BR response
is available for gm3 = 0 mS simultaneously with
gm1,2,4 = 0.91 mS and is shown in Fig. 4. Attenuation control
of the minimal gain of the BR response is possible as we can
see in Fig. 5. Maximal measured available attenuation 40 dB
was obtained for gm1,2,4 = 0.91 mS and gm3 = 0.1 mS (Fig. 5).

Example of attenuation control is shown in Fig. 6, where
attenuation is set to be 30 dB were obtained for
gm3 = 0.16 mS. iBP response (with gain 20 dB) for
gm3 = 13.7 mS and gm4 = 0.1 mS is shown in Fig. 7. AP
response is shown in Fig. 8 for gm1,2,3,4 = 0.91 mS.

Presented filter example is also easily configurable as HP
or LP response both with transfer zero. Frequency responses
for the first case (HPZ) is achievable for gm3 = 0 mS,
gm4 = 0.1 mS and is depicted in Fig. 9. Particular results for
the second case (LPZ) is reached by setting gm3 = 0 mS,
gm4 = 7.1 mS and is demonstrated in Fig. 10. Of course,
electronic tuning (of pole frequency) is possible, but due to
limited space, we restricted our analyses to presentation of
reconnection-less filter reconfiguration only.
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Fig. 2. Behavioural model of the biquadratic filter based on diamond
transistors and voltage buffers (available in the single package).

(a)

(b)
Fig. 3. High-pass configuration (gm3 = gm4 = 0 mS): a) magnitude
response; b) phase response.

(a)
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(b)
Fig. 4. Band-reject configuration (gm3 = 0 mS, gm1,2,4 = 0.91 mS):
a) magnitude response; b) phase response.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 5. Band-reject configuration (gm3 = 0.1mS, gm1,2,4 = 0.91 mS)
employing 40 dB attenuation: a) magnitude response; b) phase response.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 6. Band-reject configuration (gm3 = 0.16 mS, gm1,2,4 = 0.91 mS)
employing 30 dB attenuation: a) magnitude response; b) phase response.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 7. Inverting band-pass configuration (gm3 = 13.7 mS, gm4 = 0.16 mS):
a) magnitude response; b) phase response.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 8. All-pass configuration (gm1,2,3,4 = 0.91 mS): a) magnitude response;
b) phase response.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 9. High-pass with transfer zero configuration (gm3 = 0 mS,
gm4 = 0.1 mS): a) magnitude response; b) phase response.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 10. Low-pass with transfer zero configuration (gm3 = 0 mS,
gm4 = 7.1 mS): a) magnitude response; b) phase response.

Measurement results given above were obtained by
network-vector/spectrum analyser HP4395A with input
power level −15 dBm, i.e. input voltage 40 mVef on 50 .
Magnitude drop in some results at low frequencies
f−3dB = 2.1 kHz is given by coupling capacitance (foil 1 F)
at the output terminal of the filter to avoid DC component
dangerous for input of the analyser.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

The presented second-order filtering stage has four
parameters which should be externally adjusted
independently of each other. Therefore, the voltage transfer
function allows setting zeroes and poles independently on
each other but still being part of the group of the complex
numbers. The transfer poles should be placed firstly with the
possibility to achieve the complex conjugated values to get
higher quality factors than 0.5; otherwise a structure
becomes useless. To preserve a certain degree of stability,
the migration of poles should be strictly limited in the left
half-plane of the complex plane. The transfer zeros should
be complex numbers as well as it is necessary to be able to
move them from left to right half-plane of complex space
and back in order to obtain all-pass frequency response.
Several scenarios for moving zeroes can be arranged. If such
movement is along a circle of the constant significant
angular frequency we are able to realize continuous change
of frequency response from band-reject to all-pass. If couple
of the transfer zeroes are created at the origin of the
imaginary axis and move towards high angular frequency we
change filter nature from high-pass through modified high-
pass and band-reject up to low-pass. The complexity of the
directions for transfer zeros migration indicates that at least
four active elements are needed for practical design of this
type of the reconfigurable filter. MUNV is also very suitable
for study of real parasitic influences in structures (all
undesired effects – parasitic resistances and capacitances -
can be simply and directly reflected to the matrix Y).
Measurement results confirm availability of all possible
transfer functions (AP, HP, iBP, BR, LPZ, HPZ) in structure
based on one single input and single output from frequencies
of several kHz to several tens of MHz.
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The  main  aim  of this  work  is  to investigate  electronically  adjustable  properties  of  discussed  simple
transfer  sections  i.e. all-pass  and bilinear  filters  and  their  practical  verification.  Signal-flow  graph  (SFG)
approach  was  used  for better  understanding  of circuit  design  and  its principle.  Simultaneous  and  sepa-
rated  control  of the  zero  and  pole  frequencies  is available,  thus  this  circuit  is  favorable  for  design  of  both
ll-pass sections
ilinear section
ractional-order circuit
oltage controllable phase shifter
wo-port constant phase element/block

classical  and  special  applications  such  as constant  phase  elements/blocks  and  fractional-order  synthe-
sis. Interesting  example  of  operation  in  two-port  block  (so-called  half integrator)  with  approximation
of  constant  phase  character  (shift)  is given.  Our  intentions  are  supported  by  PSpice  simulation  results
prepared  with  active  elements  modeled  on CMOS  transistor  level  in  low-voltage  TSMC  LO  EPI  0.18  �m
process  and also  by  experimental  laboratory  tests  employing  commercially  available  active  elements.
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. Introduction

All-pass filters are specific types of filtering circuits that have
onstant magnitude response during the wide frequency range
hile phase (argument) characteristic changes. It allows correc-

ion of phase shift in many applications utilizing analog signal
rocessing. All-pass (AP) circuits are well-known blocks that
ave pole(s) in the left-half-plane of complex space and zero(s)

n the right-half-plane of complex space (so-called RHP zero).
uch situation is called as non-minimal argument circuit. On the
ther hand, rest of the most known filtering systems such as
ow-pass, high-pass, band-pass, and band-reject transfer func-
ions are so-called minimal argument circuits wherein zeros
nd poles are in the left-half-plane. In recent years, an impor-
ant attention was given to circuit systems with constant phase
haracter [1] (and references cited therein) and systems with
pecial type of transfer characteristic in fractional-order applica-
ions [2–4]. Synthesis of some from these specific active circuits

equires building blocks similar to AP sections [4]. However, zeros
nd poles of these sub-blocks are in the left-half-plane. Addi-
ionally, location of pole(s) and zero(s) must be independently

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +420 54114 6560.
E-mail address: sotner@feec.vutbr.cz (R. Sotner).

ttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.aeue.2015.05.020
434-8411/© 2015 Elsevier GmbH. All rights reserved.
and continuously adjustable. These sections also allow simple
reconfiguration from classical AP circuit to general bilinear section
that has zero and pole in the left-half-plane. Electronic adjusting
of discussed parameters brings possibility to utilize these partial
circuits in complex structures and chains with simple access to
their control or contactless reconfiguration. Mostly in case of AP
solutions, modern voltage- and current-mode active elements [5]
allow simple electronic control of pole/zero frequency by transcon-
ductance (gm) [5,6] or intrinsic resistance of current input (Rx) [5,7]
by bias current.

1.1. State-of-the-art of methodology based on general
loop-feedback approaches

First of all, it is necessary to mention useful and known methods
for synthesis with signal flow graphs [8,9] and multiple feedback
and feed-forward loops of integrators. These methods are necessary
for synthesis of classical multi-loop filters (high-orders mainly).
Perfect explanations were provided by Dostal [10], Chang et al.
[11,12] and Tsukutani et al. [13]. Unfortunately, materials [10–13]
do not support special synthesis of simple first-order AP/bilinear fil-

ters with separated electronic control of zero and pole frequency.
Thus, this possibility is rather accidental in a few specific hith-
erto published works as will be discussed later. In addition, some
authors of works focused on standard AP synthesis understand

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.aeue.2015.05.020
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/14348411
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/aeue
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.aeue.2015.05.020&domain=pdf
mailto:sotner@feec.vutbr.cz
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.aeue.2015.05.020
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xistence of separated zero and pole adjusting as inconvenient
rawback due to necessity of perfect matching of two  parameters
or tuning. However, some applications require this feature as will
e discussed.

Paper [10] describes general method of multiple feedback loops
f integrators, summing points and distributions to obtain canoni-
al multi-loop integrator structures (follow the leader feedback and
nverse follow the leader feedback realization with transconduc-
ors [5] and current differencing transconductance amplifiers [5] as
uilding elements). Approach is intended for high-order AP struc-
ures. Impressive work [11] also deals with analytical approach
o synthesis of high-order filters based on transconductors only
n current-mode with output signal distribution especially. Simi-
ar approach is used in work [12] where high-order AP synthesis
mploys also specific multi-loop based method with current sum-
ation and distribution of many signal paths simultaneously.

ef. [13] is focused also on general approach to synthesis of
igh-order current-mode transfer functions (multifunctional in
eneral) by classical follow the leader feedback (with input sum-
ation and multi-output-terminal active elements) approach with

ransconductor-based integrators. A way how to separate zero
nd pole frequency control in one general loop was  not discussed
n these works because standard general multi-loop synthesis of
P or other filtering transfer functions does not require this fea-

ure. Our proposal, presented in this manuscript, requires special
odification of feedback and feed-forward path-gains. In addi-

ion, methods presented in [10–13] utilize active elements with
enerally multiple-outputs to realize all essential feedbacks with
onstant transfers equal to 1, −1 or 0. We  try to avoid this necessity
f active devices with many outputs and many feedback paths in
ur proposals. It is worth mentioning that none from important the-
retical works [10–13] reports intentional separation of zero and
ole frequency control (by gm of transconductor – electronically)

n simple first-order systems.

.2. Discussion of specific hitherto published solutions of
rst-order AP sections

Detailed comparison of previously reported first-order voltage-
ode AP solutions [14–43] is provided in Table 1. Our comparison

s restricted to controllable solutions only. Detailed study of previ-
usly reported solutions of AP section reveals important issues:

(1) Some solutions require many active [19] or passive elements
[19,20,27,33,42].

(2) Cascadability, that is important for example for constant phase
elements (CPEs) synthesis, is problematic [25,28,39] – input
and output impedance of AP block has impact on overall
transfer function (previous section influences the following
section).

(3) Many solutions have frequency dependent input impedance
in real case (grounded or floating capacitor is connected to
the high-impedance input terminal or between input node
and active element) [14,20,23–25,28,30,31] – additional pre-
buffering is required.

(4) Many solutions have frequency dependent output impedance
in real case (passive elements including capacitors connected
to the high-impedance output nodes without buffering)
[28,38,41,42] – buffering is required.

(5) Many voltage-mode solutions do not dispose by separated
low-impedance output(s) [17,18,25,28,35,38,39,41,42].
(6) Selected solutions have input impedance also dependent on
parameter serving for tunability in real case [16,28–31,39]
(input impedance influenced by synthetic resistor 1/gm cre-
ated by transconductor with direct feedback or by intrinsic
n. (AEÜ) 69 (2015) 1334–1345 1335

resistance Rx of current input terminal in the same node as
capacitor).

(7) Selected solutions have output impedance also dependent on
parameter serving for tunability [17,18,25,35,38,41,42].

(8) Grounded capacitors that are usually required for IC
design, are not available in many cases [14,20,23–26,28,30,
31,33–35,37,38].

(9) Independent control of pole (fp) and zero (fz) frequency was
not proposed nor tested in studied solutions, only some works
[15,18,28] indicated these possibilities symbolically without
further discussion.

(10) Reconfiguration of published solutions between minimal and
non-minimal argument is not discussed or solved (reconfigu-
ration between AP and bilinear system).

Very useful AP circuits, where independent control of fp and fz is
possible, have already been published in open literature [15,18,28].
Unfortunately, these solutions have many drawbacks. For exam-
ple, circuit discussed by Biolek et al. [15] allows control of fp by gm.
However, control of fz is available only by floating resistor. Replace-
ment of floating resistance by electronically controllable equivalent
is complicated task (for example two additional transconductors
[6]). Tanaphatsiri et al. [28] proposed circuit, where fp is control-
lable by gm and fz by Rx (Rx is general notation of control by
intrinsic current input resistance). Unfortunately, circuit in [28]
utilizes floating capacitor, is not suitable for full cascadability –
it has frequency dependent input and output impedances and
input impedance is influenced by tuning in real case and with-
out additional buffering. Transconductor-based solutions allowing
independent electronic control of pole and zero frequency can be
found also in work presented by Kushar et al. [18]. Unfortunately,
term gm1/gm2 in front of the main fraction of transfer function in
form: K(s) = gm1/gm2(s − gm2/C)/(s + gm1/C) is not useful for applica-
tions in constant phase blocks and similar systems. It complicates
design due to additional influence on gain/attenuation. In addition,
other drawbacks limit utilization of solution in [18], see Table 1.
Demanded transfer function has form: K(s) = (s ± gm2/C)/(s + gm1/C)
or K(s) = (s ± gm1/C)/(s + gm2/C), which is required for synthesis with
bilinear systems [1,4]. All intentionally designed AP/bilinear sec-
tions in this paper have this form of transfer function.

Detailed study of above discussed hitherto published papers
revealed space for further improvements. Therefore, the main
aim of this paper is simple utilization of signal-flow graphs (SFG)
[8,9] to the design of electronically controllable AP (circuit with
non-minimal argument) and pseudo AP sections (circuits with min-
imal argument) and their application. A substantial attention is
given to separated control of zero and pole frequency of AP sec-
tions that could be very useful in some cases for diverse forms of
adjusting and control in the circuit synthesis (circuits with mini-
mal  and non-minimal argument for so-called CPEs [1], blocks and
special types of transfer characteristics in fractional-order applica-
tions [2–4]). All circuits discussed in this paper offer commonly
required benefits: (I) Grounded capacitors. (II) Minimal number
of passive elements. (III) Simple active elements with minimal
number of terminals, which are also easily commercially available.
(IV) Full input and output separation (cascadability always pos-
sible, even simple matching to 50 � in voltage-mode structures
– required in RF chains). (V) Independence of input and output
features (impedances) on electronic control (tuning). (VI) Indepen-
dent/separated control of pole and zero frequency. (VII) Simple
reconfiguration from “classical” AP section to bilinear (pseudo-AP)
section.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses design
of all-pass/bilinear sections by help of SFG, where specific solu-
tions are commented. Section 3 brings models for representation
of active elements and computer analysis of selected solution.
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Table 1
Detailed comparison of the most of hitherto published first-order voltage-mode all-pass solutions.

Ref No. and type of
active elements

No. of
passive
elements

Grounded
C

All R
grounded?

Type of
control

Separate
control of
fz and fp

Reconfiguration
between
minimal and
non-minimal
argument

Full
cascadability

Frequency
dependent
input
impedance*

Frequency
dependent
output
impedance*

Input
impedance
dependent on
parameter
serving for
control

Output
impedance
dependent on
parameter
serving for
control

Separated
low-impedance
output

[14] 1 OTA, 1 VB 2 No N/A gm No N/A Yes Yes No No No Yes
[15] 1 FB-VDBA 2 Yes No gm Possiblea N/A Yes No No No No Yes
[16] 2 OTA, 1 OPAMP 3 Yes No gm No N/A Yes No No Yes No Yes
[17] 3 OTA 1 Yes N/A gm No N/A Yes No No No Yes No
[18] 2 OTA 1 Yes N/A gm Yesb N/A Yes No No No Yes No
[19] 6 OTA, 1 OPAMPc 3 Yes No gm No N/A Yes No No No No Yes
[20] 2 OTA, 1 OPAMP 2(4)d No N/A gm No N/A Yes Yes No No No Yes
[21] 1 OTA, 1 DVB 1 Yes N/A gm No N/A Yes No No No No Yes
[22] 1 VD-DIBA 1 Yes N/A gm No N/A Yes No No No No Yes
[23] 1 VDIBA 1 No N/A gm No N/A Yes Yese e No No e

[24] 1 OTA, 1 VB 2 No N/A gm No N/A Yes Yes No No No Yes
[25] 3 OTA 1 No N/A gm No N/A No Yes No No Yes No
[26] 1 UVC, 1 OTA 1 No N/A gm No N/A Yes No No No No Yes
[27] 1 VGC-MCFOA 4 Yes No V gain No N/A Yes No No No No Yes
[28] 1 CCCDTA 1 No N/A gm, Rx Yesf N/A No Yes Yes Yes No No
[29] 2 DVCC 1 Yes N/A Rx No N/A Yes No No Yes No Yes
[30] 1 CC-VCIII 1 No N/A Rx No N/A Yes Yes No Yes No Yes
[31] 1 C-ICDBA 1 No N/A Rx No N/A Yes Yes No Yes No Yes
[32] 1 CCCII, 1 DVB 1 Yes N/A Rx No N/A Yes No No No No Yes
[33] 1 UVC 3 No Yes Req No N/A Yes No No No No Yes
[34] 1 CCCII, 1 OPAMP 1 No N/A Rx No N/A Yes No No No No Yes
[35] IVB-ORC 1 No N/A Rx No N/A Yes No No No Yes No
[36] 2 DDCC 1 Yes N/A Req No N/A Yes No No No No Yes
[37] 1 UVC 1 No N/A Req No N/A Yes No No No No Yes
[38] 5 MOS  transistors 1 No N/A Req No N/A Yes No Yes No Yes No
[39] 1 MO-CCCCTA 1 Yes N/A Rx, gm No N/A No No No Yes No No
[40] 2 DVCC 2 Yes Yes N/A No N/A Yes No No No No Yes
[41] FDCCII 2 Yes Yes Req No N/A No No Yes No Yes No
[42] 2 DVCC 3 Yes Yes N/A Nog N/A No No Yes No Yes No
[43] 2 DVCC 2 Yes Yes N/A No N/A Yes No No No No Yes

Proposed
Fig. 1 2 OTA, 1 DVB 1 Yes N/A gm Yes Yes Yes No No No No Yes
Fig. 2 2 OTA, 1 DVB 1 Yes N/A gm Yes Yes Yes No No No No Yes

Abbreviations: CCCII, current-controlled-second-generation current conveyor; CC-VCIII, current controlled third-generation voltage conveyor; C-ICDBA = CMOS controlled inverting Current differencing buffered amplifier; DDCC,
differential  difference current conveyor; DVB, differential voltage buffer; DVCC, differential voltage current conveyor; FB-VDBA, fully balanced voltage differencing buffered amplifier; FDCCII, fully differential current conveyor
of  second generation; IVB-ORC, inverting voltage buffer with output resistance control – similar to Rx; MO-CCCCTA, multiple-output current controlled current transconductance amplifier; OPAMP, operational amplifier; OTA,
operational transconductance amplifier; UVC, universal voltage conveyor; VB, voltage buffer; VD-DIBA, voltage differencing-differential input buffered amplifier; VDIBA, voltage differencing inverting buffered amplifier; VGC-
MCFOA,  voltage gain-controlled modified current feedback amplifier.
gm – transcondutance(s).
Req – electronically controllable resistance equivalent(s).
Rx – intrinsic current input resistance(s).
N/A – not available, not tested.

* means that input/output high-impedance node is connected to capacitor (grounded or floating in feedback).
a Possible in case of electrical replacement of resistor.
b Possible in form: K(s) = gm1/gm2(sC ± gm2)/(sC + gm1).
c Complicated solution requires floating capacitance multiplier – several additional OTAs required.
d Differential solution requires four floating capacitors.
e One output is frequency dependent high-impedance node, the second is low-impedance output; impact on frequency dependence of input impedance is critical for low values of real z-terminal resistance.
f Separated control fp, fz possible in [28] but not tested.
g Separated control of fz only is possible by value of resistor or capacitor in some cases, pole frequency change influences also zero frequency.
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Fig. 1. AP/bilinear section with separated zero and 

ection 3 includes also application in presetable phase shifter,
roves independent zero and pole frequency control and example
f utilization of selected structure in system with constant phase
haracter. Experimental results are presented in Section 4. Some
xamples of tolerance analysis, variation of conditions (supply volt-
ge) and nonlinear effects on selected solution are presented in Sec-
ion 5. Concluding remarks and summary is provided in Section 6.

. Electronically adjustable AP/bilinear transfer sections

Solutions of AP section presented in [21,32] inspired our work
nd allowed to introduce interesting structure. Authors use so-
alled diamond transistor (DT) and differential voltage buffer (DVB)
n their solutions. DVB is very important active element for this syn-
hesis. However, separated control of pole and zero frequency was
ot supposed in [21,32]. Simultaneous control is suitable for AP
lter-based applications (phase shifters). However, it is not suffi-
ient for some special purposes [1–4]. Special magnitude and phase
requency responses suitable for advanced circuit synthesis of CPE
nd fractional systems are available from AP or bilinear/pseudo-AP
positive sign between absolute and linear coefficient of the numer-
tor – zeros are in left half-plane of complex space) response, if zero
requency (ωZ, fZ) is adjustable separately from pole frequency (ωp,
p). Solutions in Figs. 1 and 2 have this feature. Transfer function was
btained by using of Mason rule [8,9] and for this type of circuit
Fig. 1) is very simple:

AP1(s) = gm2 − sC

gm1 + sC
, (1)

here ωZ = gm2/C and ωP = gm1/C (and s is complex frequency). The
ircuit with minimal argument is available, if transfer constant
gm2) of OTA2 is negative (interchanged inputs). Interchange of
he DVB inputs is also necessary for positive transfer. Matching of

m1 = gm2 is required for operation of the each section just as pure
P filter. However, our goal is a solution with mutually indepen-
ent controllable zero and pole frequency for utilization in special
ynthesis as will be explained in application example.

Fig. 2. AP/bilinear section with separated zero and pole frequency contro
requency control: (a) SFG, (b) its circuit realization.

Separated electronic adjusting of the zero and pole frequency is
also possible in structure in Fig. 2. Its transfer function has a form:

KAP2(s) = gm1 − sC

gm2 + sC
, (2)

where the zero and pole frequency can be respectively expressed as
ωZ = gm1/C and ωP = gm2/C. Interchange of polarity of inputs of the
OTA1 causes transposition of zeros to the left half-plane of com-
plex space (circuit with minimal argument), but overall sign of the
Eq. (2) is then negative (interchange of DVB inputs is required for
positive transfer). Advantage of the second solution consists in less
complicated structure of loops (see SFGs in Figs. 1 and 2).

3. Application examples of presented AP/bilinear transfer
section

3.1. Models of active elements

Practical verification and utilization of discussed circuits require
proper models of active elements. All circuits presented in previ-
ous chapter are based on single-output OTAs and DVB. We  used
transistor models of TSMC LO EPI 0.18 �m technology [44] to estab-
lish following simulation models. Basic dual-input and dual-output
transconductor (OTA-DIDO) uses common internal structure [6],
which is shown in Fig. 3a, where Ib is bias current and aspect ratios
of used CMOS transistors are included. DVB block was implemented
by very useful active element (in fact based on OTA), the so-called
voltage differencing inverted buffered amplified (VDIBA) [23], see
Fig. 3b. Modified version with better low-impedance output fea-
tures is shown in Fig. 3c.

All features of the models were achieved for VCC = ± 0.9 V. The
important input resistance of both OTA and DVB is very high
Rinp → ∞.  Transconductance of the OTA (Fig. 3a) changes approxi-

mately between 60 �S and 1 mS  by bias current (Ib) adjusted from
5 to 235 �A. It changes also bandwidth (−3 dB) from 21 to 164 MHz
and also output resistance from 1.4 M� to 90 k�. Input linear
dynamical range is limited to ±100 mV  due to the low-voltage

l (reduced complexity of branches): (a) SFG, (b) circuit realization.
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Fig. 3. Simulation models of active elements which are necessary fo

MOS technology and nonlinearity of the basic OTA concept. Tran-
it frequency of the DVB (Fig. 3b) is 195 MHz. Dynamical range is
lso about ±100 mV.  Output resistance (Rw) of the DVB achieves
alue over 70 �.  It is possible to decrease this value, but aspect
atios (ratio of W/L of M9 and M10) are very high for low Rw and it
auses increasing of transistor dimensions. Note that the modified
VB from Fig. 3c achieves lower output impedance about ≈6 �.

.2. Adjustable phase shifter

We  used model of the OTA and DVB (Fig. 3a and b) in these
imulations. We  selected AP/bilinear solution in Fig. 1b and val-

es of C = 47 pF and fz = fp = 1.693 MHz  (ideal value) for gm1 = gm2 =
m = 500 �S (Ib = Ib2 = Ib = 66 �A). The zero and pole frequency
btained from simulation was fz = fp = 1.658 MHz. Adjustability of
he phase shifter was verified by simultaneous change of both
ussed constructions: (a) OTA-DIDO, (b) DVB type 1, (c) DVB type 2.

gm1 = gm2 = gm from 100 �S to 1 mS  by bias current (Ib = Ib2 = Ib)
between 9 and 235 �A. Graphical results are in Fig. 4.

3.3. Separated zero and pole frequency control

Separated adjustability of the zero (fz) and pole (fp) frequency in
circuit from Fig. 1b was verified by using models of two  OTAs and
DVB from Fig. 3a (negative output of the OTA-DIDO was grounded)
and Fig. 3b. Adjusting of the zero frequency is also observed in
Fig. 5a and control of pole frequency is documented in Fig. 5b. Phase
responses have similar form as results in Fig. 4b (tunability range
is lower).

Interchange of inputs of OTA2 (gm2) from Fig. 1b and inputs

of DVB (in order to achieve positive transfer) leads to trans-
fer with minimal argument, which can be used for special
applications such as modeling of transfer lines, CPEs, or fractional-
order circuits synthesis [1–4]. Phase responses are depicted in
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Fig. 4. Simultaneous adjusting of the zero and pole frequency of the AP section: (a) magnitude responses, (b) phase responses.
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Fig. 5. Separated control of parameters of transfer section

ig. 6. Magnitude responses are the same as results shown in
ig. 5.

.4. Example of the constant phase two-port block

Proposed two-port blocks with separately adjustable zeros and
oles (Fig. 1) can be used in so-called CPE structures [1,4] (and

eferences cited therein) generating constant phase shift (45◦, in
ur case the so-called half integrator; ideal symbolical transfer:
CPE(s) = k0s−0.5 – typical building block with fractional order char-
cter) in specified frequency range. Such two-port transfer function

Fig. 6. Separated control of parameters of transfer section – p
gnitude responses: (a) zero frequency, (b) pole frequency.

(consisting of cascade connection of first-order sections) has fol-
lowing obvious approximating mathematical expression [4]:

KCPE approx(s) =

m∏
i=1

(s − zi)

n∏
(s − pj)

=

m∑
i=1

ais
i

n∑
bjsj

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
. (3)
j=1 j=1
∣
zi,pj∈�

Our example that is shown in Fig. 7a requires five sections from
Fig. 1b (see Fig. 7b for exact connection), where DVB from Fig. 3c was

hase responses: (a) zero frequency, (b) pole frequency.
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Fig. 7. Synthesis of CPE structure: (a) chain of 1st order tran

sed. Therefore, final transfer function has total of five zeros and the
ame number of the poles. We  used approximation (Oustaloup’s
ethod) discussed in Ref. [45] and established following semi-

ymbolical transfer function:

CPE approx(s) =
(

s + 39.8
s + 15.85

)(
s + 251.3
s + 100

)(
s + 1.585 · 103

s + 631

)

×
(

s + 10 · 103

s + 3.98 · 103

)  (
s + 63.09 · 103

s + 25.12 · 103

)
, (4)

here it is possible to find all zeros and poles located to the
eft-half-plane of complex space. The zeros and poles are located
t frequencies: fz1 = 6.3 Hz, fz2 = 40 Hz, fz3 = 252 Hz, fz4 = 1.591 kHz,

z5 = 10.04 kHz; fp1 = 2.5 Hz, fp2 = 15.9 Hz, fp3 = 100.4 Hz, fp4 =
33.4 Hz, fp5 = 4 kHz. We  selected working capacitor of each
ection (Fig. 7b) as (taken from the left side in Fig. 7a) C1 = 1 �F,
2 = 680 nF, C3 = 100 nF, C4 = 68 nF, C5 = 10 nF. Each next section
as connected to the output of the previous section by AC cou-
ling (10 �F capacitor) in order to avoid the influence of the
C offset (limitation/saturation of section for reason of high
ain). Relatively simple calculation allows determining of gm2
zero) and gm1 (pole) values for each section as (see Eq. (1);
igns in numerator and denominator are positive for circuit in
ig. 7b now): section0 – gm2 = z0 · C1 = 39.8 · 1 · 10−6 = 39.8 �S,
m1 = p0 · C1 = 15.85 · 1 · 10−6 = 15.85 �S; section1 – gm2 = 171 �S,
m1 = 68 �S; section2 – gm2 = 158.5 �S, gm1 = 63.1 �S; section3 –
m2 = 680 �S, gm1 = 271 �S; section4 – gm2 = 631 �S, gm1 = 251 �S.
he bias control current (setting of gm1,2 of each section) was
djusted carefully to set exact zeros and poles location (electron-
cally) in following values (again from the left side): section0 –
b2 = 3.16 �A, Ib1 = 1.195 �A; section1 – Ib2 = 5.61 �A, Ib1 = 15.95 �A;
ection2 – Ib2 = 5.18 �A, Ib1 = 14.5 �A; section3 – Ib2 = 28.17 �A,
b1 = 110.3 �A; section4 – Ib2 = 25.55 �A, Ib1 = 96.9 �A. The impor-
ant results of AC analysis are summarized in Fig. 8 where

agnitude and phase responses are shown. The approximation of
onstant phase characteristic is valid approximately from 20 Hz to

.17 kHz (obtained phase shift is about 43◦ with ripple 2.5◦), which

s close to theory. Overall phase ripple and frequency features
epend on number of used first-order transfer sections, their
roperties and type of approximation. Complex CPE chain is very
ctions, (b) one transfer section utilizing circuit from Fig. 1b.

suitable for possible synthesis of IC form. Appropriate design of
active elements with reduced or eliminated temperature depend-
ence together with minimized fabrication mismatch of gm–s and
other parameters may  ensure sufficiently accurate setting of zeros
and poles locations in CPE approximation.

4. Laboratory results

A modification done by SFG of circuit from Fig. 1a is depicted in
Fig. 9a. SFG was modified to obtain phase shifter with voltage con-
trollable parameters (zero and pole frequency). This modification
was established because of experimental verification by commer-
cially available active elements and contains two  adjustable voltage
amplifiers VCA610 [46], diamond transistor OPA660 [47], and volt-
age differential amplifier AD830 [48], see Fig. 9b. Modified transfer
function has a form:

KAP(s) = VOUT

VINP
=

A2
RC − s
A1
RC + s

,  (5)

where the voltage gain is A = 10−2(VC+1) [46]. Therefore, we can
rewrite (5) as:

KAP(s) = VOUT

VINP
=

10−2(VC2+1)

RC − s

10−2(VC1+1)

RC + s
,  (6)

from which zero and pole frequencies are ωz = 10−2(VC2+1)

RC , ωp =
10−2(VC1+1)

RC .
Parameters of the circuit in Fig. 9 are following: R = 100 �,

C = 1 nF. Measured magnitude and phase response for A1 = A2 = 0.1
(VC1 = VC2 = 0.5 V) are available in Fig. 10. Supply voltage was ±5 V.
Ideal fp = fz frequency has value 159 kHz, measured value equal to
145 kHz was  obtained.

Simultaneous control of fz and fp (VC1 = VC2 = VC) allows tuning
of the phase shifter by very easy way. Voltage gains (A) were
adjusted approximately from 0.01 to 2.5 by DC voltage VC changed

from −0.1 to −1.2 V (control voltage is negative [46]). Achieved
values of zero/pole (simultaneous control) frequency are summa-
rized in Fig. 11. Active elements used for construction of the phase
shifter have quite low gain-bandwidth (GBW), therefore, higher
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Fig. 8. Simulated results of CPE structure: (a) magnitude

ifference between ideal and measured results at higher frequen-
ies was expected. Results confirm this fact.

Separated control of the zero and pole frequency was also ver-
fied and results are shown in Fig. 12. One DC control voltage was
ept constant while second was changed through several discrete
alues.

During measurement we used HP4395A and Agilent E5071C

ector network/spectrum analyzers. Many results were recorded
tarting from 10 kHz, because it is the lowest frequency measured
y the E5071C analyzer. Provided analyzes confirmed our intention
o design controllable (zero and pole frequency) transfer section.

Fig. 9. Voltage controllable prototype of the circu
onse, (b) phase response, (c) detail of useful bandwidth.

5. Analysis of real influence on performances of selected
AP/bilinear example

5.1. Monte Carlo analysis

We simulated process variation of main parameters of circuit in
Fig. 1b in two situations. The first results are provided by behavioral

models of transconductors and DVB with controlled sources (volt-
age controlled current source, voltage controlled voltage source) for
PSpice, where impact of both gm–s and non-unity-gain tracking of
DVB (uncorrelated) are taken into account. Results were prepared

it from Fig. 1: (a) SFG, (b) circuit realization.
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Table 2
Monte Carlo tolerance analysis results (AP from Fig. 1b) – behavioral models of transconductors and DVB.

Analysis type Tol. gm1 [%] Tol. gm2 [%] Tol. voltage
follower [%]

Tol. C [%] fp min [kHz] (gm1,2 = 100 �S) fp max [kHz] (gm1,2 = 1000 �S)

Mean Min  Max  Sigma Mean Min  Max Sigma

Nominal – – – – 339 – – – 3386 – – –
Monte Carlo
(Gaussian,
1000 runs)

5 5 5 1 339 299 376 12 3388 2992 3765 122
5  5 5 5 340 276 417 21 3404 2762 4167 205

10  10 10 5 340 247 443 29 3399 2473 4427 289
10  10 30 5 340 247 443 29 3400 2473 4427 289
20  20 20 5 338 182 506 51 3377 1816 5060 505

Table 3
Monte Carlo tolerance analysis results (AP from Fig. 1b) – CMOS models of transconductors and DVB.

Analysis type Tol. Ib1 [%] Tol. Ib2 [%] Tol. C [%] fp min [kHz] (Ib1,2 = 9.1 �A) fp max [kHz] (Ib1,2 = 235 �A)

Mean Min Max  Sigma Mean Min  Max  Sigma

NOMINAL – – – 353 – – – 3295 – – –
Monte Carlo
(Gaussian,
1000 runs)

5 5 1 353 321 388 11 3295 3135 3470 57
5  5 5 355 304 424 20 3309 2867 3852 165

10  10 1 353 2
10  10 5 354 2
20  20 5 352 2

Fig. 10. Measured magnitude and phase response of the phase shifter (VC1,2 = 0.5 V).

Fig. 11. Comparison of simulated and measured phase responses in case of adjusting
of the phase shifter.
86 419 21 3291 2968 3597 102
83 443 27 3305 2841 3937 183
02 501 46 3284 2383 4093 253

for both corners of fp,z (gm1,2 = 100 and 1000 �S, C = 47 pF – nom-
inal values) and they are given in Table 2 for initial comparison.
Therefore, subject of our attention are real influences (inaccuracies
and tolerances) in discussed tuning range. Accuracy of pole/zero
frequency is mainly given by tolerance of both transconductances
and capacity value uncertainty, as is expected.

The most important fact seems to be minimal influence of track-
ing error of DVB, see bold values in Table 2. Therefore we can omit
this parameter from further analysis. Table 3 shows results of anal-
yses, where results were performed by simulations with presented
CMOS models. Values of bias currents (Ib1, Ib2) for gm control and
capacitance were varied by Gaussian distribution in noted toler-
ance intervals. The third line of Table 3 is documented graphically
as example. Illustrative example of magnitude and phase responses
together with histograms are given in Figs. 13 and 14.

5.2. Variation of supply voltage

We  tested also impact of supply voltage on AC performances
and both corners of tuning range, see Fig. 15. Filter operates from
VCC = VDD = −VSS = 0.4 V at low corner of tuning range. If supply volt-
age is increased from 0.4 to 1.2 V, frequency changes from 323 to
368 kHz. In the second case (high corner of tuning range) is situation
slightly worse. CMOS transistors in transconductance amplifiers
pass into different regime than required saturation for lower val-
ues of VCC due to high value of bias currents Ib1,2. Voltage 0.7 V and
higher seems to be sufficient for correct operation. Insufficient fea-
tures for lower supply voltages than 0.7 V are evident from Fig. 15b
(see red arrow). Pole/zero frequency varies from 3.21 to 3.37 MHz  in
this corner of tunability range for voltage from 0.7 to 1.2. Important
impact of supply voltage also causes obvious problems with avail-
able dynamical range. Nominal supply voltage allows input voltage
about 200 mVp–p maximally (higher input levels cause substantial
limitation and distortion of output voltage). Supply voltage has to
be at least ±0.5 V to ensure operation with this input level. As con-
clusion, we have to ensure that supply voltage does not drop under
±0.7 V for correct operation of the AP.

5.3. Dynamic features including intermodulation products
We  studied also dynamic range under conditions of two sig-
nal voltage sources of signals with slightly different frequencies
(f1 = 1.6 MHz, f2 = 1.65 MHz  – selected around pole/zero frequency
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Fig. 12. Measured and simulated magnitude responses for separate control of: (a) zero frequency, (b) pole frequency.

de), (
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p
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Fig. 13. Monte Carlo simulation: (a) frequency responses (phase and magnitu

t 1.658 MHz  for Ib1,2 = 66 �A) and equal amplitudes to obtain
ynamic features including nonlinearity. Matching to 50 � is easily

rovided due to beneficially high input and low output impedance
f proposed AP (Fig. 1b). Intermodulation product (IM3) is expected
s 2f2 − f1 = 1.7 MHz. Input amplitude varied from 10 to 200 mV.

Fig. 14. Monte Carlo simulation: (a) frequency responses (phase and magnitude), (b
b) histogram of pole/zero frequency (Ib1,2 = 9.1 �A, fp min = 353 kHz) variation.

Results in power scale (effective/RMS value of voltages recalculated
to dBm) are shown in Fig. 16. Selected AP solution in Fig. 1b achieves

IIP3 value about −1 dBm. Similar analysis is not commonly avail-
able in recent works in the field but it can be also very useful for
designers.

) histogram of pole/zero frequency (Ib1,2 = 235 �A, fp min = 3309 kHz) variation.
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Fig. 15. Supply voltage dependence of pole/zero frequency for: (a) the lowest corner, (b) the highest corner. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend,
the  reader is referred to the web  version of this article.)
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ig. 16. Dynamic features of the AP including intermodulation products: (a) spectru
or  specific case of simulated model.

. Conclusion

The SFGs were used to demonstrate design and transfers inside
oop of AP and general bilinear transfer sections with OTAs and
ifferential voltage buffer. Designed circuits offer all commonly
equired features that are: (i) simple electronic control, (ii) input
nd output features suitable for cascading, (iii) grounded capac-
tors, and (iv) separated control of zero and pole frequency with
imple availability of their migration between minimal and non-
inimal argument circuit’s character especially. Note that simple

nterchanges of current output polarity or voltage inputs of used
ctive elements allow to design transfers, where zeros are located in
eft half-plane of complex space in comparison to true (general) AP
ection, where zeros are located in right half-plane. Separated zero
nd pole frequency control in AP (bilinear section) allows design of
pecial circuits which generate constant phase shift between out-
ut and input voltage and synthesis of fractional-order dynamical
ystems. Selected AP/bilinear section was verified experimentally
n all regimes of operation (simultaneous and separated control
f pole/zero frequency). CPE could be implemented by discrete
commercially available) devices. However, the best possible way

f its implementation seems to be in CMOS technology. In this
ase, active elements are simpler than in case of discrete form.
n addition, IC implementation of whole CPE system (chain of five
ubsections) is less impacted by real influences of parasitic factors.
ail on fundamental and higher-order products, (b) determination of intercept point
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Abstract—This paper briefly introduces an approach towards 
a simple synthesis of the grounded fractional-order immittances. 
Proposed method is based on multiplication of partial grounded 
immittance emulators with mutually independent electronic 
control of zero and pole location. General structure is based on 
the operational transconductance amplifiers (OTAs) while 
practical realization implements the so-called diamond 
transistors OPA860. Workability of the proposed concepts in the 
frequency domain was verified in Orcad PSpice simulations. 

Keywords—behavioral modeling; circuit behavioral emulator; 
electronic control; fractional-order component; gyrator; 
immittance multiplication; impedance converter; zero and pole 
adjusting 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
Synthesis of active and passive circuits characterized by 

fractional-order (FO) dynamics [1]-[3] is receiving significant 
attention nowadays. A reason for this is that many emerging 
applications from the area of continuous-time analog signal 
processing have been reported in the past; for example FO 
filters [4]-[10], FO harmonic oscillators [11]-[12], two-ports 
described by FO transfer function (integrators, differentiators 
or phase shifters capable to asymptotically change phase shift 
in user defined range) [13]-[16] and two-terminal elements 
with fractional immittance function [8], [17].  

Since FO circuit devices are not commercially available, 
these fractional-order elements (FOEs) need to be 
approximated in the frequency domain by suitable circuitry 
network topologies. This approximation necessarily causes 
phase frequency response being rippled around theoretical 
value while it should be almost constant over operational 
frequency range. Several approaches towards FOE design are 
used in recent works: 1) utilization of integer-order transfers to 
substitute coefficients in filter of the fractional order [10], [18]; 
2) utilization of bilinear section to provide direct configuration 
of zeros and poles location (mainly for all-pass filters and 
phase shifters [12], [13], two-port blocks – integrator, 
differentiator [14]-[16], [19], [20], leading to fractional-order 
PI�D� regulators [21]); 3) direct utilization of bilinear 
impedances/admittances (immittances) for emulation of 
immittance of fractional character. A successive solution of 
synthesis problem probably leads through the consideration of 

the general biquadratic impedances. 

Selection of proper approximation (coefficients/roots of the 
transfer or impedance function, a number and location of zero 
and poles [22], [23], etc.) is always a key factor having direct 
impact on accuracy (phase ripple) and achieved frequency 
range of emulator. This way of construction of FOEs is very 
complex but there is no other way until commercially available 
FOEs are available. They are based on different principles 
(layers of organic and inorganic materials [24], [25]), far away 
from analog behavioral emulation and mathematic 
approximations. In spite of the fact, it offers further space for 
synthesis of novel FOEs-based circuits and their applications, 
which will attract significant increase of attention when some 
FOEs are accessible for common designers. 

This work presents quite simple approach to synthesis of 
these devices based on impedance/admittance multiplication 
and proper emulation of partial impedance/admittance by sub-
circuit allowing independent adjusting of zero and pole 
frequency. To the best of author’s knowledge, there are no 
similar previously published works regarding the latest 
research focusing on synthesis of grounded immittances with 
electronically settable fractional-order character. 

II. IMPEDANCE MULTIPLICATION 
 The most straightforward synthesis of FO immittances is 
based on multiplication of partial immittances of fundamental 
elements, no matter if impedances or admittances are 
considered. It helps to obtain final positive and real immittance 
function with desired complexity. The basic circuit building 
block, where this feature is provided, is structure well known 
as general Antoniou impedance converter (gyrator) [26] 
(Fig. 1). It contains two operational amplifiers and five passive 
elements (only one of them is grounded) – impedances. 
However, it offers only a limited number of multiplied 
elements (the same relation is valid for both variants in Fig. 1a 
and b): 
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This synthesis of ZINP in case of solution in Fig. 1b can be 
easily extended to arbitrary degree by utilization of additional 
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opamps (Fig. 2). Note that final impedance should be still 
considered as grounded. 

 
a) 

 
b) 

Fig. 1. Antoniou impedance converters: a) standard feedback, b) equivalent 
modified feedback. 

 

Fig. 2. Generalized chain of multiplied floating impedances based on 
Antoniou impedance converter. 

We obtained the following formula for input impedance: 
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However, impedance multiplication in form (2) is not very 
suitable due to product of odd impedances in the numerator 
divided by product of even impedances in the denominator. 
Moreover, electronic change of zeros and poles locations is not 
possible. 

Our effort focused on searching simpler structure and 
moreover with grounded passive elements, where product of an 
unlimited number of impedances/admittances can be expected. 
The synthesis of single Zn element with electronically 
adjustable zero and pole frequency will be very difficult as well 
as very complicated circuitry will be required. Therefore, we 
studied other possibilities and carried out following generalized 
circuit (Fig. 3) based on operational transconductance 
amplifiers (OTAs) and grounded impedances. The main idea 
was inspired by [27] where simple OTA-based impedance 
converter was presented. The formula for input impedance of 
the circuit in Fig. 3 has the following expression: 
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Advantage of this form is evident at first sight. All impedances 
Zn are multiplied in a different way than in (2) where only odd 
n are in numerator divided by even n in the denominator. 
Polarity of the ZINP can be easily selected by polarity of the 
selected OTA in the chain (gmn+1 in Fig. 3 for example). 

 
Fig. 3. Generalized impedance converter/multiplier employing OTAs and 

grounded impedances. 

III. EMULATOR OF THE GROUNDED BILINEAR IMPEDANCE 
This section is very important for further synthesis of FO 

grounded impedance. In fact, it is basic building block capable 
of creating a pair of independently adjustable zero and pole of 
the input impedance. The suitable circuit solution, fulfilling the 
above mentioned requirements, can be found in Fig. 4. It 
utilizes three OTAs and single grounded capacitor. Input 
impedance of the emulator can be expressed as follows: 
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where pole frequency (	P = gme1/C) can be adjusted by gme1 and 
zero frequency (	Z = gme2/C) by gme2. Any transconductance 
parameter in this structure gme can be simply electronically 
controlled. Therefore, pole and zero location can be 
independently and continuously varied by DC bias currents for 
example. 

 

Fig. 4. Emulator of the grounded impedance with mutually independently 
and electronically adjustable zero and pole. 

IV. PRACTICAL EXAMPLE 
Let us assume FO approximant having mathematical order 

n = 7. This leads to seven impedances generated by structure in 
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Fig. 4 and eight OTAs required for their multiplication, 
according to Fig. 3. In this particular case we have: 

765432187654321
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The situation can be significantly simplified if gm1 through gm8 
as well as gme3 in Zn emulators have the same value gmC. Then 
(5) reduces to: 
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This can be rewritten to: 
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where indexes a – g indicate specific section of emulator 
(Fig. 4). To obtain approximation with minimal phase ripple in 
wide frequency range we used approximation based on 
formulas given in [22], [23] and recalculated passive ladder 
structure to get location of zeros and poles as follows: 
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Specific values of the parameters can be easily established as 
gme1a = 	Z1Ca, gme2a = 	P1Ca for the first section (based on 
Fig. 4) and analogically for other sections (gme1b - gme1g for 
poles and gme2b - gme2g for zeros). Capacitor value is always the 
same for calculation of the parameters for pole and zero 
frequency in the particular section. 

 

 

Fig. 5. Partial illustration of fractional-order immittance for n = 7 including OTAs created by commercially available OPA860. 

V. RESULTS OF SIMULATION 
Orcad PSpice circuit simulator has been utilized for the FO 

immittance concept presented in the previous section. Diamond 
transistors (DT) and diamond buffers (OPA860) were utilized 
to create OTAs introduced in the above discussed figures 
(Fig. 3 and Fig. 4). Operation of DT as OTA is clear from 
Fig. 5, where we present a part of whole structure of fractional-
order immittance for n = 7 including particular OTAs 

implementation for the first two sections of the immittance 
(section a and b). 

Verification of the Zn emulator (Fig. 4) is provided for 
C = 100 nF, gme3 = 1 000 �S, and gme1 and gme2 
achieves 450 �S or 963 �S (first setting and second setting) 
alternately (first setting represents section d - Z4 in (7) and (8)). 
The exemplary simulation results are shown in Fig. 6 and 
Fig. 7 for indicated combinations of gme1 and gme2 - pole 
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foregoing zero (used in section d) and an example of zero 
foregoing pole in observed frequency range. 

 
a) 

 
b) 

Fig. 6. Examplary results of Zn emulator in first setting configured for pole 
foregoing zero: a) mangitude response, b) phase response. 

 
a) 

 
b) 

Fig. 7. Examplary results of Zn emulator in second setting configured for 
zero foregoing pole: a) mangitude response, b) phase response. 

Above noted approximation (8) is used for calculation of 
the circuit parameters. We selected values of capacitors to be 
easily selectable from production series (E12) and 
transconductances to be feasible in commonly available ranges 
of commercially available active devices emulating behavior of 
the OTA (OPA860). Selected and calculated parameters, given 
in Fig. 5, are summarized in Table 1. The simulation results of 
the fractional element emulating impedance (fractal 
inductance) proportional to k.s1/2 are given in Fig. 8 where 
magnitude and phase response are shown for all these cases. 
Ideal trace represents ideal inductance, theoretical trace stands 
for the results of ideal simulation when particular 
approximation is used and the simulation results represent the 
results of the same simulation but with realistic behavioral 
models. 

TABLE I.  PARAMETERS OF THE DESIGNED EXAMPLE (FIG. 5) 

Selected parameters Calculated parameters 

Section Ca-g [nF] 
gme1a-g [�S] / 
Rdege1a-g [k�] 

(zeros) 

gme2a-g [�S] / 
Rdege2a-g [k�] 

(poles) 
a 2 200 78.1 / 22 220 / 4.55 
b 1 ��� 212.1 / 5.56 458 / 2.18 
c 470 461 / 2.44 987 / 1.01 
d 100 449.7 / 2.5 962.8 / 1.04 
e 47 969.9 / 1.11 2 074 / 0.44 
f 10 953.8 / 1.05 2 022 / 0.45 
g 1 569.9 / 2.04 3 000 / 0.4 

gme3a-g [�S] 1 000 
gm1-8 [�S] 1 000 

gm � 1/Rdeg 

 

 
a) 

 
b) 

Fig. 8. Emulated fractional positive impedance (n = 7): a) magnitude 
responses, b) phase responses. 

The ideal values of the parameters (gm-s) noted above 
require certain readjustment especially for accurate locations of 
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zeros and poles specified in theory. The reasons for this 
deviation are dependent on existence of real nodal impedances 
of high-impedance nodes (not only capacitors are connected in 
nodes where inputs and outputs of used DTs as OTAs are 
interconnected together). Output impedance of the DT OPA860 
is reported as 55 k� that is really low value if two outputs are 
connected in parallel. The precise small-signal parasitic 
analysis is too complicated in such extensive circuitry our 
system presents. Values of degradation resistances (Fig. 5) 
used in simulation of full chain of elements forming fractional-
order inductance are also given in Tab. 1 (already optimized 
values). Fortunately, electronic controllability of the gm-s 
allows very simple correction if necessary. 

VI. CONCLUSION 
We selected an interesting example of utilization of OTAs 

for special synthesis of FO grounded passive element with 
specific character of the impedance. The important information 
has been carried out from the point of view of the impedance 
multiplication. We started with Antoniou impedance converter 
(its generalized chain) as the possible solution but product of 
all immittances in the circuit structure is not pure (there are 
even elements divided by odd elements). Odd elements in 
denominator of ZINP (2) are useless (and they increase 
complexity of the circuitry only) for our aims in the fractional-
order synthesis. Therefore, derived immittance multiplier based 
on OTA has significant importance for our approach. It allows 
easier multiplication (3) than modification of the Antoniou 
chain, grounded elements Zn (it simplifies proposal of emulator 
of the Zn – it can be grounded) and electronic controllability 
(magnitude/impedance norm compensation or setting), if 
necessary. The design steps are quite simple: 1) selection of 
meaningful values of gm1 - gm8 (physically suitable values in 
frame of possibility of active device – OPA860), 2) 
approximation (taking bandwidth of “constant” phase and 
phase ripple into account) based on [22] and [23] determines 
the number of sections (zero and pole coordinates – angular 
frequencies), 3) proper selection of working capacitors in order 
to ensure meaningful values of gm-s, 4) comparison of roots (8) 
and form (7) to calculate gme1a-g, gme2a-g (Rdege1a-g, Rdege2a-g) 
values. Validity of the approximation was verified in the band 
approximately from 30 Hz to 100 kHz with phase error (phase 
ripple) ±1.5 deg. maximally. It is quite large bandwidth in 
comparison to [19], for instance. Easy correction of disrupted 
characteristic due to real behavior of active devices is simply 
allowed by gm. The most important drawback is complexity of 
this type of approximation. Design approach is simple but the 
presented circuit requires 29 OTAs (8 + 3 · 7) and 7 grounded 
capacitors to emulate device with fractional character in above 
mentioned bandwidth. Unfortunately, there is no other 
possibility until FOEs will be commercially available. In 
addition, power consumption will also be enormous. 
Preliminary estimation from PSpice simulation, taking all 
active devices into account, indicates power consumption about 
1 W (5 V, 210 mA) per supply branch. 

Discussed research in active fractional-order immittance 
emulators is very actual as can be seen from [28] where 
grounded fractional inductor has been proposed by using of 
known opamp-based Antoniou converter [26]. Current 

feedback operational amplifiers (CFOAs) that offer better 
features than standard operational amplifiers, have been 
utilized in fractional inductor and capacitor emulators [29]. The 
interesting concept of floating fractional (constant phase) 
element has been shown in [30]. Circuit structure is simpler 
than presented in this paper. However, proposal has lower 
bandwidth and higher phase ripple of used approximation than 
our solution. Fractional-order systems receive increasing 
attention as can be seen from the recent application examples 
in filters [31] and oscillators [32]. 
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Several behavioral models of current active elements for experimental purposes are introduced in this paper. These models are 

based on commercially available devices. They are suitable for experimental tests of current- and mixed-mode filters, oscillators, 
and other circuits (employing current-mode active elements) frequently used in analog signal processing without necessity of on-
chip fabrication of proper active element. Several methods of electronic control of intrinsic resistance in the proposed behavioral 
models are discussed. All predictions and theoretical assumptions are supported by simulations and experiments. This 
contribution helps to find a cheaper and more effective way to preliminary laboratory tests without expensive on-chip fabrication 
of special active elements. 
 

Keywords:  Intrinsic resistance, current and voltage gain control, current follower and amplifier, behavioral modeling 
 
 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

ANY WORKS deal with specific applications of 
modern active elements [1]. Methods of intrinsic 
resistance adjusting (for example Fabre et al. [2], 

Siripruchyanun et al. [3]) by bias current in many novel and 
standard active elements are very popular. This kind of 
control was mainly the domain of current conveyors (CC-s) 
and its applications (Sedra et al. [4], Svoboda et al. [5]). 
However, this parameter (intrinsic resistance - labeled as Ri 
or Rx) is given by technological aspects and is dependent on 
temperature. Some designers consider this parameter as 
parasitic. It is correct in some cases, mainly in active 
elements where the Ri value is not adjustable [5]. In 
addition, this resistance is considered as small-signal 
parameter. Behavior of Ri for higher signal levels has 
nonlinear character. 

In the last three decades considerable attention was given 
to the active elements with electronic possibility of current 
gain control (Surakampontorn et al. [6], Fabre et al. [7], 
Minaei et al. [8]). It seems to be a very interesting topic for 
researchers. Some novel types of current conveyors 
(Mahmound et al. [9], Kumngern et al. [10]), so-called 
current followers and nullors (Sedighi et al. [11], Tangsrirat 
[12], Tangsrirat et al. [13]), have been published quite 
recently. Alzaher et al. [14, 15] and Koton et al. [16] utilized 
digital control of current gain in their active elements and 
applications. Current gain control received important 
attention also in more complicated active elements formed 
by basic functional components, for example current 
differencing buffed amplifier (CDBA) presented by Biolek 
et al.  in   [17]  and   [18],  programmable  current   amplifier  

 
(PCA) introduced by Herencsar et al. [19], current gain 
controlled current conveyor transconductance amplifier 
(CGCCCTA) discussed in [20], etc. 

Some attempts to use several methods of control in frame 
of one active element have been solved in recent years. For 
example Marcellis et al. [21] proposed an approach to 
control current gain and voltage gain independently in frame 
of one active element. Kumngerng et al. [22] proposed an 
interesting conception of current conveyor with intrinsic 
resistance and current gain controlling possibilities. Similar 
approach was used in [23], where both methods of control 
were used in the so-called double current controlled current 
feedback amplifier (DCC-CFA). Jaikla et al. [24] 
implemented the so-called current controlled current 
differencing transconductance amplifiers (CCCDTA-s) 
where intrinsic resistance and transconductance [1] 
adjusting is possible. 

Discussed approaches have been widely investigated in 
recent years. However, all discussed elements and 
approaches require fabrication of designed internal 
implementation or we have to rely only on simulation 
results. Nevertheless, experimental verification is necessary 
or beneficial in many cases. It provides a more realistic view 
on behavior of the proposed application. Experimental tests 
with available devices are more reliable despite the accuracy 
and exactness of some simulation results. However, 
fabrication of on-chip implementation is very expensive and 
therefore not suitable for preliminary tests of application in 
the most cases. Accessibility of specialized models used for 
realistic modeling seems to be an advantage for designers. 
Practically, precise models of active elements with exactly 
defined and controllable intrinsic resistance complemented 

M 
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by adjustable current gain are missing in available literature. 
Therefore in this paper we implemented and verified several 
conceptions of current followers and amplifiers. The first 
two solutions employ electronically controllable current 
conveyors (ECCII) and current gain control. The current 
gain (B) is controllable by DC voltage. The second type 
utilizes voltage gain (A) in voltage controllable voltage 
amplifier (VCA) and diamond transistor (DT). 

 
2.  MODEL OF CURRENT FOLLOWERS AND AMPLIFIERS WITH 

ADJUSTABLE FEATURES 
General description and behavior of single-input and 

single-output (SISO) current follower (CF) with controllable 
intrinsic resistance Ri = f(VRi) or current amplifier (CA) with 
controllable intrinsic resistance and current gain ki = f(Vki) is 
shown in Fig.1. 

Main reasons for the proposal of behavioral models are 
following:  

a) This approach allows the design of application, 
experimental verification of features and optimization 
without fabrication of particular active element in phase of 
first tests, which is very economical.  

b) There are not many ways in literature explaining how to 
model electronically controllable intrinsic resistance in real 
experimental tests without chip and fabrication.  

c) Small-signal resistance Ri is suitable only for small-
signal operation in many cases. Our solution provides large 
range of input signals without significant increase of total 
harmonic distortion (THD).  

d) Key features of models are independent on technology 
and fabrication process (Ri parameter is defined by external 
components and control voltage). Only restrictions of gain 
control of active elements limit achievable Ri of the model. 
Many on-chip implementations have intrinsic resistance 
dependent on the technology used. This intrinsic resistance 
is controllable by bias voltage or current [2, 3]. 
Nevertheless, adjusting of these bias values has negative 
effect on other parameters (output resistance, linearity, 
dynamic,...). In addition, temperature dependence of Ri is 
obvious. One example is the equation Ri = Vt/2Ib (known for 
Sedra’s conveyor [4] and in similar form for many other 
works e.g. [2-3]) which is valid in BJT technology where 
Vt ≈ 26 mV is thermal voltage (temperature dependent), and 
Ib is bias current. In our models, intrinsic resistance is not 
directly defined by temperature-dependent parameter (Vt). 
Therefore, in our case the dependence on fabrication 
technology is not so important. 

 
A.  Adjustable Current Followers and Amplifiers based on 

Controllable Current Gains  
The first part of this work deals with utilization of a 

negative-type electronically controllable second generation 
current conveyor (ECCII-). Behavior of ECCII- is explained 
in Fig.2. The transfers between terminal voltages and 
currents are as follows (Surakampontorn et al. [6]; Minaei et 
al. [8]): VY = VX + Rx.IX, IY = 0, IZ- = -B.IX, where Rx is 
intrinsic resistance of ECCII- [4, 5]. Rx has fixed value in 
this case, therefore it is considered as parasitic element. 
There is no possibility to change the value of Rx 
electronically, except by bias current [2, 3] in some 

integrated implementation, but it is not generally valid for 
all cases of CCIIs [4, 5].  

 

1
Ri

Ri(VRi) control

p
o

CF
   

a)          b) 
 
Fig.1.  Symbol of: a) the current follower with only input resistance 
control, b) the current amplifier with current gain and input 
resistance control. 
 

 
 

Fig.2.  Symbol of ECCII-. 
 
1) Solution Employing Two External Resistors 

The possible conception of the inverting CF (CA) utilizing 
ECCII- and employing two resistors is depicted in Fig.3. 
The first section of the circuit in Fig.3 (without CC3) 
represents simple non-inverting CF with controllable 
intrinsic resistance (at p terminal). Note that this part could 
be used independently, because in some applications only 
CF is sufficient instead of the whole current amplifier. The 
input resistance is defined as Ri = R1/B1. If the whole 
structure from Fig.3 is considered, overall current gain has 
the following form: 

 

2

1

1

32

R
R

B
BB

ki −= .        (1) 

 
Assuming B1 = B2 (adjusting of B1 only in order to change 

Ri value causes unintentional affection on ki - therefore 
simultaneous control of both B) and R1 = R2, the overall 
current gain in Eq. (1) simplifies to ki = -B3. Effects of the 
non-ideal properties (Rx1, Rx2, Rx3) cause minor modification 
of adjustable intrinsic resistance: 
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Now, the current transfer including the discussed non-

idealities has the following form: 
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where we have to ensure that R1 = R2 and R1,2 >> Rx1,2, if no 
significant impact on gain is required. The output impedance 
(resistance) of CC2 has multiple times higher value than Rx3. 
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One disadvantage of such approach is the necessity of 
simultaneous change of both current gains (B1 and B2) for Ri 
control without impact on current gain. 
 
2) Solution Employing One External Resistor 

The next interesting type including ECCII- is shown in 
Fig.4a. This variant is also easily applicable as controlled 
negative resistor, if the outputs of CC1 and CC2 are swapped 
(see Fig.4b). The CC3 (B3) is necessary only for current gain 
control. It is obvious that this model also works as CF with 
controllable Ri without CC3. Input resistance of the p 
terminal is given by Ri = R1/B1 (similarly as in previous 
case) and current gain has the form ki = B2B3/B1. 
Simultaneous change of both B1 and B2 is also required for 
operation without influence on overall ki. 

 
 

 
 

Fig.3.  Solution employing two external resistors. 
 
 

 
a) 

 
b) 

 
Fig.4.  Solution employing one external resistor: a) for positive Ri 
value adjusting, b) for negative Ri value adjusting. 
 

Considering the Rx of both CC1 and CC2, the input 
resistance can be expressed as: 

 
( )

1

211

B
RRR

R xx
i

++
±= .       (4) 

It is obvious that Ri is more dependent on input resistances 
of partial CCs (Rx1,2) than in the previous case. 

 
B. Adjustable Current Amplifiers Based on Controllable 

Voltage Gains 
Two interesting solutions are given in this part of our 

work. Main core of models consists of two voltage 
controllable amplifiers (VCA) and diamond transistor (DT). 
Their schematic symbols are shown in Fig.5. The voltage 
controllable amplifier with differential input and single 
output is defined by well-known equation: Vout = (V+ - V-)A, 
where A = f(Vc). The principle of the diamond transistor is 
very similar to the second generation current conveyor [4, 
5]. Transfers between terminal (E - current input, B – 
voltage input, C - current output) voltages and currents are 
ideally very similar to the CCII: VB = VE, IB = 0, and IC = IE. 

 

    

a)          b) 
 
Fig.5.  Symbols of: a) voltage controllable amplifier, b) diamond 
transistor. 

 

 
a) 

 
b) 

 
Fig.6.  Solution utilizing VCA and DT where Ri could be adjusted 
to be: a) positive and negative, b) positive only. 

 
1) Solution Using Two VCAs and one DT 

The models shown in Fig.6 are based on voltage-mode 
operation. The VCA1 has feedback resistor R1 between 
positive input and output. Voltage drop at resistor R1 is 
processed by differential input of the VCA2. The VCA2 
provides voltage output and, therefore, conversion to the 
current mode is necessary. This conversion is made by DT 
through resistor R2. Intrinsic resistance of the p port of both 
solutions from Fig.6 is defined by the following equations: 
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1

1

1 A
RRi −

= ,   
1

1

1 A
RRi +

= .     (5), (6) 

 
Equation (5) is valid for solution shown in Fig.6a and Eq. 

(6) for the solution in Fig.6b. The circuit in Fig.6a provides 
interesting features (curiosity) in electronic control of Ri. 
Intrinsic resistance has positive character for A1 < 1. The 
value of Ri increases if A1 is nearly equal to 1. For higher 
values of A1 the Ri value decreases and the whole input 
resistance is negative. However, the circuit is not stable for 
A1 > 1. Overall current transfer of both solutions is given by: 

 

2
2

1 A
R
Rki −= .         (7) 

 

 
a) 

 
b) 

 
Fig.7.  Solution utilizing VCA and DT with additional feedback 
where Ri could be adjusted to be: a) positive only, b) positive and 
negative. 
 

Adjustable gain of VC2 (A2) allows electronic current gain 
control. In comparison to previous solutions with ECCII-s, 
the simultaneous change of two parameters is not necessary. 

 
2) Solution Using Two VCAs, one DT and Additional 

Voltage Feedback 
Modifications of circuits from Fig.6 were obtained when 

additional feedback was used. Modified version is shown in 
Fig.7. In this case the inverting input of VCA1 is not 
grounded but connected to the output of VCA1. 

Presented modifications (Fig.7) provide following 
equations for Ri: 

 
( )11 1 ARRi += ,  ( )11 1 ARRi −= .    (8), (9) 

 
Equation (8) is valid for solution shown in Fig.7a and Eq. 

(9) for Fig.7b. Circuit in Fig.7a allows only increase of Ri 
values but solution in Fig.7b (interchanged terminals of 
VCA1) allows similar type of control as the conception in 
Fig.6a. Unfortunately, the amplifier is then unstable. Current 
gain of the whole model is the same as in the previous case 
(7). 

3.  VERIFICATION AND PRACTICALLY ACHIEVABLE 
PERFORMANCES 

All the above discussed models of CF (CA) were verified 
experimentally. An experimental board was designed for 
these purposes. Measuring setup for experimental 
verification was established. The voltage to current and 
current to voltage converters were necessary at the input and 
output of the device under test (DUT). The grounded 
resistance (Rk2) and voltage buffer was sufficient at the 
output, and voltage follower and resistor (Rk1) were required 
for input conversion, see Fig.8. We used very good high-
speed voltage followers OPA633 [25] or BUF634 [26]. This 
equipment allows measurement with vector/spectral network 
analyzer (50 Ω matching). The transfer function has to be 
recalculated from voltage transfer which is measured by 
vector-network analyzer Agilent E5071C. 

 

Iout
Iinp

Vinp
/

p o
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100 
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Fig.8.  Measuring setup (testing equipment) for experimental tests. 
 
Proper current transfers were recalculated from the 

following equations: 
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It is obvious that if Rk1 = Rk2 = Rk, then Eq. (12) reduces to: 
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A. Adjustable Current Followers or Amplifiers Based on 

Controllable Current Gains 
1) Solution Employing Two External Resistors 

Solution shown in Fig.3 was built by three EL2082-s [27] 
(current mode multiplier) as ECCII-s. Current gain B is 
proportional to DC control voltage (and equal in range from 
0 to 2 V). For current gain and intrinsic resistance the 
following relations are valid: 

 
( )
( )22

11

x

x
kii RR

RR
Vk

+
+

−≅ ,  ( )
Ri

x
i V

RR
R 11 +

≅ .   (14), (15) 

 
Following values of passive elements: R1 = R2 = 220 Ω 

(Rx1,2 = 95 Ω [27]) were selected. Experimental results are 
summarized in Fig.9 - Fig.12. Magnitude responses for 
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different values of current gain controlled by Vki (B2 ≈ Vki) 
and dependence of current gain ki on control voltage Vki are 
shown in Fig.9. 
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Fig.9.  Measured and simulated results: a) current gain magnitude 
response, b) dependence of current gain on control voltage. 
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Fig.10.  Experimental results: a) measured frequency dependence 
of intrinsic resistance, b) dependence of intrinsic resistance on 
control voltage. 
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Fig.11.  Experimental results for harmonics excitation (1 MHz): 
a) measured dynamical characteristics, b) THD dependence on 
input level. 
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Fig.12.  Measured DC characteristics: a) Iout vs. Iinp, b) Vinp vs. Iinp 
for Ri calculation. 
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Fig.10 shows frequency dependence of the intrinsic 
resistance (Ri) and dependence of Ri (│Zi│ at 10 kHz 
respectively) on control voltage VRi. These results were 
obtained by network analyzer. However, capacity of the 
coaxial cable influences overall value of parasitic 
capacitance of current input (p) for higher values of Ri. 
Therefore, frequency bandwidth (flatness) of the Ri is lower 
than in the case where input terminal (p) is directly 
connected to another analog system on printed circuit board. 
Nevertheless, results confirm workability of the proposed 
CA model. 

Dynamical characteristics and dependence of total 
harmonic distortion (THD) on input current level 
(recalculated from voltage) for harmonic excitation (sine 
wave) are given in Fig.11. THD seems to be maximally 
0.2% for amplitude lower than 0.5 mA. 

Static DC characteristics of CA and dependence of Vinp on 
Iinp for Ri calculation from DC values (traces for two Ri 
values are depicted) are shown in Fig.12. 
 
2) Solution Employing One External Resistor 

Current mode multipliers EL2082 were used also for the 
solution depicted in Fig.4a (R1 = 100 Ω, Rx1,2 = 95 Ω [27]). 
Equations for current gain ki and intrinsic resistance (Ri) 
have forms: 

 

kii Vk ≅ ,  ( )
Ri

xx
i V

RRR
R 211 ++

≅ .    (16), (17) 

 
The current gain ki is not dependent and influenced by R1 

or both parasitic intrinsic resistances of ECCII-s (Rx1,2), 
which is an important advantage in comparison to the 
previous case. Nevertheless, we have to consider Rx1,2 which 
increase resulting Ri twice more in comparison with the 
previous solution. Results are presented in Fig.13 - Fig.16. 
 
B. Adjustable Current Amplifiers Based on Controllable 

Voltage Gains 
1) Solution Using Two VCAs and One DT 

Solution employing voltage controllable (voltage mode) 
amplifiers (VCA-s) and diamond transistor is better from the 
electronic control point-of-view. Main advantage is that no 
matching condition is necessary. External resistors have 
values R1 = R2 = 100 Ω. Two voltage controllable amplifiers 
VCA810 [28] and one diamond transistor OPA860 [29] 
were used in the solution depicted in Fig.6a. Following 
formulas for ki and Ri are valid in accordance to [28]: 

 
( )12

2

1 10 +−−≅ kiV
i R

R
k ,  ( )12

1

101 +−−
≅

RiVi
RR .   (18), (19) 
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Fig.13.  Measured and simulated results: a) current gain magnitude 
response, b) dependence of current gain on control voltage. 
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Fig.14.  Experimental results: a) measured frequency dependence 
of intrinsic resistance, b) dependence of intrinsic resistance on 
control voltage. 
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Fig.15.  Experimental results for harmonics excitation (1 MHz): a) 
measured dynamical characteristics, b) THD dependence on input 
level. 
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Fig.16.  Measured DC characteristics: a) Iout vs. Iinp, b) Vinp vs. Iinp 
for Ri calculation. 
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Fig.17.  Measured and simulated results: a) current gain magnitude 
response, b) dependence of current gain on control voltage. 
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Fig.18.  Experimental results: a) measured frequency dependence 
of intrinsic resistance, b) dependence of intrinsic resistance on 
control voltage. 
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Fig.19.  Experimental results for harmonics excitation: a) measured 
dynamical characteristics, b) THD dependence on input level. 
 

Results are shown in Fig.17 - Fig.20. Change of the 
resistance Ri is documented in Fig.18. The value increases 
till VRi achieves value close to 1 V. If VRi gets over 1 V, 
resistance decreases and it has negative character. 
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Fig.20.  Measured DC characteristics: a) Iout vs. Iinp, b) Vinp vs. Iinp 
for Ri calculation. 
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Fig.21.  Measured and simulated results: a) current gain magnitude 
response, b) dependence of current gain on control voltage. 
 
2) Solution Using Two VCAs, One DT and Additional 
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The last presented solution (Fig.7a) was also built with 

VCA810 and OPA860 and specific equation valid for Ri of 
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Fig.22.  Experimental results: a) measured frequency dependence 
of intrinsic resistance, b) dependence of intrinsic resistance on 
control voltage. 
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Fig.23.  Experimental results for harmonics excitation: a) measured 
dynamical characteristics, b) THD dependence on input level. 
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The current gain ki has the same form as (18). Results are 
presented in Fig.21 - Fig.24. 
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Fig.24.  Measured DC characteristics: a) Iout vs. Iinp, b) Vinp vs. Iinp 
for Ri calculation. 

Table 1.  Comparison of main features of proposed solutions 
 

Solution Fig. 3 Fig. 4a Fig. 6a Fig. 7a 
No. passive 

elements 
2 grounded 1 floating 2 floating 2 floating 

No. active 
elements 

3 ECCII-s 3 ECCII-s 2 VCA, DT 2 VCA, DT 

Matching of 
parameters 

required 

 
yes 

 
yes 

 
no 

 
no 

ki GBW 
[MHz] 

100-140 70-110 35-45 25-45 

 
ki [-] 

 

 
0.1-2.7 

Vki (0.1-3V) 

 
0.1-2.8 

Vki (0.1-3V) 

 
0.1-5.6 

Vki (0.5-1.35V) 

 
0.1-4.6 

Vki (0.5-1.35V) 

 
Ri [kΩ] 

 

 
2.7-0.1 

VRi (0.1-3V) 

 
2.7-0.13 

VRi (0.1-2V) 

 
0.11-0.71 

VRi (0.5-0.98V) 

 
0.16-0.55 

VRi (0.5-1.35 V) 

Type of ki 
control 

linear linear exponential exponential 

Type of Ri 
control 

hyperbolic hyperbolic hyperbolic/ 
exponential 

exponential 

 
 
C. Comparison of Proposed Solutions 

All presented and measured solutions are compared in 
Table 1. Number of active and passive elements, necessity 
of matching of parameters (for example B1 = B2 in Fig.3 and 
Fig.4a), gain bandwidth (-3 dB), range of ki, input resistance 
Ri, and type of control are the main attributes of the 
comparison. The solution from Fig.3 requires three ECCII-s 
and two grounded resistors for adjusting of ki and Ri. The 
solution from Fig.4a provides the same benefits, but it 
consists of only one resistor. Frequency features and range 
of control of both important parameters (Ri, ki) for selected 
values (R1, R2) are similar. The most important drawback of 
the first solution is influence of intrinsic resistances of 
ECCII (Rx1,2) and external resistors R1 and R2 on ki. This 
drawback was removed in model of CA from Fig.4a, where 
only one resistor is required. The worst disadvantage is the 
necessity of matching B1 = B2 for control of Ri without 
influence on ki in both solutions. Solutions with VCA-s and 
DT-s from Fig.6a and Fig.7a solve this problem and no 
matching condition is required. However, the gain-
bandwidth is lower, because VCA810 has lower GBW (30 
MHz only [28]). 

 
4.  CONCLUSION 

We designed and analyzed different varieties of circuit 
solutions that model current follower (or amplifier) and 
showed their performances. These circuits could be used as 
simulation models and mainly experimental (laboratory) 
models in development of applications with current active 
elements. They are useful in cases when we do not have any 
possibilities to fabricate current amplifiers or followers in 
specific applications like current-mode and mixed-mode 
filters, oscillators, sensor technique [30-31] (mainly in 
current-mode), and other circuits in complex systems (for 
example [32]) and in the first phase of tests (verification of 
expected behavior). Beyond using powerful simulation 
programs it allows to reveal important problems in the 
design without expensive fabrication of chip. Therefore, the 
presented approaches offer an easy way how to verify the 
proposed application using special active element with 
discussed features in a very simple and low-cost solution. 
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Because EL2082 multiplier is classified as an obsolete part, 
two further approaches based on voltage controllable 
voltage amplifiers and diamond transistors (these parts are 
easily accessible) were tested and they provided similar 
benefits. We hope that the presented approaches will be 
helpful for design, modeling and experiments employing 
novel types of active elements, which are using the 
discussed methods of control (ki, Ri). Several application 
examples of such elements were given in [33]. 
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�
Abstract—This paper introduces behavioral model of 

advanced type of current conveyor with extended controllable 
inter-terminal features. This type of active device offers three 
independent current input terminals (X), all with adjustable 
input resistance RX where currents from all X terminals are 
weighted in independent branches by electronically adjustable 
current gains (B) and summed in the output node. Voltage inter-
terminal relations are advanced because of controllable voltage 
difference of two pairs of input voltages. This advanced active 
device offers interesting features for future applications in analog 
signal processing. The functionality of the model was verified by 
PSpice simulations. 

Keywords—Advanced features, electronic control, current 
conveyor, current gain control, intrinsic resistance control, inter-
terminal transfers, voltage gain control. 

I. INTRODUCTION

CTIVE DEVICES [1] like current conveyors [2] are very 
important for various areas of analog signal processing, 
especially in the filters, oscillators, and other applications 

[3]. The current conveyor of second generation (CCII) [4], [5] 
is used very frequently in many applications. It is quite 
important to recapitulate the main features of an ideal 
generalized three-port current conveyor [2], [6], [7]. Classical 
generalized current conveyor has three terminals 
(voltage/current input – Y, current input – X, current output –
Z) and provides transfers between terminals Y and X (voltage 
transfer α and also current transfer β) and between terminals 
X and Z (current transfer γ). In accordance to definition [6], 
[7] transfers α, β, γ achieve values 0 or �1 but in general, they 
can have an arbitrary value. The transfer β is set to 0 in the 
CCII specification. Parameters α and γ are referred by another 
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way in our work. In our definition of the current conveyor, 
where also intentional, real and non-zero input resistance of 
the X terminal (RX) is supposed, following general relations 
are valid. The current transfer notation γ was replaced by 
controllable parameter B (IZ = BIX) between X and Z terminal. 
Relation between X and Y terminals is represented by 
VX = AVY – IXRX. Parameters B (current gain [8]-[10]), A
(voltage gain [11]) and RX (resistance of the current input 
terminal X [10]-[12]) are generally arbitrarily adjustable 
constants with positive value (in the most cases).  

Note there are still three input/output terminals in the 
generalized CCII (GCCII). However, increase of number of 
the Z terminals is also well-known. We can provide multiple 
output copies with positive or negative transfer [2] or we can 
modify this type to have mutually independently controllable 
gain (including polarity) of all available outputs [13]. Also 
some modifications offering two Y terminal inputs with 
specific relation VY1 –VY2 = VX, known as differential voltage 
current conveyor (DVCC) [14], differential difference current 
conveyor (DDCC) [15] allowing relation VY1 –VY2 + VY3 = VX
were presented in the past. However, none of them includes 
adjustable parameter in relation for these terminal (Y1 - Yn) 
voltages and/or other values of the GCCII. Attempt to obtain 
controllable feature regarding difference of two voltages was 
provided in so-called z-copy controlled-gain voltage 
differencing current conveyor (ZC-CG-VDCC) [16]. 
However, current conveyor is only subpart of the active 
device and voltage difference was realized by controllable 
operational transconductance amplifier. The next possibility 
how to improve transfer features (electronically controllable) 
of the GCCII is in the case of terminal X. Only single X 
terminal (with controllable RX in some cases) was present in 
discussed DDCCs, DVCCs, VDCCs, etc. There are also 
devices referred as dual-X current conveyor of second 
generation (DXCCII) [17], [18] where two X terminals are 
available to provide function VXp = –VXn = VY. So-called fully 
differential current conveyor of second generation (FDCCII) 
[19], [20] offers four Y type terminals (voltage inputs) and 
implements operations utilizing of two X terminals in the 
form: VXp = VY1 – VY2 + VY3 and VXn = VY2 – VY1 + VY4.  

Based on the study provided, there is still scope for 
valuable improvements and implementation of advanced 
features improving also performance of the previously 
reported types of advanced CCs (DXCCII, FDCCII, etc.). In 
some cases, we require some special features that are useful 
for simplification of some signal operations intended in the 
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synthesis and design of application. Therefore, we defined 
useful modification of the GCCII. Our contribution presents 
new behavioral model designed for the representation of 
GCCIIs with direct electronic (voltage) control of all 
discussed features (B, A, RX) and also with advanced features 
of transfers regarding X and Y controllable terminal relations.  

II. BEHAVIORAL MODELS OF THE GCCII WITH ADVANCED 
CONTROLLABLE FEATURES BETWEEN TERMINALS 

Behavioral models are based on commercially available 
active devices that are easily accessible for fast experimental 
tests. Main characteristics of complex devices constructed 
from such elements are given by their parameters. We can 
expect that integrated solution of such active element will 
always offer better performance from many points of view. 
This approach has many advantages. First of all, expensive 
design and fabrication of IC prototype is not necessary in 
starting phase of the development or for preliminary tests. 
Subsection A describes basic principle and controllable X→Z
transfers, the following subsection B describes controllable 
Y→X transfers (extension of core section). 

A. Advanced Inter-Terminal Relations of X→Z Transfer 
Despite of wide and various utilization of previously 

reported types (FDCCII) allowing some operations 
(difference of currents to X) there electronic control of such 
type of relation is missing. We proposed model of the CC 
with three X terminals with three independently controllable 
RX-s in form: 

111 XXYX RIVV −� ,       (1) 

222 XXYX RIVV −� ,      (2) 

333 XXYX RIVV −� .      (3) 
All input currents participate on output operation (X→Z):  

333222111 XXXZ IkBIkBIkBI ��� .    (4) 
This relation includes interesting features for applications 

because it represents weighting function of input currents (k1-3
are general constants of particular solution) from three 
independent branches (gain of each current is independently 
adjustable before final summarization in high-impedance 
current output terminal Z). Ideal model of the designed CC 
with advanced features is shown in Fig. 1. 

X1
IX1

RX1

IZ= B1k1IX1+B2k2IX2+B3k3IX31Y

Z

VX1 = VY - RX1IX1

VZ
VY

VX1

1

1

RX2

RX3

IX2

IX3

X2

X3

VX2

VX3

VX2 = VY - RX2IX2

VX3 = VY - RX3IX3

B1k1IX1

B2k2IX2

B3k3IX3

Fig. 1. Ideal principle of the CC with advanced features concerning the X→Z 
terminal relations. 

Final behavioral model based on commercially available 
elements is shown in Fig. 2. The model utilizes six resistors, 
six electronically controllable current conveyors of second 
generation (ECCII) [8], [10] known also under designation 
current-mode multiplier EL2082 [21] and six simple voltage 
buffers (VBs). As a VB, we can chose for example OPA633 
[22], BUF634 [23] or excellent buffer included in OPA660 
package [24]). Such setup can really cover the above 
discussed features (1)-(4). Particular equations specified for 
presented model from Fig. 2 (basic idea explained in [25], 
[26]) are in following forms: 

�
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⎞
⎜
⎜
⎝
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R
IVV ,      (5) 
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⎠
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⎜
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⎝
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/

33
RxSET

jc
XYX V

R
IVV ,     (7) 

because partial RX ≅ Rj
//VSET_Rx in accordance to [25] and [26]. 

Therefore: 

3/
3_

/
3_

2/
2_

/
2_

1/
1_

/
1_

X
icRxSET

jcBSET
X

ibRxSET

jbBSET
X

iaRxSET

jaBSET
Z I

RV
RV

I
RV
RV

I
RV
RV

I ��≅ , (8) 

due to approximate validity of B ≅ VSET_B [21]. 

Fig. 2. Behavioral model of the CC with advanced features concerning the 
X→Z terminal relation. 
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B. Advanced Inter-Terminal Relatins of Y→X Transfer 
This extension of the features supposes voltage operation 

(difference or sum) of the voltage transfer in Y→X direction. 
Commercially available variable gain voltage amplifiers of 
various type (abbreviated as VA in our explanation), 
controllable by DC voltage or digitally, can be easily 
employed. Features of CC presented in Fig. 2 can be extended 
also by active subpart given in Fig. 3. We implemented 
precise, reliable and quite known VCA610 [27] amplifiers in 
our case. Additional difference of resulting differences (VY1 –
VY2 and VY3 – VY4) from VA1 and VA2 is performed by the 

differential voltage buffer (DVB) AD830 [28]. Ideal relations 
between VY1,2,3,4 and VX1,2,3 (for X1,2,3 open) have the following 
form: 

� � � �	 
 112431211 XXYYYYX RIAVVAVVV −−−−� ,  (9) 

� � � �	 
 222431212 XXYYYYX RIAVVAVVV −−−−� , (10) 

� � � �	 
 332431213 XXYYYYX RIAVVAVVV −−−−� , (11) 
where exact transfers for specific active elements (Fig. 3) are 
given by: 

� � � � � � � �	 
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where VSET_A is DC control voltage [27]. It achieves range 
from -2 to 0 V and allows to change voltage gain A from 100 
to 1/100 (�40 dB). 

1
AD830

A1

VCA610

VCA610

VSET_A2

VSET_A1

A2

VY1

VY2

VY3

VY4

Y1

Y2

Y3

Y4

VA1

VA2

DVB

to Y terminal 
in Fig. 2

Fig. 3. Extension of the behavioral model from Fig. 2 by additional advanced 
Y→X inter-terminal relations. 

III. SIMULATION RESULTS OF THE PROPOSED BEHAVIORAL 
MODEL

We tested functionality of proposed model (Fig. 2) by 
PSpice simulations in this preliminary stage. All resistors in 
the model were chosen as Ri = Rj = 910 Ω (overall values 
Ri

/ = Rj
/ = 1005 Ω).  The DC characteristic of the X1→Z  

Fig. 4. DC transfer characteristic of X1→Z for several steps of B1. 

Fig. 5. AC transfer responses of X1→Z for several steps of B1. 

Fig. 6. DC dependence of VX1 on IX1 for X1 terminal and stepped VSET_Rx1
value. 

transfer for several values of B1 is shown in Fig. 4. Only 
“channel” with input X1 (driving current through X1) was 
tested. The rest (X2 and X3) of channels is analogical to X1. 
AC responses for stepping of B1 are shown in Fig. 5. 

Features of X terminals for stepped VSET_Rx1 value (again 
identical for all - X1,2,3) are documented by dependence of 
terminal voltage on input current in Fig. 6 (for X1 only). 
Magnitude of impedance of the X1 terminal are shown in 
Fig. 7 (the rest of current inputs provides the same behavior). 
DC characteristic of the Y→X (all X terminals) transfer has 
limits of linearity around �4 V (at the input Y and also at the 
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output X - open). Frequency response of this transfer function 
depends on actual setting of VSET_Rx (RX). We tested transfer 
Y→X1 as an example. The first parasitic pole frequency is: 

pj

RxSET

pX
p CR

V
CR /

_

22
1

ππ
ω ≅� ,    (15) 

where Cp is parasitic capacitance in node of X terminal 
(approximately 7 pF [21], [24]) and it decreases for large 
values of RX. Hand calculation from equation (15) provides 
theoretical value fp = 995 kHz and simulation gives 
fp = 1.135 MHz (Fig. 8). Note that peek for RX1 = 0.33 kΩ
(Fig. 8) is caused by complex conjugated character of poles in 
this particular configuration. Transient response for square 
wave excitation at all X terminals is shown in Fig. 9 to verify 
summing operation between X terminals. Note that this 
relation can be easily modified to obtain also different relation 
(difference) than sum of all currents from X1, X2 and X3. 
Summing features of all three current inputs are also tested in 
Fig. 10 where sine wave excitation was used. Two inputs, X1
and X2, are driven by current signal having amplitude level 
150 μA (100 kHz) and the third is driven by 300 μA 
(200 kHz). Figure 10 indicates two situations. The first result 
(red solid line) is outcome of simple sum of input currents 
(B1,2,3 = 1). Result for weighted summing operation (B2 = 0.5 
and B1,3 = 1) is depicted by red dashed line. 

Fig. 7. Magnitude of impedance of X1 terminal for stepped VSET_Rx1 value. 

Fig. 8. AC response of Y→X1 transfer in dependence on RX1. 

Additional extension of the Y→X voltage inter-terminal 
transfer (Fig. 3) in combination with part in Fig. 2 provides 
following results. Fig. 11 shows results of test of Y1 terminal 
(VY2 = VY3 = VY4 = 0) in DC domain and for different values 
of VSET_A1 (gains A1). The magnitude frequency responses of 
the Y1→X1,2,3 transfer are given in Fig. 12. Example of 
transient responses for VY1–VY3 and VY1+VY4 operations are 
shown in Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 (all detailed specifications are 
noted in figures). An example of the signal operation with 
adjusted A1 and A2 (VSET_A1, VSET_A2) is shown in Fig. 15. 

Fig. 9. Transient response (X→Z) of the current sum in node Z for square 
wave excitation (three different input currents). 

Fig. 10. Transient response (X→Z) of the current sum in node Z for sine 
wave excitation (three different input currents, balanced and weighted gain). 

Fig. 11. DC transfer characteristic Y1→X1,2,3 for several steps of A1
(VSET_A1). 
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Fig. 12. Magnitude of Y1→X1,2,3 transfer responses for several steps of A1
(VSET_A1). 

Fig. 13. Transient response (Y1,3→X1,2,3) of the voltage difference results in 
nodes X1,2,3 for sine wave excitation for different input voltage levels and 
frequencies. 

Fig. 14. Transient response (Y1,4→X1,2,3) of the voltage difference results in 
nodes X1,2,3 for sine wave excitation for different input voltage levels and 
frequencies. 

IV. CONCLUSION

Presented complex behavioral model of the CC offers various 
interesting features of electronic controllability of the main 
features (B, A, RX) and also allows advanced inter-terminal 
features. All these features are very useful in future 
applications of filters, oscillators, modulators, etc. The model 
represents advanced active device and facilitates very  

Fig. 15. Transient response (Y1,4→X1,2,3) of the voltage difference results in 
nodes X1,2,3 for sine wave excitation for different input frequencies and 
adjusted A1 (VSET_A1), A2 (VSET_A2). 

inexpensive verification of various theories and hypotheses 
without requirement of the system implementation on IC at 
this stage. In other words, it allows the very first but real 
experimental verification of the system and foregoing 
expensive IC fabrication. However, the model has also some 
limitations. Dynamical range seem to be quite large (units of 
mA and units of V). Controllability of B is limited 
approximately to 3.5. Voltage gains A are available up to 100, 
however input dynamical features reduces to mV level. 
Frequency limit of the model is around 1 MHz. It is given by 
RX dependence on frequency and magnitude response of the 
Y→X transfer and by VSET_Rx versus parasitic pole frequency). 
The higher limit of the RX control is about 10-20 kΩ. 
Simulations confirmed functionality of the model and its 
suitability for further experiments in the research of 
electronically adjustable applications. Transient responses are 
shown in order to prove the functionality of mathematical 
operations and amplitudes were selected sufficiently low to 
obtain negligible total harmonic distortion (THD). 
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The application of z-copy voltage differencing current conveyor (ZC-VDCC) in simple and interesting first-order all-

pass sections has been studied in the present paper. The solutions presented here have presumptions for direct electronic 

control. Some of proposed circuits offer curious possibilities of control. Electronic controllability of the VDCC allows 

simultaneous zero and pole frequency adjusting, separated zero or pole frequency adjusting or migration of zero from left 

half plane to right half plane of complex space. Behavioral models of VDCC based on commercially available devices are 

proposed and selected type of all-pass section was verified by simulations and also by measurements. Results of simulations, 

experiments, and theoretical proposal are compared. Experiments confirm workability of proposed behavioral equivalent 

circuit in bandwidths to units of MHz. 

Keywords: All-pass section, Behavioral modeling, Electronic control, Voltage differencing current conveyor, Z-copy, 

VDCC, Zero/pole location control 

1 Introduction 

 Simple and tunable or partially adjustable active 

filters in both current- or voltage-mode are very 

useful for applications in communication subsystems 

like anti-aliasing or reconstruction filters and 

smoothers, band selection, signal generation in sine 

wave oscillators (all-pass or band-pass sections), etc. 

Simple all-pass sections are core elements of 

multiphase generating solutions
1-3

. Moreover, they 

can be used as sub-blocks for construction of the 

fractional order synthesis
4-7

 as an example. When 

cascaded or interconnected, sub-blocks with 

adjustable location of zeros or poles can be used for 

approximation of fractional order "passive" elements 

and two-ports
4,7

 or whole applications
5,6,8

.  

 Active element used as the main core of proposed 

applications, is known as voltage differencing current 

conveyor (VDCC) and belongs to family of hybrid 

elements introduced by Biolek et al
9
. The VDCC is 

presented as z-copy (ZC-VDCC) variant
9
 in this 

contribution. Several solutions of active element 

based on current conveyor of second generation
9-13

 

(CCII) and transconductance section
9,14

 (OTA) were 

theoretically proposed. Some basic elements offer 

benefits of simple electronic control of intrinsic 

resistance (Rx) of current input terminal
11

 X or current 

gain between X and Z terminals
12,13

 by bias current. 

The basic building parts have been already used for 

construction of combined active elements with many 

benefits. For example, current conveyor 

transconductance amplifier
9,15

 (CCTA) utilizes same 

types of sub-blocks (CCII and OTA) as VDCC, but in 

different order of interconnection. However, basic 

CCTA does not provide differential voltage input and 

internal transfers between main and auxiliary 

terminals that are important for applications.  

 Many all-pass structures were proposed in recent 

years. However, some of them are too complicated 

(many active and passive elements) and focused on 

second-order types
16,17

 for example or are not 

supposed for direct electronic control of their 

parameters (neither zero/pole frequency adjusting). Of 

course, all-pass response is also available in second-

order multi-functional biquad systems
18

, but 

independent control of pole/zero frequency in such 

systems is too complex. Really simple first-order all-
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pass circuits exist in the literature
19

 electronic 

controllability is still challenging question in the 

hitherto literature.  

 The difference between VDCC and DVCC inheres 

from basic behaviour. The DVCC realizes subtraction 

of two voltages
16-19

 (two differential voltage input 

terminals Y) and the rest of ideal behaviour is 

identical to classical current conveyor
9
 with one 

current input terminal X and current output terminal Z 

(or multiple terminals ±Z). In comparison to DVCC, 

the VDCC element contains transconductance 

section
9
 and offers additional terminal, which 

increases the universality of this element. Advanced 

CCTA with differential difference
18

 CCTA 

(DDCCTA) has similar input features as DDCC (three 

Y terminals). However, ZC-VDCC proposed in this 

paper is more suitable for our purpose (differential 

input section is sufficient in many cases). 

 Our work is focused mainly on discussion of 

simple first-order all-pass sections. Therefore, a short 

comparison of previously published works in this 

field (all-pass structures based on devices similar to 

proposed VDCC) is necessary at this place. 

 Let us compare circuits based on DVCC with 

similar complexity: Minaei et al
20

. proposed general 

admittance networks employing one DVCC leading to 

specific selection of non-controllable all-pass filters, 

where three passive elements were required. Two 

DVCCs with two Y terminals (Y1, Y2) and one 

grounded capacitor were utilized in controllable (by 

intrinsic resistance Rx) all-pass section presented by 

Maheshwari et al
21

. The all-pass filter with the same 

number of active elements with one floating resistor 

and grounded capacitor was introduced by Minaei  

et al
22

. Horng et al
23

. proposed all-pass filter only with 

grounded passive elements, where again two DVCCs 

were necessary. DVCCs are useful for synthesis of the 

universal second-order systems, where all-pass 

responses are available. Interesting current-mode 

example has been presented by Ibrahim et al
24

., where 

three these DVCCs elements together with four 

grounded resistors and two grounded capacitors were 

used to realize all transfer characteristics. 

 Similar constructions of simple first-order all-pass 

sections are available by using of differential 

difference current conveyor
9
 (DDCC), where not only 

subtraction but also addition (three or more Y 

terminals) is allowed. Ibrahim et al
25

. used one DDCC 

which utilizes three Y terminals, floating capacitor, 

and grounded resistor to realize inverting non-

adjustable all-pass section. Some other solutions 

utilize one or two DDCCs. Combination of one 

floating or grounded resistor and capacitor have been 

introduced by Metin et al
26

. Solutions presented by 

Krishna et al
27

. require two DDCCs, grounded resistor 

and capacitor. Chatuverdi et al
28

. presented two 

DDCCs-based solutions using grounded capacitors in 

inverting all-pass section controllable by intrinsic 

resistance Rx. DDCC found its utilization also in 

universal second-order filtering structures. For 

example Ibrahim et al
29

. utilized dual-output DDCCs 

in classical KHN voltage-mode biquad solution that 

allows also all-pass response. 

Our contribution presents several interesting current-, 

voltage-, and mixed-mode solutions of simple first-

order all-pass transfer section employing VDCC 

element. Some of circuits have special electronically 

adjustable possibilities, e.g. zero (ωz, fz) or pole (ωp, 

fp) frequency control or interesting feature of their 

separated control. All studied circuits require 

minimum number of external components (only 

capacitors in most cases). Our solutions are simple, 

only differential voltage input (two voltage input 

terminals) is sufficient in comparison to the most 

similar DVCC and DDCC based solutions, where 

three voltage input terminals are often utilized. In 

addition, simple DVCC and DDCC do not have 

possibility of electronic control and therefore, do not 

provide special adjustable features. 

 

2 Z-copy Voltage Differencing Current Conveyor 

 The principle of the ZC-VDCC is shown in Fig. 1, 

where symbol, behavioural model, and possible 

implementation by commercially available devices is 

shown. The first part of ZC-VDCC consists of OTA 

section with two current outputs (identical or inverted 

polarities) and the second part is formed by CCII 

section (it is current-controlled variant CCCII11
). The 

active element has two voltage inputs p, n, one current 

input x, auxiliary (high-impedance) terminal z_TA, its 

copy zc_TA and two current outputs zp and zn. The bi-

directional arrows mean both possible polarities 

(generally) of currents (from terminals z_TA and 

zc_TA). 

 

3 Proposed Simple Filtering Applications 
 

3.1 Current-Mode All-pass Sections 

 In recent years, these circuits received attention 

mainly as parts of multiphase oscillators
1-3

. The first 

example of using ZC-VDCC is shown in Fig. 2. It is 
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simple current-mode all-pass section with 

independently electronically pole frequency and also 

zero frequency. Transfer function of proposed circuit 

has form: 

( )_ 1( )
1

m

INP m x

OUT
AP CM

I g sC
K s

I g sCR

−
= =

+
 … (1) 

 

where zero frequency is adjustable by gm as ωz = gm/C 

and pole frequency ωp = 1/RxC can be adjusted by Rx. 

Disadvantage is direct influence of gm change on dc 

gain (at low frequencies), but it can be useful for 

some systems, where behaviour in magnitude 

responses is not so important
7
. Input impedance 

(resistance) of this solution is proportional to ∼1/gm.  

 The next circuit shown in Fig. 3 is modification of 

previous solution, where different interconnection of 

terminals was used in order to obtain possibility of 

zero frequency control. Only one parameter (Rx) 

allows adjusting of zero frequency in inverting  

all-pass section. 

 Transfer function has form: 
 

( )
_ 2

1
( )

m x mOUT

AP CM

INP m

sC g R gI
K s

I sC g

− −
= =

+
 …(2) 

 

from which zero frequency is 
( )1

m

z

m x

g

g R C
ω =

−
. 

Zero is in right-half-plane (RHP) of the complex 

space for typical all-pass configuration (gmRx > 1). 

Controllable parameter Rx allows change of transfer 

function from all-pass section to inverting transfer 

section with migration of zero to left-half-plane 

(LHP). Input impedance of this circuit is frequency 

dependent and directly proportional to Rx value.  

 The circuit shown in Fig. 4 has advantage of 

independent zero and also pole frequency control. We 

can found transfer function in the form: 

 
 

Fig. 1 — Z-copy voltage differencing current conveyor (VDCC): 

(a) symbol, (b) behavioral model, (c) block implementation 

 

 
 

Fig. 2 — Current-mode all-pass section with independent pole 

and/or zero frequency control 

 

 
Fig. 3 — Current-mode all-pass section with independent zero 

frequency control 
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Fig. 4 — Current-mode non-inverting/inverting all-pass section 

with independent zero and/or pole frequency control and low-

impedance input 
 

( )sCgR

sCR

I

I
sK

mx

x

INP

OUT
CMAP

+

−
±==

1
)(3_  … (3) 

 

where ωz = 1/RxC and ωp = gm/C. Hence, both 

adjustable parameters of the VDCC are used 

effectively. On the other hand, this structure requires 

current excitation to two nodes (input currents of both 

polarities). Interchange of their polarity changes 

overall polarity of the transfer (as included in Eq. 3). 

The current distributor (current follower/inverter – 

CF/I with two outputs) is required for this operation. 

Simultaneous control of Rx and gm allows to work as 

typical all-pass filter. Influence of Rx on dc gain is the 

drawback of this solution. However, it is not critical 

problem in some cases
7
. Input impedance of this 

circuit is low (given by input impedance of used 

CF/I). Therefore, solution is immediately suitable for 

cascading. 

 Output of discussed solutions has frequency 

dependent high-impedance character given by 

parameters and values of passive elements. It is not 

important if next connected block has sufficiently 

low-impedance current input. Output node of all 

proposed circuits in this subsection has to be 

connected to the low-impedance input (shorted in 

ideal case) of following system for correct operation. 

 
3.2 Mixed-Mode All-pass Section 

 Interesting mixed-mode solution of all-pass filter is 

shown in Fig. 5. The circuit behaves as voltage to 

current converter with all-pass characteristic. The 

trans-admittance-mode (TAM) transfer function has 

the following form: 

 

��
�

�
��
�

�

+

−
==

x

x
m

INP

OUT
TAMAP

sCR

sCR
g

V

I
sK

1

1
)(_

. … (4) 

 
 

Fig. 5 — Mixed-mode all-pass section with electronic control of 

zero/pole frequency and also of conversion gain 

 

 
 

Fig. 6 — Voltage-mode all-pass section utilizing floating 

capacitor and grounded resistor. 

 

 Electronic control of zero/pole frequency by Rx and 

also independent electronic control of conversion dc 

gain by gm are the main advantages of this circuit. 

Presented structure requires two positive zp terminals 

in comparison to the rest of discussed solutions in this 

section. Current-mode all-pass section is also possible 

in this structure, when grounded resistor (small value) 

is connected to the input terminal (VINP) – this 

resistance realizes current to voltage conversion.  

 Input impedance of the solution shown in Fig. 5 is 

high (and frequency independent) and character of the 

output of the circuit is similar to current-mode 

solutions in section 3.1 (low-impedance input of a 

following block is required). 

 
3.3 Voltage-Mode All-pass Sections 

 Very simple utilization of ZC-VDCC in voltage-

mode all-pass sections is also possible. Circuit shown 

in Fig. 6 uses floating capacitor and grounded external 

resistor. Despite fact of floating capacitor, it allows 
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simultaneous control of both pole and zero frequency 

and therefore, simple application as adjustable phase 

shifter. Similar method of utilizing OTA section and 

inverting buffered amplifier with floating capacitor 

was proposed by Herencsar et al
30

.  

 Transfer function was obtained as: 

 

( )
_ 1( )

L mOUT

AP VM

INP m L x

R g sCV
K s

V g R sCR

−
= =

+
 … (5) 

 

where simple simultaneous tuning of zero and pole by 

gm is allowed, if we suppose matching of RL = Rx. 

Generally, pole frequency is controllable 

independently by Rx
m L

p

x

g R

CR

� �
ω =� �
� �

. Input impedance 

of this circuit is frequency dependent, but buffering is 

not required in case of excitation from standard low-

impedance voltage source – output of the operational 

amplifier in previous sub-system for example. 

Similarly, buffering is necessary in case of low-

impedance load at the output.  

 Grounded resistor (which can be considered as 

disadvantage of this solution) can be also easily 

removed as presented in solution shown in Fig. 7. 

Modified circuit has transfer function: 
 

( )
_ 2 ( )

1

x mOUT

AP VM

INP m x x

R g sCV
K s

V g R sCR

−
= = −

− +
 … (6) 

 

and it behaves as inverting all-pass section if 

gmRx = 0.5. However, electronic controllability of this 

circuit is complicated due to this matching condition. 

Character of the input and output and their 

interconnection with other systems is similar to 

previous situation (Fig. 6). 

 Figure 8 shows better solution than circuits 

depicted in Figs 6 and 7. External resistor RL is not 

required in this modification. Nevertheless, advantage 

of independent pole frequency control by Rx (Fig. 6) 

is missing. However, additional voltage 

buffer/inverter (VB/I) is necessary. Low-impedance 

output (practically given by output impedance of the 

external inverter) is substantial advantage of the 

solution. Transfer function is given by equation: 
 

_ 3 ( ) OUT m

AP VM

INP m

V g sC
K s

V g sC

−
= =

+
.  …(7) 

 

External voltage inverter can be omitted if current 

conveyor part in frame of the VDCC (Fig. 1c) has 

inverting transfer between Y and X terminals (so 

called inverting current conveyor
9
-ICCII). In such 

case output impedance of the all-pass section is 

determined by actual Rx value. Due to low-impedance 

output (solution with voltage inverter in Fig. 8) 

cascading of these blocks is easily possible. 

 The circuit in Fig. 9 shows the next unusual 

example of ZC-VDCC application and has non-

typical transfer function: 

 
 

Fig. 7 — Modified voltage-mode all-pass section from Fig. 6 

utilizing only floating capacitor. 

 
 

Fig. 8 — Resistor-less modification of the voltage-mode all-pass 

section from Fig. 6 without matching conditions. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 9 — Modified voltage-mode all-pass section with 

independent zero frequency control. 
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xOUT
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that has interesting feature of continuous 

controllability of the zero location 
1

( )
z

xR R C
ω =

−
 by 

grounded resistance R. Similarly as in Eq.(2), it 

allows change the zero location from RHP to LHP. 

Input impedance of the circuit is frequency 

independent and high; therefore, cascading of such 

blocks is also possible. However, low-impedance load 

influences output significantly (voltage buffer 

required). 

 

4 Experimental Verification of Selected Filter 

 All-pass filter from Fig. 6 was selected for 

experimental verification because it has advantage of 

simple simultaneous electronic control of zero and 

pole frequency. We proposed following behavioral 

models of VDCC based on commercially available 

devices employing diamond transistors
31,32

 (DT) 

OPA660/860 and current-mode multiplier
33

 (or 

conveyor) EL2082 in order to test selected circuit by 

PSpice simulations and also lab measurements.  
 

4.1 Proposed Behavioral Models 

 The all-pass filter from Fig. 6 does not require all 

terminals (zc_TA and zn), therefore, suitable 

behavioral model can be simpler than proposed device 

as shown in Fig. 1. Two possible implementations of 

behavioral model of VDCC element based on DTs 

and EL2082 are shown in Fig. 10. Despite of fact that 

EL2082 is classified as obsolete element without 

proper replacement, this device is still available from 

some distributors and very useful for behavioral 

experiments. 

 These preliminary tests with both behavioral 

models of VDCC suppose Rx and gm parameters 

controllable as external parts. Both gm and also Rx 

parameter should be controllable by bias currents in 

practical CMOS utilization of VDCC element, but 

that is not the purpose of the present paper. 
 

4.2 Measurement and Simulation Results 

 All-pass filter as shown from Fig. 6 was designed 

with following parameters: fp = fz = 1.59 MHz,  

C = 100 pF, R = Rx = 1 k�, gm = 1 mS. Proposed 

application was verified with behavioral model shown 

in Fig. 10b by simulations and experiments with 

commercially available devices, oscilloscope 

DS1204B, and vector-network analyzer Agilent 

E5071C. Supply voltage was ± 5 V. Measured results 

in frequency domain (magnitude and phase 

characteristics in detail from 100 kHz to 100 MHz) 

are shown in Fig. 11. Available frequency bandwidth 

of the proposed prototype is about 20 MHz. Measured 

value of fp = fz was 1.525 MHz. Transient response of 

the output signal for excitation frequency 1.5 MHz, 

that is very close to pole and zero frequency of the all-

pass section, as shown in Fig. 12. Input signal (CH1) 

is plotted by blue colour and output signal by red 

colour (CH2). Tune ability of the section was verified 

by discrete changes of transconductance gm with 

particular values: 0.21, 0.45, 1.0 and 2.21 mS (by 

resistor 1/gm in Fig. 10b). Ideal fp = fz values are 

0.334, 0.716, 1.591, and 3.374 MHz, while by 

simulations provided values are 0.349, 0.707, 1.494, 

and 3.088 MHz. Results obtained from experimental 

tests with behavioral model are: 0.367, 0.683, 1.525, 

and 3.261 MHz. Simulated and measured phase 

characteristics of  the all-pass section are compared in  

 
 

Fig. 10 — Possible implementation of reduced behavioral model 

of ZC-VDCC: (a) symbol, (b) using OPA 660/860 and EL2082, 

(c) utilizing OPA660/860 only. 
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Fig. 12 — Input and output transient responses of AP filter for 

sine wave excitation 
 

Fig. 13. All results were obtained for 50 Ω input and 

output matching conditions. 
 

4.3 Analysis of Parasitic Effects 

 The circuit model of the all-pass section (Fig. 6) 

including real parasitics is shown in Fig. 14. Current 

and voltage error of current conveyor section in frame 

of ZC-VDCC are signed as α (voltage tracking error 

between z_TA and x terminal) and β (current tracking 

error between x and zp terminal). Their values are 

given by: α = 1 − ε and β = 1 − δ, where ε<< 1 and  

 
 

Fig. 13 — Comparison of simulated and measured phase 

responses for different values of gm. 

 

δ<< 1. Parasitic elements have values determined 

from interconnection of terminals of commercially 

available devices that were selected for experimental 

verification. We expect Rp1 � 25 kΩ (output
31

 of the 

OPA660 and input
33

 Y of the EL2082 are in parallel), 

Cp1 � 6 pF (4+2 pF), R
/
 = RL�Rp�Rzp � 1 kΩ (R << 

Rp�Rzp and has dominant impact) and Cp2 � 7 pF 

(2+5 pF). Resistance Rx (95+910 Ω) is considered as 

parasitic in many works in the field. However, it is 

used  often for  electronic control
34

.  In this case,  Rx is  

 
 

Fig. 11 — Measured results of the all-pass section – detail of magnitude and phase response 
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Fig. 14 — Filter from Fig. 6 including parasitics for study of 

parasitic influences. 

 

correct function of the proposed circuit. Transfer 

function including above discussed parasitic elements 

and parameters have form:  
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necessary for Eq. (9) has the denominator of the 

second order. The zero is still located at 

fz ≅ 1.591 MHz, but two poles exist in real case. 

Numerical calculation provided their values as 

fp1 ≅ 1.67 MHz and fp2 ≅ 21.1 MHz. Therefore, drop 

of magnitude response in direction to the high 

frequencies is caused mainly by the second pole. The 

main source of this problem is Cp2. The frequency 

where phase shift is equal to 90 degree was found as 

1.518 MHz (first pole). Therefore, measurement 

results (Figs 11 and 13) are quite near to real 

behaviour expectation from this non-ideal analysis. 

 

5 Conclusions 

 Several introduced simple applications of VDCC 

prove suitability of this active element for design of 

special and simple parts of communication sub-

systems (in this contribution all-pass sections). The 

circuit in Fig. 2 allows completely independent 

electronic control of the zero and pole frequencies. 

Circuit in Fig. 3 has benefit of simple electronic 

control of migration of zero from RHP to the LHP. 

The solution in Fig. 4 also allows independent zero 

and pole control, but circuit requires additional 

current distribution to two input nodes. Figure 5 

shows circuit with mixed-mode application (voltage 

input and current output). Zero and pole frequency are 

adjustable simultaneously and dc gain constant 

between input voltage and output current is 

controllable independently. Figure 6 offers solution, 

where simultaneous control of zero/pole frequency is 

easily possible by gm. Separated pole frequency 

control is also possible in this case. External resistor 

could be saved, but matching condition is more 

complicated than in previous type of all-pass filter, 

see Fig. 7. Resistor-less all-pass filter was introduced 

also in Fig. 8. However, correct operation of such 

system requires additional external voltage inverter. 

Fortunately, the same function is available, if in 

internal VDCC topology the current conveyor (CCII) 

is changed to ICCII (but we lost advantage of low-

impedance output consequently). All-pass filter in 

Fig. 9 provides control of zero migration by grounded 

resistor that allows to implement external system for 

its control (digital potentiometer, digital to analog 

converter, CMOS resistance equivalent, …) 

independent on features of VDCC fabricated in 

specific topology. One of presented solution was 

chosen (Fig. 6) to be verified experimentally and 

results confirmed expected behaviour and also 

tunability of all-pass filter. Proposed behavioral 

model of VDCC allows operation of circuit in 

bandwidth of units MHz with sufficient dynamics and 

it is suitable also for preliminary experimental tests of 

other applications. 
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Abstract – This contribution presents modification of 
current-controlled current conveyor (CCCII) designed 
in order to reduce the systematic DC current offset of 
transfer between X and Z terminal and also an example 
of practical design including practical guideline and 
recommendations. Simulations in Cadence Spectre 
simulator with ON Semiconductor/AMIS I2T100 based 
on 0.7 μm technology CMOS07 were provided for 
verification of discussed features. 

Keywords-CCCII; CMOS; current conveyor; 
electronic control; offset reduction 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
Current conveyors (CC) [1]-[4] have attracted 

attention of researchers for many years. There are 
many interesting modifications of basic structures 
defined by Sedra et al. [1]. However, elementary 
definitions [1]-[4] does not suppose any kind of 
electronic control of any parameter of the circuit. 
Several modifications were introduced in order to 
improve electronic controllability of their parameters. 
Intrinsic small-signal resistance of the current input 
terminal X (RX) is the parameter which was explored 
in applications of so-called current controlled current 
conveyor of second generation (CCCII) [4]-[7]. An 
attention was also focused on current gain control 

between X and Z terminal (B) [8]-[10] in so-called 
electronically controllable current conveyor (ECCII). 
Many interesting conceptions followed, where 
combined methods of two parameters control were 
solved. Minaei et al. [11] introduced CMOS ECCII 
with independent electronic control of RX and B. 
Similarly Kumngern et al. [12] defined control of 
these parameters in simple bipolar solution of the CC. 
De Marcellis et al. [13] contributed with voltage gain 
control (A). These ideas were also utilized in further 
complex elements for example in advanced current 
feedback amplifiers [14]-[15].  

Unfortunately, many of the presented solutions 
were designed only for computer analysis and do not 
solve some practical requirements, e.g. minimization 
of DC offset and appropriate DC accuracy (very small 
transistors are used, which cause unacceptable 
matching offset and too low dynamic impedance in 
some cases). Our solution supposes practical 
utilization of the CC, expects practical design and later 
silicon implementation. Our circuit has very good 
accuracy of the current transfers and significantly 
improved (decreased) systematic DC current offset 
between X and Z terminal in frame of CCCII 
(controllable RX), which is always present. 

 

 
a)        b) 

Figure 1.  Current-controlled currrent conveyor (CCCII) with systematic DC current offset reduction: a) schematic symbol, b) cell structure.
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Schematic symbol and internal structure of the CCCII 
cell with improved features are shown in Fig. 1. 
Definition of the CCCII behavior is well known [4]-
[7]: VX = VY + RXIX, IY = 0, Izp = −Izn = IX. 

II. DESIGN OF THE CCCII CELL 
We have used ON Semiconductor/AMIS I2T100 

fabrication technology available in frame of 
Europractice academic consortium. This technology is 
precise, verified and perfect for similar analog and 
mixed-mode designs. In case of smaller technologies, 
we always have to design W and L dimensions large 
enough for sufficient DC accuracy in the case of 
analog circuits. Thus, simply put, when only analog 
design is considered, there is usually no point in using 
smaller technology (benefit vs. cost is usually not 
balanced).  

The CCCII contains three main subparts. The first 
of them is biasing circuit (M21-27). This part has to 
provide bias current for the rest of the structure. 
Design of this section was provided by following 
specifications: overdrive voltage ΔVGS = VDsat =  VGS –
Vth = 0.4 V (where Vth is threshold voltage: 0.74 V for 
NMOS and 1.1 V for PMOS typically), we can use 
larger ΔVGS because there is not amplitude swing 
(signal) and voltage space given by supply voltage 
corners (VDD = –VSS = 2.5 V) is sufficient, this fact 
also reduces overall W/L ratio of transistors (better 
noise features, saving of the chip area); maximal bias 
current Ibias = 200 μA; length of transistors L = 4 μm 
was chosen for sufficiently high MOS output 
resistance. Transconductance parameters (fabrication 
constants given by gate-oxide capacitance and 
mobility of carriers) for hand calculations are 
approximately KpN = 95 μA/V2 and KpP = 29 μA/V2. 
Based on equations [16]: 
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we calculated widths: WM21-25 = 105 μm and WM26-

27 = 345 μm. 

The second part is so-called translinear section [5], 
[17]-[19], where we suppose RX control. Generally 
known CCCII contains only four transistors (2 NMOS 
and 2 PMOS) in translinear section. However, we 
have to match recommended ESD requirements. 
Therefore, this part consists of ten “fingers” M1-10 and 
M11-20 where additional resistors R1-20 are required due 
to the ESD protection of the inputs. Unfortunately, 
resistance (500 Ω) of R6-10 and R16-20 directly influences 
overall value of the RX. This additional resistance is 
noted as RESD in further text. Overall value of small-
signal RX can be expressed as: 
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Parameters gmP and gmN are partial transconductances 
of the single finger (M6-10, M16-20). Constant 0.2 in (3)-
(5) is given by division of RX to five fingers (Ibias is 
also divided to five branches). We expect 
gmP = gmN = gmNP for simple design of RX value. Then, 
we can simplify (3) to form: 

( )mNPESDX gRR /11.0 +⋅≅ .   (6) 

We can express direct relation for W/L ratio of partial 
finger NMOS (M1-10) and PMOS (M11-20) as: 
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Design requirements are: maximal Ibias = 200 μA (40 
μA in each of 5 branches); RESD = 500 Ω; RX = 330 Ω, 
L = 4 μm. We calculated WM11-20 = 220 μm (PMOS) 
and WM1-10 = 67 μm (NMOS) from (7). Supposing 
typical ΔVGS = 0.25 V (this part is processing signal 
with amplitude swing, we cannot allow bigger value of 
ΔVGS), we verified that transistors should operate in 
saturation up to Ibias = 50 μA in each finger (for 
ΔVGS = 0.25 V), calculated from equation [16]: 
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Our design supposes Ibias should reach 40 μA in each 
finger for RX= 330 Ω. 

The last part of the CCCII contains output section 
(mirrors) with DC current offset reduction auxiliary 
circuits. We used the same equations (1) and (2) for 
calculation of dimensions of the main transistors of the 
output section, similarly as at the beginning of our 
discussion (we suppose ΔVGS = 0.29 V, L = 4 μm). We 
obtained from the calculation 
WM34,35,37,38,39,43,51,54,55=200 μm,WM28,29,31,32,33,41,50,52,53=
656 μm. Explanation of the auxiliary circuits design is 
given in following section. 

III. DC CURRENT OFFSET REDUCTION 
Standard cascoding of CMOS current mirrors [16] 

is very well-known method how to increase output 
resistance of the current mirror in order to ensure high 
accuracy of mirroring. However, there are situations 
where standard approach cannot be applied due to 
limited voltage space in the structure. Fortunately, 
there are some methods (different way of cascode 
biasing), that can be very useful in particular solutions. 
We used auxiliary networks (red- and pink-colored 
parts) in our solution of the CCCII (Fig. 1). Partial 
schematic diagram of the auxiliary circuit for current 
offset reduction between X and zp, zn terminals is 
shown in Fig. 2b (for half of the section, the second 
part is analogical). The circuit operation is based on 
additional supporting MOS transistor connected to the 
output drive. It works very similarly as standard 
cascoding (Fig. 2a) of current mirrors [16] but this 



 

arrangement does not consume so large voltage space 
in translinear loop as standard cascoded current mirror. 

M34
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a)   b) 

Figure 2.  Basic principle of static DC current offset reduction: a) 
standard cascoding, b) cascoding with different way of biasing. 

Our goal is to design current mirror M34, M35 (and 
others if more outputs of this mirror are required) with 
very accurate relation (unity gain in our case) between 
input and output current to minimize systematic DC 
offset. Therefore, VDS of both transistors must be 
almost equal. We will suppose constant bias current 
Ibias (fixed RX value) in the first case of our discussion. 
Auxiliary network (M43, M48, M49) of the output drive 
provides following relation: 

49_48_35_43_ MGSMGSMDSMGS VVVV +=+ . (9) 

Additional section sufficiently increases output 
impedance of the mirror. Thus, voltage drop across 
VDS_M35 is almost equal to voltage drop across diode 
M34 (if W/L and drain currents of M49 and M34 are 
identical then VGS_M34 = VDS_M35 = VGS_M49). Very 
similar situation (well-known fact) occurs in case of 
constant ratio of current through branch M48 and M49 
(diodes) and current through M34, M35, M43 
(k1 = ID_M34,35,43/ID_M48,49) and aspect ratios W/L of M43, 
M35, M48 and M49 (k2 = (W/LM34,35,43)/(W/LM48,49)). We 
obtained: 
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where we can see that this VGS is not dependent on k if 
W/L and current gain of the mirror are designed as 
equal (k1 = k2 = k).  

Above discussed system for DC offset reduction 
works properly if constant ID is available. However, 
additional circuitry is required to ensure sufficiently 
low offset also if biasing conditions are changed. We 
suppose intentional control of Ibias in order to adjust RX 
value. The current through branch M48 and M49 
(ID/10.5) should be also adjusted in accordance with 
Ibias (ID in explanatory Fig. 2b and Fig. 3). Otherwise, 
VGS_M48 and VGS_M49 are not changed simultaneously 
with others – directly influenced by ID. Thus, VDS_M35 
is not almost equal to VGS_M34 for large changes of ID 
anymore (offset increases in specific range of Ibias 
adjusting) and transistors may even left their operation 
region (saturation) in the worst case. Additional 
current mirrors (M34-M36, M46-M47) in Fig. 3 solve this 
problem partially. It seems to be sufficient solution in 
required range of Ibias adjusting. Our design example 

supposes 10.5-times smaller transistors of auxiliary 
network (M46, M47, M48, M49, M36) to save chip area. 
For additional information see comparison of the 
simulation results (Fig. 5) based on CCCIIs utilized 
solutions in Fig. 2b and Fig. 3.  

Calculated W/L ratios together with final W/L (see 
Fig. 1) modified in accordance to the precise layout 
guidelines (division of active areas of transistors to 
fingers, matching-interdigitation, dummy, ESD 
recommendations, etc. [16]) are summarized in Tab. 1. 
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Figure 3.  Principle of DC current offset reduction with dynamical 

response on bias current changes. 

TABLE I.  CALCULATED AND FINAL W/L RATIOS 

Transistor W/L ratio [-] 
calculated final 

M1-10 67/4 68/4 
M11-20 220/4 
M21-25 105/4 104/4 
M26-27 345/4 344/4 

M28,29,31,32,33,41,50,52,53 656/4 664/4 
M34,35,37,38,39,43,51,54,55 200/4 210/4 

M30,40,42,46,47 66/4 
M36,44,45,48,49 20/4 

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 
Detail of the DC transfer characteristic between X 

and zp (zn) terminals for standard CCCII (without 
offset reduction) and CCCII presented in Fig. 1 is 
shown in Fig. 4.  

 
Figure 4.  Detail of DC transfer between X and zp, zn terminals. 

We analyzed the systematic DC current offset of the 
standard CCCII topology without offset minimization 
(for our design parameters). Figure 5 indicates 
dependence of this DC offset on Ibias adjusted from 
1 μA to 200 μA. The smallest value of the DC offset 
of the standard CCCII (without reduction) achieves 
about 50 nA (Ibias = 1 μA but all transistors of CCCII 
are not operating in saturation regime anymore) and 
the highest value is 1.15 μA (200 μA). The solution 
with reduced offset (Fig. 3) offers values 0.66 − 20 nA 
in discussed Ibias range. Dependence of small-signal RX 



 

on Ibias in the same range is shown in Fig. 6. 
Theoretical (ideal) trace was achieved from (3)-(5). 
Simulated value RX = 306 Ω for Ibias = 200 μA was 
obtained. Hand calculation gives value 330 Ω. AC 
responses of the transfer between X and zp and zn 
terminals are in Fig. 7 (18.5 and 12.1 MHz -3 dB 
bandwidths were achieved for Ibias = 200 μA). 

 
Figure 5.  Dependence of current offset value on Ibias adjusting. 

 
Figure 6.  Dependence of RX on Ibias adjusting. 

 
Figure 7.  AC transfer between X and zp, zn terminals. 

V. CONCLUSION 
We have discussed solution how to improve DC 

accuracy of the standard CMOS CCCII. DC offset of 
the transfer between X and zp or zn terminals can be 
significantly reduced (from 1.15 μA in basic CCCII to 
20 nA in variant with systematic offset reduction for 
the highest value of the Ibias = 200 μA). It is worth to 
solve the systematic offset reduction because matching 
offset analysis (CCCII with or without systematic 
offset reduction) revealed comparable offset 
dispersions (sigma around 1 μA) to unreduced 
systematic value. Our topology improves also 
accuracy of the unity current transfer significantly 
(Fig. 7). Our future work expects analysis of fabricated 
prototype. 
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Abstract—This paper deals with reconnection-less 
electronically reconfigurable filtering applications of the 
differential voltage input and single current output 
transconductance multiplier. A voltage-mode and mixed–mode 
filter solutions are presented and their electronically configurable 
features (change of transfer type and adjustment) are verified by 
simulations in a Cadence Spectre simulator with I2T100 0.7 µm 
technology. 

Keywords—Active element; electronic control; reconfiguration; 
reconnection-less filter; transconductance multiplier 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
Many useful active elements for analog signal processing 

are known today [1]. However, most of them focus on linear 
operation and linear relations (summation, difference, 
subtraction, amplification, attenuation, etc.) between inter-
terminal voltages and currents (transfers in general). Nonlinear 
operation may bring forth interesting features to an active 
device as well as the whole application. The first attempt to 
allow advanced signal operation between terminal transfers is 
multiplication. Of course, there are many known approaches 
how to construct voltage-mode multipliers (for example [2]-
[6]). Research in this field is still open for improvement (see, 
for example, the quite recent work [7] and references cited 
therein). Some commercially available devices have also been 
manufactured (EL2082, EL4083, AD834). However, they 
focus directly on voltage mode operation (input and output 
signals are voltages) [8] or provide pure current mode 
operation [9]. There are also mixed-mode solutions [10] (also 
known as electronically controllable current conveyor) but 
multiplication is possible only between input voltage and input 
current. Applications in frequency filters, oscillators, 
modulators, etc. require current output terminal(s) in many 
cases. It was also discussed, for example, in [7], where a 
similar multiplier based on the same principle of the 
multiplication core was presented. However, in [7] and many 
similar cases, the range of output current change is very small 
in relation to multiplied input voltages (low tens of μA 
maximally) that is insufficient in many applications. Our 

modification supposes an additional transconductance section 
[1], [11] in order to boost output current to a level that is more 
appropriate for real applications (variable gain 
amplifiers/transconductors with both polarities of the output 
response). This feature allows to construct interesting filtering 
applications, for example, a section with easy reconfiguration 
between minimal and non-minimal arguments. 

The constructed CMOS transconductance multiplier allows 
us to design the applications which are not easily available with 
a classic operational transconductance amplifier (OTA) [11]. 
For example, reconfigurable frequency filters require such 
active elements where continuous change of the controllable 
parameter (even including change of polarity) of the active 
element is available. Electronically adjustable filters with the 
reconnection-less feature of transfer characteristic 
reconfiguration are very useful for on-chip design – electronic 
change of the transfer function is really useful because no 
physical (galvanic) change of structure or selection of the 
input/output terminal (by electronic switching causing 
possible-limited dynamic range and high distortion, etc.) is 
required. Input and output terminals are always the same 
(single-input and single-output type). Several works presenting 
this topic have already been published [12]-[16]. Works [12], 
[13] focus on second-order structures. Works [14]-[15] deal 
with 1st-order filters reconfigurable between all-pass (AP), low-
pass (LP) and direct or inverting transfer (DT, iDT) functions. 
However, a solution also implementing high-pass (HP) 
response has not been discussed. Structures presented in this 
paper also allow HP transfer function to be available in 
voltage-mode. A sophisticated active device (modified current 
differencing unit allowing electronic control of four 
parameters) was presented in [16] to obtain LP, inverting HP 
and AP transfers simultaneously in a reconfigurable 1st-order 
current-mode filter 

II. MULTIPLIER DEFINITION 
A basic symbol of the multiplier is shown in Fig. 1. It 

implements transfer function in form: 

( )( )kVVVVI YYXXz 2121 −−= ,   (1) 
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where k is the conversion transfer constant given by the 
specific solution and topology of the multiplier. 

 
Fig. 1. Symbol of the transconductance multiplier. 

Figure 2 shows the CMOS structure of the multiplier based on 
the standard multiplying core (so-called folded MOS Gilbert´s 
cell) [5] with resistive loads (R1 and R2) and an additional 
transconductance section with cascoded mirrors (cascoded 
OTA) designed in order to provide boosted output current, 
good dynamics and linearity of the active device. Lower 
bandwidth is cost for these benefits. 

 
Fig. 2. CMOS structure of the transconductance multiplier. 

The behavior of the multiplier is very similar to the standard 
OTA [11], where IOUT = (V+–V�)gm. However, a standard OTA 
has only one polarity gm and gm = 0 is not possible as is 
obvious. Interchanging the input terminals is required for 
changing gm (output current) polarity. Therefore, electronically 
adjustable availability of the transconductance value (gm) in 
both polarities (and easy accessibility of gm = 0) is a very 
important advantage of a transconductance amplifier based on 
a multiplier core. Constant transconductance of the multiplier is 
given by: 
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where kpN = 67 μA/V2 and kpP = 27 μA/V2 are the 
transconductance parameters (approximated values considering 
different source and bulk potential of NMOS and PMOS) for 
ON Semiconductor/AMIS I2T100 0.7 μm technology used for 
simulation and potential fabrication because of its well-verified 
behavior and precise performance in analog signal processing. 
Constant value 4 in (2) is given by the gain of current mirrors 
of the output OTA section. The numerical value of k 
achieves 2.2 mS in our particular case. 

III. APPLICATION EXAMPLES – RECONFIGURABLE FILTERS 
The beneficial features of the transconductance multiplier (both 
polarities or zero value of gm) allow to design an interesting 
filtering structure which may also serve as a bilinear section for 
the design of so-called constant phase elements or blocks (two-
ports) and special fractional-order synthesis [17], [18] as the 
elementary building blocks in many resulting applications (for 

example [18], [19]). This structure is presented in Fig. 3. The 
available transfer function has a general form: 
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However, we will mainly discuss practically interesting 
configurations. For gm1 = gm2, the voltage-mode filter in Fig. 3 
allows the following transfer - DT (bilinear filter [18] type 1): 
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Inverting all-pass filter (iAP) for gm2 = −gm1: 
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HP response for gm1 = 0: 
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and bilinear filter (type 2) in the form: 
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Fig. 3. Reconfigurable reconnection-less 1st-order voltage-mode filter.  
 

All combinations of gm polarities are easily available due to 
utilizing a transconductance multiplier. Additionally, 
independent or simultaneous control of zero (ωp = gm1/C) and 
pole (ωz = gm2/C) is easily available, which is very beneficial 
for classic electronic tuning and also for synthesis of the 
constant phase blocks [18]. 

 The second example of application is the mixed-mode 
filtering structure shown in Fig. 4. The general available 
transfer function has the form: 
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Fig. 4. Reconfigurable reconnection-less 1st-order mixed-mode filter. 
 

This transfer function offers (for gm2 = gm1) the following 
interesting configurations – low-pass filter: 
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+
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The all-pass filter is available for gm1 = 2gm2 = gm: 

m

m
mAP gsC
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+
+−= 2)( ,   (10) 

and the inverting high-pass filter: 
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IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 
Both circuits were simulated in a Cadence Spectre 

simulator. The results are given for the following 
specifications: C = 10 nF, ideal pole/zero frequency 15.9 kHz, 
supply voltage ±2.5 V and initial condition gm1 = gm2 = 1 mS 
(Vset1 = Vset2 = 0.46 V).  

The results for the circuit from Fig. 3 are given in Fig. 5, 
where magnitude responses for gm1 (Vset1) stepping (see Tab. 1) 
are given (3 discrete values of gm1). Phase responses are shown 
in Fig. 6. Simulated pole/zero frequency has a value of 
15.1 kHz. The results confirm eq. (4)-(6) and illustrate the 
reconfigurable features of the structure. For negative gm1, the 
filter operates in the regime of non-minimal argument (see 
detailed stepping of gm1 for several values in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8). 
For positive gm1, the filter changes transfer from HP response 
to iAP response. 

 
Fig. 5. Magnitude responses of the voltage-mode reconfigurable filter 
presented in Fig. 3 in iAP, DT and HP configuration. 

 
Fig. 6. Phase responses of the voltage-mode reconfigurable filter from Fig. 3  
in iAP, DT and HP configuration. 

TABLE I.  SMALL-SIGNAL TRANSCONDUCTANCE VS. CONTROL VOLTAGE 

gm [mS] ±0.25 ±0.5 ±1.0 ±2.0 

Vset [V] ±0.113 ±0.226 ±0.46 ±0.90 

 

 

Fig. 7. Magnitude responses of the gm1 stepping in the voltage-mode 
reconfigurable filter from Fig. 3. 

 

Fig. 8. Phase responses of the gm1 stepping in the voltage-mode 
reconfigurable filter from Fig. 3. 

An example of electronic adjustments of the zero/pole 
frequency of the iAP response is given in Fig. 9. The frequency 
was altered between four discrete values: 3.54 kHz 
(gm1 = gm2 = 0.25 mS), 7.17 kHz (0.5 mS), 15.1 kHz (1 mS) 
and 34.9 kHz (2 mS). Appropriate setting (depending on 
required zero location, attenuation in the stop band, etc.) of 
both parameters (gm1, gm2) allows operation of the filter as HP 
with transfer zero (HPZ). An example of the simulation results 
of the second structure (Fig. 4) is shown in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11. 



 
Fig. 9. Electronic adjustments of the zero/pole frequency of the iAP (phase 
responses) from Fig. 3. 

 
Fig. 10. Magnitude responses of the mixed-mode filter from Fig. 4. 

 
Fig. 11. Phase responses of the mixed-mode filter from Fig. 4. 

V. CONCLUSION 
We have shown that a transconductance multiplier brings 

wide variability into filtering structures where reconnection-
less features are possible. The circuit in Fig. 3 can work in 
several transmission modes, i.e., DT, iDT, iAP and HP, and 
independent control of zero and pole frequency is also allowed. 
Therefore, this circuit (in bilinear mode) is also suitable for 
special types of nonstandard synthesis. The circuit in Fig. 4 
allows reconfiguration between LP, AP and iHP.  
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